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This be my prayer,I ask tonight, Oh Cod!
Bring back the flowers . . . and start my world aneu) . .

Help moue the rocks! I'll use what strength I haue . . .

Don't let me fait in what I haue to do!
Touch my heart with faith again I pray . . .

And let there be new uision for my eye.s- . . .

Oh! Let the riuers find the ocean wide!
And put a rainbout in my tear-sutep skies!

The little blue-b;rd missed my house thk Spring . . .

So cold the leaues, so still the flowers now dying . . .

'lhe song my heart sang was so uery loud
'l'hat I forgot that eyes are made for crying. . .

'l'lte stsrrg the pine sings is aloudlament . . .

'l'ltc nqkacl earth uill reach her arms in uain . . .

I u,ill. ,ntr:ttl<' cach needless useless death . . .

iltrtl slturt' utitlin my heart their silent pain.
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Prcface
"l welcome those present for the first of these two days of

hearings we are holding to examine the effect of the herbicide
known as 2,4,5-T on man and the environment. I suggest that what
is at stake at these hearings is virtually impossible to evaluate at this
moment in light of the uncertainty about this frequently used
pesticide

"The questions which have been raised recently concernlng the
hazards of 2,4,5-T and related chemicals may in the end appear to be

much ado about very little indeed.
,,ON THE OTHER HAND, THEY MAY ULTIMATELY BE REGARDED

AS PORTENDING THE MOST HORRIBLE TRAGEDY EVER KNOWN
TO MANKIND. IN VIEW OF THE POTENTIAL DISASTER THAT COULD

BEFALL US, OR CONCEIVABLY HAS INSIDIOUSLY ALREADY BE-

FALLEN US, ABSOLUTELY NO DELAY IS TOLERABLE IN THE

SEARCH FOR ANSWERS TO THE OUESTIONS POSED."
These are part of the opening remarks of the Honorable Senator

Phillip A Hart, (D.-Mich )at the hearings held in Washington, D.C.,

April 7, 197O, on "The effects ot 2,4,5-f on Man and the
Environment".

Except for a little mountain town named Globe, Arizona, these
hearings might never have been held, and the use of these defoliants
might not have been stopped in Vietnam and other areas around the
world. As a result of those hearings, the world of deformities in
plants, animals and humans may have a few less members, and the
disease known as cancer may claim a few less victims Possibly
some of the findings disclosed may force us to realize that man as he

now exists is on the verge of extinction.
During the Senate hearings, it was disclosed that the chemical

defoliants 2-4D and 2,4,5-T caused deformities in at least f ive animal
species. A government study known as the "Bionetics Report",
which cost three and one half million dollars, was begun in 1963
and completed in 1968. This report had also shown that these
chemicals produced deformities, but the information it contained was
kept secret.

These chemicals were developed at Ft Detrick, Md., during World
War ll to be used as biological war weapons

These are the chemicals that have been used

the enemy.
These are the chemicals that were used by

Globe, Arizona.
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Ro;rorts from Vietnam and Globe indicate they have caused birth
rlof<.rrrnitios, miscarriages, and severe illnesses in the human and
nnirnal population, in addition to the loss of livestock and crops.

Tho U.S. government has paid several million dollars to the
Vretnamese and Cambodian people as damages caused by these
chemicals.

Altho the government agencies involved deny the same
chemicals caused the damage which occured in Globe, several of the
area residents are suing the U.S.D.A., four chemical companies, a
helicopter company, and a private water users association for
damages.

Why has the government recognized that these chemicals caused
great damage in an enemy country, but refuse to admit that they
have caused damages in the United States of America?

ls it less of a crime to use biological war weapons in America
than it is in Vietnam?

The deformities reported in Globe are identical to those produced by

these same chemicals in the government studies. These deformities
were reported by the people of Globe BEFORE the findings of the
Bionetic report were disclosed, and before the disasters caused by

them in Vietnam came to light.
Research shows that as early as 1948,2-4D was known to produce

liver and kidney damage, heart attacks, severe destruction of the
central nerveus system, genetic changes. reduction in potency,

hemorrhages, paralysis, personality changes and extreme mental dis-
turbances. Yet none of these facts have been made known to those
using these chemicals by the companies who manufacture them or
the U S.D A. who approves them for use not only on forest and range
land, but also on millions of acres of food crops in America.

Altho a few meaningless restrictions, such as relabeling, have
been imposed on 2,4,5-T, because it was shown to cause de-
formilios, NO RESTRICTIONS HAVE BEEN PLACED ON 2-4D, altho it
was shown that in addition to producing deformities, it also CAUSED
TUMORS lN THE CANCER STUDIES, while the 2,4,5-T did not,

2,4,5-T was nov€r registered for extensive use on food crops, but
2-4D is still registered for use on:

apples
blueberries
oats
sorghum
grapef ruit
pears

soybeans

asparagus
corn
nce

wheat
lemons

potatoes
strawberries

vill

barley
cra nberr i es

rye
grapes

oranges
raspberries
suga{cane

Atleast20to50timesmore2-4Dthan2,4'Srhaveatttjittrl
being used, altho the 2-4D appears to be the deadlier of the two Ntr

tolerance levels relative to human testing have been established for

these chemicals in food or drinking water Therefore the U'S'D'A' is
violating the 1954 Pesticides chemical Act which prohibits the

registration for use on food crops of any chemical which is residual

until safe human tolerance levels have been established'

I lt ilimpossible to est ish "safe tolerance levels," as there are

I non" for these particular emicals. Their use anywhere in America

i is a violation of our rights.(-.ffi-nning 
the use of 2,4,5-T "on Jood crops" on which it was not

registered in the first place, while allowing the increased use of

2-4D,isaninsulttoatleastthosemembersofthehumanrace
capable of reading as high as the sixth grade level'

Altho each state has some form of "pesticide controls," there is

no law requiring the government to respect these controls Nor is it

necessary for them to file the information required of private

applicators in their use of these chemicals

It has been disclosed that a contaminant present in their

manufacture and identified as the "most toxic chlorrne-containing

compound known," is lOO,OOO to 1,OOO,O0O times more potent rn its

abilitytoproducedeformitiesthanWaSthalidomideintheanimals
tested.

There is no known antidote
Altho the government has attempted to "white-wash" the inci-

dent of the spraying of Globe, Ariz., the county in which Globe is

located is leading the state in liver damage, homicides, and deaths of

e-riy infancy The state Health Director also issued a statement that

the number of fetal malformations in the county is ,,cause for alarm,,

Yet the local members of the A.M.A. are reluctant or ignorant of the

facts in showing any concern They were not aware that these are

referred to as "female hormone chemicals" of the chlorinated hydro-

carbon family
The water from the Globe area drains into reservoirs to be used

as irrigation for the crops and citrus, which is shipped to other areas

oftheUnitedStates.ThecattlefeedingontheVegetationshownto
contain these chemicals are also shipped to various rnarkets through-

out the country
Some of the ,,government inVeStigators,, sent to Globe to investi-

gate a government blunder are the same men sent to Vietnam and

Cambodia, one of whom saw "no lasting damage" there' either I

accuse them of deliberately misrepresenting the facts' of suppres-

X



sing the truth, and of lying in their attempts to disqualify our claims
of damages filed against them.

A recent news release states that these chemicals used as de-
folrants in Vietnam "have caused millions of people to suffer the
same fate as victims of the Hiroshima and the Nagasaki atomic
blasts in World War Two"

ll continues by saying that medical studies revealed the chemicals
provide important "chromosmic alterations in the local population"
and that "the victims are condemned to the same fate as the sur-
vrvors of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic tragedy"

These chemcials are now banned in Vietnam. They are banned by

the Departnrenl of tlre lnterior They are banned by the Forestry of
England Fif ty eiglrt countrres of the United Nations declared them to
be wr:apons of biological warfare and their use against even an

enemy country as illegal
BUT THE U S D A CONTINUES TO ALLOW THEIR USE IN

AMERICA . . NOT ON FOOD CROPS THAT ARE TO BE DESTROYED,

BUT ON THOSE WHICH WE MUST EAT

This book is written to expose the lies, misrepresentations, and
half-truths told by men who appear to be far less concerned over the
tragedies happening in the United States of America due to the use
of these chemicals than over their use against an enemy in a foreign
land WithoutTruth, man is nothing.. for this is the only thing which
is eternal That is why the true facts of "The Spraying of Globe,
Ariz," must be told Truth often remains a prisoner, locked behind the
walls of "inspired ignorance" and false beliefs When these are
challenged and set aside, Truth becomes visible once more, standing
unafraid and unadorned, with no props to support her claims, for
Truth never needs any.

There is a quiet place within . . ,

Far from the sound and Fury ,

A quiet place where you may go

And hear and see and know

Foreworcl
Man has upset the "thought processes" of Nature . her way oI

life, evolved through centuries of learning to survive, and making use

of all the knowledge she has gained, has been carelessly discarded

. she knows instinctively that everything which exists is part of life,

even the process known by us as "dying" and that all things

whether visible or invisible, are a result of an idea, a thought

even the rain that falls, or a bridge to span the ocean, or wars that

have no beginning and no end or a desecrated, ravaged, dying

earth, populated with its masses of desecrated, ravaged, dying

people . . .

Man's decisions most of the time are based on what he considers

an immediate need and he does not draw on the experience he

should have learned from the past, nor study the long-range effect

on the future. Nature does both, and yet Man is said to have a

"mind" while Nature does not Thru his brilliance, he has seemingly

attempted to destroy her, forcing her to produce far more for him

than her "thought processes" had designed He gave her no

warning, no sound of alarm, no time to prepare herself for the assult

. he has assumed that l're could take from her all that he desired,

and then discard it as he wished arrd give her nothing in return

He has altered her sorl, her arr, her water, and her secds BUT NOT

HER MIND! For she is a jealous mistress, and when the temporary

conf usion which has momentarily overtaken her subsides, she will
quietly rise up and view her enemy. . and destroy him. for Man

is expendable, and she is not.

Everyone it seems, is writing a book about ecology, ecosystems,
phytoplankton, or photosynthesrs

lwould prefer to be writing a book of poetry, which is what life
should be as it was originally planned , . .

One of Webster's definitions for poetry is "the expression in ap-

propriate language of beautif ul thoughts" and this is what Nature

was originally But man has chosen to change the poetac reality of
life as it was intended to be and continues to delude hirnself that
he rs doing it "for his own and other's good" Why? I lrave revised

and rewritten my answer to this question many titres and I am

still searching for the answer
lgnorance is one thing. . stupidity is another A man cannot be

blamed for ignorance if the opportunrty is never available to him to
dispell his lack of knowledge; but stupidity exists when he refuses to

learn or even to see. . . or admit he can see when learning
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and wisdom are laid at his feet, and before his eyes, and poured into
his ears and he turns awayl

I will try not to use these words (ignorance and stupidiry) in
relation to any particular person in my book, but I do not apologize if
the inference is occasionally there

Since lam not a scientist, there will be a shortage of scientific
terms and phrases, but lwill "tell it lrke it is.,, sometimes perhaps in
four-letter words, because sorneone harJ to

And so begins "the To'to Talr," thirt has nothing to do with Zane
Grey, except tlre settinq rn llrc Tonto National Forest and my story of
how an environrno.l ir.r1 it wiry of life lused to call mine, was
c ha nged

The thotilylrts wlrr;lr crowrl rn on me are
the ernol tons wlrrch ar;company them bear
whrch arc:

hard to categorize, and
many names some of

Surprise that this could have happened to us in the first place
which is the number one error all of us make, for every event which
happens on this earth, or in space, really happens to all of us A
simple thing cailed "geography" does not isorate any of us from each
other

And there is shock that actual legal rights could be violated by
those in power to protect those rlghts.

High on the rist is disappointment in finding that many of thesemen not only had "feet of clay..but possessed minds and hearts
made of the same material which when examined, crumbled before
even the slightest heat generated by the spotlight of truth.

There were also those whom loccasionally ran across who were
r)rsoners within their own job systems and knew it. some of them
w(-rro courageous enough to risk their particurar positions for no gainOllrcr tlran the knowledge that they have retained their own
'rl.(Jrry lcannot shut away the feering of hatred for those who
w.trlrl s.;trr:lt o,l and destroy these men whose only crime has been
tlrcrr lrorrt:sly

c.rrrrrrJrr r:irrrr. easily for the methods used by those whosedctcnl)lltitlton lo sul)press truth was Only exceeded by ourdetcflttr|t;tlrolt l() (|xl)oso tl
I cxJrrtrrcrrr;r: ;tn(lcr its I view the ,,great silent major ity.. otar)arlrrrr(: rrrrlrvrtrrrirrs wrr. tr,rr'r give a damn! This phrase was

origrnally r:ollrcrl lo rlr:src.trrltc lltt: rlearJ, and so it does. For anyone
who stands in srl.'c;t; lrr;ti <ltrr.tly ollserves a man or his principles orhis worrd dir rrrrrtrgrr trrr'r wro.(J actions of another, is arso guirty ofhis death. cvt:rt rf the,,rndrvrdual..inflicting the wrong is agovernment agencv

This brings us to: what is "the Government"T That happens to bc
you; it happens to be me - for this is America And "the people" arc
the government "Of the people, for the people, by the people"
should not be just a parrot phrase Whatever it was that caused this
sleeping sickness to slowly engulf many of those in our country and
numb them into silent acceptance does not need to be perpetuated
forever

What happened in Globe, Arizona, is part of what has happened
to you You cannot shut yourself away and say "lt does not involve
me", for you are involved I am bored with the expression so many of
the "environmentologists" are using, which is "Get lnvolved!". lt is
not a matter of choosing to be, it is a matter of being, for you became
involved when through choice or design, you were born on this
earth Those who seek to delude themselves, even in government
offices, that the incidents which happened here in no way affect
them, are only lying to themselves. The lies which they told about a

mountain town in Arizona will ultimately cause their own
destruction. And in their attempts to suppress the truth about what
these and other chemicals are doing to an expectant mother in

Vretnam, a worker in a Factory in Germany, a reindeer in the forests
of Sweden, or a Mexican American in Globe, Arrzona they inlure
not only themselves, but you also

lbelieve one oI my greatest disappointments has been wrth those
who now emerge as a new "Environmental Establishment" --
whose titles and surface endeavors appear to be a great concern for
this earth of yours and mine They hide themselves behind the name
of an organization yet many of their ranks are filled with names of
those destroying them. They use the very organizations themselves
as merely a vehicle for personal gain

Within every man is at least a spark of desire for the truth, for
this is inherent in all men. But if it lies there, unused, or worse yet,
banked and smothered with the ashes of false beliefs and
self-delusions, even that spark can finally be extinguished This has

been my deepest desire in writing this book: that I might give
courage to those who sometimes feel they are carrying a very drnrly
lit torch, alone in their efforts to change those things which tl.rey

believe to be wrong. lt is also for those who have become so

disillusioned in their efforts that they have retreated into a "never

never land" of believing any attempts to ilse rn protesl agarnst a

power structure of any kind, even when facts show that power
struclure to be wrong, are futile. This is not true The greatest victory
achieved by those of us in Globe, Arizona, was the refusal to say,

when these tragedies befel'l us, "lt's no use trying to fight them -
they're too big to tackle!"

X xilt



It has meant fighting a powerful, private industry called "Salt
River Project" and the strongest branch of the government, the
United States Department of Agriculture.

Whydid we choose this rocky, lonely, painful path of protestT Our
reasons were honorable, and as old as truth I do not know each
personal reason of the others who rose up to defend the violations of
their rights, anymore than I know all of the reasons of those who did
not.

But these reasons were mine:
At the top of the list is this sentence:
"l did it for me!"
Read the words slowly, and study them deeply. They are said in

humbleness, but also with great pride I stand tall and unafraid, as I

saythem lsay them with honesty, with my integrity still intact. lsay
them with a feelrng of anger mixed with pity for those who cared so
little, when we cared so much lsay them with deep pain and a

sense of great loss, knowing those things which are gone, are gone
forever; but worst of all, knowing that so many will not miss them,
for they didn't know they were there. I say them because I am not a

martyr, and refuse to become one But most of all, I say them with
love This, then, is the answer, Not just for me, but for you And this
is also why it is so hard to accept - because it is too simple, and too
easy a solution, The complex methods of learning and doing are the
ones which are sought. lt is as though the human mind had now
been geared to reject any but the most difficult approaches to any
problem, using calculus methods for kindergarten arithmetic,
grasping ultimately the shadow, and not the substance. All of us
have become accustomed to the maze, the intricate labyrinth route in
arriving at the answer, the confusion confounded on confusion and
the wheels within wheels, until it is a rare incidence to even pause
and question "why?". We seek the difficult answer rather than the
easy one So my reply was often a shock to those who in an attempt
to tranquillize their own sense of guilt for standing by and doing
nothing, esper;rally when it became evident we had no intention of
losrng, woulri rnorrtlr tlre conciliatory words, "how very splendid of
you to dcdrcirto yoursolf so unselfishly to humanityl" For my reply
was always tlrt.. sarrrc, t.'verr ir-r Mr Hardin's office, Secretary of the
United St,rtcs Dollarllltent of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., and the
words wert: loutl, pl;un ir-rd clear:

"What lanr <iorng, wlrat I lrave clone, or what lwill do, is not for
humanity ll is for rnt: for rnyself for this person I refer to when I

say "l" Not for you, not for tlte man across the street, not for a
peasant in Vietnant, not even for the unborn generations, but for me.

For only when lcare enough about what happens to ME, so much so

that I refuse to have my rights violated, my laws broken, my

mountains destroyed, whether they are the Pinals in Arizona, or the

Smokies in Tennessee - only then, will lcare about what happens

to you, and the rest of humanitY"
Rather than this being a selfish idea, this is where unselfishness

must begin When I no longer look at a situation and say "That's your

problem", but see it instead, as my own, then lcan change it, and

help get it solved When I no longer view these men in Washington

as some formidable army of intellectual wizards, and learn not to be

overwhelmed by their prefacing each edict with the implied attitude:
"This is God speaking" - but see them instead as employees hired

to do a job in which the i'ules of conduct were established long ago,

and included "with honor, with truth, with integrrty" among them,

onlythen am lable to challenge them to do their job, be fired by me,

or quit!

Many of these men have deluded even themselves tnto the idea

that they are "the government" and therefore immune to error,

immune to having to account for their failures This is untrue But

before this concept of "employer and employee" can be put into

actual practice, our own image of each of us to ourselves must be

pulled up from the level where we have pernlttted it to srnk I am

tired of many things, but most of all, with tl.re idea that I rnust spend

so much of my time separating what is truly representative of my

country, and what is not I am sick of those who have used their
positions, in elected and appointed offices, allowing their own

ignorance or personaldesires to cripple and wound this nation called

America, lam sick of the false image they have allowed to be

presented to the rest of the world lf a man owned a business, and

those who were responsible for operating it for him constantly ran it

at a loss and when confronted with the facts, arrogantly told him the

business was theirs, not his, and then spread lies about his

character, he would fire them - all of them, if necessary, clear down

to the mop-woman.
When lam asked, "What are you?" lreply, "many things A poet,

designer, architect, writer, mother and frrend" But most of all, l am

an American, and a citizen of the world And as such, I am free to say

that no one, not even those who call themselves "Government Agenc-

ies" have a right to destroy what is mrne.

As an American, I am free to fight for what I believe

As an American, I am free to wtn.
As an American, one individual with a claim and a birthright in

this land I call mine, l.qan change injustices done to me, and to

anyone else.
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As an Arnrtrrcan, ldo not have to accept lies, even if told by
Governrnent Agr:ncrcs, unless I want to.

wlrirr tlr'rr ir. row raws if we are so rax we do not enforce theolri...s/ Trrrrr. lr;rv. lr..a and are, more than enough raws to have
;lrevcr'tl.rl ;r r:irl;rslr.plt. ln Globe, Arizona, the rape of Black Mesa,a.rl tlr. oxrrr(irro..f rrr. bard eagre. The necessity is not for more
lirws, lr,t f,r rrr.rr wrtlr.,lr.irrl interest,,instead of ,,money 

interest,,
to cnforcc tltcsc l;rws wlrr<;lt are rn existence.

Tlr. rtrrrr<1 wrrrcrr w;rs rrc.;r.etr to by the United states, october 1g,
1907, rs strrr r. t:rfcr:r r.riiry Tlrrs rurrng crearry prohibits the use of
the cherlrcals bcrrrg uscc.i rn Vietrritrn, or in Amenca.

the word ,,perhaps,. to preface the statement thatb hanges have been and will be made in many Uniteds snt poricies and departments. r state that because of

owncrslrrp til;r 8;rrlro Slirtlon, the licensee ts the one held
responsrlrlc for irny nlstitk(js nr:rcle, he the one who gets the
citatron, a()r rl)(r rlrsr; 1or;ky wlr. rrirrit_. th. r stake _ and that license

rights. lt seems strange, but lfound these government offices and
agencies which I dared to assault were fully prepared for the attacks
some of them have been under by the masses, but totally unprepared
for the determined and armed with truth individual I learned the
facts, and the answers to the questions, before I ever asked them. I

surprised many of the scientists by saying "wd do not need the
research - it's already been done. Here are the answers, and they
were all worked out a long time ago". Many of these men had just
assumed no research had been done.

lfound this to be the quickest alibi for their ignorance that there
were no answers available to my questions, because they were just
learning how damaging these chemicals could be. Then I knew I was
speaking to a man ignorant of his subject - or a liar.

The dates on the research data are old, but the dates on some of
our sick philosophies are older. What good is the research if we do
not apply it, or understand it, or even know it exists.

lf the ancient philosophies are not working because they are
basically unsound, then we should stop the rationalization that
"things in time will get better, "while we sit back and "study" the
problems. This does not solve them. But no solution is possible
urtless a man first recognizes that there is a problem How could
anyone solve the problems in Globe, Arizona, when the government
investigators lied, and said there was no problem? How can national
problems be solved if those in power to solve them insist everything
is fine - or go to the other extreme, and beat the drums of fear so
loudly in order to stay in control that no one can hear the voice of
reason or truth about the racket?

Obedience, through respect and trust, is a beautiful thing to see;

but obedience that stems from fear of the consequences eats into a
man's soul and destroys him, and the one who inflicts it on him
Men who use their power as a weapon are cowards, using it only on
those whom they believe to be weaker than themselves lt is first
necessary to dispel the illusion in one's own mind that they
represent strength for they do not. And then face them with honesty,
knowledge, and truth and their bravado leaves them Since this was
their only cover, they become quite vulnerable in their own ignorant
nakedness.

My prayer would be to restore the dignity of my country and of
man; for without dignity, they both become creatures of pity

l would hold your hand through these pages and say to you: "Be

aware of yourself; of the dignity and worth of you. Know your true
value, thatyou are a very rare and precious thing on this earth which
is still good". Wh'en you realize your own true values as a human
being and howvital and importantyou are, then you will cease to say
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"l can't do anything; r'm onry one person". you wirr remember thatchanges for good or for evir have always been made by the individual
- not by tht_. masses And the only person who can limit your ability
to change your life is you Whether it is to clean up a wrong image ofAmerica, or ro get rid of those in offices guilty of not doing their jobs,
or of changing the world

lwrote a lon5;er version of this particular poem, by the same title,for tlre rndians or Arcarraz, because r admired their courage. This is arevisecl verston for the.,White Eyes,, lshare with the lndian hisdeepl.vefor this rarci rrrar was his birthright. rwiil not sit idry by andsee it destroyed by anyone not even those professing to be ,,my
govern m ent "

This land is Mine
As lonq as the nvers shall run
On their way to the sea
And the sun shall shine
This land is mine . . and always shall bel
And so, if I care about this land that is mrne,
l'll care about you . for it,s your land, too
And if tdid not,
I would sit in the crowd
And be silent and still. . sayrng

"Go help if you will ,, But not me .,

I would die for this good earth I love
This land that I trust
Not because I'm a martyr
But because I am not. . . and I must
Thus I refuse
To accept less than Truth,
Whatever the cost . .

For this land is mine . .

And always will be .. as long as the sun shall shine
And the rivers shall run
On their way to the sea
AND NO ONE BUT I

Can losr-' il for rni:t

A Boy and a B B. Gun

No one has ever been able to assess the importance of the
apparently insignificant occurrences in life With this in mind, I

recount the incident of a small boy and his B-B Gun and how
they brought together several individuals, and altered their lives, tho
not their desti nies

About twenty-five years ago, two war-weary disabled veterans
managed to coax their equally weary and ancient Packard over the
mountains and into the town of Globe, Arizona, where it collapsed.
They were on their way back to the South, which had been the home
of one of them before the war lt was going to be a "Last Rites" and

embalming job on the auto, or a matter of establishing residency for
an indeterminate stay Since parts to repair this Smithsonian
lnstitute Museum escapee would require weeks to obtain, they chose
the latter

Both of them had been commissioned officers. Both had been
injured in "Line of Duty" One was the holder of the Silver Star
and wounds which would never heal The other had served as
"captain" in the Army Nurse Corps Tl'reir honeyrnoon had been a

train ride f rom one hospital to anotlrer
Because Globe was still Western enouglr to be friendly, they

spent those weeks while waiting for auto parts to be sent, or carved
out by hand, learning about the rugged old town and the people in it.
And they liked what they saw So they stayed. One day the female
half of this team was discussing the events of a nite-before party on

the telephone with one of her new-found friends Suddenly her
husband appeared in the doorway roaring that therr entire
conversation was being broadcast to the world on the "Catholic

Hour" Program! His anger then carried him out the door in the
direction of the local radio station, muttering "lnvasion of privacy"
and a few unprintables, as he went His eyes are covered with dark
glasses because the lens are gone, his lungs are covered with scars
and schrapnel, but he's still a fighting lrishman when he's mad He

limped into the radio station, and supporting himself on a cane to
stand erect, he faced the manager. and one of the most disarming
men in the world who did not rise as he reached out his hand, his

smile and his friendship. for he had no legs on which to stand The
man with the cane was my brother-in-law the man with no legs

was Willard Shoecraft Thus began a long friendship and an

explanation: A little boy with a B-B gun had fired at a bird sitting on

the telephone wire, and missed, but he had managed to f use the tele-
phone line into the network line carrying the "Catholic Hour", lt was
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because of this friendship that lultimately met this charming
individual on a visit to Globe from the East and became his wife
Had it n<-rt bccn for a boy and his B-B gun, lmight not have been
standing outside the door of a home on the edge of the Tonto
Nation;rl Forost in June I969-and the story of herbicides and history
rriglrt lrirvc bcen rjifferent

What goes tlrrouglr the mind of a seven year old boy when he
finerlly awakerrs after berng in an operating room . and sees only a

big flat dip in the slreet where his legs used to be? ldon't know
Severe burns alnrost cost Wrllard Shoecraft his life, so the amputa-
tion of his legs wirs il oornl)rornise with death, lf he missed them
severely, lre nevcr lt:t rt sl'row lt is hard for anyone who knows him
to remenrbcr tlrat tlrey are gone Because he never realrzed that
persons wrtlrout lerqs do not attempt certain tasks, he got them done
Alone and as indivrduals, we have accomplished many things.
Together, we have often accomplished the impossible. His ability is

without measure My anger against circumstances that would pre-
vent the knowledge or expression of the full value and worth of any
person has sometimes spilled over. My reaction to these circum-
stances has often stemmed from my inability to convince others that
legs, or arms or eyes are not important, so long as the soul is intact

lf my physical road has been harder, due to these circumstances,
it is of my own choosing. This man showed great courage in

accepting the responsibilities and challenges of a competitive world.
lcould list his accomplishments, but that will be in another book
someday. His place in radio history is second to none The awards he
has received are many . . but they aren't hanging on his wall. That
wasn't his purpoSe in acquiring them ljust ptrlled one from a desk
rrr the barn lt reads "Gallantry Award" "For valiant spirit and
deternrrnation exhibited in building a normal and successful life".
I strll renrember his kidding remark as this award was presented
to hrrn, saying our life together was ANYTHING but normal!
The tlate on rhis plaque is October, 1966 This was the year our
area wars sprayed twrce This was the year he bought his tractor
and helped build tl.re bridge He nalled shingles, and hauled siding
and rock for lht-'{loors and the walls of his home, His tractor was the
legs he ncver lrad an<l the good earth was his birthright. He talked
of the garden hc would lrave, and the orchard with peach trees, and
plums and apples, ancl of roses that would grow by the wall

The seed was placed in the ground The holes were dug and the
trees planted deep. They were watered f rom the stream, and cared
for, and loved. But the seeds wouldn't grow. And the trees wouldn't
bloom. And the roses withered and died by the wall

It was after this that it became increasingly difficult for lrttn trr

wear his artificial limbs - until he finally could not wear them at all

These things are told not to alibi the use of the pronoun "1" in the

following chapters, but to explain it

Many are the crimes of conscience these arrogant men and

chemicals committed against us' The los,ses we have suffered are

greater than we can measure' But one crime which I place high on

my list, is this: They made this man so very conscious of a loss

suffered a long time ago because neither of us had any choice

except for me to accollplish some of these tasks alone' lt is with

deep affection and great love that I say to my husband' Willard

Shoecraft: "lf lcould have traded places with you in an operattng

room when you were seven, I would have done so; and if you could

have traded places with me standing outside my door on a Sunday

morning in June, 1969, or facing a charging bull drunk on these

chemicals, or interviewing and unmasking these various government

officials, I know you would have done so' too' and that your deepest

pain has been because You couldn't"

A TITLE IS BORN
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By the time Christmas arrived, my emotions and my health
had suffered a great deal, So had the other members of my family
and many other area residents. lt would have been much easier to

have given up. But anger is sometimes a great ally . even when it
rnvolves pain.

On Chrrstmas morning, I opened the gift from one of my sons
Out tumbled a little grey porcelain figure, with a law book tucked
under his arm Across the pedestal on which he stood appeared the
words: "Sue the Bastards!"

It was apparent after the passing of seven months and a constant
exposure to the methods ernployed lo cover up the damage caused
by these chemicals, that the only language the persons who had
committed these offenses against us could comprehend would have
to be expressed in rnonetary terms not ln terms of sick or dead
trees, sick or dead animals or even sick or dead people

On the walls of my mind are hanging many branding irons
some well-worn and shlny, others only slightly used But it will be up
to each man who was part of thrs incident to choose his own par-
ticular brand The choice is not mine to make . it is his

Rachel Carson will be remembered for her many contributions to
the world of science and literature, but most of all for her master-
piece "Silent Spring" As a scientist, she tore away the mythical
belrefs surrounding the unexposed world of pesticides The sale of
this book has been phenomenalaround the world But it failed to halt
the alarming increase in the use and sale of pesticicies. According to
information contained in "The Report of the Secretary's Commission
on Pesticides and Their Relationship to Environmental Health", at
the tirne of Racl.rel Carson's death in 1964, the "total dollar value of
all J;esticicles product-.d in this country was $440 million dollars. This
has rncrclasorl to Sl2lrrllion in 1969" (or an increase of 30 times)
The increr;rsc rrr lrurbrcrrlcs lras been the most spectacular as "herbi-
cide sales HAVF RISEN 271% SINCE 1963, which represents more
than double tltt: r;rtc oI increase for all pesticides " End of quote .

and end of tlrc worl<i
The U S Jrrorlrrr;cs 75'\, of all pesticides manufactured in the

entire worlrl ln 196 /, wc t-.xported about $200 mlllron of agricultural
c hern ica ls

Very fcw lx)rsons;trc irwaro that 2-4D was released on the com,
mercitrl nrirrkct trlnrr>st srrrrultaneously wtth DDT Thus this phenoxy
herbicide irlso lrcgan rls (icstructive work in the early 1940's Alarms
were sounrierj Ior DDT, lrut tlrrs far ntore subtle and insiduous killer
has walked irnrl clrrf torl unqLtt'stioned aroulrd the world

Many of those who should have heeded the \ /arnlngs soutltlc<l lry

Miss Carson turned away. Their reasons for doing so are many

but they are only fragile alibis lt was her belief that the presentattot'r

of factual evidence exposing the hazards involved in the mis use of

pesticides would cause a re-evaluation of this many headed monster

But those who should have cared and who could have brought about

a sane approach to these problems chose to shut their eyes' ears

and hearts to the pleas of reason This unforgettable woman

considered her life expendable, and she gave it' not to "make a

better world". but to help save the one we have while there is a little

time leit The sword she used was her knowledge of science and her

ability to translate that science into words Sirrce the various govern-

ment agencies and others responsible for the welfare of us and our

nation would not heed her genteel and scientific approach, the only

alternative is to pick up her sword where it fell when she died

and learn a new battle-cry: "Sue the Bastards!"'

And so it was that the title of a book was born lts birth-pains

were long and painful The labor room was a rough mountain side

and the sounds of a dying earth its only anaesthetic
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Introcluction
by

FRANK E. EGLER

I would wish that before anyone reads this book, he might first have

ir slender volume by Billee Shoecraft called Moondust and Other Poems

(Philadelphia: Dorrance. 1960). Here is a poetess not only competent
in the techniques of her craft, but one with a sensitivity to the beauties
of nature that rivals William WordsWorth himself. And as I read her
poems of friendship and love, I was constantly reminded of Elizabeth

Barrett Browning. No man could be more favored by a woman than he

who is at the receiving end of such thoughts as these lyrics express.

Billee Shoecraft and her husband moved to the Pinal Mountains at
Globe, Arizona in 1965. Subsequently and unbeknownst to them, the
U. S. Forest Service was aerially spraying adjacent land with phenoxy

herbicides in a Global (truly global) equivalent of the ill-famed and now-
phased-out Operation Hades, in Vietnam, for military excuses of "de-
foliation". But the U.S. Forest Service finally made one mistake: They
sprayed Billee Shoecraft herself, as she stood before her home in a pink
chiffon nightgown.

The result was astonding. One hundred pounds of love and adoration
for her family, her pets, her garden, her home, her mountains - finding
all this.ieopardized - was metamorphosed into such an energized force
that I even believe an irate mother grizzly bear would be put to shame.
ln this case, the force was compounded with intelligence, self-education
direction, persistence and faith. lt is the sort of syndrome that lesser

mortals bow and bend before, and try to preserve their own egos by

calling it "emotionalism" and "paranoia".
This book is the story of what happened after that fateful nightgown-

wetting day in June, 1969, up to the time that she slapped a 4% million
dollar lawsuit against the U. S. Forest Service, and 4 herbicide manufac-
turers. lt is a story of laughs, and tears; of incredible bureaucratic bung-
ling at county, state and federal levels and within industrial circles; of
disillusioned dreams and of anger and contempt, of whitewashing,
coverups, alibis, legality, duplicity, arrogance, conceit and crass ignor-
ance; and of a few knights in shining armor.

I have always maintained that the problems of Environmental
Management are 95"/o those of People Management. Before we can in-

telligently manage people, we must understand people. And before we
understand people, we must describe People Behavior. This book is an

important documentary in the descriptive science of People Behavior.
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I recommend it most enthusiastically to all those environmentalists who
are and will be in the future - involved in trying to balance the im-

balance resulting from the sacrifice of quality for quantity where too
many people demand too much, f rom too small an environment.

Tl'rc prol-rlcrns of Chaparral Management in the arid Southwest are

very vuy rcul
Tlrc Wlritrl rnan inherited a landscape that had been in relative equili-

brirrrn witlr lndiarrs, fircs, drouths, floods, and fluctuations in animal
popt-tla tio rrs.

Thc Wlritc rrran killcd off nrost of the lndians and animals; he decided
he <:otrlcl nol starrtl tlrouths and f loods; and he overgrazed the land,
corrtirrtrously, witlt too mr-rch livestock Then he kept out fires. The
resrrlt of coursc w.ts lcss and less grass, thus less and less livestock, with
more and rnore brusl.r, with more and more of a conflagration hazard.

I feel truly sorry for the U. S. Forest Service. As with any person near
to a nervous breakdown, the recourse is to drugs, alcohol, suicide, or
their administrational equivalents.

Enter the phenoxy herbicides, during World War ll, especially those
known as 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T and their relatives. Now I was one of the
first to work with these. I was the first to publish of their effects on
woody plants. lstill recommend their use - as a brain surgeon would
use a scapel, not as a butcher would use a meat cleaver. For two decades

I have fought - unsuccessfully - their indiscriminate use on 50 million
acres of electric power transmission lines and other right-of-ways. I have

never recommended them for power or aerial application, or for use

on food and water, or mixed with other chemicals.

One day 20 years ago I was inspecting a helicopter-sprayed rightof-
way in Vermont. The spray had mostly landed on an adjacent scenic
highway crossing the Green Mountains, and here the U. S. Forest Ser-

vice was suing the power company. But where the spray did land on the
rightofway, it selectively kitled the deciduous brush, and released a

superb young stand of mixed conifers. "A truly magnificent Conifer
Reproduction technique" I thought. Should I go to forestry meetings,

and tell the ltoys?" I decided not to. The technique was far too fool-
proof (i e., lit {or f ools to use). Besides most foresters were then f ar

too urrsol;lristit:atcd in basic Vegetation Science (plant ecology) really
to know wlrat tlrcy wore doing. (and still are).

But tlre {orcstcrs lcarned things, thanks to the wining and dining sales-

men of the clrernical nlanulacturers. I keep in touch with all the research

coming out of tlre U S. Forest and Range Experiment Stations. There
was and still is an irrcreasing stream of "research" on aerial-spraying of
forest and range lands. I remember sadly discussing the subject with

ll,rt:lrt;l Carson when she was wrltlng her book"'Siler-rt Sprirlg"' Ltttltr

rl any of such research shows any Vegetation Science sophisticatiorr'

"fipray; 'kill' brush; get grass and conifers; now"' "Do not ask about

otlrer plants, animals, man, economics or the future' That would upset

tlrt: simple "design of the experiment"'

And so Billee Shoecraft and her environment were spraYed;and she

Irjacted.ldreadthedaywhen4dvancesin"BiologicalEngineering"will
,rllow us to duplicate individual human beings' But when that day comes'

I hope you all vote that this remarkable lady be one of the first to be

replicated. We need her kind'

j
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My ommission of an index is intentional, with the hope in my heart that

in a search for his own name in my book, whether guilty or innocent,

there may be a member of the USDA, HEW, FDA, the United States

Forest Service and the Science Advisor to the President who will

READ

MY
BOOK

and study the research it contains, since evidently they do not read

their own.
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,,THIS IS MY MOUNTAIN!"

It was Sunday morning, June 8, 1969, when I stepped outside my
bedroom door in a pink chiffon nightgown and was covered with a

spray mist from a helicopter flying over my house located at the foot
of the Pinal Mountains in the Tonto National Forest, Globe, Arizona.

The only comment lcould think of at the time (although I have
thought of and used many since!)was "Damn!".

Now the files number "46" under A. "27" under B, and "31"
under C; that's 104 altogether. lf each file were condensed to only
ten pages, that's 1,040 pages, and no one wants to read a book that
long! So where do I start?"

"Catch the reader's interest with the opening sentence"
that's the advice to all book-writers. And it's imperative that I must
hold you long enough to read the things which I have written

Please listen to the words as you read . listen with your mind
and with your heart The factual things will appeal to your mind, and,
if it's too stubborn to do anything about the catastrophes that are sur-
rounding our world, yours and mine, then maybe some of the "heart

words" will get through . . . if you'll let them.

For twenty-three years, I have known and loved a mountain;
located in the Tonto National Forest at Globe, Arizona. For

twenty-two years I have had a summer home located here. I have
watched fires sweep across her face and scar her sides. I have held
her hand while she recuperated. I have watched thqyiolence of her
summer storms send flooding torrents of water cascading down her
steep slopes and rocky canyons denuded by these fires.

When all that remained of my home on the mountain in 1953,
was a blackened fireplace chimney standing like some giant totem
pole,\with pieces of tin roofing jutting out on each side like wings, I

could not stop or rest until it was restored For to me, the rubble that
remained was a blight on the beautiful face of my mountain.

It took five hours to haul five ton of lumber in an old cattle truck
over the seventeen miles of narrow mountain road - and at least a

dozen more trips alone across the Arizona desert in 116 degree heat,
to haul the stones and shingles and glass But three weeks after it
burned, my homb was standing again
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Here I will pause for a moment to say I do not apologive for the
word "1" which shall appear repeatedly More and more through my
encounters with different agencies, government and private, have I

found that the "we's" many times didn't get the job done, where the
"l's" did

Time and time again I found organizations and government
agencies so bogged down with their mass of memberships and
personnel, that the number of people alone contributed to creating a

new problem.
So if my "l's", "my's" and "mine's" appear to be egocentric, so

be it.
Three years after my cabin which had burned was rebuilt, the

one we called "the big fire" came sweeping up her backside, and
fourteen homes out of about twenty-one, were gone when the smoke
cleared. But not mine. The memory of that particular day stands out
quite vividly. I had waited on the mountain until the report came in
that the fire was under control. Then I left for the sawmill, in the
"lndian Country" of McNary. When I arrived, the news was coming
in that the fire had broken out again, and had reached the cabin
area. The foreman of the lumber yard asked me what l'd do if mine
burned again. My reply was, "rebuild, I guess. But I know mine won't
burn this time; it just can't burn twice " Then I remembered Frank
Lloyd Wright - and the story of Taliesen - and how it did burn
twice - and he rebuilt it for the third time But I kept believing that
mine would still be there when I got back. I remember saying, that I

had left it in good hands when I pulled out in my truck at 5:OO a.m.
that morning

My way back was a long, slow trip. I could finally see the top of
the mountain. The red smoke was greasewood burning; and the blue
smoke was pine. The black puffs that occasionally went up were the
tar-paper roofs. But lkept telling myself over and over that all the
smoke was still "to the left of mine".

When I reached my house in Globe, my family had already been
informed that the cabins were gone. I insisted that ours, and those to
the right of it, were still there. And at 5:OO a.m., when the smoke
cleared enough to reach the top, we started up the mountain. I didn't
take time to read the morning paper or I would have seen our name
listed as one of the families whose cabin was gone. But when we
reached the last sleep curve, there it was just like I left it twenty-four
hours before! There were two bull-dozers in the yard; lndian
fire-fighters from New Mexico, and U S. Forest Service personnel,
with smoke-streaked faces.

Allofthemhadworkedtogethertostopafire,andsavea
Irr<luntain, and together they had won Anyone who has ever

witnessed the horror of a raging' crowning' out-of-control forest fire'

knows there is nothing more frightening' and there are no wages on

rlarth that could ever compensate these men for the work they do

iigntrng a burning building with proper equipment' plenty of men'

seeing the outside perimet-er boundaries of just how far the fire will

extend is one thing. But reading the mind of a forest fire is some-

thing else - and one little error in judgement can devastate

thousandsofacres,andtriggerachainofcostlyeventsinlossof
timber; destruction of wildli{e and numerous floods' All this in

addition to the aesthetic loss that is immeasurable' For what is the

price of the sound of the wind blowing through the pine trees? Or

seeing a silver spruce silhouetted against the sunset? Or an aspen

grove with their leaves like spinning golden coins' in autumn?

This particular mountain would never have been considered

,,Double A Grade Number one'' quality by the Standards of what

most people probably expect a mountain to be ' ' and now less than

ever.
There are no streams for fishing' and the hunting isn't much' The

trees aren't timbering quality The canyons are steep and rocky and

her face is scarred and pock-marked from the siege of many fires'

Man's eternal effortto conquer earth' sea and sky has caused him to

place many electronic installations on her top ridges' Giant micro-

wave dishes tower above her peaks' So time' in her relentless march

of progress, moves on'

It seems strange now, to recall that the only electric power on my

mountainuntillg5SwasaVerycrudegeneratorwhichhadahabit
of running out of gas just as the mystery on TV was about to be

solved . and that the refrigerator was an ice box that is now a

collector's item, and u SO Oo'tiO chunk of 
.ice 

was down to 25 pounds

by the time it was hauled up the mountain road that was almost tm-

passable in the summer time after the rains' except in a Jeep'

The stove lcooked on until 1958 would bring $2OOOO at any

antiqqe auction now! (But the quality of bread it baked would

probadly bring more!)

It almost seems that even the summer rain storms as they used

to be are also a tfrinl of the past' Once during a storm' the lightning

struck so close that it bount"d from the big iron range' and knocked

the stove-pipe down' And August was always the time when we

could gather tubs of hailstones and make homemade ice cream tn

the eventng.



This would be after "fire-season" . . and the forest ranger and
the rest of the fire crew and forest service personnel would be part
of all the "fun things" we planned on our mountain. We would visit
them and they would visit us, and it was no strain, and quite easy to
say "my forest"; "my ranger"; "my friends."

Somewhere in this transition period from "my mountain" and
"my Ranger" to thas period of "now", I requested the use of a tree
saw from the ranger in charge on the mountain to trim the dead
branches on a pine tree by my cabin. I was told "Sorry, that's against
regulations" I knew then that something had happened to the "good

old days" Later the ranger came down out of the particular ivory
tower in which he was living and drove to my cabin to let me know
he had relented, called Albuquerque or Washington, D.C., and
decided it was alright to use the saw. lf he reads this book, he'll
remember the incident and he'll probably remember exactly
where I told him he could put that damn saw! ln spite of my present
anger, lfind myself reminiscing about the "days that were". One of
the most remarkable women I ever met was the female half of the
fire-tower lookout team. She and I sat it out alone through a couple
of big fires that raced their way up our mountain. Both of us had
tremendous respect for f ire . . . but neither of us lived in fear of it or
anything else. And both of us have known what it was to get black
on our faces and blisters on our hands using fire shovels when we
had to. The corral and the barn I referred to earlier are gone now.
Our combined efforts kept them from burning a long time ago. But
they weren't able to withstand the "new era" anv more than l. They
were removed by man, not fire, just like the trees, to make way for
grass and ignorance.

But this particular person was quite a woman. Her love of that
mountain equalled mine. She gathered ladybugs which were sold to
organic farmers all over the United States and Canada. Even twenty
years ago there were men who believed using dangerous chemicals
to kill bugs on food was not such a good idea. So they used ladybugs.
They return to the same areas every year . . millions of them. The
rocks and the trees become red with their bodies. lt's not uncommon
to gather a gallon of them from one bush. Last summer I watched
them die on our mountain, too. My sons would gather pine cones in
burlap bags. These were used to help transport the ladybugs to
Phoenix to be shipped out. They would crawl around the pine scales
and this kept them from smothering for their trip across the desert.

After one of the fires, a clean-up crew was working on the
mountain. The crew was made up of various males interested in
picking up some extra money during summer vacation. One of them

hers in not Passing uP anY

that wasn't tied down including

r lookout was more than PrettY'

this Particular crew member

anger's cabin The coffee Pot

mountain and our {riendshiP'

vi's fit Pretty close in those daYs'

too . . . he had a way of making a woman a bit too conscious of just

exactly where that little reO tag is on the pocket' He came by for

coffee one night while i*"t tno"' She and I were the only females

ainat 
nafire'

f us w because

three 
hen she

to refi 
d for me

' so nd l've laughed many times over

her re balance of that night after we left'

Sh tirn"'Ou'ing the night she was awakened by the

sound "ti"t o"t"n Witn-ner heart pounding wildly' she

quietlY got her gun ' ' ' hers was

and tip-toed to the door' She co

through the heavY door ' ' ' then

under the Pressure against it'

thought and it was "That crazY da

be drunk or he wouldn't trY some

voice and faking absolute calmne

shot gun and if You come throu

holesl" There was stumbling ar 
then silence.
de, there on her Porch

garbage Pail were the

nl I hoPe wherever she

gh' l'd like for her to know how

These were some of the things that happened before the disease

of "regulations and bureaucracY"

When did it all change?

divergence of interest and oP

caused this loss of friendshiP

the "American Government" -
Forest Service? 

--"h^ r^^'l render orior to the f irst spray of the
What would prompt the local ranger' p

Globe area, to type out this sentence in his original news release'

regarding the sp'rai: 
l'i ui'o-"n''"ipate adverse criticism and harrass-



ment from
Were t 

their lives to criticizing and harrassing,,Z

them comi 
sudden that I didn,t have time to see

happened? Because I have 
^:Ti"'il iff'";:.#il:""iil?"1"r:

ship and understanding r once had with a branch of the Governmentknown as the ,,Forest 
Service,,, it has caused me to more closelyinspect many of the other branches of Government arso; and indoing so' r have stood a rittre in shock at those things r have rearned.I have seen the shock turn to rng"r, und the anger slowly retreatbefore the onslaught of disillusioriment. I have watched my dis_illusionment sit sometimes with it; head in it.s hands, crying, but l,vewaited rong enough to see it rift its eyes and say that Truth is not amatter of opinion: Truth ls! That beliefs can be accepted as truth, butif they are not, that will not make them 

"o, 
On,, if we search out thetruth' and are not afraid of discrosing or accepting it after we find it,can we ever hope to eliminate the,,trolls that would sit on ourbacks". Where there is a lack of .on.,n..'uni"ations, there is a lack offriendship. you cannot have one without the otner _ and the breaksin these lines must be repaired. But when they are once more inoperation, it will do no good (w

in a ranguage f.r;;; r. the oth 
ter!) to communicate

It is my belief that these I

non-existant between the peopte of Gtobe 
""d':h":"t:";T":H":;the U S Forest Service, prior to the time of the chemical spraying ofthe area on June g. 1 969. This was due to many unhappy and un_resolved incidents. After many years of what had been a cooperativeand friendly relationship, the ,,creepinn 

","nn"r" of bureaucracy,,seemed to have invaded even our srnuli town. Time after time we
ns that ,.ir must b rding to
regulations were ;^ ,.,^-..

,n0", oirt"r"nt '.1 lrl"""J:
more than a rittre b,, :,.,1" Iiff"#i';:l' i ff;J:i::,T:"new era of spit and polish,,, what has b";";; known as the ,,Globe
lncident" would probably never n"u" o""rrr"O.'
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,,OPERATION HADES"

ln Vietnam, the spraying ol 2-4D and 2,4,5-T was called "Opera-
tion Hades "

Since the chemicals used in America are identical to those used
against the enemy in Vietnam, it seems quite fitting to also call it
"Operation Hades" in America.

ln August, 1965, without any explanation, or possibly any under-
standing, of the hazards of the chemicals to be used, and with the
assurance of the local ranger of the United States Forest Service that
"neither 2-4D or 2,4,5-T is harmful to birds, insects, fish, wildlife or
humans" ("Arizona Record", August 19, 1965), 1,9OO acres of our
area were aerially sprayed. lt was applied only to the areas which
were part of the watersheds of the Salt River Project. This included
the streams which flow through our private lands and stock watering
ponds located in these areas.

Two weeks after the spraying, in 1965, several individuals be-
came alarmed at the appearance of the foliage on adjoining private
land. They called it to the attention of the Ranger, and were assured
by him it was not caused by the spray. No further checking for any
apparent damage was ever done by the Forest Service.

This area has now been exposed to five aerial sprayings, covering
a period of four years, with 2-4D, 2,4,5-T, and 2,4,5-I (Silvex) in
various strengths and formulations. What exactly was used where or
when, or in what mixture, appears to be unknown. At least in the
last spraying, June. 1969, water was substituted for oil, which more
or less caused the chemicals to reach their targets undiluted. The
hot, dry air of an Arizona summer, combined with excessive winds
on the particular days of the spraying, caused the water to evaporate
almost immediately. The town of Globe is possibly two air miles from
the area shown on the Forest Service map to be sprayed. lts altitude
is 3,50O feet. The Pinal Mountain reaches a height of 8,OOO eleva-
tion. To aerially apply chemicals in the rugged terrain and above the
jutting steep canyons, it would be necessary to fly variable distances
above the ground, making it impossible to safely apply these
chemicals in this area.

On June 8,9, 10, and 11, 1969, we were sprayed for the fifth
time. We are determined it will also be the last!

Five months later a news story from Washington read: "Chem-

icals Sprays (2-4D & 2,4,5-Tl another Kind of Massacre ln Vietnam"'
. and ended with the dramatic words: "Not since the Romans
salted the land after destroying Carthage, has a nation taken pains to



visit the war upon future generationsl,,we were not aware in June1969 that these were the chemicars used in vietnam, for this hadbeen denied by the rocal Forest Service. But we had arready reportedma

in 
es ln our animals that were later exposed

rep 
the "Bionetics Report". We had also

s in I umans and animals that are nowslowry coming to right through the exposure of toxicorogy findingsand research, which was known twenty years ago.
The file open is labeled ,,A_1,,.1t 

has nothing to dowith a beer made
aso by Mesarsee j:: Hiliil.'il:';lil:11r".: ilffi;:Dream" . . and i closely at the cloud formations, you cansee the outline of a I

boots and a Stetsonrorse 
and a beautiful girl NOT dressed in cowboy

This indicates at sometime in the history of the West, a cowboywas capable of considering a few things more pleasurable thanapplying Herbicides on his range land. Nlwhere in the picture areany flowing meadows of man_planted weeping love grass fighting toreplace the chappararon the steep sropes i 
" 

,o.ky mountain _ norany betowing herds of white faces stomping each other to death insearch of the grass which won,t grow there.
For years l,ve been a believer in the tales l,ve heard of themrs-treated cattle rancher; how the United States Forest Service haslust really made it rough on him Cut down his allotment; fenced himout, and fenced him in. Sometimes l,ve bled _ really bled _ all overthe floor for him! lf

call me . . and re the same disease,

don.t think there w 
coagulated, and r

timel (or any tears, for him for a long

p^i'l by the fo'owins: The headins statesi USDA T;::r:"ffil"I
Globe, Arizona. Dare: 7/29/65.lt r-eads:"During the latter part of August, or early September (weatherpermitting). the Globe Ranger District wi, be the site of a ratherlarge Chaparral Spray project. Globe District personnel will conductthe project. Briefly, the purpose of the job is to ,,open 

up,, some1 '4oo - 2.ooo acres of very o.nr" 
"fuparrar stands. Based onsmaller projects conducted on the Tonto N.F within the past fewyears, it is felt that probably 60% ol the present overstory will bekilled. This means thar

can be urtimarery ."",,.xJ"'J,,nJ:il ."f.T il:"::':: fi,..fffJi:lare: manzanita, and mountain_laurel. The oak species will not bekilled, but will experience ..tip_kill,,

"The spray will be 2-4D and 2,4,5-T (herbicides) and dropped by

helicopter. Within 3 years following this phase, we expect to have a

good stand of palatable forage grasses taking over where the brush
now thrives.

The herbicides will be mixed with diesel oil THE DIESEL WILL
SERVE AS A WEIGHT FACTOR TO INSURE AGAINST WIND DRIFT

NEITHER 2-4D NOR 2,4,5-T IS HARMFUL TO BIRDS, INSECTS,

FISH, WILDLIFE OR HUMANS
"We don't anticipate any adverse impacts whatsoever The pro-

ject is being setup with every consideration for the adjacent private
lands, wildlife, cattle, water, and recreation. Each of these resources
willbenefit. There is a strong possibility that as this work progresses

in the future, Pinal Creek may well become a permanent stream.
There'll be more cow feed, more wildlife feed, and improved habitat,
and as l've said - more water yield."

"l've written this letter to those folks who I feel have a construc-
tive interest in the National Forest."

After the 1969 spraying I requested the list of persons referred to
in the last paragraph - those with "constructive interest" and dis-
covered the only letters written were addressed to four ranchers, on

whose leased land these chemicals were to be sprayed; and one of
these four ranchers was an employee of the Forest Service. So he
was paid to help spray all this mess on his own leased land!

Paragraph one of this news release states "the purpose of this"
is to "open up" dense chaparral stands. lf you think it was dense five
years ago, you should see the mess it is now! Green brush at least
bends when you go through iU but have you ever tried to walk
through dead, dry, brittle brush - some of it in the form of giant trees
which have been stimulated in growth by this chemical which is a



hormone spray and makes anything it doesn,t kill dead on contact,grow like it's possessedl The mountainside now ts a tangled, over_grown matted dying junglel
When I inquired as to the location of areas mentioned insentence 4, I was told we were the ,,number 

one guinea pigs,, as faras "big overstory,, is concerned; that we were the first area onwhich they were experimenting with the effect of these chemicars in"mature brush". (Some of this "mature brush.. consists of sycamore
trees lOO feet tall and 1OO years old, that are dead or dying.)

And the last sentence rn paragraph one: .,The 
oak species will notbe killed-" who says it won't7 prease refer to Dow chemicar

Company's Technical Bulletin, No 1, Janua ry, 1954, page 2,Table ll:"application on oaks: using 100 gailons water. Kiiled 3g.20/o to 75.g%of the plants, respectively "
This is just one of hundreds of pubrications that state what herbi-cides can do to oak trees. Even the label states the chemicals aredesigned to kill oak.
Paragraph two informs the worrd that grass is going to be wavingin the wind by Jury 29, 196g - bur not one grass seed had beenplanted at the time of the fifth spray, four years later.
The formulation used in 1969 in Globe, Arizona, has been statedto be either lz gallons of chemical 2,4,5-T or 2,4,5-fp or 2_4D or ailthree' in 71/z garons of water, oR 2 gailons lo7/z garons of water.No one really seems to know what was actually used Some of thecomments made by this ranger are tragically comtc.
Maybe they didn't anticipate any ..adverse 

impacts., but they suremanaged to get a lot anyway. since I am living on the closest .,ad-
jacent private rand" rcan swear (and r do quite roudry much of thetime!) that they used no consideration for me or my land or anyoneelse riving in the area! As for the wirdrife, most of it has dis-appeared When I see the word ,,cattle.., 

I admit I have become quiteprejudiced and may become a vegetarian) since residues of theseherbicides have been found in 75% of the meat sampres in the area.lread again the references to,,water.,,As for quality, ourstreams, stockponds and wells are still contaminated with 2_4D,2'4'5'T and sirvex. And as for quantity, most of us have had to haurwater, for the wells and the streams are dry, although a news article,
dated october, 1g6g, stated that the reservoirs for the sart River pro-
Ject were above normal rn capacity! So the Salt River project accom_plished their purpose, r guess They did ger more water for thePhoenix valley, but at what a cost to us!

The last word in the sentence is .,recreation... 
Our only close re_creation area was included in the spray zone map, marked ,,public

LJsc Discouraged", and it was sprayed. So that took care of that!
The words, "there'll be more cow feed" bother me considerably

Frrst of all, there is less than ever and the cows, bulls, steers and
r:alves are eating anything that doesn't eat them first. Yucca, stems
nnd all. Cactus, covered with long spines. They're now crazy about
rrry walnut trees, and wild cherry. A lot of the prickly pear turned
bright orange. They really love it when it looks like that, and there
ore now 18,0OOless cattle than there were 1O years ago in our area
The grass seed that was finally planted after five years failed to
germinate. But if there were grass stands four feet tall, I resent re-
placing mountain laurel, mahogany, oak trees and sycamores -
especially on my own land - to grow "cow feed". I could care less
how much feed it produces for the ranchers if l'm the one who pays

the final bill!
It has been five years since the ranger made these statements . .

and four additional sprays have been completed. Two in 1966, no
one really knows whether any were done in 1967; one in 1968, and
the last bell-ringing hell-raiser in June, 1969. So enough time has
elapsed to assess whether at least a portion of the crystal-ball-gaz-
ing predictions have come true.

Did theyT l'm afraid not. The grass didn't germinate; the "de-

sirable brouse species" didn't get planted; the landscape did alter . .

that's for sure! But not like it was predicted it would And some-
where along the years, the 2-4D and 2,4,5-T mixed with oil, "to in-
sure against wind drift", evidently was not considered important. For

the oil was replaced with water, and boy! . . . did we get drift! The
sentence that really makes me shudder is: "neither 2-4D or 2,4,5-T
is harmful to birds, insects, fish, wildlife, or humans!"

So now I am looking at File A-9, and the word: "Toxicology". Here
is some of the informatin it contains:

"2,4,5-T is slightly more toxic to animals than 2-4D. Dogs are
considerably more sensitive to 2,4,5-T than most mammals.
Myotonia and anorexia are produced in dogs. ln rodents, stiffness,
lethargy, paralysis and coma, preceded death "

"2-4D, applied lz pound per acre" ( and the rate in Globe was
anywhere lrom 2 pounds to 12 pounds per acre, no one really
knows!) and "the only animal loss, was a few insects". (Didn't that
item say "harmless to insectsT")

Above quotes are from "Game Bulletin #7, Pesticides and Wild-
life, Herbicides, 2-4D and 2,4,5-f Department of Zoology, University
of California, Davis." The Date? - 1956!

It becomes necessary to insert another letter here This letter is

also from the Department of Zoology, University of California, Davis,
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which is the residence of the chairman of the MRAK Report, and itcontains these sentences: .,Thank you for your letter of January 21,
1 97o, requesting information on the toxicorogy of certain herbicides;we don't have any information on herbicides 2_4D or 2,4,5_T.,,
Humorous or a little sad? Maybe I should make a copy of their ,,Game
Bulletin #7" and send it back to them.

More quotes from a Forest Service publication:
"Cold blooded animals may be injured.,,
Forest Service Health and Safety Code (213) cautioned that 2_4Dand 2,4,5-T "are poisonous and flammable in an oil base.,,"When mist treatments are used, a respirator is a desirable pieceof safety equipment". (rn the news rereases of August 19, 1g6s,Arizona Record, prepared by the rocal ranger, the public was invitedto drive up and watch the operation! anO no masks were suggested!)"lndirect poisoning stemming from the use of herbicides hasbeen suggested."

The above information is from Report #16, Southwestern ForestExperiment Station, USFS, Asheville, North Carolina. Date ofPublication, 1965. Where did lget it7 you guessed it: the localRanger's office.
This particular paper contains many interesting items; such as:"Soil bacteria can de_activate 2_4D: other microorganisms canconvert 4 (2-4DBl to 2_4D.'.:,,1n dry soils, it remained active 1y2'yea rs".
"When aerial spraying, unsprayed strips should be left, toproduce wildlife cover and food',. (How can you possibly leave"strips" when USDA folder 9g says with no wind, aerially applied, itcan drift a radius of four miles!)
Monsanto Chemical Company Bulletin No. O_50, published in1953, states: "When sprayed with sub_lethal doses of 2_4D, someplants have been known to accumulate lethal quantities ofnitrates!'" Shades of Racher carson! That's just what she said itwould do!
It goes on further to state:
"The rethar effects are due to conversion of nitrates into nitriteswhich interfere with the bloods ability to carry oxygen... Doesn,t thishappen in cancer7
Then it further mentions liver damage, myotonia, anorexia, andweight loss.
All I ever managed to squeeze from DOW chemical regardingwhat research they,ve done on humans, was that they haven,t doneany

The only toxicology paper we could obtain from them consists of a

()rf(, page directive in case someone swallows "KURON" 2,4,5-fP ft
rloos not list an antidote because there is none.

However, this one page bit of advice might come in handy, since
{r teaspoonful is a lethal dose for a 15O pound man . and since I

weigh 104, it wouldn't take much for me! (and a dog will lie flat on
his back with his feet in the air and play dead for real at about one
f ifth that amount! No wonder dogs in Globe died!)

lf I hadn't read this paper and one of my friends had swallowed
2,4,5-TP I would probably have killed him, because the first thing I

would have done would have been to "induce vomiting" . . . and this
is a "no-no" if you swallow 2,4,5-TPl But I learned "inducing
vomiting" may really give him fits and he might just up and die! So
whatever you do, don't make him vomit!

Just in case I want to know about such things, this one page docu-
ment also mentions the lethal dosage for a mouse which is 2140
mg/kg, but forgot to mention that for dogs, it's about 10O mg,/kg,
and for man it's between 3OO and 5OO mg,zkg! Long live the mouse!
But it can do me in real fast! And old Rover doesn't stand a chance!

Then it informs the doctor what's in all this chemical mess except
it forgot to mention Dioxin, (but not one of the doctors in our area
had ever heard of the stuff until after June 9, 1969 - and then they
didn't give a damn!)

It also states "respiratory embarrassment caused by pulmonary
edema and pneumonia. is the primary danger". And if the good

doctor had any thoughts about using chemotherapy on me it tells
him to forget it! "lt would have no effect on the chemical
pneumonia." And, "Depression of the central nervous system may
also be a problem." The next part takes care of my liver and kidneys:

"Liver damage may be minimized by diet low in fat, and high in
protei n. "

"Kidney involvement rarely sufficient for special treatment, and
for rare cases where the kidneys are seriously involved, treatment
should be the same as for toxic nephritis." Date of publication, May
28,1959.

llove the classic ending of this particular Dow paper: "Notice:

this information is given in good faith, but while it is believed to be

correct, no warranty is made." Warranty of what? That I will die, or
that I won't? And my "faith" by now in Dow is non-existant!

Another publication, by Dow, HG125, and presented by Mullison,
1966, discloses that the Coho salmon lived for 24 hours after a 15 to
30 minute exposure to 2,4,5-TP! (l don't know what happened to him
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after that!) But the blue-gill was wiped out immediately in the
tests.quote: "No safety margin for blue_gills,,.

The oyster shell made it for 96 hours, but there was an adverse
effect on the "natural phytoplankton,'after 4 hours. The one which
worried me the most was the redear sunfish. rn addition to ,,river 

de-
generation resions", they discovered "testicular degenerative resions
resulting in apparent exhaustion atrophy of the spermatic tubures
and production of immature atypical and abnormal spermatozoa.,,
I don't know what ail of that means, but it sounds rike the redear
sunfish is in for a big shock when he tries to reproduce!

Another publication from Monk,s Wood in England states: ,,When
2-4D was fed to a sow throughout gestation, 1O of the underde_
veloped and apathetic piglets she produced died within 24 hours and
the mother subsequently had to be slaughtered because of abnor_
malities that deveroped in her spine." This study was more than 1o
years old' so why is it so unberievabre that these chemicars courd
still deform the spine of a goat in Globe7

Regarding the manufacture of 2,4,5_T in Germany 20 years ago,
here is a partiar rist of airments suffered by the workers and sub-
mitted as evidence against these chemicals by the FDA in the
hearings in Washington 1.1 months after we were sprayed:Dermatitis patches of pigmentation

Abdominal Complaints Reduction in GeneralCondition
Damage to Liver pulmonary emphysema
Myocardiac damage Edema
Pathological urine finding Renal damage
Muscular pains
Generarratisue *""T:::S:".::
Headaches
Paresis

Orthostatic collapse
Coordination disturba nce

and one final startling thought from the same paper: "of the
ill workers, 9 are still receiving medical attention 5 years later,
nnlrocially for marked psycho,/pathological disturbances."

lcould lengthen the list, but that's enough for now. l'll close this
r:lrupter with a quotation of my own: "why would anyone in the
I orust Service or out of it ever make the statement: "neither 2-4D
nor 2,4,5-f is harmful to birds, insects, fish, wildlife, or humans?"

,,A HOUSE FOR ICE HOUSE CANYON''

So we put away file A-1, and reach for the next one lt's entitled
"1 966 and subsequent sprayings."

On these pages before you, the reader, whomever you may be,

are facts as they are, and as they occurred; some of them humorous,
some of them sad, but all of them true. Most of these writings
express very personalized situations, and this is because the "Globe

lncident" was from the very beginning, a very personalized
expenence.

Since lwas eight years old, I have been the writer of poetry that
has been tossed like skipping pebbles across a too quiet pool Some
of these have occasionally been published One of them was read in
the Halls of Congress and reprinted in the Congressional Record and
is contained in the Memorial Book for the late President John F

Kennedy, a copy of which was sent to me by his Widow.

lnside the jacket of my book entitled "Moondust" are these
words: "She believes in the philosophy" lf you wisely invest in
beauty, it will remain with you all the days of your life " These words
were written by Frank Lloyd Wright, who was known and greatly
admired by the author. She has lived in Arizona for many years,

loves the desert and the mountains . . the vastness and freedom for
which that part of our country is so famous. ln decorating and
design, which is her vocation as well as her hobby, she includes
manzanita, time-worn tree trunks, and driftwood in her work . . We
repeat the author's dedication: this book is for you "

I am very grateful that I had the privilege of knowing Mr Wright,
and that l can say with my heart: "He was my f riend " l learned from
the books which he gave me . . . I learned that true architecture is a

philosophy, a way of life When I was nineteen years old, I purchased

a set of Audel's Carpenter Books, and learned how to be a builder . . .

but a builder must be someone who can do more than nail boards, or
hold a level straight . . . His designs have often been referred lo as
"natural building"'or "integral building". Building with nature, and

Alienation of total personality
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building with integrity. llearned that even in building, as in every-
thlng else, man and nature and life, are all one. And that when these
are separated or this principle forgotten, all will suffer.

These words were written April 10, 1959, one day after the death
of Mr Wright . and many years before the home (and the setting
which it describes) became a reality at the foot of Pinal Mountains in
the Tonto National Forest:

He was my f riend . . . and as I look I see
These things he has left for me:

A warm low house with streams that run near by
And walls of glass that face the mountain high . . .

Open space that lets my soul run free . . .

All these things my friend has left for me . .

Wide hanging eaves to shelter from the sun . . .

A FIRE TO SIT BY WHEN THE DAY IS DONE . . .

Forever did he seek to bring man Truth .

Forever did he seek to set man free . . .

He did not bow beneath the yoke of "style"
But ever kept his soul's integrity . . .

This was my friend . . .

And so my soul takes time to cry today .

And lam sad because he's gone away . . .

But I shall see him every place I turn,
and from these things he's left me I shall learn
That I must ever climb . . and face the sun,
And if I f ight, and lose, I still have won!
Man's soul alone shall rise eternally
And only Truth shall ever set him free!
So I can truly say that my home was a Frank Lloyd Wright inspira-

tion, for it expresses principals in which he believed . . .

There are 36,000 board feet of lumber laminated together to form
the ceiling. The giant beams are from the f irst theatre in Arizona, the
old "Lyric" in Tucson. One of them weighs 850 pounds and we
hoisted it into place by building a crib of ancient railroad ties that
were hauled across the mountains from near the border in Mexico.
Some of them were oak, and all were hand hewn. I was the
contractor, and my "crew" was made up of cowboys, mine-workers,
alcoholics (they were the most talented!) preachers, a Mormon
Bishop, an auto mechanic and some of the boys from the county jail,
who would get "time and a half " so they could get out sooner. There
was a strike on . . the big copper strike so nobody had any
money and everybody needed everybody else

rrlw,ryr;/) ittttl we all worked together ' ' ' and somehow we made it

My (:rr)w l)oss" was a real genius: he had been a great builder in

( ,rlrlorttit, but hls money more than his luck had run out just as he

11ol to Globe, Arizona. When l showed him the plans' he said he'd

w,rrlctl a long tame to build this one! There are a hundred and

,,rxty ltve tons of rock in it lknow how many' because I helped haul

r'vorv load! The stone mason was a real artist: he came to build one

Irrrrplace, and was there for five months! One stone wall is seventy

llrrt loflg, and there are four fireplaces' And I have my "walls of

1;l,rss" Much of the lumber is f rom the old copper mine at Christmas'

,,,,,ttowed with age. There is no back door ' but there are seven

rrrtrances. And on the deck by the grass turret is the rittre square

lronch Mr. Wright gave me so long ago'

The tile on the lower level was hand made in Mexico to match

rllo gray bark of the giant sycamore trees' Each load hauled'

ropresented a distance If "lto" 
4OO miles and each of the five

Ioads, I hauled alone over the mountalns

The newspaper story called it "A house for lce House Canyon" '

but it was wrong. A house is made to look at a home is made {or

lrving . . . and retains a little bit of everyone who passes through its

tloors... and all my dear and cherished workmen put together all

rny dear and cherisheJoi"""t of material which lbrought them' and

created a home, not a house' lf they ever resented taking orders from

a woman, they never let it show' for we all worked together as

friends. lt took over two years to build'

This was what I had

This was the home theY sPraYed'

|,ve loved Arizona foreu",, lgu",,, and especially her rugged un.

tamed qualities; that special sense she can give you of being alone'

but not lonely. Once in awhile over the years' l've been real lucky in

stumbling across, and being able to buy' a little patch of land still

untouched by too many vlsiUte signs that man has tried to make her

over - and dress her up with roads across her face - and leveled

and bulldozed and squared'

One of these ptaces we reler to as "the Castle Hot Springs

Country": wild, rugged cliffs - too high to climb - and canyons that

take Your breath awaY'

The late President Kennedy used to ride there when he was a

boy, and everyone called him "Jack"' Even the injury he had in his

spine didn't t e"p iim from seeing and loving that country lt's

probably more primitive now thar ever' for the road is certainly more

impassable than ever'
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Another we call the "Auga Fria Place"; just north of Phoenix, 20
or 3O miles - where the river always runs, and tall willows grow on
the banks and giant Saguaros tower in the aky. I designed a home to
cling to the rock cliffs with part of the floor made of glass to see the
river below. But it never got built, for we found the land at the foot of
the mountains, in Globe, Arizona: 20 acres that wasn't leveled or
chopped, or cut; with sycamores and cottonwoods and walnut trees
and a stream, and this was the spot we chose to build our home.

The work was started in the winter of 1965 Then, in May,
1966, we learned that the Forest Service was going to spray
"something to kill the manzanita" and since this is my favorite de-
corating material, I personally visited the local Forest Service office.
When their map indicated our land was not correctly located, the
ranger returned with me and located the corner markers which were
chiseled in boulders. He even remarked on the beauty of the wild
daisies growing in abundance on our upper field (They never
bloomed again.)

Although he assured me that the chemicals to be used would
harm nothing except manzanita, I cautioned him and other Forest
Service personnel in the office, that ldid not want anything to harm
mrne.

On the particular days of the spraying, we were on vacation; but
when we returned, I requested thatthe ranger visit our land, because
of the appearance of the trees. The leaves were curling and yellow-
ing, and dropping off. lasked whether this could possibly have been
caused by the spray they had applied to the mountain and he assured
me it could not. (l did not know until 1969 that part of our land was
shown as being included on the original spray map, for no one ever
corrected the location on it of our land)

ln October, 1966, I again contacted the United States Forest
Service in Globe, and the assistant Ranger - and at my request, due
to the appearance of an orange color turning to brown on the
needles and subsequent death to the trees in about two years - he
inspected the pines located in our yard on the mountain. He told me
a mysterious disease seemed to be affecting quite a number of the
pine trees; the discoloration on one side only - toward Globe. I also
requested he examine the plant life on our land at the foot of the
mountain as many of the walnut and sycamores were losing their
leaves after they curled and yellowed. He did not inform me that they
had sprayed lt was also at this time that our hamsters which we had
on the mountain, died lt was after this that our son started raising
guinea pigs He purchased his first pair in 1967, and we moved into
our new home in February, .l 968 at the foot of the mountain.

After the dates of the May and June 1968 sprayings' the baby

the adults lost weight
guinea Pigs took several of them to
,nd did not two females and one
school for -^-L^, -c rho' ncver
male, but h ecember' as theY never

did breed. (about 10) died within
Also in June, 1968' all of his white mtce

48 hours. Please recall' we were not aware they had. t-1t:t^::..::

1968. I later checked U""k on the dates (he has a "Pet cemetery

- the dates were a few days after the spraying)' We had only one

dog at that time - a female She became very ill' lost her hair' and

beginning
that have

ur Plants'
swollen a

and trYing to work with them wr

not being able to see clearlY' and

fear that I was going blind I rem

middle o{ the night o*t"'" I couldn't talk or swallow and writing

excuses to a sym ,"";;;;;;; u ir o"u,lroloo 
Tl noTin:."l l"JlI J:

rescriptions must be wrong' for

ore would suddenlY need them

attended the ceremonY in a lon

cover the bandages on mY arm

ng too hard; You'r

d to me when I

so easy before' M

his artificial limbs'

sPecimen to see what it would dt

"outside influences" such as drinki t because my

haro is that shiny - r just never got guess' Seems

that nothing makes other women a you tell them

you never sm

that You belo

mildl). . and

them for a checkuP if You're h

have to gol So this little bit of

well; never had a'lranquilizer in my life'
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(lf mos ple moresleepers" the , God l)for it's a ci he lic isn rspit-in-your_eye me, who used tr lift a nmY he
and ith 

at 1o4' 5'1"' finally had to give in,

etc. eo 
dney specialists - throat 

"p""i"lirr,like h 
that those of us in .,"t""x}::,;;

ng sfr
2- s-T 

ologY PaPers

ncr visits to the members 
"i;t;^"il.T:

the rast June 8, g, ro u.nlsr r, ,,ilX;,1"t?j;;H:j, [:X":'iTj:totally unaware that the Forest Service had sprayed our area inSeptember, 1966 or 5,OOO acres in 
"n "ru" lvisited in May 1g67, orour area again ln May and June, 196g.

Although we own the local radio statior

?A.'; 
*". underraken to inrorm anyone .r';frr:J,"#ff:il.TL'TT;

I will include elsewhere in
McKusick, who is a scientist, of h charmion

and her own personar observance 
s the area,

own family; so these that I have recorded .r",ntor" pertain;ggi: L";own personal situation and verified by me. By doing so, I do normit events to my family and my_em a l-.
e e n""',:J;i,:",:'i;J;1,1";
ou losses that I believe were

r have many ,".o..;:f, of our :;3:""T;:toii.o",lT"n,",, 
;;.,touch on these things, and I have seen first hand the devastation toprivate lands, garden crops, trees and animals in our area. lhavelistened to some of thr .

ro except the mea 
:tr complaints' for they had no one else to turn

giant's job. l,ve loo
to lie, who said: ,,1

down the face of a

S450.OO for the crops and trees
tM WAS TURNED DOWNT The
ot that only one claim had been
nd that it had been denied, we
and a damn good one! -- or a

wlrole brace of them, which is just what we did! (My claim I believe,
lrns tlre distinction of being the biggest one ever submitted to the
TJSDA to the tune of poetry and organ music - I wrote no letter -
lor lhave a worse phobia against letter writing than ldo doctors!) So

rl was a tape-recording and they either had to listen, or forget it. I

lrgured they'd listen, in the hopes of finding some little gem to
(;ounter-sue me! And the organ music I felt would be appropriate,
just in case anyone dropped dead from shock! All that was missing
were the flowers, I almost sent a collection from our "Victory Box" -
which we hauled to Phoenix after the spray, full of dead fruit, dead

l)lants, and dead roses. This brings us to that fateful June, of 1 969.
We were not contacted prior to the spraying of our land, or

persons, etc. After stepping outside my bedroom door at the sound of
the helicopter, on June 8, and being covered with whatever mess he
was flying, I called the ranger's wife when I saw the helicopter turn
into the direction of the mountain, and then fly out again from an
elevation on the side of the mountain of about 6,00O feet. A dense
white cloud emanated as he came flying toward our land again

So I assume he also "high-pressured" it (which is one more "no

no" on a long list). The ranger's wife told me she had no radio
contact with them until after 8:0O a.m , and as it was only about 7:00
a.m. she suggested I try to meet them at the helispot, the location of
which she was not aware. While standing on my land, I was again
covered with the spray, and a{ter chasing the helicopter in my auto,
on the road at all times, I finally caught up with him when he landed.

Following are some interesting quotes, well documented, from
my "OO9 D-l" f ile. (D-l stands for "deep intrigue"!)

Date:July 1'1, 1969. File No. 2520.
From: District Ranger
To: The Files
Subject: Watershed Protection; Kellner-Russell Chemical Main-

tenance KY69
"This memo is a resume of the TY maintenance project. The

spraying was done on June 8,9, 10 and 11, 1969 We started at
0640 on Sunday, June 8, at the helispot on lce House Canyon Trail.
At 0651 after the 3rd load was dropped, the pilot flew to old CCC

Camp to check his spray booms. WHEN HE LANDED, MRS. SHOE-

CRAFT ARRIVED AND TOLD HIM SOME OF THE SPRAY HAD

I.ANDED ON HER PROPERry. THE PILOT RETURNED TO THE HELI.

SPOT AT O714 AND SAID SOMEONE SHOULD GO TALK WITH HER."

Did anyone "go talk with her?" Don't be ridiculous!, I wouldn't be

writing all this if they had, and we probably would have gone on

l
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1 stumbling around blindly not knowing what in the world was wrongwrth the trees, with us, or with the anlmals.
ct me, they sprayed for FOUR
before they stoppedl

nd fear no contradictions from
States Forest Service, whether

s ee s a wi rd - e yed o, 
",11 :: "0,'^;t:1",1""'.:[i 

j:: 
]l iil; 

"ir"",lr" 

r""" 

Idown and madty waving hul. arm"s, in;:; Jamn_wett stop, and findout what in the hell she wants!

,,WAR 
DECLARED ON FOREST SERVICE.,

These were the headlines of the
The editor, Tom Anderson, prin ;::i,:" .

izes" you

tm not to have ,,guts,, j:[Tl:

the Globe
tended by
aim at an
the pinal

this was about g5 per cent
nine_point propo.rl o., thu
Bob McKusick ."d M;;.

ere as follows;
method of any plant life on
elp of Salt Rive. project or

3. That never again shall we be used as guinea pigs.
4. That it is made a law that no spraying or herbicidal use or

destruction of plant life can be done until a complete analysis is
made public and approved by the public prior to any action.

5. That the U.S. Forest Service no longer have immunity
from the controls as set forth by the State Pesticide Control
Board and must come under the same controls as they apply to
private operators.

6, That no recreation area can be abandoned at the whim
of the U.S. Forest Service just because it happens to be located
where they wish to experiment.

7. The removal from office of any U.S. Forest Service
personnel who directed, or was in any way responsible for the
manner in which this project was conducted andlor condoned
same - First and foremost, Robert Courtney, forest supervisor
for the Tonto National Forest, for having proceeded with his
own particular brand of "Doing what is good for you," even if it
kills you.

8, That the Salt River Project be restrained from any further
destruction of this area for any reason whatsoever.

9. That we intend by whatever means necessary to see that
the above proposals are carried out in full and erre publicly
announcing that we as citizens of the U. S. and rccognizing that
as such we are "we the people," do declare that we shall defend
our own land from any further desecration.

McKusick, Mrs. Shoecraft and others present reported that
fruit trees, other types of plant life and even animals had either
died or been affected in various and peculiar ways recently,
shortly after the Forest Service sprayed close to Globe.
McKusick also charged that the soil in some private areas had
been rendered sterile.

Charges were made that the helicopters sprayed from too
great a height, sprayed over private land, sprayed on windy
days, used a chemical mixture not recommended by the manu-
facturer, did not know what effects the spray would have on
plant life and animals outside the area sprayed, and proceeded
with the project without intermption after protests were made.

As far as is known, the Forest Service has concluded the
spraying for the season but plans to continue in the fall or
spring.

IN COMMENTING on the controversy, William Moehn of
Globe, Tonto forest ranger, said:

"The stories about ducks'eggs, owls not able to fly, and other
wild tales are a bunch of malarkey.

"Insofar as some leaves falling off trees, in some cases this
happens every year at this time."
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I have often wondered if the local
quotes attributed ro him after the Senate ;:::L."1;';:T,"#;:"ti;
these Herbicides. ln Aprit 1g7O, it was disclosed by the FDA thatthey produced deformities in the test animals.

Deformities occurred with ail three chemicar formuratio ns, 2-4D,2,4,5-T and Silvex _ including deformed legs and ,,inadequare
fusion of the skull.,' gO% of ,n"i"r, animafs .,were 

born dead, andmany of those born arive, had intestinar hemorrhages. The featherswere bleached on the chickens, indicating a change in the,,normalpigment formation.,.
The report also mentions,,Alopecia,,, or loss of hair. l,ve recalledmany times the rangers comment ,,lot of malarkey!,,as most of theeggs didn't hatch in Washington either
Ten months pnor to that Senate hearing, and 6 months beforeany information .,leaked 

out,, in the Bionetics studies, exposing thedeformitres caused by these chemicals, we had reported manyabnormalities in goats, ducks, pigeons, and gurnea pigs, iformed legs, short twisted f""t,-aur*ture of the spineeyes. These same deformities occurred in the test aniFDA studies' The Bionetics Report cated it "incomprete fusion ofskull"; alf I knew to say in my unscientific language of my guineapigs, was "parl of their heads seem to be missing or not growntogether. "
We couldn't say it in big long technical terms, so the USDA

::J*, 
nothing reaily happened tJour uni.ur. _ attho a to, oi them

One really bright member of the medical profession in Globe, wasquoted in the phoenix Gazette, February fi, f gZO, as saying thatthis was "the biggest farce he naO eue,. oncornt"r"d,, and that tt wasa "political question
He "doubted it would
Medicine ManZ) His
difficutt to find him
medical ignorance in a courtroom when he finds out how little heknew about phenoxy herbicidesr rt wourd take a brave man in themedical field to admir he.didn,t know anything about pesticides. Andl've never known any real medal_winner" i" ,i" AMA for that kind of

don't know.,, and then a bigger
rticular member is probably one
from age 20 to gO to be ..suf_

hair, brindness, or vomirins brood, to:l*:':?'i:;:i,y.."'n, ross or

I wonder if it would have made any difference if I had been able
to say to this particular "closed mind - don't tell me for I don't want
to know" individual, in a very quiet research tone of voice: "l wonder
what is causing my alopecia, and anorexia, and my dog's also?"
Possibly just the sound of those euphonious words might have

turned him on like gang-busters! Maybe he and I would have had a

real toxicology researchers' hey-day! As tragic as many of these
things were as they occurred, I can't recall a lot of them without
realizing their sheer humor also; such as an incident when my eyes
were nearly swollen shut, I was almost unable to walk, my arms and
legs were swollen twice normal size, part of the skin was dark and
purple, my hair was coming out in patches, and my eyelashes were
gone. As tears squeezed from my swollen eyes, the doctor concluded
these various ailments resulted because lwas nervous due to the
deaths and burials of the various animals. My reply to this display of
medical ignorance was "My God, Doctor! But why did the animals'
hair fall out and their skin look like mine just before they died?" Even

the fish outside my living room in the pond died, and a bob cat 3 feet
long expired 20 feet from the house I knew it was no use to call the
Fish and Game Department. We had done that before. All they ever

did was bury them. They never checked to see if they died of
herbicides. lcalled a neighbor to ask if he had any room in his
freezer, for lwanted to get it to a lab. He said he didn't, because his
was full of dead birds! Now it seems hysterically funny, but that day,
I cried!

Maybe if we had known all those words way back in July and
August of 1969, they would have listened and seen the animals. But
we didn't know those big words then. That Bionetics report with the
fancy medical terms wasn't smuggled out of its little hiding place 'til

many months later.
I can possibly overlook the attitude of any doctor who is not

aware of the hazards of a pesticide if this is not his field. I can even

understand his saying "but these aren't pesticides or poison, they're
herbicides!" - not knowing that the term "pesticides" does include
"herbicides", and they are poison.

But lcannot forgive an arrogant or "don't bother me l'm busy" at-
titude in any doctor, especially when l'm paying him at the check

stand on the way out.

The Phoenix paper carried a story that "nine doctors in Globe had

been interviewed" by the great scientists of the USDA. We didn't
know we had nine doctors; the yellow pages only list 7 and most of

the time it's impossible to locate even one!
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But suddenly it appeared the community was overflowing with
"medicine men!" lt also reported that the interviews revealed there
was "general agreement" (My God! - some of them hardly speak to
each other, let alone "agree") 

- that there had been no "significant
increase of illness that related to the spraying" lt's astounding to us

that these "interviews" were so quickly arranged by USDA members
when many of the area residents can't get an appointment when
they're dyingl How would any of them know whether any of the ill-
nesses were "related to the spraying" when not one of them, by

their own admissions, was a pesticide specialist? A short time after
the last spray, I recall a particular conversation with one of the
doctors of the Eastern Arizona Pathology Laboratory, Globe.

I had been referred to him after emergency treatment in the local
hospital, due to an inability to swallow, accompanied with severe
chest pains

His attitude was one of extreme annoyance when I inquired if he
knew anything about these herbicides and whether they were
related to the chlorinated hydrocarbons. He said they were not; that
they were absolutely harmless (But you were wrong, doctor They
are chlorinated hydrocarbons - and far from harmless.)

I told him that even the "crop dusters" whom I had interviewed
said these were extremely hazardous to use. His reply was that "crop
dusters don't know anything" and that he was sure his friend, who
was the vice-president of "Agro-Chem" Chemical Company in
Phoenix, "wasn't excited" about what we were saying had
happened, because of these "harmless herbicides." I informed him
that his friend of Agro-Chemical Co. was excited sufficiently to come
storming into our radio station threatening to sue us for our "open
Line" Radio program The doctor retorted that "if a radio station was
running your product down and costing you money, wouldn't you be
upset?" I advised him that at no time had we or any of the listeners
calling in, ever "run down" the chemical company products (We
didn't have access to all that knowledge about the deadlies in them
atthat time, Doctor, or the words wouldn't have been "running them
down" it would have been "stopping and wiping them out!") When I

asked the "ignorant-of-herbicides" doctor about the makeup or
effects of these chemicals, he was not aware of either I also asked if
he had listened to the radio program, stating if he had, he would
realize we were not "attacking" his friend's chemical company He
replied he had heard none of the programs, and certainly didn't in-
tend to listen! Then he stated that "they" (whoever that may be)
"keep trying to ban DDT and there's nothing to it - it's harmless."
(Where have you been, doctor? I thought in Arizona it had been

lrnnned on a lot of thingsl) When I said I had talked to a couple of

r:lromists in Phoenix, he told me they didn't know anything down

llrore either! He even said there was no "lab" down there. (Sorry,

(loctor, there are several.) Yet this doctor is the County Medical

Fxominer and Pathologist for Maricopa County which includes

Phoenix, with 525,OOO people. He's also the County Medical

Examiner for my county, and another located between here and

Phoenix I keep wondering why he is County Medical Examiner for

Phoenix, when he lives way up here in my tough and rugged and con-

taminated town. Seems odd not to have chosen a doctor closer than

90 miles from Phoenix just in case someone in the Valley got sick

ond died, from what might be pesticide poisoning! Maybe none of

them believe there is such a thing down there, either.

While he fiddled around with my throat, and was unable to find

the growth which later was found there, he said "l'll bet $5 these

herbicides are harmless." He lost the bet.

But he can keep the 55; maybe he'll buy a book with it like Frank

Graham's "Since Silent Spring" which tells about some of those

chemical company boys, or Whiteside's "Defoliation"; it's a

paper-back, 95C. These books came out long after I was in his office,

so I didn't know these things that day, or that these chemicals are

called "Orange" and "White" in Vietnam, or that they can kill and

deform, and destroy
On my way out he said he had always been a skeptic, but that I

"intrigued" him with some of the things I had said, and he might
"check on them." (P.S. Did you ever check, Doctor? I doubt it )

He was also the doctor who signed the autopsy reports on two

agricultural workers who died in Phoenix, May 2, 197O, stating it

was "tree tobacco" that killed them.
The first news release had stated it was poisoning from eating

vegetables sprayed with insecticides lt also told of a third man who

survived and was being treated in the County Hospital for "parathion

poisoning." The director of the county hospital's patient administra-

tion office said the hospital received a positive gastric analysis report

on parathion from "Affiliated Pathologists " The same news story

reported that Dr Roan, University of Arizona, (Pesticide Study Di-

rector) stated the vegetables blamed for deaths contained "no agri-

cultural poison" Later Dr Roan admitted to me that no vegetables

had been taken for analysis from the field, because the "survivor

was an alcoholic and unreliable" and that he had really been treated

for alcoholism. So, no vegetable samples were taken or tested The

men who died a.nd the one who lived had no relatives or f riends
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A VISIT TO MT. TONTO

You will not listen to my words
Because I shout. .

And when I speak in softness,
Then you do not hear .

And if I wait in silence,
You never know l'm there .

How do I talk to you?
By the last week in July, 1969, things were pretty desperate in

our littre area' Above the sirence of dead prants, dead birds and dead
animars, we stiil heard the famiriar chant that what had happened to
us had in no way altered the plans of the Tonto National Forest Head_quarters in Phoenix, Arizona, to continue the spray program asplanned. And when we tried to find out just what the ,,as planned,,
meant, we were given vague, misleading answers.

Some of those whom we had contacted by then included
Governor Jack wiiliams, senators Barry Gordwater and paur Fannin.
Representative sam Steiger, in addition to our rocar hearth depart-
ment, supervisors, the Mayor and city manager, State Health De_partment in Phoenix, the Maricopa (phoenix) county Hearth Depart-
ment, the State pesticide contror Board, the USDA office in phoenix,
the Water Pollution Board in Denver, Dow Chemical Company,
members of the Agriculture Department of the University of Arizona,
Dr. Roan, and Dr. Morgan of the Commission on pesticide Study in
Tucson, the state Game and Fish Department, the sart River project.
State Land Department, the Department of the rnterior, and others.

We had received a letter from Sam Steiger, our representative,
which stated he had contacted the Forest service and had been
assured the spraying was stopped. But when I interviewed Mr
Courtney, Tonto Supervisor, he stated it was stopped only because
the project was completed for that particular time and that he hadfull intentions of continuing their program. r had asked the rocar
Ranger to urge Mr. Courtney to view our area personally _ to see
the animars that were it, and arthough it was a great physicar effortfor me to do so, after the Ranger told me that ..Mr. 

Courtney has
more important things to think about than the spraying in Globe,,, I
saw Mr. courtney personally and requested he visit our area. A news

and the poverty program moves on . . . and one more lie is added to
the list of those rold by the ,,priviledged 

liars."
rlloase from his office in July stated that "no proof had been sub-
nrllt)d "that the spraying had affected any area outside the forest
rrntl lF any were submitted, the program would be modified to insure
rl would not happen again.!

Prior to my visit to Mr. Courtney, I had called William Fleischman
(llrc Tonto Forest Grazing Officer) and asked him to view the area
rrf tt:r Mr Courtney refused our invitation nor would he permit a group
to call on him. Mr. Fleishman told me in the presence of witnesses,
lrcluding Mr Moehn, the local Ranger, that he could see Silvex
rlamage as close as my back door. Also in my files are copies of
lotters signed by Mr. Fleishman and Mr. Moehn whom Mr. Courtney
lrad sent to Globe as part of the first "task force " These letters were
nddressed to Mr. Courtney two weeks prior to his news release that
he had seen "no proof of damage." These letters state that damage
had been seen on my property and "we also got some drift of spray
rlown Kellner and lcehouse Canyons", beans, peas, tomatoes appear
to have been hit severly by the spray. The corn is stunted and melon
type plants also affected Many fruit trees, as well as other trees,
also show effects of the spray"

How could Mr. Courtney not have been aware of this information
when the visit and reports of the damage found were made to him
prior to my visit?

Please note those two names in particular:
"Mr. William Moehn, Globe Ranger "
Mr. William Fleishman, Tonto Grazing off icer "
You will particularly notice the absence of these names from any

so-called "Task Forces" of the future, nor did I manage to get a copy
of these letters until NINE months after they were written (and when
they read this, it will be the first time they will be aware that I have
these copies, even now!)

Why did Mr. Courtney choose to play his particular role this way?
ldo not know. I only know that by his attitude, by his obvious and
total lack of concern for our problem, or our welfare, he pushed
possibly beyond the brink of repair the already almost shattered
image of the Forest Service in our area I left his office on the day of
that particular visit stunned. As Mr. Steiger's office is in the same
building, I stopped to report that Mr. Courtney still refused to assure
us that spraying of these chemicals would be stopped in our area, on
us, or on our homes. I was still "walking blind" in the land of herbi-
cides; for I did not know what they were, nor how hazardous, and I

want to believe that Mr. Courtney did not know either. I have
wondered many times in reviewing this man's stubborness to
continue with hip plans in spite of our pleadings - and our proof -
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if he has ever rooked back and regretted his reactions to us in those
early days. r think of the personner who made up the branch of theUS Forest Service, and those in the US Department of Agricurture
who pranned the series of events that cause this story to have to bewrtten at a,; and whose rack of knowredge of what they were doing
was onry exceiled by their rack of concern - and wonder if they have
any regrets.

And I consider the role played by those great ..untouchables,, 
inArizona known as the Salt River project, who shared in the perpetra_

tion and costs of these events with no greater show of knowledge orconcern than that exhibited by the U.s. Forest Service. rf they 
-have

any feelings of guilt over the part they chose to enact, they,ve neverlet them show. The original scheme appears to be theirs. They pur_
chased the chemicar and directed it to be sprayed on their ownwatershed, which they so jearousry guard. r wonder about the heri-copter service company that applied the chemical. They should nothave exhibited such a display of disregard and carelessness
involving the rights of others. And I include the birds, the animals
and the silent leafless trees.

I wonder too, about those apathetic beings who somehow moreby accident than design still inhabit this earth, but who will not"stand up and be counted',, nor even seek nor accept the facts asthey are in answer to the question '.what did the US Forest Service,with the consent and aid of the Salt River project, do to an areacalled "the foothills of the pinal Mountains, Globe, Arizona?,,
Those of us who recall those nightmare days, remembering morethan we'd like to. know that nothing will ever erase their memory.As I look at these mountains of papers, files, letters, tapes, photo_

graphs, all the humor has left me and the anger rises again. Anger
that such a sad thing courd happen. But more anger directed at thosewho shourd have cared - but didn't. r recat some of these so-cared"government scientisr - experts,, who have been here (and who,
upon close examination, were totally unqualified for their job.) I rem_ember their saying ,,we mustn't let emotions enter into it _ just
facts - and nothing else, Mrs. Shoecraft,,.

How do you stifle the emotion when it,s your dog, or horse, orchild, or yourself, or so small a thrng as a one-eyed guinea pig? Iagree that I believe it was quite easy for those who came from Wash_rngton wearing their various disguises to be totaty and even heart-lessly unemotional, but the land and animals and children were nottheirs. I remember the tortured mountain, the silent streams, chokedwith dead plant life, the seedless, sickened flowers, the great. goodearth out there that lies in confusion and distrust, and my a-ngerfinds a new key.

Petitions were signed and they untimately carried over one thou-
sand names - a lot for this small area, and a letter was composed
and mailed with them addressed to Mr. Courtney, the ending of
which read "we are here petitioning that you cease this program and
immediately begin reparations, if this situation is to be solved
without greater grief to all. Should further flights of spraying occur
over our private lands and homes without our permission they will be

regarded as dangerous, and necessary measures of self-defense will
be employed."

Copies were mailed among others to Representative Sam Steiger,
Senator Paul Fannin and Senator Barry Goldwater, Henry M.
Jackson, Chairman of the US Senate Sub-committee on Environ-
mental Resources. This was the middle of July, and time seemed to
be running out.

But even this could not obtain a statement from Mr. Courtney that
the spraying of our area would be halted permanently.

A telegram representing several thousand signatures was ul-
timately sent to the President. By then it was apparent that the
Pulliam Newspapers in Phoenix were too involved with the Salt River
Valley to help us I wonder how different the whole picture might
have been had only the US Forest Service been involved and not the
Salt River Project. But Phoenix is headquarters of the Salt River
Valley, and the Salt River Project has convinced more persons than
one that they have "top priority" down there. I recall someone
commenting to me when this first started that "you can't sue the
government, and nobody can touch the Salt River Project" - my

anger roared back: "The Hell We Can't! Stick Around and Watch Us!"
We were past the "point of no return". The message was loud

and clear; only it was spelled out in the "silent treatment" from
every local and state and national official we had contacted, except
Sam Steiger.

l'd dreamed up a name for us - the "l C U Committee" and it
meant just that: "l See You!" and "l'll be watching every damn thing
you do from here on out!" That was it: Plain and Simple. I

understand a lot of time and effort was spent by the Government to
see if the "committee" was a subversive agencyl After the Range

Management meeting in which Mr. Robert Moore of the Salt River

Project kept referring to those of us in the spray area as the
"uninformed", I added a second meaning to the letters: "The

l nformed Citizens' U nion! "
One morning I was thinking of what in the world we could do to

end this stalem.ate. I've always believed that there is some way to
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So, since Mr. Courtney insisted he had ,,seen no evidence of
damage" to our area by the spray, and still refused to visit us, the
logical solution began formulating: ,,Lets take the damage to Mr.
Courtney! "

NOBODY GIVES A DAMN!

shock and disiilusionment set in, because of ries and arrogance,
and finally I blew Pollyanna a kiss of farewell when she couldn,t take
it any more, and made room for Scarlett O,Hara! But I guess most of
the time the Scarlett O'Hara,s get the job done.

Although I had observed personally the lack of concern and
failure of local and state officiars to perform the duties for which they
were elected, I was totally unprepared for this to occur on the
national level also.

This to me, was a fa ation than complaining about
smog on the waterfront fall out from an atomic bomb
blast in Utah, it was real ng: ,,Okay 

kids, here it is:,,
1. You sprayed right on top of our land and us.
2 Your map shows you did.
3 Your f iles show evidence you admit you did.
4. The analysis of plants, water, soil, (and mel) show its presence.
5. What you did was a ,,no_no!,,

somethingl No where could I find that anyone was given any special
treatment or exceptions to be atowed to use the air above our headsto circle and spin and turn and whirl and spiral and spray
ANYTHINGI EVEN WATERII - on top of our houses, trees, land or
us. So, we decided to tell my buddy the Governor, and my friend

llnrry Gr-rldwater, whose house I used to pass on the way to mine,
wlron I lived in his precinct in the shadow of Camelback Mountain,
;rrrrl voted for him - and my other ex-neighbor Senator Paul Fannin,
wlrorn I used to wave at when he was Governor, and he lived across
tlrtl street from me. The water was contaminated, and that means
"1rolluted", so ldecided to call the Water Pollution Board. They're in
l)onver, that's Mr. Blackburn, and the City of Globe Health Depart-
nrrrnt, that's Mr. Metcalf; and the State Water or Environmental Water
or Something, in Phoenix, that's Mr. Bartholomew, and we called
(iovernor Jack Williams; he used to read my poetry from my book
"Moondust" on his radio station.

And since we didn't know what to do with the dead birds, dead
Hkunks, dead porcupine or dead bob cats, we called the Arizona
(ilme and Fish, and the "pesticide control board", Bob Rayburn;
(lre'll think this is just terrible He'll say: "Good Grief! They did whatT
And on your own land! My that's terriblel And leaky booms, too?")
And Mr. Ryan at the State Land Department because he seemed so
happy in 1966 when ltold him about my beautiful land where lwas
huilding a house. And Bill Warskow, Salt River Project; he looked up

rny water rights to this old homestead in 1966 and said it dated back
before Salt River Project was allowed to keep people from getting a
water right off that mountain. He told me to plant more trees when I

bought it, and to keep using the water, because that's what makes

the water rights stay right there! He'd be glad to know I planted 22
trees in 1966; don't know what happened, but they all died in 1968.
except 4, and they don't grow any fruit, and we called Rocky Moun-
tain Experimental Station. They're part of the Forest Service and they
are interested in "experiments", and this must be "an experiment"
or it wouldn't have turned out like this. The Army Corps of Engineers
were using this stuff too (and the Department of lnterior better be

told what it did) so I called the Bureau of lndian Affairs at San Carlos;
they've been spraying it on the Gila River that goes into Coolidge
Dam. And since it's in our food, and garden crops I also called the
FDA and HEW in Washington.

Then there's the big land outfit, BLM - Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, and the State Highway Department. lheard they got in an
awful mess with this a few years ago, and they haven't used it since
Figured maybe they'd know what to do.

And we called Mr. Hardin, USDA, and Mr. Cliff, USFS, since a lot

of their rules had been violated. And we called some of those big

doctors at Beltsville, whose names appear inside the Secretarys book

on pesticides with the name "Environmental" tucked into the title,
Dr. Richard Bate,s and lan Mitchell, they've been experimenting
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around with the stuff: and the Adjutant Generar, since he,s used it inVietnam, and the Science Advisor to the president, Dr. Lee Dubridge,
and rhose other doctors at the USDA, Byerly and Bailey, ;;O;rr.
congressman, Sam Steiger. we even told the president, Mr. Nixon.

These are a few of the ones we called as soon as we quitvomitting, and could walk again, and the pains in our chest let up sowe could breathe, and the hemmorhaging slacked off a little, and theswelling went down so our eyes wourd open and we courd focus theleft one if not the right, to see to bury the animals and birds that died.We called them all. And what happenedT Nobody gave adamn . . . except Sam . . . and he let us downl

THE LONG, BLACK HEARSE

The month was still July 1969 and all we apparently had to showfor our efforts was a $5oo.oo phone biil and no reassurance fromthe "Valley of the Sun,'or the Forest Service that there would be nomore spraying of our area.
There were rumors that various government boys were aroundalthough none of them came by. We saw many new faces inDepartment of Agricurture trucks, and a rot more in those marked"Salt River project,.. Some of them were shiny rented cars withunsmiling faces peering out. These may have been the boys from"Dow".
After taking another hard look at Mr. Courtney.s statement ,,l.ve

seen no damage", we decided to change ail that. rf he wourdn,t cometo Globe to see what these chemicali had done to our crops, fruit,flowers and other plant life, we would take them to his office just up_stairs from Barry Gordwater. rt was about this time that another bobcat and a skunk died on our land. you,ve already guessed what Iconsidered doing!
A great many documented facts had occurred by this time whichmade the propaganda about seeing ,,no evidence of spray outside theforest area" utterly ridiculous.
Analysis run by a laboratory recommended by the Agriculture

Department of the University of Arizona showed contamination withthe chemicals in more than a dozen samples of plant life including
food crops, stream bed material, flowers and fruit.

Analysis of water sampres taken by the state Hearth Department
after prodding by our attorney several weeks after the spray showedcontamination in all samples. One of these was from my kitchen sink.

A rcport ol which we were not aware had already been made to
Mr Courtney by the Globe Ranger and the Tonto Grazing Officer
nnylrg they had seen evidence of drift and damage on private

l,rol)erty in the area.
On July 15, 1969, Mr. Courtney sent another "task force" since

lrrr rrnd USDA headquarters decided to disqualify the first report and
tlrrse who made it, although these two men were in charge of the
npray project. One of them was the grazing staff officer for the entire
Ionto National Forest which is the SECOND LARGEST FOREST lN

IHE UNITED STATES. The second task force whorn the USDA chose
to call the "first" hoping no one would ever see the report turned in
lry the "first team" was composed of twelve men. But none of them
oome to my place. Sincethe Forest Service road and the County road

11<l through our land, it is impossible to "inspect" the area without
passing our house and land BUT NONE OF THE BOYS STOPPED.
And I wasgoingtobea "real good kid" that day. . . stayed home . . .

Bhut the dogs up in the bathroom . . . they were too sick to bite any-
body anyway. . . got out the sixteen cup Chemex coffee pot . . and
the spoons from England with roses on the handles. Wore a dress
with long sleeves to cover the sores on my arms instead of boots and
levi's. And dark glasses to cover my swollen eyes. But nobody came.

So when I discovered it wasn't just the dark galsses and my swollen
eyes that made it look like it was night, lthrew out the coffee,
pushed and carried the dogs back outside, and decided we'd better
use what strength we had left to haul the danrn dead stuff to "big

chief sitting still" in Phoenix
And since all of the "victims" died honorably and in the line of

duty, we believed they should be given honorable funeral rights. Who
ever heard of anyone hauling anything dead to someone in the back
seat of a car especially in Arizona in July? Dead things belong in a

coffin hauled by a hearse. A hearse with just a lot of vacant space
inside showing past the pulled-back velvet curtains and no coffin
isn't quite the same idea. Since l've always believed "go first class
even if its broke", we had to have these two items for a funeral.

ldon't imagine there are many "used" caskets for sale, hire or
loan. But in Globe, we have everything! "Rocky" Miller, about whom
a good sized book could be written, just happened to have one handy!

Time out a moment, for "Rocky". Many unusual stories surround
him, but the one about the "Arco-lris d'Mexico" is my favorite:

His name "Rocky" was attached to him early because he likes
"Rocks" . . . just that plain! Whether it's a chunk loaded with copper,

one that has some asbestos sticking out . turquoise, tiger-eyes, or
apache tears. He loves them all, and has made it his life's vocation.
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nn(t black satin ruffles on the bed. lt was ghastly! So this satin had
rrrovcd around through various boxes and houses waiting for this
ulrning hour! And since nobody wants to raise a coffin lid and find it
nrnpty my musical teddy bear was placed inside. He came home with
rno from St. Croix, Switzerland. We named him "Smokey" and I

rrrrrde long curly lashes to cover his open eyeballs so he looked very
rkrad indeed. The stream bed was full of dead plant life which looked
Itke raw wool blankets. We covered him with this. lt was later shown
Io be highly contaminated with the herbicides. Even those who were
rrnable to attend the funeral still brought their damaged crops and
plants, some neatly boxed and tied with ribbons. A big box which
had contained a real casket, 1969 variety, was draped with red,

white and blue bunting. This was placed on our pick-up truck on
which we used up the balance of that dreadful black satin The
deformed and rotted plants and garden vegetables and dead flowers
were gently placed inside. A 20 lt. deformed century plant and a

twisted sotol were tied to the top. The wife of a commercial sign
painter whose gardens and flowers were ruined, painted our
banners and signs.

The local mortician loaned us his ancient hearse which he keeps
as a relic of the past. His ambulance driver volunteered his services
at no cost. So the ingredients were quickly and efficiently put

together for "Project Funeral" or "Hearse Day" as we called it.
My husband and our news man arranged the advance publicity.

Both of them did an excellent job. The Associated Press issued the
following release the day before our scheduled trip to Phoenix:

ASSOCIATED PRESS JULY 24 1969
ARIZONA AT NOON (FOLIAGE FUNERAL)
GLOBE AREA RESIDENTS ARE PROTESTING THE RECENT

SPRAYING OF THE CHEMICAL CALLED SILVEX BY THE FOREST

SERVICE IN THE MOUNTAIN HILLS SOUTH OF GLOBE BY ORGANIZ-
ING A FUNERAL PROCESSION. SPONSORS OF THE PROTEST

CAMPAIGN ARE CHARGING THAT THE TONTO NATIONAL FOREST

SUPERVISOR ROBERT COURTNEY DOESN'T BELIEVE THEIR COM-
PLAINTS ABOUT DAMAGED PLANTS FROM THE SPRAY - SO

THEY ARE SENDING THEIR DEAD PLANTS TO HIM
FRUIT TREES, GARDEN PLANTS AND OTHER FOLIAGE

WHICH WERE ALLEGEDLY KILLED BY THE SPRAY - ARE BEING

PUT IN A COFFIN AND WILL TRAVEL BY A HEARSE FROM GLOBE
TO PHOENIX AND WILL ARRIVE AT THE FEDERAL BUILDING
TOMORROW AT 2 P.M. THE COFFIN WILL BE DELIVERED TO

COURTNEY'S OFFICE. PETITIONS HAVE BEEN SIGNED BY SOME

l

i
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9OO TO ONE THOUSAND PERSONS IN THE GLOBE AREA PROTEST.ING THE SPRAYING PROGRAM.

Summers in Arizona are hot,"snow bird,, is here in January
really like nothing l,ve ever kno
wheat farm in Kansas, or the
gather up my 3 kids and come r
advise him to tippy_toe back in
or rents an oversize do_it_yours
never seen anything Jike our winters, you never saw anything like

,"r'i,.,.:Tffit' 
eitherl And Julv 25' 1e69 had no intention or ol"'"rins

So this was ,.Hearse 
Day., and it was hot! phoenix was 90 milesaway across the desert By the time I reached the Chamber of Com_merce meeting prace in Grobe on the morning of Jury 25, most of ourlittle "mourning,, group was there.

The "officiar mourners" were the teenage girrs with brack veirsand black dresses. Four young men arers.Then I discovered the reason ou was standing solidlyoutside er
had dec to Grobe, 

""0"'1""..;,:T;; ilii:ard snat- rsation, like; ,,. . . being here any_way" and, '.no need for you to g d";;;; phoenix now,, and"we can talk here.,,
teenagers offered him a letter which she wanted roenix. He refused it. Then he said, ,The 

man ,n"i .rn,lding in phoenix won,t let you in.,,That one I heard

', recorder handy, I decided I.df this most unexpected member
ut it was even more unexpected
ut of my hands by his wife. I

words "chapparar,. and,,grass,. 
"^1"3;r'jl?;#g. ::ffT*:without this year's practice at sifting 

"nJ 
,"p"r"trng some or tnosies, I remembere

the entire four
our Hell_raising
h a mess and al

a grass see dn't even see if sor
hands and with one of these plantersseed! 

v,,s u, Urese ptanters and planted it seed by

You've heard how these army-trained dogs react when you say
"krll"l and they climb right up the wall?" Well, byJuly 25, 1969,
rrll onyone had to do to head me out in the opposite direction was to
nny the words "replace chapparal with grass" or "plant grass where
wo've controlled the chapparal" or "chapparal is not as aesthetic
looking as grass."

It never made any difference which way the words came out. lf
the words "chapparal and grass" were in the same sentence, that
would do it! lhad a real mental block! Maybe it's because l'd asked
rrround what chapparal was I never got so many crazy answers in
my lile! So back to Webster's, sth Edition, Page 169 - 7 words from
the bottom on the right hand side:

"Chapparal: A thicker of dwarf, evergreen oaks." ln fact, it says
the word is from the Spanish "chapparoo" meaning "evergreen

oak." lt doesn't mention the big live oaks, the cottonwoods, the
aspen, the sycamores, the locust, the walnuts or the maples, but

they were sprayed too.
As llistened to Mr. Courtney making a speech in the doorway, I

could hear time ticking past; and TV and Radio wait for no one
not even an 1899 used casket! So I interrupted him with something
like being a little late in getting around to this big moment He stated
he was not talking to me . . . just these "other people".

Well, those "other people" happened to be "my people" and we'd
come through a lot of hell together and were prepared to go through
a lot more if necessary. I don't remember whether I said it quietly or

loudly, but I replied I wasn't speaking to him right then either - just
that great little bunch of people standing there when I said: "We've
got two hours and l5 minutes and a long way to go! I'm sorry Mr.
Courtney can't be there to meet us - unless he wants to turn around
and go back to Phoenix and get there before we do! We've got a date

in Phoenix . . . let's not keep anybody waiting!"
I don't know how the "Trail Boss" used to feel when he said

"Wagons Ho!" or whether there were any Annie Oakley characters
among the women who might have given the orders to "roll 'em

out!" or whatever they said in the days when the West was just

beginning to stagger up from its knees to become the giant it is now

- but if they felt anything like I did at that particular moment, they
had a lump a yard wide in their throats and they had to turn their
heads fast so no one saw the tears!

I didn't have to look over my shoulder to see if they were there as

I climbed into my car. lt was beautiful team work and nobody

dropped anyone's hand! l'll always see that big hearse driver, a huge

man, coal black hair, and a face that shined like the sun. He wasn't
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ono ol ortr "bunch" either, but a real, honest-to-goodness ambulance
rlnvcrl Driving a real honest-to-goodness hearse! And he wanted no

;riry lor the job! And he stopped traffic on Main Street when he rolled
that big black wagon onto the highway with the others falling in
lrolrind.

Some of them were in old cars that didn't look like they'd make it
lo the end of town, but they did, all the way across the mountain and
the hot desert valley. Miners, a florist, a woman manager of a trailer
court whom even God should have known better than to argue with
when she pulled out an 8 foot long squash that had tentacles grow-
ing from everywhere and said to Mr. Courtney: "look at this thing
and what that spray did!" There's one l've always called "Tex" since
that day. He works at the mines but he was in his best western
clothes and ready to go to a funeral!

Two of them were owners of the local communications system
and I'm sure most persons in their position wouldn't have "stood up
and been counted" like they did. Their signal tower is located on
Forest Service land on the mountain.

There were those who said "we'd like to help. and we believe
you're right, but we're in a spot where we don't dare make the Forest
Service mad, or they'll get even with us." Not only do they show
their own ignorance by such reasoning, but I believe they do the
USFS a terrible injustice. For if a thing is wrong, it's wrong. Allowing
it to continue doesn't help anyone. lf someone who is in charge of a
particular department or job is so small himself that you can't show
him an error, and then workwith him to straighten it out, this person
is no one to fear, for in time, he will eliminate himself. And if you

hunt far enough, you'll always find someone somewhere who will
I|SICN, IF YOU'RE RIGHTI

So our littlo caravan moved out. The word reached us at Florence
Junction (half way) that the Television and Radio Stations had been
rnlorrrrotl tltoy wouldn't need to wait, for Mr. Courtney had come to
Globo to dotarn us, and we wouldn't be therel So we pulled in at Salt
Rivor Project Headquarters. lt was my first time to meet Mr. Victor
Corboll, President of SRP. And because I choose my friends by my
own standards and no one else's, I wish to say that he is one of the
most oourleous men I have ever met, and that I believe he is honor-
able and sincere, and would have that trait which I consider more
important than any other: integrity. Had the circumstances been dif-
ferent, l'm sure we would have been friends. He kindly and gallantly
offered us the use of his offices and his phones where lcalled to tell
our news man at KIKO to "pass the word on down the line . . let
them know we're this far, and that we're still going to be right on
time!"

when we arrived at the Federal Building the street was roped off

for us and the crowd was waiting and the newsmen from the TV and

radio stations didn't let us down' The teenage assistants rode

together in the black truck with the red' white and blue covered box'

their faces red from the sun' but there was a quiet' sombre beauty

about each one. lf they were acting, they played their parts well'

The casket was lifted out' th; plants taken gently from the big

box. Shriveled, blackened peaches' some with a second growth on

their sides, some with four seeds; orange colored' four sided egg

Otano. four kinds of peppers grown on a single vine' Some were

purple, some black and twisted; others were red and weird green

lnes. There were blackened roses and rotted orange cactus'

There was 
"orn 

t'ot ty g"'O"n' six inches tall' with tassels' and

two inch ears of corn' There was golden bantam corn 9 feet tall' with

the ears out of the top. and non" on the side' and no grains on the

ears! Pumpkins that were hollow' and only shells' Shriveled dried

"ppf"r; 
okia 7 feet tall with no leaves' and split' twisted growths on

the side. One tomato plant 15 feet long with no tomatoes' And that

crazy squash, 8 feet long, all turned inside out! Smokey kept his eyes

shut and didn't make a sound!

When our job was finished the casket was reloaded' the plants

put back in the red, white and blue bor' and our trip across the

desert, over the mountain' through "Devil's Canyon" and back to our

little town at the foot of a mountain we love' and would die for' was

ou",ti,'u" 
taken a little longer than I meant to with this chapter' it's

because it's the only way ikno* to let you ' ' ' that reader out there'

know what prompted ou' long black hearse in the first place; that it

was not a "publicity stunt" foi "publicity's sake"' but that it was the

only way we knew to let you know about what had happened here

thai was so wrongl And that it must not happen anywhere agarn'. 
_

This was tne oniy way we knew to break the strangle hold of

suppressing what we had already seen f irst hand about the effects of

"phenoxY herbicides"'
Everything we have told is true' I do not need to use this book to

prove anything; that will be done in due time and very quietly in a

courtroom.Thisisonemorepartof,,tellingitlikeitwas,',andalso
"like it is."

I had always believed until this happened that if something has

been done, unless itl' int"ntional' which is wrong and the person's

attention is called to it, that he witl try to make it right again' But this

was not the case. The threat of more spraying was hanging over us'

And those who had injured us showed no remorse or regrets'
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I learned a long time ago that if a man is afraid of the spotlight ofpublicity, he has much to hide. For if he does not, then digging out allthe facts will not make him panic and run. So we gambled on a longshot' But it turned out not be be a gambre after air. ror, ir 
""po"i"gthe truth about the incident in Grobe made those responsibre for i'tpanic, and lose their places, then they were guilty. lf it did not, theywould put their shourders to the wheer with us, and grab our hands

and help get the catastrophe that had happened to us straightened
out' They would offer aid. not brocks in .l.le path. They courd haveafforded to gamble that we were sincere; that perhaps we weretelling the rruth. But they didn't, and rhey lost anyway.

Forest Service: (7/28/69): "The first three treatments were
f inanced entirely by Forest Service dollars, but in 1968 and 1969
lointly financed by Salt River Project and Forest Service dollars."

Contradictions: Fact sheet, submitted to Globe Chamber of Com-
merce, September, 1969: "By 1965, Salt River Project was contri-
buting to this program"

(6/24/691: Personal interview with Forest Service Grazing officer:
Me: "Has Salt River Project financed or helped finance all of

these projects since 1965, or just this last sprayingT"
Forest Service: "My recollection is they didn't finance anything in

1965; they did this year. and I don't remember last year."
The Forest Supervisor, in an enclosure to Congressman Sam

Steiger, June 19, 1969: "By 1965, the Salt River Project had begun
to contribute to this program, allotting S80,000 to the project."

M.M. Nelson, Deputy Chiel,T/24/69: Forest Service, Chief Cliff's
office, Washington, D.C., letter to Senator Goldwater: "The project
area was treated with Silvex, la 2,4,5-T herbicide) provided by the
Salt River Water User's Association, June 8- 1 1 , 1 969."

USDA, February 11, 1970, "The last two years of the project
were jointly financed by the Forest Service and the Salt River Pro-
ject." (That would be 1968 and 1969.)

So that makes six contradictions to that one!
A few more "quotes" regarding 1967, at the Council Meeting:
(7/28/691: ". and in 1967 there was no treatment made on

any of these areas, mainly because of lack of funds."
Forest Service Fact Sheet, obtained 9/17/69, shows 5,600 acres

in the Tonto National Forest treated with herbicides in 1967! - ar
$7.OO per acre = $39,2O0.O0. No funds?

M.M. Nelson, Cliff's office, Washington, D.C.,7/24/69: "similar
treatments (herbicides) applied in 1967 and 1968 were apparently
acceptable locally. (They damn well weren't acceptable, we just
didn't know we'd been sprayed!)

Other quotes from the meeting:
Forest Service: "ln 1968 and 1969, we changed (from 2-4D and

2,4,5-Tl to Silvex, due to 2-4D and 2,4,5-T being totally unavailable;
2-4D being scarce as a result of the demands of production made by
the military."

But the "Fact Sheet" shows: 19/17 /691
1968: Forest Service sprayed 8,1O0 acres, 2-4D-2,4,5-T; only

2,8OO acres with Silvex.
1969: Forest Service sprayed 1O, 160 acres 2-4D-2,4,5-T 2,8OO

acres Silvex (Globe only!)

THE COUNCIL MEETING

We made our way to July 2g, 1969, three days after the ,,black
hearse", and the Forest Service Supervrsor came to Globe to appear
at the City Council Meeting. I had been requested by the Mayor to bethe speaker for our group. He later had a ,,lapse of memory,,regarding this, untir r reminded him of his phone cail to me.

This was again one of those ,,grass and chapparel,, ,,chapparal
and grass" meetings - with charts and maps, and fire andchemicals, and drought talk. The word ,,chapparal.. 

wove in and outas the forest supervisor spoke and the crowd grew restless. Therewere about 200 0r them and they wanted to know if somebody wasgoing to do anything about what had happened to their plants. tothem, and their animals, not hear a progr"rn on ,,range 
andchapparal management,, or how much ,,burnable 

material,, is in anacre. Phrases such as ,,schematic 
drawings,, ,,slower 

seepagethrough draw-down pipes,, meant nothing to them that night and itprobably never will.
Somewhere in his talk, Mr. Courtney told them that the ForestService had considered burning the mountain first as they had donein all other areas except ours prior to using the chemicars, but didn.rdo so here because of the ,,very 

steep slopJs,,.
I guess that's all we would have needed _ set us on fire; es_pecially when it says not to burn the damn brush that's been sprayed.
By then we were aware it wasn,t to .,get grass,, since none hadbeen planted in the four years of the chemical treatment.
Following are some of the statements made at that meeting, andsome of the contradictory information that was given at other times:
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The inventory taken in February, 1970, shows at least 5,OOO

gallons 2-4D and 2,4,5-T still on hand and all of it was purchased
prior to 1969!

So why tell us they used Silvex because they "couldn'l get 2-4D
or 2,4,5-T" for 1968 and 1969 when they sprayed at least 18,OOO

acres with it in those two years!

Forest Service: "We were able to obtain a supply (Silvex) in
1967."

The Forest Service did not obtain it; it was purchased by Salt
River Project, with 1 @% ol their dollars!

More quotes, same meeting, same night:
Forest Service: "The forest service furnished the herbicide." (One

more lie; even Mr. Nelson, of Chief Cliff's office told the Senators it
was Salt River Project that furnished it!)

Forest Service: "This mixture was designed to be effective on
oak!" (lt sure was! lt killed it! Dr. Tschirley, USDA, in a paper pub-

lished in 1954, tells how'resistant'oak is to phenoxy herbicides,
2-4D and 2,4,5-Tl. But he lied.

Forest Service:7/28/69: "Diesel oil was not added to solution of
2-4D,2,4,5-T or Silvex, as it increased drift problem."

District Ranger, August 19, 1965: "The herbicides 2-4D and
2,4,5-T will be mixed with diesel oil and water; diesel oil will serve
as a weight factor to insure against drift."

Besides the blasted label SAYS to mix it with diesel oil! Every

damn one of them say if you're going to fly around in the air with it,

and don't want to get it all over Hell, put some oil in it!
Forest Service: "Over the years, on other projects in the Tonto,

we have used 8 gallons per acre."
Fact Sheet: Shows 10 to 100 gallons per acre - not 8.
Forest Service: "Aircraft of "medium particles" type."
USDA directions say to use a coarse spray.
Forest Service: "Because of the fire season, we were receiving

detailed forecasts, detailed weather information from the Phoenix
weather bureau and the Albuquerque weather bureau office This
was sent by reletype to our fire dispatcher's office and relayed to the
people on the project by radio, and at all times, the radio was on and
in use, and turned on, at the helispot."

(l'm sure glad they knew what the weather was in Phoenix and in
Albuquerque, because it's a cinch they didn't know what it was on
the job!)

Remember the letter: "Kept no wind records on the job" "Wind

exceeded 10 miles per hour!" The ranger's wife told me when I

phoned and told her about all that mess on my pink night gown that

qlrrr t:ouldn't get in touch with them by radio until after 8:OO AM

llrly ould get Albuquerque by radio, but not 4 miles into town!

B I guess they really only said they had the radio turned on;

llrly didn't say what they were listening to - maybe they were

Irrrrod in to our early morning cowboy music - comes on at 7 AM'

ForestService:,,WehadthehelicopterSpottedatalltimes.''
(lhen the helicopter would have been at least 8OO feet above the

groundl )

ForestService:"Flightrecordsweremaintained"(Butthey're
rrnreadable.AndlwonderiftheFAAwouldfeelalittlelikeldid
when I looked at those records.)

ForestService:"Thepilotswereshowntheareastobetreatedby
one of the district Personnel"'

(Then why in the world did he spray our land?)

Forest Service: "These were experienced pilots in spray work' not

grilots used in fire control."
(Youboysin"firecontrol"don'tknowhowluckyyouare!Whatif

one of your "f ire pilots" got careless and put all that "slurry" where

there wasn't any fire on the wrong land?)

Forest Service: "These fellows have made a career out of flying

helicopters, doing various types of spray work'"
(lfthesewerethereal,,careerboys,'Iwonderwhattheamateurs

could have done!)
Forest Service: "The operation guide states they were to cease

when the winds approached 1O mph."
(Let's get rid of that "operation guide" and use egula-

tions which says to 'spray only when winds are un

Forest Service: "The maximum height was 1OO rain'"

(lmpossible on those spray jobs in Globe' Especially if you "saw

himallthetime,'andDowChemicalrecommendsl0feetabove
ground.)

Forest Service: ,,As With all sUch materials, extensive Studies

havebeenconductedtodeterminetheeffectKuron(Silvex)might
have on people . . ."

There are no "extensive" nor even short term studies - not even

one!
We had been assured by the Mayor prior to the meetlng of equal

rights, of of

apparent "qu

period lik no

show the e Pl

norwouldhegooutsidetoseethem.Somethingaboutthisnotbeing
'dignified' or something This group had grown to about 2OO and
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some of them were a rittre perturbed that Mr. courtney wourdn,t rook
at their plants in Grobe since he didn't wait to see them in phoenix.
Some of them asked me to please find out why, since I was going to
be the only one allowed to speak for them and only then after I
fought for the froor by reminding the Mayor of his phone cat to me.
one councirman interjected his support for us over the protest of one
of the other council members, whose name appears on a memo in
the files of the Forest Ranger which states that said councir member
had called the local ranger and informed him that a group ,,made 

up
of cattlemen and various other Grobe peopre" were going to attend a
public meeting being held in Globe, concerning the spray job, and"they are going to support our (The Forest Service,s) case.,,

It further states in this memo that this councir member wanted to
know if there was anything this particurar member "shourd mention
on beharf of the Forest Service". (So ail these rittre unbiased herpfur"let's get the facts" overtures to us had been just a coverup it
appea red. )

How did I get a copy of this letter and many other documents? Iwish I could say it was real ,,cloak and dagger,, operations. you
know, where I put on my telescope hole glasses with the platinum
frames and a long black fall which I wear backwards so they think
I'm leaving when I am really just coming in. (This would give me a
certain simirarity to some of the usDA personner whom r have met
in the past few months who don,t know whether they,re coming or
goingl) or it would be exciting to say r used one of those new kits
that even slices off your fingerprints - and also an electronic radar
kit that knows what you're thinkingr But there was no intrigue to it. rt
was real simple I simply asked'for every document I have in my
files. On one occasion I was informed there was no copying machine
in the particurar Forest service office. But r was tord that if r had myown machine and operator, I could copy whatever I wished.
providing I did it there - in their office! Thirty minutes later, I was
back with a 15O pound copying machine, two boy scouts out of
uniform and me, and we just copied up a storm!

As the council meeting progressed, there was more chit_chat,
with the Mayor assuring Mr. courtney that he had cordiaily invited
him, but not even so much as a smile at us. My cowboy who builds
fences, sets railroad ties, paints, cleans out the barn, babysits and
drinks beer, interrupted all the handholding between them by sayingthat if "Mr. Courtney of the Forest Service,, wouldn,t answer
questions of the people at this meettng, set a date, and real quick
like, and "rat now" of when he would; and ,,let.s get this damn show
on the road boys! l've got some horses to shoe!,,And that got a big

lrrrrrd of applause from our bunch, so there I was with a "Dow" label
rr one hand, a USDA bulletin in the other, and down the road we
wont; as the Mayor finally acknowledged I had the floor and
pormitted me to speak. Some of my questions and the Forest Service
nnswers follow:

Me: (to Mr. Courtney): Are you aware of the cautions listed on the
lobel and in the literature that is published by the USDA as they
tpply to the esters of Silvex?

Mr. Courtney: Yes, we are; we have the label.
Me: Did you have a "three man team of forest personnel" rec-

ommend this treatment, "after intensive studies?"
(This is what Mr. Courtney stated he had done in his enclosure to

Congressman Steiger. 6 / 1 I /7 O.l

Courtney: Recommend what treatment?
Me: This treatment in the Globe-Miami area.
Courtney: You mean for 1959, or 1969? (l didn't know they

sprayed in 1959!)
Me: This whole project - 1965 through 1969.
Courtney: ldon't recall that ldid; I may have.
Me: Did you order grass seed planted by air, June 26, 1969, for

the first time since this spraying was started in 1965?
Courtney: Yes. (Thus admitting none had been planted in 4

previous years!)
Me: Did you state in an enclosure to Sam Steiger, on June I9,

1 969, (prior to any grass seed planting) that "all areas had been
seeded and now has a good grass cover 10to 15 inches high?"

Courtney: No. (But I have the letter, and he didl)
Me: Were you aware of the "do-nots" on the label, and did you

see to it that they were carried out?

Courtney: "We have a copy of the label here."
Now that's an evasive answer if I ever heard one! Seems like

everybody just carries those labels around, mails them back and
forth, recalls them and rewrites them, but no one reads them!

I then directed the questions to the Tonto Grazing Officer, who
had spoken earlier and had read the information supplied by the Dow
Chemical Company. I indicated to him that my reason for further
questions to him was because some of the statements he had made
before the council were in variance with the interview I had with him
the previous month. He jokingly replied that maybe that was because
he was smarter now than he had been at that time.

My own belief and conviction is that this particular person had
endeavored in my earlier interview to be as honest with me as he
felt his jobwould,permit him to be. I reviewed the transcripts of the
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interview with him on June 24, 1969, with what he said on that
night of Jury 29, 1g6g and rearized that some of the statemenrs
were direct contradictions. r cannot herp but think that outsidepressu evidently decide in this particular branch
of the ch of the truth shall be exposed or sup_presse do with his answers. I also recall that thereport oncerning his visit to my home and viewing some
of the damage, was never incruded or even referred to in
the su Task Force,, reports of men who later wandered
around rather aimlessly over the area. Most of them avoided my
place completely.

I recall his stating that he courd see "sirvex" damage as crose as
15 feet f rom my back door . and that he ,,wished to Hell,, I had
called him in 1966 when lquestioned the appearance of my plant
life regarding possibre damage from those chemicars instead of the
local ranger.

many of these men have reacted as they have
lobe. But I can never condone their actions.

.what 
they told did not appear to be lies, they

I asked if he attributed the dead brush and trees that were visibre
to spraying of these chemicals.

Forest service: yes, r am sure that most of the kiil is due to the
spraying of these herbicides.

Me: What do they (the Forest Service) propose to do with the
dead debris of trees and shrubsT

Forest Service: We do not propose to do anything to remove this
stuff. We propose to let nature take care of this.

lasked how long this might be.
aps 4 or 5 years - maybe 6 years. Would
of moisture, etc." Then we discussed the
which he stated was a desirable ganre

ice: "Our observation is we have some top kill, but Ido have killed the plant,,. But they did.
ed if the pine trees chould be harmed by these

he

Forest Service: "Not at the rate we applied it. I don't know what
would happen if it was sprayed full strength." (They die from lesser
ilnlounts than sprayed on us.)

Me: Have they (the Forest Service) ever tested the pine trees on
tlris mountain to see if it is possible to defoliate them with it?

Forest Service: Not to my knowledge-
Then I asked about "invert emulsions" etc.
Forest Service: "When we sprayed in 1965 the application was

made in the invert form. And our spraying in 1965 was all with
chemicals in the invert form.

(Note: One of my questions July 28, 1969: "you told me in 1965
you mixed the herbicides in the invert form". Forest Service: "No, we
never used the invert form over here.")

I requested more information regarding the advantages of the
invert form: why they used it in 1965 but not in 1968 or 1969.

Forest Service: (6/24/69): We sprayed about 5,OOO acres in
1965 in the invert form, with the idea that this perhaps is a better
way to do it.

Me: What was the advantage? Was it less hazardous?
Forest Service: The advantage being that because it was in this

form, like mayonaise, it would more likely stick on the plant life . .

and you would get better kill. And supposedly, you would reduce drift
But we still got some drift.

(Note: When I asked him 7/28/69 what the label (Dow
Chemical-Kuron) recommends for aerial spraying - he stated that
although it reads to use oil in mixing, they (the Forest Service) had

an "administrative decision" and substituted water.)
(He also stated in his talk prior to my questions 7/28/69: "Diesel

oil was not added to the solution as it increased drift problems.)
(Make up your mind! Does it or doesn't it? Or does anyone really

knowT)
Then I inquired about "vapor drift" - and how far this might be.

Forest Service (6/24/69l,: l'm not familiar with the term "vapor

drift".
Another question from me was regarding the wind velocity recom-

mended for safety:
Forest Service: (6/24/69): As a rule of thumb, we use 1O miles

an hour; as a general rule we shoot for about 1O miles an hour. (My

God, man, was that another "administrative decision?" . when all
your own literature, bulletins etc., recommends "under SIX miles per

hour". lf that's a "rule of thumb" how about wetting a couple of
fingers - and sticking them up there when the wind is blowing, and
using those insteadT)
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Wlrcrr I irsked about the altitude of the aircraft in relation to the

1.pourrrl, lrc said:

Ftrrcsr Service: 16/24/69l.: lt is very difficult in rough country like
tlrrs lor a helicopter pilot or an aircraft pilot to maintain constant
irltitude You can't do it." (Then why did they spray our area?)

(Note: Forest Service, 7/28/69 "The flying height was written
into the contracU maximum height lOO feet over terrain" (most of
the'experts'ltalked to thought 15 feet was about average)." lt's
impossible lor him to get down into sharp canyons, so he has short
periods when he's flying at a higher elevation than the spray equi-
ment has been calibrated for."

Me (6/24/69) "Would it be safer (in preventing drift) if this pilot
were lower to the ground or higher above it?"

Forest Service: "As a general rule, I guess probably the closer to
the ground, the safer it would be."

Me: "Would it be possible for trees that apparently have
recovered one year, to still die7" (from the herbicide application?)

Forest Service: I would be very dubious of it. We haven't had that
experience. I don't really know. (Now we know. Once the plant is

contaminated, it may take years, but the chemical finally kills it.)
Me: "What are the residual effects, il any?"
Forest Service: "l don't know what you mean by "residual

effects." (And he was in charge?)
Note: Forest Service: 7/28/69: "Silvex, (2-4D-2,4,5-T) cannot

accumulate in the environment and cause long term effect."
Now we know it CAN accumulate, and there were lots of USDA

and USFS and Dow Chemical Company research papers to say that it
did accumulate, a long time ago - but no one ever bothered until all
this Hell-raising, to read the damn studies! Or the labels either!

Me 6/24/69: "You say it has no effect on the soil?"
Forest Service: "There's no effect on the soil. You can pour

barrels of it on it."
Me: That applies to any form of this 2-4D, 2,4,5-T sluflT
Forest Service: Yes.

But the research tells a different story. They affect soil.
Me: Could the wind, or air currents carry any of this stuff and con-

taminate anythingT
Forest Service: I don't believe so.

Wrong again. By the USDA research bulletins - one government
study showed that wind carried 2,4,5-T a distance of 15OO miles in
24 hours!

Then we discussed the particular helicopter and June 8, 1969.
Forest Service: "The ship was clean. He was coming from

another job, and it hadn't been loaded until he got over here."

Note: Page 161, Senate Hearing: "Record of Herbicides applied":

I vrrlunce as submitted February 26' 197O to Congressman

Mr:Carthy: 
,,ln recent discussions with project personnel, we have

lonrned that in addition to the Silvex reported on this project report'

rrntl used in our earlier correspondence' a small amount of Monsanto

? 4D and Thompson-Haywood 2,4'5-T arr:ved mixed with the mixing

nrluipment and was applied in 1969; also a 30 gallon supply of

[ltrrcules 2,4,5-T on hand from earlier f ield trials' which was used'

(So the shiP was not "clean"')

The conversation then covered the fact no grass seed had as yet

boen planted in all those five years ' ' ' and also that until the brush

or cover of trees or whatever which he called "litter" could be

broken down, it wouldn't do much good to plant any grass' and as to

lrow long that would be, "maybe two or three years" (although the

other "litter" from five years ago, was still there!)

They evidently changed their minds and dashed right out and

threw a mess of gr.ss !e"d all over the place three days after the

interview! But it failed to germinate'

Somewhere in that interview I also learned I was sitting in the

middle of a highly flammable area whose flammabilitv had been

greatly increased by the dead brush plus the presence of the

chemical itself and that now it would "burn a lot faster" but "it

would not burn as hot"!
Dammit, Man! I just don't want to be burned uP, Period! Slow'

fas
u feel if you were trying to find some positive note

of solution to what you felt was a catastrophe' and

were told:
"The dry brush will burn just as good as the green brush'"

"We have an obligation;ihe protection of the forest is one of our

s rTloke and contamin

vice: (6/24/69): "l nt on that. because I

I Dow. I don't know it"' (But he was tn

charge of the sPraY Program!)
(USDA literature says smoke can carry it' some of the labels

caution against burning of treated materials because "the fumes are

poisonous")
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Me: "What is the percent of plant life killed by these herbicidesT"
Forest Service: "We don't have any such literature on that."
My questions regarding research findings for manzanita and

nrountain laurel: "l know of no research work that has been done on
those particular species."

Me: Re: grass - and effects on it.

Forest Service: "You could take a barrell and pour this out on the
grass and you can't kill the grass." (This is not what the USDA
literature and the Chemical company labels say: there is NO plant
life, nor animal life either that is immune to effects from these
herbicides. And the label says they will kill grass!)

We talked about firebreaks and Salt River Project; and how the
Forest Service believed that "aesthetically" the new look was a great
improvement, altho it was dead . . and about "Cold Water All" and
some other detergents or "powder on the shelf." Some of these also
found their way into the mess they sprayed on us.

ForestService: "l think if we stop spraying tomorrow, a year from
now it would be very difficult to tell that anything has been sprayed.

It's two years later - come on back, Bill. lt's not difficult at all to
tell! ln fact, it now looks a hell of a lot worse than it did then!

ln my questioning of Mr. Fleishman at the Council meeting, I

inquired whether the water was running in the streams in the spray
areas at the time of the spraying.

Forest Service: (7/28/69) "There was water running in lce
House, and at the Helispot, because we pumped water from the
helispot up to the mixture. Water from lce House Canyon was used to
mix the herbicide with water. lt was running intermittently at Kellner
Canyon Camp Grounds."

Why did someone give erroneous information to the assistant
regional forester. regarding this above fact, that the stream was not
flowing at the camp ground on the dates of June 8, 9, 10, and 11,

1969? (Page 155, Hearings). (Letter of February 26, 1970, to Con-
gressman McCarthy, from the Assistant Regional Forester.)

I asked one final question: Whether the 2-4D, 2,4,5-T and Silvex
were in any way related to the chlorinated hydrocarbon family. This
answer was given before several hundred people:

Forest Service: (7/28/69) "No . . . I thought I made this plain.
There's a vast difference between a herbicide and an insecticide and
this is NOT a chlorinated bydrocarbon."

But it is: and they are. And one of the vast differences is that
insecticides kill insects, not plants. But a Herbicide may kill both.

Our question and answer period was abruptly closed by the
Mayor and we were dismissed.

The vice president of the Agro-Chemical Company was also

Irrosent and approached me after the meeting' He and his wife

rrrlormed me that I had no knowledge of chemcials and also that they

were still considering suing our radio station' I had prepared what I

was going to ask very carefully for that night and I knew that at no

time had I referred to the chemical company or the manufacturer

(Dow or any of the others) except to ask what their recommendations

were regarding the use of these products'

His apparent annoyance directed at me and our radio station was

puzzling. I reminded him that at no time had I said the products them-

selves were hazardous or harmful as such' only that they had been

improperly used. (Hadn't done all that homework yetl) Finally

becausehestillexhibitedanattitudeofunfriendliness'lrecalledthe
quotation: "me thinks thou protesteth too loudlyl" so I asked why he

was so upset il these chemicals were as harmless as the Forest

Service had claimed them to be. My question to him was: ,,What,S

wrong? . . . What was in those cans? Wasn't the formulation what it

*", ,=rppo."d to be?" I remembered that Dow would NOT reply to a

letter for information; I thought I had been a "real good kid" when I

told the Dow Chemical Company on the Coast about all this mess

right after it happened, and the gentleman to whom I relayed the in-

formation regarding what I considered to be a "big goof" by those

who had used their product, had shown enough concern over what

had happened that he voiced the opinion "The Hell you say! Guess

I'd better call Phoenix!"
He also indicated no one should carelessly slop their chemicals

around the country.
Since that night I have often wondered if many of the ensuing

events would have been different had these persons from

Agro-Chemical (and Western-Ag) not displayed such an open

antagonism. I was not aware they were distributors for these

chemicals. The reactions of these people and the failure of the Forest

Service personnel to supply samples of chemicals for analysis used

in Globe, were the cause of my insistence that samples be taken of

these various chemicals to determine what they really were ' ' and

just what might be present in those big yellow and white and red

and green cans that finally came rolling out of the wood sheds and

onto the prairies where they were volitalizing under a hot Arizona

sun.
A lot of people sure got upset because I asked a question I thought

was quite proper: "Wnat's in the big yellow cans with the blue

around the middle, and the word "Dow" across the front?"
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THE BIG YELLOW CANS

On that o h a yard we were mel
bY the ranc g sprayed with his
approval and r t

But on t fter the council meeting, a month after thisencounter, aid was able to procure two samples of thechemical th ented to be the same that had been used to

lrl)ray our area. They were from two identical looking cans, both
lrrbeled "Kuron" made by Dow, which is Dow's trade name for
Silvex, 2,4,5-TP. Both had the same USDA number and they were the
!;nme cans I had photographed on my previous visit, which we were
ttlld contained "Kuron" Silvex, made by Dow (2,4,5-TP).

Two months later, a letter was written to Mr. Steiger from the De-
partment of Health, Education and Welfare, FDA Branch, Washing-
ton, D.C., where Mr. Steiger chose to send the samples for analysis.

This letter contained the information that one sample was "an un-
identified ester of 2-4D" and that it did not match any of the esters
on the two gas chromatographs on the columns used

The other sample "consists ol 660/o propylene glycol butyl ether
ester of Silvex. This ester concentration is similar to . . . Kuron." (But

not the identical formulation listed on the can.)
I will let Dow Chemical explain in a court room, why neither

sample matched what it said on the label: "67.9 propylene glycol
butyl ether esters. 32.1 inert ingredients."

The longer lstudied this analysis, and the more chemists I inter-
viewed and the more "night studying" I dad, the more curious I

became about a lot of things.
lhad been hearing rumors about that Health, Education and Wel-

fare place, where they were spending an awful lot of my tax money.

So lcalled the FDA where this letter re the analysis originated. The

conversation covered various questions I had, such as: what were
the inert ingredients? No one knew. That seemed ridiculous! The
"inert" stuff might do me in! Reply from FDA: "We just don't have

any way to find out those things; we really aren't equipped for that
sort of thing!" Why did they volunteer for the job if they didn't have
the proper equipment? More quotes from the FDA: "You sound like
you don't trust us, Mrs- Shoecraft." "You're right, ldon't! Not when
you editorialize about the one sample being similar to "Kuron" Why
didn't you just tell me what the sample contained, like the other
laboratories in their analysis, not tell me it's "similar to Kuron." The

sample sent to you didn't say "Kuron", just Silvex. Was Dow
breathing down your neck? Why didn't you say it was "similar" to
Weedone, or anyone of a dozen others that are formulated at 66%

PGBE. Did someone tell you the can said Kuron? Did they forget to
tell you both cans said Kuron? I don't want it to be "similar to Kuron"
in a Kuron can. lf that's what it says on a damn can, that's what I

want inside the can! Why do you sound like you're defending the
chemical companies by telling me that these analysis are "pretty

close" to what's on the label?"

1

I
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But I'nr glad to know the FDA is really concerned over rodents, ifnot als in a can, and evidentaly has time, rnon"V-unOequi eck for rats and rat hair! For that seems to be allthey for, from their reports. However, their concern hasbrought back my nausea, and my determination not to ever eatanything againr 
've 

won the battre without even a struggre for r justread in the June 1970 FDA papers they found some rat hair in afrozen tuna pie and a whore oeao rat ,n on" case of frozen straw-berries' So they seized 12,ooo pounds of them, and re-cailed thefrozen strawberry pies already sold, iino, 
"","n, due to ,.adulter_

ation, due to the presence of rodent hairs,, end of quote. Now whywourd anyone want to adurterate a strawberry pie with rat hairsTThey also very thoughtfully seized S193,OOO.OO of Brazil Nuts.filberts and pecans,,defiled by rodents,,. Thos" d"mn rats sure doget around! Does anybody know why they are becoming more plenti_fut in spite of all the chemicats used io tif itiemZ
ln that June issue, they even took care of my morning coffee, andthat's about all I had lettl 442,ggg pounds of it ,.contaminated 

withbird-excrement,,. I didn.t know there *"r" ,n", many birds leftl Thewhole issue seems to be full of rat dung, UirO Oroppings and hairlBut when I asked the FDA to checi these cant" out here, or thecitrus and lettuce after Congressman McCarthy ,5_T wasfound in the beef in Kansas City, they lidn , " my call!Probably out counting rat hairs in the frozen ack birddroppings in the sesame seeds.
P S. I have a wonderful new cure_all for smoking. All these"you're going to get cancer and frat-out die if you keep on smoking!,,articles, TV ads, photographs of ord decayed rungs and such, mightget a couple of converts to the non_smokers club. But what do youwant to bet they,d all quit over night with no backward glance oflonging, if the FDA found a few,,dead rodents,, and a bunch of rathairs, and "blue jay excrement,, mixed in with the tobacco, after it.sall ground up and filtered and tippedl , ,nornn, they smelled a littleodd lately - like when I was a little fU, aio my mom singed thechickens before she cooked ,em 

But tne USOa wouldn,t want any-one to know the names of all the d-,adly chemicals registered to useon tobacco' including methyl bromidel Someone might be smartenough to figure it's the chemical, not the tol
cancer, just like they did in the tests! 

)acco' that's producing

SOME FAMOUS AND UN-FAMOUS OUOTES BY
SOME FAMOUS AND UN-FAMOUS PEOPLE-

(Or "l wonder if I Really ever said that!")

June 19, 1969 - Mr. Courtney, Supervisor of the Tonto National
F<lrest, wrote to Representative Sam Steiger of Arizona: "CHAPPARAL

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM of the Tonto started in 1961 with benefit
of information from over 15 years of research and analysis"...But
along comes the Tonto Grazing Officer on June 24, '1969, in a taped
rnterview (with me!):

"lt is the only area in which we are applying herbicides to mature
brush. lt is experimental in the fact that we really don't know if we
are able to kill any mature brush merely with herbicide application."
(Now you know! You can!)

June 19, 1969 - Mr. Courtney:
"Between 1951 and 1956 three major fires originated and burned

part of the slopes and at least two of the summer homes. .)) (Not

bad, but it was two "major" fires and fourteen summer homes!)
"On most of the steep slopes of the Pinals, prescribed burning or

mechanical treatments are not practical " (lf it's too steep for these,
it's a cinch to be too steep for herbicides, which is recommended
more for the "flatlands" and "rangelands" - and lthink in view of
the way this spray mess turned out, it was less practical than fire or
mechanics!!) Next sentence: "There we have been testing repeated
applications of chemicals. . ." (l thought you just said "after 15 years

of research and analysis"?7?)
"This was the third Spring such a treatment had been applied" -(What happened to August 1965 in that other chapter, and September

1966? Or do we just count "Spring"?)
"The project was designed and executed to avoid and thus pro-

tect (7) private property and hardwood trees that occur along the
drainage bottoms." (We're "along that drainage bottom" and the pro-
ject got executed, all right, but nobody protected our private property
and hardwood trees. lt doesn't mention "protect crops and gardens"
which were wiped out - so maybe the 'project execution' included
theml)

Next sentence: "The spraying near private land or the hardwood
bottoms was done very early in the morning to avoid wind and
downslope air currents and a wide buffer zone was left untreated".

Now let's just look at those flight records, which are pretty sloppy!
The FAA would never like these. That first page (file A-2 form D'S,
it's called) shows 6/8/69 - 40 gallons - time 0640 - and right on to

I
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another page - and it's still dated 6/8/69 - and the f inal reading is
50 gallons - time 1935. (That's P.M. - l'm not an ex-wave but I be-
lieve that's 7:35 P.M. Some of the other f igures are 1422 - thal's 2:22
isn't it7 And 15O5 and 1719 and 1734 - that's 5:34 P.M., isn't it?
Sounds to me like somebody sprayed up a storm in the busiest part
of the day, not "early morning"!) The note on the front says some-
body dumped 314 gallons of something - there are notations like
"wind" - then there's a letter (oo9 file) F.s. (usDA) "we did not keep
weather records on this job" and another page that says the wind
recorded at the ranger station in the Pinals was 16 M.P.H. - USDA
Bulletins say "Spray when wind is under 6 M.P.H. to prevent drift."
So these little facts, taken from their own records, kind of wiped out
the last qucte! Where did Mr. Courtney get his set of facts? Mine
came out of their file records! (We're #2520 USFS and "#2240" -
Goldwater and Fannin )

And about that "wide buffer zone"...When I interviewed Mr.
Courtney, he said 100 feet, but the map doesn't show any! (USDA
folder 98: With no wind it can drift a radius of 4 miles!)

And as though it wasn't enough to spray us under, this was what
showed up in the next paragraph: "The Tonto National Forest intends
to make a fire hazard reduction treatment on the slopes below the
improvements." (Why don't you just say it - Now that the mess has
been put on us 5 times and everything isn't dead yet, you're now
going to set it on fire! That's also a "no-no" according to USDA in-
formation. After you've sprayed this stuff on anything, don't burn it!)

"This treatment will create a fuelbreak strip and will consist pri-
marily of disposing of dead material, a light thinning in the dense
saplings, pruning low branches, and some burning of material on the
ground during cool, late fall weather." Here's the finish: "This will
give added protection (from what, for heaven's sakel) and when com-
pleted, will make the cleaned up area more attractive." (lt's had
chemicals to kill it and fire to burn it to make it "more attractive".)

Here comes that word - "The chapparal management and hazard
reduction (2-4D,2,4,5-T and Silvex are listed as hazardous in California
anyway!) are designed and executed (l don't like that word eitherl)
by the men on the Tonto National Forest using available hydrologic
analysis information and with multiple use coordination aimed at
long run enhancement of all the resource values." (l've read that
sentence a dozen times; now l've written it, and I still don't know
what it means! "Available hydrologic analysis" - maybe that's what
was wrong there wasn't any "available" information except "hy-
drologic" and that's about water. . . so nobody checked on "informa-
tion regarding plants, soil, water"-or me!

More quotes - same source: "The Salt River Project in recent years

lrns provided matching funds for part of the projects within the Salt

lliver Project watershed, since research and results indicate that such

treatment can improve water yield and reduce silltation "

Be empathetic for a moment' Here we are' sick' mad over dead

trees, dead dogs and cats and birds - the crops that weren't killed

slrow residues of these chemicals' We're crying real tears and bleed-

rng real blood, and saying "For God's sake' somebody helpl Look at

rhis mess! Do something'i - and the explanation sent to Sam Steiger

was to "improve *"a", ii"ld" - Whose? Not ours! "Reduce silltation"

I should care about silltation when my eyes' my dogs' eyes and cat's

and horse's are swollen shut and we're so sick we're afraid we won't

diel ,,Silltation,,, my footl That word isn't even in my Webster's Fifth

Edition.There's'silt'andthenextoneunderitis'silundum'andl'll
bedamnedifl'lllookthatoneuplnmyFunkandWagnall!

Last paragraph: "lf there is the opportunity we could show you'

Mike or Tom, the work we are doing lf time is limited' perhaps we

could visit a proiect nearer Phoenix " 
"' 

You bet' kids' don't visit

that project at Globe, for that lelt all those "experts" a little em-

barrassed, and the longer they have to think about it' the more em-

barrassed theY are going to be!

Thenthere,salittlewordleftofthesignature,P.2:,,enclosure''-
and here is a reprint of that enclosure (which bears no date when it

was Written) entitled ,,The Tonto,S Chapparal Story,' written by the

Forest Supervisor Robert E' Courtney (and to prevent being accused

of lifting any sentence or part of one out of context' it is reprinted in

its entirety):
Now, lean back. Put out that methyl-bromide sprayed tobacco

cigarette, reach for another 4'6-Dinitro-o-sec-Butylphenol sprayed

grape (although no tolerance level has been set for same!) and here

we go:

1 . ,,one of the most exciting and possibly rewarding activities

taking place on the Tonto National Forest is the chapparal treatment

program."
It's been exciting all right - and a little debilitating' too!

2. "lt is truly a muttiile use program that bears promise of satis-

fying rewards which will benefit the recreationist' the hunter' wild-

life, thestockman, and the water user"'

The only close recreation area was shown included on the spray

map for 1969 with the words written across that "Public Use Dis-

couraged". There's sure less game for the hunter and the wildlifehas

died all over the place (in spite of what "Game & Fish" say!)' The

stockmen? Why are the cattle eating walnut trees' cactus and weeds
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rI rlr.r'':; so rnuch grass nowT The water userT That's this kid writingrl's b.ok' andthe water is ress - and what's reft is sti, contaminatedrn 1970
3 "The urtimate objective in the vegetative change is to obtainand maintain a more or less op"n a".i_desert type with desirableshrub and trees for game cover and open grassrands in between.,,This might have been the objective, but the resurts are a big bust!4. "Research in chaparral treatment to increase water yields andforage for domestic livestock has been underway many years.,,

for and be included in a program
or domestic levestock,, against my
ut those damn cattle to the ex_
y else! I have one horse and I buy

make money for a ropsideo u"nrrrJl,,l3 r?irou"" 
of some prosram to

5. "lt is only in the past several years that large enough actionprograms were initiated on the Tonto National Forest to start pro_ducing noticeable results.,,
"Actually, it has been in the last year or two, on the large projectareas, that some of the hoped for results have developeO anO Oelcame visable."
That 'noticeable results, part: I requested (and finally obtained) acomparison ofstatistics using the year 1g60 and the year 1g6g as thecomparative years' Here are a few of the figures from this sheetentitled "lmportant Statistics and work Accomplishment _ Tonto Na_tional Forest & Globe Ranger District.,.

was in the Tonto! What about the ranchers in some of the otlrer
Hanger districts? Didn't they need fences maintained, too?) Now
Irere comes the big one!!!

NumberofLivestockGrazed 58,9O5 10,479 42,652 9,2O7

(Thatsays there are 16,253 less cattle in 1969 than in 1960 in the
Tonto, and 1,272 less cattle in the Globe Ranger District, so some-
thing is 'all messed up' with their arithmetic about more cattle, more
feed, more domestic animals or something!)

Number of Recreation Sites
Conslrucled 5

Number of Recreation Visats 2,Ol9,OOO
ooo

38,590 3,125,OOO 100,OOO

Description

(iror;:; Arr:ir (ircr ct;)

Mir rtpowcr
R.tngc Wirlcl [)r:vr:l

Consllltl(rl

Rangr: Rcsrlrrl,rl

FY 1960
TontoN F GlobeR D
2,961,905 4-70.o17

(N010 rrrcre;rse above)
14:t

r 205

FY 1969
Tonto N.F. Globe R.D
2,96'1.905 47O.2OO

10 165 19

5/ 5 20 3(Nol(: (iecrease above)

(l don't know where they got the 2 million figure as no one had to
buy permits in 1960, and I never saw a guest book to sign hanging
on any of my little green trees!)

Don't know where they got that round 1OO,0O0 Globe figure either
We did our own little survey after they (the Forest Service branch in
Phoenix) tried to take our summer homes away a few years back

Our recreation area on top of this mountain had one overnight
camper and two families of picnikers when we checked on 7/4/7Ol
And here's one for that fiscal agentl

Recreation Area Permits Sold 9 I (S1 ) 37,998 398
lsll7,994 124

(None were sold in 1960 because we didn't have to pay to go visit
our own national forests in 1960! And the $1 and 57 permits figures
out $93,956.00 for the Tonto and S1,266.00 in the Globe Ranger Dis-
trict, but those other figures say 3,225,000 visits were made to the
Tonto in 1969(1OO,OO0 in the Globe Ranger District) and how does

anyone know how many if they didn't buy permits and if they bought
permits (even the 5OC picnic kind)! that would be $1,617,5OO instead
of $93,956 for the entire Tonto in fees and $5O,0OO in the Globe
Ranger District instead of S1,266! Come on, you f iscal agents,

straighten this one out! Please note this also: lam not opposed to
paying a fee, even the $7 one, if it is going to be used for my green
trees or my green tree boys!l But something is all wrong with the
way the "statistics" came out on this sheet!

Even if those 100,000 'visits' in Globe Ranger District were made

by one shot - $1 permit purchasers, it would have been necessary
for each "household head" (or whatever he's called) to have had him-
self and aboul 81/z children (or family members) with him to have

o 2-148

*2748 acras 1llarrt'<J rn the Tonto _ 22g)acres in the Globe RangerDistrict (our of irll r'at 2,g61,9O5 acres in the Tonto! Why the GlobeRanger Disrrict? Bccause someone forgot to prant any here duringthe five years of tlre sprayingZ)

22AO'

120o 2qs

(Again, 3,OOO,OOO acres in the Tonto, but one_ha lf the fence in 1 969
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come up with only S1,266 in the Globe Ranger District, and even with
this population explosion thing, ldon't believe that's the case. And
the "togetherness" of relatives can wear a little thin if you are look-
ingatSl/z of them!! Eitherwe didn't have '1OO.OO0 visits'or somebody
forgot to collect a fee, or somethingl And here's another one for the
mathematicians:

No. ofTimberSales 1O7 O 76 O

Board FeetofTimberCur 7,932,190 25,000 1 5,063,770 5O,0OO

No sales in Globe Ranger District in 1960 but cut 25,000 board
feet. No sales in Globe Ranger District in 1969 but cut 5O,0OO board
feet. Who got the lumber?

There were more timber sales in 1960, which meant more people
got some wood. (31 less sales in 1969 but cut almost twice as much,
so maybe there are getting to be a "priviledged few" in the lumber
industry now!)

Acres Timber Stand lmprove-
ment 1663 0 362 O

(At least they admit there was no improvement to our timber
stand!)

Acres Brush Disposed 0 O 880 O

lsn't herbicide treatment "disposal of brush"? Why did the Globe
Ranger District draw a blank for 1969?

NumberofFires 293 29 156 23

(Not much decrease in Globe R.D although our number of em-
ployees has doubled.)

AcresBurned 516 15O 1422 33

l'm getting more confused all the time. That says (in the entire
Tonto National Forest):

293 fires burned 516 acres (143 employees) in 1960
1 56 f ires burned 1422 acres (1 65 employees) in 1969

And in the Globe Ranger District:
29 fires burned 150 acres (1O employees) in 1969
23 fires burned only 33 acres (19 employees) in 1969
Now how could 23 fires burn only 33 acres?

Eurned Area Acres Reseeded 29.510 O 1,445 400
(Reseeded 20 times more grass rn 1 960)

We are now down to the subject of roads and trails:

Mrlusof Roads 1 600 7

MrlosofRoadsConstructed 10 6

MrlosofRoadsMaintained O

MtlesofTrails 1459,0

MrlesofTrailsConstructed 0

MrlesofTrailsMaintained O

Water Yield lmProvement
Projects O

AcresHydrologicsurvey O

Number of Administratlve
lmprovementsMaintained 114

Number of Administrative
lmprovementsConstructed 4

No of MiningClaims(1963) 26'278

1674.8 2741
.00

239.0 26.6
1389.8 90 O

13 0 0

95O 70

262.2
o

25.O
100 5

o
o

Sothistellsmethatlhavemoreroads,lesstrailsandonlyl/1oth
of those trails were maintained in 1969'

But notice this one: (Salt River Project around anywhere?)

(Nobody 'surveyed' ours - they just took the water without itl)

o 19 3

o 292,480 0

22 57 13

ooo
10 O4-t 36,1 OO 1 5,800

(More PeoPle are mining than ever?)

N oJ Wildlile lmProvements
onstructed 19 O 3 O

No. of Wildliie lmprovements
MaintainedlOT4

MotorVehicles & Other
Equipment 58 4 72 12

(Note: Globe R.D. now has 3 times as many as 1960!)

ExpendituresbyAPpropriations: '1960 1969

NationalForestProtectionandManagement Tonto 5460'800OO S1'163'2000O

Globe RD 43.500'OO 84'2O0'OO

Frghting Forest Fiies Tonto S932'600.00 s5O3'7O0 Oo

GlobeRD 34,5OOOO 24'1OOOO

lnsect&Diseasecontrol :1"-" '133.33 
t''uoo.33

(Now the 'insect control' one is going to slow me down a little' I

wonder what they used and where they used it in 1969' all S25O0 0O

worthofit.Theytoldmetheyhadn'tdoneany'insectcontrol'work
in 1969!)

Tonto 5171,80O-OO S456.400'00

Globe RD 3OO OO 2,9OO OO
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Resource Conservatron and Development Tonto
Globe RD

(WHER E7)
Flood Prolection Tonto

clobeFD

Tonto
Globe RD

s76,400 00 00
oo oo

s oo s22,900 00
oo oo

(l am now looking back at ,Roads & Trails'. lt says they did not
construct any roads in the Tonto or Grobe Ranger District in 1969,
so was all that S456,400.00 (3 times what it was in 1960) spent on'maintai ning' 1 OO miles of trails and 265 m iles of roadsT)

Brush Disposed Tonto s15.700 oo s1 1,400 OO
Globe RD OO OO

(Very ironic that with all this fuss over .brush, 
up here, we didn.t

get rid of any in the Globe Ranger District in 1960 or 1969!)
This is a SPECTAL:

8. "For the first time in the memory of old residents, Tehanus,
Picadilla, Bushy Basin and Coyote creeks ran for good substantial
volumes of water for more than a year."

l've been an'old'resident Ior 23 years, and 'my'creek didn't
flow for a year. We hauled water!

9. "Even, in a dry 1967, though the water volumes reduced dras-
tically, a small flow of water persisted."

We had 20feet of snow in 1967!
1O. "Considering that these streams flow

shrubs country where precipitation is less than
peratures commonly reach 11O to 115 degrees
this is truly a miracle of the desert."

I agree that if this statement were correct,

through semi-deserl
10 inches and tem-
in July and August,

it would truly be a

'miracle of the desert'!
1 1. "Even a wet spot on the sidehill road to Cline's Cabin, which

persisted until early July, proved exciting."
lwent out there and looked for that'wet spot on the sidehill'and

ldidn't find it'exciting'for lcouldn't even find it!
12. "The chaparral program consists primarily of two parts: the

removal of undesirable shrub species having little or no value to
domestic or wildlife stock and replacing it with a desirable form of
vegetation. "

13. "This is an oversimplification of the activities involved as it
requires detailed planning, coordination, and organization to take
advantage of a critical part of the year when weather conditions are
right for burning."

Why are we talking about 'burning'? When they sprayed us in-
stead?

14. "This program brings into play the assistance of the U. S.
Weather Bureau and special forecasts based on information fed to
them by field meteorologists."

1 5. "Noweather recordswere keptonthisjob!" Ouote!
16. "After planning and approval of funds, it calls for the pre-

paration of adequate fire breaks, getting additional help to "fire"
or spray the area, arrange for seeding by airplane or helicopter and
finally followup study of the results, which is continuous, as such
large scale projects continue to reveal new ideas as well as changing
old ones."

They forgot to check before, during or after, so forget that "con-
tinuous" word in there! (l do agree it's changed some of their ideas.)

17. "Removal of the chapparal is usually accomplished in the pre-
liminary treatment by burning."

1 960
s00

.oo

1 969
s 67,000 OO

oo

(Must have done a good job in 1960. No expense in 1969 for
floods!)

River Basis Studies

(Just 'studied' the river basin _ didn.t do anything about the
contamination that may be therel)

GRAND TOTAL Tonro $'l,690,OOO OO S2,265,4O0 O0
GlobeRD 85,900 OO I l8,600 OO

Thumbnail Condensation:
More men - less fires but burned more acres _ less roads but

more cost - more miners _ more timber cut with less permits _ and
16,000 less cattle for all that trouble over grass!l

6. "Germination of grassed seeded two and three years earrier
seemed to be suffering obstacres in germination which were not com-
pletely understood. . . untir unusuaily favorabre moisture years in
1965 and 1966 found abundant growth covering the treated project
area."

Could it be the germination was affected by the chemicals 2_4D,
2'4,5-T and sirvex, just rike the builetins say - and rike some of the
soil in GlobeT

7. "More than this growth, was the surprising.yields of water
that became evident in severar springs and at reast four intermittent
streams "
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Since we're so'unusual'here in Globe, they didn't burn first!
'l 8 "To keep the sprouts that usually come up after the burning

under control, one or more chemical treatments by spraying may be
necessary."

None of that one or two treatments for us! First Class all the way!
They gave us fivel

19. "Revegetation, or seeding, is generally accomplished by

helicopter using a combination of grasses beneficial to livestock and
wildlife."

20. "The first chapparal removal and revegetation project over
a burned area started in 1961 on the Tonto National Forest with the
cooperation of the research branch of the Forest Service. "

21. "This was begun in the Sierra Anchas, about 40 miles north of
Globe, Arizona."

22. "The following year it was expanded to the El Oso area on
the Mazatzal ridge, just north of Four Peaks.

23. "Both of these areas were comparatively small. ln 1962,
Brushy Basin became the base of operations with a potential of about
8,0OO acres

24. "During all of this period the Salt River Project was watching
this chaparral project with considerable interest as they were par-
ticularly interested in the water yields.

25. "8y 1965, the Salt River Project began to contribute to this
program, alloting S8O,0OO to the project which had grown to about
$ 1 50,OOO for the year."

Why didn't someone tell Mr. M.M. Nelson, Deputy Chief, Secretary
Hardin's office. The report he sent out says 2 years and this one says
since 1965!

26. "Since then it has grown so that the funds totalled S24O,0O0
in FY 1968, contributions roughly divided evenly between the Project
and the Forest Service "

That 'roughly divided' part - how about those 'burn projects'
scheduled for October 1969 and signed September 16, 1969 by Mr.
Courtney under the Salt River Project Co-op Agreement for 1/1/69
through FY 71. Cost to be $3O,18O.0O. Salt River Project was slated to
pay $23,560.00 and the Tonto National Forest only S6,620.OO. That is
really'rough division'!!

27 "Over8,000acres havebeentreated by 1 967."
28. "Much of this area has received a chemical spraying main-

tenance treatment "
29 "All areas have been seeded and now bear a good grass

cover. 1O to'l 5 inches tall."

N loving or singing variety) at

the t nted in the Globe area in the

entir ss no where uP here 10 to 15

inches talll (or 3 to 7) or (1 to 2)

30. "During 1967, eight new areas were scheduled for prescribed

!

study areas are he Summit Plots on the

about 20 miles n ' the Sierra Ancha moun-

experimental ce area' and in Three Bar

Management area west of Roosevelt"'

These areas are now contaminated with herbicides and dead deer

found in

C with i stream' once onlY an

as been and Year round for the

pastTorSYears"'
Therewasno"rivuletorstream"February2S'1971'andchart

could remember them!

35.,,Resultstodate have been very encouraging and the chaparral

program is g

36. "Ton I realize that though they have learned much

about brush there are still many more answers that they

must obtain before they will be satisfied'"

37. "There are possibly 3OO,OOO acres on the Tonto on which the

pro ei
an will be the very lmpor-

tan su be imProved to Provide

mo er for livestock and wild-
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life, and in the reduction of the extreme fire conditions which exist
on the chaparral areas."

My comments on the last five sentences are the reason I am writ-
ing this book.

,,THE SENATORS"

I apologize for the brevity of this chapter. When asked: What
action did your Senators take to protest the spraying? My answer is:
"They didn't do anything except write a few letters"

Some of the quotes from the letters follow:
Senator Barry Goldwater - 7/16/69 "Thanks for bringing this

to my attention. You will be interested to know I have received other
complaints on this and have contacted the Forest Service about it. .."

A copy of a letter is attached to this. lt is from M. M. Nelson,
Deputy Chief of Secretary Hardin's office, USDA and addressed to
Senator Goldwater and reads in part: "Supervisor Courtney plans
to meet with the Mayor of Globe and members of the City Council on
July 28, 1969, to review the entire brush manipulation program in
that area and future plans." No mention is made of meeting with the
people who live in that area . . . an area devastated by the spray.

Although lhave known Mr.Goldwater for over 20 years and was
his "neighbor" for three and have considered him my friend, lfind it
very difficult to condone his lack of concern for our problem. The
same can be said for Senator Paul Fannin, who was also once my
neighbor.

A letter similar to the one received by Senator Goldwater was
sent to Senator Fannin from M. M. Nelson, USDA, a copy of which
was mailed to us on August 6, 1969, with a note: "l hope this infor-
mation is useful to you." . . . signed Paul Fannin.

lalso see another letter attached to this file, the "D.N." file ("do
nothing") from James J. Kilpatrick of the Washington Star Syndicate:
"l have such admiration for Goldwater and Fannin that it's hard for
me to imagine they would knowingly be parties to major ecological
change or to irresponsible spraying." I don't think they would either,
not knowingly, but why didn't they do something about all this when
they were told? There's no excuse then. They were informed of the
damage to the Superstition Wilderness Area, but nobody even re-
turned the call!

Look up Senate Bill #1374, Mr. Kilpatrick, when you have time. lt
was a shock to me. too. Their names are the ones it carries.

ln June of 1970, a year after the tragic spraying' a letter was

received from Senator Goldwater which contained phrases such as

"entire congressional delegation has been in contact with each

other and with the Forest Service since this incident was first

brought to light." Why weren't they also in touch with those of us

who are not with the Forest Service? Did you know, Senator Gold-

water, that as I did my own investigation, not one of these men who

came as part of the last task force or the two previous ones could

qualify as experts? lwas prepared to tell you these things when I

was in Washington in April 1970, Barry' I had the files - all of them

- and the photographs, and even the plants' one of them being from

the Superstition Wilderness Area, that showed Silvex and 2'4-D and

2,4,5-T.This letter you wrote in June also mentions that until the re-

sultsofthelabstudiesbeingdonebythesegreatscientificgovern-
ment employed experts are obtained, which you say will not be for

some months yet, and the results known, ,,there is nothing any of us

can do" - since "unfortunately some processes of nature and

science cannot be speeded up regardless of the desires of man ' '"'
l would have told you that the processes of nature have been "ex-

tremely speeded up by the desires of man" by these hormone sprays'

and that in doing so, it's much later out there than you think! I would

have also told you and shown you that I already have some of those

"scientificanalysisreports"whichyou'rewaitingforthat"willnot
be completed for many months yet" You could have had your own

copies if you so desired. l'd have taken them over to your office the

same as I did for Senator Hart of Michigan' He even had someone

help carry the files for me. He believed it was important' and I have a

little pink slip of paper that says "U'S' Senate" attached to one of

them. lt's notfrom your office, for I couldn't even find you' or Senator

Fannin or even Sam Steiger by that time' So if it's true that "l am

just as anxious as you are to see the results of these tests' before

which time it is impossible to judge the guilt or innocence of the

Forest Service . .", call me, Barry' I'll be home' lf l'm not' leave your

number 202-224-3121 . That's the number I called when I was in

Washington and was told you were very busy I left my number and

name but no one returned my call' l'll return your call' So if all you're

waiting for are a few analysis sheets of samples taken by the govern-

ment "scientists" sent to several of their own labs and tested by

their own government chemists (whose findings are now going to

shatter a few illusions about 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T and Silvex)' let me know'

l'll be glad to furnish them.
(P.S. lstill carry your picture in my wallet with your arm around
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my shoulders Both of us were smiling then, rememberT Today I feelthere's nothing to smile about. lt *J, u long time ago when thatprcture was taken when I called you ,,Barry,,, 
unJ yo, ur"j ,odrive a Sting_Ray and wave 

". 
yo, rru"n, by.;

,,ROCKY 
MOUNTAIN FEVER"

On the campus of Arizona State University is a building whichhouses the "Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment station.,,which is part of the forest service under the usDA. After the foresrsupervisor told me the ,,prior to spraying us.. long range studies ofour area which find, must be ,,over there in the RockyMountain files", t office. lt was an embarrassing day forseveral of the sta
We had been assured by retter, reports and forest servicespeeches that extensive,,pre_survey,, and ;,porr_auru"y,, 

studies hadbeen done of our area, and that these studies had shown that thiswas the greatest thing since the Stone Age or the invention of fire,to rid the earth of anything standing in tne way of economic
d been called .,long 

range studies,,, stating they
our area was ideally suited for ,,converting 

from, with no flood or erosion problems. A letter haOeven gone to Washington from the Forest Service stating grass wasgrowing "in all areas,'fifteen inches tall, although none had beenplanted in the entire five year program.
My request was very simple. I wanted to see those ,,studies,,; 

the"before and after" fires which they had stated were so faithfury keptby their department. This was nov the third stop in my search forthose surveys. The first prace had been the rocar forest service officein Globe. When the "surveys" were not rocated at that office, r wentto the supervisor's office in phoenix. when no one courd rocate themin that
while s 

to ,.Rocky 
Mountain,,. After much waiting

as I sat 
for them, and long embarrassed silences
of the head man of ,,Watershed 

Manage_ment"' Mr' Arnord' the foilowing information and rack of informationwas supplied to me:
The only "pre_study" of our area relative to spraying it withherbicides which he produced was dated December 1967, and bythen, we had already been sprayed three times! Mr. Arnold ap_peared very nervous and confused as I leafed through that report,which he stated could not be copied for or by me, except in note

form, which I did. There were several photographs attached to it, and
he attempted to explain to me through these pictures, what a great
idea all of this damn project would be. When he stated since I was
"not familiar with the terrain in the area of Globe and the Pinal
Mountains", I wouldn't realize the great benef its to be derived from
killing the chapparal, and trees, and replacing it all with grass, I in-
formed Mr. Arnold he should have taken a second look at that
tri-color radio card I had given him when I started the interview. Not
only was I damn familiar with the Globe area, but one of the actual
photographs had part of my land on it, and so did his damn stinking
map! And from there on, the conversation became a little wild, with
no shouting, but some strong assertions from me that if a stupid
study like the one he had just shown me was indicative of their "ex-
perimental operation spray" technique, I intended to find out what
else they had or had not been doing. Some of the information in that
"pre-survey" stated the area in question was a "valuable recreation
area" (yet they sprayed it!) and that "care must be taken" (and none
wasl).

It also stated that although grass had been planted in the area in
1951, after five years, for some unknown reason, it all died lt also
mentioned such things as "high erosion hazard" due to steepness of
mountainsides, and finally concluded that converting the entire area
from "chapparal to grass" might reduce the erosion 36 ten-thousand-
ths of an inch!

Bythen, lwas really making notes and statements, one of which
was that I fully intended to inform that big, waiting world via radio
news, open line programs or letters to his boss in Denver that the
whole damn project of these Rocky Mountain Boys in applying herbi-
cides without thorough checking and followup work was even worse
than what the other branch of the "regulars" in the USDA, the fores-
ters out of Globe, had done to us! I will always remember the picture
he presented, as lleft, standing in the middle of his office, unable to
find reports or surveys or research data or followup studies or any of
the things we had been assured they had, to back up their reasons
for spraying us. His weakest moment came when he mumbled that
"if the news gets out about this, it will set our whole project back 10
or 15 years". To which I replied, "lf what I already suspect is true,
that there are no long range tests of these chemicals or the areas
where they are used prior to using or after, lhave no intention of
setting your project back 10 or 15 years. I intend to wipe it out, and
do such a good job that you'll never get away with it again."

That date was July 2, 1969. I am busy keeping my word.
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Nothing makes some small men (and I do not mean small instature) so angry as facing a woman and finding that her sex hasnothing to do with her brain or her determination. r don't supposeMr. Arnold will ever forgive me for that rather humiliating
experience in his office.

I was becoming ress poilyanna and more scarrett o,Haraeveryday. My concerted efforts over a period of nine months aimedin the direction of Mr. Arnord's department more than verified myearly suspicions; that the titre "Rocky Mountain Experimentar
Station" meant they were ,.experimenting,,. 

Some of these ,,experi_
ments" turned out to be with the chemicals 2_4D, 2,4,5_T_picloram,
PBA, TBA, Fenuron. Tandex and Bromacil. There were other experi_mentar mixtures of chemicars - some of those "unidentified formura-tions." And where was this ,,research,, or ,,experimentation,, 

beingconducted by this feverish "Rocky Mountain,' crew? one area wasjust behind my big juniper that is now dead, and practically in myback yard! When did it all startT ln 195g! And nobody even told any_body that they were experimenting with biological *"rt"r" i""_*
weapons in our area untir 1g65! No wonder Mr. Arnord courdn,tiino
any of those studies when I saw him in July of 19691 They were weilhidden, but not so well hidden that I didnlt locate them. They havealso been conducting experiments on four watersheds of the LakeRoosevelt Reservoir, using these chemicars in "cooperation with theSalt River Project, Arizona State Game & Fish Department, and theForest Service".

The date of the above information was March 19, 1970. At ameeting of the Governor's commission on Arizona Beauty in Janu-ary 197O, a statemenr was made by Robert Curtis, Chief of Specialservices, Arizona Game & Fish Department, that recent literature hehad read indicated mutations in animars courd occur after the use ofthe "chemicals employed in the Globe area,,, and that the Depart_ment of the lnterior would no longer approve any projects usingthese chemicals. Bur I guess no one from ..Rocky Mountain., at_tended the meeting. Mr. curtis' statement was in direct contrast tothe attitude of the Arizona Game & Fish a few weeks after we weresprayed, but he gained my admiration when he was brave enough to"stand up and be counted,' later, after he checked the facts.
Mr. Arnold was apparently disgruntled by my early visit. He choseto write a letter to Dr. paul Martin, U of A, on plain stationery, un_dated, in which he attempted quite ineptly to lash us into some kind ofsubmission with very unscientific and inaccurate statements, such as"viewing healthy trees in the middle of the sprayed area,,,or noting

"an increase in hummingbirds."
It's a tie between which of the following statements he made

angered and disgusted me the most: Referring to Dr. Martin, who is
a learned professor from the University of Arizona and Dr. Martin's
observing "a dying English sparrow with swollen eyelids" which
collapsed, paralyzed at Dr. Martin's feet while on a field trip with his
science students to view the area, Mr. Arnold stated that if it was the
spray that had destroyed the sparrow, that he had "some neighbors
who will be most happy to find a successful way of killing the English
sparrow pests that devour lettuce, grapes, plums, peaches, etc.".
They are your words, Mr. Arnold, not mine. Eat them, and may they
choke in your throat as the spray did in the English sparrow's!

He further describes the "most dense stands of lovegrass I have

ever seen" in areas where none had ever been plantedl Perhaps
he's never seen lovegrass. This was his final great "thought for the
day" and it is a direct quote: "To deny the land administrators the
use of chemicals . . . would greatly reduce the administrators' de-

mands for ecological talents."
So I add another group to the "sick" list. This kind of thinking is

sick. . . just plain sick, sick, sick!! "Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever"
would be curable, but the arrogance expressed in this letter by some-
one suffering from "Rocky Mountain Forest Service USDA Fever" is

not!
When I interviewed this man personally several months and sev-

eral documents later, the arrogance was gone. The bravado which
had been exhibited while hiding behind a few sheets of paper sent to
someone else who made copies and mailed them back to me, was
also missing. That interview may fill another book, but it basically
contained the information that Mr. Arnold's professing to be well
learned in the field of herbicides in Globe or anywhere else was only
a role in this tragic play which even he himself could no longer stand
to enact, and one more name was added to my list of those pos-

sessing great amounts of "inspired ignorance", but no true knowledge
of Herbicides.

i
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F.S.C. AND U.S.D.A.S.

The retters "F.s.c." appearing in the above titre on Fire A_15aoriginally were an abbreviation 1or ,,Forest Service Corres_pondence"; as time passed I shortened the ..correspondence,, 
to afour retter word beginning with "c" which by that time r consideredmore appropriate.

The letters: ,,U.S.D.A.S.,, 
are an abbreviation for .,United 

StatesDepartment of Agricu lture Stuff ,,.

At first they were separate fires, but the simirarity between thecontents of the two became more apparent and it seemed more andmore difficult to observe any difference, so they were combined. Ishall be glad to separate them agarn as soon as Mr. Cliff and Mr.Hardin disassociate their departments.
The monrh was still July, 1969
And the disillusionment with many local, state and nationalbranches of elected and appointed officials was steadily increasing.Not only were some of them not doing the jobs for which they hadbeen appointed or elected, but they appeareO to be going out of theirway to avoid them.
The truth would have been so easy to tell. lnstead, nearly every_one in the various government po ;itions appeared to assume one ofseveral reactions to the Globe Spray:
1. "lgnore it; it's silly! Nothing happened at alll,,2. "lgnore it and don.t try to find out if anything happened. lt willall blow away,!,,
3. "lgnore it outwardly, but sneak around behind and peek in andsee if somerhing really did happen out there!..4 "rgnore it and don't ret them know what we found with ourlittle test tubes in our rittre raboratories about the soir and water andplant life in Globe! Maybe they,ll never know!,.(Honey, there areonly 14 of those labs in the whole USA _ so it.s not hard to checkon them!)
5. "lgnore it and if anyone happens to not berieve us and keepsdigging to get the truth and gets it, then run, boy, run! panic! Don,twart to even cover your tracks! But smile all the wayl Don,t apologizeor look sorryl Smitel Smilel and run!,,
(Sign in my bathroom: ..never 

trust a smiling dogl,,)Most of the behavior followed this pattern, except they allreached "Number 5', a lot sooner than they expected to! And that"No 5" has become very .,smelly,, 
but the odorChanell , J,,,u,,y uul lne ooors were never made by

,,WHAT THE HELL IS A "TASK FORCE"?"

While working on the various 'Task Force' reports, l've decided
part of the trouble the USDA is having is because they can't count
right.2 plus 2 equals 4 in reality, but they got 5, or 7, or g, or maybe
just 1 if they went backwards.

Like now... I'm counting how many'task forces'there were that
I was aware of (besides all those chemical company experts running
up and down that ldidn't count because they didn't give us any
reports!).

I never knew there had to be any special number of persons to
create a 'task force'. Sometimes I'm referred to as "A One-Woman
Task Force". (That's when I wear all my indian jewelry, my rawhide
boots, and put my hat on backwards!). So l'm going to enumerate the
'task forces' I was aware of, and you help me see what's vvrong with
their (rhe USDA's) arithmetic, because l've checked mine four times,
and I always come up with eight. They only come up with three, and
one of them is still out, somewhere, thinking it all over (if they're
paying "jury duty" by the day on this last bunch, they hold the record
for the longest time out - six months!)

So here we go with counting:
Task Force # 1 - Date 6/24/69 consisting of USFS employees Bill

Fleishman, Tonto Grazing Officer, and Bill Moehn, Globe Ranger.
(Sounds logical that they should be a task force, for they were the
ones who had been putting all this stuff around.) Mr. Fleishman was
in charge of all this kind of thing on the entire Tonto National Forest,
and the Forest Service had told me he was the one who knew all
about it. ln his speech at the council meeting later in July, he
assured everyone he knew about these things. So I wonder why he
was totally excluded from the task force groups that were officially
designated as such by the USDA and the US Forest Service? Wonder
why his report he wrote up after he went back to the big head-
quarters in Phoenix that says USDA at the top of the page, and
"Forest Service" right below and dated July 3, 1969, wasn't included
in any of the so-called, "Task Force" reports the USDA sent out I

thought the wording was well done, the spelling was good, the
punctuation was accurate, the language was plain. You don't sup-
pose they didn't include it because he said he'd been to my place, do
you . . .and that he'd found "herbicide damage" right there on my
land? Maybe they objected to it because he didn't double space the
sentences. Or maybe they like bigger words that say less, than the
way Bill told it.
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Task Force # 2 Dated 6/27169 consisting of Bud Bassett and At
Bassett - Arizona Game and Fish Department. (Their report r

managed to acquire sounded like a "task force" report to mel)
Task Force %3 Dated 7/1/69 consisting of Barry Freeman,

University of Arizona Extension Range Management specialist and
Van wilson an agriculture agent. (They were real nice and polite that
day. I thought they were a "Task Force")

Task Force #4 Dated 7/9/69 consisting of William Warskow of
the salt River Project, and Fritz Ryan of the state Land Department.
Now, I guess the Governor thought they were a ,,Task Force,,. He
sent them, and evidently took their word for what they saw, which
turned out to be not much of anything. They were porite when they
came to my place. I like Mr. Ryan. I didn't like Mr. Warskow for long,
though, because he called my creek a ,,seep,'. He,s probably used to
looking at all that water down there in phoenix . . . ail those foun-
tains and swimming pools and those S.R p. lakes that are full of
water that came off my mountain! Maybe he doesn't know the dif-
ference in a creek and a seep There seems to be a lot of things he
doesn't know. They were at least a very fast, in-and-out and no dilly
dallying around task force. Just 361/z minutes at my place. Maybe
that's why they didn't see the upper ten acres, lower five acres, the
old adobe house part or the land across the road or all that up on the
hill part. They saw ten places in about five hours and 25 minutesl
Real eff icient task force!

Task Force #5 Dated 7/10/69 consisting of Dr. Thom Johnsen,
also Edwin Davis and Alden Hibbert (they are those experimental
station boys. Nice, but I hate experiments on me and my landl). Bill
Russell and Bill Moehn were from 'the U.S.F.S., and William
Warskow and Henry Shipley from the Salt River project. l,m sure
that many people must have been a task force. I wonder if Mr. War_
skow was worried about my stream he thought was a ,,seep,, and he
just wanted to have another look? No, that couldn.t have been it, be_
cause none of them came to my place!

Task Force #6 Dated 7/15/69 consisting of Wilbur Currier of the
USFS, Mr. McKirdy, Paul Buffam, Lloyd Houston and John Williams.
Now these are the ones I know were a "Task Force'., except l,m up
to six and the USDA cails them #1 . See what r mean? Their arith-
metic is bad! These are the boys r baked the cookies for, and got out
the big chem-X coffee pot! r wore my dress and waited ail day for
them, but they never came! Seems funny all of them go right on
missing me like that when r was sitting right in their forest rand, and
they have to go across my road to get up to the one Helispot! But

rrrrylr. llrrry slrll lrave me in the wrong place on their map!
lnak lrrrt:o ll-7 Dated 9/3/69 consisting of Dr. Thom Johnsen,

A1lrrr rrltrrrrr Rosearch Service of the USDA, and Paul Buffam, Melvin
Wetec, I M Yasinski and W. F. Currier, all of the US Forest Service
rrrrrl llre tISDA Now isn't that niceT They're all fraternity brothers!
I rvo ol tlrorn, and they all have USDA after their names! You realize,
rrf r our$rr, that September is a long way from June, when I got
rgrrnynrl, but here they came at last and if I use their arithmetic, they
r rllnrl llrrrm the "Task Force#2". That means if the ones they called
" i n',k l'orcc #1 " never got to my place, then this was the f irst task force
trr look at my place! I wonder why they waited so long to come
sen rrroT I had an awful time getting them there! Had to call Washing-
torr rrrrd Sam Steiger several times to get them here at alll Maybe
tlrry wure afraid of there bridge across the creek, but the water had

rlilrl running under it. And besides, although it looks rickety on top,
tlrrrro are 21" steel beams under it that weigh 1,685 lbs, eachl lt's
rlrrrrr strongl You don't suppose they thought if they waited that long,
nll those chemicals would just go away, do you?

Task Force #8 Dated 2/18/7O Now here's our "Root-rot, Wood-
plr:kers and Sapsuckers" group! The others had tippy-toed in and
r)ul, and didn't even let me know they were there sometimes. Not
tlrrs bunch! l'll enumerate - and eliminate - these "experts on
lrorbicide damage to man, plants, animals, air, soil and water" in
tlroir own special chapter. Seems strange that for all the speed they
rrxcrted getting here (even before Congressman McCarthy could get
r:lrccked out of the motel after his hearings!), that they've been
rlragging their feet since they left with their needles and blood, and
two dirt samples, and haven't been a bit communicative about all
those samples and tests and chemical analysis. Maybe they think I

will have amnesia and forget they haven't reported back in to class
rrfter recess or something! Dr. Tschirley told me on August 1O, 197O,

tllat he was tired of "sitting on the reports", and that he thought
they should have been given out right away! You know, February to
August is a long time! He said their "reputations as scientists" were
irt stake! Boy, are they ever!

So that's how I get eight task forces. Perhaps it's the USDA's
llult in Washington. I always did suspect some of them couldn't
count past two!
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,,TASK FORCE NUMBER ONE"

ldon't know what the USDA calls this report, but I call it "No. 1".
And that's what it sounds like to me. Maybe they lost it, and that's
why it never showed up in their "Task Force Reports". lf they'd like a

copy, I can send it to them. On second thought, lt's probably because

some of the statements it contained would have prevented the USDA
from sending those "experts" out here in February 1970. lt would
have looked real silly when the first report was made by the Forest

Service and showed herbicide damage on my place and various
other places. The last bunch who came (that "Root-Rot, Wood-
peckers and Sapsuckers" group) might not have been given an
"all-expense-paid-by-us-taxpayers" trip to Arizona in the winter if
anyone had looked at the first report and said, "Now where do we go

from here?".
lwonder what this last bunch cost us? Those tourist rates in

Arizona are damn high in February! I'll bet that's why none of them
came until then. Or why none came right after we called them in

Washington in June of 1969. Who wants to go to Arizona in July or

August? lt's 11O degrees in the shadel But February! That makes a

wonderful break from the snow back there in Washington! That's
probably why they waited, not because they hoped by then the
symptoms and residues would be gone.

MyTask Force #1 Report is dated 7-3-69 and it says it is a "Reply

lo 2520 Watershed Protection and Management" (a "reply" means
romebody must have asked something.) lt tells me the subject is
"KeilIner-RusselI Chemical Maintenance". That's about my mountain
flnd my nrea and me lt then states that the local ranger and Mr.
William Fleischman, USDA - USFS, came to my place on 6-24-69,
whero they met anolher lady from the area "who was also deeply
concerned over the spray project."

The report begins by stating that the other lady and I were con-
cerned with several things: 1, "Damage to vegetation on the
Shoecraft property and on other private land owners. 2. "Residual

effects of the herbicide in the soil and water. 3. "Further treatments
on the project area, They felt that the use of herbicides on the Pinals
(mountains) should not have been started and certainly should not be

continued. They felt that the soil had been damaged and water
supplies contaminated and that contamination would continue for
several years." (My goodness! For not being scientists, that other
lady and I sure did alright, didn't we? Some of the "scientists" have
now drawn the same conclusions!)" They also felt that the brush

Irrrtl become more flammable, now that it had been sprayed." ("The
I rrrrrst service Health and Safety Code cautioned that 2-4D and
2,4,5-T are poisonous and flammable in an oil base." That oil base
ilr€ans esters. That's what they used on us every time! That bit of in-
Iormation reads Forest Service USDA on the front. Also, "Do not
llurn after spraying, as fumes are poisonous" - Chipman label,
2,4,5-f low volitile ester 4L-USDA Reg. No. 359-178.)

The next paragraph of the report says: "We inspected the vegeta-
tion on her property and found some evidence that herbicide had
been on some of the native vegetation. She claimed the beans and
corn in a small garden had been damaged. These plants were dry
and wilted, but it could have been from lack of water. I tried to
explain that the corn could not have been damaged by the herbi-
cide since it is a grass."

Now, we'll take time out to cover that "corn and grass" bit.
Here are just a couple of things I found out about corn: (There are

hundreds more!)
Number One. Don't use 2,4.5-T or Silvex (2,4,5-TPl on or near

corn at all!That's a no-no! the labels state: Dow-Kuron (2,4,5-TPl
"Do not apply to or permit to contact with or drift onto any crop
plant." Dow-2,4,5-OS (Esteron) "Do not apply to or allow to come in
contact with vegetables." So . . . The big "Green Book" - USDA
just doesn't have them okayed for corn.

"Corn sprayed with 2-4D may develop stem binding and
brittleness." "Brace roots may be malformed on corn sprayed with
2-4D." "Do not apply when the corn is tasseling." (Mine was
"tasseling".)

The above quotes are Bulletin A-17, Cooperative Ext. Service,
USDA published August 1961 and sent to me by the USDA, Belts-
ville, Maryland, 1969! So lguess there "ain't no new news" re-
garding corn and using 2-4D, 2,4,5-T and 2,4,5-TP on it!

Agriculture Handbook #332 - USDA - "Weed Control", also
says it's a "no-no". "lnbred lines of corn may be injured if treated."
(Sure enough, mine was inbred!) "Avoid application when tempera-
tures are high and corn is growing rapidly." (How hot is it in Arizona
in the summertime?)

"Seed set may be reduced if applied two weeks before silking
until silks are dry." "Avoid drift of (2-4Dl herbicides for area appli-
cation."

Page 1 8 says: Corn: 2-4D - "Planting corn deeper than 1 inch in-
creases safety margin." (Why do I need a safety margin if it (herbi-
cide) won't hurt my corn?)
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"ln some States, amine formulations may cause injury.,'(Still on
corn.) Now that sure is one helluva statement! Here my bulletin says
"Use amines only", no esters! Then I read this sentence and I

wonder, "What States?" lt doesn't sayl Just ,,some states,,. So
maybe even the amines will kill my corn, too!

Let's get out of the corn patch, and look over there at my bermuda
grass lawn that never came up, and the other side of the house
where what I had, diedl

The Globe Ranger who was also part of this #1 Task Force, had
also said on the radio news of 6-12-69 that these 2-4D herbicides do
not affect grass, and Mr. Fleishmann said it didn't, but let,s look at
the label:

"Do not apply to stoliniferous grasses such as bent, bermuda
(there goes my lawn!) and St Augustine or to new turf of any
variety. " (Dow-Kuron 2,4,S-Tp, S ilvex)

"Do not use on lawns of creeping grass (my bermuda, againl) . . .

nor on freshly seeded turf until grass has become well established.
Most legumes are usually damaged or killed.,, (Dow_Esteron
2,4,5-OS. (2,4,5-T)

There's one more paragraph to this report: ,,One or two small
peach trees appear to have been damaged by the herbicide as welr
as a small area of yellow blossom sweet clover." (still talking about
my place.)Then he states that they "drove down Kellner Canyon and
observed evidence of herbicide damage on native vegetation in the
Canyon" ". . . we stopped and found what appeared to be damage to
tomato plants in the garden."

The other half of my "Task Force Report #1,,is the copy of a
report by Mr. Moehn, District Ranger, dated June 25, 1969, and the
first sentence says: "r inspected Russeil Gulch today and found that
we did get drift in that direction also.,, Then it states: ,,H.J.

Mikeworth also William Murphy . have two gardens in the
upper portion of Russell Gulch. Many of the plants such as the
beans, peas, and tomatoes, appear to have been hit rather severly by
the spray. The corn is stunted and the melon-type plants were also
affected . . . many of his fruit trees, as well as other trees, also show
effects of the spray. Mr. Mikeworth stated his garden was entirery
wiped out last year (by the spray, June 196g) and that all the other
vegetation was severely hit." (This is the area (canyon) where that
crazy duck, "Charley", was born, the one the ,,Root Rot,, team of
USDA said couldn't have been affected by the spray because he was
"born 4 miles from the spray area . . . ")

The last paragraph contains the sentence: .,The inspection Bill

lkrr;r:lrrnann and lmade yesterday indicated we also got some drift
rl r;priry down Kellner and lcehouse Canyons." So that pretty well
wrirl,s up our three canyons - lcehouse (that's me and my eyeless
qurroa pigs, Kellner, that's where the deformed goats were born,
rrrrtl Russell Gulch, where the duck "Charley" was hatched

lcan't for the life of me figure out why the USDA never
rrrorrtioned the report, or included it anywhere, or even let Mr
Floischmann's name appear in print anymore!

You don't suppose it's because of what they foundT Another state-
rrrent of Mr. Moehn's, Open Line radio program of 7-17-69: "lt's
r,.lsy to pick up herbicide damage, does not give yellowing of
Icaves." (And he was speaking of Silvex only at the time, for that's
all they said they had used in 1968 and 1969.)

About that "easy to pick up damage": "Moderate formatrice
(visual) effects developed with 2,4,5-T although none occurred with
Silvex." "Outstanding fact about these results is that . leaf mal-
formations failed to develop . . . with Silvex even at relatively high
rates. "

Regarding species treated with Silvex (aspen): "Responded slowly
frequently have not died until the following sunrmer " "Research

workers (with Silvex) may anticipate response will be slow and
stems may remain green for an extended period " "Woody plants
may remain green for a longer period of time " "lt's action (Silvex)

differs further in that many plants do not manifest leaf modification
such as fern or strap leaves often associated with common growth
regulators."(2,4-D and 2,4,5-Tl

The above quotes are from "Silvex Technical Bulletin #1, dated

January 1954 - Dow Chemical Company.
With regard to that "No yellowing of leaves"... same publication:

"Visual symptoms of 2,4-D. . . browning occurs along the veins and
portions of the leaves become yellowish-green."

Sorry, Bill. Somebody should have told you.

TASK FORCE NUMBER TWO
(Or, The Laughing, HaPPY Animals!)

lcan't find my left shoe this morning - there's a button gone on

my shirt. My eyes are swollen, the pain is worse in my chest, and I

flat-out don't feel that l'm long for this world! lt's August 8, 197O,

and yesterday I brought the guinea pigs up the mountain to see if the

sick ones might get well, or if their hair would grow back if I removed
them from the area that was sprayed at my home.
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One of them had three babies yesterday; one albino born dead
and one albino with no eyes. He lived ten hours. One baby, although
very tiny, is still alive.

Before I came up the mountain, I walked around my land, and
since the rains came, the berry vines are curled and have no berries,
like last year when they sprayed All the walnuts are blackened and
lying on the ground; I photographed a few twisted curled and de-
formed "sotols" and a weird new cactus. As the rains come off the
mountain, in the creek, the trees appear to be dying. Many of the
branches are so heavy with foliage and swollen that they are
breaking. There were no blossoms on the peach or plum trees this
yea r.

Ithink some of the "root rot, Woodpecker and sap-sucker" boys
had said it was because of a "frost". Rather illogical even to me.
although I am not a scientist For my peach trees on my land didn't
bloom this year. Just the apple tree and pears, although there was
no fruit from the blossoms.

I don't know why. Please note, Mr. Scientists: I don't draw any
conclusions WHY the garden still in June 1970, won't grow crops;
why the peach trees don't bloom; why some of the pine trees are
twisted and orange; why the aspen are swollen and split and bent
double; why my sycamores are orange; why the leaves are gone on
my cottonwood in June 197O, just like 1969. I only stated they are.

I have not seen a fox, skunk, racoon or porcupine all summer. I

have a flash picture, taken in 1 964 of 3 skunks, and 3 raccoons,
eating together on my back porch at my cabin. I did see 2 deer, but
they just quietly looked at me - didn't run - they act like my albino
guinea pigs: real sleepy all the time; also the cattle are clear up here
on top of the mountain, bellowing and looking lonely. I never in my
23 years on this mountain have seen them all the way up here on
top before. I counted 1O of them. Why aren't they down there eating
the "grass" that's supposed to be there? Do you suppose they're
here because they're hungry and there is no food for them to eat?

I didn't draw any conclusions as to why my eyes are swollen
again, and my chest hurts'til it's hard to breathe'. I only said they
are, and it does, after lspent one day down there again in that area,
photographing my berry vines that have no berries, and burying
more gutnea ptgs.

During that particular nightmare on June, 1969, llooked in the
front yard at my home in the canyon, and there was a little red fox,
and beside him were quail, all standing together. The dogs were just
lying there, not bothering to get up, or bark, and they wouldn't eat.
My cat was so sick she almost died. Tlre big palomino would just

qtrrnrlt|n(l lrxrk at hrs feed I finally got him to eat carrotts - lots and

liltq rrl r:rrrrots. That's all he would eat. Two rabbits hopped through

tlro Vrrrrl, irnd nothing seemed to be afraid of anything Two deer

otnorllry rny patio wall and still the dogs ignored them' Somewhere I

Irnvn llroir photograph. I bought sacks and sacks of grain because I

tlrorrl;lrl rnaybe they were hungry since their food had been sprayed'

llrtrro were great swarms of insects - then they were gone' There

woro rnillions of orange dragon flies - and orange wasps' I killed a

grrrrk contipede l2 inches long in my house, after my son's little girl

brr(1, "Hurry, Mom, Bill! What is that?"
Iwo black bears wandered onto the highway and were killed'

I killed 5 scorpions in the living room one night' There were

rlotl'ns of things called "children of the earth." Some of the water

lrugs were huge. There were reports of snakes seen so many places

rr lown. Our son was bitten by one near the radio station' I made a

tlrl)c recording of coyotes in the yard crying and still, the dogs were

lrstless and silent. ln 1965 lrecorded a mocking bird at my home, but

llrcre have been none to record since.

The female dog became partially paralyzed When I take her away

lor a few days from the house her hair begins to grow back - and

tlre sores heal. lf lreturn, she gets sick again The male collie' 1 year

old, from a long line of 13 champions, has lost weight' until he looks

half his size. His left eye seems to be impared, and his hair comes

out in great patches. Many phone calls to our "Open Line" reported

tlead song birds, and doves One lady told of an owl that would keep

f alling over on his face' They took him home but he died' While Dr'

Paul Martin of the University of Arizona was at the McKusick

residence, an English Sparrow flew in and fell at his feet He picked

it up and it seemed to be paralyzed and its eyes were swollen shut'

It was a strange world, and there was a strange' tragic sadness

and a loud, frightening silence everywhere'

These were the live things that were left; the others were dead'

I don't know what happened to them; I don't know why' I only

know that these are the things - 
just a few of the almost unreal

things - that invaded our world- I have photographed and docu-

mented as many of them as I could.

Sometime in August 1969, my first one-eyed guinea pig was

born. There have been several since that time Others' in the same

litter, couldn't open their eyes and some had deformed heads' or

heads incompletely formed Some were born with misplaced eyes;

one up and one down, and some with no eyes at all' I didn't know

what was wrong, but I knew something had happened to our little
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pets. I named the "one-eyed" guinea pig "Cylops" and one of them
with one eye open and one eye shut, I named "Split".

Looking at my notes, l find these things: "Three dead doves; bird
dead my back door; bird dead in pool. Two dead skunks, dead fox, on
hillside. Dead bobcat by bridge by house; dead bugs on ground; four
scorpions in living room; three centipedes in lumber pile. Many
"children of the Earth" bugs in pond. Dead fish in pool; long pink
centipede in house. Dead bobcat by mailbox and two male deer by
patio wall Dogs did not bark at them; baby guinea pigs keep dying ',

These were my notes during June, July, and August, 1969
Others were: white mice (1O) died on mountain, June 196g. Baby
guinea pigs at home in canyon, all died but one. First week of June
1968, after feeding on the rye grass in the yard, where my son had
fixed a little pen for them. They sprayed May 31, June 1, 2, 3, 196g
Hampsters, 2, died September 24, 1966. They sprayed during 3rd
week in September 1966

These are just a few of my notes, about the little animals and the
little birds and the little insects.

Itold various government agencies about my guinea pigs; I

wanted their "scientists" to see "Cyclops". I used to carry him in my
pocket for he was very special to me; but lfound him and three
others dead on October 20, 1969, when I went down to show him to
a science reporter. Not one of the "Government Agents" would look
at my guinea pigs.

Even after "Cyclops" was dead, and others were born with tiny
eyes, missing eyes and no eyes at all, just like the test animals in
Washington, still government scientists did not want to see my
guinea pigs Dr. Tschirley was aware that they existed before he
came to Globe with his "root rot" crew, but he arrived at my home at
dark, and was not concerned in looking at guinea pigs.

So, as I look at what I call "Task Force #2" of June 21,1969, all I

can say is, "How utterly ridiculous!" "How stupidly, utterly
ridicu lous!"

It's very short and to me, it's alrnost hysterically funny, and yet so
tragically sad. Following are some of the quotes from my file, which I

call "Task Force Number 2" or "The Laughing, Happy Animals".
This is a memo frorn Bud Bassett, Arizona Game and Fish, Dated

June 30, 1 969:
The first paragraph tells of our attorney contacting Bob Curtis (the

one mentioned in the Governor's Commission) and telling him that
he (our attorney) was getting ready to file a lawsuit due to damages
caused to several of us by the forest service. So that's probably the

rirrly ronson they came to Globe at all. lsn't that ridiculous, that the
rrrrlV wity apparently anyone can get most government agencies to
lrnr lonr) their jobs, is to say: "Here I am, and I am going to sue you!"

llrrs memo tells of a visit to our area, which Mr. Bassett and one
ntlrrrr member of the Arizona Game and Fish Department made to
llrn "lce House Canyon Area" on the morning of June 27, 1969, in
ilil1()r to make some determination as to the "extent of wildlife dam-
n11rr if any "

"Our inspection consisted of walking the bottom of lcehouse
(lrrrryon and the surrounding country within the sprayed area."

Let's pause on that one. Unless those boys were here for a week
r)r lwo, there "ain't no way" they covered all that sprayed area in a

t:ouple of hours. The forest service admits to 1,90O acres, and it
rlrifted all over hell! So that adds at least 1,OO0 acres more, and they
only mention "lce House Canyon". What happened to Kellner,
Russell Gulch and Sixshooter Canyons?

I like the next sentence, though; for that substantiates what I said
about water in my lce House Canyon Creek: "We found 3 short
stretches of permanent, or semi-permanent standing, or flowing
water!" And the date is June - summertime in Arizona!

Then they state that "observations of terrestrial fauna included
numerous birds, reptiles, and innumerable diversity of insects, to-
gether with a couple of ground squirrels, all hale and heartyl"

Those big words will get you in trouble everytime, if you're not
careful. That terrestrial fauna part: "fauna" meaning animals, not
"tlora", meaning plants. And "terrestrial" meaning like an "earth
dweller" So what about the "numerous birds?" What kind were they
if they were "earth dwellers?" lf they were all on the grolind, then
that meant the ones that should have been flying in the sky were
walking around on the ground. Maybe they were paralyzed like some
we had seen - or maybe they were on the ground because they
were dead!

So these two men covered an area of 2 or 3,OOO acres, including
forests, and the only animals they saw to document were two ground
sq u irrels !

Referring to: The aquatic "launa" they noted "water bugs and
beetles, back swimmers, water striders, large damsel fly larvae and
aquatic snails and large tadpoles." But they didn't see any fish! So
they conclude "it is doubtful if fish occur in the area inspected."
Well, boys, they used to occur there, before June 8, 1969, lots of
them, in those stock ponds, and in the pool outside my living room,
where they died. I called the G and F office several times about the
dead fish, and the-dead game. One of them told me about a deer
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staggering around at 7 mile wash; it finally died, and 6 more died
laler He also stated there were quail over in the 3 bar area, by the
lake, and they were very dead also! No body knew why!

The report is mostly summarized in the sentences:
"ln short, we could find no sign of the spraying having caused

any ill effect to wildlife. We did talk to a forest service employee in
the area; he stated he had not been able to find any sign of ill effects
from the spraying."

But they didn't talk to those of us who were damaged. So they
concluded although they didn't see any fish and they only saw two
ground squirrels, in 2,OOO acres and a couple of fat larvae, still every-
thing was okay! lguess it didn't even seem strange that they didn't
see anything else That's why lthink it's pitiful. They didn't even
know they were gone But the little note attached to this memo is the
real gem of my collection: it's supposedly a resume of the entire in-
vestigation, done by Bud Bassett of the Arizona Game and Fish. lt
reports Mr Bassett stated that:

Number 1 . "He (Mr. Bassett) has checked the permanent pools of
water in lce House Canyon" (thanks again, boys, for letting all the
others knowthat I at one time, did have a creek!)"and no damage to
aquatic insects was observed; as a matter of fact, he has never seen
such fat larvae." (Dow says the chemical will make bigger fish, so I

suppose it will make fat larvae, also.)
Number 2 "He observed no damage to big game as he noted

many deer tracks, but no carcasses." (He didn't see any LIVE deer,
and no one wondered why! Just as long as no one tripped over any
dead carcasses, everything was fine!)

Number 3. "No deaths of lizards, birds, bees, etc, were noted."
(No bees, live, were noted either!) "Again he felt that the animal
populations were extremely happy and unaffected."

That sentence tore the wind-sock! There are those two crazy
ground squirrels again, and this time, they're not only "hale and
hearty" but "extremely happy!" What were they doing? Singing and
dancing? Playing hide and seek? Smiling or laughing outloud? That's
the most unscientific conclusion I've ever heard! And they say l'm
emotional! Evidently, those boys were so emotional over the shock of
finding even t\ /o ground squirrels, alive yet, in all that mess up here,
that they just got carried away with their descriptive language! Or
else they'd been out there in that sprayed area much too long!
Remember what this spray can do!

Number 4 "lf necessary, the Arizona Game and Fish will
support our actions and give us a clean bill of health."

Well, how about that? My attorney will really think that's a bit

lolrsrded for one of the government agencies to "support the action"

0l irrrolher government agencY.

(PS Those two words, "lf necessary", make me think l'd better

llt them know they're going to need all the support they can get, so

tlroy'd better line up Arizona Game and Fish who may also need all

tlu) support they can get too, before this is over!)

P S. Again: I alsowant to straighten out that part about "He noted

rr couple of healthy horses apparently owned by Shoecrafts at their

rosidence." He must have been at the wrong house, for we don't

llnve two horses, and the one we do have was sick'

So that concludes "The Laughing, Happy Animals" report' And

rrrost of them aren't "extremely happy" Most of them aren't even plain

lrappy Most of them aren't even sad. Most of them are dead

,,TASK FORCE NUMBER THREE"

The Arizona Section of the American Society of Range Manage-

ment held their annual meeting in Globe in November 1969'

The list of program speakers included: Barry Freeman: Range

Management U of A; Robert Courtney: Forest Supervisor, Tonto Na

tional Forest; Bud Cooper: President, Arizona Water Resource

Committee; Dr. Thomas Johnsen: Agriculture Research Service'

United States Department of Agriculture; J. K. Hansen: Land Opera-

tions Officer, Bureau of lndian Affairs; Ross Wurm: Dow Chemical

Representative.
Doesn't that sound like an unusual gathering for our little town? lt

was rumored that the "winter meeting" was supposed to be in one

of the big towns, with entertainment, floor shows, dancing girls and

all...but instead they all trooped over the mountain to our copper

mining area. No dancing girls, no music, just "lights out at nine

o'clock".
I wonder why, especially since we're not even the "big ranch"

interest of the state. Maybe they wanted to see "Devil's Canyon"' or

that grass Mr. Courtney forgot to plant. You don't suppose they were

nervous over the f uss we'd made about those chemicals?

I took my note pad and my $29.95 Craig, and our KIKO engineer

set up the Public Address system for them. I put on my black-rimmed

glasses...wore shoes instead of boots, and covered the session

It turned out to be about chemicals on rangeland' lt got so bad

with the insults regarding what a bunch of "trouble making

know-nothings:' we were referring to those of us who had dared to
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question the use of these chemicals, that by the time Mr. Wurm,Dow Chemical, spoke, he was even feeling sorry for usl ln fact, hesounded like a cherished friendl He apotogized for many of theremarks made by the other speakers, and scolded Mr. Moore of thesalt River project in particurar, for his use of the words .,the
un-informed" when referring to us. ln talking to Mr. Wurm later, Ilearned he is not employed by Dow, but was operating as a public
realtions man for them that day, to elevate their image a little, whichwas one notch below the Forest Service. But Mr. Wurm showedcourtesy and a consideration which was so obviousry racking in most
of the other speakers.

He talked to me after the meeting, and said it appeared therewould have to be a lot of labeling changes, and better training ofpersons using these chemicals, for they could be very hazardour!. 1lalso notice the name ,,Ross 
Wurn and Associates, California, in thatBionetics Book, U.S.D.A. ls this a mis_spelling in the book for"Wurm?")

The program was definitely Salt River project, Forest Service,
United States Department of Agriculture, and chemical interests. allthe way. The rest of the crowd was ranchers.

There was a "social adjustment Hour,,, sponsored by one of thefew flying outfits that sprays these phenoxy herbicides in Arizona forthe Government and also by ,,West_Ag,,_ 
consulting and researchin Agricultural Chemicals, located in phoenix; and Dow Chemical,represented by Mr. wurm. I agree they all needed some .,social

adjusting" but it sure was going to take more than an hour to do itl"West-Ag" was the laboratory recommended to me by Dr.Hamilton, agriculture department of the University of Arizona wherelsent the first sampres of various prant rife taken from my private
land after I could not get the county agricultural agency or the CountyHealth Officer to send them anywhere.

The community studies pesticide project under the direction ofDoctor Roan rocated on the U of A 
""rpr", arso refused to test them.These samples were later shown to contain Silvex. I assume theyalso contained2,4-D and 2,4,5_T _ but we were not aware at thetime, that these chemicar formurations had arso been used since theForest Service was still denying they had used anything exceptSilvex. lt was also the general manager of ..West_Ag,, who waspresent ar the McCarrhy hearing in Globe, February 13, 197O, andwho told me very angrily after my testimony that ,,wait until we getyou in court!"

His behaviour in the lobby where the hearing was held, as hevented his anger prevents my being able to refer to him as a

tt,'ntlcn)irn I reminded him that I had not yet sued anybody. lasked
lrrrrr wlry he was so nervous when lhad in no way, at the time,
rrttrrr:kt.'d the chemical companies or their products. His attitude
rlrrrrrrrled me of the earlier visits by the vice president of the Arizona
A1lro Chemical Company of Phoenix, who threatened to sue us and
orrr lladio Station Due to the similarity of the hospitality of these two
rrrorr, lchecked the companies further, and was told that "Westag"
ol Phoenix, "Arizona Agro-Chem" of Phoenix, and "Corlez
(llrcmical" of Phoenix, are all the same company. Why three names?
I 0t someone else figure that one!

The chemical companies were busy impressing everyone the first
rl;ry - and the next day belonged to Salt River Project. Bill Warskow,
S;rlt River Project Range and Watershed Specialist (and one-half of
tlre Governor's "unbiased"Task Force sent up in July) was the "Tour

Leader" to "Three Bar" and "Brushy Basin". Nobody wanted to
"tour" the mess up our canyons, or "view" our mountainside.

It was always the same characters holding hands, and playing
''ring around the may-pole!" We stood on the outside, and looked in.

Evidently, since we were still being troublesome, and a "thorn in
the side" to the "Range Management" group, Barry Freeman
returned to Globe in December, 1969. He spoke at the local Rotary
Club. The program that day was the responsibility of the ex-mayor,
who shares a 21,0O0 acre ranch in New Mexico, 17 miles from
Roswell, with the local veterinarian.

Our local paper carried the story of Mr. Freeman's speech;
December 24,1969:

AERIAL SPRAYING CHARGES ARE GIVEN "ABSURD" LABEL
"A specialist in range management told Globe Rotary Club

members attheir meeting in the Copper Hills last week that most of
the charges leveled against the Forest Service in connect'ion with
the aerial spraying of the Pinal Mountain Foothills were absurd.

"Barry Freeman said that the spraying had resulted only in
imaginary damage to vegetation and to people near the spraying
project area except for limited, temporary damage due to drift."

"Freeman explained that letters from concerned people near the
spray area had been sent to him. As a result of these letters, others
sent to the Forest Service officials, and still others which went to
various public officials, men from the Forest Service and others with
technical training became concerned with the situation and began

an investigation Next, he sa id, came the "last resort stage, or
pressure stage."

"Protestors, he said, switched their attack from the spraying, to
the fact that.herbicides were used at all Commenting on
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widely-feared DDT, Freeman pointed out that scientists are now
ingesting it every day as part of their diets. He also said that heavily
concentrated amounts of Silvex had been spread on some land, and
it was found that the chemical was not a sterilant."

"Concerning reports that birds had been affected by the
chemical, resulting in crippled and mutated birds, Freeman said
"that some of these things just happen in life."

The following "letter to the Editor" appeared after the above
article, and was submitted by a former employee of the National Park
Service, now retired:

,,WHAT COST CONTROL?"
"Any splotches on this paper are where my blood boiled at an

article in the June 28 issue of The Arizona Republic. lt quoted U of A
Range Management specialist Barry Freeman, regarding Secretary
Hickel's ban on 2,4,5-T on federal lands under his control. Freeman
was credited with calling it a "blow to range management", and
with this comment: "We've worked cautiously 25 years to develop
safe, efficient brush control, but because we're caught up in an
ecology'kick'we're set back a good 1O years." He then estimated
that 1OO,0OO acres of public and privately owned range land in
Arizona was treated with 2,4,5-T last year, conceding there are other
usable herbicides, but that cost prohibit their use.

"WHAT COST? How can you assess cost figures on the long
lasting power of 2,4,5-T, DDT and other chlorinated hydrocarbons to
pollute the air, the soil, the water, so that marine organisms die,
birds can't reproduce, birds and animals accumulate these poisons in
their bodies, including cattle which graze on treated ranges, while
increasing evidence reveals capacity of these poisons to alter genetic
structures What cost the destruction of incredibly delicate ecological
balances for brief gains of more grass in long-time poisoned soil?"

"When are these "management specialists" going to quit playing
with matches in the potential ecologic holocaust of ravished and
distorted natural forcesT - only as long as we, the indifferent public,
refuse to learn the ABC's of how to live as a part of nature instead of
believing we can completely remake it. Until then, we will have
specialists who pay us back in kind with tunnel vision, fashioning a

year or 1O years of gain for a possible eternity of ruin."
End of item - and exit Barry Freeman, cattle'men's choice,

stamped "USDA approved".
Mr. Freeman speaks of "cost" What is the "cost" when reduced

to terms of the value of even one tree, or the loss of one animal, or
the life of one child.

Can you set a price, Barry Freeman? These are some of the

rf il()l{}s, attributed to you: that banning 2'4'5-T was a "blow to

rrrrlfo rnanagement," and that you had worked "cautiously" Ior 25

y.iu s to develop "safe brush control! " My God' Barry! lf this

rrrr crrding unholy mess was created all over the state of Arizona in

rlilr water, in the vegetation and in the soil with a chemical that

lrrorluces deformities in test animals' while you worked "cautiously"'

wlrirt might have happened if you had been careless?

You are quoted as saying "everyone's caught up in an 'ecology

krt;k"' Just forget that there's anything nasty happening out there

rrrrrl it will go away! Right? Better word it "forget what's happentng

()ut there and you *onl kno* it! " 'for this particular species called

"rTran" isn't going to be there either!

You even admit there are othe usable herbicides than 2-4D or

2,4,5-f ,but how did you end it? ' "the cost prohibits their use"'

Whatisthecost,Mr.Freeman,oftakingachancewithlife,When
you don't know what the results may be? And that ST OO to $8 OO

l)er acre cost you quoted, who pays for it' Mr' Freeman? I resent

anyone spraying my mountainside and my front lawn' so that cattle

can romp up and down the steep hillside in search of grass that

wasn't planted, and didn't grow when it was' for the ground was

Sterile! But ldoubly resent,,s8.Oo an acre per treatment,,,When my

tax dollars are PaYing the bill!

And if some idiot says "but the government was paying for

it!" honey, that's me! iam part of that government' and they'd

better not forget it ' and neither had you' Mr' Freeman'

A Dr. Nigh, also U of A' indicated the only reason Mr' Hickel

recently banned so many chemicals on Department of lnterior Lands

was because of the tradegy due to the treated grain in New Mexico'

Mr. Hickel banned a few others besides mercury' That's what the

Associated Press news release (6/18/7O\ says: "1 6 banned' ald 32

restricted!" He doesn't mess around when he moves' does he? Not

like the teletype story dated 6/1g/7O that says the "Agriculture De-

partment is testing the effects of residue of the pesticides 2'4'5-T'

2-4D andSilvex on Animals'" Twenty-f ive years they've been puttlng

it out there for the cattle to eat on the range lands' now in '1970

they're going to test it! Same wire story says they're feeding it to

cattle and sheep over in Texas' for 28 days Not a month " just 28

days. Big Deal!

ln looking back, it seems strange that Barry Freeman could make

so many trips to our area in the Fall and Winter of 1969 and to cover

the Mccarthy n"",ingt of February 1970' but the only trip which he

made to actually 
"""rnin" 

the area for herbicide damage of which I

have any record,.was the one on July 1' 1969' where he "observed
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those areas visible from a vehicle up and down two major canyons,,.I met Mr- Freeman at the County Agricultural Office in Globe, athis request and he accompanied me to the local ranger stationwhere the chemical cans were pointed out to us which reportedlycontained the chemical sprayed in Globe. They were labeled ,.Dow.,
Kuron, which is Dow's name for Silvex known also as 2,4,5_Tp or2-2,4,5_T.

He rode in my truck with me and viewed the damage to thevegetation on my rand He inspected the garden with its witheredplants, my berry and grape vines and noted the shrivelled autumnalcolored foliage on the sycamores. He told me the visual symptomswere typical of herbicide damage.
He stated he would never have recommended the spraying ofthese chemicals for this area, since homes and private land werelocated adjacent to the designated spray area. But he did not includeany mention of this visit nor of a second one he made to my homelater in his report.
His report, is very brief, dated July 1, 1969:
It states among other things:
1 . That observations were made from a vehicle. (He was not in a"vehicle" when he stood in my garden or sat tn my living room.)2. That "ground plants', were obse.v"d u, ,"u"r"l homes thatappeared atypicar". (Atypicar of what, for goodness sakesr)3. That "dry and windy condition",. prlu"it"O.
4. He mentions,,rhe droughty condition,,of the prickly pear cacti,in "anticipation of the hoped-for sLmmer rains". (Rather a ridicurousstatement, since they were "rush and green,,in the next 

"j"u"",where he rode with me one mile away.
5. "Many of the h showed rolled leaves... (2_4D or2,4,5-T or Silvex .,roll,,

6. "Degree of leaf on is obvious on many trees andshrubs within and outside the areas of 
"on.ern. Much of this is quitenormal". (Why, BarryT)

7. ". . . an experienced eye might well observe degrees ofapparent herbic
theup-canyons ""ln
tion, while the d scolo

interpreted to e nor
dedrt /h^,4:^:r-

He finishes the report with a rist of questions to the Foresl

iirrrvice such as: "herbicide used". "Rates Used". "Carrier Used". (l

tokl you on our truck ride, Barry; they forgot the oil, dumped in a little
rioap powder, and liquid detergent too, so they said.)

Then he lists 7 more questions to fill up the page. .. draws no con-
r:lrrsions, and finishes with: "Much of the problem with the property
owners adjacent to the spray zone could have been avoided or
nrinimized with a "pre and post" information program that should
lrave included a door to door canvas to and after application to see if
said property owners had any concerns."

And my comment to that paragraph is "Bull Roar!" What makes
you think, Barry Freeman, that someone telling me before hand that
they're going to spray me in my pink nightgown and my dogs, cats
garden, and trees. will "avoid problems"? lf anyone had gone "door
to door" around my house which has seven, I would have said the
same thing as I met him at each door. Each time he told me about
this little plan, I would have said "The Hell you say! Take that damn
stuff to the store and get your money back, quick-like! Your're NOT
going to spray it on MYCHAPARRAL OR ON ME!"

As for finding out AFTER whether I was "concerned" or not, I

think HE HAS the answer now to that one!
So that takes care of "Task Force Number Three" Wasn't much,

was it?

',THE GOVERNOR"

This file (C-3) isn t very thick - just a few pages, a couple of
letters and an invisible shrug of the shoulders tucked in among the
papers.

As my friend, I hold our Governor, Jack Williams, in high esteem.
As my Governor, he has let me down. He wasn't there when I or the
others in our area who have been hurt by this entire incident,
needed him. He washed his hands. and dried them on the towels of
the State Land Department and the Salt River Project.

The letter in my small file, dated July 1 1, 1969 has the seal of my
state at the top -Arizona-1912 lt consists of only four sentences:

"Thank you for your letter of July 9. Appreciate the material you

enclosed and am forwarding it to the State Land Department, who
have already sent a man into the area to investigate and report "

"l have received phone call complaints from this area as well.
Thank you for your interest." lt bears the signature of my governor.

That was all. And the summer dwindled away...and the wells
went dry. . . and the gardens wilted. . . and the animals died.

.^;'j^(,:,"r:l:'o_"_ 
rnr uence, 

. 

appeared to be re tatively lig ht and most

:::ti"t:t""llt,:,"^':"r-11 
in nature" (B;, ;."i':;'i;'ij] #:J

3ll3"",lj.) 
*n"^ somethrns winds up ,,dead,l . ;";;"r;;;permanent.
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THE GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION

An article appeared in the paper describing the work of "The

Governor's Commission on Arizona Beauty". . . how they were
"saving phreatophytes" and the natural beauty of Arizona. Since
some of our "phreatophytes" and a whole lot of "natural beauty"
along with our health has been wiped out, I contacted them.. and
told them about "Globe". At their request, I furnished copies of the
accumulated evidence showing the damage caused by the Forest
Service and Salt River Project.

Time passed...and passed...and passed. Niether they nor the
governor took an actvie stand against herbicides...or what had
happened to us.

I obtained a copy of the minutes of one of the meetings. And there,
entered as an "exhibit", was a copy of one of the letters I had sent as
"confidential" When I looked at the membership list, it was almost
like reading a "who's who" for the forest service and Salt River
Project! The Forest Supervisor who had been so unkind and arrogant
was on the Advisory Board and also on the Business and lndustry
Committee.

The incident of hauling our dead plants to this Supervisor in

Phoenix, since he wouldn't come to Globe to see them, had been
publicized in a few other states if not our own. The National Health
Federation of Monrovia, California contacted us and requested in-
formation on the spraying. This we furnished. ln October, 1969, they
issued the following news release to national news media:,,A COMPLETE INVESTIGATION OF THE RECENT FOREST

SERVICE SPRAYING OF THE TONTO NATIONAL FOREST NEAR

GLOBE, ARIZONA, HAS BEEN REQUESTED."
,,IN JULY GLOBE RESIDENTS STAGED A MOCK FUNERAL

PROCESSION WHICH GAINED NATIONWIDE PUBLICITY. THE PRO-

CESSION WHICH CARRIED DEAD TREES AND PLANTS ALL THE

WAY TO THE CAPITOL STEPS IN PHOENIX WAS IN PROTEST OF

THE REPEATED AERIAL SPRAYINGS BY FORESTRY OFFICIALS,
WHICH THEY ASSERTED WAS DONE CARELESSLY AND
IRRESPONSIBLY. ''

,,IF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AUTHORIZED WIDESPREAD
USE OF INSUFFICIENTLY TESTED INSECTICIDES AND HERBICIDES,

THE DANGER TO OUR ECOLOGY COULD BE CATASTROPHIC. OUR

FEDERAL AGENCIES, TO WHOM OUR NATURAL RESOURCES

SHOULD BE A SACRED TRUST, MUST ASSUME AN ATTITUDE OF
MORE RESPONSIBILITY AND CAUTION IN THEIR STEWARDSHIP OF

OUR GREAT DOMAIN "

On October 28' 1969, the National Health Federation wrote a

lr!llrrr to the Governor of Arizona which contained these sentences:

"We understand your committee on Beautification has been in-

vr'!ilrgating this incident. (Globe) We feel this is commendable and

t',,gre"rthrough your efforts the state of Arizona will be saved from

Iutrrre threats to her environment occasioned by the careless applica-

lrrrtroftoxicchemicalstothesoil'ourorganizationhasreviewedthe
rrr:r;umulating evidence in this case''

On November 4, 1969, which was f ive months after the sprayrng'

ilrrd three months after I had contacted the Governor's Commission'

lrrrck came this disgruntled reply to the National Health Federation

lrom the Governor:
"l appreciate your interest, but I wish you had sent me the

ovrdence as to the Forestry Operation near Globe' I asked our land

(lcpartment to give me a report ar'd there is no record at all of any-

tlring like the charges you include" Our land department reports

rndicated the only damage which could validly be attributed to spray

tlrift was on the propert; of Mr' Mikeworth He has been instructed

to file a claim. Mr. courtney, Forest supervisor' Tonto National

Forest, has a complete report {rom a task force that surveyed the

r;omplaint". End of letter' End of Governor End of Governor's Beauty

Commission.
For three months his commrssion had been in possession of the

same documents as those furnished tQ the National Health

Federation. The minutes of one of the committee meetings rn

October 1969, disclose that the chairman of the Governor's Com-

mission stated "it has never been the intention of the commission to

make judgments or bhoose sides' but rather to gather information in

order to make recommendations to THE GOVERNOR " The minutes

of that meeting also state, that Bud Cooper' Chairman of the Arizona

Water Resources Committee' had said "Since MANAGEMENT

DECISIONS are basically choices' all values cannot be emphasized

equally" and that Mr' Cooper "concluded by stating that THE

GOVERNMENT ITSELF WILL MAKE THE DECISION AS TO WHO IS

RIGHT AND WHO lS WRONG" relative to the spraying of chemicals

in Globe.
lf lhad been there that day, lwould probably have stood up and

roared,,THE HELLyou say! No one has any right to spray me and my

land with anything without my consent! And I don't give a damn who

it isl And the government telling me it's alright won't make it so!"

Since I wasn't there, I called the Governor instead I thought

maybe he and his "Beauty Commission" were mad at each other and

didn't share notes 9nd minutes of the meetings and "evidence files"'
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lnstead of talking to me or asking me to come see him as Irequested, he wrote me a letter:"A rather complete report came to my desk. . . indicating theamount of damage (in Grobe) is far ress than some berieve.,."Following your phone call, I met with the SALT RIVER PROJECT,
THE REGIONAL FORESTER, THE USFS GENERAL INSPECTOR AND
THE LAND COMMISSIONER".

But he didn't meet with us. Or come to see us. Or the dyinganimals. Or the dead mountain. I even tried to get the governor,s
magazine, the famous "Arizona F ighways", to see what devastation
these chemicars had created here and in the superstition wirderness
area. Sent them some photographs of the destroyed flowers andcactus entitled "The unpublished edition of Arizona Highways,,. . . butthey wouldn't come near our place! And if they ever looked at whatthese chemicals have done in several other scenic spots, they neverlet anyone know

The Governor's final sentence was:
"The matter can only be settled by a court of proper jurisdiction

and obviously any statements I make now would be inappropriate,,.
lsn't that a shame? A real crying stinking shamel There they allsat in their beautifur big watered-with-our water sart River vareyAnd all they could say by their attitutdes and their words was ,,go 

onand sue somebody. . . we're not tnterested in your problems orwhether any raws have been viorated. No one can make us enforcethe laws."
The Governor refers to the State Land Department as a ,,neutral

body" on which he must depend for his information. The other"neutral" half of his ,,task force reporting team,, was a member ofSalt River Project. That report is in the next chapter.
How can a government agency be ,,neutral,, 

in checking a govern-ment blunder? lf the Governor gave all of those a hearing whocommitted these crimes against us, why didn't he extend the sameconsideration to us? possibly he's been removed from radio whichused to be his profession so long that he,s forgotton the ,,rules 
of thegame"...the giving of ,,egual time', to the opponent...even whenhe can't pay for it. But the ,,environmental 

establishment,, sat backand watched us bleed... or closed their eyes so they couldn,t see atall. The state agencies and organizations who are supposed to pre_vent such crimes or correct them when they occur wrapped their"title insurance" around themselves and watched the ,,phoenix
Bird" burn one more time in the phoenix Valley.

For a moment I am reminiscing, too, about that valley.,.and
some of the friendships we knew down there. One of them was the

I rrvornor. What happened to that friendship, Jack? We travelled 2OO

rrrrlrrs once just to hear you speak, We believed you'd be a great

Urvlnror and wouldn't forget those of us who don't live in the "Salt
llrvrrr Valley". The Central Arizona Project won't benefit us much.
()ilr rnountains are too steep and our soil sits on hillsides. But it
rnirkos a good run-off for the water to get to the Valley. lt doesn't stay
lrrrrrr like it used to in a tree that's gone now... or a stream that runs
too quickly...or a well that's now dry. You closed your letter by
rrryrng "my best regards to Willard.".. . He drove the truck to haul the
wuler tank last night, Jack...tore the bumper off the truck doing
rt lt wasn't water for us to drink, but for the horse and the pigeons
rrrrd the guinea pigs that keep dying in spite of all we can do.

It's July now...and the rains come every day...but the water
r rrns off faster now just like some of the scientists said it
would...and fills the Salt River Project reservoirs a lot faster. And
rrnother thousand swimming pools are built in the valley.

A long time ago you read my poems on your radio station from my
book "Moondust." This one will be in my new book "For the Silent
Ihings" . . .

You did not care as much as I

For all the silent things. .

And so you did not see them die,
For if you had,
You would have reached your hand to me . .

You would have known
How vital caring is . . .

But since you did not know...
And would not see. . . or hear. . .

You turned away. . .

,,TASK FORCE REPORT NUMBER 4"
(OR: "The Governor's Task Force")

This "task force" which arrived July 9, 1969, at the direction
ofthe Governor, was composed of two men: Mr Fritz Ryan,
Supervisor, Water Division, Arizona State Land Department, and
William Warskow, Salt River Project.

A copy of a letter from Mr. Warskow to Mr. Ryan, daled July 24,
1 969 contained the sentences:

"Enclosed are three (3) copies of a report to Governor Jack
Williams on our July 9, 1969 trip to Globe, to review plant damage
claimed to havO -resulted from the Kellner-Canyon, Russell Gulch

-i
-t
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Chapparal spray project. "
"lf you concur with the report as written, please sign the original

and return a signed copy to me for the Division's files. The other
copy is for your files. I am leaving the disposal of the original to your
and Mr. Lassen's discretion." (Mr Lassen is the State Land Commis-
sioner.)

Do I imagine it, or do I detect a note of real chummy friendliness
tucked in there someplace?

The heading of the next page reads:
"Report to Governor Jack Williams on reported damage from For-

est Service-Salt River Project Water User's Association Kellner-Can-
yon, Russell Gulch Chapparal Spray Project."

Before lcover (or un-cover) this report made to the Governor by
the Salt River Project and the State Land Department, I wish to sub-
mit some of the other contents of my files entitled "Salt River
Project."

Stapled to the cover is an ad for Salt River Project. The first
sentence states that "Our only Reason for Being is to help make
Arizona a prettier, happier, more prosperous place to live."

The next time anyone tells me that toothpaste ads exaggerate, or
that "Uncle Fred's Suds Soap" doesn't really take goose-grease out
of nylons like it says in the ads - l'lltell them to go and read the pro-
paganda Salt River Project puts out!

The first letter in my file, dated 6/25/69 is a reply from Mr.
Robert Moore, Manager of lrrigation, Salt River Project. declining the
invitation to appear on our "Open Line" Radio Program. "Too Busy".

Excerpts from copy of 2nd letter in the Salt River Project file,
dated 6/30/ 69, is from Mr. Moore to one of the area residents The
second paragraph states that:

" .. the two bulletins provided by you are not specifically appli-
cable to the treated area south of Globe, since:

"A mesquite is not the vegetation involved" (lt was part of the
vegetation involved until the chemicals applied to our area killed it...
in fact I had a lot of beautiful big mesquite trees prior to these spray-
ings, as did a lot of other area residents. The bulletin he says is "not
applicable" referring to mesquite states that 1/3# per acre 2,4,5-T is
the amount recommended for "controling" mesquite. Sb 2# per acre,
which the Forest Service states is what they used, was 6 times
stronger than necessary to kill mesquite and if it was 12 pounds per
acre, as we suspect, it comes out 36 times greater than the amount
recommended for mesquite The author of this particular bulletin?
Dr. Fred Tschirley, USDA Chairman of the "Roor-Rot, Woodpecker's
and Sapsuckers" Task Force!

ln tlre same paragraph, Mr. Moore refers to the other bulletin and

'rtrrlos: (b) "The area is not cropland'" lt was' until the spray killed

rrr orops and gardens and fruit trees'

t'aragraph 4 of Mr' Moore's letter, states: "Drift is a problem if

tlrrr winds are greater than 5 mPh'

(l wonder if Mr. Moore has ever wished he'd called someone at

rlro Forest Service before he wrote that statement to learn what the

wrrrcl speeds were on those particular days in Globe? The Forest

iiorvice admits "winds exceeded 1O mph," and were recorded of I6

rrplr.)
"Distance to the nearest private property and climatic factors

wcre considered . . we do not believe that the cooperative chap-

grirrral spraying was done close enough to any susceptible plants on

t)nvate property to cause any appreciable affect on such plants or

l)roperty. "
(What right do they have to cause ANY damage to my land? ' " or

irryone elses's private land, whether they consider it "appreciable"

rrr not?!)
"l want to state positively and without hesitation that the Water

supply mi, or to Roosevelt Lake or to any other point on

lhis dr ay wish to name, has not been degraded in the

loast, ntaminated, by the spraying of chapparal under

cautrous men.

Repeat bY me:

what might have

lf these were the "experienced and cautious"'

happened if they had been the "unlearned and

ca reless?"
The third letter is a copy of one signed by the "Salt River Proiect

half" of the Governor's Task Force, Mr Warskow' lt also contarns a

few sentences that sound impressive enough' but don't hold up too

well under close scrutinY:
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to determine the deposit (of sprays) from aircraft, show that roughly
50% to 7Oo/o of sprays x x x may drift off the target strip, depending
on the height of flight, particle sizes, wind velocity, thermal activity
and other factors of activity" - (California Department of Agricul-
ture, USDA).

"The PGBE formulation of Silvex is not readily water soluble The
acid form, which results from decomposition of the PGBE formu-
lation, is even less soluble " Mr. Warskow must have read that from
my notes in Globe. That was the big statement we had given our
attorney so he could really give everybody hell about it.

And if Mr. Warskow had seen the results of soil samples taken by

the Forest Service, some of them two feet down that showed Silvex
and 2-4D and 2,4,5-Tl many months after the spraying l'll bet he
wouldn't have made this statement either:

"Silvex is readily absorbed by the clay fraction in the top 6 inches
of soil where it is normally held until decomposed by the soil bac-
teria. "

(P.S. Maybe our soil is minus that "clay fraction", or this damn
mixture they used killed the soil bacteria!)

But he should have checked the next statement before he made
it: "Only at the highest rates would the herbicide concentration ever
exc.eed the US Public Health Service Standards (lOOppb) for drinking
water. And then, only for a few days, following treatment." (please

note: "2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, 2,4,s-TP.-O.1 -lt should be noted that these
criteria have never been officially adopted by the Public Health
Service in their drinking water standards" - Secretary's Com-
mission, HEW, December, 1969, P 1221

So getting ANY of it in my water was a "no - no." Mr.
Warskow's letter concludes with a few notes from a paper from W.
R. Mullison, only he apparently forgot to mention that his title reads,
"W. R. Mullison, Dow Chemical Company."

Up until about October, 1969, we'd been told that the Forest Serv-
ice had supplied the chemical used on us and that the chemical used
was "Silvex" 12,4,5-TPl

l'd heard the ugly rumor about Dow Chemical closing down a

plant around 1965 that had been formulating these herbicides -
and sincethatwas also the first year we were supposedly sprayed, it
seemed logical to want to know when this last nasty batch, sprayed
in 1969, was purchased - just to make sure it wasn't something
that had been sitting around in the heat for a couple of years, and
getting hotter and nastier, especially since what was inside those
two Dow cans didn't match each other, or the label !

After much insistence, phone calls, many trips, more insistance,

rrrore phone calls, to the Forest Service, I finally had received enough

rrrlormation to realize something was missing. lcounted up the gal-

Ions, pints, quarts, etc., and this time, not only was that famous

USDAarithmeticoffagain,butoutofatotalofordersheetsforal-
rrrost 9,OOO gallons of this stuff which is enough for spraying 3O'0O0

irc-res of mesquite, NONE OF lT WAS SILVEX!

So,insteadofsaying"whereintheHelldidtheygettheSilvex?"
(whichistheLEASTtestedofallthesecell-splittingnasties)the
answer seemed obvious: salt River Project. After much fiddling, and

letters back and forth, and a trip or two, the following letter' dated

November 19, 1969, f inally arrived, f rom SRP:

"ln response to your letter of November 4th, and our conversation

ofNovemberlsth,lamprovidingyouwiththefollowinginformation:
the Salt River Project purchased 2,530 gallons of material from the

Dow Chemical Company, under our order dated November 28' 1967

Material purchased was Kuron (Silvex PGBE, 4#/eal) from lot

#501048."
"ltrustthattheinformationwillsatisfyyouthattheChemicalis

bothregisteredandwasappliedwithinthelimitationsbythatregis-
tration " Signed, Robert Moore, Salt River Project'

When I got out my copy of that label (Kuron' Silvex' PGBE' 4#) I

founditwasn't"appliedwithinthelimitationsoftheregistration"at
all! Not only does it indicate that getting it in my drinking water was

a big "no 
- no", but that "and elsewhere" part of my watersheds

wasn'tquitewhatthey'dhadinmindwhenthisstuffwasbottled
and sealed!

From the labels:
"Do not contaminate any body of water by direct application'

cleaning of equipment or disposal of wastes and containers; avoid

contamination of water intended for irrigation and domestic use;

"this product is toxic to fish; keep out of ponds' lakes and streams"'

(Pretty plain, that one): "Flowing waters should not be treated"'

"To avoid injury do not use Kuron where pond water is being used

for irrigation -.. for agricultural sprays, domestic water supply and or

livestock watering.,' ',Some fish kill may occUr,. (The analysis re-

ports show it's in the irrigation water at Roosevelt Lake' besides our

streams, Stock ponds, and "domestic drinking water"')
,,Neither oxidation by chlorination, or potassium permanganate

nor coagulation with ferrous sulfate and alum at concentrations of

1OO ppm, removed 2-4D from water" - US Department of Health

Education and Welfare, December, 1969, p 123' the "Bionetics

Book".
Sounds pretty permanent, doesn't it, kids? The damn stuff has
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been sprayed on every watershed we have ... and no body ever
tested to see if it stayed there on the ground, in the soir, or got in tho
plants or ran on down the hill into the water, and worst of all, no one
had the faintest idea of how to get it out just in case it didl So rt.s
one big helluva mess out there!

And the Public Health Service said it.s a .,no _ no,, to get ANy of
these particular chemicals in my waterl

I have always wanted to ask Mr Moore what his purpose was be_
hind the letter which he wrote on November 17, j969, a copy of
which I have in my fires, to the president of the Nationar Hearth
Federation, for it contained so may mrs-statements of the facts. r.il
list the questions: maybe someday he,ll answer.
Dear Mr Moore:

1. Why did you choose to write the letter on your personal
stationery, with the letters ,,p.E ,, after your name, and the words"Agriculturar Engineer", with your return address risted being your
residence, rather than the titre of "Manager of rrrigation, Sart River
Project," as on previous correspondence7 Was there any reason not
to let the President of Nationar Hearth know where you workedT

2. Was there any particular reason why in the entire 3 pages of
correspondence, you never once mentioned Salt River project, which
is where you are employed?

3. Was the main purpose of your letter to obtain copies of ,,docu-
mentary evidence" you assumed had been sent to the National
Health Federation by those of us who charged the Forest Service and
your place of employment, the Salt River project, had brought dam_
age to us and our property7

Since in your letter, you chose to number your paragraphs, I shall
do likewise, as I point out your errors. you state:

1 "The concentration of the chemical was within the recom_
mended dosage for the type of vegetation treated,,.

Sorry, Mr. Moore, the label and bulletins indicate there is not
now, nor ever was, any ',recommended dosage,, for the chemical
you purchased to be applied to ANy DRINKING or irrigation water,
or any of my garden crops, fruits or vegetables.

You continue by stating:
2. "What you infer is carelessness, or complete disregard for

label cautions, or intelligent use of the material.,,
Mr Moore, we not only meant to ,,infer,, 

these things, we declare
them as "statements of fact,'!

3. "The application was suspended under standard operating pre_
cauttons at those times when the on_site wind gusted to less than
one-half the velocity you cite.,, (Too bad again, Mr. Moore. ,,no

wrrrrtlrer records kept on job", remember?)
4 "Time of application in and of itself has no bearing on the pre-

r nutrons required in handling this material; wind changes governed

t l rroughout. "
l'm still trying to figure out what you were trying to say. For USDA

Irrrrner's bulletin 2158 (and you being an "agricultural engineer"
rrhould know this one!) states: "wind-carried droplets or vapors of
2,4,5-T,2-4D or Silvex, may injure desirable plants that grow near
the area treated . . . apply spray when wind velocity is less than 6
rnph, and the air temperature is less than 90o."

"Heat causes ester formulations to release vapors; vapors from
oither low or high volitile esters are about equally phytotoxic at
remperatures above 90o " USDA Bulletin 2183.

And the temperature at "high noon" in Arizona, in June, or
August, or September, is above 90 degrees .. and the wind was
well over "5 mph!"

5. The nearest private property is some 2,600 feet from the
boundary of the treatment; in short, no private property or livestock
received a direct application "

You missed on both of those; their map shows it included private
land. And no livestock was removed from the grazing area which
included the areas sprayed

The next one is almost grotesquely funny:
6. "Any persons who claim direct application within exterior

boundaries of the treatment area may be cited for tresspass
inasmuch as the area was officially closed due to fire hazard."

I believe that sentence made me more angry than the arrogant
statements made at the range-management meeting, as you threat-
en us with a charge of "tress passing" on our own land! Were those
persons who were picnicking in the Forest areas "trespassers?" Do

you know the date, Mr. Moore, when the picnic areas were closed?
Wasn't it July 3, 1969, AFTER the Forest Service became alarmed at

the increased fire hazard due to these chemicals? How dare you

write such sentences in a letter, and send itthrough the mails!
More quotes:

7. "Since this is such a serious charge, (trespassing) may I re-
quest that the full names, legal addresses of , and dates and times for
exposure of any claimant you may have, be sent to the Secretary
immediately." (What Secretary Mr. Moore? Secretary of Agriculture?
Secretary to the Department of Defense? You don't say, but I assume
you mean Mr. Hardin.)

As you continue to play attorney, you state:
8. "Violation oJ human rights may indeed exist if the accuser is
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not maCe known to the accused."
Mr. Moore, l'm surprised you didn,t know our namesl By

November, 1969, after lhad openly, in May, in personal conversa_
tions pointed out quite plainly, the various elements of considerable
damage we had experienced, causeed by the Forest Service, and the
Salt River Project, and their "operation Hades.',

All lcan assume by the continuing tone of your letter, and your
constant referral to "trespass", Mr. Moore, was that evidently by
November 17, 1969, some of the members of the parties concerned
with the catastrophe in Grobe, must have been getting a rittre
"panicky" and grasping at straws in an attempt to suppress us by
sheer noise and force in numbers. So charges were made against us,
based on nothing but "wishful thinking,,that possibly we were tres_
passers on our own land!

You continue with the same theme:
9. "The recreation area was specifically closed to the public at

the time of the spraying thus any person in that area was in tres_
pass. Further, no responsibre person or agency has verified that any
hospitalization has resulted from contact with the material used in
the subject work. The seriousness of your charge requires furr rever-
ation of names, addresses and specif ics as to exposure.',

Mr. Moore, l'm surprised at you. As I look back to June g, 1969,
and follow the road in my mind's eye to the ,,now,, that is, August,
197O, I borrow the cigarette ad phrase: ,,you,ve come a long way,
baby!," and I didn't get where I am now, nor even where I was in
November, 1969, by even showing any outward reaction to State_
ments such as that one. My inner reaction to this entire retter and its
contents was and is, one of contempt; my outward one was ,,well.
for goodness sakesl Do you suppose Mr. Moore really believes he
will obtain this kind of information, and possibly save the salt River
Project some money that will otherwise have to be spent in deposi_
tion fees?" Didn't you know, Mr. Moore, it would take more than a
threatening request by an amateur attorney? I had a lawyer in
November, 1969; why didn't you talk ro him?

10. "Competent detailed laboratory analysis by professionals not
connected with the Forest Service, have reported no measurable resi-
due in either surface or subsurface suppries within a month foilowing
this work."

Analysis or measurable residues of what, Mr. Moore? What were
they looking for? You did't say. Maybe they were checking for
Endosulfan, or Lindane, or Heptachlor epoxide. lf they had checked
for 2-4D, or 2,4,5-T, or Silvex, they'd have found them long after ,,a

month following treatment!"

The second paragraph contains the sentence:
11. "May I have copies of any factual data which you possess to

llre contrary". (Contrary to what, Mr. Moore?)
12 "The use of the broad slander "and other poisons" infers

"malicious intent". My, my, my! Mr. Moorel You sure did get carried
away with that sentence (but l'll just bet you forgot to check it with
your lawyer before you sent it through the mail!)

13. "The chemical used (which oneT) has a complete pre-registra-
tion history and post-registration record for being non-active in the
area fo animal chromosome change, when applied as directed. No
chromosome change, no mutation in animals?" (also no subject and
no verbs to that sentence, Mr. Moorel) and false statements.

14. "Since it is a herbicide, it definitely has growth inhibiting
characteristics on specific species." Species of what? Animals?

15. "lnhibiting growth is not necessarily evidence of mutation"
(so what is so earth shaking about these bits of information offered
by a manager of irrigation?")

16. "Any competent, responsible person or agency connected
with the work at Globe, might provide definite, factual data to
squelch this ridiculous statement". (Now, which one is it you

consider ridiculous", Mr Moore? There's lots of definite, factual data
floating around all over the place to bear out the charges we made.
Most of it has "USDA" or "HEW" stamped on it somewhere!

17. Your last paragraph states: "You seem to be uninformed
(there's Mr Moore's favorite word from the Range Management
meeting! Should have had Mr. Wurm from Dow Chemical around to
scold him again!) "on both the cautious employed and environmental
benefits to be realized from the work. I would appreciate an oppor-
tunity to balance your information!" (wouldn't dare print my com-
ments on that statement!)

lalways have thought it's real silly to begin letters such as this
with "dear" or end them with "very truly yours", when you know
damn well the writer doesn't mean itl

Sometime in December, in speaking to the Secretary to the
President ol the National Health Federation, I was asked if I knew
anyone named "Robert Moore". I quickly connected the name to Salt
River Project. lfelt there was one sure fire way to find out if there
were two Mr. Robert Moores, just call and ask him! So I did just that,
only the way I worded by inquiry was: "Mr. Moore what do the
letters "P.E." appearing after your name stand for?" Reply:

"Professional Engineer"
(Now isn't that a damn shame they didn't mean "Plant Ecologist"

or "Pest Economisl" or "Pesticide Expert"?)
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I then advised National Health Federation that the "Robert

Moore. P.E." and "Robert Moore, Salt River Project, lrrigation
Manager" were the same man.

I thought the President of Salt River Project, who had been so

thoughtf ul and courteous to me in July, should be made aware of Mr
Moore's deep concern over all this; so much so, that he was using
his own writing paper instead of the stationery with "Salt River Pro-
ject" and "Mr. Corbell, President" appearing on it, so I advised
National Health Federation to send copies of Mr. Moore's letters to
Mr. Corbell, just in case Mr. Moore had forgotten to show him the let-
ters before he sent them out.

We didn't get any more long questionnaires from Mr. Moore,
after the letters were sent to Mr. Corbell, President Salt River Project.

ln Task Force #3, I referred to the "Range Mangement Meeting"
111/21169) and to the fact that Robert Moore of the Salt River Pro-
ject was one of the speakers. He spoke of the "operators and the
uninformed". He first defined the word "operators", as being "any-
body who cooperates with research and actual programs having to
do with natural resources." (Can't find that definition in my
Webster's Fifth Edition, or my "Funk and Wagnall's, either".)

He then listed these operators as:
'l . "Land Administering agencies"
2. "Vendors who supply seed and chemicals"
3. "Permittees in f ield like Barry Freeman"
(Old suspicious me had been "suspecting" these outfits he

mentioned as real "wheeling and dealing" and big time operators"
... but it sure surprised me he'd just come right out and say so!)

He mentioned that "they" (the operators) had lived through one
kind of critic over the years, but now "there is another generation of
critics who are more vocal, and have less restraint than the first
generation of critics that the watershed program lived through."
(Aren't some of you readers glad we're a pretty tough bunch to "re-
strain" into silence?")

So this loud, unrestrained bunch of Americans he named the
"uninformed", stating "on the other side of the grouping, we have
the people lam going to style the "uninformed" and listed them as:

1. "These to my mind are too many of the conservation organi-
zations"

(Now that wasn't a very nice thing to say, Mr. Moore, and some
of those conservation kids aren't going to think so, either!)

2. "The general public. generally" (l wonder if Mr. Corbell, Presi-
dent of the Salt River Project, cleared this speech before you made it,
Mr. Moore? - with the "public image" of your outfit kind of dragging

lrililr,ilr, tllat was a pretty wild statement! You lost a few more votes

wrl I r I lrill sentence!)
:l "News media writers, and/or commentators'" (You and Spiro

Irirrl lrr.'en going to the same night classes I guess, I was the only

rrows media" present that daY.

4 Professionals outside the field." (Don't know who he meant'

l'lrt rt sounded pleasant, and everyone was looking pleased, except

Mr Wurm, Dow Chemical. He looked my way several times, looked

ilt lris feet most of the time, and he wasn't smiling! I even caught a

tlrought wave from Mr. Wurm that I could have sworn went some-

tlrrng like: "Man, is this guy ever making my job harder for me! Here

l've been hired to get these local papers and the local radio station

off our backs... and what happens? Some loud-mouth who's all

wound up in his own ego, and the sound of his own voice, just blew

rt for me! Damn it all anyway! Why didn't somebody check his

speech?")
Butmaybeitwasjustmywildimagination.(Thatsprayaffectsus

like that, you know!) .. . for Mr. Moore kept right on talking:
"lf we land managers could advise them as erroneously as they

(the uninformed) feel free to criticize us, not only would we have the

bar association down our neck, we would probably be tied up in court

insteadofoutdoingthejobontheground'"(Andnowyou're"tiedup
in court"! And not out there "doing the job on the ground" or in the

air, either! That's the only way we found to get you stopped!)

Mr.Mooretalkedlongerthantheothers:'Theuninformeddon't
believe we have not considered at all whether 2,4,5-T is harmful in

the formulation or in the rates applied."
(Bless you, Mr. Moore, you got that one ALMOST right' except

that word "believe"; let's change it to: we KNOW you haven't

considered these things! )

"The uninformed through a wave of public pressure, engage the

operators in a tug of war type operation because of the weight that

can by the vocal e point " ' and he can

put t d his program and suspend it'" (PS

... I worked, and it or f inished; loud and

emotional ... that upsets their equilibrium - then they can't count'

and if they can't count, they can't come up with that "2# per acre" '

and that ruins their arithmetic So they can,t spray the damn stuff! |

wondered where their program went " Hello, down there in the

ditch! Looks like you have lots of company, though; so I guess you're

not lonely!)
ButMr.Moore,stayedintheretothebitterend,evenafterMr.

wurm quit looking.at anyne or anything except the toes of his shoes.
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Hc <lrrln't Iake the hint.
"Th. uninformed seem to have a more ready access and a more

willing nature to jump into public controversy. Those of you who are
schooled in the research approach abhor this pubric thing ... this is
not the way research is carried out. lt is carried out quietly and
cautiously." (Now that's a pretty fair sentence, but l,ll add to it: ,,so
quietly and cautiousry that no one knows what has been researched
or what hasn't - with an attitude most of the time, of: ,,Let,s
tippy-toe into the lab . . . and tippy-toe right out again, and no one
will know whether we went in or came out .. . and if we find some_
thing unpleasant that might indicate we'd researched something and
arrived at some unnerving conclusion, then for Heaven,s Sake, don,t
tell that "uninformed" bunch made up of those,,conservation
groups", that "wild-eyed, general public", the loud_mouth ,,news
Media" (who might really broadcast it around a bit) or those ..profes_

sionals outside the field" (maybe Mr. Moore meant ,,song_writers,.
or "wrestlers" or "mining engineers,, or ,,teachers,, or ,,rock
masons": - they are all professionals,,outside the field.,of
operating as "land managers". Guess I'll never know who he meant!)

I never think it's nice for anyone to pick on someone else,s"ethics", especially if it's mine ... in fact, I think it's ,.unethical,, 
to

do so, but this is what Mr. Moore said:
"The ethics of the question don't bother the uninformed at ail,

gentlemen. I for one, want to single out the news media (welcome
back, Spirol) as being one who delights seemingly in the easy task of
covering one side of the prize fight.,,(l apologize, Mr. Agnewl That
started out as a pretty good sentence, but it lost it,s point somewhere
between periods!)

At the close of his talk, someone said: ,,Ouestions, 
anyone?,, ..

and the "news media" me rose to its feet, wearing size S shoes, and
size 7 dress, and asked:

"Mr. Moore, do you intend to continue to purchase and to have
sprayed on your watersheds any chemical which specifically state on
the label not to alrow the contents to come in contact with water
used for irrigation purposes. stock ponds or domestic use?,,

Mr. Moore's reply:
"Let me answer you this way: we will continue to use the chemi_

cals that are certified and registered for range management prac_
tices, recognizing that the things you have just read at the tair end of
your questton are some of these limitations; we,ve got to know what
we're doing with the work that.s carried out. The answer to your
question is. yes, we witl."

ls it any wonder Mr. Wurm felt sorry for us, the ,,uninformed,,

wlren he got up to speak? I rather suspect Salt River project may
rrrred it worse than we do.

Maybe the Governor considered the land department to be a
''rreutral body" as he stated, but ljust can't make that word fit the
Salt River Project, one-half of his "Task Force"! They sure sound like
"llrejudiced witnesses" to me!

It's time to drop back now and look at that report submitted to the
Governor, by Salt River Project, so here we go:

This report, is dated 7/10/69, and it states it is from William
Warskow. Salt River Project, and Robert E. Moore, Salt River Project.
The subject, "Kellner Canyon-Russell Gulch Spray Project - Field
Evaluation, "

At the top of each of the 11 pages are the words: "Avoid Verbal
Orders." They probably wish by now they had avoided a few written
ones, too.

The first paragraph reads in part:
"At the request of Association management and Governor Jack

Williams' office, Mr. Fritz Ryan and I visited the areas reportedly
damaged by spray drift f rom the Kellner Canyon-Russell Gulch Spray
project." The balance of the report covers various residences and
areas which were hurriedly viewed by Mr Warskow and Mr. Ryan,
beginning with Stop #1 , which began "0930", July 9, 1969.

"Stop #1: Hackney Road and Truck Route"
This paragraph reports that the local resident accompanying

them "called to our attention that this was the site of drowning of a

four year old boy, August, 1968, during flood runoff from watersheds
above Globe. The effect of any watershed treatments on potential
flood threats were brought to our attention several times during the
day. I pointed out ... that Globe had a history of floods ... and sug-
gested that the problem was more properly one for the City of Globe
to handle."

Now, I think the gentleman who brought this flood problem to the
surface, did so very intelligently, although the mention of the death
of a little child evidently didn't elicit any show of deep concern or
comment from the "task force." And wasn't that generous of Mr
Worskow to delegate the flood problem to the city of Globe?

Stop#2: was a resident in Kellner Canyon, and it states the com-
plaint had been that it was necessary to haul their water and that
their 36 peach trees, laden with fruit at the time of the spray, were
badly discolored, and that the fruit had shriveled like prunes, and the
shade trees were dying.

Mr. Warskow's total observations of this alarming situation was:
"Some of the peach trees observed were wilting. A number
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damage or a virus
xy herbicide dama
showed some yell
aged by herbicide.

were badly infested by webworms and had been scorched by a fire in
a dump ajacent to the trees."

Mr. Warskow estabrished in his first stops his rack of knowredge
of herbicide damage.

Stop #3, was also another resident, Kellner Canyon: Mr.
warskow refers to a discororation on a warnut tree, and makes these
conclusions:

"The chlorosis observed may be due to a new oiling job which
was done on the road adjacent to the tree approximately two weeks
ago-" " I indicated that whire r did not know the accumurative effecr
on the human body, I did know that icity was quite low. I
agreed to find out if the effect of Silv accumulative or not,
and promised to answer him directly as soon as I had this
information in hand."

lf Mr. Warskow had been as ,,expert in herbicides,, AS HE
SHOULD HAVE BEEN OR HAD EVEN READ A COUPLE OF THE
USDA bulletins I picked up for free at the County Agent.s office, he
would have known the answers to these questions Seems a shame
to have sent anyone as "one-half of the Governor,s Task Force,,,
who didn't know the answer to that one.!

The report regarding stop #4 reads:

(Thank you, again, Mr. Warskow; the visual symptoms you docu-
mented will help our claims of damage, very much.)

These first four "stops"' were reported on 11/z pages. But ,,Stop
#5" required 2 1/3 pages, and 40 minutes of Mr. warskow's time.

It was the home and place of business of Mr. and Mrs. McKusick.
ying and dead trees an
ing and dead chickens,
d and deformed goats
ations, regarding "stop

"Mr. McKusick first showed us a baby mock ingbird which had
paralysis of the legs and feet. He also showed us a silver sebrite (a
variety of bantam chicken) which exhibited a pararysis and twisted
neck Both birds had been doctored with combiotic. Mr. McKusick

rrl:;o indicated that a number of wild birds had died on the property.
"Mr. McKusick complained of kid goats being born with deform-

rtrrrs The goat did exhibit some stiffness in the hind quarters but Mr.
llyirn evaluated this as being the result of a birth injury or injuries
:;trstained while the kid was being carried. Since this goat was born
irlr;rroximately one month after the spraying was done, (in 1969), it
rl)pears that any deformity or defect cannot be the result of the Spray
srrrce all studies that I am familiar with indicate that the effect of
r;lremicals is primarily on the embryo during the first days or weeks
of development."

(l didn't realize that Mr. Ryan of the State Land Department was
qualified to diagnose animals, but then I didn't realize Mr. Warskow
was qualified in herbicides either, since he had not been trained in
the subject.

"Mr. McKusick reported that his hack berry bushes were hit last
year and are dying this year. These bushes did exhibit one-sided
defoliation, but no herbicide symptoms. He also pointed out algerita
plants that had died. Many of the hackberry were suffering from in-
sect damage and disease. Mr. McKusick made it a point to show us

where the grass supposedly had been this spring prior to the
spraying. lf any grass in fact existed, it appears that its removal from
the scene was accomplished by goats, not by spray."

(l didn't know goats were that fond of grass, I thought they ate
"Brouse".) And they only ate one side of the bushes!

"He also pointed out some yellowing on a few mesquite and other
hackberry trees around the property. lt is doubtful the yellowing on
the mesquite trees is due to spray drift, since mesquite trees
considerably removed from this area also exhibit the same type of
yellowing of small branches on the trees." (Yes, the "considerably"
removed trees showed the spray drifted a considerable distance! ln
fact - several miles!)

"Mr. McKusick appears to be one of the leaders of the movement
fomenting the reaction to the spraying of the Kellner Canyon-Russell
Gulch area. He complains that the attitude of the Forest Service has
been one of total disregard and disinterest of the effects on the pri-
vate landowners in the area. He states they have not had the
courtesy to even come out and inspect the damage to his land.

"We found it impossible to discuss the damage intelligently with
Mr. McKusick. He is firmly convinced that all damage to wildlife
around the area and plants on his property are the result of spray
drift from the Kellner Canyon-Russell Gulch Project, and refuses to
acknowledge the fact his goats and other natural agents are causing
the damage on hig property. Mr. McKusick appears to bear a burning

I
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hatred of the Forest Service.,,
I xt to last sentence Mr.Wars #5,' and the more I part"refu act his goats and othe ents

are c is property,, the more Mr.
warskow shourd not have been part of a Governor's task force that
was supposedly "neutral". lt appears, Mr. Warskow was carrying a
sign that day which read ,,My mind is made up; don,t confuse me
with the facts." For rater reports indicate admission that the spray
caused damage on property located farther away from the spray area
than Mr. McKusick's. (lt's also interesting to note Mr. Warskow
doesn't report visiting Mr. McKusick's cray deposit area which is
deeded property, and which even the F s. maps show was incruded
in the sprayed area!)

"Stop #6: Garden dying, carrots died. Large Chinese elm by house
was badly discolored on the topside towards the spray area. Very un-
happy.

the elm trees on this property exhibit webworm and leafminer
infestation. some of rhe trees arso exhibit damage from a prant dis-
ease of some sort. This lady had been led to believe that any plant
decadence is due to spray damage.

that? Mr. ow also a biologist:"A her too wa ow what the Forest
Se in June, 19 are still no peaches
or ld; all froze peach treee on the
mountain, at 8,O0O elevation, has 104 peaches this year).

Complaint #7: - states:
"Saw the helicopter co

Three large hackberry tree
in yard show discoloratio
Spray made Mrs. Stei
hemorrhage Eating fruit caused cramps and diarrhea. Fowl dead and
dying. After last year's spraying, cow miscarried and
Had to sell it. Mrs. Steinke,s main concern was for a
tree which was shedding its bark. She was greatly

trrlrl lrcr tltis is a common occurrence in sycamore trees and could be
lorrrrtl anyplace in Arizona that sycamores grew. She also reported
tlrr: loss of several chickens which dies suddenly. Several chickens
Ir,rvr: lrecome sick but have responded to combiotio. Mrs Steinke's
rrrporl of the death of her chickens and the fact that these birds res-
;ronrled to combiotic leads this observer to believe that a disease of
'.orrre kind is causing the death of wild birds and other fowl in the
Kcllner Canyon area ltold Mrs. Steinke that if any other birds died
tlrlt she should send them to the University of Arizona, Department
ol Animal Pathology, for autopsy to determine cause of death. (Could
tlro "disease" have been herbicides, Mr. Warskow?)

"One of the Steinke's peach trees had dropped its fruit This fruit
rlrop occurred mainly while they were on vacation (which was in
.lune) and appeared to be the result of the fruit ripening and lack of
water. She reported that her daughter and grandchildren had had
stomach cramps following fruit consumption, including fruit that had
been washed and used in a pie. They had also suffered diarrhea at
the time the fruit was eaten. However, other people in the area were
also having similar complaints and she believed that this may have
been a "bug" that that was just going around Mr and Mrs. Steinke
rnade it clear to us that they were not against brush eradication and
felt that burning would be a good way of disposing of the problem
Their major concern was that something that was dangerous to hu-
mans was being used,that its use should be stopped and that the
work should be more carefully planned. These people expressed no
direct animosity to the Association or the Forest Service and
appeared to be satisfied with the answers that we were able to give
them."

(lsn't that rather, "chicken," Mr Warskow, to state they appeared
"satisfied" with answers you were "able to give them" . . . when you

really didn't have any to give? And if you had been fair about it, you
would have admitted you didn't really know about these thingsT")

Complaint #8 reads:
"Said helicopter flew over their yard; trees burned from spray

Fruit orchard trees dying and discolored Had garden and it is wiped
out. "

"This gentleman appears to have a valid complaint because the
vegetation on his property does exhibit some herbicide damage. He
showed no animosity and in fact pointed out to us that the Forest
Service had moved back over the hill to the south for this year's
spraying to prevent repetition of the damage he suffered last year.
He expressed the wish that the drift would have killed some of the
hackberry and wild.grapevines on his property."
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"The fig tree next to the house had yellowing leaves which he
claimed had occurred for the third year. This appeared to be natural
leaf drop which occurs on figs with the initiation of hot weather. He
pointed to what he believed was damage on a grapevine. The dead
material appeared to this observer to be normal decadence which
can be found in any vineyard. A peach tree in the yard by the house
exhibited very poor growth, which Mr. Mikeworth believed to be

spray damage. No herbicide synnptoms were visible. A couple of
walnut trees on the property may have been tipped by the spray.
Kentucky Wonder pole beans looked sick and peas died two days
after the spray job. This was probably due to the spray because of the
formation of calouse tissue and epinasty. Tenderbest bush beans,
okra, cabbage, radish and other grape plants on the property showed
no evidences of damage. Nineteen out of 43 tomato plants were
dead. Some of this may have been due to insect damage Apple trees
and calliandra on the property appeared to be ok. Part of the corn
was a little stunted, but this appears to have resulted from lack of
proper watering."

(P.S. Mr. Warskow, did you ever go back and check those other
24 tomato plants, or "tenderbest bush beans," okra, cabbage, rad-
ishes, grape plants, and that "stunted cotn"? I did. And they were all
deader than Hell! Mr. Mikeworth has also lost about 40 pounds of
weight, since all this "spray project" started; couldn't even walk part
of the time. Wonder why?)

Mr. Warskow, states on page 7, that at "133O hours" they re-
turned to Globe for lunch. My arithmetic tells me the "inspection
tour" of this task force came out something like this:

Time to arrive at and return from sprayed area: 16 minutes each
way - equals 32 minutes. The properties visited required at least 5
minutes travel time, between each one of the first 7 stops, which
equals 30 minutes, and it takes at least 1O minutes to get to Stop #8
from Stop #7 - so add on 1O minutes. That adds up to 72 minutes,
or t hour and 12 rninutes. 133O minus 0930, equals four hours total
time til lunch; subtract those 72 minutes and we come up with a

total of 2 hours and 48 minutes to view 8 separate areas! - or 21

minutes alloted to each stop! Not much time for a Governor's Task
Force, is it?

Following is Mr. Warskow's report regarding "going to lunch":
"At 1330 hours, we returned to Globe for lunch. Mr. Shores

made an ill-veiled threat that the Project's public image might suffer
if we remained a part of the program. I told him I didn't know it could
get any worse and that we were in a watershed management pro-
gram based on good research. I agreed with him that there did ap-

l)oar to be a lack of communication prior, during and after the spray

lol.r because this appeared to be the real complaint of most people, A
rlscussion of the Project's routing of f lood waters during the I966
llood was also discussed."

So after they dily-dallied over lunch til "1445" hours, the Task

l'orce arrived at my place. They saved me'til last, and by-passed me

oarlier in the day, although lwas the nearest one tc the mountain,
and sitting right in the middle of their map! They were there lor 36/z
minutes, and the report on "me" covers 21/tpages. lam "Stop #9":

"We arrived at the Shoecraft residence at approximately I445
hours. When lsuggested to Mrs. Shoecraft that we put the discus-
sion on tape, she countered with a like proposal and we ended up in
a Mexican standoff. She first showed us her roses which exhibited
leafbrowning but no clear symptoms of herbicide Hollyhocks had

died - the cause is questionable. The rye grass lawn was drying up

due to the hot weather and lack of water. Mrs. Shoecraft claimed
they had seeded bermuda grass. lf this was done, it was done on an

unprepared seedbed."
(There's Mr. Warskow out of his field again! Playing "horticul-

turist" this time! Unprepared seedbed, Hell! My cowboy like to wore
himself out preparing that "seedbed" for grass seed AND the
garden, time after time after time!)

"Hot Weather and lack of water?" lf the weather had been hot,

why the hell did they spray the stuff? That's one of the "no 
- no's"!

And if rye was still growing, and it was June, there must have been

no "lack of water" for it stops immediately in the spring, if there's no

water!
"Mrs. Shoecraft claims the helicopter passed over the Shoecraft

property with the nozzles dripping spray solution She could not

remember whether the spray unit was on or off, but could clearly
remember seeing the "fog" coming from the chopper over 3/a oI a

mile up canyon."
(Thank you, Mr. Warskow; "fog" means hi-pressure - and that's

bad, real bad! And how in the Hellwould lknow whether the "spray

unitwason oroff" when ldidn't even know what the spray unit was;

and don't yet! lf even the pilot or Forest Service doesn't know

whether it was or not, how would I know? I said that fly-boy came

over my land, and my house, and me; and he got the damn stuff over

all three . . . and the car, and truck, and barn, and garden, and every'
thing else! Not only can I see "%ths of a mile away" but I (or you, if
you'd look) can see the fire tower on top of the mountain from my liv-

ing room!)
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Tlrc rrt;xr 4 paragraphs will be very helpful for our lawyer, l.m
:;urc, for tlrey document the damage we had already noted, and Mr
Wirrsk,w evidently saw these things too, even though he calls the
rlirnrage "natural phenomenon,,:

"She went to great lengths to show us her mountain mahogany
l;Lrsh about which she had written poems and which she was so
dearly fond of (Sorry, Warskow _ not mahogany _ manzanita)., and
showed us the damage done to the manzanita in the area. The
manzanita blossoms did not appear to be properly developed, but
exhibited no herbicide damage The mountain mahogany exhibited
slight yellowing of a few leaves Mrs. Shoecraft then showed us her
oak bushes which were loaded with acorns, which she interpreted
as being an indication of spray damage and meant that the plants
wourd die next year. (they didr)These bushes exhibited absorutery no
herbicide damage She showed us her sycamore trees which she
said clearly exhibited damage To save an argument, I did not point
out to her that sycamore trees normally have branches growing and
dying on thern every year, and that this branch decadence was a nat-
ural phenomenon She then showed us her garden, informing us
that she was an "old farmer" and that this year her garden had been
a total failure She showed us a peach tree which had ,,no lateral
branches " This peach tree is clearly suffering from a plant disease
of some kind She permitted me to take foliage samples of this plant
and several others on her property

"During our discussions I indicated that it was my understanding
that 2-4D (esrers) had been applied to cropland in Arizona Mrs
slroccr;rft charrt:nqed me on this point, and said that if she courd find
out wh. w;rs tlrrrrg the appricatron she wourd shut them down. r find
tlrat lrrrury rravt: bee'n rn error and have requested the University to
grve me an answer on this point When lquestioned Mrs Shoecraft
requesting citation of a Federar or state statute prohibiting the use of
phoenoxy herbicides on cropland, she referred me to her lawyer.

"She then showed me her,,running,'water in the streambed in
front of her house This turned out to be a small seep which rises to
the north of the house. she craims that this water rs contaminated
with Silvex and that the white "stuff" growing or accumurating on
llrr-'b'ttonr of the stream is the resurt of the sirvex This white stuff
r;nrr lre olrserved on almost any ephemeral stream in Arizona and is
rrollrrnr; rrrore tlran dead algae and moss ',

Wlry worrlri lte call my lce House Canyon Creek a ,,seep,,, if it,s a"so(il)", rr.l ir "crc_.ek," SRp shouldn.t have gone to so much trouble
unrl rxpt:rrs. l. ririrr. ail the water out of it rcan't find anywhere, in
all tlr.rr "wi)r(ir r r<rlrts" so learousry guarded, that they're entitred to a

'.,,,,t) ()n rrry land! And the last sentence in that paragraph, if that
wlrrtc:;lrrf" is in all the streams in Arizona, then that proves they

!t',r rlr, tlirrrrn stuff on every watershed and stream there is, just like
| .,rrrll I or rt was analyzed and loaded with 2-4D and 2,4,5-Tt.

()r) l)age 1O, Mr Warskow reported his "evaluations of the day"
.r', (lvon to the area resident who acompanied him, and Mr Ryan, on
tlrr', "vrsrt"

"When questioned for my evaluation of the day, I told him that
lrorn the complains and the people whom I had listened to during the
rl,ry, irnproved communications appeared to be needed regarding this
tylrr:of work He agreed that we had reduced the animosity by taking
tlrc time to come up and review the claimed damage. His real con-
rcrn was whether the peach trees we had seen would live or not,
(rlrcy all died)". ltold him that I believed that any trees which had in
l;rt:t been damaged by spray drift, had been damaged slightly and
tlrat these trees would probably live. (they died)." We parted on a

r)ote that improved communications were needed."
At this point, Mrs. Shores entered the conversation and promptly

r:lrallenged me with the Salt River Project taking the groundwater
lrom the area. I patiently attempted to explain to her the principles of
watershed management, pointing out to her that the groundwater
would have to be recharged first before surface low would occur She
then tated that the Forest Service had not seeded these areas as

they indicated they were going to, and that grass would never grow
on such steep slopes Mrs Shores'main concern is that she believes
the spray mixing and application was improperly handled by the For-
est Service "

The report concludes with the following:
"Mr Ryan and I agreed that the Association would prepare the

draft on the reply to the Governor's office with the following points:
'1. No phenoxy herbicide damage was observed on the field

trip with the exception of the Mikeworth property at the head of
Russell Gulch.

'2. Almost all of the so-called herbicide drift damage was due to
natural causes such as viral and/or bacterial plant diseases and in-
sect damage or a combination of both Observed damage was very
spotty and seemed to be too highly selective to have been drift dam-
age.

"l called Barry Freeman at 2015 hours, July 9, 1969, requesting a

copy of his evaluation of the spray job He reported Robert Alley of
the Division of Air Pollution, State Health Department, had contacted
him for a similar report and that we would both receive copies of his
report when it became available "
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Mr. Alley was the gentleman I called and requested that he visit

the area, and he never responded to my call.
Maybe these items reprinted from our local newspaper, the Ari-

zona Record, wirr herp enrighten the readers with the Sart River pro-
ject background in our state:

KtLL|NG THE GOOSE (11/13/69l

Dear Sirs:
How many times have we used the phrase ,,killing the goose that

laid the golden eggs," meanwhile laughing at the cupidity and stu_
pidity of those who do it7 How superior _ how smart we feel, by
compaflson

"And then someone comes arong and teils us that we ourserves
are just that stupid. How do we feer now? we rook about us to see if
it is too late, I suppose. ls she already dead? Or is she only injured, so
there's a chance that with lots of TLC she can recover?

"oh, didn't you know r was tarking about the pinar MountainsT
Well, I am. And though you think there is little that is news now, just
consider.

"Water comes from rain. Rain comes from clouds, but not every
cloud, nor everywhere. Over the desert, the clouds ride high and dry,
buoyed by the hot air rising from the sunbaked earth. Let a good
green mountain rise up lo meet them, and the clouds come lower, be_
cause the air over the mountain is coored by the brush and trees
which can grow where it is higher and cooler and wetter.

"That's why the pinals get rain when phoenix doesn,t, and even
when Globe and Miami don't. These clouds consitute our ,,goose,,.
There is no other source of water. Whether by the pinals or any
other high rand around us, the rain must be gathered from the crouds
before it can appear in our wells. And if we remove the ,,gathering
equipment", the greenery that cools the air then we don,t get the
water.

"So, apart from any danger to us from chemicars in that water
which eventually seeps into the ground we must pump it.out of, there
is the greater danger that, in trying for increase runoff, we shall have
less rain! (Our goose has already lost a few feathers.)

"Now we suspect that those who rive berow us in the water chain
wanl more runoff here so they can have more of a share in ,,our,,
water. Let's admit that they have a right to some of it. (rf we took it
all, and only sent sewage into San Carlos and Roosevelt lakes, they
might object rather stongly). lf, in order to meet the demands of their
growing population, we should let them take all we can give, cement_

rn11 tlrc surfaces of our mountains and valleys until the water reaches
tlrlr,rr lirkes they draw from - what thenT

"Do you really think the cement mountains would get the rainfall
tlrny rrow getT ldo not. I believe we would have a populace scream-
ril1; for more water, and piping it in from the ocean through huge
rtxponsive de-salinization plants, because somehow, Arizona was not
ilrrllrng the rainfall it used to get.

"Our grandchildren, if they lived through the riots and starvation
rrrr<l thirst, would be up on the mountains, hacking holes in the ce-
rn()nt, making earth saucers so they could water the seedling trees

'rrd shrubs they would tenderly plant in the middle, while they
r:rrrsed their stupid forebears for ever changing the face of the earth
rio drastically.

"Let's not remove our trees or our brush unless we need the pro-
(,uct, and will use it all. And even then, let's not forget the example
of farms through the ages who fertilized and replanted and even
rnade every effort to have some fallow land where nature could rest
and recuperate.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ Belly Jackson
(Mrs. EarlJackson)

Forum and agin em
An historical look-backward, forward

ONCE UPON A TIME - the old Silver Belt noted that "Gila
County has been generous to her sister county of Maricopa in
her contribution of water to the development of the greater Salt
River Valley. No longer would floods frorn the Salt River destroy
man's handiwork." But in Gila County we Relinquished much
for this project. The small, Beautiful Salt River Valley of Gila
County at the mouth of Tonto Creek on Salt River, and the frne
farming area of Grapevine Springs were both sacrificed to the
needs of the greater valley. The men who wrested these bits of
land from the desert had then to wrest another home in a new
Iocation.

MORE AND more dams were built along the Salt River to
hold more and more water, and the great Salt River Valley - a

desert - yielded to citrus groves, green alfalfa frelds, and tower-
ing palms and wonderful gatdens. Still the canyons of Pinal
Creek had water, the small ranches flourished, the gardens
and orchards supplied the food the miners needed. There were
no easy roads leading to the great valley, the small valley must
provide for itself.
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Over the years changes were noted, roads were opened and ac-
claimed as improvernents, but they were not without their
hazards. Good roads brought food from the greater to the lesser
valley. Bit by bit as the waters rushed down the Mountainsides
without pause, the water tables lowered and before they realized
it all 6he mountain people were buying city water and the city
was frantically seeking a new water drainage to meet their
needs. All this while the Salt River Valley became a veritable
paradise "where every prospect pleased and ....," you recall the
old Missionary song0 More and more people poured into the
gteat valley, citrus lands yielded to houses and swimming pools.
Great commercial cotton farms came into being, gardens were
fewer and fewer and the houses spread into the foot hills and
onto the low mountains.

That boa which encircles and squeezes its prey, which myth
says seduced Eve, now appears to have tried it on a man. There
was born the idea of destroying the mountain undergrowth,
credited with detaining water on the mountainside, instead of
leaving it free to flow down to the great valley. So herbicides
were sprayed unon the offending manzanita and other water-ab-
sorbing shrubs, which hold the mountainside in place. The herbi-
cides were successful, leaving standing only dead dry stalks to
become the victims of some vandal's match and a great holo-
caust which could sweep away smaller settlements before fire
trucks could arrive. It coult even swing into the forest itself.

WELL PLEASED with its first small experiment, the boa
conceived even a Iarger plan for next year and sent a great tank
on a helicopter with the strongest of herbicides, to be spread
upon the land in the month of HIGH WINDS, June, 1969. This,
too, was successful.

Before this onslaught the birds of the air died, the little ani-
mals of the forest died from drinking poisoned water, eggs
couldn't hatch, young animals arrived mutated and people sick-
ened strangely, and were hospitalized. Into the forest too went
the herbicides, said to be harmless to conifers, but strangely no
one told the conifers and those on the outer edges died too.

The many cars from the Great Valley, seeking mountain cool-
ing on weekends have spread a white mist over the canyons of
Gila County, and under this mist the land, dead and dying, the
creek banks bare, awaiting the inevitable summer cloudburst,
which may be one of small or great magnitude, which could
wash away those once generous towns.

Long ago the CCC camps build erosion checks over the moun-
tain culverts. Those now are being bulldozed and destroyed to
lay underground wire for a Microwave. Gila County asks now,
will those erosion checks be restored when this work is doneO

SUDDENLY WE are now aware of all that has happened,
and now, too late we remember too that those great deserts of
Asia and Africa were once such paradises as the Great Salt
River Valley. They too perished because man then was igno-
rantof the LAWS OF NATURE. We know those laws, but were

rl,:rlt'ncd by the cries of PROGRESS AND IMPROVEMENT'
Now we are determined to hold our water rights, recover our

w:rl,t,r tables, replenish our creek banks' How sad that the very

wirtr:hmen w" hired to guard our precious wilderness beauties

slrould be the one who succumed to PROGRESS and IMPROVE

rrt cnt.
;r;n..lv demanded the last drop, but there is no last drop' the

gt,nerosity of Gila County has dried up to the last drop'
/s/ Clara WoodY

A few condensed news items from that bigger of the two Pulliam

l)ilI)ers read:

1o/7/69:,,Water in States'Reservoirs (in Arizona) almost twice

normal" and continues to state that the salt River Project Reservoirs

r:ontained 1 .4 Million acre feet of water' (Did someone whisper

"drought?")

6/14/69: page 7 - column "People Speak" - it states that

"Salt River Project is hitfor "Uglification" program and relates to the

destruction of the trees along Arizona river and stream beds'

7/17/69:BenAvery'scolumnisheaded"FileAssembledagainst
Cutting" and the first paragraph mentions a meeting between the

Salt River Project and the game management chief to discuss his

charge that the cutting and bulldozing of cottonwoods in the Verde

Valley was destroying wildlife habitat.

Then Mr. Avery discusses the two bills introduced: one in the

HouseofRepresentatives,HR3S3l,andoneintrodUcedintheSen-
ate by Senator Barry Goldwater and Sentor Paul Fannin'

Mr. Avery states that the Salt River Project sponsored Arizona

water Resources committee had succeeded in getting these con-

gresstional delegations to introduce bills that would make it possible

to "force such programs" (the elimination of vegetation on the water-

sheds by what ever means devised by those seeking "more water")
"on the U.S. Forest Service and the U's Bureau of Land Manage-

ment."
He further states these bills would authorize spending 15O million

dollars to carry out "practices for water yield improvement and for

other purposes." (and man, that "for other purposes" sure covers a

helluva lot of territory, and a helluva lot of land!)

Mr.Averycontinuesbystatingthefederalcoordinationactwould
be evaded under the proposed bill, this being the bill which provides

for ife and other recreation values where

the such as these, since this act requires

par e and recreation agencies' in research

and planning.
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He concludes his column by sating the passage of this bill would
let a private agency, corporation or person, obtain federal grants to
carry on such projects.

Another column by Mr. Avery:
6/24/69: - refers to the "Globe lncident" (Arizona Republic)

and he sounds real unhappy about "herbicides on mountainsides"
and questions the reasons and a few other things.

One of the sentences in the article tells that homeowners in the
area resent the Salt River Project trying to wring more water out of
their watershed. He states further, that the Salt River Project is not
entitled to any water that does not naturally come from a watershed
under Arizona's appropriation laws.

ln a recent conversation with Mr Ryan, State Land Dept., Govern-
ors Task Force, a few of the questions I asked were:

How long ago it had been since he had studied to be a horti-
culturist. His reply: "Thatwas way back before you were born". (Now
that was a beautiful compliment, because it turns out he meant
sometime between 1935 and 194O!)

Since I realized these dates were BEFORE PHENOXY HERBI-

CIDES, I asked if he had done any research or studies on them
especially Kuron (Silvex) which came on the market "for limited re-
search" (quote: Dow!) in 1954 - not patented until 1956.

Reply:
"No, I haven't; that's clear out of my line anymore."
To my question: "How long has it been since you've studied or

worked with herbicides?"
Mr. Ryan replied: "oh, it's been over 15 years."
So comes to an end, "Task Force #4"; and I leave the conclusions

to the readers, the scientists or heaven, whether Mr. Ryan, of the
State Land Department or Mr. William Warskow of the Salt River
Project, should have been those persons constituting what I have
called "The Governor's Task Force."

And that word "neutral" the Governor used in his letter bothers
me now more than ever. (P.S. lt's August, 1970, Mr. Moore; did you

ever test the water in ANY of your reservoirs or down there in the
Valley? You were still stalling when lasked you 10 months after the
last spray; you told me you hadn't checked even ONE little old
$25.00 sample! Too bad! I did!

I am looking at an old news release (Arizona Record, dated
6/1O/65 which reads: "Tonto Work to Begin".

"Work is scheduled to begin this summer on the Tonto National
Forest as part of a 25 year 75 million dollar plan to accelerate multi-
ple use of land Part of the Salt River Project - Forest Service Co-

"lrrrirlrv(1 Watershed program projects in the Forest' will include the

|,nvcrsron of 5,460 acres of chapparal to grass by the use of herbi-

I t(1il:i
'.AreasthatwillbeworkedareBrushyBasin,SycamoreCreek,

ilrrrnlrle Bee, Pine Mountain which is a designated "wild" (or type of

wrltlcrness) area. Table Top, and Connor Canyon' all in the Tonto

llrt:iilt Area."
Ilris news release does not inform us that the Method of "conver-

,,r()n" was going to be herbicides, which it was' or that they were

u{)rng to kill the trees on the mountainsides, and contaminate the

wirter and the soil.

1 965 was the fateful year that herbicides began to be used

the Superstition Wilderness Area)' The chemicals used were 2-4D'

2,4,5-f , and "Silvex"; a total of 38,230 acres (counting retreatment)

lrave been sPraYed.

When ldiscovered in September, 1969, that these areas were to

be "treated" by chemicals or fire again, l raised so much "hell" to

the President of the Salt River Project that all of the projected burns

or chemical treatments scheduled for the last week of September'

1969, were cancelled. This incident is covered in another chapter'

Thedatetoday, isSeptember 13, 1970, as lwrite a sad and tragic

postscript to this chapter, and possibly the accounting would have

been even worse if the burnings and herbicide treatments for the fall

of 1969 had not been halted. The newspaper headlines on this parti-

cular day in Arizona refer to a flood which has now taken many lives

in several Arizona Mountain communities'

Whatever respect I might have retained' if any' for the operations

ofthesaltRiverProjectandtheirdeterminedeffortsoverthepast
several years to denude the mountainsides of Arizon

green except "grass" which won't grow, or wasn't

washed away in this flood. The areas it swept through

had stood earlier this same year; places with the

flower", "sycamore Canyon" and "Tonto Basin" which is where l

had gone in March, 197O, in search of herbicide cans and herbicide

damage (and where I found both) with the District Forest Service

Ranger, and the Assistant Regional Forester'

Today, one Phoenix columnist headlines his story with "Cry a

Little for Arizona" ... and the main cause to shich he attributes the
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damage cf this flood is "incompetent management by the U.S. Forest
Service" - other statements included "The death toll makes this a

national disaster" and adds, "l want to ask the Salt River Project if it
thinks a few more acre feet of water are worth it" after having stated
earlier in his column that one Salt River Project official had said
during a conference to assess the flood damage that "even the Salt
River Project couldn't have done a better job of removing the
"ph reatophytes. " !

The author ended his column with "l hope the people of Arizona
will look at Tonto Creek, and cry a little . . ."

I wrote this a long time ago, as I watched my trees die on a moun-
tainside - and I share it today with one more area of Arizona:

Sit down . . and weep with me ..
Just for today, sit down and hold my hand and weep with

me ...
I do not ask that you must even understand,
But only that you weep one tear with me
lf some brute man should beat a child,
Or starve his horse in some corrall .. or give no water
To his cattle when all the streams are dry,
This your eyes could see, your ears could hear their cries .

And you would rise . . . and crush him to the earth .

What of the silent things that cry . . and bleed . . and die?
ls their pain any less?

An axto cut a deadened tree is clean and good .

The fire-light from a burning log .

A table made of polished wood .. a pine that's straight and tall
And proud ... that grows in warmth and splendor as it should ...
Does it feel pain when man, because he's blind,
Or ignorant . or much too wise . . .

And so he uses knowledge to destroy . . . and strip its leaves . . .

And bend its trunk ... and burst its bark that shields its bleeding
heart,

A child could run away from pain, an animal could fight,
Or turn away . But who feels pain for allthe silent things
That now must die?

Sit down today . . . and hold my hand . . . and 'tho you do not
understand

Please weep in silence just one tear with me . . .

TASK FORCE REPORT NUMBER FIVE

llrrs group of "inspectors" on July 10' 1969' was composed of

two Rocky Mountain Experimental boys' two USFS members' two

:i/rlt River Project boys (you sure came back fast' Mr' Warskow!) and

rrrrc USDA Agricultural Research Service member'

But none of them came to my place! Sure did keep overlooking

rrrrrl Just don't know how they got up and down that mountain and

rrll those four canyons without getting to my place! Almost ran into

rrrc a couple of times on my dirt road, because all of them' including

tlre driver, were very busy "lnspecting" the damage to the area from

tlrc safety of their trucks and cars! (Didn't want to get that nasty old

:il)ray residue up their noses, or absorb it through their skin or get it

rrr their eYeballs, I guess!)

This report was never sent to me until linsisted on it several

times. Finally, Dr. Johnsen, USDA, sent it to me The following

(luotes are from Dr. Johnsen's report The others never sent

.rnything. He states:
"There was a lack of rainfall from the f irst week in May until a

day or so before the tour." (Which is normal for Arizona!) Continuing

the same ParagraPh:
"spraying was stopped when the wind speeds began to exceed

1O m.p.h., however, the only documentation known ' ' were records

of the times when spraylng was stopped.'' (Regulations

recommended 5 m.p.h.' (Big Deall What was it during the time it was

applied?)
". one heliport was in the center of the treatment area; the

other located near the eastern edge of the project area' The heli-

copter flew at about 20 to 1OO feet above vegetation while spraying'

The helicopter avoided private land as much as possible' There

was a problem with a clogged nozzle during the spray application A

recreation area and stream bottom vegetation within the treatment

project were avoided."
(Did that sentence "the helicopter avoided private land as much

as possible" hit you between the eyes' like it did me? Why didn't he

"avoid" private land altogether? There's that "leaky boom with a

clogged nozzle", tool They had new ones to put on the damn

chopper, but no one bothered! Just left them sitting down there' at

the ranger station! As for avoiding a "recreation area and stream bed

vegetation", explain how you mlss either at 1OO to 5OO feet above

the ground, especially when the stream is about six feet wide!

Dr. Johnson finished the introduction of his report with:
,,Noeffortwasmadetoinfluencemyjudgmentofdamage
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observed during the tour. Everyone contacted was helpful in every
way " How about that? The area residents sounded like they were
the "neutrals", not the "open-minded task forces..

On Page 2 of his report, Dr Johnsen states:
"Stream bottom vegetation showed no evidence of Silvex

damage." (How about 2-4D or 2,4,5_f damage? That.s what they
found in it! And that's what they sprayed and analysis reports
showed it was therel)

"A visit to the Lilligore's property disclosed several trees dying,
but the symptoms were not those of Silvex damage..,(Could it have
been that you were looking for the same symptoms that appear with
2-4D or 2,4,5-T damage, Dr Johnsen? you told me in September of
1969, when you and a few others finally got to my place for the first
inspection any of you made on my rand, rhar 2-4D, 2,4,s-T and Sirvex
symptoms were all the same! lwas real sneaky when I asked you
that one, because I had my ,,night class,,certificate by then and
three gold stars for not missing any classes, and I had learned the
symptoms of sirvex damage are not the same as those other two,
and in fact, that's why sometimes the damage is overlooked. lt
doesn't show up until next yeat, or twist the leaves all out of shape
like 2-4Dl (Source: Dow-Kuron 

- and several USDA books!)
Paragraph 3 on page 2 refers to stopping at the ,.heliport.,mixing

site and these sentences appear:
"The smell of the herbicide was noticeable here; probably

because of spillage whire mixing the herbicide to load the hericopter .

One of the Forest Service boys had gone to great lengths to
explain the mixing process,,,all enclosed, no hoses, no spilling
around or things like that,'_ council meeting, speech bV Mi
Fleischmann.

Referring to mesquite trees (l thought SRp said
any!) on Page 2, paragraph 4: ,,Those which had
seemed to be recovering rapidly..'

there weren't
been sprayed

rrrrrl lc;rve those bush beans alonel)
l';rrte 3, Paragraph l verifies what lsaid before, that they

;rrrrr:trt:ally had to go past my place to get around up there, but nobody
ritoppcd to see me. They just rode on by! lt states:

"The tour returned to Kellner Canyon and then crossed into lce

llorrst: Canyon Trees at one location showed damage but the cause
ol tlre damage could not be determined since they were not
oxomined closely. These trees were on the Shoecraft property."
(Wlry didn't you stop, boys? l'd have been friendlyl l'd already spent
rt loast S250.00 on telephone calls to get you here!)

Page 3, Paragraph 6 contains the wording:
" . it seems unlikely that Silvex could have entered the ground

water system of the area " (But it did, didn't it, Dr Johnsen?)
I admire Dr. Johnsen very much, and believe he was sincere and

lronorable in his report. He has been helpful and courteous to me at
irny time I have contacted him I believe he was stating what he

believed was true when he inserted the following sentence, which
scores a big one for our side and definitely casts more than a small
doubt on his knowledge of herbicides, esters formulations, aerially
applied in Arizona:

"The occurrence of HIGH WINDS following the treatment should
have lessened the possibility of any vaporization caused damage by

dispersing and mixing vapors into the atmosphere with very
pronounced dilution."

(Sorry, Dr. Johnsen, but there's too much at stake here, far more

than a few claims, than to allow erroneous statements like that to go

unnoticed and unchallenged.)
Last Paragraph:
"From the information supplied by the Forest Service, it would

seem that the spray application was made in accordance with
standard, accepted practices. "

That's one hell of a conclusion! ln other words, Dr. Johnsen, you

state it is the standard practice of the Forest Service to:
1. Spray in wind speeds exceeding that recommended by the

USDA (P. 1 - Para. 5)

2. Spray at high elevations (P 1 - Para. 5)

3 Keep no weather records during spray periods (P. 1 - Para. 5)

4. Spray private land, if it's in the way (P. 1 - Para. 5)

5 Remain unconcerned over the faulty equipment (P. 1 - Para.

5)
6. Spill the damn herbicide all over the ground lP-2 - Para. 3)

7. Spray recreation areas (P 2 - Para.4) and (P 3 - Para 4)

Page 2, Paragraph 5: (Referring to the recreation area)
"There was very little evidence of herbicide damage to this

location." (Pardon me, but didn,t someone say they ,,avoided 
the

recreation area" - so why is there any damage there?)
Paragraph 6: (R 

)
e similar to Sil beans, peas,

to nd melons." (H SRp? That,sth ace you looked hose tender_
best bush beans ltold you to go back and look at again! No wonder
my Daddy tord me to arways prant "Kentucky wonder pore Beans,,
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B Wipe out private gardens and crops (P 2 - Para. 6) and (P 3
Para 2l and (P. 3 - Para. 4l

9. Spray in high winds (P. 3 - Para. 4 and Para. 5)

1O Spray streams and soil (P. 3 - Para. 6)

ln looking at those last two words, "accepted practices", Dr

Johnsen, maybe there are a few of us left who remember this is still
America, and it's still our land, and things like this are totally un-
acceptable to those of us who will not tolerate anyone attempting to
take away our rights, not even the government!

Like I said. that concluding sentence was one hell of a statement
for anyone to make!

TASK FORCE REPORT NUMBER SIX
(oR "NYMPHS, BACKSTRTDERS AND DROUGHT!")

By July 15, 1969, at least three of those fiscal agents in the
USDA appeared to be aware of a place called Globe, Arizona Two of
them stayed home, and one came along for the ride to Arizona.

July 1 1, 1969, was a busy day for one of them who stayed home,
or at least for his secretary, who put together a couple of letters he
signed.

Here are a few quotes from copies of these letters to add to the
long list of "Famous and Unfamous Ouotes" from the letter sent to
the Chairman of my Task Force #6:

1. "lnformal information available indicates the probability of
several claims against the Government as a result of the alleged
damage to private property in the Globe, Arizona area was the
area to be sprayed well marked on the ground?" (You're not
asking me, but the answer is no!)

2. "Contract provides that 'spraying will not be done if wind
velocity is greater than 1O mph'. lnformation is needed as to wind
velocity in the immediate area . . ." (l wonder what expression the
fiscal agent used when someone said "No weather records kept on
job."!)

3. "Contract provides that 'herbicide will be applied from not
more than 10O feet above ground level'. Determine whether con-
tractor complied with this requirement." (No, he did not.)

4 "Will the herbicide actually used cause the type of damage to
trees . . . etc.?" (Yes it will, but I thought the USDA was supposed to
know the answer to this BEFORE it was okayed for use!)

5 "Contract provides that 'contractor shall use every precaution
necessary to prevent damage to public and private property'. Did the

r oillrir(:lor, in your opinion, take every reasonable precaution ?"

(llrrr;rrtswer, from me, is no, he did not, or he wouldn't have been

f lyrrrl; rtround over my house, and losing his nozzles!)

(i "lf, in your opinion, a private party was damaged, what went

wrong?" (That's what the book is all about, and why we're suing!)

/ "Determine whether damage could have been caused by

llirkrng valves, or other equipment defects'" (Don't know about his

vrrlvcs, but he sure did have some nozzle problems')

B "lf private property was damaged, determine whether damage

wirs caused by Forest Service spraying or other causes'" (Guess you

krrow by now the answer to that one, in spite of the early denials by

TJSDA members. Please note: The local Forest Service personnel

wore not the ones who denied the damage. I believe these boys have

lroen honest in trying to rectify the errors which they made' but their

offorts have been stifled by those in the various USDA offices in

Washington, and lbelieve the errors were made because of the

irttitude of the USDA in Washington and their lack of supplying in-

lormation to the Forest Service regarding these chemicals )

Last paragraph: "lt is, of course, important that members of the

lask force not express opinions to private parties regarding the

validity of claims or possible settlement action "

ln other words, boys, keep your mouths shutl Don't talk or say

anythingl We've got to worry about money involved here' not

whether someone's been hurt

The other letter signed the same day by the same fiscal agent

discusses among other things, the various areas covered by herbi-

cidesprayingcontract,No'16-l23o,.Thereisalegaldescriptionto
cover the six areas totaling 13,340 acres. The water from all of the

areas involved drains into the Salt River Valley' I become more than

a little ill at the realization that every wilderness and 'wild' area in

our state has been exposed to contamination by these chemicals'

including the Superstition Wilderness Area just a few miles from

Phoenix.
lt.sinterestingtonotethatthechairmanofthe,,TaskForce#7''

was called a "soil scientist" in that report, but the letter of 7/11/69
signed by the USDA fiscal agent refers to him as "John A' Williams'

Division of watershed Management". strange how that title really

doesn't sound as impressive as the first one, although it's longer'

TheUSDAsensedwehaddevelopeda'blind'spotregardingaman's
abilities to assess herbicide damage if the word "water" or "water-

shed''appearedinhistitlesotheyrenamedhima,,soilscientist.,,
They usualy save the real "nitty-gritty" advice bits until the last

paragraph: "Director Glenn Todd, (USDA Washington)' provided
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information regarding difficulties encountered in the handling of
similar situations in other regions. He mentioned recent claims
originating in region 8 totaling approximately $33O,OOO.OO from a

large number of claimants."
Well, how about that! And here they'd been telling us this whole

thing was ridiculous that nobody had ever made any claims
against the Forest Service! Real sneaky, those quiet, tippy-toe kind!

(P.S. Must not be much damage with only that many zeros behind
the'threes'. lfigure 10 big 1OO year old dead sycamores are
worth that much!)

According to my calculations, and so far I've always been able to
count to 10, the task force that arrived on July 15, 'l 969, was
number six, but l guess the USDA considered it "Task Force #1" or at
least they named the report made by the group that followed this one
and came in September, 1969, "Task Force Report #2".

These new "inspectors" arrived just five days after the last group
who had so carefully gone out of their way to avoid my place. By

then, my phone bill was up another S100.00, calling Washington, re-
questing, "somebody, please, look. . . thesethings are dying "

But do you know what happened? This bunch didn't stop at my
place either! (These are the ones I baked the cookies for, put on a

dress, and shoes, no boots, and made fresh MJB coffee in the
Chemex . . . unpolluted bottled water (l hope) and all! Even used two
drops of perfume made special for me when lwas in France. I put it
on the end of my nose, for by then, the rest of me was pretty
"splotchy".

lwore a long sleeve dress to cover my arms and shoulders where
they were all broken out, but nobody came to see me!

Several months later, lmanaged to get a report on this trip, and
here it is: Page 1, Para. 1 : States the trip was made at the request of
Mr. Courtney(and here lthought he didn't care! But lguess he didn't
. . . about me . . . since they didn't come to my place.)

The members were all US Forest Service and USDA. At no time
were anyof the local Forest Service personnel included in any of the
reported task forces. lguess that would have made too much sense
to the illogical minds of the USDA in Washington.

These boys had a'fiscal agent'in tow this trip. (lf I had been
aware he was along, I would have known they were worried, if not
concerned, for even I know'fiscal agent' means the 'payout man'.) I

will list a few of the quotes from that report:
1. "Since the area had been sprayed previously, the confines

should have been readily apparent from the air." (This stupid state-
ment immediately tells the reader that whoever dictated it doesn't

l. rruw ;rnything about herbicides.)
? "We are satisfied that the contractor clearly knew the area

lrrrrrrrlaries " (Then why did he spray our land?)

il "The contractor specified that spraying would cease when the

wrrrrl velocity exceeded 1O mph" (Why 1O mph when the USDA

r.r:orrrmendations are'under 6 mph'?)

4 "Another provision of the contract called for operating altitudes

Ul not over lOOfeet above the treated area Every effort was made to

htity wathin the 1oo feet limit, but we all know that changes in terrain

nflect this. "
(Then why in the hell would anyone aerially apply it where the

'r:lranges in terrain'meaning steep mountainsides and rocky

(innyons, would make this provision impossible?)

The next four sentences leave me a little speechless:

5. "We are of the opinion that the contractor took every reason-

irble precaution to prevent damage to private property "

6 "Any damage suffered by a private party does not appear to be

lrorrr fault or negligence of the contractor"'(You mean he always

sprays private land?)

7. "lt is difficult to determine if damage could have resulted from

lcaks or equipment defects During the operations, on the third run,

one nozzlecame out . . ." (That last report of Dr Johnsen's said the

nozzle was clogged, but now this one says the damn thing fell clear

out! No wonder it came down all over us!)

8 "Some damage was created on private property, probably from
'drift'off the spraying." (l'll bet that fiscal agent who came along for

the ride was real unhappy about that statement even though it's

finished with "The amount of damage is far less than some would

like us to believe." (You hadn't even seen my place yet, and you

made such a statement! MY! MY!)

The report then documents a lot of 'visible symptoms' of various

types of 'damage', none of which they attribute to 'Silvex" lsn't that

peculiar, especially when the type of damage they mention will help

to prove many of the statements we have made, and will show they

did not recognize many of the symptoms of herbicide damage'

Some of the damage symptoms they noted in the area were:

Peach and Locust - 
"showed symptoms of nutrient deficiency -

either iron or magnesium. Leaves chlorotic - meaning yellow (Me:

"Yellowed leaves . . . temporary yellowing - chlorosis - sometimes

develops . . . herbicides . . ." From Bulletin A-28-U. of Arizona Agri-

culture Edt. - USDA 1963.)

Walnut: "Twig girder or bacterial blight . . '" (So make up your

minds, boys, which.was it? "The role of 2-4D in the appearance of a
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leaf blight from USFS Experimental Station - 
(Lake States)

usDA - 1962."1
Hackberry and Peach: "Gall wasps have made many galls on

leaves causing premature leaf fading and dropping" (Me: "Galls

similar to crown galls . . . injury produced by 2,4-D' - Agricultural
Experimental Station - USDA - Moscow, ldaho - 1955.)

Elm: "Defoliation by Elm leaf beetle was heavy." (Honey, even I

know that beetles eat the leaves, they don't'defoliate the trees' !!
Good Grief!)

These'observations'filled less than half a page, but it seems to
be a real disease with many people, and the USDA in particular: Why
say a thing in a few words if you can "tell it like it is not" in many?
Possibly they operate on the theory that the quantity of words used
rather than the quality, meaning or truth will be so overwhelming
that anyone looking at a report will just number the pages, and say
"Man! They sure did a lot of work and research on this thing or they
couldn't fill up that many pagesl" (Ever notice how they 'double' and
'triple'space what they're writing? Makes a whole lot of 'nothing' go

farther! Look at that Bionetics book, HEW - 677 pages yet! And if
somebody hadn't blown the whistle on that one, by sneaking out part
of the report that mysteriously wasn't included, it probably would
have been over 1,OOO pages by now. . . and still going! lt took them
seven years to get the 677 page version on the market, and in
essence it really says that no one has the faintest idea of what in the
hell all these damn pesticides are doing to man! Don't forget how
much that "know nothing" study cost us: 3/z million dollars which
they admit, but I wonder if we'llever really know how much it cost?)

So the USDA added six more pages to this 1/z page report with
such sentences as:

1. "No apparent herbicide damage could be detected on tomato
plants. ln fact, the plants looked healthy and had a good green color.
Some insect or worm is attacking the tomato fruit." (Scout's honor,
that's what it says!)

2. 'The fruit trees showed no damage on the leaves or twigs."
(Stick around. You'll hear about a 'twig canker' and besides, most of
the leaves were on the ground by then!

3. "The fruit was small and starting to shrivel." (Me: And
samples of said fruit later showed presence of 2,4,5-Tl And anyone
who ate it, got sick. lt later turned black and fell off.)

4. "All trees showed definite symptoms of drought." (Me:
Remember SRP - 

"Twice normal capacity in reservoirs" - and also
"creek was still running"?)

5. 'The large walnut tree near the house is diseased." (Me: So

,,kiryl With what? The walnuts turned black and fell off when the

r rrtnl, :;titrled )

(; "Other trees show definite signs of nutrient deficiency -
ylllowing of leaves."

l. "The Hackberry trees which they thought were damaged by

,,t'rry were heavily infected with a gall which withers the leaves"'

(Mrr Thank you, boys, one more bit of evidence documented for our

,,rrlrr See USDA paper: "Galls causedby 2,4-D'l
S"Chineseelminfectedwithbeetle"'damageattopcouldbe

r:rrused by a herbicide Trees do not appear in any danger of

rlyrrrg." (Me: But they died just the same!)

9. "We were concerned with the elderberry plants ' ' noticed a

lrrownin leaves on all elderbe in lce House

oirnyon. here I live, why didn't (Regarding the

olderber in lce House Canyon 1969 - two

rrronths sit - new green leaves d in full bloom'

llut no berries. Just a little odd?)

1O. "Fruit trees showed no herbicide damage ' ' but fruit was

small and drying up . ' . appears to be caused by lack of water"' (Me:

Ihis particular residence was the home of people who have lived in

the same area for more years than lcan count' and always have

(lrown their own vegetables and fruit, and don't let things die from

"lack of water")
11."ltappears..'thatmost,ifnotall,olthedamageattributed

to the spray is actually a result of water stress, nutrient deliciencies,

insects or disease."
"severalaquaticinsectswereobserved'dragonflynymph'

water strider, back swimmers and other unidentifiable species." (Me:

must have been water for all those water nymphs and bugs!)

"several fish were taken by rod and reel by two small boys"' (l

thought those Fish and Game boys said they didn't see any fish?)

The next quote tells me how little these USDA "herbicide

specialists" really knew about herbicides' lt refers to a member of

the Task Force team:
l2."PaulBuffam,USDA,calledaDowrepresentativeatDavis'

california, and requested information about silvex." (That's just

plain ridiculous! I don't even need to check with a lawyer on that one

toknowthatasaUSDAwitnesson,effectsofSilvex,,hejustdis-
qualified himself!)

And how does this one fit for size?

13. 'This man (Dow Chemical - Davis, California) called Super-

visor Courtney (USFS) later and indicated that a publicity release was

being prepared for submission to the news media concerning the
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of Silvex, ,,which if accepted and used by the newr;
I go a long way toward improving the situation.,, (Now,
t sneaky7 Allowing the chemical company to write th(r

Somebody better cail those bdys at Davis, U. of c., and teil them

.)tl llrcrc rs:r good chance that for sometime to come, we will
lrrr lrlirrrrr:rl Ior a lot of happenings in which we are in no way
trrvrrlvrrtl '

(l rlon't know about that, but l'm sure you're going to be blamed
llr onrr lrr:ll of a lot of things in which you were involved!)

') I "We can only conclude that the personnel took reason-
rrlrll prct;irutions to prevent trouble."

(Yorr cxplain that one - my head is tired.)
?2 "lt is clear that they supervised the work, and avoided

bl)rryrn(J when the winds increased to 1O mph or better " (Even

tlrorrl;lr the USDA literature that is evidently kept under lock and key
rrr Wirshington says "spray when winds are under 6 mph" and it is
rlrrrtrr clear no one supervised the work!

tlut here is the real classic of the entire report (and the USDA
nr:r:used us of 'over-reacting'l)

"These findings support one contention: That we have fallen
vr(:lim to circumstances so that any and all problems can be blamed
()n the spray." (Honey Baby, you are so right! And it is the circum-
ritirnces which have made us blame you! (Besides, we're supposed to
lrc the ones with "paranoia"!) I can understand the'look at us -
we're persecuted'attitude, but it won't change a thing. What you did
lo us was a "no-no", so get out your handkerchief Don't use it for
toars. Just mop off some of the sweat I noticed on the brow of that
fiscal agent and hand him a new thin point accountant's pen, one of
those that writes with red ink. He'll need it!

TASK FORCE REPORT NUMBER SEVEN
(Or "Those Sexy Beetles!")

Music boxes have always been very special to me. Each one is

always very individual in workmanship and in the notes which it
plays. I was enchanted while in St. Croix, Switzerland, to visit the
plant where the famous "Reugge" music boxes are made As a guest
at the Reugge home, I saw their priceless collection from all over the
world, the oldest being a tiny one which played only 4 notes and

which dates back to the year 1797, according to my hostess.
My own collection has several very old boxes, as well as many

unusual new ones. Large factories now manufacture the bulk of the
music boxes which are shipped all over the world. The combs, which
are what determine the notes of the song, are still tuned by hand, or
by the 'ears' of tfte tuners. I was told that some of these tuners are
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so gifted they rticular so ing it played
only once and k from me ave a music
department th h songs a the various
countries to whom they send the finished boxes

It seemed so strange to find in this beautiful little town located in
the mountains of Switzerland, a tiny crock the size of my thumb with
the American tune, "Rock Around the Clock.,, and golden cuff links
that played "La Vien Rose',.

Two of my favorite ways been ,,Falling 
Leaves,, (or

Autumn Leaves) and ', ng,,, Sometime after my return
home, there arrived a St. Croix, Switzerland. lt con_
tained the very special gift of these two musical compositions.

After the defoliation program of June 1969, ,,Falling 
Leaves,, be_

came my theme song and I had finally switched to ,,September
song" before the first officiaily recognized "Task Force,' arrived at
my home to view the damage caused by the spraying three months
earlier.
It was September 3, 1969, and all of the men who came were
members of the USDA, four of them from the Forest Service Branch,
and one from Agricurturar Research. The introduction reads:

1. "The purpose of this second examination was to determine in
greater depth . . . the extent. . . of any visually detectable Silvex plant
damage found outside the spray project boundary if permanent or
temporary. "

3. "As with fauna, the team was not...concerned with evalu_
atrng water quality..." (please note: by this date analysis done by
several laboratories had shown contamination with Silvex ,2,4_D and
2,4,5-T in

1. Drinking water
2. lrrigation water
3. Stock watering ponds
4. Garden vegetables

!r Iilil1 lrces
tr l)l;rrrl life of at least 18 varieties of shrubs and ornamental

lttttt',

/ Slrcam bed material
lt Sorl

It w;rs quite apparent to all of us that their concern was not for
rlrr' "liruna", the "flora" or for us. What was their concern? I leave

tlrirt lrnal answer to the conscience of each man who came, whose
rhrr:rsion it was to sidestep the actual issues involved, who chose to
nttrlrrpt to confound the issue and truth with words, who possibly

tlrrough fear of their jobs posed as "experts" when they were not, or
wlrowere not brave enough to say, "l do not know." lt appears there
rri now a government agency set up for every segment of this process

wo call "living." lt would seem quite f itting that they should now for-
nrulate a new agency. lts membership would outnumber even the
porsonnel of the USDA (although the forming of this particular new
rgency would probably deplete the ranks of the USDA terribly, for
nrost of the USDA personnel I have met would automatically become
r:lrarter members!)

Everyone likes catchy letters instead of names (like "MOMO,"
rneaning "More-Off - MOR-ON", which would be a good slogan for
.r study group researching the behaviorial habits of politicians). The

irlphabetical letters for this new government agency which l'd like to
propose could be "W.W.W.W." for "We Will White Wash". Their

slogan could be "Operation Goof" or "A Blunder? By Thunder, Call

Us. Don't Go Under!" Or possibly they would like a longer slogan.
Here are a few more that might be quite usable:

"No reason to sweat, no reason to fuss.
lf you're in a mess, you can always call us!

We'll cover it up so no one will know
The tales that we tell will make f lowers grow!"
Or how about this one:
"W. W. all the way!
W. W. here to stay!
The paint is white, the brushes wide -
We'll hurry in and save your hide!"
And since everyone has always associated the word "flit" with

chemicals and destroying something, here are two more:
"We're clever, we're witty! No nitty, no gritty!
'Though our tactics sometimes may seem a bit flitty -
We'll solve all your troubles
With talk that is double. . .

lf that doesn't work,
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You can always try pity!"
Perhaps this one:
"Don't tell 'em the truth, let 'em suffer a bit,
Hide all the facts in a bucket of "f lit". .

lf anyone thinks it's beginning to smell,
Just send a new task force,
And then run like helll"
Possibly, if they really worked at it, they could train these men

better than they already are, to be really eff icient as "W W W.W."
agency members, school them in smoother techniques at covering
up things, with more finesse at double talking. A new phraseology
could possible really confound everyone They might have special
classes that any prospective member must attend before he could
wear the "WWW.W." button (and he'd have to learn right away
those letters don't mean "Wendell Wilkie Will Win!") There could be

one class entitled "Don't talk before you listen". lf a lot of these
various experts had attended that one, they would have heard who I

was, where I was from and known why I wanted to interview them
before they talked and a lot of them by now probably wish they had!
But they just didn't listen! I lost count of how many times I handed
my radio card to various individuals or introduced myself on the
telephone, stating as I did so, who I was and that I would like an

interview as to their personal reactions to an incident called Globe,
Arizona, and also their own background qualifications as to why they
were considered an "expert" on "herbicides"l My Goodnessl The
human ego is a strangething!

The words "interview", "radio", "writing a book and want to tell
about you in it'|, and everybody opens up like gang-busters! And
away we go! Not once, not even once, did I ever mislead anyone I

have interviewed by giving any name, or address other than my own
or purpose of my visit other than the truth and not once did anyone
turn me downl My radio card states my name, and radio station
KIKO, Globe-Miami, Arizona. lkept track for awhile, until lfound it
follows the same set pattern. Accept the card, smile at me as it's
tucked into a coat or shirt pocket without even a glance, another
smile at the microphone, and at the end, after having told me per-
haps along the way, "Now here's what lreally think about that
situation up there in Globe, but l'm no herbicide specialist" or "l
don't know what a herbicide is; you mean insecticide?", and then the
final question, "What did you say your name was, and which radio
station?" (l have now had some new business cards made, and l'm
saving lots of money. Since I discovered no one reads the card any-
way, and it costs more to have the printing in three colors, art work

,urrl ,rll, I rlccided to eliminate most of it. So now when I say to some

lrrr,, "llrrrt-. s my card", il he ever bothers to look at it, he will see

tlrrrt rt r:orrsists of a plain white standard business card on which are

rrrrly two words written in very small type. . . "My Card".)
llrcn there should be a class entitled "Don't sign it until you've

rrrrrrl rtl" No one needs to hire a professional forger anymore.

lvrlcrrtly everyone in the government keeps a little rubber stamp in
rlr: rlrawer or on the top of the desk, in the lounge, and every place,

r.o llral they are accessible to even the mop-woman just in case she

wiurts to affix the signature of the "Deputy Chief" who happens to

lrn or.r duty that day in the Department of Agriculture to an order of

ron new cases of Pinesol and twelve boxes of Old Fashioned Lye to

r:lr::rn up some of the dirt in Mr. Hardin's office! I lost count of how

rrlrnytrips I made to various offices, with what I thought was a letter

tust to me and really signed by one of the V I P.'s himself, only to find
wlren lshowed it to him that he'd never seen it before! lalso lost

r;ount of the calls on the phone to commend or raise hell over some

of these letters l've received, only to hear a far-away voice say,
"What Letter?" The next sentence is always, "Wait until I get the

frle " Then comes "The file clerk is on vacation until the third
Tuesday of next month " (Or a better one that's supposed to make

you less suspicious is "Your file is out now being reorganized "

ttrat's supposed to make you feel real important back to that ego

thing, so you'll forget what you called about in the f irst place!)

The most violent fits I've had lately (this spray gives me a license

to have them, you know) was at a gentleman in one of the Title and

Trust Companies in Phoenix. I was mad at Mr' Hardin that day

anyway, and also at Mr. M M. Nelson, one of those "deputies" up in

Mr. Cliff's office across the street from Mr. Hardin, and I had

received one of those "This is your last chance before judgment Day

befalls you" kind of notices from this particular company who so far

had managed to mismanage my account at least 5 times in 4 years.

This signature was big, impressive, real-honest-to-goodness ink. (l

found if you hold the letter under the faucet and the signature

disappears, it was real, not a rubber stamp.) So lcalled this man

whose name appeared on this letter (l wrote his name down on the

lampshade bythe telephone before I put the letter under the faucet.)

When lfinally paused for breath in this particular fit, there it
came - all the way across the Phoenix desert, through Devil's

Canyon, up lce House Canyon and on up that little wire which makes

everyone sound like they're talking from a deep hole in the ground,

clear to the top of my mountain: "WHAT LETTER?"

By the time we finished, my star pupil for the day had graduated,
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and he's waiting for a copy of my book!
Back to this "Task Force Report #7," as it continues with an intro-

duction to the main cast again. (l'm not sure, but lthink the script
writer for the comedies that seem to be coming out of Mr. Hardin's
office, USDA, with increasing regularity, writes these also.)

Stop Number One - 
"Kellner Canyon picnic area:" (Please

remember as you read that the other reports had said this "area was
avoided".. . "No damage seen" etc.)

"Even though the damage from silvex was slight (l wonder when
they're going to get around to adding "but the damage from2,4-D
and 2,4,5-T was enormous!" since they also used those!) "and no
plant kill was found, the effects of silvex were observed on:

"Skunk brush
Spanish broom
Canyon Grape
Arizona Walnut
Sugar sumac
Willow
Shrub live oak
Seep willow."
Well, that settles that! Now we know that although they say they

didn't spray rhere, drift or vapors or fumes or something got all over
everything! The "experts" said so! (And if it was now so visible 3

months later they had to finally admit it, you can imagine how bad it
really looked !)

Stop Number 2 - Private land: "Symptoms similar to silvex
(damage) noted on:

"Tips of foliage of seepwillow and skunkbrush; Mite caused galls,
evident on leaves; Sycamore had mottled leaves caused by leaf-
hopper feeding.. "

Stop Number 3'- Private land: "conditions made it difficult to
determine exact cause of dead plants. No evidence of silvex effect
was observed on this property " (Attached to this property report is a
photograph of a "normal grape plant - shows absence of damage".
There is no such grape plant on the property in question.)

"Dead leaves on the tree had many galls; lnsect damage com-
pounded by drought; Sycamores. . . anthracnose disease with
symptoms of dead patches in leaves, cankers on small branches and
many small dead twigs. . ."

"Two ash trees, appeared unhealthy, some leaves were brown.
No insect, disease or herbicide damage wele present. . ." (Then
what in the hell was the matter with them?)

Stop Number 4 - Private land: "No detectable evidence of

',rlvr!x lrcavy defoliation of seepwillow and willow leaves by grass-

Iroppors " (Damned if I didn't always think until these "experts"

r rrrrrr;rlong that grasshoppers ate the things; ldidn't know they just

,,,rt ul) llrere on a limb, waving their arms and saying, "Whee!" while

rlrily rrrrhooked these leaves so they could watch them all fall to the

lporrnrl and fool everybody with their own little "Operation Ranch

I rir rr<ll ')

Stop Number 5 - Private land: (This is the area where Dr'

lolrnsen got sick and returned to, and got sick again )

"slight silvex effect was observed on some of the leaves on the

r'p lrranches of live oak...By next year evidence of silvex effect
rhould disappear." (Now you boys knew damn well it wouldn't, so

wlry did you say that? Did you mean if it was dead, in 1970, it
wouldn't show damage anYmore.)

They then refer to the owner of this parcel, stating that he would

{l(}t a headache on visiting the area. Dr. Johnsen is quoted as saying:
"While examining this area, I developed a severe headache..
started near north side of clay pit, intensified when I returned there

before we left, symptoms disappeared shortly after we left this area,

I do not know what caused this reaction. "

But do you think his observance dented the determination of the

team to "see nothing?" No Sir! "No relationship of this reaction to
herbicides could be established by the team."

Stop Number 6 - Helispot: "Odor of silvex was noticeable at the

helispot." (Boyl Could Chanel ever use this crew. They can even tell

by their noses three months later that it was'silvex', not 2,4-D ot

2,4,s-Tt. Something sure smells about this report, but I don't think it's
Silvex!)

Stop Number 7 - Forest Land: "slight silvex effect was noted for

a short distance outside the spray boundary on National Forest land'

No effect could be found in lce House Canyon immediately above

Shoecraft Property."
That's one of those funny ones again. Their spray map shows part

of my land in the spray area and now they're saying they didn't even

spray it on the forest land that was included on their map!

Stop Number 8 - Me at last: "The Shoecraft property" "No

evidence of silvex effect could be found on the vegetation of this
property." Do you know what they found?

"Leaves of a walnut tree in the back yard had been defoliated by

an insect." (l don't have a walnut tree in my back yard.)
"Leaf Spot Disease, Willow leaves mottled, leafhopper and aphid,

syrphid eggs. . . (My God! What are those?)
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"Wood borers (including a ,,flatheaded,, 
one, yet!), Cankers, dead

twigs, galls, grape plants galled by phylloxera ..,, (The grape plants
were sent to the lab by a scientist, and they had silvex, and 2,4,5_T
in them! I'll bet if that phyiloxera had known that, he wourdn't have
galled those grape plants!)

"Leaves of a small peach tree had been chewed by an insect.,,
(And the peaches had silvex and 2,4,5_T in them also, by lab testsl)
Ready for those sexy beetles?

"Dead rhinoceros beetre on front rawn which seemed to concern
Mrs. Shoecraft.. ." Why wouldn,t it? I had jars full of them and these
experts told me they mate once and die! Damn short lifel I don't
know why they had to be sexier in 1 969 than any other year and just
mate and die all over the prace! Must have been one hell of a wild
orgy going on out there for a week after the sprayl

The experts version: "The rarvae of these beetres feed in rotton
logs (l don't have any rotton logs in my yardl), ,,pupate, 

and turn into
adults... mate, lay eggs and die. . .,,

Like I said, damn short life! Why they added this sentence and
blew the whole thing again, I don.t know:

"The adults are often attracted to porch lights.,,This was broad
daylight, boys, and there weren,t any porch lights out there in tl.re
yard!

This sentence is interesting: ,,The twisted, mottled leaves
damaged by aphids have a superficial resemblance to herbicide
damage.." (And it becomes more than.,superficial, when said
"mottled twisted leaves" are examined by a laboratory and found to
contain silvex, which they were. . . and didl)

I wonder if they thought I wasn,t aware that they took water and
soil samples from my prace, sent them to labs of their own choice,
found silvex in them, came back and took more and still found it; and
that this was after the visit in septemberT Those reports showing
the herbicide was there, except these ,.experts., didn,t even
recognize the symptoms, rather disqualifies the whole team, doesn,t
ir?

The f irst page of the report had stated: .,The inspection team was
composed of : "Thomas N. Johnsen, Jr. _ Dr. Johnsen is a
recognized expert on the use of herbicides.,,

Now what would you have done, if you had seen that in print7
That's just what I did, I called him. This spray hasn,t quite wiped out
my memory yet for things as recent as Dr. Johnsen,s report of his
trip in July. which did not incrude my prace. Besides r recailed that
when he f inally did get there in September, he had made some state-
ments that didn't quite make him a .,recognized 

expert,. to me.

I rrow lrst some of the notes from our conversation on October 23,
lr)till

Ircr;ur:sted a copy, if completed, of the report of his visit to my
lr,rrrro, wlrich he agreed to send, and lalso asked that he include any
rrrl,rrrrration or recent publications regarding the phenoxy herbicides,

Iriil rr(:ularly silvex. Since Dr. Johnsen had been listed as the
lxl)(Jrt", I asked him what studies he had done on the sycamore

trn l)ecause of the damage to mine. His reply: "None " I requested
wlrirt knowledge he had regarding herbicide damage to cottonwoods
rrrrtl walnut trees. His reply: "Only cursory observations because
llrOse are not target species."

But ldie long and painfully - lguess I like to bleed a lot f irst, for I

rr:ikt:d about the swelling of the tree branches, and whether this
r:orrld be due to herbicides, (which I've now learned it can), his reply:
''l'd be surprised if it does. This is out of my area of study."

ln answer to whether he had done studies on my beloved pine
tr(fes, the reply again was: "This is out of my particular area " (And

we're talking about the second largest National Forest in the United
States, the Tonto, almost three million acres and loaded with
"conifers" meaning pine trees - and an "expert" who is supposed
to know what it can do to them.. and it's "out of his area" No

wonder the forests look like they do!)
When I pressed this further for someone who might know about

pines, he gave me the name of a man who had "worked with
Ponderosa Pine in California, but not Arizona". (Dr. Johnsen, you

were my last hope! After the little research I had done, I learned real
fast those conifers can just lay down and die quick-like, if someone
isn't careful with 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T or Silvex, and not one of the
foresters 01 "experts" ever once said they could possibly harm a

pine tree!)
When lasked if he knew of any area such as ours in Arizona, hot,

dry climate where studies had been done, he informed me: "We've

never had this particular type of thing happen before." He told me

also he could still smell the herbicide at the spots where the
helicopter had landed.

lalso asked if he had done any extensive testing himself with
these particular herbicides on any of the type of plants or crops in

our area. His reply: "No"
So Pollyanna pulled another card out of the "expert" file and

relegated it to the one marked: "Very nice man, but no expert on
herbicide damage to garden crops, fruit trees, prickly pear, saguaro
cactus, pine trees, cottonwoods, sycamores, berry vines, bermuda
grass, walnut trees, corn, dogs, fish, butterflies, bees, goats, guinea
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pigs, ducks or me."
The following week, I received six enclosures from Dr. Johnsen,

but no report of his visit. This is August 197O, and the only report I

ever saw of Dr. Johnsen's second visit to the Globe area was the
scant information included in the general report which contained no

individual reports of the five members. ln answer to my request for
"any current information on herbicides", Dr. Johnsen sent me these
publications:

l. "Effectiveness of soil - herbicide irrigation treatments..."
consisting of two pages and published in 1961 .

2. "Control of shrub live oak.." consisting of one page and
published in 1962.

3. "Controlled burning of Arizona chapparal ..." consisting of
two pages published in 1962.

4. "Aerial spraying of shrub live oak..." consisting of one and
one-half pages and published in 1962.

5. "Chapparal . . . Still a problem . . ." written by Dr. Fred
Tschirley, consisting of one page and published in 1954.

6. "Changes in grass production..." four pages...
This last one was the latest publication, dated 1968, and more or

less draws the conclusion that maybe all the love-grass wasn't such
a brilliant idea after all. Ouote from page 4:

"SUMMARY - STANDS OF WEEPING LOVEGRASS ON AREAS
CLEARED OF CHAPPARAL SHOW SIGNS OF DETERIORATION
AFTER A FEW YEARS. Production and cover are high for one to two
years after seeding, but gradually decrease each year thereafter The
decline does not appear to be related to either brush cover or
precipitation. "

Same page: "Large plants (of grass) six or more inches in
diameter, as well as single-stem plants were found dead on all plots
in 1965. Causes for this die-off are unknown."

Why were the,se four pages so important to me? Because the "ex-
perimental plots" were located at the base of Pinal Mountain, Globe,
Arizona, and almost in my back yard. So lcarefully sifted the informa-
tion in this paper, added copies of a couple of maps from the Forest
Service files showing a "research area", checked "The Rocky Moun-
tain Forest & Experiment Station" which is part of the Forest Service
under the USDA and is located on the campus of Arizona State
University. I came up with the following information:

This forest service research area was f irst treated with herbicides
2,4-D and 2,4.5-T in 1956. lt was again sprayed with the same
chemicals in 1957; again in 1958, 1960 and 1962.

lwonder how those "scientists" are going to feel when they read

tlrrr,.r,:,r:nlonces, who said "The goat in question was born before

nny,,llr;ryirrg of the area was done." I guess now we could drag in

h,,nr! cl€crepit hobbled-up twelve year old dying of old age

l,rllly i,oat and still say "Prove it to me that the spray didn't make

lrrrrr 1;cl old!"
llrirve also learned there was another area sprayed in 1966 that

tlrlil't rnake it into the "open-report" files on which a mixture of

r lrr,rrrrr;als was sPraYed.

l'rn doing some mental calculus: The area over the hill behind me

wir:; sprayed in 1956,1957, 1958, 1960 and 1962' then seeded to

lpirss. Later an examination of the area was done that caused the

lort:st Service to conclude that planting lovegrasS on my mountain

,rltr:r killing the chapparal with herbicides was just a big bust ' ' ' and

l:)65 is when they decided to move over the mountain and spray us '

der they didn't plant gr I those five sprayings

through June 19691 T knew it couldn't and

row! The next question I out is "why did they

's the reason they were that mess 'to increase

Iorage' ." and the rest of that propaganda garbage! Also' why

rlrdn't somebody speak up to those eight great scientists about that

ilreaoverthehillthere.Theymighthavefounditreallyinteresting,
lorScientistsaresupposedtobeinterestedinScientificthings,andit
sure sounds to me like it's going to take all the brain power they can

rnuster between them (in addition to whatever they can borrow) to

figure out why the soil shows residues of 2,4'D' 2'4'5-T and Silvex'

endrin and arsenic in an area they claim hasn't been sprayed for six

years!

lshall always be grateful to Dr' Tom Johnsen' for he spared me a

lot of long-winded, meaningless, so-called "research papers" He

chose the selections himself, and he sent only 11% pages' but I

found an enormous amount of useful material in these few sheets of

paper.
He handed me in those few pages much of the ammunition I

needed to eliminate many of the erroneous statements of the

arrogant tered .
I am their own weapons and their own am-

munition of the arrows has "USDA" stamped on the

shaft so d Dr. Johnsen sent part of them to me' I

remember also, that he never told me he was a "recognized phenoxy

herbicide expert" .. .theY did!
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,,DON'T GO NEAR THE WATERI"

Sometime in June, .l 969, a few days after the spray, I called the
local county Health office and requested that someone take a water
sample cf our drinking water to check for the presence of herbicides
iwas advised |d have to do that myserf, and to take it to the county
Agriculture Department. This rdid and paid them s3 oo as requested.
Several days later they informed me there was no way for them to
test it, returned my $3 OO and water sample, and directed me back to
the county Health officer He ret me know he had no intention of
checking the water sample or anything else relative to these
herbicides. I told him of an oily filnr on my pool by the living room,
but he said he had no time to check that either, and although I

offered to pay for any anarysis, no one budged from the State health
office or the county office untir after my attorney finaily cailed them
in Phoenix A total cf four samples were taken, two from my place
and two from open stock tanks Ail four showed contamination with
herbicides. This was severar weeks after the spray. (one of the water
samples which r collected severar days after the spray was anaryzed
in September 1970 and still showed almost 1OO ppm 2,4,5_T. So I

guess it doesn't evaporate with timel)
The stream which runs through our property usually ceases to

flow around the middle of May, so it was not running in front of our
house on the days of the spraying. The rains started in July, and I

noticed a gray material in the bottom of the stream bed and clinging
to the rocks I was tord it was dead prant rife, which r found rater con-
tained residues of these herbicides. when r courd not get the county
health officer to rook at it, r took some of it to him and he said he
would send it to the state lab for analysis. lcailed his office severar
trmes requesting the resuits, but his reply was always the same,"Results are not back yet " Finally I stopped in his office un_
expectedly more than two months after I had left the samples, and
discovered them lying right here, as yet unmailed! So ltook them
back and spent another $25 OO, and learned they contained
herbicides.

After the news rerease rerative to the contamination in the four
water samples, the county health department gallopped out and took
20 samples of other areas in our canyon. rt had taken severar weeks
to get the resurts of the first four sampres, but on the night of the
Council meeting, the mayor made a rather startling statement. This
was the council meeting which turned into a ,, chaparral to grass,, in_
doctrination course, with the mayor beaming and fawning over the
visiting foresters who had "done us in". His statement which

lrrrr 111111l tlrc' main course, was to the effect that he knew everyone

lilir'.iln1 would be happy to know that no harmful chemicals were
lrr.r!,r'nl in any of the 20 water samples, and that meant the city
wlrtlr was in real great shape! So drink up, kids, next year there may
lru rr llrornntl The reason it was startling to me was because two
lrorrr:;;lreviously, lspent another $2.OO and called the lab where the
nnrrrplr:s had been sent, and they hadn't been run yet, so lwas told,
rlrrr to an emergency situation in another area. When lasked the
lolly rnayor after the meeting who it was that gave him this en-
lrllrt(:ning bit of information, he said it was the local health officer.
,,ils1 to verify my information from the laboratory, one of Congress-
rrrnn Sam Steiger's aids placeC a call to them on my phone the
rrrorning after the Council meeting (he paid the S2 OO this time.) And
srrre enough, same story, "not run yet". You don't suppose someone
look all those 20 samples from one faucet, at a location where they
wore sure there was no contamination, so that statement could be
rssued prior to testing, do you?

And this was only the beginning of all the intriguing, beguiling,
irnnoying, disgusting and lying occurrences which wove their way in
irnd around a commodity called "water" (And I want you to take a

good look at the word, lying That's what I said, lying, and again, l'm
prepared to prove it if necessary, so don't push me, any of you un-
concerned about my health so called health department off icials!)

l've heard it said that gold was the thing which caused a lot of
cheating, lying, conniving and killing in the West, but I don't believe
it lt was water, and I guess it still is The gold rush is over, because
most of it is gone. Most of the water soon will be too, because of
industrial waste and desire for power under the disguise of
"conserving water". ln our state of Arizona, I accuse the Salt River
Project of being guilty of both How much long range damage they
may have done to all of us is beyond comprehension. But those of us

who have seen first hand what greed for "more water" can do, find
the methods for obtaining it intolerable.

The "heavy" in this chapter is the Salt River Project, located in
the Salt River Valley at Phoenix, but whose power structure of
destruction has reached far, as far as Los Angeles, California. Or
sould I say Los Angeles reached over here? A news item reads "Los

Angeies lncorporated in Arizona", and tells that the city of Los
Angeles will share in the power output with the Salt River Project
and other gas and water agencies.

This sounds real fine and neighborly on the surface, but pick up
your phone and call a Hopi lndian named "White Bear" and hear his
version. Or better yet, dial area code 213-463-8448, the Committee
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for Traditional lndian Land and Life, and hear what they have to say
Alter you hang up, dial Washington, D C and ask the Department ol
lnterior how they can permit such an outrage against the lndian
people and their land to be perpetrated with government blessings
Many of those who have been appalled and shocked by what has
become known as the "Black Mesa Crisis", are not aware that there
are '"outsiders" from states besides Arizona, working also on the
destruction of this mountain so sacred to the lndians

Many times on a recent visit to Los Angeles, I was asked about
what lwas doing to stop the terrible desecration that the water and
power people in Arizona are inflicting on the lndians When asked
the direct question, "How can you permit your state to do this to
them?", my reply was, "How can you?", This startled most of them
and they became even more surprised when they saw the names of
"Los Angeles Department of Water and Power", "Southern

California Edison Company" ancj "san Diego Gas and Electric"
appearing on the same list with the Salt River Project as those
responsible for causing the mass devastation to a nation and people

The amounts of pollution to air, water and soil are staggering
caused by this operation The pipeline will be 272 miles long through
which will be pushed 61/zto 10 tons of coal per minute, requiring 3 to
71/z million gallons of water a dav from water tables 4,OOO feet deep

There might be time for complacency on some issues, but the
Rape of Black Mesa, the Sacred Female Mountain, preserved and
revered for generations, is an immenent disaster

lf it's any consolation to my lndian Brothers, they're not the only
ones to whom many government officials "speak with forked
tongue" A great many white-eyes have been lied to, also, and
although lfinally ceased cringing from this knowledge, lstill never
quite became accustomed to the idea I was overwhelmed when four
agencies from local state offices told a different story about the same
occurence, and all four of them lied! lt appeared sometimes in trying
to cover up for each other or their own ignorance, they overdid it and
the truth would accidently fall out. But this file, A-19, and entitled
"water" isthicker and stickier than any of them I could write at least
three non-fiction and six novels with the material it contains, except
the non-fiction would never be believable! I became depressed at the
sheer enormity of ever telling the entire story that unravelled be-
cause of a short word, "water". As I leaf through the mass of
material, the pain that all of this has caused rises sharply again, and
old wounds so close to the surface are torn open

There isn't enough time to bring you more than brief glimpses,
but here they are, sketches of the contents represented by File A-19,

r'rrltll|tl"willer":
:,,rlt []rver Project became involved in spraying herbicides irr

,,ilr iilo;r with the Forest Service - purChased chemicals directly, in-
,lrrrlrrrr; 'Kuron" from Dow to be used experimentally for the first
lrrr rr the Tonto National Forest on mature brush The forest
',*1vl1;1; had stated the reason for using "Kuron" instead of 2-4D and
),4,|t T in 1968 and 1969 was because they were unavailable "due to
tlrrrrr rrse in Vietnam. This proved to be a lie as they (the US Forest
i,rrrvrt;e) used these chemicals in other areas during those years and
ilrvorltory taken in March of 197O at the forest service storage depot
rrtrll shows about thirty five thousand dollars worth of these chemi-
r irls, mostly 2-4D and 2,4,5-T.

I have checked with the Salt Fliver Project watershed division
r11;rrrding whether any analysis had been done on irrigation or
rlr rrrking water for the presence of these herbicides. They reported no

t(,sts had ever been made as late as May 197O We took one sample
rrrrd paid for the analysis of the Roosevelt Reservoir and found con-
tirmination. This was reported to the Salt River Project. To our know-
lrrrlge, no sampling has ever been done on these watersheds for
rcsidues in soil or water by the Salt River Project Their presence in

tlomestic water is a violation of USDA regulations
A news item in the Phoenix Republic on 5/25/7O read: "Public

water impurities found but ours safe", to assure the Phoenix valley
that their water was free of germs and chemicals. When I chased the
source of the story all the way into the back offices of the State
Health and Water Departments, I uncovered a whole new stack of

untruths. lnformation had been given to me by the director of the

Environmental Health Services under the State Department of
Health that tests were run for these tierbicides, and none were
present. When I checked with the lab where they were supposed to
have been run, they had no record of ever receiving any samples!

This was the same state official who told me new samples of the
Globe water were taken in December 1969. This was also proven to
be untrue. lt was further disclosed that he retained in his own office
the water sample from the city well for a matter of 1O months before
sending it to a lab for analysis, although directions are to get the
samples to a lab within 24 lo 48 hours after taking them. However,
this 1O month old sample still showed contamination with these
herbicides. The attempt was made to hush his report by asserting the
samples must have been mislabeled!

I was becoming accustomed to being lied to by some of the
government officials, but I was unprepared for the lies of those who
were not, or whose names were prefaced by "Doctor". Even some of
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llrcse persons were not immune to the disease. Not one individual in
rlrc research division of the department of agriculture at the

University of Arizona volunteered to help find the answers to any of

the unanswered questions. The volunteers were the professors and

doctors and students who knew what the word "ecology" meant,

and respected it They came when they were called, some without
being sought.

These men reached out their hands, and their intelligence, to us,

and did not run away from the knowledge that their doing so might

make them very unpopular with some of the state or chemical

company funded research departments in their own universities.
There is also a copy of Senate Bill 1374 in this file, introduced by

Senators Goldwater and Fannin, Rep., Arizona, dated March 7,

1969 lt is entitled "Pacific Southwest Water Yield lmprovement Act"
and states it is a bill to "authorize Secretary of Agriculture and

Secretary of lnterior to cooperate with states, local agencies and

individuals in planning and carrying out practices for water yield

improvement and other purposes . " (Such as making more money

for those interested, like the Salt River Project?) "No. 3. Any person

holding rights on land downstream. " (And everyone in the Sait
River Project country is "downstream" from their watersheds) "to be

treated (even with herbicides) will give necessary written consent
to the implementation of the plan." (This is forced cooperation

irrespective of ownership.) Territory involved: "Funded
plans following states: Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New

Mexico and Utah."
lguess this bill explains why Goldwater and Fannin turned their

backs on our cries for help against the Salt River Project and the

Forest Service
When the rains finally came, lcalled Dr. K. C Hamilton at the

University of Arizona, co-author of Arizona Bulletin (USDA) A-17:
"2,4-D on crops in Arizona". ltold him the walnuts were turning
yellow and black, and dropping to the ground with maggots in them,

and that when I looked, the maggots were dead. I asked him what it
would do to my walnut trees. (The government will subsidize anyone,

so I read, to grow walnut trees that are becoming rare and scarce.)

His reply had been, "My God! How do I know? Who would get it on a

walnut tree? And why?!"
Why didn't Dr Hamilton or any of these men think of that before

they wrote the sentence: "The action of 2,4'Dwithin the plant is not

understood ", or when Dr Hamilton and Dr. Arle gave an interview
to the Arizona Republic in which Dr. Arle is quoted as saying that the

test for these herbicides were made in the rainfall belt of the mid-

wrr',r, irrr(l that the soil micro-organisms might not be present in the
htrrr:,r! r;rnfall belt of the southwest to break the herbicide down or
rlrr',1y1;y lllgP

[)r Hamilton told me that he knew of no testing that had been
rlorrc nr Arizona on the effect of these herbicides above "the 1,0O0

lrror lcvel " That's Globe, Dr. Hamilton, and a lot of other watersheds!
llrr same news story mentioned that these herbicides require
Irrrtlrcr testing for the much different climate of the Southwest, but
wil rosent the research being done on us! The books will need to be

rrrvrscd that say so many things, especially regarding the residues,
irnrl the harmlessness, and the "small cost to use". The residues are
rittll there, some of them from as long as 6 years ago, and we know
n()w that they're not harmless! The research I did showed that this
wirs known 20 years ago before the cancer and deformities study,
wlren they were invented as biological warfare weapons, and the
llronetics Laboratories knew it in I965 which was the first year
they decided to spray us to see "what it will do to mature chapparal".
Maybe they didn't mean to cram so much into one experiment, but
tlrey found out about chapparal, walnut trees, sycamores, flowing
streams, grass that won't grow, pine trees that die, animals, birds,
fish, cactus. . and they learned a lot about us!

After we recovered enough f rom the f irst violent effects physically
and the horrible shock emotionaly that this could have happened to
us, they learned that we were made of determination and guts;

courage backed with truth, that the only kind of fear we know is the
healthy kind that helps save a life or two, even our own, and not the
ugly kind made of panic and despair They even learned that we
consider our own lives expendable, and transient, but the good earth
and a mountain range known as the Pinals, is not

They learned, too, that although we are "very emotional" as one

of their task force government members had stated, in the final hour,

it was the facts that had caused the emotion
So I'll conclude this chapter, as there's no way to condense it But

rising to the surface of these muddied, herbicide waters, I find that
no long range studies have ever been conducted in the entire United
States relative to what occurs when 2,4-D 2,4,5-T or Silvex con-
taminate water, soil or food crops, nor how long the residues last in
any of these things.

The only study the USDA headquarters in Washington could even
supply to me after my request for "residue studies ol 2,4-D,2,4,5-T
and Silvex" showed that only 6 areas in the United States had been
monitored for these and other herbicides in a study back in 1965.
They never published it until after the hell-raising furor in Globe in
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1969. This study indicates they found 2,4-D residues wherever rhey
checked for it. Doesn't tell whether 2,4,5-T hung around or not, for
they never went back to sample where they sprayed it. And no Silvex
studies were done at all.

No analysis was ever run during the study on any of the drinking
waters in any of the areas, for these herbicides. No analysis were
made of any of the food crops where they were sprayed. The areas
tested had up to 60" rainfall, not like Globe, Arizona, with 15 inches
average rainfall, except Yuma, Arizona which they state has an
average of 3 inches, and they didn't check for these herbicides at
that location!

To really glve one confidence in this report, there appears this
sentence in the front of the residue study: "An unidentif ied
chlorinated hydrocarbon was found at very noticeable levels in
many soil and sediment samples. . " And have they found out yet
what it isfive years later? Hell, no! Let's not upset anybody by finding
out what else is out there besides the damn deadlies they could
identify ltke 2,4-D or 2,4,5-T or Silvex, endrin, arsenic, parathion,
toxaphene or cyanide!!

Add to these gems of "inspired ignorance" this final reassuring
bit of information from their own testimony which states that after
the damn 2,4.D, 2,4,5-T and Silvex got into the water, they tried four
ways to get them out, but none of them worked! And that was back
in 1964 before they did the experimentsl And they still don't know
how to get them out! But the USDA keeps right on allowing them to
be sprayed all over hell. . . on the food, in the water, and every damn
place there is!

When lread a report like this, the only excuse from these boys
that lcan accept is that they've been sprayed with these damn
chemicals, since some of the symptoms are a lack of ability to
reason, or comprehend, added to a loss of memory!

,,THE OUTHOUSE INSPECTORS"

lf the local county health officer ever experienced any twinge of
remorse for ignoring our pleas of help to him after our water, crops
and soil were contaminated by these chemicals, he never let it show.
At various times, he had even lied to me, in an apparent effort to
cover his lack of offering any assistance from his so-called,.local
health office". lwas unable to get him to show any concern over
what had happened in our canyons. On one occasion, I had re-

r;rlr,tlrl tlr;rl he view the garden crops and take a sample of the
wrrtrr lr()nr rny pool where a film appeared on the water after the
xprirVrr(t, lrLrt lcouldn't budge him from the outskirts of his office!

llut lust a month after those chemicals were sprayed on us, I

rnr lrvr(l ;r letter in my country mailbox from the Forest Service that
trlrl rrrc tlris same health officer planned to ride to the top of my
rrrunlirn over 17 miles of crooked dirt road that requires one hour of
rh rvrnl; time! I read further along, wondering if some ecological
lilrrr()r had finally hit him and he was concerned about my water
nugrply on the mountain, or about the pine trees that were also dying
wlrnrr: the spray had drifted. Maybe he was trying to convey some
hil(;r(!l message to me that since our summer home was located at
H,(X)0 elevation and well above the area that was sprayed, it would
',lrow he was really concerned about my health after all.

But guess what he was driving through mud, rocks and ruts, fear-
lrr:;sly facing the dangers of that big forest up on my mountain, to
"rrrspect"? The letter from the Forest Service said he was coming up

t() "inpsect" my outhouse which we hadn't used for 1O years, when
wc switched to "indoor plumbing"l But, since we're a bit eccentric,
wc leave that beautiful old relic there, with a moon on the door and
rrll, as a memento of a time long past or something lt's at least 50
ycars old, and escaped all the big fires and deserves to live! And in
.rll the 23 years we've owned that outhouse, it had never been
rnspected, but here at last came that county health officer and the
forest ranger galloping up the steep mountain road to inspect it,

although they couldn't drive to the edge of town to see what in the
hell had happened to us after the spray! Just how anyone inspects a

used, or unused, outhouse is a little beyond my realm of under-
standing, but so is that particular health officer and the "inspecting"
ra nger!

ln endeavoring to get to the source of one lie, I usually uncovered
a couple of new ones. lwas told the chief of police of Globe was
assisting the health officer in checking the matters of health in the
town of Globe, and the sewer inspector was the assistant in the
adjoining town of Miami! No wonder we're leading the state in a few
diseases! Although this particular "nauseous" letter ended with the
statement that this would be a "routine inspection", I decided it
wasn't "routine" to me, whereupon I moved the padlock from the
beet-celler to the door of the outhouse, afler I moved the antique
"apache powder danger blasting!" sign over to the right six inches,
and rode down the mountain for a new supply of corn-cobs!

P.S. l've been asked several times whether the Forest Service or
other state officals have harrassed me for my daring to place many
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of them rn the unaccustomed role of the "defendants", and I always
cite the incident of the "outhouse inspection"! However, I did decider
this was a new low, and a very smelly one, in the use of reprisal
tactics, even for the Forest Service!

But it was this incident which prompted my renaming the local
health office the "Outhouse lnspection Station"

THAT'S A WILDERNESS OUT THERE!

The human mind is an amazing machine at all times, but how
much knowledge it can absorb quickly, when it has to, is even more
amazrng

By September, 1969, those of us working against these
chemicals, and time, had read everything we could find, relative to
'2,4-D and related herbicides".

Some of the things we learned included the following:
1. ln spite of the fact that there are no "skull and crossbones" on

their labels, these chemicals are listed as "poisons."
2. The 2,4-D group require special applicator equipment and

I nsurance.
3. None of them are used by crop dusters in areas near the

Phoenix valley because of the hazards involved.
4. Due to the hot climate of Arizona, whether they are listed as

"low" or or "high volitile," makes little difference for at 89" they be-
come equa lly phytotoxic.

5. Although the wind speed recommended is "under 6 mph",
even with no wind, the spray may drift for miles.

6. lf they are sprayed at high altitudes, high temperatures, high
pressure, high winds, they may travel for hundreds of miles.

7. They remain active for long periods of time.
8. lf vegetation has been sprayed, or contaminated with these

herbicides by drift, it must not be burned. This is stated in various
USDA bulletins, and also on various labels: "Do not burn treated
foliage, as fumes are poisonous."

9. There is no known antidote for plants, animals, or humans.
On September 3, 1969, a letter was written by one of the Forest

Service Officials in the Supervisor's office, stating that the whole
spraying project for the entire area of the Tonto National Forest had
been deferred until the spring of 1970, and there would be no
burning projects until the fall of 1970. We had also been informed
we were not included in the Spring spray. lt wasn't just "Pollyana"

wlr,r lrolrrrvc(l this information, but so did "scarlett O'Hara"' because

rlruy lrittl lrrtally put it in writing!
A lrrw rlays later l stopped in the local ranger's office and learned

rlrlrl ilr sl)tte of the letter, they were going to start burning' and one

r,l tlrrr irreas was adjacent to the Superstition Wilderness' They'd

rrlrrrirrly been over there spraying with these chemicals that say "do

nrrt lrrrrn after application," just one week after they sprayed Globe!

lnrlror in July, 1969, laskedfor a detailed map and lwas told' "We

,,rrly sprayed to the borders of the Wilderness area"' Then I learned

tlrrrl "no borders have ever been established"' so I pulled my body to-

urtlror, strapped up my chest, which was hurting pretty bad' (my soul

wrrr; tloing fine!) borrowed a jeep, and headed into the Wilderness'

My tleliei was that if that damn chemical didn't know where the

lror<ler was on my land, it wouldn't know where the "Wilderness

llorcler" was either, especially if it was the same careless "fly-boy"

wrtlr his damn booms falling off who flew over my house' which it

witsl
I f illed the milk can with water, tossed in some cans of food just

rr case l got lost, grabbed the Retina Reflex lll' stuck my '30- 30 in

tlre gun rack, because a gun rack looks real silly without a rifle' and

lreaded in the direction of the "Lost Dutchman Mine"'

lt took me several trips on different roads, and some hiking, but l

loundwhatlsuspectedwouldbethere:,,SilvexintheSuperstitions!'.
and l'm sure if anyone ever finds the famous "Dutchman's Gold"

that's in there somewhere, it won't be as important to those

mountains as what I brought back in pictures and samples' The roads

that lead into this area are rough and narrow, they're washed-out

and gone in places, and it was hot - real hot - for August is

"summertime" in Arizona. One trip the generator burned out on the

way back, and lwas six hours getting to the highway using a big'

sealed-beam f lashlight.
I don't know what fear is, I guess, so I headed back the next day'

Any fear I might ever have known shrinks into the shadows and dis-

integrates before the love I have for a place called Arizona and the

mountains that rise and fall across her face and the pines she wears

for her hair.
The foresters were a little shocked and startled that I made it all

the way in and out over the almost impassable roads and trails' They

asked about one particular spot in the road where they had been

forced to turn back because the road was washed out' lt was a steep

incline tothe bottom of the wash, but I measured it off' and it was as

wide as the jeep wheel base, so I low-geared my little "tank" and

Walkeditdownthealmostverticalsidesandcrawleditbacktothe
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top \^ihere the road picked up again
Those forest boys had used a Power Wagon! They should have

known better! You can't "talk" to a Power Wagon, like you can a

short-wheel-base jeep. I kept remembering some of the idiotic photo-
graphs one of the "task forces" had taken as "proof" of "no
damage" on our land, showing pictures with nothing in the back-
ground to prove where they were taken, like a "twig with a girder" in
it on the "Shoecraft land", or a "healthy grape vine" said to be
photographed on a man's land who had no grape vine! So to prevent
any slight similarity to such stupidity, I took my long photo shots with
a landmark in the background and then kept moving in on the
subject, so there would be no question as to where I took the picture,
showing the damage done to the area, or the plants, by these
herbicides There is a miner over there somewhere who had a white
paper with the legal description of his claim stuck in a can high back
in the Superstition area. Photographed it, streaked with mud, as one
more bit of proof The samples I brought out were tested, and found
to contain Silvex, 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T

lalso learned the Forest Service found 21O pounds of cyanide in
the Wilderness Area, which is enough to kill more than just a few
thousand people! And no one as yet has been able to find where it
really came froml Or who ordered it! leven called the FBl, but if you

think a little thing like 21O pounds of cyanide is going to upset them,
forget itl They're too busy, I guess, hunting "people wanted" or
trimming their nails, or something! I was informed by them that
since the "Superstition Wilderness" area was part of the Forest
Service, it was really no concern of theirs. So watch where you step
out there, looking for the Dutchman's Gold!

So when I learned in September that the Forest Service was now
planning to burn the.adjacent area, in spite of the regulations "do
not burn if sprayed", in spite of the letter which said there would be
"no burning until the fall of 197O", in spite of my desperate trips into
the area to show them they had damaged one of the most legendary
areas in the world, I again headed over the mountains in the
direction of the Supervisor's office in Phoenix, with his letter in my
hand. No jeep this time, the Blue Toronado gets there faster! I

insisted on seeing what documents or agreements were in effect
that had cancelled the "good faith" letter I had with me. So out came
the records, and a "cooperative agreement" contract with Salt River
Project that contained additional information which contradicted a

few more things! lt listed 7 areas in the Tonto that were scheduled
for burning in just a few days, it further showed instead of a 5O-5O
agreement, Salt River Project was financing almost seven-eighths ol

tlrr rr):;t l() burn these watershedsl lalso obtained a list of the chemi-

r rrl tr r);rltnent areas scheduled for the Spring, and our name

rrppr;1v1;11 on that list, along with four which were adjacent to the

wrhlrrrrr.,ss areas, although we'd been told they were not going to

e;rr rry rrs again!
lio llrere, in writing, wasthe proof of at least 5 more lies!

I knew that none of us, or our canyons, could survive another

hl)rryrng, and I didn't want my Wilderness to have to try' I learned a

lonl; time ago that when you're outnumbered by your opponent ln

rnrrrrrbership or size, you have to use other methods to whip him

Arrrl you start by finding hi I als ng

trno ago that anyone who li one ' r" '

Arltl to this the fact that a take us

wlr()n our backs were to the wall would of necessity be a coward so

tlrirl's a good starting point. The next thing is to locate a few of his

lt'irrs and Salt River Project anct the Forest Service fear bad publicity

llrcy keep a full time 48 hour a day staff who do nothing but pub-

lrr:ize their extensive plans for setting aside, looking after' and

rrraintaining the "Wilderness Areas" Their pious attitude causes

tllose of us who know,,another side of the story', to turn away ln

tlisgust from the false propaganda that sometimes gets too deep to

wade through. Like an ad in the TV guide by Salt River Projecr' which

reads: "Our only reason for being is to help make Arizona a prettier'

lrappier, more prosperous place to live l"
So I studied that ad, read another item in the newspaper which

stated that salt River Project had agreed to "plan with the state" and

that the President of Salt River Project, Mr' Corbell' had said there

would be no more "watershed programs" carried out without a few

departments being advised of what they were doing'

When I learned of the proposed plan to burn the area in question'

l checked and nobody seemed to know about all this "plan of

destruction" but myself and the rangers so, through all the fog and

smoke, lbegan to see their very glaring and very exposed "Achille's

heel"(Achillesneverhadtohandleany"heels"likethisbunch!)
The odds that a couple of people learning about this "broken

truce" might cause them to "stop, desist and quit" was too far

fetched for even old faithful believer in mircales me' But I counted on

a sure thing that Salt River Project and the Forest Service would be

struck with sheer terror at the idea of several million Americans

findingoutviathe,,newsmedia',thattheywereendangeringa
Wilderness area with fire alter messing it up with chemicals' even if

that wilderness area was located in Arizona

At that particular time 2Oth Centruy Fox was filming part of the
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movie, 'The Great White Hope" in Globe. One of the men in charger

Bill Vanegas, had been so impressed with the devastation which hc
had seen, and with the deformed and paralyzed animals, that he hatl

offered to help us. He had filmed a short movie of the area, and harl

taken numerous photographs for us. James Earl Jones, the star oI

the picture, had visited my home and stated that he believed thc
ultimate problem of the entire world would be that of pollution of the
environment, that it may become so critical even war or integration
problems will have to be set aside because of the necessity for all

men to join hands to save not only a small town in Ohio, or a country
across the ocean, but the entire world. James Earl Jones knows first
hand many of the problems of the environment because he has

made himself aware of them, and he is aware of the problems of
integration, for he is black.

The small radio station which my husband owns and operates
has won several news awards over the years This is the first one
which we built, and when I say "built", I mean just that. I helped
haulthe equipment, he and our engineer put it together He has been
in radio since he was seventeen The loss of both legs never slowed
down his beautiful voice, or his abilities as one of the most outstand
ing radio personalities in the state. And on that particular day, in

September 1969, I specifically rernembered how many "firsts" he

had covered with his newscasting, and how many times he had been

able to get those new items or stories on Monitor. One of the eleven
awards in the entire United States given by the Associated Press in

1968, was hanging on his wall, for "outstanding news service".
So I decided it was time to win another award! And what better

way than to cover another "first"? This one was a cinch never to
have been covered before - for who ever heard of setting fire to
over 2,OOO acres of desert and mountains, and heading the fire in
the direction of a wilderness area, where no fire lines had been cut,
and no borders established? And who was going to light the fuse?
The very boys supposed to keep things like that from happening -
the United States Forest Servicel

One of their publications describes a few of the ways these fires
called 'controlled burns" are set. Under "firing methods" I read:

"Our main tools (for setting a fire) now include napalm grenades,
grenade launchers, very pistols, fusees, handheld butane tourches,
large butane weed burners, and electrically detonated grenades". My
only comment when lfinished that sentence was, "The hell you

say!" After reading this article, I checked the title of the publication
again, because l thought l had picked up my copy of "weapons for
counterinsurgency: chemical, biological, anti-personnel, incendiary,"

't llrrr orrc lgot from the Adjutant General when no one else could

tlfll rr, r!nlitled "Employment of Riot Control Agents, Flame, Smoke,
.ilrlr!liilll irgencies and personnel detectors in Counterguerilla Opera-
lrrl!,'l)ut I hadn't This was a US Forest Service publication entitled
( lrrr;r;rrrel Conversion on the Tonto National Forest", and that's MY

llrn:,tl lt even contained some pictures of them burning around a

rril rilirlron area and all over the damn place, after they had sprayed
/,,1 l) irnd 2,4,5-f where I used to go javelina hunting!

My first call had been to Mr. Shoecraft, so he could get ready to
Etlur lhe news wheels rolling all the way across the country. My
s.r:ond one was to call Mr. Vanegas and to say we again needed him
arrrl lris movie machine - this time to film what might turn out to be

sr rrrirl "first" in history: for if this "controlled burn" had a mind of its
own, and didn't stop on the edge of the Wilderness, because no

lrorrlers were established or fire lines cut, it might be the first time
tlrrr Forest Service actually set fire to a Wilderness area. Mr.

Vunegas could also see the possibilities of a pretty big news story on

lrlrn, and was anxious to be included. Then lthought it would be

polite and proper to enlighten not only the Forest Service personnel,

l)ut also the Salt River Project of our plans to make them all quite

lirrnous - or infamous. Since it was the President of Salt River

Pro.lect, who had been quoted in the news release relative to
"planning with the Srate" etc, he is the gentleman I called the
President himself.

And I will always admire him very much. After informing me he

was not aware of this projected plan, he asked very basic questions

such as where, what and when. Upon learning it was scheduled to
be started within a few days, his remark was that he guessed we'd
both "better hurry". I had already done my "hurrying", so all I had to
do was wait until morning. A call came in from the radio station the
next morning that several gentlemen were there to see me; I was on

the movie set for the "Great White Hope" pinning some hair on my

head to make up for a lot of mine which had fallen out, and being
grateful at leastthat lwasthe "extra" who got to wear one of Debbie

Reynold's dresses for "How The West Was Won" because I was the
only one little enough to get it on!

So the "gentlemen" had to wait until I hung up the pretty dress

and got back into my Levi's and boots. When I arrived at the Radio

Station, lwas greeted by half the Forest Service officials from the
Regional Office yet! I don't know what planes they caught out of Al-
buquerque, but Mr. Corbell, President of the Salt River Project, must
have made one helluva loud noise the night before to have been

heard clear over thqre!
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ldidn't waste any time being coy or pretending surprise at their
visit, and neither did they. By this time, all of them had learned I

never used the system of "idle threats" to accomplish whatever I set

out to do; that if lsaid, "we will probably get this whole thing on

Monitor", we probably would get it on Monitor So their approach to
me was more or less to assure me that although they had once more

been caught in a lot of lies or misrepresentations, they were indeed

sorry (for having been caught!) and would like to avoid any further
embarrassment to themselves. So I requested a letter of explanation,
a news release to the Associated Press, and to the newspapers,
stating they would "stop, desist and quit" burning or "chemicalling"
anywhere, and a promise to behave themselves for a little while!
They furnished these things to me, but I was also learning that
broken promises or violated regulations really meant very little to
them, as long as they were not exposed. The exposure was all they
apparently regretted, or feared, and this was one of my biggest dis-
illusionments, I guess, for any man who displays his own apparent
integrity only under these conditions really has none.

The date of this occurrence was September 30, 1969.

On September 13, 197O, the Phoenix paper carried an article by

Ben Avery, entitled: "Cry a Little for Arizona" lt tells of the flood
which visited our state the week before in the area of Tonto Creek,
and East Verde and Christopher and Sycamore and of the
devastation left behind which was so great that the President of the
United States designated it as a "disaster area". Many lives were
lost in addition to millions of dollars in property damage Some of the
damage can be repaired, like a bridge, or a barn, or a store: the loss
of a life is forever, even if it's only a tree. Many of the areas are
where "watershed treatments" have been so heavy, as used by the
Salt River Project, and.the Forest Service, with chemicals and fire.

One news release, before me, dated 5 years prior to this tragedy,
states the Salt River Project and the Forest Service cooperative water-
shed program is to begin. The areas named are Tonto Basin, Syca-
more Creek, Pine Mountain, Conner Canyon.

The area slated to be burned in October, 1969, or sprayed again,
with chemicals, in the spring and fall of 1970, also included the
names Tonto Basin, Sycamore Creek, Pine Mountain, Conner
Canyon But their plans were stopped. And I will always wonder if
maybe the devastation or even the loss of life in the Labor Day Flood
might have been even greater had those areas been burned or
exposed to more chemical treatments in 1969 and 197O. Many of
the trees went down and many of the bridges washed away and
many of those who loved the great good earth just as you and l, went

!artlr llI)nr; but maybe there's just one person out there somewhere
wlru wrll cast a fish line in some other stream, or watch another
',iI r,,lll l)ecause of a movie maker named Bill Vanegas, and an
rnr lrvrrlual who put her seven league boots back on again, after
:,t"lrllrrg out of a dress designed for Debbie Reynolds over in the
ilxtrir's" tent,3nd said to herself: "This may not be the way the

wr,,.l was won, but it damn well sure is the only way a few of us are
llorrrr; to hang on to it, and a lot of other hunks of ground out there
h rrown as America!"

,,THE PESTICIDE UN-CONTROI- BOARD"

The title "Arizona Board of Pesticide Control" sounds very
rrrrpressive. lf anyone had asked me prior to June 1969, who the
rrrcrnbers of this board were, lwould have quickly answered they
w(:re a group of dedicated men who were concerned over the use or
nususe of pesticides, that part of their concern covered the exposure
of crop-pickers or me to any pesticide, and that they would be trained
t() know which ones were dangerous I believed these would be men
tr ained to know at least as much as I about these chemicals I

tlrought the word "control" meant not only did they have the power
lo "control" someone from spraying any damn thing they wanted to
spray just any old place, any old tinre, but that it also included, if not
;r desire, at least an assertion that they would use that power when
necessary to enforce the law lf that is the connotation associated in
your mind with their title and the word "control", forget it! You won't
find this bunch in your Funkand Wagnall's or your "Save the Earth"
book, either!

So, l've had to add a few new meanings to some words as they
apply to this particular group of men, or place the letters "DNATG"
after some of their rules or regulations ("Does Not ApplyTo Globe" )

The meaning l have formulated for their use of the word "control"
is that they will endeavor to "control" any knowledge of the true
danger of pesticides from reaching the public, that they will use that
power of "control" to discriminate between who is guilty or not
guilty of a violation among the various applicators without con-
ducting hearings, if they (or the Board Administrator) so desire, and
that they will supervise the "control" regulations to make certain of
the recommended and continued use of pesticides to favor, in some
instances of the Board members, their own personal financial
r nterests.
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The three members forming the Arizona Commission of Agri
culture and Horticulture, whose chairman automatically becomes
Chairman of the Pesticide Control Board, are the following men,

appointed by the Governor, not elected:
Norman Pretzer: Owner of a cattle ranch and prominent farmer

near Phoenix, past president of his county Farm Bureau. Also served

on the Board of Directors of the Arizona Farm Bureau Federation.
member of Arizona Commission of Agriculture & Horticulture, pre-

sently on the Board of Directors of the Arizona Cotton Growers
Association, member of the Arizona Cattle Growers Association

Howard Moore: A "prominent rancher in the Yuma, Arizona"
a rea.

R.M. Hess: Who, the news release states, is sometimes referred
to as "Mr. Citrus of Arizona", being the owner of large citrus groves

in Arizona and California.
Some of the duties outlined for these men who sounded like

representatives of the opposition, included: "To assure primary
responsibility, for implementation of statutes and agency rules

relating to the application of pesticides, and excercising disciplinary
authority in accordance with the law "

larmed myself with a set of Arizona Pesticide Rules and
Regulations and a copy of House Bill 311 enacted in 1968 which
appears to make it a law that there are to be nine members on this
Pesticide Board, one of whom is to be a rancher, one a farmer, one a

cotton grower, one a bug man, one an alfalfa and feed grower, one a

citrus grower, one a dairyman, and finally, "one representative of the
general public not connected with agriculture". And since it doesn't
specify what the chairman has to be, he could be a rancher, cotton
grower, seed-feeder, lettuce, corn and pea farmer, citrus grower or
president of a chemical company!

This damn bill makes funnier reading than H. Allan Smith's "Low

Man on the Totem Pole", with such things as "penalty of five
dollars", "applicant for license must demonstrate familiarity of
insects and pesticides" (Just how familiar can one get with an
insect?). Finally on Page 7, afler clipping along with fierce sounding
words, we hit the "persons exempt", and when they get through
with that list, there's nobody left to "control"! lt's just that damn
simple! lf they don't like a man and want to put him out of business
in favor of some other crop duster, they can find phrases in there to
use for that purpose. But if some friend or agency (such as the Salt
River Project) commits a violation, and gets caught in their own
spray-kit, they can also find an excuse or two to let him go I never
did find that "representative of the general public", but I did find

Mr Crlrus of Arizona and California" to interview. After that
pnrtrcular interview, lrealized if he was representative of the other
nrr'nrbers, except that one lone "general public representative",
elnrrrling with or against them, that one man wouldn't even make a

rrpple along the shoreline of their business interests!
His name is Mr. Hess, and he turned out to be the new chairman

ol both the Pesticide Control Board and the Arizona Commission of
Aqriculture & Horticulture. He is former chairman of the Desert
(irapefruit Administration as an appointee of the United States
Socretary of Agriculture, representing both Arizona and California
llrowers

He was also chairman of the Price Control Board during World
War ll, in Phoenix, and served on the Pesticide Advisory Committee
as an appointee of Senator Fannin (author of that "unlimited power
lor Salt River Project" bill) when he was still "Governor Fannin" He
is presently on the Board of Directors of the Central Citrus Company,
growing citrus in Arizona and California. His concluding statement in
an official news release had been: "Arizona will need to stay
informed and alert at all times on pesticide issues occurring
throughout the nation "

When lsee that word "nation", lalways automatically think it
means my nation, which consists of this entire big, wonderful, "l
ain't gonna let nobody spoil it" country of mine I call America But I

guess there are those whose scope of interest doesn't reach any
farther than their own back yard, or their citrus crops on the south
forty. At any rate, linterviewed Mr. Hess just 1O days after this
flag-waving statement, and here are some of the high points of that
rntervrew:

When I asked what his views were relative to the use of pesti-
cides, he used such answers as "The public has gone overboard on
the subject of pesticides, this ecology thing is a lot of hysteria.
"..the facts don't bear out some of the statements concerning the
perils that exist in use of pesticides " (Good new title! I must
remember that one "Perils of Pesticides"! instead of "Pauline",
who was my rabbit that is dead now of poisoning from pesticides!)

I asked about DDT, and he informed me there was no proof that
DDT is harmful to humans, and that the country would suffer from
damage by insects not controlled by DDT. But his final argument for
DDT was "to prevent Malaria" (which is rather an assinine argument
for it in America in 197O!) and that although he admitted there were
many substitutes which could be used: "The widespread use of any-
thing else would be prohibitive because of the cost."

About that time,. I recalled his statement relative to the necessity
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of being "informed and alert about the pesticide issues" When I

asked him about the pesticides known as 2-4D and related herbi
cides, his firsl answer was "l am not familiar with the herbicides. "

(Why, Mr Hess! "Enlarging fruit size" and "degreening of citrus" is

one of their biggest uses!)

Aithough he was the new director for the whole state, i asked
him a few real easy ones, like whether this 2-4D group was used in
the Phoenix valley. His reply, "l don't know." Or in the citrus grovesT
"l don't know.'" Or whether the rules for application, insurance, etc,
were the same for DDT as they are for 2-4D (which they are not), "l
don't know . . could be " I asked his opinion of using phenoxy
herbicides His comment, "Can't comment l'm not familiar with
them " Why aren't you, Mr Hess? I learned about their use and l'm
not Chairman of the Pesticide Control Board! He further informed
me that the hazard as far as DDT was concerned (which really
seemed to be the only one he cared to discuss) would be "an

economical danger more than a health danger"
I remember again his statement relative to rernaining "alert and

informed nationally" on all pesticide matters By then, the subject of
Globe and 2,4,5-T had encircled the world and survived two
hearings, one of them in Washington, and had played quite a role in
the firing of a few members even in the USDA, FDA, and HEW ranks
(Even Dr Harry Hayes, head of the Pesticide Regulation Division of
the USDA had been removed He's the one in the USDA to whom Dr

Bates had told the tale of woe relative to deformities and 2,4,5-T
back during the testing time, but he (Dr Hayes) forgot to tell anyone
else, it appeared )

lasked this new chairman who lives only 90 miles from Globe
such questions as whether he was familiar with the findings in
Globe His replay, "No, l'in not " Whether he was aware of the
hearings orfindings in Washington. His reply, "No, l'm not." When I

asked if he had even known there were any hearings held in
Washington or anywhere else on the 2,4,5-T, he replied that the
only hearing he knew about had been the one on DDT held in
Phoenix several years ago!

The adrninistrator of the Pesticide Control Board at the time of
the catastrophe in Globe was Bob Rayburn When I attempted to get

him to at least check on a few of the facts lwas giving him, he

showed less concern than the Mayor of Globel He finally told me if I

could show him that negligence was involved, then he would move
right in with at least his second team. So I excitedly called him about
the new additions to my long list of "no-no's" which included "leaky

booms when they knew it because the new ones were still sitting

wlrt'rc llrey left them", "kept no weather records", "went right on
,,lrr,ryrnq for three days after ltold them what was happening
wrtlrorrI even checking", "sprayed right on our heads and picnic
,rr I,rs and everything", "wrong stuff in the cans" But all Mr
ll,rylrurn did was nothing, and all he said was that it would "be hard

lr) l)rove", and that it would be a matter "for attorneys to argue

rrlr()ut" (and I hadn't sued anybody then!) He also informed me that
rlrr: "Salt River Project is part of the Federal Governrnent" which
tlrcy are not! So the private helicopter outfit who violated many of

tlrt: rules and regulations, including the one of no special insurance
lrrr these particular herbicides, is still happily spraying all over hell!

Mr Rayburn found time to dash to another area in Arizona where
,r rnalfunctioning plane accidently spilled herbicides in a field, and

lrO2 sheep later entered the field and died lwas also told by the
owner of this small crop dusting outfit who was in the hospital

rlotting an eye transplant at the time of the accident, that Mr
llayburn had said he was going to shut his operation down even

Irefore he had a hearing
As I review these members and relatives of the "Pesticide

Un-Control Board", all lcan add is "The State Department, or the
chemical companies, could sure use all of you!"

EOUAL RIGHTS, HELL!

And just in case someone thinks I would grab the first podium

available and start talking up a storm for "equal rights for women,"
forget it!

Just because l've been doing a job in the previous chapters of

complaining and laying bare some of my own dissatisfactions with a

few other members of the human race, and they happen so far to be

male, doesn't mean thatl I have all the equal rights lwant, and so

does any other female that has enough brains to really be a female

- not a facsimile of one
lhave another book in rough draft form, called simply "Women

Are a Mess" - and sofar I think I have one million two hundred and

eighty thousand advance sales - all to men! - lt covers what I

consider wrong (and again my own personal opinions) with that

overfed, overpaid, overindulged part of the human race called
"woman", and covers everything from her mythical "halo of mother-

hood" to sex! Why should a woman be the one to get all the alimony,
just because sh'e'-s been so "courageous" as to bring half a dozen
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children into the world? And even if she's only one step above a
prostitute, it seems the judge always gives her custody of the
children. Who says a father couldn't love them just as much or more?
A woman can shop for a man on the open market, and know what
she's getting. She can tell by the job, the car, the clothes. and
watching some man be a big spender. But a man takes a gamble
everytimel He does it blind. No way of knowing whether she,ll
squander every dime he makes on candy, magazines and TV dinners
only...whether she'll really take care of the kids he hopes to have,
or even whether she'll keep her hair combed and her face washed a
week after they're married.

As far as the myth of her being the all-time romantic of the
century as she's pictured in most movies - forget itl Nine times out
of ten if the romance blows up before marriage, or he dies right
after, her "undying love till the end of time', could be summed up in
the over worked phrase "till the sands in the desert grow cold,, _
and in Arizona, that's from about 6:00 AM until dark, even in the
summer timel But a man, bless his big, beautiful sentimental mis-
understood heart, may truly mean it when he says to some
starry-eyed doll that just broke his heart ,,l,ll never get over you'. _
and carry her image the rest of his rife through a dozen other roves
and marriages!

And just in case any woman might also read this book l.m writing
now, or the other one, the men are waiting for, l,ve read ,,Freud,,toot

And the reason l'm taking such a swing at some particular
members of the male species, or throwing words around in a book
about the "you wait on me, I'm helpless' American female isn,t
because of some jealousy hang-up, or that l,ve been deprived of male
company, due to some unfeminine trait! Honey, I believe in
femininity all the way! The whole bitr rhe perfume, mini dresses or
whatever else makes a woman rook good. (Notice r said "makes her
look good", not "what's in style!")

I believe in a woman being a woman. all the way! But I also
believe she can be one whether she's in a pair of tight fitting work
stained Levi's, or a chiffon night gown (or none at all!) And that she
can still be very feminine (but not just female!) and carry her end of
the work load walking beside a man, not crowding in front, or
dragging behind. so he has to carry her on his back! And if there are
times she can't stand the way things are, I believe in her having
enough guts to do something about it!

There's nothing lthink is so great as that magnificent,
tremendous fabulous creature on God's earth called ,,man,,! A man
is 9 feet tall, but I have my own standards I measure him by, and it

lrrr:i rrothing to do with his height! l've thought they were the
1;rlrrlost thing around since lwasfive, and hope to think so for a long
trnr) yet (unless these phenoxy herbicides wipe us both out!). A real
nrrr to me doesn't necessarily mean a hairy chest and a physique
lrko Atlas (not tf'at these are drawbacks, either!) But he's someone
wrtlr a brain a yard wide, and uses it to think with; he will stand up
nnrl be counted when the chips are down, but won't lead with his
r,lrrn when he doesn't need to; that knows how to separate the big
llrrngs from the little, and saves his energy for those. And some-
wlrere along the line, he hangs onto a dream or two, putting integrity
rrbove a job, knowing it's more important for him to like himself
when a job is finished than to seek the approval of everyone else.
I'vebeen real lucky in my life. l've known some men like that Maybe
lllat's because l've stayed awake in this world, not just had my eyes
open

Some of them have worn business suits, some have worn Levis, a

few have worn uniforms stamped US Forest Service; some have
been dressed in grease stained mechanics overalls; one was a great
surgeon whom I heard say when he re-built my son's face, after an
auto accident, "that's all Ican do - the rest is up to that Guy
Upstairs" - and they both did a great job!

There was one man who was a scissors grinder, 70 years old,
who would find his way to my house every spring He worked his
way from somewhere in Alabama to California. He had no teeth, and
he showed me how to make a grater out of a coffee lid - to grind
the cucumber he ate every morning for his health. He would leave
me with enough philosophy to last an entire year.

Another was an lndian with long braids, beads and buckskin -
the whole bit! He came once a year from Gallup, and would bring me
something wonderful to add to my lndian jewelry. He called me "An
Albino Cherokee", only he said it in lndian, and there's no way to
write it! My lndian belt has 115 individual turquoise stones and it's
mine because I was the first white woman that all the conchas
touched when I put it on. My great grand mother was a Cherokee, so
my love for all lndians runs deep.

Once I went hunting with some of the lndians on the San Carlos
Reservation, including the Chairman of the Tribal Council, Clarence
Wesley. I "picked off " two wild pigs (Javelinas) with 2 shots from my
.30-.30 with no scope; (one of them was running) at a distance of
about 3O0 yards. That's just about as far as a .30- 30 will reach
lndians usually don't swear, but Clarence said, "that's damn good
shooting! Damn good shooting, even for a man!" |'d already told
them if we got anything I would make them haul it in for me. There's
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nothing an lndian cares about less, than a Javelina! I had been
standing on the ground when lfired and my lndian pony headed
horne at the sound of the first shot, and never stopped. So I rode
back with one of the lndian boys and they kidded Clarence all the
way in, because he had to haul my pigs. (Never knew what they
really said, for it was all Apache!) I barbecued the pigs lor about 24
hours - and we had a real pig "luau" I later gave up hunting; not
that I think it's wrong, it's just wrong for me to hunt when I feel as I

do now about those creatures out there that are getting more Scarce
all the time And the only time l'd fire a rifle now would be if it were
necessary to defend myself, or someone else I loved.

Once about 15 years ago, when I barbecued some Javelina, long
and slow, and real fine, the Governor was in town (l\ot the one we
have now, whom I love very much as a person, but am very angry
with as a Governor!) lt was former Governor Howard Pyle, and since
he was a friend, it was just automatic that he come for dinner The
sheriff was also there - he was onre of the kind that grew up in the
west, and whose mother held her ranch house against a raid by
Pancho Villa - and shot two of his men dead on the front porch
Then there were a couple of my lndians, and one Mexican, "Little
Joe" from the county jail, who had been helping me haul rocks all
day. On this particular evening when the Sheriff came, little Joe was
cleaned up and reclining on the patio We called the county jail "The
Hotel" and if one of the boys was helping me, we in turn would be
helping him to get out sooner and have some money ahead to "re-
habilitate" himself. So the "Hotel Management" allowed us to feed
them supper before we'd check him back in at night. The Sheriff took
one look at him and commented that his "prisoner" looked like he
had a much better situation than he did! I'll never forget that meal I

had made the dining room table out of an old oak round table, but the
base wasn't finished, so it was sitting about 12 inches from the floor,
on cement blocks, covered with green branches around the entire
base, so no one saw the blocks And everyone thought it was a brand
new design I had dreamed upl I was afraid to tell the Governor (or
the lndians who don't e'at Javelina) what we were having for the
main course So they all thought until now that it was the "best and
most tender beef they ever ate!"

We later got Little Joe out of jail for keeps. He had spent much of
his young life there, for the crime of being drunk and no job (or no
job and drunk!) He lived with us for three years and now he's a

cabinet maker and painting contractor. He was the one alcoholic I

ever knew out of the many who crossed our paths, and stayed a little
while sometimes, who really made it We didn't "rehabilitate" him,

wlrr:lr to me is a disgusting, condescending word; he did it himself,
lrrt Irn sure the love we gave him helped a lot He called me

llrllcc cita"- my little sister "
llrcre was another man named Clarence, and I do mean "man"

llrrwirs 84, and lguess his skin was very black. Everyone said it was;

I rrt:ver noticed He was my gardener, and we always ate lunch

ro1;cther Before we ate, he always prayed When he prayed, it was
l,rr<; and loud and beautiful. You knew he was speaking to a friend,
not an acquaintance when you heard him pray I learned a lot from
(llirrence. lremember once he said, "Miss Billee, have you ever
tlrought about it that God might be black?" - and I said not really,
;rnd he gave me one of the greatest compliments of my life He said,
"lt wouldn't make any difference to you if He was, would itT" And I

1luess I had a lump in rny throat when I answered, "No, Clarence, it
wouldn't "

He gave remarkable bits of practical philosophies, so true and
beautiful in their simplicity; like the time he said "You can't help it,

Miss Billee, because you're white, anymore than I can because l'm
black. And they keep telling you white people to learn to love us, but

theyforgot totell the black man he's got to learn you can't help it be-

cause you're white, and he'll have to learn to love you - and when
they get that job done, both ways, then there won't be no more fuss

about integration "

lf Clarence ever suffered from any feeling of being mistreated as

a human being on this earth because he was Black, he never let it
show, and neither did l. This was written for Clarence:

What is the color of God's face?
I do not know For He is everyplace
I do not need to look for Him
For everywhere I turn, His eyes look out at me

ln every face I see. . in every flower
And tree. and mountain stream
That reaches for the sea

Sometimes His hands are dark or often they may be

Much lighter than my own.
What is the color of God's face? I do not know
I only know
I do not need to look for Him.
But sometimes I am sure
That He must look for me!
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rHE SIERRA STICK

File C-24 is under the heading of "The spraying of Globe, Arizona,
and what the Phoenix branch of the Sierra Club did about it", and I

find this outfit deserves less space in my book than the Governor or
his Beauty Commission. The actions of this particular group in no
way altered my belief that the Sierra Club was founded and operates
on a high level of honor and integrity.

To my knowledge, no trips were made to our area by this much
publicized "save every damn thing in sight" bunch of individuals in
Arizona to view the damage caused by these chemicals in 1969,
although their help had been requested by us. I even gave them the
benefit of the doubt, telling myself: "Maybe they're not capable of
realizing that a small mountain town lOO miles distant from their
own great big Salt RiverValley is still part of Arizona, and therefore a

part of America."
Although they appear to be more interested,in such glamorous

projects as "saving phreatophytes" in our state, (and that ain't
chapparal!), or creating a new primitive area, lstill thought I had a

real winner which they couldn't possibly ignore when I made available
tothem the photographs and actualsamples of plant life damaged by
herbicides from the very famous and legendary Superstition Wilder-
ness Area. Part of my documents contained a map and application
rates and dates showing chemicals had been applied to the area
described by the Forest Service as "adjacent to" the wilderness
border (and I discovered later no surveyed borders had ever been
established for this area!) But although they apparently had no time
or enough interest to visit us, they rode into the hills with the Forest
Service for a picnic or two in the opposite direction to view a few
sections of land that must be the only area in Arizona where any of
that grass seed germinated which the Forest Service so happily and

obligingly planted for the ranchers! lt's called "Brushy Basin", and

aesthetically, it looks like hell!
They even found time and money ($20,0OO.OO for a bond!) to get

an injunction against some tree cutting in a river bottom, which took
them right through our town and 70 miles beyond just to get there!
(Maybe they flew down and by-passed us entirely!) They've probably

done a lot of great things, but I guess they now have some new kind
of "environmental image" that they must maintain, and they're not
"programmed" for a place named Globe, Arizona, with its very un-
glamorous occurrences surrounding a handful of hill people, fighting
for their land and lives. lf a project shows up that's big and politically
approved in Arizona, give them a ring But if it isn't, don't count on

tlrrrrrr tn the clinches! lt was their lack of any concrete help and

lrrrlurr) to even make any firm stand against these herbicides in

Arrzorta which caused me to mentally chop off the Phoenix branch

rurrrl rename them the "sierra stick" for I don't believe they've

nrrrrrocl th he this p zation l do not

prr:ture th a fend a hings I've found

wrrrthy of ln ar as concerned' theY

rlr(ln't use ug very s whiP anY of the

!illle or federal agencies into any kind of action So like the lrishman

lrurn Killarney, lsaid, "Write that name down' Now draw a line

rlrrough it!", and lile C-24 helped fill the wastebasket'

,,THE ADJUTANT GENERAL"

On the morning of November 6, 1969, I was awakened very early

by the phone call of a frien "wait until you see the editorial

page this morning in the Ar blic", to which I replied"'You

know there's no newspaper this canyon! So how can I read

it?" I wondered what new 'plan of attack'the Phoenix paper was now

using to discredit our claims of damage to us and our area due to the

Forest Service and Salt R iver Proiect spraying 'ryith these defoliant

chemicals, one of which was 2,4,5-T.

Thefriendsaid,"Okay.l'llreadit.You'dbettersitdown,though'
for I think the whole world iust got into your act on the defoliant2,4-D

and 2,4,5'f ." The voice read me the heading: "Chemical Sprays in

Vietnam Another Kind of Massacre". and the authors of this enlighten-

ing,thoughfrighteningarticleWereFrankMankiewiczandTomBraden,
and it was straight out of Washington, D' C.

That was the first admittance we had that the chemicals used in

GlobewerethesameasthosebeingusedinVietnam.Thisarticlealso
referred to the Bionetics study regarding the testing of these chemicals,

and stated that these tests had produced fetal malformations as high as

"90% and beyond . . .", and that the "possibility of fetal malformations

in humans from contact with this chemical is unknown ' ' 
"'The first paragraph was very alarming' lt had been known for

three years that these chemicals could cause deformed births in test

animals,,At a rate of 100%',. The chemicals had been developed at

Fort Dietrich, Maryland, during World War ll. After adding that 2'4'5-I

had been removed from the domestic market in the United states

(which it has not), the lengthy article concluded with "not since the
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Romans salted the land after destroying Carthage has a nation takcrr
pains to visit the war on f uture generations.".

There were many questions which raised their heads, number orr
being, why was this same damned stuff being sprayed right here on tol)
of us in my big beautiful country of the U.S.A. which I love with all
my heart (try me sometime to find out how muchl) just like it was
being used against the enemy in Vietnam. The second question didn,l
come until later, iyhich was why, when the results regarding deformi
ties were known as early as 1965 did somebody wait until 1969 to tell
the world about it?

Another paragraph impressed me very much, about an Army Train
ing Circular TC 3-16, dated April 1969, (So that made it pretty recent!)
which describes the use of these chemicals as war agents. This
included the one hamed "orange", a half and half mixture on2,4-D ancl
2,4,5-T. lchecked the "work sheets" which I had obtained from the
USFS by badgering and chasing and prodding them These showed the
same half and half mixture had been used on us, in fact, some showed
more of the 2,4,5-T than 2,4-D.

The analysis sheets were flowing in at a pretty good rate showing
residues oI 2,4-D, 2,4,5-f and Silvex The Forest Service had denied
that these were the chemicals used as "anti-plant agents,,in Vietnam
when l'd asked them earlier. The news media bewailed the fact that the
U. S. Defense Department was using 2,4-D and2,4,S-T in Vietnam, but
none of them back in November 1969 gave a damn, it seemed, that they
were also being used in areas of the U. S., including Globe, Arizona.
The f ollowing are excerpts f rom some of these news stories:

L. A. Times, November 1969: "South Vietnamese . . . malformed
babies birth defects. U. S. Defoliation program . . . might well lead
to malformations such as the diminution of mental capacity .,'

London Sunday Times Service, November 30, j969: ,,Defoliant
(2,4 D, 2,4,5Tl' likened to thalidomide .Saigon newspapers have
reported the birth of many deformed babies . . prominent biologist
says he has letters from anguished Vietnamese saying that women have
given birth to monsters." This article also stated that the number of
abnormal births in Vietnam was increasing so rapidly that the files on
deformed babies had been classified by the health department as
"sec ret ".

A United Press lnternational news release on December 29, 1969
reported: 'Viet herbicides may cause birth def ects identif ied
herbicides as 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T . . ." This article referred to a meeting
of the American Association for Advancement of Science (AAAS) in
Boston and stated that the scientists had said there was the possibility
that these chemicals 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T were causing birth deformities

rr rrrlirrrts of expectant mothers, and they were urging that the
l ),.1(,ilsc Dcpartment immediately cease using them.

( )rr: article entitled "Defoliant Link to Defects" in the Examiner,
',y(:,nnore, New York on December 'l 3, 1969, refers to Congressman

llrr:lrard McCarthy stating that the same defoliant used in Vietnam had

, ,rrrscd deformities in rats in government experiments and that Congress-

rrr,trr McCarthy also mentions reports of Vietnamese civilians living in
rlrloliated areas giving birth to deformed babies. The same article
rr:ported that McCarthy had disclosed not only had the United States
lrcr:r-r using defoliants in Vietnam, but our country was one of the three
rr;rtions voting in the minority in December 1969 on a resolution passed

lry the United Nations that a ban on defoliants be included in the
(icneva Protocol. (l guess Congressman McCarthy was pretty upset

,rbout herbicides even before he came to Globe after we called him!)
The Los Angeles Herald Examiner on December 11, 1969, carried a

U.P.l. release from the United Nations entitled "Chemical Warfare
lllegal", and stated that the United Nations' General Assembly's main

lrolitical committee had declared as being "illegal" the wartime use of
any chemical or bacteriological weapons (including the defoliants 2,4-D
and 2,4,5-Tl and the United States' desire to continue using these

chemicals was supported by only two coLrntries, Australia and Portugal
Fifty-eight nations voted against their use. (lf I had been there armed

only with the meager information on the damaging effect of these

chemicals which I had gathered by that time, and had heard those
representing my country arguing to continue using defoliants while 58

other countries declared their use illegal, I would have cried!)
The Medical Tribune on 12-22-69 carried the story the United

Nations had made public a report that defoliants were described as

"potentially lethal" and "possibly genetically harmful". The report,
prepared by 18 scientists of W.H.O. (World Health Orgainzation),
included a warning that these defoliants (2,4-D and 2,4,5-T) might
"cause severe damage to the developing fetus" and that aside from this
possibility of fetus damage, the mass destruction of plant life could
tip the "ecologic balance toward catastrophe".

A member of the Division of Entomology, National lnstitute of
Agricultural Sciences, Tokoyo, Japan, stated that the spraying by the
United States Armed Forces of defoliants 2,4-D and 2,4,5-I began in

South Vietnam in 1965 ("Science" November 1968) and that the
Ecological Society of Japan at their 1Sth General Meeting held on

June 2, 1968, had demanded that the United States immediately stop
the use of herbicides and forest burning in Vietnam. They based this
demand on beliefs as scientists that the use of these herbicides could
cause serious damage to human beings, animals, and property, with
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possible extermination of some species.

ln a recent interview with Dr. Fred Tschirley, USDA, I inquirecl
whether he had consulted any of these scientists during or after his
visits to Vietnam and Cambodia and he replied that he had not, so I

don't know how Japan feels about the United States continuing to use

defoliants in Vietnam
The report by the Midwest Research lnstitute admitted the danger

that due to high temperatures and humidity, there could be rapid
erosion of organic matter in the soil which could cause lateritic barrens
to be made of the forest areas.

The Baltimore Sun carried a dispatch from Saigon 11-15-67l'stating
these defoliants used in Vietnam had not only damaged the vegetation
there, but also the bird life had breen severely altered, since the insects
were also killed.

Also, this same month of November 1969, there was a U.P.l. release

headed "Epidemic Hits Dogs in Vietnam", and the symptoms of the
disease, which was called "an obscure blood disease" and "ideopathic
hemorrhagic syndrome", appeared identical to those described by
various dog-owners in our own area of Globe after the spraying in June

1969. The symptoms described in the news release from Saigon
included "uncontrollable bleeding eyes . nose . . . other body
openings. . . and internal organs. . . and even underthe skin. . . hemor-
rhaging is prolonged." The incidence of death of the dogs was listed as

438 out of 1,000.
And since the Department of Defense is apparently well-trained in

attempting to cover logical conclusions, the news release stated "At
first, the army suspected the disease was caused by poisoning, perhaps

from the defoliants used in Vietnam. However, research in
Washington . . . r'uled out toxicants.". A short time later, I interviewed
one of the young men who had returned from this particular area of
Vietnam (Long Binh) and asked him specifically about their use of the
defoliants and the effect on the dogs. He informed me that he had
witnessed the death of many of the dogs, and the cause had been

attributed to these herbicides. He also stated that the Vietnamese had
also complained about their effect on the cattle. I referred to the news
release by Dr. Du Bridge, science advisor to the President, and his
"alibi" regarding the use of the herbicides 2,4,5-T in South Vietnam
which he said had "resulted in reducing greatly the number of ambushes,
thus saving lives", and asked the young man if the enemy were made
visible to him, might it not also make him more visible to the enemy?
He replied he didn't understand why any of it (defoliating) was done,
because they only went out at night when it was too dark for a few
leaves to make any difference in seeing anything anyway!

A little later, one of the toxicology research papers I obtained noted

. . . has been studied particularly in dogs ' ' '"
The symPtoms listed included:

"Myotonia and ataxia"
"Muscular weakness of the hind limbs"

"lf death is delayed, motor disturbances become evident'"

"ln subacute poisoning, anorexia (loss of appetite) and irritation of

the nose and eyes accompanied by cepestoxis (hemorrhaging from the
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proud . . . and the words over his head ,,Department 
of Defense,,fit myeagle real finel The more I looked at the name on the bottom, themore I thought, ,,Now, who the t ell does this adjutant general thin,k hcis that just because a book somewhere has his department,s name on itthat he rights to itl lf he,s the of Defense,then he'

these da 
o be defending me' not nd spraying

chemicar 
s on some farmer's rice while some

. 
lly cleans up at my expense! lf we,re going to usegerm warfare in Vietnam or Cambodia or Outer Space or Globe,Arizona, why in the hell don,t we just come right out and say so? Andespeciaty if now at the books or instruction sheets or whatever thedamn thing is - that TC-3 16 butetin or book or reafret or pamphretor something _ if they,re ,,out of print,,, that,s really bad! MayOe iiat,sthe directions or formulas, and m, Godl lf they,ve made this much ofa mess with a book of instructions under their arm, what Oo fo,suppose might happen if the books are now all ,,out of print,,?l

Again, itwould be more intriguing and your hearts could pound withme if I could report that in order to obtain
copy of the Army rrainins circutar rc a.1; ill,rlff,,l}:ffiil:li:?Riot Control Agents, Flame, Smol e, Antipiant Agents, and personnel
Detectors in counter Guerrira operations':, that r sripped into one ofmy "spy" disguises such as the one where t leave the black wig athome and wear a paper bag on my head so I look like a patient with"hyperventilating syndrome,,. But my method in securing this parti-cular bit of government information was very undramatic. since 

've
never been too impressed with the military system as being the onlyadequate method to solve anything, neither have I been impressed bytitles of rank ' . and arthough r do not boast of my ignorance in thisdepartment, that of kn.owing ,,who is above whom.., and how many"generals" or ,,adjutant 

generals,, we have, neither do I apologizebecause I have escaped this particurar knowredge. so when r diareddirect (quite easy to dol Try it sometime!) and asked personallyfor "Adjutant General Kenneth Wickham,, U".rrr" his name was on thebottom of the letter, I didn,t know he was tHL Adjutant General!Somewhere in the phone conversation, the party on the other endmade the error of informing me tn a most ingratiating,,,down,peasant! Back to the f ields!,, voice that ,,you don,t understand how weoperate in the Department of Defense.,,, and I cannot stand anyonewhose salary I am helping to pay exhibiting ; conOescending ,,We knowwhat's best for you.,, attitude . . so ifre i.est of the conversationfrom me went something like this:
"l know exactly how you operate! That,s why I,m calling. notwriting! Of all the damn, dumb stupid reasons for not supplying

rrlornation, this is the most ridiculous - saying "drop us a line in 6
rrrorrths or so. . . maybe then we'll have it"."
( )tlrr:r Voice: "But the copy is at the printer's . . ."
Mr:: "That's even worse! This should make a real good coast-to-coast
.,tory; maybe on Monitor, yet! That the Department of Defense has
,rnly one copy of some bulletin that's received as much publicity as

tlrrs one has in the last month. and it's at the printer's! And if the
pr rnter loses that one copy, I suppose no one will ever know what it
.,,rrd! And since we've been sprayed right here in Globe, Arizona, and
tlris is America, and that book supposedly tells what they've been
rlring with these same chemicals in Vietnam, I don't want to wait four
Io six to 12 months! I may be dead by then from this damn stuff!
I need it now, and I suggest you look around there in that office, or run
(lown to the printer's real fast, or trot over to the Adjutant General's
rlcsk and get his copy, BUT GET ME A COPY OF lT. . . NOW|l"

And I suppose it would make those persons happier who bemoan and
ryroan and wail and cry about how our government is really out to do us

all in if I said some form of retaliation against me was taken for berng
so brazenly, noisly bold, by the Department of Defense. but they'll
just have to be satisfied with a very unembellished ending to the story
which was: They sent it to me! There it came. The phone call was

rnade on January 14, 197O, to the Adjutant General's off ice. I received

the bulletin with the scary title on the front and scarier things inside
and no eagle on it anywhere, delivered air mail yet to my country mail-
box on January 18, 191O, and that's faster than mail out of Tucson by
at least three days! (lt still goes'round by way of the "Horn"!)

l'll never know if it was the General's copy or not, I guess, but it
does have three holes down the left side where it came out of some-
body's file! The more things I have accumulated by this method, just
by asking for them, softly when I can and loudly when I can't, the
more I have been convinced. when someone tells me that they couldn't
obtain certain information, or complains about not being able to
accomplish a particular task, that person never really tried. Or worse
yet, that they were convinced beforehand there would be no use in
trying so they were defeated in advance.

Chapter Five of this 85 page booklet covers the use of defoliants by
the Army. Some of the statements contained relative to the herbicides
2,4-D and 2,4,5-f are, "Orange is a 50-50 mixture ot 2,4-D and 2,4,5-F

- (Esters) . . . insoluble in water . .. Deathof a given plant may occur
within a week or less, or may require up to sweral months, vaporization
. . . may produce drift damage . . ."

Also listed are, symptoms of plant injury including:
"Growing stems may remain green . ." (lsn't it strange those DOD boys
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knew that. but evidentry none of the usDA were aware of it, or at
least, they denied this could happen?)
". . .may swell, develop cracks and form callous tissue...., ,,Spongy
enlarged roots may appear turn black... or gray... and rot.,,(Well, how about that! Or as a spit_in_your_eye general might add:"The hell you say!,, All I can do now, I guess, is look at thor""Root-Rot" boys and say "Thanks. Thanks a rot for documenting
over and over that root-rot disease. you've herped our case immeasur-
ably! See you in court!,')

This is a real fine one to remember, too (although it will probably
upset some of those ,task-force, 

members!).
"Dead areas . . form on leaves wherever droplets have settled . . . Ayellow ring may appear around the dead area and gradually the entire
leaf will develop yellow brown or red autumnal coloration and
f all ."
(Now don't get mad at mel That,s the DOD l,m quoting! Sorry you
boys in Agricurture didn't know those things! Every time r askedyou about yellow or red or ',Fall came early this year.,,, all you
membled about ',drought,', ,,nematodes,, or ,,wood nymphs,,! Not oneof you would admit anything could turn yellow from these chemicals!
wonder if the stuff affects humans that way, turns them yeilow, that
is!)

There are a lot of other disquieting thoughts in this book about agreat many things. So many that r wonder if the printer ever wi, get
those copies done if he reads the thing first!

Attached to the front is a little pink slip of paper, of which l.m
very proud and very grateful to the man from whose office it came in
Washington. His name does not appear on it. lt simply says, ,,U.S.
Senate" and underneath, are the words ,,Copy this,,, and I feel very
honored that this particurar copy which robtained of Army circurar
TC-3-16 was used in the Senate Hearings in Washington in April 1970.I recall, with a touch of regret, that the senator who used it did not
have the state, Arizona, listed after his name. But the entire worldprobably owes more than they may ever realize to a Senator from
Michigan.

"CONGRESSMAN McCARTHY COMES TO TOWN"

I wonder if any of the conversations at the USDA in Washington
went anything like this prior to all those "root-rot, woodpecker and sap-

sucker" task force members tearing across the runway from Gate No. 9
in a dead heat to board the last plane out for the west in February
1970, aftet we contacted Congressman Richard McCarthy:

"Hey, did any of you guys hear the rumor that those characters out
there somewhere near New Mexico, or Montana,or ldaho, or Hell ...1
don't know where it is! Some damn forgotten hell-hole out west!
Anyway, did you guys hear they called Congressman McCarthy? Now
isn't that the laugh of the year! No politician is going to risk any bad
publicity to walk into that one! Why hell, man, we've got it made on
this one, since not one of their own state guys like Goldwater or
Fannin or their Governor, would help'em; you know how it is . . . that
Salt River Project is messed up with us on this one, and none of those
boys in politics in Arizona want to risk upsetting them. Besides, that
McCarthy is a smart politician; he'll give'em some damn excuse like
all the rest have, like "Thanks for letting me know" or "l suggest you
contact your Senators".

"No need to get excited; mix another martini; it's been a long day.
I think l'll take off my shoes, relax and catch the late news. Fix the
color, George; face is too red. Wait . . . what the Hell did he just say?

Shut up, man! I can't hearl My God! Did you hear what he said?

Well, don't just sit there! Get your damn shoes on and let's get the
Hell out of here . . and do something! How do I know what we're
going to do?! All I know is that damn newsman just gave me another
ulcer in spite of the martini to relax my nerves! He said Richard
McCarthy from New York really lS going out there to that damn hole
in the wall place in Arizona, and that he's determined to f ind out what
the Hell we've been doing out there! My God! lf he finds out a branch
of the USDA has been spraying the same damn chemicals used by the
Department of Defense in Vietnam, he may also find out we've been

spraying it in every damn forest from here to California! And when he

finds out about some of those "research areas" and the watersheds

where we've poured iton! Man! All Hell may break lose! Call Alice..
. . and tell her I won't be home tonight . . . in fact, I may just never be

back if he f inds out about those wilderness areas!"
I guess we'll never know what the USDA boys said in their locker

rooms the night they learned Congressman McCarthy was answering
our long unheard plea for help, but we do know that he came, he saw,
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and he gave to us a renewed determination to conquer.
It was after this hearing was well on its way that the Forest service

f inally submitted the information that 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T had been
sprayed in addition to Silvex, and that at least four manufacturer,s
products were involved. lwill cover some of the statements made by
Congressman McCarthy at the time he was in Globe, Arizona, to
conduct his own hearing in the chapter ,,Ode rc the 2,4,5-T Hearing',.
out of all the various officiais contacted in washington, including our
senators and congressmen, he was the only one who came specifically
to attempt to learn the facts, and we shall be more grateful to him
for his efforts than he will ever know.

The USDA, riding side-saddle across the mountains and deserts,
between washington D. c. and Arizona, because there wasn't time to
get the other leg across the saddle-horn, had nothing on the City of
Globe officials as far as scurrying around, looking busy and concerned
after aimost 10 months when they heard congressman Mccarthy was
arriving faster than the mail which now arrives once a week. by pony
express. (what was the speed determined for the f irst-class delivery of
a letter in an experiment conducted by LIFE magazine recently? I

think itwas 5 MPH, and "pony express,'used to be 10!)
The Phoenix Republic armost wore thernserves (and our patience) to

a thin shadow "reporting". One news columnist stated: (2_12-70,
Arizona Republic): "McCarthy refuses Globe lnvitation',. lwonder if
anyone was gambling with the odds that maybe a few readers in phoenix
would stop right there and say: ,,Well, how about that? Those wild_
eyed noisy people up there in the Hill-country who keep trying to
hang onto 10 drops of water we need here for our parks and swimming
poolsand sRPfountains, invited that New york congressman Mccarthy
to Globe, and he refused!" lt sort of sounds that way, doesn,t it,
quicl< sub-liminal type reading. But if you read a little slower, it states
that the Mayor of Globe (the one who kept telling us that Mr.
Courtney of the United States Forest Service was a ,,guest,, . . . at the
council meeting.) and some of the other city officials, when they
learned of McCarthy's proposed visit, whipped off a fast telegram to
the Congressman, requesting a ,,public meeting on the problem of
herbicides." Still quoting the mayor: ,,We wanted to find out what
his interest was." My God, didn.t he know? Now, dear Mayor, why
didn't you ask me? l'd have told you that maybe it,s because he,s one
of those rare politicians reft who gives a damn over a few things in
this world besides pleasing the ,,power structure.,, I would have told
you he cares even about a dead bird or a duck that can,t walk. He
traveled a couple of thousand miles at his own expense to do something
about it, when he was cailed. you wourdn't even ride two mires up the

r,ilryon to look at anything, and when we hauled them to town and
p,rr kcd them at the curb, so you could walk outside the school house the
rrrryht of July 28, 1969, you said it was "undignified." That was the

',,rrne night you announced that everyone in Globe should feel relieved

lrr:t:ause there were no "harmful chemicals" in the drinking water sent

rn for anaylsis And when Sam Steiger's aide called the laboratory to
vcrify it, the next day, they said the samples hadn't been run yet!
ln fact, these samples never were "conf irmed".

Although the news item states that Congressman McCarthy planned
"to call Mayor Bittner right away" to testify at the hearing, I wasn't
irble to find any testimony given by him or any of the other telegram

s rgners.

What an interesting paragraph in that news story, February 12, 19lO:
"Globe City Manager said he was advised by the State Health Depart-

rnent yesterday that samples of domestic water taken from the Globe
lrea showed no traces of herbicides used in the defoliation project."
I had to get on the phone and raise Hell with these ravious offices,
before the truth came out AFTER McCarthy was here. Someone LIED
when they said "no traces of herbicides". . . . for they had a report at

the time of the statement showing MORE than a TRACE of herbicides

in the city well.
Congressman McCarthy had already been furnished with some of the

information contained in the "D.N." file (do-nothing) before he came,

and had a list of names of local members in addition to the Senators.

I never bothered to check the status of the various local political egos

evidently dented by the Congressman's refusal of another pre-arranged

and biased meeting, sponsored by the Mayor and various members of
his "council". But l'm glad Mr. McCarthy read some of the contents
of the file prior to answering their telegram and turned them down. My

comments weren't polite like his: "Why the Hell should they be

concerned now? They're a little damned late to learn their parts for
the performance now!" We re-wrote the script, and took their lines

out, since they never showed up even for rehearsal.

,,ROOT ROT, WOODPECKERS AND SAPSUCKERS!"
(Or, Task Force #8)

Finally, here they came! All the way across the cotton fields of
Virginia, the tobacco patches of Kentucky, across the "Wide

Missouri", the wheat fields of Kansas, the grass lands of Texas, the
ruined lndians of New Mexico and into Arizona! No small time quiet t
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crew this time; these were the ,,big eight',1 The ,,Jet Set., had
arrivedl

ln the old days of the west these probably would have been the
ff fearlessly into the sunset with their guns blazing
ays of crimson light _ their silver spurs jangling in
uscles of horse and man rippling in unison as they

waved farewell and disappeared in a rising cloud of thunderous dust
over the top of the highest ridge, so nobody ever knew they reaily feil
flat on their faces just on the other side of the hill in waterhole
Number One!

On February 18, 1970, nine months after the spraying, one of Mr.
Pulliam's newspapers in phoenix, Arizona tenderry tord the waiting
world that a "paner of eight scientists moved into Grobe withour
fanfare yesterday" in order to make "independent observations of a
US Forest service defoliation project which last week received
national publicity."

The further lwork my way along into this ,'root_rot,,chapter, 
the

"gag-gier" ir getsl
This next paragraph gets worse lt states that while the panel

was "carefully attempting to avoid publicity,', they would have an
opportunity to talk to Globe residents ,'confidentially,, or '.in group
meetings" in the American Legion Hall yet!

So they did it without,'fanfare" and attempted,,to avoid
publicity"? All that was missing was the drum and bugle corps _
and the Air Force Bandl The opening remarks of the Chairman, Dr.
Tschirley take care of that by announcing that there were more
screntrsts present than Globe residents, and more newsmen than
scientistsl And we sure didn't contact the news boys on that one -any of them who called me from Los Angeles or New york I advised
to stay home - 

just like I intended to do and darn a pair of socks or
card some wool for a new blanket or count ant holes that no longer
had any ants; that's better than counting mole holes!

lhad informed Dr. Tschirreyseven days before that rwourd not be
there unless certain conditions were met which I had been
requesting since September, 1969, and which he agreed to do. But
he lied

One week before the arrival of the ,'inspection team,, on the
heels of Congressman McCarthy, I was contacted by the chairman,
Dr Fred Tschirley, USDA, Washington, D.C

He informed me the prospective task force was composed of
"dedicated scientists - coming to look with an open mind,, and
asked if it would be possible to get a .,group 

together,,
I replied that this wourd depend on severar factors. First. r wished

'rll lr,rt:l<ground training, if any, in phenoxy herbicides of each of the

"rrtlrr rnen, including Dr. Tschirley, and also the answers to the
,turt:;trons from the USDA which had been submitted to them in
',rrlrtcrnber 1969, and for which lwas still waiting. I told him I had
lrru:rr subjected to all the "speeches" lcould listen to, and that unless
I w;rs supplied with the answers to the specific questions I had

'rlrcirdyasked, plus the results of the analysis of materials the Forest

"r:rvrce 
had taken in September including those from my land, I

worrld be "off limits" I wished to determine whether these men
wcre truly qualified to come to our area and serve as "judge and

1rrry". and not as incompetent to assess herbicide damage as had
lrccn most of the others.

Although the USDA was already aware of the analysis of the
',irrnples they took in September of soil, water and plant life, they
lrirve never been released.

My statement to Dr. Tschirley was: "l want the analysis reports
Irom September 1969 before they ask me anything else." l stated
rlrat I spoke only for myself, but that my faith in the USDA was

l)ractically nil.
Me again: "l will meet with you personally, or your group ", but

r1o more public "no-fee received" appearances, unless my terms
were met. Then across the wire came the condescending remark:

"l hope l can point out to you that there are scientific aspects that
you might not be aware of .." And back to Dr. Tschirley went my
annoyed and un-scientif ic answer:

"No scientific aspect authorizes the United States Government
to spray my property or me, not even a little bit! lt's my private land,
and all the seientific explaining they can do will not make it right, for
my final question will still be, even to the scientists, why were we
included in the spray area?"

My terms were real basic:
1. Send or bring to me the analysis reports lrom September

1 969.
2. Send or bring to me the qualifications, if any, of these

"dedicated scientists"
llooked in my country mailbox every day, for seven days,

including Sunday. I received a couple more of those envelopes with
the eagle with his eye shut, but none f rom Dr. Tschirley

So "The Big Day" when the USDA alerted all the news media
this side of Rangoon, to meet at the local American Legion Hall, I

stayed home and counted ant hills, and watched for some more of
those sexy beetles! Even put a rotton log in the yard, since they say

that's what attracts them, but they never came back! Those beetles
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must have been embarrassed by that report about their "over sexo(i
natures", which stated "they mate once, and then diel,,

The next two paragraphs pat the City Manager of Globe on tlrI
head who in turn makes the whore thing sound rike an afternoon te;r
party arranged by him with the chairman of this lovely unbiasert,
open minded group of great knowledgeable scientists. (Anyonc
would assume they were knowledgeable in herbicides, since that,s
what they were here for.) (l wonder where the manager of Globc
was during all those other months? Off somewhere with the Mayor
or the Senators, or the Governor, maybe?)

The next paragraph tells it pretty straight stating that the NEW in
vestigation "began on the heers of the hearing herd in Grobe
regarding tlte incident, by Representative Richard D McCarthy of
New York." Which it did.

The article fawns a bit more over the ,,great 
eight,, and the City

Manager gets to see his name again in print wherein he is quoted as
saying that the chairman of the paner indicated the study wourd be a"fact finding session" and that just rn case someone got the idea
that by now we might find out what had really happened to us, our
cats, dogs, birds, plants, pea pods etc, it was to be expected the
panel of scientists wourd be ready to "discuss their findings at this
time". But go back and sit down, kids, you won,t learn anything this
round either! Furthermore, they srLL haven't discussed their
findings, I check their telephone connections regularly and their
pulse rate. just in case one of them decides to cut loose with a
remark or two.

The article, lovingly states that they even scheduled a ,,press 
con_

ference" in Phoenix, at the phoenix press Club My Godl No
publicity? Who arranged that little public relations bit?

The humor of their request (the panel) to the Forest Service to pro-
vide them with essential facts such as ',weather records, wind
velocities, chemicals purchased, and other data,. really got to me! I

lost my count on the ant hills and the ant holes on that one, for I had
obtained all of that data many months prior to this news release
from the very same departments of government these ,,great g,.
scientists represented! (wasn't that sneaky of them not to teil who
they really were in that news item? All government boys sent out to
investigate the government blunder made by their own branch of the
government!)

Then boy oh boyr was r grad r stayed home and didn't run down
there and make a spectacle of myselfl For the sight of blood makes
me sick, and I don't go for shots and things _ and there it was right
in the newspaper! "samples of blood _ and urine _ of persons

rl.rrnrrng symptoms of herbicide poisoning will be taken." This really
lrrt rny feelings for I had discussed this very thing with them in a

,1r:;rt long interview with Dr Roan and had my blood all ready to go,
r lr';rr back in September of 1969. I was told to "forget it; can't find it
rrr lrlood or urine; maybe it would be possible in an hour or two after
r,xt)osure, but no more We think maybe it might store up in the fat,
lrrrt lhat would take an operation to see " So off went Portia, finally,
,rrrrl<tave her fat, and they damn well found the chemicals there, and
lrcported back into home base about it, even have an Associated
l'rrrss wire telling that Silvex and 2,4,5-T were found in my tissues.
llr;rt was on the day of the Mccarthy hearings, and here they are
rrow, back to "blood and urine" Don't they know that's not nice to
r:lrange their stories like that?! You don't suppose, since they were
r onvinced up until now that these chemicals couldn't be detected in
lrlood and urine, they chose them on purpose, do you? No, they
wouldn't do anything like that! That really wouldn't be cricket at all!

As soon as we can get some of the play acting out of the way
(tlrat USDA bunch back in Washington wrote this last script, too!
Ihey're real cut ups, those boysl Real sense of humor!) Just pull upa
r:hair, park your number 12's on the side of my cut down round oak
r:offee table I made myself, help yourself to some more "jerky" to
r:hew on - (didn't make that cowboy friend who did, brought it to
rne to go with my prickly pear jam I made two years ago, no pears
this year, just prickles) and now I'll give you my theory on why the
sudden exit from Washington of various USDA members when
blood, sweat, hell and thunder couldn't drag them here before
February, 1 970!

You know what really happened? lthink it's been so long since
anybody back there did anything that takes real guts, that most
people have forgotton there is such a thing.

But it took courage, and a whole lot of caring, caring about some-
thing besides what kind of publicity he might get, for a Democratic
Congressman from the far eastern state of New York, to answer our
call for help, and wade into a tough western state dominated by
Republicans including Senator Barry Goldwater lf congressman
McCarthy weighed the costs of what it could do to him politically
against what his conscience believed was right, he never let it show
Since he was one of those rare persons in office who had more than
just knowledge of how to pronounce the word "pesticide", we con-
tacted him after the only Congressman who had helped us at all,
Representative Sam Steiger, Republican, our district, had finally
stated publicly on our radio station, in January, 1970, that he had
done all he could do, but that he was unable to elicit even one
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positive statement from the USDA that they would cease spraying
our land We didn't ask Sam's permission or his opinion prior to con

tacting Representative Richard McCarthy of New York I will always
believe that had we asked, Sam would have advised us to seek aid

and accept help from any area it might be obtained.
Some of the news releases regarding the proposed visit of

Congressman McCarthy read:
"UPl 

- news release, 2/12/7O: Globe Arizona: A small group of
private citizens armed only with the belief that a brush killing herbi-
cide causes death and sickness to man and animals, has overcorne
governmental apathy - lnformal hearings began here today under

the direction of Rep Richard McCarthy (D) NY
"The chernical was one of several used in a 1 90O acre area of the

National Forest, to increase water runoff
"One of the area residents, Mrs. Billee Shoecraft, has strongly

spoken out against the chemica!. She was doused with the herbicide
as she stepped outside her forest edge home last June Since then,
her conviction "my life is expendable, but this mountain isn't!" has
carried her through several illnesses which she blames on exposure
to the chemical. Pleas to state and local officials were ignored, she

said, possibly because of the strength of the backers of the spraying.
The Salt River Project which gets much of its watershed from the
Tonto Forest, and the US Forest Service, cooperated in the spraying "

Please note: the date of the following Associated Press news
release: 2/11/7O was the same day McCarthy arrived in Globe:

"The Federal Government will send eight scientists to the Globe
area Monday to investigate claims of damage to plants by herbicides
used by the US Forest Service.

"Dr. Fred Tschirley of the Agriculture Research Service will head

the group which includes wildlife, pollution and pesticide experts
The group hopes to meet with area citizens.

"The Agriculture Department said citizens made orig ina I

complaints last summer. The chemicals involved were 2,4,5-T and
Silvex. The Forest Service ended its spraying operation last Fall and
conducted an investigation. They concluded there had been no
verified ill effects to humans or wildlife

"New York Democratic Representative Richard McCarthy is

scheduled to arrive in Globe to conduct hearings of his own on
complaints against the sprays.

"Forest Service officials said the sprays were used to kill under-
brush so land in the pinal mountain foot hills could be used for live-
stock and recreation

"Critics have blamed 2,4,5-T for causing birth defects in

t,rlr,ll;rtory rats and mice Others have charged it affects human life
rrr Vrr:lnarrr where it is used to clear jungle cover.

'l rst November, the White House announced the Agriculture De-

i,irtrront would cancel registration for use of the chemical on all
lrrrrrlr)ropS by the first day of 197O, if the Food and Drug Administra-
rrun llad not set safe tolerances on it by that time.

'The FDA has not announced tolerances and the Agriculture De-
p,u trnent announced last week it would not cancel registration until
rlr r FDA decides what to do "

lr's a wonder they didn't run over Mr. McCarthy getting to the
,rrrport! Somebody sure blew the whistle, long, loud and clear! They
y,rlled "operation crash!" - and all the full fledged and even the
rir:i()rve troups of the USDA came on a dead run!

Both of Pulliam's papers really attempted to tear us up with such
wrrrds and phrases as: (2/9/7Ol

"McCarthy is a standard New York politician of the leftist
pr;rsuasion. One of his specialities is riding off in al directions
,rqainst germ warfare, the industrial military complex and the United
States presence in Vietnam."

Now if this particular thin lipped, balding columnist had worked
;rll weekend formulating lines to make Congressman McCarthy
gropular with most people, he cou ldn't have written a better
r ecommendation

When lbothered to look past the unsmiling face of the irate
writer, I discovered this was the editor! And for an incident referred
to as "absolutely ridiculous", we sure drew one hell of a lot of
attention in those two newspapers all of a sudden! Three big

columnists all snarling and biting themselves - and one of them the
editor yetl When Fitzhugh, threw his hat in the ring, too, we knew
we'd really drawn blood, or there wouldn't have been such a big

outcry! Why all the fuss, boys? Couldn't you stand the competition of

a little town newspaper called the "Arizona Record" published in
Globe, Arizona, and edited by a man named Tom Anderson who
knows more about factual reporting than all of you put together?
Couldn't you stand his honest, unbiased, treat everyone fairly
attitude? Did it surprise you that a small town could produce a news-
paperman whose qualities of fair play outweighed his love for seeing
his own name in print - or capitalizing on making himself popular

with the "Big Boys" in Phoenix? We're aware he could have, if he'd
lopsided the story up here and played patty-cake with the Salt River

Project interests in the Valley. Maybe it seems a little unreal to the
three of you who wrote your columns, Fitzhugh, Paul Dean and John
English, spewing out your own ignorance of herbicides and lack ol
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knowledge of the sincerity of a tiny handful of human beings, nor
fighting for a place in the sun but for their lives, and yours as well.
but we didn't need you, and we made it in spite of you, just as deter
mination and truth always will But I wish to thank each of you for
rallying many new friends to our side who might not have been
alerted so soon if your attacks hadn't been so unkind and uncalled
lor

I have the column of Fitzhugh, the editor, lying on top of the
"B.B.U." file - The "Big, The Bad and the Ugly"

He continues with more nasty remarks about Congressman
McCarthy and I quote:

"Globe's defoliation controversy, which by now has a very
difficult time staying alive -" (no sweat, Fitzhugh, still alive and
gaining momentum!)- "lt makes a body wonder what it takes to lay
a ghost " - | wouldn't know, Fitzhugh - Do you Have Some
Haunting You! Your column's bitterness and ignorance regarding the
subject of herbicides sounds like you do.

Being the editor, he's allowed to editorialize, and not be bound by
necessarily reporting the truth. So he babbles about "Globe's Silent
World Donnybrook started when a small group got the idea that the
USFS had poisoned land, plants, and people by spraying herbicides

-" Yep, Fitzhugh, that's just what we said!
Then he warbles on about these things being subject to analysis

and proof (we have lots of proof, Fitzhughl) and really waxes quite
eloquent with such words as "aspects of ecology" and such phrases
as "professional reputations depend on being right, not on pleasing
someone -", which is exactly what we've proven.

He wound up with what he intended to be a real stinger, I guess,
stating, but with his chin way out in front, and his ignorance pro_
truding even further:

"With no exception that I know of, men who have dedicated their
studies and their careers to various of ecological sciences (sounds
like range management, or USDA or one of Cliff's boys!) and who
have looked at the Globe scene, say there is nothing there to justify
the clamor of politics, publicity and distrust that is being worked up',
(Very poor grammer for an editor, Fitzhughl)

My reply to the above paragraph:
"Bull Roar, Fitzhugh! Television could use you, or the State

Department "
Just under Mr. Pulliam's name in the paper that day is the verse:

"Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty." But this column
sure made it clear that there is a choice of those to whom this liberty
is extended, and it wasn't to those of us in Globe who asked for help

rr lrn(j 1969 and were turned away lt seems so childish and petty
r,' rr,:()n[ one man who came, Congressman McCarthy, because we
r ,lLlrl lrim We didn't ask the color of the lifeline he threw us, nor the

;,,,lrtrr;s of the man who threw it. Nor did he check our voting ages or
prr,r rlot registrations either. He just came, because we asked him to.

llrirt same week, Paul Dean, another of Pulliam's writers, really
wr)to up a storm must have stayed up all night to work up such a

l,y',lcrical lather By the time he finished, he sounded like a

, ,rrrrlidat€ for the "N.C.F." Club. (Never Check Facts.)
fhe Arizona Record carried the following letter from one of the

rir(lers who was not one of the persons claiming damage against
tlr: government:

I )ear Editor:
Paul Dean's column of Thursday, February 19 concerning

the people in Globe who were subjected to sprayed herbicides by
the joint action of the US Forest Service and the Salt River
Project is an extremely prejudicial piece of work, full of in-
nuendoes and hear-say, and is a discredit to any reputable
journalist or newspaper I was immediately remindcd of the
classic case in which an eager young reporler, anxious to scoop
his competitors, wrote and frled his eye witnerss description of a
prisoner being executed, belbre the evcnt iL<:tutrll.y happened.
You guessed it, there was a last minutc slay t.rl exccution.

IT IS impossible for those of us hcre who know the situation
frrst hand to believe that Mr. Dean has ever visited the scenc, or
made any serious or worthy personal investigation of the
tragic things that people up here have had to endure at the
hands of "experts" of the soft who were so sure "The Silent
Spring" of Rachel Carson was so much histrionics.

People here, whose only crime was being unfortunate enough
to be in the path of these "experts," have had to get in and dig
out the hard facts which cannot be discredited in court. For
them, it has been a matter of survival, being forced to defend
themselves at their own expense against the wrongful acts of a
government which, through its agencies, is destroying their
homes and health and requiring the victims all the while to pay
taxes to finance both the darnage and the govcrnment's legal
defense.

Mr. Dean will learn, as will the govcrnment, when these
people have their day in court, that it is quite possible for deter-
mined citizens to become better informed than socalled experts
in the field I would hope that when this day occurs, Mr. Dean
will devote his full column to a genuine apology and a serious
analysis of what should constitute fair-minded and responsible
journalism.

To those who believe that the indignities and tragedies suf-
fered up here are much ado about nothing, the following course
of study is recommended:
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GATHER YOUR wife and small chiidren together in your
own yard (your home that you thought was safe from invasion);
have a government hired helicopter fly over and spray your
family and your home with Silvex, 2-4D and 2,4,5-T1, then retire
to your easy chair and read the reassuring platitudes of the ex-
perts who have been sent up several times to investigate but
can't frnd anything worth mentioning; and finally, re-read Paul
Dean's column of Thursday, February 19.

Even John English, another staff writer for the Phoenix Gazette,
Pulliam's afternoon paper, got into the act with a few unfactual
quotes such as "The explosive hearing was more like a penny fire
cracker", referring to Congressman McCarthys hearing in Globe But
that firecracker hearing lit up the whole world - all the way to a

Senate Hearing in Washington
He finishes by stating "entire thing (hearing) was a waste of the

taxpayers money", wrong again, for Mr McCarthy paid his own way!
Wonder what good old John English thinks about the hundreds of
thousands of dollars that the new hearings in Washington cost, plus
the millions already spent bythe USDA, FDA and DOD attempting to
cover up the damage these herbicides have done all over the worldT
Keep the red pencil handy The boys in the USDA and Salt River
Project are going to need it You three Pulliam paper writers won'1
need it to color your faces before this is over... or maybe your skin is
just naturallythat color Always did think red clashed, though, with a

wide yellow streak!
Since all of them appear to be fond of such words as "hysteria",

etc, I think it is hysterically funny that they kept referring to "only
one claim was turned in", this was a pitiful $45O.OO claim from a

Mexican-American who was paralyzed, and still is, a few days after
the third spray His claim was for the loss of trees, crops and
flowers, and it was denied We then discarded the USDA advice: "No
need to get a lawyer Just bring in your claims " And we hired us the
best attorney west of the Pecos.

See you in court!
I realize now if I had known about the "needle and blood and

urine" part of this little side show put on in Globe, my reaction would
have been louder, but Dr. Tschirley didn't tell me about that. Nor did
he inform me these were all "government men" - not even with
one exception! His opening remarks to the panel of news men, who
outnumbered the Globe citizens present, included:

"We have read quite a bit of newspaper material, and out of
reading most of rhe things, we were led to the position of being
forced to approach this with an open mind."

Now isn't that one hell of a statement! Here is the great Dr

l,,r:lrirley whose expenses we helped pay to Cambodia and Vietnam
rrr 'l 968 and 'l 969, because he's supposed to know about such
rlrrngs, now "all we know is what we read in the papersl"

I don't know who wrote these opening remarks of Dr. Tschirley's,
lrut lwas very glad I had stayed home to count ant hills! Of all the
rrrliculous statements for a scientist to make! We'd requested for
nrne monthsthe USDA send an unbiased team of experts to view the
rlirmage done by these herbicides, and they had yawned in our faces
while they continued their studies on "the mating habits of the
lcmale back strider". I had called many of their members at the
:;ame location as Dr. Tschirley and related to them the abnormal
(x)currences in my guinea pigs which I found later were the same ab-

normalities noted in the test animals in their own labs (and known to
some of them for over three years).

But here stands this "great leader" telling the world that they had

not come because they were concerned or gave a damn about what
happened to us, but that the "news media" had forced them to come

and look at all this mess with an open mind!
But if Dr Tschirley couldn't have looked at Cambodia or Vietnam

with an "open mind", how could he view Globe, Arizona, with one?

Three Un-Government Scientists were sent to Cambodia after Dr.

Tschirley's return from that country, and they saw one hell of a lot of
damage that cost us eight and one-half million dollars due to drift of
herbicides 2-4D and 2,4,5-f l

We suspected that the publicity given Congressman McCarthy's
"Westward Ho!" trip had been the shot in the arm which brought
this new USDA troupe out of Washington, but I was sure surprised
that they openly admitted it!

The second phase of the meeting, after getting around the embar-
rassment of the lack of a suitable size audience for much audience
participation in the game, was to go into the routine, "nice needle,

real sharp, won't hurt a bit... blood... urine. don't be alarmed,
now... nurses are waiting ... have to hurry right along .. line forms
on the left .. pick up your lollipop on the way out no, it's
Wednesday.. this is the day for the red balloons . they're already

blown up . . . lots of hot air from the last bunch . . makes them go

farther . . .".
Some of the comments and answers made by the various

members of the team on that afternoon were a little surprising.
ln reply to a question regarding the manner in which these herbi-

cides kill plants: "WE DON'T YET KNOW...HAVE BEEN INVESTI-

GATING 25 YEARS.AND THE MODE IN WHICH IT'S DONE IS NOT

ii
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KNOWN YET TODAY." They said it, I didn't.
Regarding the toxicology of these chemicals:
"High levels of exposure can affect the nervous system." "Can bc

absorbed through the skin " "Dioxin quite toxic." "Silvex from hert:
may have contained dioxin (it did). Not too much is known about ir "
"Dioxin still toxic after 2OO"C." "Unusual if effects show next year
. . . Only seen it once in 15 years." (Now, you've seen it twice!)

Sometime on the morning of the hearing, one of them called me
My story was still the same, bring the analysis and credentials
(Damn stubborn, these "White-Eyes" when they're one eighth
Cherokee lndian!) I agreed to quit counting ant hills, if Dr. Tschirley
would like to bring his mountain to Mohomrnet. They agreed, just "as

soon as we finish checking the goats, we'll drive over " And do you

know what they did then? They all went trooping over to Mr
McKusick's (the tile maker and goat keeper) and took blood samples
of his goats like they were stocking a blood bank for the Pentagon!
Not just one sample from each goat, but four! ln fact, the one whose
fame encircled the world, and whom they have tried so hard to
disqualify, became ill the next day, and died very soon l'll always
believe they bled her to deathl

Whether by design or just because somebody got carried away
with the needle and was practicing for a role in "The Vampire Bats",
they did not arrive at my home until it was getting dark (l didn't have
toquit counting ant holes by the time they came, it was just too dark
to see!) The party had dwindled to only two members, (remember,
l've had officially only one task force in September 1969, consisting
of five members of the USDA, and no reports of analysis from that
bunch yet 2 years later!) and now two members of this last crew
came just as it was getting dark and left very shortly, and they were
minus any analysis report or credentials!

Did they look at my guinia pigs, or my sick dogs, or twisted plants,
or dead things in my freezer? Of course not! They sounded more like
attorneys attempting to get my medical history for a chemical
company so they wouldn't have to spend money and time getting it
in a deposition! And I hadn't sued anybody yet!

When they showed no concern at all nor any desire to see these
other things, lturned in one of my worst performances for the play
"You, too, can be modest and tactful" and had a real temper tantrum
The last I recall of that day, was the sound of my dogs mustering
whatever strength they had left and loudly barking at their retreating
backs as they disappeared across my section tie bridge, and a long
cloud of dust rolled down the drive!

llul those USDA boys work fast when a few million dollars be-

l,,rrrlrrrg to the chemical companies are at stake. Just three days after
rlr,ry rralloped into and out of Globe, and with no results from any

,rrr,rlysis on plants, blood, water or urine, the newspapers carried the

'.rory around the world: "Herbicide Spray Cleared of Animal and

l'l,urt Damage" (Associated Press - 2/21 /7O1.

lsn't that astounding they were so psychic no one even needed to

w,rt for results of samples or tests of materials or anything? What

;,rrzzles me is why did they take those blood samples if they didn't
rrct:d to? Maybe the goat would still have been alive if she hadn't
rlorre through all that "blood-letting"

But just because I was curious to see what new words they might

lr;rve added to my list which had ended last with "leaf-lopers" or
''rrymph-biters" or "grit-girders" or something like that, I read the

rr)st of the news item. Sure enough, there were some new ones, and

rn all the papers I could f ind, too!
"The committee Friday cleared the herbicides of causing any ill

r:ffects in humans or animals, and blamed plant damage on root rot,
woodpeckers and sapsuckers." (Tucson Daily Star 2/22/7Ol

Now, isn't it a damn shame we're not smart like those boys? (But

I still wonder how the hell 2,4'D,2,4,5-T and Silvex got in the water,

soil, plants and me?l! lhaven't been eating any of those wood-

peckers or sapsuckers lately The ones l saw were already dead back

rn July 1969 and that "root rot" must be a real fatal disease!)

IS THERE A DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE?

The more lchecked on that "root rot" story, the more ridiculous it
became, especially after attending hearings in Washington regarding
these chemicals. Analysis sheets continued to show their presence

in soil, water and vegetation Months passed, but no results were
released to us regarding the findings of this last task force, and I be-

came more curious about these men and their qualifications to
assess herbicide damage to plants, animals or humans I didn't
question what they might know about sapsuckers, but I decided to
question how much they knew about phenoxy herbicides, 2,4-D,
2,4,5-T and 2,2,4,5-T (Silvex).

I was very interested in Dr. Fred Tschirley, for several reasons:

1 He was chairman of the "root rot" inspection tour of Globe,
presumably to determine what damage was done here by herbicides

2. He is Assistant Chief, Agriculture Research Service, USDA -
Washington.
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3' He is the author of the USDA 'forder 9g', which r rearned rry
heart, published in 1962.

4. He is the author of "Chapparal 
- Still a problem.', which I tirrl

not learn by heart, and which my mind rejected, since it contar;)r,
several errors, published in 1954.

5. He was sent (or volunteered to go) to Vietnam and Camboclr,r
in 1968 - 1969, presumably to determine what damage herbicide:,
have caused in those two countrres. But his concrusions were vag.r,
and unrealistic.

My conclusions are based on severarfactors, some of which are.
Referring to number 4, Dr. Tschirley stated in the article authore(t

by him in 1954, when he was in the Department of Botony anrl
Range Ecology, referring to replacing chapparal with grass whiclr
was seeded in 1951, after a fire, in the pinal Mountains, Globe.
Arizona area, "Conclusive proof,, that grasses will grow there is
afforded by a burn in the pinal Mountains,'

"Weeping lovegrass was successfully established and is now
maintaining itself "

But the article (USFS Research gg Rocky Mountain Forest,
Bange Experimentar stations) entitred "changes in Grass production
on Ungrazed Converted Chapparal" refers to the same area and"after the .l 951 Pinal Mountain Fire,' states: ,'ln the second year
(grass) plants were vigorous and healthy -,,.It states that later in "the last measurenient,, it was noted ,,plants

were beginning to deteriorate" and ,,although these plants appeared
to be firmly rooted, the srightest pulr separated the crowns from the
already decayed rogts - causes for this die-off are unknown,,.

It concludes with:
"Stands of weeping lovegrass on areas cleared of chapparal

show signs of deterioration after a few years. production is high for
one or two years after seeding but gradually decreases thereafter.
The decline does not appear to be related to either cover or
precipitation. "

But I don't know what is so mysterious about this occurrence rt's
very basic!

1 Wild f ire burned the chapparal in 1951.
2. Seeded with grass (no chemicalsl) in 1952.
3 Everything growing green and lush - 1953
4. Sprayed with2,4-A and 2,4,5-T in 1954.
5. The damn grass died! - 1955
6. Kept spraying area with 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T and Silvex _ 19b6,

1 958, 1 959, 1 960, 1962, i 96b, 1 966, 1 968 and 1 969.

/ The damn grass can't germinate in the soil now, and the rest
tlr,rt rlid is deadl

So who needs to scratch his head and puzzle over that one?
Mr Courtney to Sam Steiger - 6/19/69: "For some mysterious

,r';rson grass seed did not germinate for three years."
What's so'mysterious'with that damn stuff all over the ground?
Also, the last crew for whom Dr Tschirley was Chairman seemed

to r;onsider'drift'which occurred in the Globe spraying to be only an
rrrraginary complaint. I wonder what their reaction will be to this
,,{rrtence in the 1954 article by Dr Tschirley?

"Plants which were not directly in the flight line of the airplane
l)ut received only a small amount of herbicides from drift and
rlefoliated nearly as well as those directly in the f light line."

Did something change your mind between 1954 and 1969, Dr.
Ischirley? Referring to the oak and manzanita on my mountain, he
:i lateS:

"Since the Arizona species of manzanita do not sprout after
burning, their control by either fire or herbicides would not be as
difficult as oak which does sprout and which is highly resistant to
t:ither 2-4D or 2,4,5-T"

Just this sentence alone would have disqualified the good doctor
in my book for an all expense paid round trip tour of Vietnam,
Cambodia and Globe, Arizona First of all, that sentence is a little in-
complete (does he mean manzanita doesn't sprout after herbicides or
what?).

Secondly, read one of the labels. lt says these chemicals are for
killing oak.

And number three Have you been up there to look at the
manzanita? lt's going to be all that survives, probably. So it'sprouts'
again, alright.

Your statement, Dr. Tschirley, is a direct contradiction to the facts.
Another quote, same article: "Oak, the principal species, was not

badly damaged by any (chemical) treatment "
That sentence could be finished with "however, the oak died"
ln folder 98, USDA, regarding killing mesquite with 2,4,5-T and

authored by Dr. Tschirley in 'l 962, while he was a Range Conserva-
tionist USDA, he states:

"lt should be applied at a rate of one-third pound per acre in a

carrier of one part oil and seven parts water." (Mixture used in Globe
was at least six and possibly 25 iimes stronger than this, yet it takes
less to kill sycamores and berry vines than it does to kill mesquite!)

He further states:
"Where 2,4,5-T is to be applied - near field crops, extreme
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caution should be taken to prevent drift -". (And Im rear near with
my field crops that used to be!)

So, Dr. Tschirley, you just verified that the damn stuff easily went
all the way to the area where the duck was hatched, even on the
days when they sprayed two miles from it And in the high winds"over 10 mph" during those spray days, it blew right past your
window in Beltsville, Marylandl

one of the toxicorogy symptoms rerative to these herbicides is'loss of memory' Do you suppose these boys forgot they,d ever
written or said some of these things a rong time agoT rf they didn't
want to be reminded of their past, they shouldn,t have been so vague
in replying to questions asked them in 197O.

ln an interview with Dr. Tschirley during lhe 2,4,5_T hearings in
washington, Aprir 197o, r asked him about the distance of drift and
he replied:

"No sensible answer to the question', (He needed a refresher
course f rom his folder 98, I guess.)

Then he made a couple of statements that are in direct contra_
diction to what |ve been tord by the appricators, the chemicar
companies and the head of the USDA. He said:

"lt is generally true that if it (herbicides) is dissolved in warer
ratherthan oil, you will have larger particles....,(But it,s insoluble in
water.)

And in reply to my question of "wourd adding oir reduce the drift
f actor?" , he answered: "No, ma'm, you,d get more drift (with oil). ,.

lwonder why I can't find anyone who believes that except Dr.
Tschirley? You don't suppose he wanted to make me think it was just
fine and dandy and a three star performance because the boys sub-
stituted water instead of oil, in violation of the recommendations? Es-
pecially since in the 'forder 98' he put together in 1962, he devoted a
major portion of the article to the importance of correct mixing, oil,
proper sequence, "without agitation...oil rises to the top..." etc.??
Wonder why it was important in 1962, but not in .l 9707 when I

questioned the wind speed, he replied: .,1 never sprayed in wind
speeds over 3 or 4 mph -" (What about 16, or 2S?)

He stated that "ail of these chemicars are voritire on a rerative
scale. The vapor pressure increases as the temperature increases ,,

Why didn't you menrion that in February of i97O, in Globe, Dr.
Tschirley, when you knew how hot Arizona is in June, August and
SeptemberT That's when they sprayedl Or had you forgotten7

There is a news item (N.y. Times, 3/15/7Ol which mentions Dr.
Tschirley and his trip to vietnam in 196g to survey "the effect of
defoliants in South Vietnam" at the request of the Department of

l)r:fense. (Seems rather odd, and that Adjutant General wasn't his
lr<.rss, evenl) The article quotes Dr. Tschirley as stating "That defolia-
rron has caused ecologic change is undeniable. ldo not feel the
r;lrange is irreversible but recovery may take a long time."

How long? Dr. Tschirley reportedly estimated that in an area
where 100,OO0 acres of mangrove trees were sprayed, which killed
90 to lOOo/o of these trees, it would take another twenty years at
least for "regeneration". How do you "regenerate" something 1OO%

dead? lf one happens to be one of the Vietnamese in that area who
owned the trees and was 70 years old in 1968, twenty years is one
hell of a long time to wait, if not forever!

Maybe Dr. Tschirley's trip to Cambodia in 1969 was because of
their claim of eight and one-half million dollars against the U.S. Gov-
ernment for damage to their 24,OQO acres of trees and crops due to
the application of herbicides by our Defense Department. Seems like
money always moves them.

Dr. Bayley, USDA, testifying atthe 2,4,5-T hearings in April 1970,
referring to Dr. Tschirley's trip to Vietnam stated "He (Dr Tschirley)
has reported no evidence of irreversible ecological damage."

Referring to his visit to Globe, Arizona, Dr Bayley reported that
"Dr. Tschirley also headed a team of scientists (note lack of word
"USDA" or "government" in front of the word "scientists") who in-
vestigated allegations in injury to humans and animals due to herbi-
cide treatment... near Globe, Arizona." "The alleged damages to a

duck and a goat were found to be groundless, human illnesses were
those expected in a normal population " (Seems rather ridiculous to
send someone from a Department of Botany and Range Ecology as

chairman of a committee to examine humans and animals, anyway,
doesn't it, especially when he wasn't able to assess any permanent

damage in Vietnam or Cambodia!)
I asked him recently if he checked any of the reports regarding

deformities in Vietnam caused by these sprayings. His reply: "No."
Me: "Are you going to return?"
Dr Tschirley: "Not if I can help it."
Me: "Did you contact any of the doctors or scientists in the area

of Vietnam while you were there?"
Dr Tschirley: "No."
Me: "Did you bring back samples of the water, soil, food crops or

other plant life from Vietnam and Cambodia?"
Dr. Tschirley: "None of any of the plants, or any water samples.

Just two soil samples from Vietnam."
Me: "Were they contaminated?"
Dr. Tschirley: "Yes, about 1 parts per million or less " ffi

ffii
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of the data you requested."
What,s an answer like that going to do to your,,scientific

rntegrity", Dr. Tschirley? Bend it a little?

So I drew a line through Dr' Tschirley's name as a "Specialist in

Herbicides 2-4O, 2,4,5-T and Silvex" ' ' and went on to the next one'

whosenameonmylistof,,EightGreatHerbicideScientists,,read
"D ltsville'

sPecial : "Air

po with D ws:

Dr. H.: "No, I don't'" 
nY testi s?"

Me: "Have you had any working experience with herbicides on

pla nts? "
Dr. H.: ,,No, this is Dr. Tschirley,s (department) l.m not especially

for about 1 OO Years. do You?)

Dr. H.: "Some of these air pollutants may go around the world " 
"'

(Like 2-4D, 2,4,5-T or Silvex in a high wind?)

Me: "Then you wouldn't be familiar with the symptoms of

herbicide Poisoning in Plants?"
Dr. H.: "No, I know nothing about the effects of these on

plants"
Me: "Or on wildlife?"
Dr. H.: "No, this is not my subject " "'
Me: "What about Dr' Hepting?" (Referring to Dr' George Hepting'

USDA - USFS, another of the eight "scientists")

Dr. H.: "l worked with Dr' .Hepting Both of us are concerned

with air pollution of a catogory other than herbicides"'

Me: "You're not concerned in the herbicide field?"

Dr. H.: "No, not in the herbicide field"'

-tfi

(Hell, doctor, we have analysis showing 5500 ppm right here!) I

imagine one of those Vietnamese scientists would have gladly paid

the S25.OO to get a sample of water checked. Why wasn't it done? Or
his rice cropT Was the USDA afraid of finding residues there like they
did in Globe and their "white wash" team would have had to travel
to Vietnam?

When I asked in August 197O about the delay in his and the
others reports on analysis of samples taken in our area, he told me
that he had set "September 1,1970, as a date for release of the
report from this office." This is the date l've set for myself, I don't like
thefactthat l've had to sit on the report this long".. (so you had it all
the time, just like lfigured!) "l don't like it at all! I wish it could have
been released right away. I do not care at all to prejudice my own
scientific integrity or the other members of the panel that were
there. "

But there are a lot of factors, Dr. Tschirley, that have made me
question this scientif ic and unscientif ic integrity. Seems likb a

stinking shame to do business in the name of 'science' and then act
like that! Shame on all of you!

So now it is September 7, 1970, and lchecked my country
mailbox again all this week. There were two of those 'eagle with the
blind eyeball' kind that came, neither one spelled my name correctly,
and no use to mark 'X' to say I don't want any. They asked me if I

would like to order any publications with such titles as "Survival in a

Hurricane" No. 13 n,/s 1OC or. . .

"DOD and NASA Guide, lncentive Contracting" - 15 n,zs S2 OO

- 
"Manpower Report of the President" 20 n,/s (and they forgot to

insert the price) - 
"The Mortgagees' Guide" 25 n/s S2.5O -"Career Thresholds" 32 n/s $2.OQ.

(l thought about getting severalcopies of the last one to give away
to some of the USDA members who may be on the threshold of
some new careers, if I'm lucky!)

The other envelope had the publications listed on blue paper: "A
Review of the Curve-Fitting Method of Least Squares" 48n $O.35 (l

wonder if that's a book on sexT No, couldn't be, not for 35C!) -"Current Practice in Potato Processing" 56n $1 00.
The information concerning 39n, Volume 1, "The Amerasia

Papers - A Clue to the Catastrophe of China", took up a whole
paragraph. I hunted all over for one entitled "The Ameripeople
Papers - A clue to the Catastrophe of the USDA" but couldn't f ind it.

Also, since our county is leading the state in homicides, lcon-
sidered sending for: "Ouiet Cries" - A Play about Suicide Pre-
vention" HE2O.2418:970 S4.OO and also: "Mental Health Proqram
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Then why in the Helldid you come to GlobeZ
So I drew two more lines through two more names on my"Specialists" 

i n Herbicide s 2-4D, 2,4,5 _T and Si lvex
Ithen tackled that Fish and Game man, another of those incruded

on the list of "scientists", Robert F. Stephens, Assistant Regionar
Director, Fish and Wildlife Service, USDI.

He was very nice, very courteous, very friendly, and also probably
very honest, for his reply to my first question relative to 2,4,5_T and
phenoxy herbicides and their effect on fish and wirdrife since he had
Fish & Wildtife in his title. was:

"No, l'm no expert on 2,4,5_T or it,s effect on animal
populations. "

Some of hig other statements were: ,,1,m an Easterner and very
little of this goes on back there,. ,.1 couldn,t say that I could pass as
an expert, l'm not advanced that much in my studies,,.

When I asked him of his purpose in being with the ,scientific
team', he replied: "My contribution to the group was to interview the
Fish & Game people so I had to rely on what these people said .,

(Honey, if you'relied'on them, you didn,t get muchl Remember my"Laughing Happy Animals" report made by the Fish & Game boys?
They only saw two ground squirrels! "There's very rittle information
on 2,4,5-T or Silvex on animal populations.,'

Me: "Did you check for residues (2_4D or 2,4,5_l in the soil or
water after treatment?"

Mr Stephens: "No "
Me: "How long do you think it could persist in the water7,,
Mr S.: "l don't think I could answer that ',

Me: "What about the soilT',
Mr S : "Most of it will be gone tn one week to 30 days ,. (Then

what inthe hell happened in Globe since it's still here in some areas
after 6 years?)

Me: "Have you any idea as to why it,s still here?,,
Mr. Stephens: "l'm not that much of an organic chemist.,,
And that was the end of that Same question: Why did the USDA

send him to Globe7
I've now worked my way around to Dr paul Sand, USDA, Agri_

cultural Research service. rwas tord that Dr. sand herd a B.S. degree
and a Ph. D. in herbicides arthough r didn't know there was such a
thing (and there isn't) so I was certain at last this was the man
whose information would f ill those blank spaces

To my question "How long do these herbicides 2_4D,2,4,5_T or
Silvex last7", he replied: ,,They,re all relatively short lived. less than
one growtng season . . six months. I have applied as much as 40

1,,,rrrrl,, l)cr ircro of 2 4D to soybeans. Five weeks later, I could see no

,llr,r | ((iood grief, Doctorl Forty pounds? Am I glad I use corn oil,
rl rl '.oylrcittl!)

Mr, "Any soil residue checks?" Reply: "No "
l,rlwirys get around to those little green pine trees with questions

lrl,r, wrll it damage them, what rate, etc " But Dr. Sand didn't know
tlr,' ,;1151 r'915

Wlrcn I asked about my f urry forest animals, he replied:
'We:ll, actually, l've never considered any of these toxic to

,rrrrnirls " "l personally haven't done any studies regarding
rrrrrrttals. "

Me. "Are you familiar with the Bionetics studies?"
t)r Sand: "Yes, I am .. initial findings indicate further testing is

nr!oossary. . .

Me: "Are you familiar with symptoms (herbicide poisoning) in

,rnrnals or humans?"
His reply was that he didn't know what they were.
Then he told me it would be hard for him to distinguish between

'.) 40,2,4,5-T or Silvex symptoms in plants
Me: "lf the plant lives till the next year, will it be alright? Will it

,;rr rvive?"
Dr Sands: "l don't think you could say
To my questions relative to sycamores, cottonwoods, citrus and

pines, he replied: "You are questioning me about things that are in
your part of the country that I am totally unfamiliar with." (Then

why in the hell didn't they send somebody to Globe who was familiar
with this "part of the country"?)

So now, there are just "three little lndians" left, and the pharma-

cologist, Dr. Cipriano Cueto, USDA (P.R.D.) has a gold star by his
name for being if not the most helpful, at least the most polite. I

believe he is a very sincere person, and if he were a member of any

fraternity other than the USDA, we would probably be friends
We discussed only briefly the work of the Community Studies of

Pesticides Program (boy, is that ever a mess down there in Tucson!)

and the effects of various drugs on animals His reply to some of the
questions relative to these phenoxy herbicides was simply thal no

answers could be given because "some of the answers are not

th ere. "
And l've now reached the man who in his own opinion may be

very elevated in the world of science, but who rated the position of
'low man on the totem pole' due to his ignorance of Herbicides and

rudeness, which usually accompanies a lack of knowledge about the
product one is repreqenting.
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This man was Dr. B. Clair Eliason, H.E.W. (N.l.H.). He carried not
only "HEW" cr ut also National lnstitute of Health (that,s
the place that led around with the Bionetics report in_
formation - th ich cost us 31/z million dollars to find out
we didn't know anything about pesticidesr). His "credentiar sheet"
says he's been a bonafide member of that astounding prace for one
year. Prior to 969

-U.ofWAS ,Se
Now, my ati,

Edition both is
treats 'diseases of children'. No where does it mention that it covers
the study of herbicides and their effects on those rittre kids, big ord
me, or animars or anything erse. Even my Funk & wagnail stiil hords
to that 'child decided since he was right there
with those e ,, that must be why they brought
him to Globe ked on those experiments.

My question: Had he?
His answer; No, he had not.

is in N.l,H."
p at NIH? No

After he stated he had worked in teratorogy, r asked if it incruded
studies with 2-4D, 2,4,5-T or Silvex. Same answer:

"l haven't personally tested any of these compounds.,, (Then why
did they send him to Globe?)

Me: "Are you a pesticide doctor?"
Dr. E.: "l have done placenta teratology but none with phenoxy

herbicides."
I asked him to describe what deformities might occur that courd

be caused by these herbicides. He risted "smailer than normar eyes,
missing eyes, cystic kidneys, gastro intestinal hemorrhages,,. (ls that
why no one would look at my guinea pigs, because they had"missing eyes, smaller than normal eyes, etc.?)

I got around to the deformed dead goat:
Dr. E.: "Dr. Binns and I both saw the goat. We know how old that

goat is. We had some pictures in a journal...,,
Me: "You're certain of the age?,,
Dr. E.; "Dr. Binns is quite certain (but not you, doctor? What kind

of a witness is that? "Hearsay!" That's what my rawyer wiil cail itr).,,
Then Dr. Eriason proceeded to teil me ail about that book which

Dr. Binns got at the U. of A. library. He called ir a ,,journal 
article

with pictures of teeth of goats of similar ages.,,
Me: "You mean there's no other way to tell the age except the

lrrrrlll/"
1)r E : "This is a common way to tell."
Mc: "How long do they keep their teeth?"
[)r E: "l'm no expert on goat's teeth. I simply said I saw the

trrrrtlr with Dr. Binns.. ."
Mo: "Are you aware of how long they keep their baby teeth

lrrrlorr,, they lose them7"
Dr E.: "No, l'm not!"
Me: "And you based your statement on an article?"
Dr E.: "Yes, and Dr. Binns' statements - . ."
Me: "What about the duck?"
Dr E.: "Mr. McKusick told us it was not born there but four miles

rrway. (So what's wrong with his being honest? You've already
rrr;cused him and his wife and all of us of lying about that poor de-
Iormed dead goat, so why didn't he lie and say the duck was 'born'

rrght there? You'd never have known it wasn't hatched there if he
lradn't told you, but lsuspect you'd all have made up some other
irssinine excuse like "Ducks are only deformed by those herbicides if
they're exposed on Tuesday and it was Sunday when the helicoptor
sprayed your place".)

Then I asked him what he knew about drift, to which he replied
lrke a lawyer leaping to his own defense, "These questions are not
perti nent! "

(The hell they're not, Dr. Eliason! Stick around and see how
'pertinent' some of them are before this thing's overl)

I finally shot in this one, pertinent or not:
Me: "Could it have drifted four miles?"
Dr. E.' "lt could have. Anything could have happened...l've read

the report. . . don't recall what it said. . ."
Me: "Are you familiar with the teratology findings disclosed in the

April hearings?"
Dr. E.: "l've heard something, not familiar with the whole

hearing. .."
Me: "Do you know what animals were used?"
Dr. E.: "As far as I know, these were rats and mice " (Wrong on

both, Doctor! They were chickens and some golden hamsters and a

monkey got his case history in there, too!)
Me: "Your work with humans has been relative to teratology, but

not as it relates to phenoxy herbicides?"
Dr. E.: "No one is specially trained in that area. . . No one is

doing work on humans only when possibly there's an accidential
exposure to a pregnant woman. .."

Me: "Have you any of those studies?"

l
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G
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Dr E : "There's no report that I know of. " ."
lasked on what he had based his opinions that there was no

damage in the Globe area to humans. His reply:
"Talked to 9 out of 13 doctors (don't know where he found that

many! Those yellow pages must be wrong!) And with the execption
of one, they saw no organic illnesses . . ."

Me: "Were any of them toxicologists or pesticide doctors?,,
Dr. E.: "There aren't any pesticide doctors." (Then how would any-

body know what the hell to look for! That A.M.A. bunch get more un_
believeable every day!)

When lasked if he had any source of information on these things,
he referred to some "people who drank it" (l don't know if they lived
or dieo or what!). lthen stated I had expected him to be an expert in
herbicide poisoning since he was the medical doctor sent to inspect
us. His reply: "l'm a medical doctor No one is that much of an expert
in diagnosing these things because they haven't seen any of these
things. . ."

Me: "l was told you were a specialist in this field."
Dr. E.: "No, l'm not a specialist. l'm familiar with the story of

Globe, and I had some background in teratology. Other than that, l,m
not a thorough expert! (There he goes, boys, down the hatchl)

Me: "Are you a toxicologistT"
Dr. E.: "No."
Me: "Do you have papers you've written or you could send?"
Dr. E : "No, l'm pretty familiar with the information and there isn,r

very much."
Me: "ls is possible to look at symptoms (of herbicide poisoning)

and not recognize them because one is not trained in that field7
Dr. E.: "That possibility exists "
Me: "Could the doctors, because of lack of training, possibly not

recognize the symptoms?"
Dr. E.: "l'd rather not make any more comments.', Then he

commented that the symptoms in Globe are very non-specific and
occur in normal populations and are mainly emotional." (The State
Health Commission got pretty emotional over some of the symptoms
up here, and didn't think they were just ordinary at alll)

So I pushed that "mainly emotional" with the big fat query of:
"lsn't it true that 2,4,5-T can affect the emotional makeup?"

Dr. E.: "Yes, I have read where it can cause an emotional
reaction."

About then my emotional reaction was beginning to get to him, I

guess, for he hung up on me! And since l'm allowed to and excused
for reacting violently to such ill manners (been sprayed, you knowl), I

,llrvv lrnl1v lrnes through his name - put him on the bottom of the
1',,1r' :.trrt;k in two pins instead of the ordinary one -- and said, "To

lllll Wrtlr ltl"
My lroJres were still high, though, to learn some of those "facts",

*lrrr lr l)r Tschirley had promised, about herbicides as I contacted
rlr! ilr)xt nrember of the team, Dr Wayne Binns, USDA, Agricultural
llr,,,rr;rrr;h Service, formerly a veterinarian in private practice

lrr rny question whether his studies relative to poisonous plants
,,,vr:r)(l the subject of herbicides, his reply was:

"No, just the study of the effect of poisonous plants on
lrvostock. "

linquired if he had done any teratology studies regarding

lrlrrrnoxy herbicides, such as 2-4D and again the answer was
r il,(latrve.

Then I asked about the famous deformed, and now dead, goat
wlrich they had viewed and bled while in Globe. I asked on what he
lrird based his statement that it was born "prior to the spray", to
which he replied: "On its teeth. ." He stated he had obtained a book
(;rfter he arrived in Arizona) from the University Library in Tucson,
untitled "Principles of Veterinary Science", which contained photo-
rlraphs of goats' teeth

tVly f inal question to Dr. Binns regarding the goat ,nras:

Me: "Then if the goat still has any baby teeth, it would not be five
years old?"

Dr. B.: "That's right "
(The experimental area which they didn't tell us about was

sprayed prior to 1965, the USFS admits spraying 1965 through
1969, and that poor goat had some baby teeth left when he died!
Doesn't sound like its any complicated mathematical problem
requiring calculus, but then lforgot that those USDA boys never
were very good at even basic math!)

lalso covered the subject of "Charley", the deformed duck who
was a real, honest to goodness genuine Pekin duck, which Dr Binns
had also disqualified by saying it was hatched "4 miles from the
spray area". (Some people don't listen lt was hatched four miles
from the area in which they saw him, but that area was over
Russell Gulch way, which had been heavily sprayed and damaged.)

Me: "Dr. Binns, I wanted to clarify it with you that the duck was
born (l should have said'hatched'but Charley is rather a very real
personality to all of us, so I said 'born') in one of the most heavily
sprayed areas "

Dr. B.: "Are you speaking of that goose?"
(Dr. Binns, even lwill feel embarrassed for you if you call that
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Pekin Duck a'goose'in your report! You'll upset Dr. Tschirley all t<r

hell if you do!)
To my question relative to any studies on guinea pigs:

Dr. B.: "No."
Me: "Any experiments with herbicides on animals?"
Dr. B.: "Just cattle and sheep."
Me: "Any studies of the reactions of goats and sheep to

herbicides?"
Dr. B.: "Technically, we don't know. There's no place where

they've compared them. "
Me: "Are you familiar with the findings disclosed al lhe 2,4,5-T

hearings?"
Dr. B.: "No."
The overwhelming absurdity of this interview is inescapable -

shocking - and very, very sad. lt was difficult to realize this was the
man to whom was attributed the statement sent around the world
that "the goat was born prior io the spray and the duck was hatched
four miles from the sprayed area." He lied. So did anyone else who
made this statement.

Such an unqualified witness making such a declaration is incom-
prehensible. Assuming it would be accepted as "proof" is even more
shocking. The comical picture this conversation depicted was
shattering, as lvisualized this man obtaining a book from our state
library after his arrival in Arizona, and drawing a few hasty con-
clusions about a subject in which he had no previous training, there-
upon establishing himself as an "expert." This "expert" was then
placed in the role of "judge dnd jury" by the USDA to qualify or dis-
qualify the claims of damage by herbicides to an entire area
depending on this one statement made by this one man whether or
not a goat was under five years old or where a duck was hatched.
Upon my insistence that I see a copy of this "book" or paper or what-
ever it was that had been designated as "absolute proof", I received
the attached drawing which I submit to you. lt was marked "Exhibit
1", by the USDA. When I in turn submitted it to the chemical
company attorneys, it caused one of them to comment that the
USDA must be on our side to submit anything as unfactual as this.

Age of a Goat By Its Teeth

Yern SEcoxo YeAn

Trtao Yeea Fountrt Ycm

A general guldo lor telllog a6e ol goat! by thetr taeth E lg ad' toc
- e;;d""bl., "-. 

tl.t" la-qu'itc a iatlaoct tu tootb dcvolopotot

Andthatwastheendofthelistof,,EightGreatSpecialistsin
Herbicides 2-4D, 2,4,5-T and Silvex" and their effect on man'

woman, child, beast, plants, soil, birds, air, water and those sexy

beetles! And I hadn't learned a damn thing, except what I already

knew...that although they were "scientists", it wasn't in phenoxy

herbicides!
What was it I said way back there at the beginning? That in

February, it,s real cold in Washington, D.C., and they probably just

wanted to come out with the rest of the 'snow-birds' for a real nice

'quickie vacation'!
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,,H ERBICIDE SPECIALIST GIVES VIEWS "

n a. government committee in
, one of whom is Dr. Julius E.

, and the loudest protestor of

I refreshed his memory about the article he had written and asked if
he had a copy of the particurar speech made by Dr. pimenter. His
reply:
Mr. Kempen: "No, I don,t believe any proceedings were compiled.
There was an abstract of ail the speakers before, but his tark was a rast
minute thing."

I ,r,kcd if anyone had kept a record of the talk, especially the

',rti'r{:(: re the "Globe incident" being a hoax.
Mr l(r'rrr;re n: "l wrote it down myself while listening to him."

llrcrr I asked if he had done any analysis work regarding possible
r".,rluris (since he said he was a herbicide specialistl on 2,4-D or
.' ,l ,lr I any place in California or America.
Mr l(r:mpen: "No, I myself haven'1."

| ,rsked if he knew whether there were any residues shown in the
,rrr,rlysis work (on crops) (since the article said he was a herbicide
rprrr;ialist).

Mr l(cmpen: "No, I can't say."
I wanted to know hoW long it could remain in my soil (just in case I

w,rnttrd to plant a pea plant or a bean plant when I got it all over the
,,rrrr) and he should know, for he's a herbicide specialist, he said.

Mr Kempen: "2,4-D lasts two to four weeks. lf it's dry might be

lorrqcr, maybe one and one-half months."
(Why is it still in my garden, and out on the ridge above the house, and
r:lcirr up there four miles from the spray after a year?)

Then I wanted to know whether there is a difference in visual
rl,rrnage between Silvex, 2,4-D or 2,4,5-f ; (a specialist should know).
Mr . Kempen: "Ouite similar. Probably varies with the plant." (Sorry,

Mr . K., it varies with the herbicide! Ref : Dow Chemical.)
Then I asked about my little green pine trees, whether it would be

lrarmful to them or not.
Mr. K. "Not particularly."
(Sorry, Mr. K., you failed that one, too. lt can kill them. Ref. USDA)
I pressed this conifer thing a little further to f ind out which might hurt
rny little green pine trees the most, 2,4-D, 2,4,5-f or Silvex.
Mr. Kempen:"1 don't know for certain. I would think . . . Well, I really
don't know." (A herbicide specialist should know.) The foresters
kept saying "Won't hurt grass." so I asked 'does it affect grass?'and do
you know what he said?

Mr. Kempen: "At higher rates, it will."
(You score about a three on that one, Mr. K., but it says on the label it
can kill stoliniferous grasses, and, that's St. Augustine, Bermuda, etc.,
and it doesn't say it has to be a 'high rate'either!)

lfigured a real bonafied herbicide specialist would know the rate

recommended for mesquite (everyone knows that one!). But he didn't
know.
Mr. Kempen: "Have to check and see what the label suggests."
(l never found anyone yet that reads those labels!)

I asked if he knew the rate for pines.

Mr. Kempen: "No, I don't get involved with that very often."
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I surmised Mr. Kempen must know a lot about herbicides andanimals to be such an authority as to be a herbicide specialist. laskedhim if he had done any work with animars and herbicides.
Mr. Kempen: ,,No, my work is agricultural crops.,,

l'd read in USDA bulletins they aren,t supposed to use Silvex and2'4'5-J a', over agricurturar crops rike my spinach and peas and potatoes,
and melons, oranges and radishes, and okra, so lsaid,,you use 2,4_Dand 2,4,5-T and Silvex on crops?.,
Mr' Kempen: "No, we never use rt on crops here. rn fact, we haveregulations in California that prevents us using any 2,4_D material
between March 15 and October 1S.,, (But June through August arethe only months the forest service sprays it _ in California.)
Me: "So you don,t use 2,4-D,2,4,5 T and Silvex7,,
Mr. Kempen: ,,Not 

between those periods.,,
Me: "What crops do you use it on when you use it?,,
Mr. Kempen: ,,We don,t use 2,4,5-T on any crops _ just brush andrangeland. "

By now it's a little confusing, for I thought he was a herbicidespecialist but he works in agriculture. . . and this is more of that,;;"range cow talk',. Maybe they,re converting the farms to grass andrangeland now. I asked if he was aware of the bionetics fiidings rethese studies.
Mr. Kempen: ,,No.,,

Me: "Do you have a copy of it?,,
Mr. Kempen: ,,No, 

as far as I know it,s not been released.,,(You can order it from that printing place in Washington D.C. Mr.Kempen. lt was available five month; prior to my conversation withyou. Price $3.00. )

Then I asked if he,d been aware of the hearings before the Senatecommittee in Washington on the 2,4,5-T (and 2,4_D and Silvex.)Mr. K.: "No."
since these herbicides have now been proven to produce deformities inanimals, I was strre he would have studied all the latest research, so Iasked if he was aware of these new findings.
Mr. K.: "What I've heard is through the iewspapers and Dr. Day at theweed meeting at the University.,,
Me: "Do you have any toxicology studies re humans?,,
Mr. K.: "No."
Me: "Have you done any studies re these yourself?,,
Mr. K.: "No."
Me: "Are you aware of any of the findings or research in your libraries?Have you read any of these reports?,,
Mr. K.: "No, my reportwas based on what Dr. Day said.,,

llrrrrr I cheered up a little, for I thought maybe I had finally found a

r ',w toxicology source re humans and what herbicides could or

,,,rrlrlrr't do to them. I asked if he had any toxicology reportsfrom Dr.

l),ry ;rr<l was he a medical doctor.
Mr K : "No." (No reports.) "No." (Not medical doctor.)

Mr Day was a plant physiologist.
M,' "Are you a doctor?"
Mr K : "No, weed science."
Mr,: "Any lab analysis work (re herbicides)?"
Mr K : "No."
Mr: "Did Dr. Pimentel introduce himself as a member of the task force
(,rt the weed meeting)?"
Mr K : "Yes, on that Globe, Arizona incident."
Mr:: "Was he supposed to be one of the members?"
Mr K.: "Yes." (He wasn't.)
Mr: "You, yourself, have no knowledge re herbicides 2,4-D,2,4,5-f or
:,rlvex on animals or plants as far as doing actual testing on animals or

1 rlirnts?"
Mr. K.: "No, no data on it."
Mc: "Have you done any studies re the residues of these herbicides in
wirter?"
Mr K.: "No, I read something at the weed science where some work was

rlone by the Forest Service at Arizona State University, I believe."
I asked whether these "phenoxies" last very long in water.

Mr K.: "They don't last very long in soils and in water they break
rlown fairly rapidly." (2,4-D was still in the water in a town in his owrr
state after 5 years!) Montebello, Calif ornia.
Me: "How soon do they break down?"
Mr. K.: "1OOyo?"

Me: "Yes."
Mr. K.: "l don't know."
Me: "How long?" (Damn persistent Scarlett O'Harasl)
Mr. K.: "l don't know!"
Me: "lf it gets in plants, how long before it would be gone?"
Mr^ K.: "lt would probably stay in the plant as long as the plant lived."
(Just like I suspected, and not like l'd been told that 'if it doesn't die in
a few weeks, it is all out of it; the plant will be fine'. "No permanent
damage"? "Until the plant dies" sounds pretty permanent to me!!)
Me: "ls the herbicide translocated from the plant to the seed?"
Mr. K.: "YES, lT lS, but we don't know for certain if it's translocated
intact as 2,4-D or whether it breaks down into some other metabolites."
(So even if I could grow anything, and they had seed pods, and I planted
them, l'd be eating it all over again!)
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Me: "You don't know?"
Mr. K.: "No."
Me: "lt could carry into the next plant?"
Mr. K.: "Yes, it conceivably can." And since water is real important, I

figured a herbicide specialist would know about the monitoring
being done on water.
Mr. K.: "There may be a project on aquatic weeds, mostly done in
Denver. Since all this fuss about pesticides, some work on water is

being done at O.S.U. Rather limited at the University."
Then he said he believed these herbicides could be used safely - and

he included all three--.

Me: "You have not seen the Bionetics or Mrak report?" (Mr. Mrak
was located right out there where he is. Same university.)
Mr. K.:"No."
Me: "Are you aware of the government tests on the golden hamsters?"
Mr. K.: "No."
Me: "On the mice and rats?"
Mr. K.: "l have heard reports from Boise Day. He got some of the
stuff before it was released to the newspapers." (And you didn't
read it? My goodness, I would have.)

And since those hearings in Washington in April turned out to last

clear into June, I was sure any real herbicide specialist would want to
keep up on those. so I asked if he was aware of them and what the
findings in the hearings had shown in June.
Mr. K.:"No."

I asked if he knew whether the LD50 was more for mice or dogs.

Mr. K.: "No, I don't. Do you?"
Me: "l'm just asking you, for it says you're a herbicide specialist and
this is information for my report." (The LD50 for a dog is much less

than a mouse.)

Mr. K.: "We certainly couldn't collect all this information to begin

with - and if you read it all, you wouldn't have time---."
Me: "Pardon?"
Mr. K.: "lf I read all that kind of information, I wouldn't have time to
do my work."
Me: "lf you read the information on the toxicology, you wouldn't
have time to do your work????!"
Mr. K.: "Right."
Me: "Where are your information sources?"
Mr. K.: "Oh, from all different sources: our University Weed Specialist"
(l thought that's what you were, Mr. K.), "Pesticide Research people,

USDA people and company people." (chemical?)

I thanked Mr. Kempen and I truly am grateful for his enlightenment

rrrrrr he is not a herbicide speciarist. r received his permission to wrrte

tlrr,, rrtlormation he gave me into my report in my book'

llrun I called Dr. Pimentel' No trouble finding him' he was at home'

I rr,,t I asked him if he had been a member of the task force' to which

lr,, rrrplied "no". After reading him the article' I asked if the quote re

"tlrc biggest hoax etc"'attributed to him was really his and he replied

rt wirsnt. I asked him what he had said and he replied:

l)r Pimentel: "l don't remember exactly. l did state that the people

rrr Globe were honest; that they had been misled' My own views are

,,r,rlcd in that press release" (the 'root'rot' woodpecker and sapsucker'

,,rrc, I guess). . -,-- .-.^^r ^^i^nao
Me: "Do you have a copy of your remarks given at the weed science

rrrccting?" aL^,,c^;^^^o
l)r P.: "No. The reason I was there was I representing the "Science

,rrrd Technology on General Activities Relative to Herbicide Regis-

tration" (good grief) taking place in Washington (Then why weren't

you in Washington, Dr' Pimentel?)' "l was asked about the Globe

situation and I said I had been there and I thought the people there

were honest and of the highest integrity but that there had been some

m isinf ormation. "
Me: "To whom did you attribute the misinformation?"

Dr.P.:,,Thefactthatsomepeoplehadnotfullyinvestigated--.,,
Me: "Who are the O"'on' you'are accusing of not fully investigating?"

Dr. P.: "l know one individual (never gave name) including CBS' When

th.y pr.p.r.d their story. they did not check all the facts'"

Me: "Which ones?"

Dr. P.: "Let me glve you an example: The goat that was lame was.a

goat that by age *., ,i*Jttrs old or older and the appearance of that

goat could not have been caused by exposure to herbicides'" (The

goat was not lame - it was deformed and it was under 5 years old')

Me: "On what did you base the age of the goat?"

Dr. P.: "The teeth."
Me: "They (the owners of the goat) have proof it was born after the

spray. What about the Duck?"

Dr. P.: "We were told the duck came from a region outside the spray

area."

Me: "Who told You that?"

Dr. P.: "This should be in the Tschirley report'"

Me: "lt isn't. What about the guinea pigs that were born at my home in

the spray area, with one eYe etc'?"

Dr. P.: "l don't know anything about them'" (Why didn't he? ltold

the "task force" about them')

Me: "You didn't know about a lot of things' Are you aware of the
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action of herbicides in plants? 2,4-D,2,4,5-T and Silvex?Dr. P.: "l'm not going to claim to be a plant physiologist. l,m anecologist, animat ecologist.,,
Me: "Have you done any experiments on animar s with 2,4_D,2,4,s_T orSilvex ?"
Dr. P.: "No, I have not conducted any experiments with these.,,Me: "Have you done any experiments with them with plants7,,
Dr. P.: "No, other than treating my home garden.,,
Me: "Do you know the differences or similarities between 2,4_D,2,4,5-T and Silvex?,'
Dr. P.: "ln the way they affect plants?,,
Me: "Yes."
Dr. P.: ',Well, some are more effective.,,
Me: "Which is more effective, 2,4_D _ T or Silvex?,,
Dr. P.: "2,4,5T is reported more effective (don,t you know, Doctor?)in ki'ing brush shrubs than 2,4-D. sirvex wit affect some brushyspecies that2,4,5-T would not.,,
Me: "What are the visual symptomsT,,
Dr. P.: "Leaves become chlortic (yellow) with curling.,, (This was oneof symptoms in our plant life listed by various USDA members. Theysaid it was caused by drought.)
Me: "Same with all three?',
Dr. P.: "yes, with all three.',

Sorry, Doctor, you failed on that little test. One of the most out-standing things about sirvex is that marformations in the reaves whichalways occur with 2;4_D and 2,4,5_T failed to develop in some of theexpenments. There are a lot of other differences, like green stems andleaves a year or two rater so there were no visibre svmptoms that theplant was dying. Another sentence: ,Silvex 
was as active or slightlymore active than 2,4-D; while 2,4,5-T was less active than 2,4-D., fhatblew another theory, didn,t it? Source? Sifuux fe"fr.. Bulletin Number1 - January 1g54 - Dow Chemical. On with the interview:

Me: "Regarding animals Since yo, hrr" had no experience indoing any actual testing of any animals, what are the symptoms youwould list as indicating herbicide poisoning?.,
Dr. P.: "l have worked with pesticides.,,
Me: "f 'm talking about 2,4_D, 2,4,5_T and Silvex.,, (Let,s stay withthe issue | )

Dr. P.: "As to how they,d affect animals? I have really not observedanimals poisoned by herbicides..,
Me: "You haven,t observed them, or haven,t you checked into them?,,Dr. P.: "l have not personally observed rny of th" experiments. I knowabout the experiments and all that, but I *., no, actually personally

pnnont in doing any of the experiments.
Mr': "Are you familiar with symptoms of herbicide poisoning in man?"
l)r P : "l would not be in a position to make any decision, not being a
loxicologist re the real symptoms."
l)r . P.: "l think your book will be a valuable contribution whether I

,rilr cc with all of it or not." (A little prejudiced ahead of time, Doctor,
lrrrlore you've even read it!)
Mr:: "l'm not interested whether you agree or not. ljust wanted to
krrow whether you made the quotes attributed to you."

How could Dr. Pimentel say the people in Globe were'honest, of
highest integrity' and yet claim he thinks we lied about the age of one
poor deformed goat and one duck? How can we be honest and

tlishonest, too? You didn't see 'Cluck'. did you, Dr. Pimentel? She

was a paralyzed chicken. We have a lot of other pr"etty sad pictures

like goats with two mouths, and pigeons with deformed legs and guinea

pigs with no eyes. We weren't professional, like you, but some of the
professionals did get here - real fast - only they didn't come out
of Washington and have government jobs. Will it make their word
worth less since they didn't have USDA on their cars?

I am more than weary of hearing the words "duck and goat" and
"misrepresentation of the facts" spouted from the mouths of those
who profess to be trained scientists in the unknown world of herbicides.
It is tragic that these men would attempt to cover the damage that has

occured by these methods. lt is time that you, the reader, and these

self-styled specialists meet the man and the woman who own the duck.
The goat is now dead. By the way, Dr. Pimentel and Mr. Kempen:
Which one of you is not telling the truth? Mr. Kempen attributes a

quote to you, Dr. Pimentel. Dr. Pimentel denies that he made these

statements, Mr. Kempen. Which one of you lied?

I wonder if Mr. Kempen knew that Dr. Pimentel's name was on the

same committee list in Washington. D. C. with Dr. Julius Johnson,

vice-president Dow Chemical Co.? Or that the f indings of these various
committees were kept secret until AFTER Globe?

lf Mr. Kempen reads my book, he'll learn the only time the Forest
Service in California is using 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T is during the period of
time he said their use was restricted . . . and that the rates being used are
many times greater than necessary to kill even a pine tree!
And that none of them I interviewed at the USDA or USFS in
California knew any more about herbicides than he did - and that's
damn little!
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,,A DUCK, A GOAT AND THEIR OWNERS',

I will not attempt to prove by th
about whether a goat or a duck livin
were disabled and malformed by the
I do not need to prove what I already
in a courtroom.

The goat is dead now, as are so many they had before. And I sup_pose it is hard to realize how much even a goat could mean to someone.I am weary of the picture that has been presented to the world ofthese people who own these animals; I resent the implication by
members of the USDA that they have lied.

What I write will not be in their defense. They need none. lt isonly that I would like for those who came and went away unknowing

i,, ,rr lr.,r;l be aware of the facts surrounding these two people. I write

'r tlrr,rrr;rs my friends, but mostly as a writer, disclosing facts.
l Ur llrc twenty and more years I have been in Arizona, I have

'lrrrrc(l the art work of this unusual team to whom beauty is so

vr',rl)lc, and who make it visible to others. Long ago, when Bob was

rlrort 15, his interest in chemistry cost hint one of his hands but he

l,,,,rnro one of the greatest artists of our time despite this loss. There
rr r' llrose who sometimes say that a person's greatness may evolve

lrr.r,rusc of some tragedy they were forced to overcome. I do not
',rrlr:,r:r.ibe to that belief. I believe a man's greatness is inherent within
lrrrrr, and that the recognition of it by himself is what makes it flourish.

I wrll mention briefly at this time, since we are touching on things that
'.,r nrany consider 'handicaps', that my husband, Willard Shoecraft, who
wirs at one time the owner of three radio stations has been a double
,rut)utee since childhood. ln the field of radio, his name and his

l;rlcnts are well known. And of him I make the same statement: his
(l(jatness that he has achieved was not because of an unfortunate
,rr;cident, but as I have stated re Bob McKusick, it has been in spite of
rt lf either of these two men feel they are really handicapped, it's
rrrdiscernable.

Because there are those who feel a man's background is more
rmportant than the man, I will list partially some of the information
which may be pertinent as it applies to Charmion and Bob McKusick.

Bob is a member of the American Craftman's Council, and is also on

the Governor's Commission for Arizona Beauty.
He was the designer of the goblets and plates which were used for

the World Premiere of the play "The Robe".
A Mosiac design which he crafted was selected for the cover of the

album, "The Miracle of the Roses" by Patricia Benton. This is the

album which was selected by the U. S. Government for use in their
cultural exchange program with Mexico.

One of the things for which he is famous, in addition to his tiles
which are sold around the world, is the development of a new mosiac

technique which has been adopted by many leading mosaic artists.

Some of these tiles and mosaics have been installed in many outstanding
architecturally designed buildings such as the Paradise Valley Country
Club in Scottsdale, Arizona. You will f ind their names in "Who's Who

in Arizona".
"The McKusick's fame as potters has become nationwide and many

national magazines have carried articles on this unique team.". This

was the quote of a famous art critic.
Bob's background training was in chemistry, anthropology and art

at the University of Arizona.
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Th le whom I have seen care for the animals andbirds spray. This is the scientist, charmionMcKu n these things. How strange that those whocalled , didn,t know.
Doesn't it seem ridicurous to accuse them of rying about a rittre

duck with twisted feet and sripped tendons identicar to those in thegovernment experiments and a deformed goat that is dead now,
especially when the truth has been impossibre to obtain from those
doing the accusing?

Nor did they tell of the destroyed crops, and the slaughtered
vegetation on the private land.

These men lied, but worse than that, they suppressed the truth.
Their ignorance surpassed their arrogance when they assumed they
could set aside the damage to hundreds of people and hundreds of
acres by attempting to disqualify one goat and one duck.

I include this paper of Charmion McKusick, for those who may find
it usefu l.

RECORDS OF ABNORMAL OCCURRENCES
DURING LAST FOUR YEARS

AT
KELLNER CANYON, GI LA COUNTY, ARIZONA

by
Charmion R. McKusick

August 1969

INTRODUCTION
The following excerpts are records of abnormal occurrences observed

rlrrrng the last four summers in Kellner Canyon, Gila County, Arizona.
llris is in no way to be construed as connected with the National Park

lir:rvice. lt has not been compiled as a government project, was not
cxccuted on government time, makes no use of files of the Southwest
Archeological Center, and bears no relationship to my employment as

tlrc National Park Service's archaeological avian specialist. My job
r lcscription specif ically permits independent study projects, independent
writing, and independent publishing.

Between May 15 and 28, 1966, eleven Brown Towhees were found in
our yard seeking water. They were unable to fly, had eyes discharging
or swollen shut, joints of tarsometatarsus and tibiotarsus enlarged.

Unable to eat, or drink, or stand upright. They were brought in and

force-fed and watered, but all died within one to three days. There
have been no resident towhees to date. lnquiry was made of Lyndon L.

Hargrave, then Collaborator in Archae-ornitholoEy, Southwest Archeo-
logical Center, and later in the summer of Dr. Roy Johnson, now of
Prescott College, Arizona, but neither were familiar with the symptomr

ln 1967 a change in bird population was quite noticeable. Not only
were the towhees absent, but there were no resident cardinals, jays,

tanagers, hardly any Cactus Wrens, no Bewick's Wrens which have been

plentiful since 1954. The Band-tailed Pigeons came to eat acorns, but
only 12 of them. There were few woodpeckers.

ln 1968 the five members of our family were sprayed with our two
dogs on our patented land two miles by road from our residence. We ran

to the car, but the dogs were farther away, and breathed quite a lot of
spray on our skin. lmmediately on returning home, this was washed off
with strong soap and clothes changed. ln spite of immediate action, the
result was rash, difficulty of breathing, chest pain, muscle spasm. I

experienced an annoying painful discharge of milk. unprecedented
since I have born no children in 12 years and had a hysterectomy six
years ago.

We did not think of washing the dogs - they came down with a

pneumonia like affliction within a few hours, and since the veterinarian
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was out of town and they obviously would not live until morning, Igave them 2 cc. combiotics each. The veterinarian on his return thenext day said it was a double dose, but to give them each 1 cc. morethat day. Both lived, but the younger has not breathed we, since.There was some d6m6gg to the top; of hackberry trees in our yard,apparentry due to drift of spray. rhe reaves fe, from the trees .nd *"r.eaten by the geese, which immediatery showed signs of respiratorydistress, of five adults, three were saved with injections of % cc.combiotics each day. Only one goose hatched in 196g. The goslingwhich was in a pen ate the reaves with its mother. rt recovered frompneumonia, but was paralyzed an( spastic, living for about two weeksunder force feeding before it died.
No ducks at all hatched in 196g. Many chickens raised for LyndonL. Hargrave's comparative osteorogy of the chicken and the Grousewere also lost.
ln April of 1969, the hackberry trees which had shown top kill in

eir ten in one day an grateanches f. Chicken an a de_
as did , leaving their theyleaves. I became sick ing along siege of force feeding. buying combiotics in 100.". oo,r,ul'to,.giving % cc. shots.

After the afternoon of June g, when the helicopter passed just aboveour residential property line on its way to the Kellner-Russell project,
spewing out fruid as it travered, the remainder of the summer has beenspent ending the dead and dying. One Silver Seabright hen whichsurvived eating the reaves which fe, in Aprir, went into pneumonia
again, which she survived, but suffered such a high fever and severeconvursions that the entire reft side is pararyzed. At first the neck wasdrawn all the way around to the back, and she was severely spastic.She has been force fed for three months now, and with vitamins,stretching of the spastic rimbs and exercise is srightry improved. Themost interesting change in this specimen is the complete resorption offormerry normar wattres and comb. The skin where they were is noteven ptgmented any longer.

A larger seven year old peacock was found paralyzed after thisspraying with feet crenched rike fists. After severar days of treatmentand injections he courd move on the tarsi, but it was over a week beforethe feet courd be uncrenched, and much ronger before he regained hisequilibrium.
The nich left by the departed song birds has been filled in the pastthree years by increasing numbers of phainopepla. After the sprayingof 1969, all the birds which had come to nest, including the

l'lr,rrrropepla, departed as soon as their young were able to fly. Many
yr)un(r sparrows have died during June and July, as many as two or
tlrrrrc a day at our waterer. There are now in late August no birds
lr,lt cxcept those sparrows and mourning doves which eat commercial
lrrrrrl with our remaining few-fowl. Our giant sycamores which once

',wrrrmed with tanagers and orioles are silent. There are no Poor Wills
irl rright. Our only visitors are the swallows which for the first time
Irirvc come down from the pond on our patented land. The water pond
Irirs some strange new life - it is periodically blood red.

As for ourselves, we had a recurrence of all the ills of last year, only
rnore severe, since our yard has been sprayed and we cannot get away
lrom it. ln addition we attempted to eat our fruit before we realized
rl was contaminated, and we suffered cramps and diarrhea. The inside
of a fig was fed to a Mocking Bird we were raising, causing paralysis and
cventual death.

The treeshad noticeably more gall insects in 1968. No birds came to
cat them. No Band-tailed Pigeons came in 1968. No woodpeckers
stopped in the Fall on their usual way down the mountain.

By spring of 1969, what hackberry trees still had leaves were literally
covered with galls. Everything is covered with insects this summer, even

a brown beetle is devouring the datura, leaves, blooms, stems, and all.
There was no grass of course; where we used to pasture a burro, now
three remaining geese cannot find a blade.

The flower beds were empty in 1968, so we paved the yard with
brick and planted prickley pear and cholla. The Cholla has split and
exudes a black tarlike substance. Everything we planted in 15 years is
dead except the figs, the ends of their branches have rotted off in some
places and drip slime. An attempt has been made to replant - four
seedling of mimosa were planted in the beginning of August in the
evening. By morning two were black and slimy, and others were burned.
but still live. Every time it rains the burning worsens.

A goat due to kid June 15, 1968, lost her kids on June 5. after the
spraying. She has not bred since. However, she did produce milk and
was slacking off after a year of milking when the spraying took place

in 1969. She and another goat that was going dry immediately picked
up and both are milking much more than usual. The July breeding
season lasted a month instead of a week this year. no evidence that any
of the does were bred in spite of this.

During 1969 no ducks or geese were hatched, one duck is setting for
the fifth time without result. The hatch of chicken was 8%, and any
allowed to walk on the ground died within 2 days. Those given away
have survived. We cannot replace with ducklings or goslings since the
environment in contaminated. A young adult drake has however
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managed to survive, though not developing properly.
our signar that summer has arrived is the arrivar of our usuar twoturkey vultures. This year there are at least 12 by actual count.They are feeding on foxes and bobcats. courd this be a food chainresurt? rt may be, as an owr and three hawks have died after beingobserved with ross of equiribrium and inabirity to fry. The murtitudesof dead birds courd certainry contribute to these predatory birds dyingstrangely one month after the spraying.

SUMMARY
Conversations with many complaining residents report over andover the foilowing affrictions which they .ttribra. to the best of theirbelief and knowledge to the results of spraying:

cramps and diarrhea after eating fruit from trees which rater showedleaf damage; peering and cooking the fruit did not ressen the svmptoms.Difficulty in breathing, pain in chest (some in both 196g and 1969thought they had heart attacks).
Vaginal bleeding - both teenage girls and mature women, severe andprolonged, one women two years beyond menopause had to have ahysterectomy.
Muscle spasm - severe and extremely painful, particularly bad inshoulders, some backs thrown out by severity of it.
Eye irritation, repeated after rains forowing as much as two monthsafter spraying.

Skin irritation, recurring upon re_exposure to sprayed brush.
Damage to trees usually does not manifest itself until the followingyear.

Among wird birds and domestic fowr, the greatest number of deaths hasoccurred among juveniles. The greater the body weight, the greaterthe chance of survival. Loss of e quilibrium is the first symptom.folloyved by respiratory distress, high fever, convulsions, paralysis, anddeath within a few hours if untreated.
cats and dogs which have died have armost arways been in a fencedyard, rather than house pets which spend most of their time inside andhave thus had less exposure.

This report was signed by charmion McKusick, the scientist. anddated August 1969.
Many of the goats are now dead. Other,,abnormal occurences,, sinceit was written have incruded goats born with doubre mouths, mispraced

,;o? i 
s, ducks hatched with extra *ins; pro;r;i;;

guinea with leg deformities and unable to fly; many

palates ad' or with misplaced or missing eyes, cleft

"Albinoism" was prevalent in many of the animals. Many of the
lrorscs aborted or died after extreme loss of weight and hair. A lack
rrl lrreeding and off-season breeding was noted in animals and birds.

There were many dwarfed calves born in addition to deformities.
llcrnorrhaging and abortions were noted by many of the female area

r csidents.

Abnormal behaivor of the animals included a loss of fear as they
worrdered into the open and were killed. Due to the loss of fear coupled
with extreme hunger as their food has been destroyed and their habitat
r:lranged, many bears came into our cabin area and forced their way
irrto the cabins during the presence of dogs and residents. Altho the
Game and Fish Department trapped an adult bear in a cage, it managed
to escape through a hole less than 1 2 inches square due to its emaciated
r:ondition.

Many fawn were found dead, and others were born out of season.

Pigeons laid eggs on the ground in the winter altho there were nesting
places in the barn, and attempted to hatch them. Apple trees bloomed
in December with snow on their branches.

And so the story of "Abnormal Occurences" in Globe, Arizona,
continues

,,GET ME A BUTTERFLY NET"

A news article in one of the Phoenix papers, stated that scientists
from 11 nations had gathered in Flagstaff, Arizona, to hear more than

60 reports of "recent research on the nature of the subterranean forces.
. . believed to be slowly changing the face of the earth."

The group was made up of geologists, geodisists. and geophysicists.

There were 10 scientists from Japan, 9 from Great Britain, and 8 from
the Soviet Union. Also others from France, Germany, ltaly, the
Netherlands, Canada, Australia and Argentina. I guess the nations who
didn't send anybody already know what's going to happen, and have

either resigned themselves to it -- or backed off ten paces and shot
each other! I would have liked to have been there, and interrupted
their little jam session with a few questions, such as:

What are all of you doing about telling people, really telling them . .

. . (not just writing it up in a paper to be put away in a mouldy library,
or hidden in a drawer somewhere!) about all the things that are

changing the face of the earth (and not very slowly either!) right here

on top of the ground where Aunt Maude and Cousin Wilbur and great-

uncle Melvin and also me myself live!
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Why are so many scientists as apathetic as the general public __ in
their reaction to many of the alarming facts re wtrat ii really happening
to man because of his disregard for the ways of nature? The majorityof thern leave the burden of informing those who shourd be doing
something about it to a handfur of their more courageous members.
Some of these men actually supress the knowledge which they have
and refuse to rary to the side of those true scientists standing in thefront lines crying like voices in the wilderness. why must the few
always fight the battles for the many?

Some of them are so wrapped in their own scientific robes and so
lost in their scientific jargon that they don't rearize it,s their worrd, too.
They isolate themserves in their own rittre cubby-hore of research. r,m
sick of hearing, "well, we,re just now finding out these things,,_ and
then visiting their science or medical libraries, and getting past the
guard on the way in, and again on the way out, only to find that there
are tons (and I mean literally tons!)of research findings, showing many
of these chemicars were known and proven to be extremery hazardous
20 or 30 years ago! when one of the USDA men tord me that they hadonly recently discovered any hazard regarding the use of the phenoxy
herbicides, I asked him how he was going to explain the research paperI was holding in my left hand, dated 194g, which related a few
unpleasant experiences regarding therr use.

Plunging ahead in my ,,research of the researchers,,, I am looking ata newspaper clipping dated after Congressman McCarthy came to
Globe, showing a photograph of the Director of Monk,s wood Nature
Conservancy, located in England. He is happily holding a mole trap,
and the article says he ,,talks of moles with great glee,., and gives out
his own personar theories of whether th" ,nol digs more hores in good
soil or bad, and also why moles even dig holes at all! My God! Theworld and practically everything on it is slowly committing suicide ,and he's counting mole holes! I was gorng to save this,,Monk,s Wood,,bunch 'tir a rater chapter, or just discard them entirery, but r berieve theyfit in right here. So Goldilocks will now go into their ,,Woods,, 

alterthem . . . and bring them out into the out;ide world, for at least a fewparagraphs, and all my pity and sympathy is extended to the Britishpeople, as I do so.

_ I have a research paper, stamped,,not for outside distribution,,
from the "Monk's Wood,, headqqarters, and it,s entitled ,,Toxicity 

and
Hazards to Man, domestic animals, and wildlife from auxin herbicides,,,
listrng specifically. 2,4-D, 2,4,5_T, 2,4_DB, 2,3,6_TBA, MCpA, andMCPB. That just about covers all of them.

It tells me the following: That in 1964, the assumption wasthat 7Q% of the g million acres of cereals grown in the ,,United

I rrrrt, lorrr" aro treated annually with herbicides." Now, that's quite a

'1,",r1 ,,rzrrrl hunk of land, Kids! We've been told it's used on four
rrrrllrorr ,roes in the U S.A., and no one was supposed to be putting
rlr, rrr otr rny oatmeal at that !

llrlrr it tells me this amounts to 2,500 tons, or 5,000,000 pounds,
rrrl tlrirt's a helluva lot of pounds especially when it drifts allover the

,l,rrrrrr place! ln fact, the total tonnage of insecticides and fungicides

',,nrl)n)o(l to use on all the crops in the United Kingdom, is only that
rrrrrr;lrl (Stay away from that breakfast food stuff ! lt's loadedl)

likr; this MCPA (one of the 2,4-D bunch). When Mr. Dodd took a

',rrrvcy of eastern England in 1962, he found over 90% of the cereal

lr,lrls were treated with herbicides. (That's MORE than 70%l) and

rrro,;l of it was MCPA. Want to know what it says in my USDA research

r,t)()r t, published in May, 1969 by the USDA about that particular
lr,rlrir;ide? The USDA did one "Long term trial" (USDA Research

lirport No. 106) on one sheep given little tiny amounts which was

lol days if they fed him once a day, or 100 days if they fed him 3

tnnus a day. Then he got sick, real sick; but they kept right on feeding
lrrrr, and he died before the 384th dose! When they checked him over,
wlrile he was still crawling around, they noticed he had "muscular

',1)irsms, anorexia, ataxia, and dyspnea" and after he was good and dead,

tlrcy looked inside and guess what? his spleen was enlarged, his

Iurrgs were congested, his kidneys were swollen, there were hem-

rrrorrhages and his liver was light-brown! Then they gave just four
(loses to another sheep (same teeny-tiny amount, 100MG/KG) and he

was flat out poisoned; he finally survived, but they sure took all his

lat off! They also tried it out on 5 chickens (real big researchers,

those boys!) and they looked over one that died after just one dose,

and his spleen was enlarged and his "intestinal mucosa" was all bright
red! Then I looked in the "big green book" with the shock of corn, and

the seal on the front . . (USDA); I found that there has been no

tolerance level ever established for MCPA, although it happily recom-

mends spraying it, among other things, on my barley, my lima beans,

my "pinto's" all the stuff my horse eats, all over my corn, my
lespedeza and vetch, and my peas, providing I am going to can them or
freeze them! The climax to this informative "one paragraph in size"
research, is the statement that "MCPA applied at.13 to 210 pounds
per acre, would not be hazardous at all to these three test species";

chickens (although they died!), sheep, (buried him too!), or cattle,
although the yearling was poisoned after 8 doses! And that's what
they're spraying all over my great grand-dad's oatmeal!

Back to the English paper, and those boys in the "Woods" on
page 39, it says that in 1945, someone named Kraus, ate a little bit of
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2,4-D every day for three weeks, and no one co ll effects.(No way to tellwhat went on inside; I imagine th ed prettygood up to the 4th dosel). lt also fails to tel ength hetook - and boy, is there a difference! Like from 1.1 to g7.9 oi Or*stuff! Doesn't say wh-ether itwas sarts or amines, or esters! whether itwas I ow vol itile, I ike butoxyethanol. butoxyproponol, ethoxyproponol.
isoctysopro ;JTH:',f: f,llilf;iliT.lil,liTilexperi dy in Denmark drank ,125 

ml. of 2,4_D,and ki
Maybe the Doctor he tarked ,J'JnHil'.::i;T1,lJ:ff::il^:ft
in Globe who kept insisting no one courd possibry have any i, effectsfrom these,,harmless herbicides,,l

_ The next paragraph.gives the oral toxicity ot 2,4_D to man as b0 to500 MG/KG' Nice wide range therer Great margin for errorr Neverpin ir down! Leave it open in case you,re wrongl But l,ll bet some ofthose who subscribe to the ,,harmless, can,t hurt you!,, school ofthought, wanted to drum ,,Freireich ei al,, right out of their littleclub for showing, in 1966, that a number of drugs are more toxic inman than in the mouse. by a factor of 10 to l5l
ln fact, he states it is dangerous to assume that a toxic dose to man(when they've never tested it on humans!) is the same as a toxic dose toan animal, basing it on the weight factor involved. The same pagetells about a farmer. (1g61) who s

40% solution - we,ve been shot do 
ha 2,4-D'

others, .. *rong u, 872t. He wa ?; !:Li'j.released, hauled back again in 1g
Some Russian field workers also had the same ,il,o,ornr, ,rr* lll"J2,4-D. Then Duggan and Weatherwax (don,t know where or who,except that's what it says) made a report re residues of herbicides ,ZiOetc., on food and drink samples, taken from 25 cities in my own,bigU.S.A! (l would have thought there was enough ," O..o inir"";il;researches busy checking their own little messes over there, in the"Woods") and they found residues in oil, and fat, and sugar, and sugarproducts and grain, and cereal, and dairy products, and the leafyvegetables. The big green USDA book, tells me that no levels havebeen set for these things, in that kind of forage for ,.. ,o ,nrishouldn't be there, ment, (the ,,Monk,s 

Wood,,) is theyconcluded the toxic mall, and ,,there did not appear tobe danger to health
that sheep out of my mind, or ,^.'1"11-;"jtJii'i#i;iililil;ff1
nal mucosa!)

on page 42, r discover how rittre is known re the fact that these

Irrrrlrrr:rrlcs and insecticides may all wind up out there together in the
vlrrl pllce, and start an "antagonisrn". Good word. Well used. Makes
rrrl wonder if while they are battling each other, they might combine
Iorr:cs lncl kill me off quicker.

fiirnrc page talks about 2,4-D in 1954 and 2,4,5-f in 1966, and
uxgrrrrirncnts with calves. pigs, rats, and chickens. They found the
lrtl;lrcst tissue levels in livers, kidneys, spleens and lungs. Balayannis

I lll(i5) dosed a rabbit (one) and 6 mice (six) with one of the
lrrrrlri<;ides and found it in their feces. (Cost me $25.00, but lalso
lrrrlrrl it in cow manure, 10 months after spraying.)

Scvcral of them then drew the brilliant conclusion that if it was in
tlrrr manure, it could contaminate a susceptible crop on which the
ruurure might be used. Then someone decided it would be interesting
l(, spray 2,4,5-T out there on the grass where the chickens were running
irround. This reduced the egg production, took off all their fat, and
,,lrrunk them up in size real good. They also found residues of the
r:lrumicals in the eggs, and it blanched out the feathers on some of the
r;hickens that were hatched. (Like albino guinea pigs?)

Page 45 talks of illness, and death, and chronic tympanites, in the
swine. By this time, this whole bloody paper sounds more and more
lrkr: that USDA Production Research Report, number 106. I wonder
rl they shared notes, or the same animals?

The things that happen to the pigs on Page 45, get pretty gruesome .

. . like dying right after birth, and twisted spines. After reading Page

48, I know why the bees in Arizona are dead. 2,4-D and related
herbicides are wiping them out! But they are increasing the repro-
rluction of the damned old "pea aphid"! (See, all you smart task
lorce crew members who wandered around my place, telling me it was

aphids and galls and such thingsl You even helped prove everything
we said, by documenting these little things, when you saw them all

over the place. Now, if you'd been real sharp, about this hormone
spray stuff, you would have known why the aphids were there! And
when ltell you what's in the next paragraph, you'll be even more up-

set, because you didn't know these things! Or did you? Only you
never thought l'd find out too!)

Do any of you remember muttering about "nematodes" and "galls"
in Globe, Arizona? Page 49: "plant cell hypertrophy and proliferation,
common effect of 2,4-D in many plants, provides highly suitable
conditions for development of nematodes". I have another one about
the galls too, caused bV 2,4-D; got it from the list the USDA sent me

from Beltsville, Md., I wouldn't have known what to call those things,
but you did, so thanks for documenting their presence; it will help with
our "evidence" in cogrt.
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Page 51, gets us into the fish department, and they don,t sound at
all errthusiastic about these chemicars near the f ish market! No rear
good conclusions at ail; reaves me with the feering they,re trying to teil
me it's not such a great idea, to just go sloshing it around all over the
fish pond.

When we checked the oyster beds, boy! page 53: ,,Larvae of
oysters were killed by 1 ppm (real, real teeny, tiny little bit) of 2,4_D
. . . "cause for alarm." end of quote.

Page 54 gives a summary, about as vague and meaningless as USDA
r 106, or as Dr. Byerly atlhe 2,4,5_T hearings in April,
ngton! Maybe the French translation on page 55 would
re sense.

I again look at the photograph of ,,Britain,s Number 1 Mole Man,,
(that's what the news item calls him) and wonder just what he or any
of his fellow associates at "Monk's wood" are doing about the herbicide
problem in the United Kingdom. The research paper r just finished
reading shows they were more than aware of the existence of herbicides
a long time ago specifically the 2,4_D phenoxy group. lt also
sounds like they may have been aware that there could possibly be
some hazards connected to their use. And even if none of those who
are mentioned in the news articre from Engrand, had ever read thisre efore t unch in the
th Toxic d Wild Life
sh it, or ir Forestry
th of the h the article
Maybe if they had checked a few facts ahead of time, they wouldn,t
have been, according to the news item,,,muttering crossly about an
item in "24 hours" (a British TV show) in which an ,,American woman
in Arizona had tord horror stories about the effect of deforiants on
animals and people". Maybe the next direct quote wouldn,t have
aPPe item if they had. wasn,t over-
state ame of the ,,Mon expert t this
little ejudiced thinking ecking care-
fully l've been trying t m, for man!
But, at the moment, he is hiding behind his scientific robes of
immunity. When a letter was addressed, via certified mail, requesting
his identity, or the identity of the author of a letter from,,Monk,s
Wood" stating "the goat was born before treatment,,and the,,duck
hatched four miles from the treated area,, none of them so far have
ventured out of the
Don't you know, Mr.
just like it does in En
high pressure, for hun

My lrlr (l 1B (Letters from England) is rather thick And it appears

rlr,r. ,r{) those in your country that aren't a bit happy about these

,lr,,rrrrr:als, either. Maybe it would be more fitting at the moment for
Itr l)rrrrpster to get some real facts on these chemicals that are being
r;rrr,',lrorrcd by the whole world than to continue "investigating the
lllr,r:tr; o{ DDT on the small cabbage white butterfly and the brussels

',prorrt" which he has already been investigating for five years! Why
,llr,,n'l he find out what DDT is doing to people, instead of "surveys

,rl lrrrtterflies and moths and reptiles and amphibians" to build up a

"rl,rtir bank" for an "insect census", and also for a "massive European"
,,rrvcy, re how many insects there are, especially since the "insect
r:lrrsus will take 10 to 15 years". Why don't some of you get your
lrlirtls out of the butterfly nets long enough to realize there are

l'l OPLE over there! ... You're part of them! And that you'd damn
wcll better take a good look at them, and what's happening via the use

ol these chemicals that were invented in 1941 for germ war-fare.
ll some of the predictions which have been made by a few of the
wor ld's greatest and most dedicated scientists continue to become

r calities, that damn 15 year insect census won't really seem very
rnportant by the time it's completed. We've put a hell of a lot of
rlr:adlies out there in our atmosphere in our food, our oceans,
lakes, streams, and soil. Our earth has been a sponge long enough.

I hese perticides are being soaked up by every living thing there is. And
one of those things happens to be you and me. Check on that other
news item entitled "Weed Killers Join Pesticides on challenged

chemical list."! Written by Robert Cowen, London, April, 'l 970.
Maybe you weren't aware that according to this article, Britain's
Forestry Commission has now banned the use of 2,4,5-f and that
"forestry workers are concerned about reports of herbicide-related
illness among themselves and about "animal deaths." The last sentence

states that in recent American studies done by the National lnstitute
of Environmental Health Sciences, it was concluded that "2,4,5-f
itself could produce birth defects."

So "that woman f rom Arizona" who told the horror stories.
challenges the anonymous scientists who supposedly made the state-
ments attributed to them. Stand up and be counted, and back what
you've said by facts. I already have.

The last paragraph of the "Monk's Wood" news item includes the
sentence (re the opening of a refrigerator in your main building)
"lt was full of dead birds."

So are ours, Mr. Scientist, and dead guinea pigs, and skunks, and a

bob-cat or two; only they didn't die in the lrish Sea like yours did;
they died in our yards, after the spraying by the U.S. Forest Service of
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our area, with herbicides.
Some of the guinea pigs don't have any eyeballs, or any eyes on the

side of their heads like the ones in the government experiments with
these chemicals which have also been used in your country.

Maybe when that news item came out, you were all over at the
canteen again, and missed it. Or when the one appeared in "The
Observor", your London newspaper, on April 5, 1970, written by
Charles Foley. He's been here - call him sometime.

I can't help but wonder at the sentence attributed to one of you:
"our scientific reputation is the dearest thing we have". The more I

analyze that sentence, the more galling it becomes to me. ln my
Webster's Fifth Edition it def ines "reputation" as: "one's reputed
character as distinct from one's inherent or real character". The
synonyms listed are "lame, renown, glory, distinction".

No where does it mention integrity or devotion to the search for
truth.

Perhaps you value too highly just the "reputation" of character,
rather than the true character itself. lf this is so, then I pity you, for
the "dearest thing" could someday be lost, and then you would be
very poor indeed. But no one can ever destroy truth, nor would any
true scientist even attempt to do so.

Guinea pig - no eyes - tiny mouth

7 2569 This is the group of protesters of the spraying ready to leave

for Phoenix with the dead plants in hearse

"The long black hearse"

iil
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,,PARANOIA FOR HIRE"

I was looking through the yellow pages trying to locate those
tlrrrtcen doctors, (only found seven and one was a veterinarian!)
rrrtcrviewed in Globe by the "Root-Rot" Task Force crew, and who
r,,lrortedly had seen "nothing out of the ordinary" in the number or
type of illnesses in our county. (Although it has now been disclosed
wt:'re leading the entire state at a galloping way-out-in-front lead for
lrvrrr diseases, fetal and early child deaths and guess what else? Homi-
r:rrles!) That's when the idea came to me! Never can tell what you'll
lrrrd "walking through the yellow pages". I started thinking about all
thc services that are obtainable in this fast-moving, expedited world. I

Iooked under 'Miscellaneous Services' to see if there might be anything
such as:

"Graveside Flower Services for Golden Hamsters."
"Larynx tuning for Tree Toads."
"Automatic Ant Hill and Mole Hole Counters."
When I couldn't tind any of these, I wondered if there might be

such a thing as "Physician Services", and ran my one remaining finger-
nail down the column (the others are all worn off from digging around
in all this unhealthy dirt left behind by the USDA). I thought there
might be such specif ied services as:

"Treatment of pemphigus bulgaris" (which was something to do
with replacing epidermis. And much of ours is missing.)

"Specialist in Rumpf's symptom" (which has something to do with
"twitching in traumatic neuroses." But lguess it would be a little
late for utilizing this service since that's "a puckering of the cornea just
before death", but you know some of these doctors! Great sense of
humor right up to the bitter end - as long as the end is yours!)

I wondered why none of them had specialized in the treatment of
strabismus. (Maybe that's because this could be a very convenient
disease, since it's the "absence of binocular fixation," and one eye
could watch those USDA members in Hardin's office while the other
eye kept track of those boys across the street at Mr. Cliff's!)

The more I studied those specific services offered, the stronger
became my conviction that my new idea would be a sure-fire thing, for
it had all the ingredients to make it a booming success. Having been
exposed to the advertising media, I was aware that it is impossible for
any new idea or product to fail if it possesses: 1. A need for the pro-
duct or service (and for my idea. the need is staggering!1. 2. A scarcity
of the product or service (and not only was this service scarce, it was
non-existent in the entire world of specialized, amateur, or unspecial-
ized services!) 3. Make sure the product or service is compact and

,Ji
tl

'n

\ it .6i l# '\
be-Miami area at which newsmen fromarouno rne nation and Britain were pr€sent.
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readily available. (This service is very compact. Total weight about
equal to one bag of cement (but in ounces that can be pretty potent!)
and the availability of the product whenever and wherever needed had

already been proven.)

After re-reading the news item in Time magdzine, (2 23-7Ol I

originated the brand new service never offered before, my specialized,

one-of-its-kind-in-the-entire-world service, entitled : "PARANOIA FOR

HIRE!" This item was their editorialized version of the "Globe
incident".

Without that article, this great new service might not have come into
existence for several hundred years.

Time even showed my picture in my old range boots with a twisted
plant like a Jacob's staff. I never knew where they got the photograph,
since no one from Time Magazine came to see me. But after I checked
around, I found this was the way Time often dobs their stories, and
that it was evidently because they didn't want to upset me by flashing
bulbs since they already concluded we were nervous! So, they tippy-
toed in and out, I guess. Never saw them at all. They said we had a

"paranoid outburst" and that the spray evidently "can do odd things
to people's minds".

Several people thought we should sue them, because they pointed
out that magazines or newspapers aren't supposed to write up stories

about someone unless they really interviewed them, but I explained
that Time had really been very clever, for if they hadn't put that article
in there and my picture, and the word "paranoid", I might have never
invented this wonderful new service.

This article took up two-thirds of a page, and they were real smart
in picking catchy words to grab the curiosity (like I said, even made me

curious as to when and where the story came from), but that sure was

thoughtful of them to give all that space and attention to us!

The title was "Globe's Mystery", and it tells such things as popula-
tion of Globe, mentions herbicides 2,4-D and 2,4,5-f and Silvex, and
how they were sprayed here. lt even gave real factual things like "egg-
plants were orange", etc. The next paragraph they called "Lurking
Spies". Now that should hold the readers. And it says that "Outrage
became an ecological crusade . . odd complaints.." and that I suffered
chest pains, numbness of hands and feet and various other ailments all
of which were true.

Then, just like those paperbacks with a real gripping title you have

to read to the last page to f ind out why, they saved the "lurking spies"
part until last, and stated that l was "convinced her phone is being
tapped, her mail opened, her every movement watched by lurking
spies". Now that was a pretty strong sentence, and some of my

lrrr:rrds clear to Alaska and Wales got all uPset, and wanted me to sue

tlr.m. lhad to calm them down and explain, "Don't you see? Time

Magazine has done a lot of research We didn't know about at that time

,rrrtl they've found how all this spray stuff can damage your brain and

rlo all kinds of horrible things to people's heads ". And sure enough!

llcre are a few "toxicology facts" vvs learned about two months later:

Ouotes from the transcript of the recent hearings in Washington

rrrrtitled ,,Effects of 2,4,5-T on Man and the Environment". (But of

r:oLrrse, I didn't know about these when Time wrote that article in

Fcbr.uary. The hearings were in 4pril, and I got the transcript in

.Jtrly!) Time was good enough to learn about it' and document it for

rne two months prior to the hearings! (Wonder who their doctor is?)

On with the direct quotes from the papers entered in the hearings:

on 2,4-D and 2,4,5-f .

,,ln two cases, pronounced hypochondria and in one case distinct

alienation of the total personality 111s1e recorded'"

"A decrease in mental ca1acity - . ."
"Psychoneuropathic complaints in the region of the extremities ' ' '"
"sense of insecurity, inner restlessness and a feeling of illness " '"
,,Basic mental mood deteriorated behavior characterized by

dissatisfaction or sullenness and irritation
"Mood of fear and unease was present ' "
"lncreased emotional reactions, irritability, tendency to fits of

temper and also a certain herbitude
,,Chronic neuromuscular weaknessof the leg musculation . . . marked

psychopathological disturbances .

,,. exhibited considerable psychoPathic or neurotic structural

elements ."
"... psychopathological intoxication' "
"Weakness principally affecting l6e muscles of the lower limbs " '

parasthesia and hypoesthesia . . ."
That was real considerate of Tirne to go to all that trouble and

learn about these things so they 6ould make the statement about
,,paranoid out-burst,', and ,,environmental concern can do odd things

to people,s minds,,and describing me as they did With that,,lurking

spies" bit, especially when they 6;6p't talk to me?! I'm puzzled how

they knew all those symptoms of herbicide poisoning when we didn't'

but it sure will help our case in court that they recognized "paranoid

behavior" when that's part of the symptoms of this stuff !!

The Time article tells of the visit 16 Globe of "a group from 'Environ-

mental Action' in Washington, D. C'" accompanied by Dr' Samuel

Epstein referred to .as a "distinguished expert on herbicides from

Harvard Medical School',. and states this group ended up "perplexed
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and incredulous" as a result of their visit. Time appears shocked that
"some of the Silvex-touched residents tried to check on Dr. Epstein's
credentials" by telephoning Harvard. (My Webster's Fifth Edition says
"paranoia" is a "chronic mental disorder characterized by systematized
delusions of persecution". Gracious Sakes!) That Time Magazine
really wanted to help document physical ailments for the "Silvex-
touched residents"! "Chronic", yetl That means we've really been

damaged - won't even go away! We may always act like thisl That's
why my "Paranoia for Hire Service" should be a real economic suc-

cess - permanent, you know. I may even sell stock in my company.
They continue by stating "others (don't know which ones they mean)
accused the investigators of being imposters, really representatives of
chemical manufacturers in disguise", and that we said the real Dr.
Epstein died six years before.

When I read all that, I decided the ingredients were there for a

pretty good novel, but that maybe the facts would do just as well -
and since Dr. Epstein exited Globe so fast with his little crew of three,
leaving a lot of unanswered questions behind, just in case he buys my
book, maybe he can answer them now. (l guess I should have

entitleC this one "Will the Real Dr. Epstein Please Stand Up?!!)
Dear Dr. Epstein: (And since there will probably be many Dr. Epsteins
who may read this book - for there seem to be a great many of them,
dead and alive - I shall clarify which one by stating if "any of the
many" was "Dr. Epstein who came to Globe, Arizona the first week
of February 197O" , this is directed to him.)

The Time Magazine article refers to you and your group of three
"investigators" from "Environmental Action" in Washington, D. C.

ending up "perplexed and incredulous" over your visit to Globe. Some
of us were a little "perplexed and incredulous" over your visit, too, and
since you all left so hurriedly (almost in the middle of the nightl), our
puzzlement stil I remains.

Of course, we're just "hill-people" and a little unsophisticated to the
ways of a great world famous Harvard Medical school doctor, especially
since Time stated you in particular were a "distinguished expert on
herbicides". So possibly our reaction to your methods of research
seemed a bit unusual to you and wasn't the way they react to such
things in the big citiesl

Some of the specific questions I wish to ask are:
Why did you, Dr. Epstein, visit Dr. Fred Tschirley of the USDA

prior to hurrying to Globe?

Why did all of you insist on getting here and leaving BEFORE
Congressman McCarthy came when the rest of the world timed their
visit with his?

Why were you, Dr. Epstein. apparently upset by the news from the
lrrvrronmental Action member who preceded you, that Thomas
Wlrtt:side of the New Yorker had arranged to arrive the same day as

yorrrself - so upset that Mr. Whiteside was notified and his visit
r;, rr rcelled ?

Why did all of you appear annoyed at my insistence that you

obtain the permission of Thomas Whiteside before allowing you to
opcn the package addressed to him in care of me and sent by Dr. Paul

Martin of the University of Arizona, containing data regarding a

scries of interviews in the sprayed areas which Dr. Martin had super-

vised? (Was my precaution 'abnormal', doctor?)
Why did the one young man with you exhibit such frustration on

opening the package so much so that he swore and said it was just "raw
data". And why did he seem so upset because the names of those

interviewed had been blocked out by Dr. Martin before photostating
the report? (Are names that important, doctor, for research?)

Why did the first young man who arrived quickly look through my
files and then phone California for two helpers to fly to Globe to
"document the evidence"?

Why did this young man call Washington from my home after his

arrival and state "this woman through badgering and temper tantrums
has obtained information it would take us 2O years to have gotten

together"? (These Frank Lloyd Wright type houses! No "secrecy

rooms"! Don't need intercom! I can stand in the hallway and hear

everything, clear down to the barn! Real great way to keep track of
those "lurking spies!)

Why did you, Dr. Epstein, decline my request that you view my
guinea pigs, those that apparently had been born with the same deform-
ities with which you must have been familiar, although ldidn't
realize until much later that there was a "Dr. Epstein" on several of
those HEW panels in Washington on that Bionetics report.

Why did you use my home and my bedroom to privately tape record
the small group of area residents individually, but skipped me in the
process, then all of you came back the next morning to see me alone?

And when your questions began sounding more like a quiz put out by
the USDA or Dow Chemical and I objected, why did you appear quite
offended and hastily retreat down the canyon? (Typical question:
"Now isn't it true, Mrs. Shoecraft, that you and these other residents
have met together and discussed your various illnesses?" My reply:
"No, Dr. Epstein, it is not. ln fact, I had not met some of them until
last night, so we haven't at any time sat around and compared notes

regarding our ailments.")
Why, when I reminded you of the analysis findings of Silvex, 2,4-D
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and 2,4,5-f in our water, soil and plants, did you inform me that these
were of no signif icance at all?

why did you not make any use of the materiar intended for Thomas
whiteside from Dr. Martin in your report, nor even give it "Honorabre
Mention", although that report showed out of 56 interviews in the
three canyons exposed to the spray, the incidence of reported iilnesses
was higher than the other areas checked further away and incruded:
"42 reported damage to prants and crops and 23 reported iilnesses
which may be spray related" including among other things, breathins
difficulties, chest pains - false heart attacks, coughing of blood, sub,
normal temperature, hemorrhaging, pains and numbness in arms,
uterine hemorrhaging and miscarriages.

Why was nr part of your Globe report or the report of the Environ_
mental Action members included in your testimony in the hearings on
2,4,5-T in Washington, D.C. April 15,1970?

Part of your Globe report which was not given at the hearings
includes:

"The following summary report a two_day visit February
6-8, 1970, together with two staff f Environmental Action,
to Globe, Arizona. The object of t to attempt the prelimin_
ary evaluation of the possibre toxic sequerae which had been ascribed
to recent contamination of certain areas in the pinar Mountains by
Silvex - a herbicide rerated to 2,4,s-r. sources of information are
itemized in the appendix. Limitations imposed on this report
necessarily include the restricted duration of the visit, and the
restricted population sample at presumptive risk.
1. BACKGROUND

The Tonto Nationar Forest area has been sprayed with herbicides by
U. S. Forest Service helicopters in the summers of 1965, 1966, i96g
and most recently in June of 1969. The 1969 spraying in
particular appears to have been at variance with standard procedures in
that it seems that the herbicide was applied to water sheds with limited
domestic use in aqueos rather than oily solution without prior
notification to and concurrence of the water pollution control division
of the Arizona state Department of public Hearth and without prior
posting of warning signs.
III. SUB-HUMAN EFFECTS

lnstances of the folrowing herbicide-rerated effects were craimed by
three interviewees:

1. Marked reduction in bird rife, particularry robins and towhees,
in sprayed areas over the last four years.

2. Findings of dead birds in two gardens immediatery after the
June, 1969 spraying.

.l High mortality in poultry in one small farm in 1969. Although
rrrrrt:h of this mortality occurred between April and June, the possibil-

rty cannot be excluded that this was related to a relatively stable

tlioxin contaminent or breakdown product of Silvex which might have
pcrsisted since the 1968 spraying.

4. Reduction in hatch rate of eggs on the same farm since the
5l)ray tng.

5. Deaths of several baby guinea pigs after the 1968 and 1969

spray r ngs.

6. Occurrance of congenital malformations in one litter of guinea

pigs. Probably anencephthalmia, born after the 1969 spraying.
7. Birth of several goats with misshapen and asymetrical heads in

one small farm since 1967. One three year old goat with severe spinal
deformation was seen.

8. Respiratory distress, loss of appetite, patchy depilation and
paralyses in a fewdogsfollowingthe 1969 spraying. A local veterinarian
was consulted by telephone for advice on treatment of one dog with
acute respiratory distress. Otherwise, he was unaware of any herbicide-
related veterinarian effects. (lf the veterinarian told you this, he lied.)

Referring to your interviews with 13 persons, you state:
"The most consistently described symptoms were acute respiratory

distress and skin rashes which co-existed in several instances. One

individual described diarrhea and hoarseness in all three children
following the 1969 spraying. He also described anginal pains following
steam cleaning of empty herbicide cans in 1967 and I968. Further-
more, he developed the same symptoms during the 1969 sprayings and

on occassion when he burned wood or foliage from the sprayed

a reas. "
Part of your conclusion read:
"An undetermined though probably limited number of individuals

in the Tonto-Globe area have been exposed to Silvex following its use

as a herbicide spray in a manner inconsistent with standard practice."
But none of this report appeared in the transcript of the hearings.

Why weren't we informed that you were on the panels at HEW

relative to the Bionetics reports, which also includes Dr. Johnson, Vice-
President of Dow Chemical?

What is there in either of the foregoing reports to indicate that you
or the Environmental Action members were "perplexed and incredu-
lous" by 'paranoid outbursts' in Globe, Arizona?

Did you or your group submit these reports to Time Magazine?
Could the "lurking spies, chemical companies in disguise and

paranoid outburst" story in Time which was reportedly based on
information supplied 'by members of the "foursome" to Arizona
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have been due to any of the following reasons?
a. That members of this little mountain area became a bit weary

and wary of the attitude of all four persons in this group and the type
of questions asked. some of them observed tape recordings being made
by one member without the knowledge of those being taped! (Wonder
if they ever got all that transcribed!)

b. That when I informed these young peopre r had checked the
information which they gave me that they were from Senator Gayrord
Nelson's off ice, they seemed to be upset7

c. That on the night of February 7, jg7o, after one of the residents
interviewed informed me that a report from Harvard stated a Dr.
Epstein had been on the staff but was now dead, r checked further
and located another very rive Dr. sam Epstein in Boston at the same
trme you were in Globe - and you were also from Boston, so lcalled
in person at the mot r of you were staying in Globe to
explain to you that d been upset by your interviews,
and the following inc

You appeared surprised at my visit. I was equally
in addition to the four of you, one of the area residen
daughter who told me I was just in time for an expe
about to take place. When I asked ,,What experiment?,,. I was told
that all of you were going to his land located in the foothills of the
Pinal Mountains o
brush, and that t 

e he had a large pile of

rrammabre, spraye ;1.::tjffr:i;.1:31
Epstein, intended or whatever emanated

tlrrrrr;:,. and the young lady and one of the young men rose from their
t,r or(f ()11 the bed positions, quickly arrived at my side by the phone,
.'rr, I llrt.r young man angrily jerked the phone fronr my hand and lwas
t,rlrl that I was "not going to call anyone ar-rd spoil everything".

Now, maybe my behavior at that time was a bit abnormal to you,
rlor;tr)r , being from the big city and all, but lthorrght the whole idea

',,rurrdcd like the damndest bit of research cxperirrentation lever
lrr,,rrd ofl To set fire to a pile of contaminated brush at 10:00 p.m.
wrll.t r-ro warning or notification to anyone just to see what the hell it
would dol Maybe you haven't been around brush fires, doctor, but I

lr,rvc, and I have a pretty good idea that even though you might be a

rlrralif ied doctor on cancer research in kids, you didn't know a hell of a

lot about brush f ires, national forests, controlled burns that sornetimes
(tcl away if some idiot is in control of an "uncontrolled fire" and to n'le

rl was just sound logic that nobody, not even some big doctor from
Iloston, or London or Harvard (Dr. Galston's from Yale and he didn't
rivcr suggest such a thing!) or three young kids, two of them playing
"Mod Squad" parts were going to jeopordize that mountain or me or
.rnyone else down that canyon. (lt's amazing how the word "Environ-
rnental" in a title anymore is supposed to hang some kind of halo on
lrrry organization, and everyone is supposed to stand back in awe.)
"You've come a long way, Babyl" was my theme song by then, so I

got outside to my blue Tornado (That front wheel drive helps it to
corner at about 70, even on a dirt road, when I need to!). Off into the
night went Pandora. after having turned in one of my best and most
"paranoic" performances to get this mess of nonsense stopped. By the
tinre the telephone-grabbing tough half of the team drove to said land
(he went the back way through the hills - I took the paved road. but
it's faster!), I arrived on his heels with two other residentsasre-inforce-
ments; said my little speech which included a few pretty strong phrases,

such as "l don't give a damn who the hell any of you are! Nobody in

his right mind would set fire to a pile of brush on the edge of the forest
at I0:30 p.m.! So forget it, boy! lf you want to stick your heads in a

bucket of fumes, flames or anything else, fine! Have at rt and good
luck to you, but go get your own damn bunch of contaminated
chapparal and take it with you, and do your little bit back there in
Washington under scientific conditions, not out here in the middle of
the night on private land where if everybody down the canyon gets

sick from it, they'll sue the hell out of this poor guy for letting you do
itl"

I guess my performance that night made Sarah B. look like an ama-

teur. Sold it so well that you bought it, Dr. Epstein, and left. Checked
out, all of you. Possibly I did some ego wounding, or the Time
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Magazine article would never have been printed. And without it, my
servrce, "Paranoia for Hire", would not have been born.

I'm still looking at my notes, Dr. Epstein, and regarding your
"credentials", I see that:

You were born in England.

Schooled in England.
Held positions in England until 1961 among which are listed:

"Demonstrator - morbid anatomy - London" "House Physician, St.
Johns, London" "Senior Research Associate in Pathology - Children's
Cancer Research Foundation. Boston"; that you're a member of Air
Polluticn Control, served as Chairman of the HEW panel on "Muta-
genicity of Pesticides", a member of the HEW panel on Pesticide
lnteractions, served as Chairman on the HEW panel on "Teratogenicity
of Pesticides" and a member of the HEW panel on the Carcinogenicity
of Pesticides.

I note also that your publications number 97, only two of which
appear to be relative to herbicides, and those were on maleic hydrazide,
not 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T or Silvex.

I see that your testimony before Senator Hart in the hearings in
Washington two months after you were here included the following
statements: Regarding the unintentional contamination of crops -
"There are no available data on the extent of contamination . . ."

"lt is well known that phenoxy herbicide dusts may drift for miles
even on non-windy days . . ."

ln reference to the dioxin which is present in 2,4,5-T:,,There have
been no tests made on any dioxin for genetic damage."

"lnhalation is a very significant route of human exposure. . ."
"What little information we have on dioxins indicate these are

highly toxic."
"There are no available experimental data on behavioral or

psychopharmacological effects due to dioxins. This would be of
interest in view of the possible psychiatric effects described in humans
exposed to dioxins."

". material which is sprayed, like timber, pasture, and shrubs
may well be burned. ln fact, it is quite common to burn shrubs after
you spray . . . if you heat 5 grams pentachlorophenol at 300 degrees,
you get 1.5 grams of octodioxin isomer. So you are putting into the
environment material high in polyphenols and which are likely to be

combusted. We have no idea how long these dioxins will persist and
these data are iust not available."

"Combustion of shrubs, brush and timber or other materials.
exposed to phenoxy herbicides or other polychlorophenols may thus
liberate high concentrations of dioxins in the atmosphere."

<:an't!)
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gather samples of cactus (saguaros, yet) that turned out to be contam-
inated with 2,4,5-T,2,4-D and Silvex? He told me his name used to be

Epstein, and one of his uncles was also a Dr. Sam Epstein!
P.S. Just discovered one of the young men with you is also from

Boston and WARKS FOB TIME MAGAZINE!

As I pursued the idea of setting up offices for this new specialized

service of utilizing our "paranoid behavior", the idea was further
strengthened by statistics surfacing from the State Health Department.

The Arizona State Health Commissioner stated in a letter to the
Chairman of our County Board of Supervisors (July 1970), after the
statistics showed our county is number 1 in Arizona for homicides,
that "accrdent deaths, suicide, and homicide may well reflect the
personality of the inhabitants . ." and this helped our case consider-
ably l'm sure, if not our mental outlook! This strengthened my belief
that my service "Paranoia for Hire" was really needed! (He also stated

in his letter that we're No. 1 in liver diseases and these "phenoxies"
are real liver lovers! Tear hell out of theml Also, he said that "the
excess deaths from congenital malformations and disease of early
infancy are a matter of concern ..." (Where the hell were all those
Gila County Doctors when this "vital statistic" gathering was going on?

Here they kept telling us and the news media "Forget it, Kidsl You're
just fine! Nothing unusual! You're all in great shape! lt's quite normal
to have your liver disintegrate by the time you're 35 and to commit
suicide or prevent an ulcer by committing a homicide is perfectly
natural! No need for concern! And most babies always die before
they're two, so what's so unusual?")

And of course, the newspapers had to get back in the act, too.
J'he Arizona Republic six months previously on 11-30-69 had reported,
"Defoliant (2,4-D and 2,4,5f 1 Likerred to Thalidomide", and referred
to a report that anguished Vietnamese mothers "have given birth to
monsters" and that they were blaming these herbicides, just like us.

This same newspaper reported on 5- l7-70 that in an article in

Science Magazine it was stated the defoliation program "has had

tremendous psychological impact on the Vietnamese people .".
Headlines of an article, same paper, 2-21-70 read, "Fear Holds Back

Globe Area Defoliation Job" and stated Federal investigators (that
("root-rot" report bunch) had said from a "psychological standpoint,
they would hesitate to recommend resumption of a USFS defoliation
program although no ill effects upon plants and animals had been

found . . real fear is the human reaction, whether real or psychologi-
cal -". Upon reading this great literary contribution, I practiced

another "psychological fit", saw that I was still in very good form for

rlrr. rolr:, and blew them all a kiss down Phoenix way, with one big one

r,, Mr l'rrlliam! I then grinned f iendishly into my mirror (real paranoid

r,,.r( tr()r), doing thatl) and said, "Baby, you've got it made! They've

',w ,,lirted from about four sources -- Time Magazine, couple of

nlwsl).rpers, few doctors and the State Health Department ("Homicides

l'J,r I irr Gila County may be ref lecting personalities of inhabit-

,rrr,, . .") that psychotic reactions to things just scare hell out of them!
llr,rt they'll stop, cease, desist and quit just about anything you don't

w,rilt them to do if you run around exhibiting a first class A "persecution

, r,rnt)lex" and throw in a couple of 'hallucinations' iust for effect, and

rrr,rylrc even just a little bit of "delusions of grandeur" would help!

"l',rranoid outbursts" just seem to drive them right up the wall! So, Eo

tor lrroke, baby! Think of the possibilities! No limit to the usefullness

ol this great new idea! Get your office set up and business will be

lrooming! Paint the slogans and pass out the cards, for just imagine

wlrat a break this is! They're all saying that it's not because of

logic, or facts, or a desire for a better world, or remorse for what

they've done, but that they just can't stand psychological fits!! As I

Iook back over the past ten months, I realize more had been accom-

plished by a couple of "phychotic nuts" and one woman pictured in

Time Magazine with a crooked stick and the word "paranoid" tucked

rlown below the photograph, than a lot of these sc called "environ-

rnental protection" outfits had accomplished in 20 years! So I said to

rnyself: lf a couple of paranoid screw-balls could do all this, just

imagine what one sane person could do!

So my office will be ready for business, soon as this book is

finished, with a big sign over the door, "PARANOIA FOR HIRE!"

Some of the slogans on the wall will read:

"lf your taxes are high, and you can't save a bit , '

Just call on me and l'll throw a fit!"
"lf your butcher now charges two more dollars for meat,

My paranoic behavior will make him retreat!"
"Don't hassle, don't grumble, don't fidgit and mumble ' ' '

Hire me for your problems and thev'll all become humblel"

"Facts they don't care for! Nor reason . . . nor leadl

But paranoic behavior will stop'em alldead!"

So now instead of using the phrase "stay healthyl" as "l'C'U'"
members part company, we now smile fiendishly and say "Stay

paranoid !".
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,,DESTROY 
BY CRUSHING AND BURYING"

This is the directive given to users of 2,4-D and related herbicides,
when referring to the empty cans which have contained these
chemicals No exception is made, whether its a gallon jug or a 55
gallon drum.

This order is stated in the USDA publications. lt is stated in a
Department of Defense manual. lt is stated on the labels of these
chemicals made by Chipman, and some of the other chemical
manufacturers.

It is not stated on the Dow label, although it should have been
They evidently forgot it, just as they forgot several other warnings

The forest service personnel of the Tonto National Forest did not
"destroy by crushing and burying" They sprayed the outside of the
cans with a little green paint and placed them in the picnic and
recreation areas Some of them were found in the flowing streams
where little children were playing But if Dow had used this warning,
who reads the label anywayz several of the Forest Service personnel
admitted to me that they never read the labels, and that they were
unaware of exactly what some of the numbers or wording really
meant!

For ten months, the Forest Service and the USDA kept insisting
they had not used 2,4-D or 2,4,5-f on us, in June, 1969 _ just
"Silvex", also known as 2,4,8-Tp But the analysis sheets kept
coming back from the labs where we sent the water, plant and
finally samples of me. showing 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T, in addition to
"Silvex"

A letter to Senator Barry Gordwater from chief criff's office.
USFS, Washington, stated "the project was treated only with Silvex ,,

A similar letter was sent to Senator Fannin, and he was assured
that the "hazard to man and animals from Silvex, is very lorru',

The regional forester addressed a retter to congressman Steiger
in which he stared "The local people, particularly those living im_
mediately adjacent to the project area, were not properly conditioned
for the project, and were genuinely concerned over their well being
following the application of Silvex."

You can bet we were damn well "concerned,,.
And anybody who thinks he's going to .,condition,, 

me to think it's
alright to spray a few thousand gallons of poisonous chemicals on
my head, whether it's 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, Silvex, endrin, or even water,
especially on my own land, had better take the long way 'round!

The analysis of manure, fruit, vegetables, flowers, bushes, trees,
berries, walnuts, drinking water, irrigation water, pine cones, pine

rrr.r,rllr:s;, tree limbs, plant life in the stream bed, soil samples, and
lrrr.rlly cven me continued to show other herbicides than just

Ir,rrlnl<tss Silvex "
Wr: had been assured at the council meeting by the Forest

',,.rvr(:o that "the herbicide used was low volitile Silvex" and we
wr,ri rlnaware then that at 89" the volitility of low or high becomes
rlrr: sirme according to USDA bulletins (USDA #21831

llrere was a letter in my "confidential file" from the Executive
:;r,(jr(:1ary of the FCPC - "Federal Committee on Pesticide Control"

;rnd it seems he'd been given a different reason for their having
rr:;rrcl Silvex, instead of2,4-D

Someone in the Forest Service headquarters in Washington had
tolrl hrm that "they'd planned to use2,4-D, or 2,4,5-T, but it couldn't
lrc "obtained locally". lchecked all over Phoenix and not one
r:lremical company had it in stock! They said it was too hazardous
;rrrd volitile to store One crop outfit said he had a five gallon can on
lrs runway as somebody had failed to get a requisition slip for it, so
lrr: couldn't get rid of it! The FCPC continues by saying the Forest
Service substituted the closely related product "Silvex". But there
was a very important PS on that letter, and it reads: "This sub-
stitution was NOT cleared with the FCPC -"

On page two of one of those much later USDA task force reports,
they tell another lie: "Spraying was part of a project by the Forest
Service, and approved by the FCPC."

Let's see what else they told my friend over there at the FCPC:
"Unused camp grounds were posted to prevent human exposure "
This was a lie, to which they later admitted. Eighteen people paid
5OC each to have a picnic that day

Then they told the FCPC they quit spraying "when the wind
reached 1O mph" Why 1O mph when the USDA says it's supposed
to be 5? Who'd they clear that with?

"Monitoring of water showed less than a detectable level " lt
doesn't say "level" of what. Just "level" I wonder what they were
checking for? lf it was Silvex, or2,4-D, or 2,4,5-T, they found them,
and so did we; the levels of these were detectable.

Then they informed the FCPC it drifted up to l/n of a mile onto
private land They'd been telling us it didn't drift at all! But after
admitting it drifted, they conclude maybe the damage was caused by
drought!

Since I can't mail my letters in one of those free mailing
envelopes with the eagle on it. and the Secretary of the FCPC

evidently won't answef any other kind, this is an open letter to him,
if he hasn't been fired yet, too.
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Dear secretary of the Federar committee on pesticide contror:
I'm looking at your conclusions, and lcan see l.ll have to give you

some of that toxicology information I have, so you,ll check with HEW,
or FDA, or USDA, or Mr. Hickel, since he stopped the use of these
chemicals on Department of lnterior lands before he was fired. He
must have gotton some information somewhere that would refute
your comment number 4, "acute human poisoning by Sirvex to justify
hospitalization is unknown as far as I am aware.,,

I thought you were supposed to know about these things, since
you're the Executive Secretary of the Federar pest contror; how can
you tell whether you should say, ,,okay,, fine, go ahead, Greatl,,_ or"Stop! Nol Don'tl Ouit!" lf you don,t know the answers or even the
questions?

I'll make some copres on my $29.95 Copy Mate _ it,s a shame
they don't keep a book rike that up there in your office with some of
the rules that terrs you a rot of frightening things about the resurts of
the use of these herbicides. Regarding that "oregon state Anarysis,,
showing the water free of sirvex. That wasn't where they sent it;
that's where they sent the apple and. , pear, and found them
contaminated. They sent the water to the University of Arizona and a
place in california, and an isrand somewhere off the coast of Frorida.
These labs found herbicides in the water sampres. They didn.t teil
you they'd used 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T besides Silvex, and that these
were showing up too! Real sneaky! How can you be a good
"secretary of the FCPC" if no one tells you what they're really doing,
and lies to youT

somewhere you mention "no evidence that sirvex causes
chromosome changes."

Why didn't someone give you a $3.0O copy of the Bionetics Study
book? Even the Deputy Administrator of the USDA, Agriculture Re_

er to Sam Steiger, stated that
-D Silvex formulations) is not
my Funk and Wagnalls to tell
it will do!) ,.there is evidence

that plant respiration, food reserves and ceil division are affected,,.
So, if it can do that to a plant, don.t get it on me!

I agree with number 7, that,,there are certainly many employees
of the United States Government who are not certain what was
used" but I couldn't figure what you meant by finishing it with ..but 

I
suspect there have always been some who are.,,

I started doing a lot of homework real fast, to learn everything I
could about these chemicars. r arso checked with the chemists for an
explanation why the analysis showed the presence ot2,4-D, 2.4.5_f

rrrrrl ir few other chemicals in addition to Silvex. Their answers were
tlrrrt "somebody must have sprayed them out there!"

There are no farms above me, just forest, and we didn't plant a

llrrrden on that old homestead until 1968, and I didn't use any
r:lromicals on it.

Finally in February 1970 while McCarthy was here, almost 1O

rnonths after the spray, here came their big admission: from the
f orest Service records (and reprinted P 1 61, "Hearings" - February
9,1969:)

"We have learned that in addition to the Silvex reported, a small
irnount of Monsanto 2,4-D, Thompson Havward 2.4,5-T and 30
gallon Hercules 2,4,5-T was also used, in 1969."

lwonder what else they'll admit to finding "in addition to" before
the curtain falls on their last act? I guess that's the big difference:
they play their parts well, most of the time, but they're still just
"acting" and our performances are of necessity, "real".

The original reason stated by the Forest Service for spraying us

with Silvex, instead ol 2,4-Dand 2,4,5-T, was because "the2,4-D and
2,4,5-T were unavailable". This substitution of Silvex had not been
cleared with the Federal Committee of Pesticide Control (FCPC) in
Washington. Finally, in February 197O, the USDA admitted they had
used 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T in addition to the Silvex. After the "Root Rot"
scientists were here, I was told by one of the Forest Service
Personnel that they had taken samples of the "chemicals used in
Globe" to have them analyzed. When I checked further, I learned
these samples were taken from cans which had never been in the
Globe area. And so began a new game the USDA, the Forest Service
and I invented, entitled: "Let's Find the Cans!"

There are no rules to go by, but the game can be played some-
thing like this:

1. First of all, don't read the label. lf someone saw you doing
that, they might think you didn't know what you were doing, or how
to mix the chemicals, or where the hell to spray them or anything!
Besides, the label has probably fallen off anyway; most of them are
paper and the painted ones streak in the first rain storm, and only a

chemist would be able to explain the wording anyhow!
2. Don't keep any kind of inventory. This helps confuse others,

and yourself, in case someone ever wants to know what the hell was
sprayed where!

3. Haul the drums around a lot from one place to another over
rough roads. Make sure they leak; this makes them weigh less.

4. lt's imperative in Arizona and California to always store
surplus chemicals in the hot sun where it reaches at least 14Oo in
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the summer. The topS swell and the contents squeeze out and
volatilize, since the label which no one reads anyway, states, ,,may
be stored safely in unheated buildings."

5 Don't ever ler the boys at the GSA know when they send the
wrong formulation, like "hi-volitile,, instead of ,.low_volitile,,. lt might
hurt their feelings.

6. Don't ask anyone what the numbers on the cans mean.
7. And if someone really gets curious about all these strange

gorngs on, and requests an analysis of some of the suspicious
contents, take samples of the can contents to quiet him down, but
don't send them to a laboratory or if you do, either lose or hide the
results of the analysis

These are a few of the guidelines for the surprising and ,,not very
funny" game.

It took about a week of my time, some painful trips, and several
more rolls of f ilm to gather these facts:

1. No one from any ofthe task forces, including the last bunch,
took samples of the chemicals from the cans used in Globe, although
they stated they had. Reasonz rhe cans are missing. photos r had
taken of these cans in Globe, in July 1969, show they are not the
cans from which Dr Tschirley's crew removed samples, nor are they
among those inventoried in March 197O

2. I accompanied forest service personnel taking the inventory of
the chemicals on hand This inventory shows the forest service
openly lied in reporrs and speeches before the pubric, when they
stated they substituted the experimental ,,Silvex,' made by Dow, be_
cause they "could not obtain 2,4-D or 2,4,5_T,,.for they had at least
6,000 gallons ot2,4-D and 2,4,s-T on hand at the time these state-
ments were made!

3. The forest service was unable to locate purchase orders for
some of the chemicals, including about 2,5OO gallons of Dow"Esteron", which is one of those specificaily mentioned as being
used in Vietnam.

4. The chemicals on hand at the forest service depots included:
Dow Esteron g9; Dow-Kuron (Silvex); Chipman _ Labels and
numbers washed olt; Thompson_Hayward,.Ded-Wed,, 2,4,5_f
and/or 2,4'D (guess you take your chances which one is inside the
canl); Am-Chem "Weed Done"; Monsanto ,,Crop Guard,,; Stull _
Hormone Spray

5. Many labels were faded or washed away entirely, so it was
questionable what the cans contained

6. One 55 gallon drum labeled 2,4,5_T was marked ,,Junk,,.

7. One 55 gallon Monsanto,,Crop Guard" 2,4-D had,.Hercules

.' ,l lr I " written on top of the can
ll Iwo unsealed Thompson-Hayward 55 gallon drums 2.4-D,

.';l,lr I were said to contain balance of chemicals sprayed in Globe
llr', ir)alysis of a sample from one of these cans sent in by the
I,rr:,;l Service showed the presence of endrin, and dieldrin, in
,ril(lrtron to2,4-D and Silvex

{) ln addition to being unable to locate the "Dow Kuron" Crums
rr',ctf in Globe, no one can locatethe Hercules 2,4,5-f drums either

I checked further, and discovered the Forest Service and the
l,:;DA are unable to locate any purchase order from Hercules, nor
,,rr Hercules Chemical Company locate any sales order tor 2,4,5-T
r';:;ued to the Forest Service. However, in the Forest Service files is a

rrr;rp showing a "Hercules" research area, for several kinds of
r:lremicals, and it is located within one of the previously sprayed
,lleaS

Although the Forest Service and the USDA have suppressed this
rnformation, Dr Tschirley admitted to me, September 'l 970, that
:;rnce no one could locate the Hercules cans or orders or the "Dow"
r:ans, it would be "impossible to determine the specific product used
rn Globe " But Dr. Tschirley never released this informatiorr,

The Forest Service collected samples from 1 3 different cans The
samples were then split and mailed by them to separate laboratories
lor analysis. The set mailed to the USD,A in Washington never
arrived. l've always wondered if they (the USDA) thought the
foresters collecting the samples were so naive that they sent all of
the samples to one place lf so, I guess they were surprised to learn
that identical samples were sent by the Forest Service to other
testing laboratories at the same time And the results from these
labs of some of the contents of the chemical cans is a little
embarrassing (Remember, 1964 through 1966 is when Julius
Johnson, Vice President of Dow Chemical stated the contaminant in
the manufacture of lheir 2,4,5-T became so toxic, the plant was
closed down! And although Dr. Johnson, was also on one of the
study panels, nobody told the Forest boys not to use the damn stuff
they had already purchased in 1964 and 1965, or which was already
in the warehouses, waiting for a purchase order to start it in action!
They bought all this mess of chemicals after the unpublished
Bionetics tests showed how bad they were in 1965 and 1966, and
after the plant was shut down and started spraying us and Vietnam
after they were shown to produce tumors and deformities. One more
big question: Why did the Forest Service stock piie thousands of
dollars worth of these chemicals during the time the "Dow" plant
was shut down? Why did Salt River Project decide to purchase and

I
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stock pile thousands of gallons of these chemicals also, at the same
time?

Did they all purchase the contaminated chemicals at a real
bargainT lf not, where are all of those thousands of contaminated
gallons already manufacturedz who bought them? where were they
sprayed?

lhave repeatedly asked the usDA for the anarysis of the set of
samples which were resent to the usDA by the Forest service. They
have refused to release these reports, even to the Forest Service
Headquarters in Phoenix. Wouldn't you think they,d know l,m already
aware of the results? This is just one more stupid bit of behavior or
misbehavior from some of the charter members of the washington
Branch of the "Priviledged Liar's Clubl"
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Empty herbicide can in the creek

I wonder what the governor or Senator Goldwater would do if
they knew there are about s35,ooo.oo worth of these chemicars
which we were told were "unavailable" and which were designed
and used as "biological war weapons", sitting in the heat of the
Arizona desert, just 1o miles out of phoenixl lwonder if salt River
Project knows they're volitilizing - dioxins and all - just a few feet
from their big canal that carries their water into phoenix?
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THE PRIVILEGED LIARS

A news item appeared in the Oakland (California) Tribune on May
l(), 1970, headed, "U.S. Has the Right to Lie to the Public" and

'.t;rtr:d that this was the basic legal argument used by government
lirwyers in an effort to dismiss a taxpayer's suit which charged that
tlru Los Angeles and Bay area air pollution control districts were
rk:lrberately deceiving the public in their reports The attorneys for
tlrr: government had used as their argument that there was no law
lrrohibiting a government agency from lying.

The parties bringing the taxpayer's suit against the government
:;ummarized this precedent setting form of legal argument in the
:;ontence: "we've all made the statement that the government lies to
us, but this is the first time they have actually used the right to lie."

So I have chosen "The Privileged Liars" as the title most fitting
lor this particular chapter in my accounting of this "Tragedy of
Frrors". The emotions are mixed which crowd their way into my
lreart and march their way into my mind, accompanied by the drums
of cold hard facts. One of the strongest today is anger. Close on its
lreels I find an almost overwhelming feeling of contempt directed
toward those who have, through choice or circumstance, brought us

to the brink of chemical chaos. I've searched deeply this morning,
and whatever pity I may have had for any of those involved in
inflicting these wounds on us and the rest of the world is now gone.

Somewhere along the way, as page after page was written, Polly-
anna packed her suitcase with her disillusioned dreams and exited
from the play

lwas forced to accept truths which often caused my mind and
heart to wince. Time and again only two words applied to state-
ments, letters or reports made by various government officals: "They

lied." Or occasionally the alternative, "He lied." And as I often said
on those occasions, "Why?" I repeat again today, "Why?".

When a man chooses to trade his birrhright of integrity for the
mess of pottage he inherits when he lies, perhaps one of the most
tragic side effects is what it does to others lt seems to become an in-
fectious disease that knows no barrier, whether it be a man's rank,
education, position or power. ln observing these men distorting the
truth, lying when they deem it necessary with no apparent qualms of
conscience, or failing to acknowledge the truth when faced with it, I

often wondered if it did not automatically set up a "pathological liar"
environment for those working under them.

lrun the fingers of my mind through some of these past dis-
closures relative to the spraying of various chemicals on our private



land and persons in Grobe, and the deceit that shrouded what
happened here comes into my grasp.

I recarr the government in statement after statement insisted"only Silvex was used", until finally, when faced with documents
from their own files they were forced to admit that other chemicars
had also been used.

other sickening recoilections of misrepresentations, harf-truths
and unmasked lies included these:

That our picnic area had not been sprayed. This is a lie, as their
own map shows it is included in the spray zone with the words
"public use discouraged" written by the Forest Service across the
recreation area

That the area to be sprayed was closed to the public during the
actual spraying. This is a rie. Many peopre on picnics paid soc each
for use of the picnic area during the spraying days

That the only claim for damages submitted prior to our 4/z miilion
dollars filing was denied because the damage was not due to
herbicides This is a lie. The craim was for a pitifur $45o from a
Mexican-American who lost his trees and garden. He became
paralyzed three days after one of the earlier sprays and has never
recovered.

That no animal, fish or fowl deaths occurred due to these chemi_
cals. This is a lie.

That no persohs, except "one case of possible eye_irritation,,,
were injured by these sprays. This is a lie.

That these chemicals are "harmless to humans or animals,,.
Research data, some of it twenty years old, done by the USDA, prove
this statement to be a lie.

That these chemicals are "harmless to pine trees and grass,,.
This is a lie, as shown by their own publications and labels.

That these sprayings were submitted to and approved by the Fed_
eral Committee on Pest Control (F.C p.C 

). This is a lie as indicated by
an inter-off ice government memo.

That the salt River Project jointry financed onry the spray projects
for 1968 and 1969. This is a lie. other facts and statements indicate
Salt River Project shared in spray projects since 1965.

That grass was seeded and growing,'15 to 20 inches high,,at
the time of last spray on June 8, 1969 This is a lie. None had been
planted at that time in the entire area since the inception of the
program in I965

That close monitoring and evaluation work of the project had
been done prior to and after each spray. The absence of materiar to
substantiate this claim proves it to be a lie.

That the work was supervised and close attention was paid to
sur;h necessary items as wind, altitude, temperature and drift
rlrstance. This is a lie. No weather records were kept, no flagmen
wore posted on the ground, and no one visited the nearest resident
(Me) regarding the direct spray and drift, although I called it to the
ilttention of the helicopter pilot. The forest Service continued to
spray for four days!

That "herbicide specialists" were included in various task forces
which the USDA sent out to assess the damage. This is a lie. There
was not one herbicide specialist truly qualified to assess the
damage to plants, animals or humans in our area or the circum-
stances surrounding our damages.

That these various "task forces" were "unbiased, scientific men

who were deeply concerned with viewing every aspect of the
situation here, and who visited every damaged area and investigaged
each report " This is a lie. Although I was the closest and the loudest
protestor, they carefully avoided my land on various task force trips,
and not one of these men ever looked at the guinea pigs born after
the spray. Many were born with various deformities, including mal-
formed heads, double ears, misplaced eyes, one eye, and no eyes at

all And some of these men who came had been associated with the
Bionetics work which had shown these chemicals (2-4D and 2,4,5-f l

could produce these exact deformities in test animals as early as

1965 and 19661 Yet not one of them mentioned this fact, nor

requested seeing these guinea pigs

When I am forced to realize these lies were told by various
members of the most powerful branch of our government, the USDA,
lam appalled. But their reason for lying is easier to understand than
why they made the following incredible statements which were
included in "An Analysis Report of Alleged Damage Resulting from
Application of an Herbicide Silvex" sent out by the USDA, Washing-
ton, D.C. in November 'l 969:

"Silvex would not adversely affect grasses. . ." The label indicates
that it will KILL bermuda, St Augustine, and any other kind of grass
that has runners which is exactly what grows here (or did grow
here)!

"Mixture, Silvex, 7/z gallons of water, designed to be effective on

oak brush. .." The label says to mix it with oil, not water, when
applying by air, whether for oak, mesquite, pines, kumquats or me!

"Spraying will not be done when winds greater than 1O mph"
The USDA recommendations state spray "under 6 mph" and no
weather records were kept by the Forest Service during spraying!
One notation at the ranger station records a wind speed of 16 mph.
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"lt cannot and does not react on corn or other grass species,,the
USDA bulletins say it caer and does!

"All of the private properties in the area were examined by the
technical specialists." This is a real ugly lie, as none of this first
crew came near my place until I contacted Washington and told
them they had again conveniently avoided me!

"Aquatic insects, frogs, sunfish and bullheads, were not
ected." The Game and Fish D already
they saw no fish, so they conc omarily
But the label reads ..toxic 

to fish died.
On Page 5, they admit that analysis by the University of Arizona

of four water samples including one from my kitchen sink, showed

mcnths before testing, and it's still here in the drinking water and
stockponds, 16 months later!

" cannot cause soil sterilization .', But it did And chemical
company literatuie states that it can

" .. stream bottom vegetations showed no evidence of
damage.. " Yet anarysis of dead stream prant rife and soir shows
they were and still are contaminated with these chemicals.

I'll grit my teeth as lwrite this one due to its utter absurdity:"Volitilization effects in canyons are highry doubtfur as these areas
were purposely excluded from treatment ,, My God! How do you"exclude" a narrow canyon when this damn stuff drifts for miles, no
matter what the wind direction or speed! Besides, the canyons were
included to be sprayed on their damn mapsl

"Residue is not a problem ..,'The hell it isn,tl What are they
going to do about the residues that are still here 16 months and 6
years laterT I wonder if the smart boy who wrote that sentence
would like to retract it? Or this next one:

"Research data indicates 4g to 72 hour persistence in water. . ..,
How about 48 to 72 years? Water studies from Montebello,
California, clearly show they knew this statement was a lie when
they made it as those studies show 24-D was stiil in the water after
five years!

"The allegation that foliage treated with Silvex which is sub-
r;il|l'rently burned would release the herbicide into the atmosphere
,rrrrl possibly cause harmful effects is without basis as fire tempera-
tures range between 5OO degrees C and 850 degrees C. Thus any

;rossible herbicide effect would be immediately rendered ineffective
lry such temperatures." lsuggest whoever wrote that one take his
lcct off his desk, put on some track shoes, and get over to Senator
lllrt's office and read what can happen if fire should catch up with
:;ome of this damn treated brush or trees or even dirty old rags used
lo mop up these chemicals after they spill on the ground! l'm sure his
office kept copies of the information entered during the hearings
relative to a thing called "Dioxin"! This contaminant known as
"dioxin", can be released into the atmosphere at 3OO degrees C

when brush or trees or shrubs that have been sprayed with these
r;hemicals are burned. lsn't it a damn shame since Dow Chemical
knew about this dioxin for at least 20 years as disclosed by the
Iestimony of their Vice-President in the Senate hearings, that they
never told the Forest Service? And when those smart boys in the
USDA in Washington knew it, why didn't they tell the Forest Service
either?

I have now removed two letters from the "USDA's" file, both are
dated December 8, 1969, both say exactly the same tl-ling but are
typed on two different typewriters One is from the USDA in Wash-
ington and one is from the Regional Forest Office in Albuquerque lt
is almost nauseating to realize that someone three thousand miles
away dictated the one from Washington, in Chief Cliff's office. lt is

full of untruths (and surely the regional office in Albuquerque must
have known that when they instructed some little secretary to type a

copy word for word so it would appear as though it were really from
the regional office!).

On page one, there is a reference to these herbicides "decreasing

fire potential", yet their own forest service information states these
esters formulations will cause treated plants to be more flammablel
The letter establishes 1/q mile as the general extent of drift, which is

1,32O feet. But the supervisor of the Tonto Forest told me they use
1OO feet as a buffer zone! And USDA literature states it can drift for
hundreds of miles

Somewhere among my tapes is an interview with Mr. Sanders,
President of Sanders Aviation, Phoenix, whose profession is crop
spraying. He stated he would not use any 2-4D formulation because
it is too hazardous and too volitile. He further stated that he recalled
a lawsuit in 1949 where drift had been shown to occur 15 miles
distant from the spray. He also said that Lloyd's of London was the
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only firm that would insure anyone using these chemicals because
they are dangerous and require special handling and special
equipment. He commented that the esters formulations are sovolitile
that an open pint can placed in the middle ol a 40 care field of cotton
will wipe out the entire field! And yet the USDA tries to delude the
world into believing it is possible to aerially apply these chemicals
with no drift at all!

Each one of these never to be forgotton literary masterpieces
always includes one real classic line around which to build the entire
plot. This was no exception. Although the "task force" concluded
that damage had occurred on some of the adjacent private
properties, they "also concluded that the work had been carefully
planned and executed." My God! This is saying it was intentional
that we were sprayed! Maybe that's where the acting assistant
director Willis King, over at the US Department of lnterior, got the
idea to end his letter of December 18, 1969, with these lines: "A
number of follow-up investigations (of Globe) have been conducted
by the US Forest Service, Salt River Valley Water Users Association,
Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, U S. Agri-
cultural Research Service, Arizona State Extension Service, and
Arizona Game and Fish. Damage was not demonstrated except for a

minor incident caused by spray drift at one end of the project. Our
conclusions are that the United States Forest Service handled the
spraying operation on the Tonto National Forest in an effective and
responsible manner." Now l'm the closest private land and person
located at the end of the project, and what happened to me is no
minor incident! Just to say that their spraying operation was ef-
fective raises my objections even higher! lf they had told me I was
included in their "Operation Biological Warfare", I could at least
have had on a gas mask, respirator, f lame throwers suit or
something. One thing's for damn sure...l wouldn't have been
standing outside in that sexy pink nightgown looking up in the sky to
see what in the hell was happening if I'd known they were carrying
out orders to "execute as planned"!

No matter which of these three letters I read, and there are a

couple of more that say the same thing, it still says in capsule
language: "Sure, we admit we sprayed your private land. So what
the hell difference does it make? You had no business to even be

there, and if you think we owe you an apology, forget it. You should
be the one to apologize for getting in our way, and daring to think
because you have a deed to a chunk of ground that gives you any
rights to what happens to it, or you, if you're stupid enough to be on
it!"

lf they had used this kind of language prior to June 8, 1969,

rnaybe this book would never have been written.
ljust pulled another one of the letters from the "F-S.C"' file' lt's

from Secretary Hardin's office. I hope one of them up there checks

his "smart pill" supply for he sure ran out of them on December 15,

1969. Here are a few memorables:
"Rate of herbicide used was consistent with label instructions . ."

For what???
"No wind velocity in excess of 16 mph was recorded during the

period of application." The rules say "under 6 mph", remember?
"No evidence that silvex at rates used, is toxic to humans or

animals..." No one knows whether it is or not because no one even

knows what rate or what exact chemicals were used- And no

humans have been tested and test animals died.
"silvex was the only herbicide used." Big fat, nasty, ugly lie! The

USDA finally admitted in February 197O to the use of additional

chemicals, after I insisted because analysis of water, soil, plants and

me showed their presence "Water samples indicate(contamination)

content well below approved tolerance level." This is a lie, as there

are no public health service levels established for presence of any

amount of these chemicals in drinking water.
By the time February 197O rolled around, the USDA admitted to

having used in addition to Silvex made by Dow, chemicals formulated

by Monsanto, Hercules and Thompson-Hayward. They also changed

the "longevity" from "48 to 72 hours" to "possibly 8 months' . I

wonder how many more corrections and admissions they will make

before they die of shame or old age, in their reports on Globe? What

little respect they might have retained in my mind was made

impossible by their absolute fanatic refusal to show one grain of

concern for our welfare or regret that they had been the cause of

such great losses to all of us. The sheer arrogance of those in the

USDA in Washington and the emissaries whom they sent or who

volunteered for the job was so apparent in their attitudes which

clearly demonstrated they had no wish to solve any of our problems.

Their obsession seemed to be to add a few more untruths to the

already endless list of lies and misinformation that emanated from

the various government agencies centralized in Washington. These

included the USDA, the US Forest Service, the FDA and HEW.

After much more prodding, more phone calls and several more

broken promises, lreceived a copy of what is purported to be the

final report of the last "great eight" scientists who came to our area,

the ones whose theme song of damage was "root-rot, woodpeckers

and sapsuckers". So lwill continue the chapter of the "Priviledged
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Liars" with some of the contents of that report lt is also worth
noting that when I called the US Forest Service in Phoenix two days
after I had received this last 29 page, plus one exhibit, package of un-
related garbage. they had not been supplied with a copy of the report
although copies had been furnished to the chemical company
attorney's who were busy taking my deposition.

A "TASK FARCE" REPORT

As I look at the list of names of this last crew of government boys
who ran over each other getting here on top of Congressman McCarthy,
I am almost amused at how absurd it would be for a judge, in seeking
to learn the truth, to send the criminals to investigate their own crime!
Or a murderer to investigate a murder he had committed!

On September 21 , 197O, the USDA finally put together a "report"
to attempt one more time to convince the world that the Forest
Service was completely innocent of having caused any harm to us. ln
fact, they attempted to dress up their product in a lot of sheep-skin
covers that carried "PHD's", but I found on close inspection the
sheep-skins were only covers, and some of the same wolves were hiding
just under the first layer! By the time this last crew jetted in and out,
Red Riding Hood wasn't walking alone in her woods anymore. Those
woods had become pretty big forests, and there had been a couple of
other companions holding her hand when she took a short-cut or two
over to grandmother's house by way of those big trees out there, and
their PHD sheepskins were attached and for real!

This last attempt to cover-up, white wash, or just plain lie their way
out of a mess has only made them look more guilty. lf someone said

to this "bedded-down-in-government jobs" bunch, "Take me to your
leader!", they would have pointed to Dr Fred Tschirley, USD,A, and

two times visitor to Vietnam (Once to Cambodia, where he saw no

lasting damage from these chemicals there either, but the government

has paid out millions of dollars to each country on claims based on the

same type of damage noted here, including "root-rot and paralyzed

animals"!)
Just in case any of you readers want to check deeper into how much

these men on that panel did not know about the effects of phenoxy
herbicides on plants, animals and humans, relative to a place called

Globe, Arizona, here is the list of names, with rank and file added
(and some of it gets pretty rank):
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l)r. B. Clair Eliason - HEW - Has done no background work with

.),4 D, 2,4,5-f or Silvex. lnternship in Pediatrics, 1968 1969.

[Jr. Howard Heggestad - USDA - No background work with 2,4-D,
'),4,5 f or Silvex. Work and training is in air pollution, mostly sulphur

rlroxide. Dr. Heggestad has sent me papers he has written, but none

t)ortain to herbicides.
Dr. George Hepting - USDA - No background work with

?.4.5-f or Silvex. Work and training in air pollution'
Hobert F. Stephens - Fish & Wildlife - U'S.D. lnterior - No work

with 2,4-D,2,4,5-f or Silvex. Opening remark to me in August 1970:

"l'm no expert on herbicides and their effect on animal populations.".

lle was unable to answer any of the standard questions relative to

these herbicides.
Dr. Paul Sand - USDA - Although he was supposed to be trained in

herbicides, he was unable to answer most of the questions lasked' He

r;oncluded with, "You are questioning me about things that are in

your part of the country that lam totally unfamiliar with.".
Dr. Cipriano Cueto - USDA (Pesticide Regulation Division) - He was

courteous and attempted to be as honest as his job would allow, l'm

sure, by telling me that the answers to what the effects of these

particular herbicides are or what they will ultimately do, or how harm-

ful they may be, are as yet unknown. His attitude indicated that he

did not in any way consider himself to be a "herbicide expert", because

there is no such person.

Dr. Wayne Binns - USDA - This is the member of the team who is

credited with spreading the story all over the world that the deformed

goat was born prior to the spraying of Globe, Arizona, therefore the

entire universe was advised to forget the whole incident! Nothing at all

happened here! When I asked Dr. Binns if he had any background

training in these phenoxy herbicides or their effects on goats or other

animals, he replied "No.", I pursued the point further by asking on

what he based his statement relative to the age of the goat, and was

told he obtained a picture of a goat's teeth from the library after

he came to Arizona. He looked in the goat's head and decided it must

be 4 or 5 years old! I requested a copy of this book or picture or

whatever, and sure enough! Here it is attached to this last report!

Would you believe it's called "Exhibit 1", shows a first-grade drawing

of five sets of teeth under the heading "Age of a Goat by its Teeth" . .

. .? But the classic of all time is this sentence on the bottom of the

page:

"A general guide for telling age of goats by their teeth. lt is not too

dependable as there is quite a variance in tooth development." When

I referred to the deformed duck, which he had also disqualified bv



I

saying "born 4 miles from the spray . . .", he called our old Charley a

"goose"! (Now you must admit that most men do know a "goose"

from a duck!) As for that "4 miles away" bit, their own big red and

gray book states "drift has been experienced to a distance as great as

100miles..."!
Add the Chairman of the "Root-Rot Boys". Dr. Fred Tschirley, to

the list, and that rounds out the number of "experts" to a fat eight.

There were also those two "observors". The first one was Barry
Freeman - Agriculture Department - University of Arizona - Had a

big beautiful brain that knows all about range management, and very
little about the effect of herbicides, but enough to believe they can be

hazardous. At least, that's what he told me when he looked out over
my town and rode around with me and said if anyone had told him

they were going to use these chemicals here, he would have advised

them not to do it. He even told me about one job near Tucson that he

was asked about once, and he advised them not to spray because of
one house seven miles from the target area. Maybe he forgot about
that day he spent with me, but lhaven't. He also told me he saw

herbicide damage in my garden and trees but he didn't include this
visit in his report.

I saved David Pimentel for last, because they always give him such

an impressive title "Consultant to the Office of Science and Tech-

nology", but all of them seem to overlook the fact that he and the
Vice-President of Dow Chemical Company, Dr; Julius E. Johnson,
(who has been the loudest protester to any curtailment of the use of
these phenoxy herbicides) were on the same committee in Washington!
And since these men were both supposed to be working together, I

presume they knew what the other was doing. Besides Dr. Pimentel
failed my questionaire on herbicides, and lgave him the easy ones!

I haven't heard of him making any more speeches lately, like the one

he reportedly made in California which I covered in another chapter!
The introduction on Page 1 of the report acquaints everyone with

the main characters and refers to the "closed session" of two days in
"Phoenix with "Salt River Project, USFS, Arizona Land Department,
State Health Department and Game & Fish". lt was the same crew, no

new members or names. Then it tells of "animal blood", "animal
tissue" and gags on to the next page which becomes another "chapparal

to grass" or "grass to chapparal" thing, and l'm rolling with laughter
by then with tears emerging from my swollen eyes as they describe

this scenic picture of deer roaming the peaceful plateaus of our grass

covered mountainside. lt even says it was to "improve the water
quality" which is now contaminated!

lsn't this a poetic phrase: ". . . relic stands of mature chaparral.".

()r lrow about: ". . . evapo-transpiration lesses . . ." or ".. . additional
lrlrlr cffect. . ."? (Whatever the hell that is, it indicates l'm going to
1rr,,r love the "New Look".) After reading the 6 points on Page 2, I

'.lrook my head, commented, "The hell you say!", and tackled one of
tlrr:ir mathematical problems on Page 3 which again involved nothing
rprirtor than simple addition and subtraction, but they didn't get the
rrtht answer! Real pathetic! They came up with "3", only no one
linows for sure what it's "3" of !

On Page 3, they describe why water was substituted for oil as direct-
,rrl and when I read their explanation to a few men who really do know
wlry the oil should be there and not water, I had a lot of company
rolling on the floor laughing with me! I suspect this particular bit of
"rrnscientific" knowledge was supplied by Dr. Fred Tschirley, their
lr:ader, as it sounds like the misinformation he gave me in my interview
with him in Washington, but I never dreamed he would be arrogant - or
rrrrwise - enough to show his ignorance of the correct way recom-
rnended to mix these herbicides for aerial application. This one inter-
view alone was all that was needed to show he did not know much
;rbout herbicides, or else he was lying intentionally.

Half of the page mumbles about wind record, wind speeds, fire
weather stations, what constitutes a "gale wind", but the sentence
accidentally got in there which reads, "the actual wind speeds (during
the operation) were not recorded . . ." and "possibility of wind velocity
cxceeding 10 M.P.H.".

Page 4 shows a chart with 5 chemicals listed as having been used in

Globe in 1969. (Remember when they said "only Silvex - by Dow -
was used in 1968 and 1969 . . ."?)

On Page 6 there is another chart of the rainfall in 1969 supposedly
for Globe, but the figure they list is not the one we obtained from the
local official weather station. After telling us that most of our damage

was due to "root-rot, woodpeckers, and sapsuckers", they now add

drought . . . (l hear you laughing way over here as you read the figures
from their chart: "Average rainfall 15.75 - 1969 rainfall 13. 13")
But the official report we have lists 1969 rainfall as 16.26 inches, so it
was above normal! The weather station also lists the following rain-

fall figures for our area: 1956 - 7.89" (Now that's a drought,
kids! Not 16 inches!) (But nobody had their sycamores die from it!)
1960 - 13.26" (And nobody complained about allthe trees dying that
year either! Nor deformed guinea pigs and goats!)

1966 - 16.11 inches (And lcalled the Forest Service boys for the
first time in 1969 to see what in the hell had happened to my trees

that were turning yellow!)
1968 - 22.97 inches (And the trees, grass, flowers, garden crops,
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white mice, guinea pigs and hamsters died that wet yearl Don't
understand how the animals could have died from root-rot, though.)
1969 - 16.26 inches (The word drought just won't be believable,
boys! Try something else!)

One more interesting item to blow that drought theory right out
the door: A news story from Phoenix stated that the water impounded
by the Salt River Project in their reservoirs was twice the normal level.
The date of the story: October 7, 1969.

Since they seem to be all unstrung about our weather, I'll insert the
story of my blue ribbon hanging on the wall. This was our first year to
have a Gila County Fair - with fruit and all that kind of thing. There
was a classification for peaches, too. ln 1969, when all our peaches

shrivelled up, turned black, cell-divided and fell off, these smart boys
from the task force teams said it was because "the winter had been too
warm". This year, 1970, more of the trees died, so they said it was

too cold and they froze," But by then, we were all pretty
much aware that these were members of the Whitewash and Cover-up
Clubs, especially when analysis showed the peaches contained 2,4-D,
2,4,5-T and Silvex in 1969 and i970.

But high on the top of our mountain above the town of Globe is

our summer home. lt's 8000 ft. elevation and it gets real cold up
there. Sometimes there's 10 feet of snow in the wintertime. Twelve
years ago, my dad planted a peach seed in the ground in the yard by
the cabin with the remark, "This earth is good, and it will be warm in
the sun and this seed will grow you some peaches someday." He was

one of those real extra-special people. lt never entered his mind when
he moved here from Pennsylvania that you couldn't grow the same
things here as "back home", so he grew them! People used to come
from all around to look at his garden in Globe with everything just the
way it grew in the East. l've seen him take a rose-cutting. stick it in
the ground, cover it with a glass lar, and say, "This will be a mighty
fine rose bush.". And I always knew to move back and make way for
it, for everything grew that his hands touched. He loved the good
earth more than anything in the world, and it knew it. Mama used to
say, "lf you plant seeds with love, they know it.", and both of them
had the kind of faith that made things happen. They never got to see

what that little peach seed did. They were buried just 10 months
apart the next year in the little cemetery on the hill that faces the
mountain.

But I watched that little tree poke its head out and each year it
grew a little taller. lt didn't know that peach trees don't grow on
mountains in Arizona! Too cold! Or smelter smoke! Or drought! And
finally in the summer of 197O, after the "smart set" had told us there

wcre "no peaches because it was too cold", that little tree had 104
peaches on it! I called the local Forest Service and one of the rangers
(:ame up to verify it "for my files" and I photographed those gor-

r;uous peaches. So five of them went to our first county fair and won
the blue ribbon. They were beautiful l'm sure they could have held
out against any competition, but they were also the only peaches

cntered in that particular class.

Several pages of the report are devoted to telling us that we have

been infected by such things as "phymatotrichum omnivorum"
(N4y God! That sounds worse than "root-rot"l) and "attacked by P.

Omnivorum". Of course, they used the diversionary tactics of spouting
"air pollution from smelters". Sorry kids. we've had that checked and
it doesn't turn into 2,4-D,2,4,5-T or Silvex under analysis or cause

deformed goats or eyeless guinea pigs! Finally the subject of dioxins
being present in these chemicals is touched on lightly more equa-

tions, subtractions, and square roots are done, and the conclusion is

finally reached that dioxin was indeed present in this mess they shot
us down with! They further admit that even the "purified" kind Dow
talks about still had some of it in there because "all of it could not be

removed" and that in the newest experiments done by Dow and by
NIEHS with this "purified junk", deformities were produced in the
test animals! And the deformities were the same kind we had

reported !

When they get over to the residue reporting, they sound even a

little more unsure of themselves. After they squeezed through that
deformity section, admitting these chemicals do and have caused

deformities, it left them a little winded. ln fact, nowhere do I find a

time limit on how long these things may last! No more of that "48
to 72 hours" bit for water! Remember when they said it could not
contaminate water? Now I read "some contamination of surface

water will inevitably occur . . .". And they even got around to saying
"residues in forage grasses . . .4 or 5 months . . .". (They said earlier it
didn't affect grass or hang around out there anywhere!)

Page 17 even belts one to the chin of the FDA, by telling us they
have found residues oI 2,4,5-T, which has no tolerance levels established,

in 1 to 2 percent of all the dairy and meat, fish and poultry products
for 1964 through 1968! Then they state that although these residues

were present and there should have been none, it "lends added support
to the concept of lack of residues accumulation of phenoxy herbicides..
. .". As to whether dioxin is also present, they finish themselves (and

me!) by saying that "studies are underway . . but not enough
time has elapsed to get results . . .". Remember when Dr. Johnson of
Dow Chemical told Senator Hart that they had been aware of this
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dioxin goodie since "1950 or earlier"? lsn,t 20 years a helluva long
time to still not know?

Page 18 talks about "sage grouse" in Colorado, and how there were
no effects on them due to the use of 2,4-D. However, they did autopsy
6 dead ones, and found 2,4-D in their brains!

Page 19 includes an admittance that 2,4,5-T is toxic to fishl But
since they saw no dead ones (or live ones eitherl),1 guess it doesn,t
count!

And to really stay true to the colors urrder which they were all lying,
they proceeded to discuss as minutely and in as descriptive detailing as
their minds could muster. each encounter with each ,,human health
aspect" who had consulted with them at all, and inserted their own
comments about those who did not, I being one of the latter. I

refused to go into the private details of my life with them after my
offer for them to look at my guinea pigs was turned down cold! So
the report really went to town in my direction, going so far as to use a
direct quote from a local doctor named Randolph stating what I

supposedly said to him during a visit which I supposedly made after
the spray. At the time the spraying occured in June 1969, I would not
have visited this particular doctor with any problem relative to my
health, or my guinea pig's health! I have no confidence in this man as a

doctor, or as a man. His behavior long before June, 1969 caused me to
form these opinions of him. So I loudly protest any indication that I

would at any time have sought him out as a physician for myself after
the spray! lf he made the statement attributed to him, he lied. pos-

sibly doctors often sit around telling each other about their various
patients, and I suppose occasionally one of them might be guilty of
fabricating a patient, especially if he thinks it will make him real popular
with the "big boys" to claim a patient as his, who is not, when he
doesn't think the person will ever know about it. But they never
expect the other doctors to run out and publish it in a report that is
sent around the world! Besides, they usually keep their mouths shut
or are supposed to, about patients, authentic or imaginary, something
to do with their "oath of office".

Those privileged ranchers, the stars of my ,,Unbrave Cowboys',
chapter, get almost a full page of recognition, and guess what? Their
cow charts show those boys aren't making money playing cowboys on
the range! They're making it with all those big calf crops! But their
figures, and stories, on this page don't tally with some of the other
information we obtained earlier. But I guess if anyone is exposed to
"Privileged Liars" long enough, a bit of it rubs off all around!

Maybe they thought we would be so sick or angry by all the garbage
in the first 25 pages that we'd give up and quit reading, so they saved

tlrr irrralysis until the last four pages. And then they lied again.

First, they said the analysis results were of the Silvex and 2,4,5-F
rr,,ctl in 1969, but they weren't, forthey only showed 2 and there were

b r:lrcmicals sprayed. Besides that, these samples were not of what was
,,pr ayed in Globe because they lost the cans! Dr. Tschirley's reply to
rrry question in September 1970: 'We'll never know, if they can't find
tlrr: cans, or any of the chemicals, just what was used in Globe, will we,

l)r Tschirley?" And his reply was, "Unfortunately, Mrs. Shoecraft,
this is true; we'll never really know."!

But they brazenly state that these analysis "were of the chemicals

rrscd". Unfortunately for them, and for the manufacturers, even those

samples, one by Dow and one by Thompson Hayward, contained dioxin.
lhen they lied again. They didn't even put down the correct label

ligures for the registered product! We don't know how much 2,4-D
they found for they don't say, but the analysis of the soil samples for
Silvex showed one of them contained 5,500 ppml And these were

taken almost 10 months after the sprayl (What was that you told me,

Dr. Tschirley? Only 1 ppm in the sample you brought from Vietnam?

See, I told you that they should have put oil in the damn stuff, not
water! That's the way the Adjutant General mixed his brew for
Vietnam and Cambodia! But he's stopped using them over there now.
Had to pay out too much money for damages!)

We're back into the animals and blood, tissue and blood, and liver
and blood, and shoulder roast and blood . . . until finally I get sick and

vomit in the paper bag I kept handy for this report. After I put the bag

in the bathroom, and separated some of the "howevers" from the
"therefores", it says they found the damn2,4-D or 2,4,5-f or Silvex . .

. . or all three . . . in about 75o/oof the meat samples they hauled out of
here. All except the shoulder roast! Now that's what l'm going to buy
from now on! No more of those bloody old tissue loaded steaksl Just

shculder roasts!

Their conclusion more or less says they really don't know whether
they have any conclusions yet or not!

And I guess these new riders that have replaced the ones who used to
ridethe purple sage but can't now because it's been killed by herbicides,
have a very difficult time getting their skirts over the saddle-horn, or
holding them down over their knees while they use the other hand to
keep their hats on the top of their swollen heads! Privileged Liars

always do strange things.
P.S. I wonder if any of them ever read the little story inside that

big book that has most of their names in it somewhere, including
Pimentel, Tschirley, Dow Chemical, six other chemical companies, Dr.

Cueto, and a few others. lt's known as the Mrak report. lt tells of a
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"tlrr,rrrr.rl rrrversion" and the absence of any winds in an area where a

1rr.,,trr:rrlc "had been used successfully for 16 years prior to the date of
tlrr. ,rr:r;i<lt:ntal poisoning" with the result that "persons and livestock .

. wrrrc affected by the pesticide . . .". Seems I remember these ,,air

prllrrlion" experts along for the ride talked about ,,thermal inversions,,
rrr:r:urirrg right here. Maybe they'd better read about these things in that
lxrok with their names inside the covers.

"8. B" (Before Bionetics)

ln 1963 the US Department of Health, Education and Welfare
decided to determine whether a few of the chemicals the USDA had
okayed for use for twenty years would produce cancer and defor_
mities in addition to a lot of other diseases they already knew about.
Approximately lOO chemicals were selected for testing, including
2-4D, 2,4,5-T and 2,4,5-Tp (Sitvex)

Data obtained clearly indicates the manufacturers and the usDA
were already aware of the hazards of these particular chemicals
prior to beginning this study in 1963. A list of illnesses caused by
them twenty years ago included damage to the centrar nervous
system, kidneys and liver. One study told of two small children
playing in a yard sprayed with a much weaker solution of 2-4D then
used by the Forest Service. A rash appeared. Their eyes, mouths and
lips became swollen. Several days later urinary disturbances in_
cluding incontinence, and renal damage appeared. Other symptoms
of poisoning by 2-4D and 2,4,5-T included ,,fatigue, nausea,
vomitting, anorexia, diarrhea, swelling and aching of the extremities.
These symptoms progressed until pain, paresthesias and limb
paralysis were severe. Disability was protracted and recovery in-
complete even after several years "

Under "symptomology" this same paper lists:
"lethargy progressing to coma" "progressive decline in blood

pressure;; "Flaccid paralysis" ".. . sudden death (in animals) ascribed
to ventricular fibrillation and cardiac arrest,, ,,... reduction of body
temperature" "in non-fatal poisoning, severe and protracted neuritis
with pain and parasthesia. poisoned animals display muscle
rigidity.

"CHRONIC EXPOSURE may lead to central nervous system
defects in control of motor function "

Another study f rom the Journal of the American Medical
Association, November 1959, describes three patients exposed to
2 4D Symptoms of poisoning included numbness in legs, fingers
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rrr(l toes, swelling of feet and legs, diarrhea, rash, vomitting and
rlrrrrrage to the nervous system lt concludes by stating: "Disability
wrs protracted, recovery incomplete even after lapse of several
ylirrs. Since there is no antidote or other specific treatment of
2 4D poisoning, this herbicide should be used with caution "

My question is: "Why was it allowed to be used at all?"
Other studies show the same f indings and list the same

',yrnptoms. ln addition to "loss of memory, depression, pathological
lrcltavior, psychoneurotic symptoms, weakness in mental capacity,
rlr:t:reased drive, and loss of potency and libido."

Those of us in Globe Arizona who have chosen to fight rather
tlran accept the government's violation of our rights by spraying us

with these chemicals, have had or been accused of having all of
tlrese listed ailments. The dates of our reporting these symptoms to
tlre disinterested members of the A.M.A. and the USDA were prior to
our obtaining copies of these publications. How strange that we
r;hose the symptoms of "2-4D poisoning" when we didn't know what
lhey were. Stranger still that our animals who cannot read, also
chose the same ones.

The heading of a new item February 28, 1971, Washington DC,
reads: "Administration ORDERS SLASH lN RESEARCH ON BIRTH

DEFECTS". lt states a study has been in progress for twelve years by

National lnstitutes of Health (H E.W.), to determine "such tragedies
as mental retardation, nervous system defects and childhood
behavior disorders". The cost to date is "1OO million dollars" The
"study bunch" are unhappy because the funds this year will be a

mere "5.5 million dollars." One of the doctors directing "part of the
big collaborative effort" is quoted as saying: "This is the best
longitudinal study of child development that has ever been made."

My reply to that is "Bull Roar!" And I continue by adding "The

Hell You Say!" What happened to the findings already obtained by

the National lnstitutes of Health and HEW from the Bionetics study
completed in 1968 and still kept secret? These took seven years and
cost 3.5 million dollars. Weren't they good enough? What happened
to the other 96.5 million dollars already spent? lnstead of "childhood

behavior disorders" there should be one on "Manhood behavior dis-
orders". A lot of these researchers and all of those members of the
USDA who lied to us should volunteer as "guinea pigs" to be studied.
But the study would probably be renamed "Mis-behavior Disorders"
of the USDA.



WHY?

Of what real use are all these other things
That take your time. . . and mineT
We say that we have learned so much and yet
We cannot look inside a tiny seed
And see what makes it grow . .

These things . . . and many more . . . appear to be
More than we can ever know.
Are all these secrets locked from you and me . .

Or is it just because we will not seeT

Recently, lwas referred to as an "iconoclast" 
- and maybe lam.

According to Webster's Fifth Edition, this is someone who is a
"breaker of images" - one who "attacks cherished beliefs as
shams "

lf those beliefs are wrong, and if on close inspection they will not
stand the spotlight of truth, then I believe they should be exposed
and destroyed.

Believing a thing will not make it so. The Forest Service believed
that 2-4D and 2,4,5-T were "harmless". That didn't make it true, for
just beneath the surface and on the research shelves, and in the
laboratories, and in a lot of scientists' heads - was all the evidence
anyone needed to prove these were not as harmless as they had
been led to believe. As this research was done, nobody bothered to
publicize what they found

The findings were printed, but they were buried so deeply a

seeing eye dog couldn't have located most of theml A forester is told
by the head outfit, located in Mr. Cliff's office in Washington, "Hey,
man, this is great stuff! We're going to see to it that you get funds to
spray it all around, and it will make grass grow like crazy! And you
can free those conifers, so you'll have tall stands of timber, and the
streams will cascade down the mountain, and there'll be fish
swimming and singing and dancing all over the place ln fact, they'll
be bigger than ever, according to Dow Chemical literature, which
states: "the greater the treatment, the bigger and heavier the fish."

Add to this idyllic picture, the anticipation and impatient pressure
exerted by ranchers so they can have more cow feed, and by the
farmers, who are so torn up o\/er these starving millions that they
iust have to "increase their yields" - and "grow more crops" and
any money made along the way is only a by-productl

I don't mean those hardworking, backbone of America individuals

wlro used to be designated as "farmers and ranchers" - for nobody

worked as hard as they did! They broke their backs getting it done,

rrrrd got lost and squeezed out somewhere in the shuffle. They were

tlre ones who tamed a wilderness and did without any of the luxuries
irnd most of the necessities! They sweat real sweat, and bled real

blood for rich dark soil, and steep hillsides, and great open plains,

irnd high mountain peaks. They knew what the words "the good

carth" really meant To the cowboy, they meant one thing; to the
farmer, another But they both loved the land and all it stood for

So when lsay "rancher or farmer", I mean the "big outfits" so

big, and all encompassing, that they dwarf the little operator clear
out of sight - whose brand on the side of their beef is a $, and

whose thousands of acres of melons and lettuce and grapes and

cotton isanother LearJetto park on a runway. I mean the rancher or

farmer, who, even if he's just pushing cattle over the rocky hillside
above Globe, is so small himself, that he can't see what he's doing
to a land that a lot of men died for when he encourages the use or

helps to apply these chemicals that will ultimately turn and destroy
him.

l'm sure that most of the forest personnel who have used these
particular chemicals were unaware of their hazards, for if the re-
searchers didn't even tell each other, why would they tell anyone
else? Can you imagine any of them saying: "You know what? That
ctazy hormone stuff made by Dow or Monsanto, or
Thompson-Hayward, or Chipman, wiped out those bluegills, and

some of the mice have twisty tales, and a few bulgy eyes, and no

eyeballs, and some club feet. . and cleft palates! And that hound dog

we both liked? He just flat out died this morning!"
Or, "Boy, you should see what just the vapors from that stuff did

to the tomato plants; and the pea pods aren't going to have any peas

either! And it's dividing up the cells, so a sycamore leaf doesn't know

whether to be a sycamore or an elm!"
Someone, somewhere, should have let somebody know. lf the re-

searchers had informed "unscientif ic me" that they had never done

any scientific studies regarding the effect of these chemicals on

human beings (that being me!) and that they were female hormones,
(and that being a part of me also!) then I would have printed up

handbills at my own expense and stood on a street corner passing

them out, and hoped that at least one member of the Forest Service,
the BlA, the Army Corps of Engineers, and possibly the Adjutant
General of the Department of Defense, might walk by and take one

of them home to read! (Purposely didn't mention anyone from the top

office of the USDA - don't get your feelings hurt, Mr. Hardin, l'll get
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around to you!)
Dr Roan, University of Arizona, whose file, A-19, is getting

thicker (and muddier) every day. and whose title is "Project Director,
Community Pesticides Studies," did tell me that they are now
"studying" one 2-4D, or 2,4,5-T or Silvex victim. He died in Hawaii
and was a suicide yet!

I am sick of the word "scientist". I am sick of hearing it, sick of
seeing it in print, and I am sick of paying for research projects being
done on many of the less important issues of life, while the vital
threads of life itself are slowly disintegrating before our eyes. Why
search for the reason of a thing when the obvious answer is sitting
on the surface? Why continue looking for a different answer when
the answers to many of these things were painstakingly arrived at
twenty years ago? lf two and two were added together and the
answer was four in 1950, is there any reason to assume that if we
abandon the problem for twenty years and keep telling everyone
during the interim that the answer is five, or six, or eight just
because we want it to be five or six or eight that this will make it so?
lf someone asks us to prove our answer, won't it still come our four?
This is simple basic arithmetic, and lfeel this is as deep as can be
comprehended by some of the "wizards" who are supposed to be
"researchers".

The real scientist to me is one who cares enough about the truth
that he is willing not only to search for it through the method of trial
and error, but who is also willing to disclose all of his findings and
proven facts. lt is the person who is brave enough also to say, "l do
not know," if he does not. Again, I return to the word "integrity",
which seems to be a quality much more rare than "empathy". lf a

man possesses the virtue of integrity, and he is also a scientist, he
cannot allow his knowledge to be distorted or misquoted or
expressed in only half-truths that on the surface appear to state one
thing, but when checked more deeply disclose a different answer, or
worse yet, his own lack of knowledge in the field in which he has
been represented as a scientist. How unfair to present his testimony
as proof in arriving at an answer to a given problem in some
particular field of study, when he is not a qualified scientist in that
particular field. But even more unforgivable is his allowing himself to
be represented as an expert on the given subject with all the ready
answers at his fingertips and on the nerve endings inside his brain
somewhere, when he himself knows he is lacking in knowledge but
for reasons known only to him, he does not say so.

The word "scientist" has been one which through the ages of
man's total evolvement in life and with life, has always inspired a

feeling of awe.. and respect...and belief .. and trust.
How can anyone to whom it has been ascribed allow it to be

rnisused?
lhad great admiration for the word scientist, and lstill do, as

applied in its true meaning, but not when it is used to mislead lt
resets another phase of my disillusionment I sit here in August
197O, on myonce beautiful mountain above the little town of Globe,
Arizona, and study the toe of a very unscientific but well used boot
on my left foot. Added to the feeling of disillusionment with the
various groups of government investigators who have come belatedly
and scurried and hurried out again is also now one of disgust. I

review the newspaper clipping regarding the press releases given to
the world by this last group of visiting f iremen sent in February 197O
to put out a fire that is still in high gear The blaze is now much
higher than when they arrived, and gaining in intensity

We begged for an unbiased group to be sent. This has never been
done. But no one who is unbiased has been sent by the government
to Vietnam or Cambodia, either, to report the truth of what these
chemicals have done there. As early as 1966, a group of 29
scientists who were in search of truth and the disclosing of it when
found (no matter whose toes might be stepped on) under the leader-
ship of Dr. John Edsall of Harvard, appealed to President Johnson to
prohibit the use of defoliants and herbicides in Vietnam (and I would
hope also some thought was given to prohibiting their use and
experimentation on us and America. They tried, but evidently no one
listened, although their protest was followed by a letter of petition to
President Johnson from 22 scientists, seven of whom were nobel
laureates. This was followed up by the signatures of 5,OOO additional
scientists to co-sponsor the petition, protesting the use of these
chemicals. All of this was in 1966, the year our area was sprayed
twice. And the acres sprayed increased six times over 1965,
according to the figures given to me by the Forest Service. But none
of the scientists bothered to tell President Nixon about it And when
we did, his attitude to the world about the antics of the USDA was
"let's change the subject. Anyone for tennis?"

This was the same year the amount of these chemicals used in
Vietnam was increased over the previous year, by five times. Please
impress on your mind the year 1966, those of you who are not
scientists, and those of you who are, for this was the year the
Bionetics research laboratories showed that these chemicals could
produce birth deformities and tumors in the cancer studies in the test
animals on which the experiments were being performed at the
direction of the government, although this information was not
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released until 1970, four years later, during the hearings in

Washington. Dow Chemical Company was also aware of these

findings in 1965, or if they were not, they have no excuse to offer'

Why did Dow not notify the USFS in 1964 when they shut down their

plant due to the fact that the "chloracne potential of 2,4,5-T trichlo-

rophenol 12,4,5-Tl process was building up to a danger point?"

(statement of Dr. Julius Johnson, Vice President of Dow chemical,

Senate Hearings April 15, 1970)' According to his testimony' the

plant was not put back into operation until 1966 or 1967' and by

then, we had been sprayed at least three times with the damn'

stinking contaminated stuff that they never bothered to tell anyone

might be loaded with a few extra goodies that no one had even

counted on, the ones that wound up twisting mice's tails, deleting

their eyes, corkscrewing their necks and heads, and leaving part of

their skull open, giving club feet, cleft palates, slipped tendons and

deformed legs.

I am looking at the list of names appearing inside that great big

impressive book for which I paid $3'0O (and never got the damn

book. The copy I have was given to me by someone else' My check

was cashed, but I never got the book')' The title is "Report on the Sec-

retary's commission on Pesticides and their relationship to Environ-

mental Health, Parts I and ll". lt is 677 pages thick, and the study

cost us 3% million dollars, but they forgot to include a couple of real

essentials, like Part lll. Maybe they were just too busy running

around putting all this garbage together (and some of it is garbage'

nothing more, to my very unscientific but totally practical mind).

Maybetheyweretrippingovereachotherintheirhastetomakesure
no one stepped on anyone's toes and by then they had become so

careful not to say anything that might offend anyone else that they

just forgot to say anything PERIOD, even to each other!

AsllookovertheVastlistofnamesinthefrontofthisS3'oo
book, I think what strange and unusual bedfellows! And I wonder

why. Why give a man a job to do, and then beset him on all sides by

those who don't believe in the work he's doing in the first place'

ThentheylineeveryoneUpSothattheknowledgeofeachmore
or less nullifies the knowledge produced by the next in line A
ridiculous and stupid equation, like saying "go find the answer" and

then saying "and just in case you do, here's someone right next to

you to clobber you before you can tell what you found"'

There are twelve pages of names of individuals who were

supposedtohavesomethingtodowithgettingthisreporttogether,
including the part that got left out.

Sincelhavetoworkmywayaroundorthroughoroverthis6TT

page compilation of confusing information referred to as the
"Secretary's Book", let's just run up and down those list of names.
names of panels and the "grateful acknowledgements of thanks"
listed in the front of the book and see who a few of them are (These

17 pages were not numbered amoung the 677 They are written in

Roman numerals, maybe to confuse the printer so he would only
charge tor 677, saving us money, you know.) So that means there are
really 694, then count the back cover because they counted the front,
and that's about 697. Then add about 61 pages for the Volume lll
that they mislaid somewhere until 197O, and that brings us up to
over 75O pages! Ouite a bookl "Gone With The Wind" potentials!
Except that "Gone With The Wind" is a much more believable story
than is the one which unfolds out of this book.

THE BOYS AT BIONETICS.
BELTSVILLE AND BETHESDA

This book which is open before me has been erroneously referred to
as the "Bionetics Book" and the "Mrak Report". The cover carries a 13

word title: "Report of the Secretary's Commission on Pesticides and
Their Relationship to Environmental Health", Parts I and ll, U S. De-
partment of HEW, Dec. 1969 " (The Part lll thar shook up the world
regarding deformaties is still unavailable.) These are supposed to be

the findings of a study which cost us at least 3% million dollars, took
7 years to complete, just to tell us a lot of things we'd already been
told 20 years ago, that these damn pesticides being sprayed all over
hell's half acre (and several million acres this side of heaven, too)
are going to wipe us out. That's the message, if anyone is smart
enough to read, and not necessarily just between the lines, but just
around the "howevers", the "therefores" and the "perhaps in due
time" type of governmentalgarbage it contains.

There are roughly 25O names in the f ront of the book of
individuals who evidently contributed in compiling all this mess, and
because I don't want to bog down writing my book, like they did
theirs, I won't name all of them, but I will set out just a few that I find
most intriguing. Let's pretend this is a new chapter, called "Strange
Bedfellows" or "How Come He's on a Pesticide Clean-Up Program?"

The commission was composed of 14 members. Right up at the
top, I see Dr. Julius E. Johnson, Dow Chemical Company (and the
same Julius E. Johnson, Vice-President of Dow Chemical, who so
vigorously protested any curtailment in the use of 2,4,5-f at the
Senator Hart hearings in Washington, D.C. April 197O, after de-
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formities in test animals, and after he admitted knowing a lot of
other hazardous facts about these chemicals!) Then I see Dr. David
Pimentel's name as an associate member. (Remember Dr. Pimentel
and the "Herbicide Specialist" incident in an earlier chapter?) When
Iturn the page, there they are again, just like the Bobbsey Twinsl
Real togetherness, Johnson and Pimentel, except they've cut down
the odds of being able to compare notes for they're on the same sub-
committee with the title "Effects on Non-Target Organisms Other
Than Man", and the two of them make up half the team! (Maybe

that's what's wrong, they should have been on a committee entitled
"Effects of Pesticides on a Target Organism Known as Man,
Animals, Birds, Water, Soil, Vegetables, and the House by the side of
the road where Man is attempting to Live"!) The more I study these
various names on various committees, the more apparent become
the reasons why no one working on this study rushed around in-
forming you and me of the results. Wouldn't it be strange if one
owned a store, which was broken into and robbed, and when the
criminal was apprehended, he admitted the crime? But justice being
as it is, a trial by jury was granted him just the same, and when the
storekeeper entered the court-room, he discovered the judge was not
a real judge, but the criminal's father, the jury was composed of his
twin brother, his 4 sisters, 2 uncles, a grandmother, and 4 of his first
cousins! And the only witnesses were the man's children, nieces and
nephews! Well, "Kissin'Cousins" out there, that's just the way this
book reads!

The commission staff member's list reads like a "Who's Who" for
the FDA & HEW! We move over a little and make room next to Dr.

Johnson of Dow Chemical, for a few of the other chemical company
representatives under the heading of "Acknowledgements to other
Contributors". This list includes M.J. Sloan of Shell Chemical
Company, USA, and Dr. J. Robinson, Shell Research, London,
England, W.B. Shafer or Stauffer Chemical Company, Arthur Poulos
of Chemical & Engineering News, Washington, D.C., Donald Spencer
and Kenneth Krausche of National Agricultural Chemical
Association, Mr. Chambers of Esso Research, Alfred Mulliken of
Chemical Specialty Manufacturers Association. Also Dr. John P.

Frawley of Hercules Chemical, lnc. There's even a representative of
the chemical company which threatened to sue the publishers of
Rachel Carson's book, "Silent Spring," prior to its publication,
Velsicol Chemical Company.

I also find the name of Mr. Ross Wurn, Ross Wurn and
Associates of Modesto, California. How unusual that Dow Chemical
Company sent a gentleman by the name of Ross Wurm, from

California, to the Range Management meeting in November 1969
Don't suppose these were both the same man, do you?

But the USDA list of names in the book outnumbers all the
others, including even the FDA! Dr. Fred Tschirley's name is there,
and also Dr. Harry Hayes, USDA, who was recently fired from his job
as director of the Pesticide Regulation Division (PRD), and no one
seemed to know why. I called Dr Richard Bates, the director in
charge at National Cancer lnstitute, and he informed me that Dr
Hayes was the member of the USDA whom he notified as early as
February 1969 regarding the alarming findings in the terotogenicity
studies ol 2-4D and 2,4,5-T, but Dr. Hayes apparently chose to
ignore it. Dr Bates also stated he had notified the Department of De-
fense and the FDA, but none of these agencies chose to inform the
American public either. lf the information had not accidently leaked
out, I suppose these reports would have been suppressed forever, for
l'm finding more startling proof every day that shows these govern-
ment agencies were aware many years ago of the hazards con-
nected with the use of the phenoxy herbicides and many other
chemicals, but they have chosen to either ignore or suppress this
information. A heading for an Associated Press news release
(5/31 /7Ol reads, "Federal Pesticides Chief Removed from Job," but
it doesn't bother to tell that this chief in the USDA who was Dr
Hayes, was aware of the Bionetics findings relative to 2-4D and
2,4,5-T, showing they produced deformities in the test animals a

long time ago, although he never passed the word along to the
USFS, who were and still are, using these chemicals.

As I look at the size of this book, over 7OO pages, I am struck with
the idea that possibly this entire compilation of "facts", "contradic-

tions", "howevers", "perhaps", "maybes", and "possibilities" was
jacketed together in another attempt by the FDA, USDA, HEW and
Department of Defense to stall for time, for it is packed with
frightening accounts of the danger of these and other chemicals, but
the conclusions always manage to trail off into a meaningless "Let's

not rock the boat" attitude of concern Whatever good might be
accomplished on one page, in the realm of showing we've learned
anything by this whole damn study, is counteracted by "but on the
other hand" type of philosophy on the next page. Possibly someone
concluded that if it takes a day to really digest one informative page
and look up all the references it lists of this voluminous contribution,
we'll forget how much it cost us, and give them at least seven more
years to "study" some of these things that any high school sopho-
more chemistry student would already know!
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Why didn't they all jusr read Rachel Carson's ',Silent Spring?,,
Her book told about all of these things almost 1O years ago. ln fact,
this "Mrak Report" sounds more like a propaganda job to get a few
more billion dollars poured into these research labs such as the pesti-
cide Study Center at the University of Arizona, where Dr. Roan
happily eats DDT, and gets paid to do so. Why is it important to keep
verifying the same thing, that these chemical combinations which
killed and deformed in 1948 and 1956 and 1961 and 1965 and .l 969
will also kill and deform in 197O and the year 2OOOI

Although l'm sure this book will be very useful in the courtroom,
for those who may also decide to sue a few people like we did, it is
with utter disgust, annoyance, and a "the hell you say!,'attitude that
I offer some of the quotes from the latest "stranger than fiction',
HEW contribution to life (or Death!)

It is difficult for me to tear myself away from the name of Julius
Johnson, Vice-President of Dow Chemical Company, especially since
he was on the committee and one of the four members on one study
team. A few other items relative to Dr. Johnson hold me a little trans-
fixed, too, as lstudy his phorograph (C & EN 4/21 /7O) This news
release states Dow Chemical is a major producer of 2,4,5-T and that
17/z million pounds were produced in 1968. lt also quotes a few of
the remarks of Dr. Johnson during the Senator Hart hearings in
Washington including that he saw "no imminent hazard in the use of
2,4,5-T". He really enters quite a plea to continue using it, stating he
found it "difficult to believe that any practical hazards exist from
registered uses". The article failed to mention that Dr. Johnson had
been on the Bionetics report committee, that he had access to any of
the reports he cared to look at, which showed deformities as early as
1965 and 1966, that in addition to producing deformities with
2,4,5-T, they were also produced with 4 formulations of 2_4D. Nor
did the article disclose that under questioning by Senator Hart on
April 15, 197O, Dr. Johnson admitted: ',Since 1950 we (Dow
Chemical) have been keenly aware of the possibility of a highly toxic
impurity being formed in 2,4,5-T". "ln late 1964, some workmen
developed chloracne, assay program showed chroracne potential
from 2,4,5-T process was building up to a danger point, plant was
shut down."

When Senator Hart asked him who was notified by Dow
Chemical, upon learning of the presence in the 2,4,5-T of a ,,highly

toxic impurity", he replied that in March 1965 (a year later), they
notified "other manufacturers of 2,4,5-T, the Michigan Department
of Health, the university of Michigan and various other hearth
oriented individuals in private medicine and industry,,. He even got

around to showing some pictures of "chloracne in humans" to the
Mrak Commission on November 7, 1969 (5 months after Globe was
sprayed and 4 years after the plant was shut down, and we had a

few pictures of our own by thenl). Now isn't that one hell of a big
deal! He also told Senator Hart of a cozy little jam session which he
attended in November 1969 with his buddies over at the FDA, and
which the FDA had arranged. Others attending included Dr. Mitchell
and Dr. Bates of the National Cancer lnstitute (HEW) and another
man, Mr. Rowe. Dr. Johnson stated he offered to underwrite the
costs of re-running the tests in the government labs at the National
lnstitute of Health (NlH-HEW) because he evidently wasn't satisfied
with the results, even if they had taken seven years to obtain!

But guess what? HEW was so obligingly nice and so willing to
scrap all that evidence since it had made Dr. Johnson unhappy, that
one of our star performers in the little play, Dr. Mitchell, told Dr.

Johnson that it would be just fine if he'd like to run his own tests at
Dow's own laboratories, and since everyone was so friendly, that's
just what he did! And although it took 7 years to get these other
results out, here came Dr. Johnson galloping into the offices of HEW

and USDA just 6 weeks later with the astounding news that the "Dow

2,4,5-T of regular production grade did not cause birth defects". (l
wonder what kind of "expedient" lab he has, anyway?) We'll leave
Dr. Johnson for a little while, sitting in the middle of his chemical
cans, and test tubes and sample rats (or should I leave it singular for
just one?), and come back to him later, when we cover (or uncover)
some more of his testimony before Senator Hart.

Since I have now managed to choke down the list of names
(although some of them gagged me!) as organizers, committee
members, panel advisors, and manipulators in the front of the book
with the 13 word title, hold my hand and let's look into some of the
wording it contains. This will require a new chapter, and since it
appears no one in Washington is ever going to publish the entire
findings relative to the deformity studies, and since by using my
Elliot Ness hat and long black leotards, I managed to get a copy of
these omitted statistical pages, I'll include this information also. l'm
very proud and very grateful, that I was privileged to furnish a copy of
these sheets to Senator Hart, to be used in the April hearings in
Washington.

The following will be a random study of the "Secretary's Report
Parts I and ll", for it appears to be just that. a very random, incon-
clusive study, whose ability to depress anyone reading it is
tremendous, not necessarily by relating the frightening knowledge
which we have about a few of these "USDA Approved" pesticides,
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but the even more tragic fact that is paramount and cannot be
hidden. lt tells the unbelievable story that the researchers and the
various government agencies have known these facts for many
decades. So it is with no fear of being corrected by any government
agency, scientist or researcher that I make this statement: We do
not need to learn more about most of these chemicals, specifically
those referred to as phenoxy herbicides. We need only to be made
aware of the findings of studies already completed 20 or 30 years
ago, and to become so aware of the research already completed
that we will not forget the tragic results of the past.

My disillusionment with those in power in my government who
could have prevented these things from happening but chose delib-
erately to distort the truth is surpassed only by my anger. I cannot
accuse them individually, nor can I ask what they received collec-
tively for selling so much of the entire future of the world, but I can
ask: Was it worth it?

,,A COMEDY OF TERRORS"

This title would be much more fitting for the book "Report of the
Secretary's Commission on Pesticides and Their Relationship to En-
vironmental Health", Parts land ll. lalso have a separate publication
of Part I dated November 1969, in which appears a letter from the
Chairman, Emil M. Mrak, University of California at Davis, to Sec-
retary of HEW, Mr. Robert Finch. While the book containing part 

I

and ll may be purchased from the government for $3.OO, this earlier
edition of Part I is not for sale, and Vol. lll is unavailable.

The date of Dr. Mrak's letter is November 1 1 , 1969, and the date
given by Dr. Johnson Vice President Dow Chemical and member of
the "Secretary's Commission", in his testimony before Senator Hart
was November 7, 1969, at which tirne Dr. Johnson stated he pre-
sented photographs and information to the Mrak Commission which
he claimed indicated the results of the Bionetics tests showing defor-
mities produced with lhe 2,4,5-T material used in the experiments
were due to an "impurity, not to the 2,4,5-T itself". The dates of
November 7 and November 11, 1969, sound like a gambler's choice
at Las Vegas, or real great numbers for a crystal ball gazer. (Can't be
bothered analyzing them from that angle myself, though. Too busy
riding my broom after the chemical companies and the USDAI)
These dates are significant, as November 7,1969, is the date Dr.
Johnson brought his new box of old goodies and tale of woe to the

lir'(:retary's Commission. Also, November 7, 1969, is the date of his
tormlnation as a member of that commission! Why? Altho Dr. Mrak
wos aware of these findings, he made no reference to them in Part l.

lrr his letter of November 11, 1969, to Mr. Finch: "Chemicals...are
ol such importance we must learn to live with them. The final
decicion regarding the usage of these chemicals must be made by
those governmental agencies with the statutory responsibilities for
tho public health and for pesticide registration . . .".

I looked at the unreadable signature of Dr Mrak beneath those
romarks, and didn't need a graphologist to tell me our personalities
would probably clash! Nor did I need anyone to tell me that whatever
olse might be contained between the covers of his book would be
npproached very skeptically by me. . . for he just blew it!

The first sentence said in essence, "Sorry, kid, maybe it's a little
rough to take, but even if they kill you or wipe out the good earth,
these chemicals are here to stay!" And the second one left the
choice of just what would be done about it to those masterminds
most responsible for already doing us in! "Governmental agencies",
Hell! These agencies, HEW and FDA, may be "responsible for my
health", but they sure haven't improved it any! As for the "pesticide

registration" reference which keeps the decision making over there
in the USDA playhouse, someone must have gone over Dr. Mrak's
recommendation, because they f ired Dr. Harry Hayes anyway, before
too many more exposures came to light in that department (Pesticide

Registration Division).
The book supposedly available for S3.0O to the public, Part I and

ll, bears the date December 1969, altho the study was completed in
1968. ln the front is another letter from Dr Mrak to the "Honorable

Robert Finch", dated December 5, 1969, and begins with the
sentence: "The complete report to your commission on
Pesticide. . . is included herein."

"Part ll contains the complete reports and conclusions of four
subcommittees and the four advisory panels to the commission . . . "
".. . over 5,OOO references to research were reviewed and evaluated,
recommendations of the commission were adopted
unanimously. . ." (What about Dr. Johnson? Did he adopt them too?)

Dr. Mrak skipped his closing line of the November letter to Mr.
Finch which read, "We hope our efforts will be helpful to you in
carrying out your awesome responsibilities."

Part I is reprinted and takes only 34 pages this time instead of 62
as in the publication of the identical report four weeks earlier. The
only excuse lcan accept for this sudden splurge of informational
spending was that maybe that abbreviated 62 page "first edition"
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was all they ever intended to publish at all, to explain seven years of
their time and 3/z million dollars of our money. And when so much
hell broke loose over Globe and the report leaked out on the de-
formity studies they grabbed up everything in sight, slapped it be-
tween some unimpressive covers, rushed to the printers with this
7OO page mess so an alibi would be ready just in case someone
named Congressman Richard McCarthy and Senator phillip Hart
asked what in the hell they'd been doing for seven yearsl

The comedy script opens on page 7 with the "Commission Re-
commendations" which number 14 and fill 14 pages allowing space
for wide margins and overlaps. Number one: "lnitiate closer coopera-
tion among the Department of HEW, USDA and Department of
lnterior." That one is so revoltingly nauseous that lput the damn
book away for a week! How can the USDA and HEW possibly attain
any more "togetherness" than they already have? They hold hands
in broad daylight as they cross the street against the light in
Washington, smile fatuously when they meet for dinner at night,
check each others heart beat before retiring, and each advises the
other "breathe in and breathe out" before breakfastl

Here are a few more random recommendations: ,,Eliminate

within two years (it's now been 3) all uses of DDT and DDD ...
except those uses essential to the preservation of human health or
welfare. . .". That's a damn broad statement! Especially in view of
some of the terrifying things in the rest of the book! Just suppose the
manufacturers of DDT decide it's "essential" to continue its use, or
their health may be impaired because they might develop an ulcer
over its cancellation or something! And that word ,,human,,in front
of welfare means no one evidently gives a damn about the bird or
animal welfare!

The balance of these recommendations is mostly concerned with
conditioning us to the idea of more "advisory committees,,, more
money to research what we already know. and number g suggests
giving Secretary Finch "unlimited power" which he already had, in
making decisions regarding the carcinogenicity hazards of a chemi_
cal relative to its presence in food. There is no suggestion of who de_
cides what to do about those that are mutagenic or teratogenic.

The next portion is concerned with the use and benefits of pesti_
cides. After stating there is a "serious lack of information on pesti-
cide use", it briefly sketches a few items relative to contamination in-
cluding such things as needing further "research and development',
in the areas of: "the micrometeorological conditions suitable for
aerial sprayings". (Why not just limit it to the sentence ,,Stay on the
ground with your damn spray canZ".)

Other sentences: "Pesticide chemodynamics with emphasis on
roservoirs of storage." "Continuing development of spray devices
with narrow spectra of droplet sizes." "lmmediate studies of effects
of pesticide residues on algae photosynthetic activity." (Well, you

lrunch of studiers, how about an "immediate study of the effect of

Jresticide residues on me, my neighbor down the road, the cat in the
kitchen and my dog that's still sick?")

After using the above scientific wording, and indicating that more
knowledge and training appears imminently necessary, I'm a little
surprised, but not shocked, that the summary states "a need exists
for non-language, internationally intelligible insignia or markings,"
in reference to improving the labeling instructions and regulations. So

how about that? First they use a language unintelligible to inform
everyone of what's wrong, stress the need for the education of any-
one using or even considering to use, these pesticides, and instead
of insisting the prospective users be educated and certified as such,
they go to the other extreme and assume most of those using these
chemicals can't read anyway! (My assumption that they don't read is
probably more accuratel) Now they are suggesting: "let's eliminate
words entirely and use sign language yell" by requesting
"non-language insignia or markings". We're back to the Stone Age
and drawing pictures on the wall!

Another happythought on page 29 of Part l: "Less than 1% of the
species in the United States have been studied concerning the
influences of pesticides on natural populations..." "DDT causes egg

shell thinning in ducks and falcons, but not in pheasant and quail. "
(What about robins and blue birds, or did they just up and die? And I

wonder how much that bit of research cost us?.)

This next recommendation is more unbelievable than some of the
others: That a "handicap tax be placed on each pesticide in
proportion to its pollution hazard." I think that sentence tells me that
although there is a hazard recognized, if somebody (the chemical
company, I presume, or the user) pays some money in the form of a

tax to the government, that will make it quite all right to continue to
kill. What is the difference in that suggestion, and allowing a

criminal to pay a tax for committing a crime?
Howthis sentence sneaked through, l'll never know: "The field of

pesticide toxicology exemplifies the absurdity of a situation in which
20O million Americans are undergoing lifelong exposure, yet our
knowledge of what is happening to them is at best fragmentary
and for the most part indirect and inferential."

That sentence is contained in the concluding chapter of Part I

which gets us as far as page 40 in Part ll in the 677 page edition.
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ln the section on the History of pesticides, no wonder the good
earth is dying, and has been for a long time. lt states that in 1763,
ground tobacco was used to kill aphids, that rotenone, which is still
being used and which many persons berieve to be a recent discovery,
was used as an insecticide in 1B4g! other ancient history items:

"1 886 - hydrogen cyanide used for scale insects,,
"'l 91 6 - hydrogen cyanide no longer effective on scale insects.,,
"1892 - lead arsenate used as insecticide on gypsy moth.,,That

poor gypsy moth! Now they're chasing him with ,,sevin.,!

"1892 
- Dinitrophenols used in Germany.,'

I've become very aware that many of the members of the various
government agencies, especially those in the USDA, are prone to
"pass the buck" and fix the blame for their errors on someone else
when possible, but this one really folded me over in hysterics. On
page 44, Scout's Honor, it fixes the blame for the presence of
Pyrethrum on Marco Poro! And he's no ronger avairabre to say it's a
lie!

A large portion of this book is devoted to extolling the benefits of
DDT. These three letters just keep popping in and out, rike subriminar
advertising on the rate, late show! ln fact, one of the recommenda-
tions is that the Delaney crause be modified, stating "if this crause
were to be enforced for pesticide residues, it would outlaw most
food of animal origin, including all meat. all dairy products, eggs,
fowl and fish. These foods presently contain and will continue to
contain for years, traces of DDT despite any restrictions imposed on
pesticides." Well, l'll be damned! lsn,t that an admission by HEW
that somebody is violating what we consider to be a lawful
regulation? And that they fully intend to continue to do so?

There are biographicar sketches of 5 persistent insecticides. Even
the Adjutant General's fraternity gets a full page. and I learn that 11/2
million dollars of our money in 1969 was spent for "pesticide re-
search" by the Department of Defense. I arso learn that the depart-
ment "conducts pest control programs as required,, (required by
whomT) "on the 3O million acres of property controlled by the De_
partment of Defense in the United States.,, (Where? And what in
the hell are they spraying?) This page concludes with .,while price
data are not readily avairabre (Boy. r'il just bet they're not!), current
costs of the Department of Defense pest Control program are
approximately $7.7 million dollars per year...', And that doesn,t
include what we sprayed in Vietnam or Cambodia!

Let's pause and reflect...Why all the fuss over the Department of
Defense spraying 2-4D and 2,4,5-T on enemy countries on trees and
brush when they are spraying millions of gallons of these same

chemicals in America? I thought that we only had the USDA, the
USFS, the BLM and the BIA (until Secretary Hickel did a 18Oo turn
ond said "Ouit!" on his lands), the Army Corps of Engineers, the
private ranchers and a lot of other untrained idiots who might be
using these damn pesticides with no discrimination and no real
knowledge. Now we add the Department of Defense, in our own
country! And since these are the boys who dreamed up 2-4D, World
War ll. Fort Dietrick, Maryland, as a "chemical war weapon", I

wonder what else they may be "experimenting" with out there on
those 3 million acres of American soil!

The sentence which tells me that the "total dollar value of
pesticides produced in 1964 in the United States was 44O million
dollars; this has increased to 12 billion in 1969" (or almost 30 times
greater now than 5 years ago), makes me believe the "don't question
me or l'll sue you" attitude exhibited lately by some of the personnel
associated with the chemical companies, is of a highly economic
nature. lnflation may be here, but not enough to account for a

staggering monetary increase in sales such as that!
That poor little gypsy moth which they've been chasing with

chemicals since 1892 shows up again on page 60: "For gypsy moth
control, DDT is being replaced .. . by Sevin (carbaryl)". So now
instead of killing him with DDT, let's switch over to one of the
"deadlies"! This one, Sevin, is one of those which in addition to
possibly causing cancer, did a real great job of causing deformities in
the test animals! Page 657 of the same book reads: "..teratogenic
... should be immediately restricted to prevent risk of human
exposure... Carbaryl (Sevin)..." Page 664 of the same book, listed
the following deformities for Carbaryl, (Sevin): Skeletal malalign-
ment, non-fusion of skull, incomplete ossification, cleft palate, gross
facial malformation.." There's gonna be some mighty ugly gypsy

moths flying around, providing they can still fly after that garbage

hits theml
We're only on page 61, with over 600 to go, and I feel a little

more shattered by the sentence "potential use of chemosterilants on
a wide scale . . . is an intriguing one . . it is likely through continued
research by universities, government agencies and the chemical
industry . . . that chemosterilants will be developed for f ield use."

Now all of you "mad-hatter" scientists may find it "intriguing" to
mess around with sterilants, but I find a more suitable word to be
"frightening", especially if I were attending school with the
love-of-my-life and was dreamily looking forward to someday being

the mother of at least one of his children! And I would be even more
frightened by the next quote, same book. 543 pages later. referrinq
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to rnsects: ". . . chemosterirants are designed to produce dominantlethal mutations. . .,, ,,ln the USA, chemosterilants are not
registered for use as pesticides. However, the Entomorogy Division of
the USDA is currently conducting experimental field studies, in
some of which the possibility of human exposure cannot beexcluded..."

When I read that sentence sometime in February 1g7O, I promptly
asked the USDA, including Hardin,s office, ,,Where 

are you applying
this new kind of birth control by chemicals?,, Did they tell ,,.,"i Ot
course not! Just take your chances and guess where the test areas
are!

Other subjects include,,nematicides,,.,,rodenticides.,,,,mollusci_
cides" and "piscicides". of the rast one named. it states the ,,use 

ofpiscicides is restricted to game and fish management for improve-
ments to public waters....,And with no more reticence than Spiro
Agnew at a press conference, it relates that the application of"rotonone, a highly toxic fish poison', to lakes and rivers ,,stuns 

thefish" and as they froat around on top of the water, unconscious if not
dead, someone (from the Fish and Game Department. I suppose) lifts
out the "desirabre species" and if the fish is stiil arive, praces it in a"fresh water tank where most revive". fihe dead ones remain dead.)
Continuing this happy fish story, everyone or anyone who played an
active part in the first act, returns to the lake, river, stream, canal orpond, looks over the remaining "undesirabre fish" and reaily rets him
have itl "A second apprication kits undesirabre fish. .., No stunning
this time. . . he's flat out deadl

And just in case rotonone isn't to your taste for killing fish, this
closing sentence is offered from page 73: "Toxophene has arso been
used on occasions as a means of kiiling undesirabre fish in water
management programs although it is not registered for this use. . .,,over on page 119, hidden away from the above sentence,
appears a bed-time story in reverse, teiling of an "interesting experi-
ment" which invorved the apprication of toxaphene to ,,two 

mountain
lakes" in oregon, one of which "courd not be restocked with trout for6 years because of toxic quantities of toxaphene remaining in thewater". But this book. just like the USDA, never gives upl After
relating the Oregon lakes horror story, 94 pages later I read: ,,Toxa_
phene has been used as a piscicide, and is very effective...,,yes,
indeed, it is very effective!

The following quotes from the book fluctuate between comedy
and tragedy. I leave the decision to you:

Page 81 - "Yery little is known about possible . . . antagonistic in_
teractions of various chemicals.,'

Page 83 regarding chemosterilants - "Some are powerful
rnutagens and carcinogens . . . Even if chemosterilization were per-
f<lrmed in the laboratory, there seems to be no information of effects
on predators eating the insects."

Page 103 - Relative to drinking water standards and the
amounts of pesticides established as permissable by the Public
Health Service - "they have never been established..."

Page 1O4 "Permanent pesticides are virtually PERI

MANENT . . . " (lt required "scientific experts" to make that state-
ment!)

Page 105 1963, State of California used about 20 percent
of total pesticide production." (Forgot to add that in 197O, they still
dol)

Page 1 13 - A dust storm occurred in Texas on January 25, 1 965.
"By January 26, part of the dust had reached Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pesticide content included among others, DDT, chlordane and
2,4,5-T." (That's about 1500 miles! And those "Root-Rot" scientists
rattled and rambled about a distance of 4 miles from the target spray
area where Charley, the duck, was hatched!)

Page 116 - Working with dieldrin, it was concluded that it would
take "several hundred years" to transport it in solution through the
"top 12 inches of soil to reach subsurface waters in significant
amounts". Then what's it doing in my well water, and the water in
Pasadena?

Page 1 17 - "Preliminary results. . . indicate pesticide pollution of
ground waters more widespread than commonly realized." "At the
time of writing (19691, only 9 samples (in one state) had been
analyzed, but all 9 contained DDT, 3 contained endrin, 2 contained
chlordane. and one dieldren and heptachlor." (There is no enlighten-
ment as to which state, but I suspect it's Arizona or California, and
that the only reason the government is now checking even one state
is because we've been raising so much hell over what the labs have
been finding (at our expense) in the water sent in by us!)

Page 123 -This page is devoted to "water and2-4D" and gives

us the happy news that once it gets in the water, which it is, in my
well, they have found no sure way to get it out!

Page 132 - "ln cases where large scale applications are made
by plane . .. attention must be given to problems of drift . .. drift has

been experienced to a distance as great as 1OO miles ..." (How far
away was that duck?)

Page 203 - I thought when I read a few statements on this page

from Chapter 3 that they sounded familiar and quite similar to some
of the chemical company and USDA propaganda. When I checked
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the committee on "Chapter 3", the four members included Dr. Julius
Johnson of Dow Chemical and Dr. David pimentel (the herbicide
specialist who knew nothing about herbicides 2-4D and 2,4,5_Tl.
(Strange bedfellows are at it againl) Dr. William Upholt, F.D.A. and
executive secretary to the Federal commission on pesticide control,
and Dr. Eugene Cronin. A very interesting note regarding Dr. Upholt
was a memorandum from his desk dated December g, 1969, on U.S.
Government stationery that refers to the incident of the spraying in
Globe, Arizona. lt contains the sentence. in referring to the use of
Silvex instead of 2-4D in spraying us, "this substitution was not
cleared with the FCPC" of which he is Executive Secretary.

Here are just a few of the statements, all of which I am prepared
to challenge, put together by this foursome:

'l . "2-4D is known to be readily decomposed... this fact has
been well established by many investigators." (Did anyone check an
analysis sheet from Globe, Arizona, before making that statementT
One of them shows its there after 5 years! And in the Montebello
California water after 5 years also.

2. "2-4D breaks down quite rapidly in the soil under normal
conditions. . ." (How abnormal is Globe?)

3. "Martin's review points out lhat 2-4D, MCpA and 2,4,5_T dis_
appears in the soil..." (l don't know about Martin,s review, but a re_
view of a stack of analysis sheets done by labs, 1970, show that
statement is false.)

4. Page 2O4 - 
"2,4,5-T is not considered to be very long

lasting..." (But it is.) "Fox reported that 2-4D did not affect the
number of wireworms, springtails and mites...,' (l wonder what it
did to the birds, bees, deer and fishT)

5. "2-4D and MCPA had no effect on earthworm population...'
(What about us kids that live on top of the ground?)

Remember all the "say it with music" meledy in an earlier
chapter which told us in flowery language that one of the main
reasons for spraying our mountain was to ,,improve the wildlife
habitat"? Page 2O5 of the same book says .The extensive use of
herbicides can damage the habitat of wildlife . . .,, (you bet your sweet
bippy, it can! Destroy is a much better descriptionl)

Page 206, speaking of insecticides and miticides - 
,,There are ap_

proximately 4oo chemicals registered as insecticides and miticides
with the USDA PRD. . . in most cases, the exact mode of action is
unknown..." and this bit of cheer... ,,DDT affects the nervous
system. . . to cause death in insects. . ."

Page 2O7 relative to effects of pesticides on phytoplankton (which
is pretty damn necessary to a thing called ,,photosynthesis,,and 

the

production of "most of the oxygen of the atmosphere" just in case
we all want to keep on breathing!): "Controlled 4 hour exposure to
I O ppm of aldrin, chlordane, DDT, dieldrin, heptachlor,
rrrethoxychlor, or toxophene reduced productivity of phytoplankton by
70 to 94 percent." (The phenoxy herbicides can destroy it quicker!)

Page 208 - 
"ln the U S., parathion and phosdrin are the organo-

phosphates which have caused most pesticide poisionings." And on
this same page under the heading of "host", a reference is made to
'I 45 parathion poisonings occurring in Florida, briefly mentions a
"21h year old Negro male", but it doesn't say whether he lived or
died, and concludes the story with "recently, with legislation prohibit-
ing the use of this insecticide... the position has improved
considerably. ." (Then why did the two men die in Phoenix
"recently" from what was originally diagnosed as "parathion
poisoning"?)

Then I read the informative bit of news that there is an "extensive

nationwide program" currently operating to advise parents "of the
dangers of these economic poisons". (Again, I repeat: WhereT) And if
you made it past that "white wash job", the balance of the sentence
will surely cause you to wonder at the brand of stupidity the advisors
are exhibiting while trying to get a fire hot enough to make this same
branding iron effective in leaving its mark on the rest of the
American public that aren't already stamped "USDA Approved"!

This sentence continues by saying that one of the things which
this far reaching and "enlightening of parents" crash program is ac-
comlishing is to instruct said parents "on the careful and safe
disposal of containers". (How about some crash training in that de-
partment for the boys using chemicals in the USDA. or would
learning such a basic thing be beneath their statures of knowtedge?)
But the classic advice given to the parents is yet to come: lt states
they are advised not to put PESTICIDES in junior's pop bottle or
baby's nursing bottle!

With that, I leaned back, looked at the wall, then out the window
at my dying mountain, poked the dog with my boot to see if he was
dead yet, and said, "My Godl lt's already too latel The exposure to all
of these messes has actually affected that fraternizing bunch back
there in Washington, and since there's no antidote for some of these
pesticides (or some of these men in government, either!), we can't
expect their reasoning or behavior to ever improve!"

On pages 310 and 311, two charts are shown which could easily
have been condensed on one page (or probably omitted entirely, for
they only add to the incredibility). The heading is, "Epidemics of
Poisoning by Pesticides", covering various dates from 1952 through
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1969 (USDA people reading this, that's 17 years). Now are you ready
for some governmental "vital statistics"? l've made my own little
chart from their figures which is: Period of time covered by

references: 1 7 years - countries represented on charts (also 1 7):

(lrsturbances in equielibrium, dizziness, tremor. . "
Page 360 increased excitability of the nervous system.."

''Scattered reports suggest parathion and malathion may also be
r:;rpable of causing peripheral neuropathy The evidence cited in
these reports is not convincing." (Why not? Were your minds
irlready made up?)

Page 362 - ln five lines, the "chlorinated phenoxy acid com-
pounds" (herbicides 2-4D, 2,4,5-f , 2,4,s-TP (Silvex) and MCPA are
lrrushed over by saying of 2-4D (none of the others are mentioned):
"Several authors have attributed peripheral neuropathy to exposure
of 24 Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid". Then follows a one sentence
"however" which isn't worth repeating because it is untrue

Halfway down the page appear the "inorganic arsenicals" and
the following: "Symptoms include a feeling of throat constriction
with difficulty in swallowing, muscular cramping, headache. severe
cases convulsions, coma and death " "42 f atal arsenic poisonings
cases involving children, compound most often responsible was a

herbicide. "
"Chronic arsenical poisoning, nausea, vomiting, cotyza, hoarse-

ness and mild bronchitis, skin manifestations, peripheral neuritis,
may progress to motor paralysis

The Forest Service has been using cacodylic acid, known as
"agent blue" in Vietnam - an arsenical compound

Page 363 - Thallium sulphate: " polyneuritis, epilation,
gastro-intestinal symptoms .." ". . encephaiopathy and retrobulbar
neuritis. ." "persistent neurological damage found

Page 363 - 
"Effects on skin: Since little or no relevant data are

available... these reports suggest pesticide induced skin conditions
are more likely unrecognized or unreported than uncommon . ."

Page 366 - 
"Eye may be affected by pesticides

Page 368 ln 1933, 2-4 Dinitrophenol was advocated as an
oral agent for obesity. . . consequences were disastrous when
cataracts appeared as delayed effects throughout much of the U S "

Page 369 - Effects on respiratory system: "May be absorbed
through this route . . ."

Page 371 Organophosphorous compounds: "Following
changes have been observed by various investigators: (1) Hyper-
tension or hypotension. (2) Hyperglycemia or hypoglycemia
(3) Bradycardia or tachycardia (4) A-V Block and dissociation, exag-
geration and inversion of T-wave. (5) Disappearance of P-wave
(6) Cardiac arrest. (7) Sub-epicardial hemorrhage. And (8) Acute
toxic myocarditis."

Wales
Egvpt
Guatemala
lndia
S. Arabia
Shipboard (?)

Malaya
O.atar

West Pakistan
Canada
Mexico

lraq
Colombia

Korea

lra n

Turkey
and the United States of America

Total number of cases of pesticide poisonings (on chart) for all
countries listed: 6.442

Total number of cases of pesticide poisonings (on chart) for
US, altho we manufacture 75o/o of pesticides in the world

Total number of deaths listed (on chart).
Total number of deaths listed for U.S.A.

487
628

2
And what did those two die of7 You'll never guess or believe it!

"Pentachlorophenol in the nursery linens!" lt is also very interesting
to note that in lran, 17 were poisoned by parathion and 15 died! ln
the United States, 4OO were poisoned by parathion, and nobody
diedl And l'm really intrigued by the six cases in the United States
who were poisoned by "Mevinphos" in their pants yet! And I can't
find that one in my Funk & Wagnall, either!

Page 314 - This shows eight rectangles representing an
epidemiology study of pesticide poisoning of "White and Non-White
persons covering a five year period," and I would first of all inject the
word "discrimination" to even have done such a study! ln fact, the
only wording on the page which makes any sense are the three
appearing under the word "children ." "Mean age - 3". And since
my son's little girl is just exactly that age, and has become very adept
at running off, writing on tables with crayons, holding the cat when
the cat wants loose, not answering when called and biting her
mother, they fit her quite well at the moment . . "Mean age: 3".
Dow Chemical is also going to think it's an appropriate description
when they learn what she did to the slides which their attorney
spent two days harrassing me about!

Page 345 - 
"lf pesticides are a health hazard ..." (l'm not even

going to waste space on that assinine remark.)
Page 359 covers briefly the toxicological effects on man of

"chlorinated insecticides, organophosphates and the carbamates. . ."
".. affecting the nervous system, both peripheral and central..."
" . extensive evidence acute action can be detected to the
brain-stem, interference with nerve impulse conduction, parasthesia,
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The book picks up about there with the beating of the drums
again for DDT, inserts of "howevers", "none-the-less", "must be dis-

counted dueto", etc., etc., etc. lt also includes a couple of sex-studies
(not that kind!) just the uninteresting kind of whether males or fe-
males store more DDT and other pesticides in their bodies while
alive! Even drew a conclusion or two that black bodies store more

than white bodies, but failed to mention that the tests were done

where many more black bodies than white bodies resided! (Reai

sharp, those boys! Allthe credentials to become, if not already, mem-
bers of the USDA or the FDA!)

Page 431 - "Attempts to produce symptoms of poisoning in
animals... dosed with dieldrin by starvation have not been suc-
cessful . ." (And we pay for "research" such as thatl)

Page 433 - "Well known that nitrophenols are more toxic at
higher environmental temperatures. ." (Like the Southwest?) " , the
pathology associated with exposure to the organic phosphorous pesti-

cides is not noteworthy. . ."
Page 435 - "DDT has been shown to cause atrophy of the

adrenal cortex. ."
Page 437 - Relative to reproduction: "ln general, the results of

these studies have been reassuring.." (To whom, for heaven's
sake?) "Some workers have postulated an estrogenic effect for
DDT. . . similarily to diethylstilbestrol" ". . . DDT produced a striking
inhibition of tesiicular grovyth and secondary sexual characters of
cockerels." (Now all you readers of Playboy had better reread that
one slowly, for the triumph of the women battling for unisex may be

closer than you thinkl Frankly, I can think of nothing more un-
pleasant than a world full of loud, bossy females! And any place

devoid of all you wonderful males would be iniolerable to me! So put

that DDT back on the shelf, honey! Get away from those chlor-
inated-hydrocarbons which include the female hormone herbicides
2-4D,2,4,5-T and Silvex! I like you the way you arel Don't want any

appendages added or subtracted, either! And for the sake of
posterity, or the woman who's in love with you, take a damn good

look at some of these pesticides, and realize they may be affecting
more than just your head!)

"Declining reproductive success and population numbers (of wild
bird species).. has been attributed to chlorinated hydrocarbon
species by some observers,"

Page 442 - lt is explained on this page that California which
uses 1,/5 of the pesticides in the entire U.S. requires its'physicians
to report any injured workers, and that during 1965 and 1966, the
greatest number of occupational illnesses attributed to "economic

lroisoning" was "held to be due to organic phosphorous compounds"

with herbicide poisoning running a very close second! (Yet on Page

433 is the sentence: "...with the exception of the neurotoxic effect

the pathology associated with exposure to the organic phosphorous

pesticides is not noteworthy.") lt sounds pretty noteworthy in

California, just 9 pages laterl
Pages 2146, 447 - The most usual and early symptoms for

recognizing pesticide poisoning are listed as: "Chlorinated hydro-

carbons; Hyperexcitability, nausea, vomiting, tremors, depression'

dermatitis, uticaria, and results of liver or kidney damage "

For inhibitors of cholinesterases, the listed symptoms are:

"Running nose, sensation of tightness in the chest, shortness of

breath, cough, dimmed or blurred vision, tearing, drowsiness, head-

ache, dreaming, disturbed sleep, increased fatiguability, and inability

to concentrate."
Page 448 - Poisoning by mercury: "Fine tremors of the hands'

loss of peripheral vision, incordination of speech, gait and stereo-

gnosis, headache and irritability."
Page 449 - Most common symptoms of cases of pesticide

poisoning: "Vomiting, nausea, miosis, weakness, abdominal pain'

dizziness, sweating, headache, tachycardia, hypertension'

dermatitis, infection including pneumonia, gastrointentinal upset'

cardiovascular disturbances and joint pains."

Page 45O - I don't suppose this sentence will mean a damn

thing to those "know-it-all" doctors in our area who displayed to the

whole world their unconcern and utter ignorance of the toxicology of

pesticides, herbicides in particular, by chit-chatting with the

"root-rot" group of scientists. But this sentence will be inserted for

those two doctors who had enough sense and enough ethics to

remembertheyweredoctors,notcandidatesforanewcomicstrip.
IT IS:

Page 45O - Therapy: "Good diagnosis of the cause is important

because(asperexample)useofatropinetotreatpoisoningsbythe
pesticides dinitrophenol and pentachlorophenol may be rapidly fatal

where it can be lifesaving in cases of cholinesterase inhibitor

poisoning."
This brings us to Page 461 , and the "carcinogenicity of

pesticides".
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,,CANCER AND DEFORMITIES"

Armed with the sentence "The panel is unaware of the existence
of any chemical which is capable of inducing benign tumors only...
all tumorigens must be regarded as potential carcinogens. .", I

turned to page 469.
Maybe the words "carcinoma", "carinogenicity" and "teratogen"

dress them up a little, so everyone doesn't wince quite as much at
the sound, but they still mean "cancer" and "deformities", just as
"Hansens Disease" may sound better, but it still means Leprosy!
I waded through a very ineffective introduction which contained
another plug for DDT (page 463 - 

"ln the case of DDT, it appears
probable that health benefits resulting from its judicious use... may
exceed such hazards present in terms of carcinogenicity in man.")
which was supposed to prepare us in advance for the disclosures on
the following pages about DDT, and the results it produced relative to
cancer in test animals.

As I studied the many pages, I realized with entirely too much
clarity that a lot of the facts submitted as such had been "overlooked

items" in the information released to the world of the so-called
Bionetics Study findings. A big furor emanated from Washington, D.

C. in November, 1969 via press releases relative to the use of
2,4,5-T in Vietnam and its causing birth deformities, although infor-
mation on its use in America was suppressed, but ldo not recall
hearing even a mention of the statistical results of the other chemi-
cals tested at the same time. Nor do I recall anyone questioning the
cancer producing properties of 2-4D, 2,4,5-T or Silvex 2-4D was
passed over lightly, but no restrictions were placed on it, and 2-4D is
the one registered for use on at least 30 food products although
Silvex and 2,4,5-T are not.

Why is this important? Because the chart listing the names of the
chemicals which showed an increase in the incidence of tumors in
the animals tested in the cancer studies included: 2-4-Dichloro-
phenoxy propionic acid, 2-2,4 DP, 2-4D lsopropyl Ester, and
2-2,4,5-T (Silvexl. (Please note that 2,4,5-T is NOT listed as having
shown cancer produci ng properties.)

When I turn to the studies relative to which of the chemicals
tested had produced deformities or abnormalities, this list included:
2-4D lsooctyl Ester, 2-4D Butyl Ester, 2-4D lsopropyl Ester, 2-4D -
(Bre 063) and 2-4D Dichlorophenol. And the much publicized 2,4,5-T
was also on this list All of these produced abnormalities. Upon
examining the charts which were not included in the book, but
copies of which I obtained, I further learned that the abnormalities

noted for 2,4,5-T in the test animals were duplicated by 2-4D and in-

cluded cleft palate, cystic kidney. and eye abnormalities such as

anopthalmia (bulged eyes), agnathia (absence of eye) and micro-

phthalmia (small eyes). ln addition, the following abnormalities were

also noted: Ectopic intestines, Hydrocepholy, Club foot, Encephal-

ocoele. The date on these particular sheets show these statistics

were compiled as early as 1965 and 1 966, before we were sprayed

The only abnormality listed for 2-4D in the small chart tucked in

the back of this 7OO page "tragedy versus comedy" is "agnathia",

and for 2,4,5-f , "Cleft palate and cystic kidney". Yet the charts from

which this information was supposedly taken tells a diflerent story'

ln the unpublished Bionetics sheets appears the following con-

densed information of the testing ol the 2-4D formulations included

in the teratogenic studies: Page 14 - "2-4D lsopropyl esters signifi-

cant increase in number of abnormal fetuses evidence of fete-

toxicity". "2-4D Butyl ester - significant increase in incidence of

abnormal fetuses, abnormalities being primarily of the eye and jaw "

Page 1 5 - "2-4D lsooctyl ester, an increased incidence of abnormal

fetuses, may have weak teratogenic properties." Page 21 - 2-4D -
(Brl 063) increased incidence of fetal abnormalities, seen in four of

six adequate sized groups, reduction in fetal weight " Page 27 -
"2-4D Methyl ester, since the study with the BL6 strain was under-

taken during the interval in which the controls were unusual results

can only be suggestive." and "2-4D Ethyl ester, control data unusual,

results, only suggestive". Page 28 - "24 Dichlorophenol, significant

increase in number of abnormal fetuses, half of anomolies consisted

of extended legs. . ."
I noted thal 2,4,5-T was the only chemical formulation out of 48

which was tested on rats in addition to mice. This testing was

omitted on all the others, including 2-4D, so this does not give a true

picture of the other 47 chemicals or whether 2-4D might even be

more hazardous than 2,4,5-T as is indicated by the unpublished
"Volume lll". The cold, hard, unemotional but very tragic facts are

these:
1. The attention of the entire world and a senate investigation

has centered on only 2,4,5-T which was shown to be teratongenic,

but which was not registered to be used extensively on food crops'

2. No restrictive measures were taken against 2-4D which was

shown to produce the same deformities as 2,4,5-T in the Bionetics

tests, but 2-4D was shown to also produce tumors in the cancer

studies. lt is used on millions of acres of food crops in America

although its use has been banned in Vietnam.

3. 2,4,5-TP (Silvex) was shown to be carcinogenic, but no tests
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were done to ascertain whether or not it is also a teratogen. These
herbicides were also found to be mutagenic.

4 Most of the 84 chemicals tested were found to produce one or
more kinds of abnormality and most of them were carcinogens while
a great many were mutagens.

The remaining question of importance is not "Why did they
choose to single out just 2,4,5-f?", but rather "Why did they choose
to ignore the others?" and not inform us that these tests disclosed
some very frightening things in addition to what we already knew.

One of their reasons, if not the only one, is economics, for as
much as 30 times more 2-4D is manufactured, sold and used in
America than 2,4,5-T. Our air, soil and water has been exposed to
the misuse of this chemical for the same years as DDT.

ln searching for comparative truths between 2-4D and 2,4,5-T
hidden in this suppressed report, I find: Two formulations ol 2,4,5-T
were included in the studies. The condensation of their f indings:

Page 18 - 2,4,5-f (Brl. 061)(Mice) - "increased incidence of ab-
normal fetuses, cleft palate high at 113 mglkg dosage but not at
lower dosage. ." (Rats) "abnormal Ietuses threefold that of
controls . . ."

Page 23 - 2,4,5-Trichlorophenol (Brl. No. 1441 "...given at a

dosage level of 85 mg,zkg. . (Mice) all fetal and maternal measure-
ments were within normal range . ."

Upon examining closer the dosage rates for these two
compounds, 2-4D and 2,4.5-T, I find the dosage rates which
produced abnormalities indicated the amount of 2-4D, 46 mg/kg,
was less than half that used in many of the 2,4,5-f studies. No
where did I find any reference to the 2,4,s-TP (Silvex) as having
been checked at all in the terotogenicity studies although it was
checked as a carcinogen in the cancer studies.

ln comparing the "cancer and deformity" lists, the
chemicals registered for use on food crops produced
tumors": (cancer)

Heptachlor
PPDDT

Dieldrin
Mirex
Aramite
Monuron

The list of chemicals producing tumors, but not registered for use
on food crops included

Azobenzene ccc
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Bic (zchloraethyl) ether
N (2-hYdrorYtl.rYl) hYdrazt rre

The seven deadilies under the headtrrq "tllese should be

rrrrmediately restricted " were :

PCNB IPC

Carbaryl (Sevin)

Folpet
N4ercurrals

2-4D - 4formulations
2,4,5-T - 1 formulation

Of these seven, ONLY 2,4,5-T was singled out to draw tltt: frre
;rnd less of it is sold than any of the otl-rers

Halfway down the page of 474 appears another of thc'se
"guilt-edged, double talk, we hope you won't see this" liltle irems

which have the persistant habit of appearing throughout thls book

Under the heading "Priority Group C-3" "yielrled an increased tunror

incidence" and showing a chart naming 8 chemical cornpounds is

the following:
"Triphenyltin acetate belongs in this group but is not regtsteted

as a pesticide. However, Triphenyltin hydroxide is a pesticide

registered for use on both food and non-food items was not

tested for carcinogenicity ''

Ncw lresent the Department of HE\A/, the FDA, NlH, NCI the

Adjutant General, Bionetics Laboratories, USDA, or Sctertce Advisor

to the President DuBridge assuming any American with ar.r lO above

60 wouldn't understand what that sentence actually said! lnterpreted

in my four letter language, it reads: "These are two chemrcals with a

big long name and almost identical twins We suspect they could

cause cancer Although we've been hired to analyze only registered
pesticides, and one of them is registered while the other one isn't,

we'll disobey that little order and test the one which isn't " Which is
what they did and which showed cancer producing abilities, wlrere-

upon the researchers quickly put it's twin sister back in the realm of

the unknowns and didn't test it at all. lt's now registered for food and

other uses! As long as they can say, "Well, we really don't know

whether it is a carcinogen or not", it continues to be sold and

applied. lt is quite clear ihat they suspected it was cancer producing

or they would not have tested its twin!
As llocrk at Page 657, "Teratogenicity of Pesticides", ancl realize

it is composed of only 18 pages of information (or non-information), I

am reminded of one of those funny cards which reads "Plan Ahead"
and runs out of space before it gets to the "D". About 50 pages were

used for cancer, and another 1 50 for mutations, and now they've run

( llr loranil
Virncide Bl

Avadex
PCNB

Cya rrarn rde

leclran

2-4D
Chlorobenzilate

2-6 Dichloro-4
Gibberelic Acid

Captax
Piperonyl Butoxide

Piperonyl Sulfoxide

following
"positive

Aldrin
Biphenyl

Captan
Stroba ne

PPDDD

Perthane

Amitrole
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out ot space, time or information, so the most alarming study
relative to deformaties is allotted only 18 pagesl

It required almost 7OO pages, 3/z million dollars and seven years
to tell us the following:

That pesticides may not be good for us, but they may not be bad
for us either, depending on who wrote the script.

That of an approximate 1OO chemicals tested for cancer all
produced tumors, except 3 and one of those has been shown to
produce severe deformities

That of 48 tested for deformities, 7 were placed on "Restrict
lmmediately" lists - but only one has been mentioned, (2,4,5-Tl.

That many of those shown to be carcinogenic are also mutagenic
and teratogenic

That although the "Science Advisor to the President" placed a
few meaningless restrictions on 2,4,5-T because it is teratogenic he
failed to restrict 2-4D which is not only teratogenic but carcinogenic
also, and it is being used on food although tolerance levels have not
been established.

That the Science Advisor to the President concentrated all his ef-
forts and directed his sights toward 2,4,5-T and more or less ignored
the other chemicals when there is less of it sold or used than the
others

That all of the "hue and cry" for more research data on these
chemicals to make.them "safe" is ridiculous, for we have volumes of
research and references showing the hazardous effects of most of these
compounds have been known for 30 years!

So the big question again, in view of the foregoing statements, is
"Why??". And now lbegin my theorizing. I have found my "theories"
are usually more accurate than a lot of the USDA garbage which has
been disemmenated as "facts".

Upon learning that 2-4D was apparently just as teratogenic as
2,4,5-T and in addition was apparently a carcinogen, while 2,4,5-T
was not (or else it wasn't tested), I surmised there had to be some
reason for centering all the spotlight on 2,4,5-T. So I turned to
"Economics", for l've learned by now, this lies behind most of the
false-fronted alibis which have been given to us by the government
agencies when finally cornered and exposed.

This one was so close to the surface that it had been overlooked.
On Table 2, in rhe Big Book, lfind a chart which tells me that only 'l 5
million pounds of 2,4,5-I were manufactured in the United States in
1969, but 70 million pounds of 2-4D were manufactured in 1969.
Still more important is the figure of almost 600 million pounds
identified as "other organic pesticides" and a balance of an ad-

rlitional 40O million pounds which brings us to the staggering sum of
trver a billion pounds. So actually the 2,4,5-T was one of the lesser
ones to sacrifice since it comprised about 17o of the total pesticides
produced! Therefore, the loss economically would be far less to the
<;hemical companies, or to those affected by government subsidies in
various land control projects, or to the purchasers, by the curtailment
ol 2,4,5-T since its twin sister, 2-4D, which is also used on food
remained on the unrestricted list. All that would be necessary was
to substitute 2-4D for 2,4,5-T on the "grasslands" and "populated

areas" and no one would even feel "the pain in the shift"! or their
pocketbook.

And il 2-4D could be used in Vietnam, the Adjutant General and
the Vietnamese government would still be happy. lnstead of getting
rid of one evil, we have really increased it. Where they were
spraying 2,4,5-f , which was not used on food crops, they are now
spraying 2-4D which has been and still is sprayed on food crops,
ranchlands, forests and Vietnam until JanuarV 1971 lt has been
sprayed twice this summer in our own region (but not our forest) of
Arizona with an invitation later published in the paper to the "cattle
permittees" to attend a "field tour" on September 25, 1970, and
bring "a sack lunch" to view an area "sprayed with the herbicide
2-4D to control rabbit brush". My only comment is: I hope they all
got sick! This was in the Apache Forest area, and since the new
regulations have emanated from Washington, October 197O, no one
is to be informed of any more spray programs or where or when they
are being conducted. I guess this is to prevent any more occurrences
such as Globe. We found out where and part of what they sprayed in
1969! Now instead of worrying about"2,4,5-T and deformities", we
must worry about "2-4D and def ormities and cancer and
mutagens! (l regretfully add this post script. A tragic fire broke out in
this forest after the spraying of these chemicals claiming not only
the vegetation of thousands of acres but the life of a pilot swept into
the blaze.)

What did we really learn from this seven year study? Why must
the "list of horrors" be continually extended before restricting these
chemicals? lf the research of 20 years has shown these compounds
to be capable of causing "liver and kidney damage, paralysis, severe
eye damage, respiratory ailments, central nervous system destruc-
tion, genetic changes" and other long-term illnesses, why is it nec-
essary to now add to the list that before the USDA will even
consider them hazardous, they must also produce cancer (and they
will probably qualify that by saying "it must be terminal") Why must
it be shown that they will also produce mutants in the future genera-
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tions, and that the deformities produced must be alarmingly
grotesque, not just a small thing like having no eyes, or a cleft palate,
or a missing leg, or a skull that's not fused, and missing testes
(which means just that . . they're just not there!). l"Zectran" - Table
82 -- Bionetics Report )

Please sift, and digest if you can, my condensation of this 700
page travesty. Recall the names of the chemicals on the government
lists. After you have pondered their ability to remain alive and in use,
then ponder their effects on your own life, which seems just as
certain to be on the verge of extinction, whether "USDA" approved
or not.

Before closing this book I look again at the letter from Dr. Emil
Mrak, Chairman, Secretary's Commission on Pesticides and their
Relationship to Environmental Health, Chancellor Emeritus,
University of California, Davis, which was addressed to the Secretary
of HEW lt contains three recommendations:

1. "Chemicals including pesticides . . ar:e of such importance in
modern life that we must learn to live with them.. "

2. The second one refers to making individual judgements ol
values of each chemical, and further research (evidently ignorrng the
results already known)

3. "The final decision regarding usage must be made by

. . governmerrtal agencies "

A copy of another letter is also before me, dated February 5,
1970, two years after the Bionetics and Mrak Report. lt is written on
Dr Mrak's own University stationery From head of the "Environ-
mental Systems Group", University of California, Davis, and it says:

"Thank you for your letter of January 21, 1970, requesting access
to information on the toxicology of certain herbicides We don't have
any information on herbicides 2-4D or 2,4,5-T."

So how qualif ied was Dr Mrak, or how interested is he truly in re-
search, when those in his own university have no knowledge of his
findings in these tests which were completed a long time agoT But
even more astounding are the following statements made by
Scientist Director, Division of Community Studies, of that un-
predictable branch of our government known as "Health, Education
and Welfare", whose names appear as the publishers on the cover
of this book. The letter is dated January 29, 1970, with HEW at the
top and in small print on the left is FDA, two months after the
publication of said book. lt reads in part:

"Thank you for your letter of January 16, 1970 Enclosing
information on the spraying incident with herbicides. Our work is

somewhat different in nature dealing more with studies on effects of

pcslicides drrectly on people. These are long term studies arrd mainlv
rrrvolve insecticides lt will be a considerable period of time before
rlr:{initive information can be obtained therefore we would not
have anything we could contribute."

That last sentence is probably one of the most truthful statements
tlrey ever made.

Although the USDA, HEW, FDA . and the PRESIDENT of THE

UNITED STATES ' ' ' ' have chosen to ignore the f indinqs of the Biorre-

Iics Research Laboratories, I am Inserting copies of some of the pages

which lfurnished to the Honorable (and most sincere) Senator Phillip
Hart, D. Mich., to be used in the Hearings in Washington, April, 1970:

EVALUATION OF THE CARCINOGENIC'
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INTRODUCTION

Fo:ty-elght coupounds shLch are couruerclally avallable and

used as lnsectLcldes, herbicides, fungicldes and as lndustrlal
che:qlcals have been given to pregnant rals and nice at dlfferent
dose levels and by the subcueaoeous and oral rouEes Eo study thelr
potential lnterfereoce r71th nornal developnenEal processes, an

sctlon whlch has becone known as leratogencsls. Three known

teratogens, enployed as posltlve conlrols, a possible sretabollce

of one of the pestl.cldes, and nlcotinaroide were lncluded In Ehlg

study" The test coEpounds were evaluated not only for lhelr
teralogenic acllvl.ty, but also for other loxic effects on the

fetus and Ehe mother. The effects of these courpciunds on nacernal

welght galn, DaEernal liver velght, the number of l-mplantaEl-ons,

fetal nortallly, placental welght, lhe anount of anniolLc fluid,
fecal, weight and crorirr-ruurp length were evaluaEed as well as Ehelr
ablllty to produce congenltal anooaU,es.

Ptenatal SEudv

A sunruary of the results for each courpound ln order of BRL

nuaber, is presented below. The detatled lnfornatlon for the pre-
natal eludles ls tabulated ln Appeudlx A and for the poetnatal sEudtes

{.u Appendlx B.

On the basls of the evldence accumulated Ln these studles, we

h4ve arranged the test compounds 1n flve categorles. There are

alEost no compounds for whlch the evldence ls adequate to substantlate
real confldence Ln proper categollzatloo.

fvo coopouods produced sufflclently proolnen! effects of eerlously
hazardousnatureto1eadustocategor1zethen""rygEs+F.
These are P_CNB (BRL No. 050) -""d 2,4,,5{ (BRL No. 051).

Elght coropounds gave evldence of belng hazardous. but were noE

euffLclently studled to JusElfy condennatlon at thls tlne. IJe label
these as poEentiallv danqerous, but needLng further studv. These are

Captan (BRL No, 026), Plperonyl butoxl-de (BRL No. O27), 2,4-D lsoocryl esre'
(BRt No. 032), Ethyl carbanate (BRL No. 034),_!!! (Bru r{o. 063),

Erhyl'bne ioiDe (BRL No. 078), Aol.rrol (BRI No. 089),4nd 2,4 Dlchloro-

4=t (BRL No. 272).

Seven other compounds appeared to affect fetal 8ro!tth, but not

rlevelopment and lhe evldenee seems adequace to ceEegorLze them as

Iet-g!ex1g, but probablv not teratogenic. These are 2'4-D' butvl ester

([E-ltJO:fl , Sevln (tsRL No. 047), sDDc (BRL No. 049), Ferbao (BRJ.

No. 062, Arraztrne (BPJ No, 066), Ethyl cuads (BRL No. 134), and N-

Uydroxyeihyl carbaDate (BRl No. 274).

TAILE B.1

POSTNATAL STUDIES - C3U STMIN

DRL

No. Coopound

Noo-treaced

Salloe

DMSO

025 Propazlne

028 Plpcronyl
sulfoxlde

030Y 2,4-D isopropyl
ester

'032-l 2,4-D lsooctyl
esEet

04. Sevl.n

048 rPC

049 SDDC

050 Dowclde-7

053 Dluron

059 Yonuron

- 051 t 2.4,s-T

062 Ferban

0631 2,4-D

065 Atrazl.ne

069 'Captax

071 Phenyl lso-
thloiyanate

0i- Perthana

079 Nabam

Dose
og/kg
u1/kc

460

No. Preg,
Mlce on

Scudv

26

6

4

3

2

r00

r.00

464

Av, Live Av. WE. Percent
No. of per Lltter Neonate yortallty
Lltcers Dav I Dav 1 Dav 1-8

8E

22 6.2 L.2 28

6 4.5 1.3 22

4 3.0 L.2 66

3 5.7 1.1 4r

2 L.0 1.8 100

150 r

850 3

454 Z

503

2r5 4

483

r00 3

2L5 4

2L5 I
4.64 L

3

3

3

2

3

3

4

1

4

2.O

7.7

4.3

5.0

0

2.O

1.3

L.?

1.3

I.2

100

48

8

16

100

100

55

LZ

100

100

3.0

4.3

0

L.2

0.7

1.3

L.21.8

100 3

45.4 4

454 1

1000 4

2L.5 I

48

3 5,0 1.4 5

4 3.3 1,3 38

I 3.0 1.5 33

2 5.5 L.2 15

2 2.5 1,2 100
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-2.!:l!-
Thls eornpound was given subcutaneously in DMSO to BL6

and AKR nlce at a dosage of 94 ng/kg. It was also gl-ven to
Bt5 mlce at g aod to three AKR females at 150 ng/kg.
One of the ps of BL5 nice given 94 nglkg shosed a
.r!ci$i d
some ev-dI$Ir- 

E

ef,fects $rere seen la only one group of nice, thelr practlcal
lnporEanee ls llnlted.

?AJ
The butyJ. escer of 2,4-D vas glven subcut.aneously ln

EMSO at a d.osage level of 46 ag/kg to BL6 nice, at 100 rng/kg
to BL6 and AX-R mlce, and ar 150 mg/kg to two C3H fenales. AB
th wesr dosage the eight galg llver
ste ,,amlotLc flul -and fecal re all
Ld sed over the co s,

During the Septenber Eo Novernber 1966 tisle perlod, the
eff,ects of rhe 100 mg/kg dossge were unlmporcanr. Wtren this

er 1965, chere nc
normal fetuse.s,
iew_-, Since chl
of abnormal fe vedw{th t,hts eonpound, lts pracej.cal imporEance Ls questLonable.

Feeal welghc sas reduced {n one group of AKR and one of
BL6 mlce. Thls may lndicale an effecg upon fetal growth, as
opposed to development"

Thls coupound showed ,io:r*plTi"n-l'";;;" tn rhe AKR scrainat a dosage level of 130 og/kg. Ao locouplete study wlth thebybrld fer,us B6AK suggesrs no loporranc eifecrs ac i30 urg/kg.

2,4-Dtchlorophenol was studLed by subcutaneous lnjectlon
i.n DMSO at a dosage level of 74 aglkg tn the BL6 and AKR stralns.
The BL6 mice were used durlng the lnterval 1n whlch the cont{ol
values were;unusual, but differed onLy ln unftnportant etays.

304
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In the AKR rnlce there was a slgnlflcanE lncrease ln the
ng$9f .,of ab5rornal feE_uses. Ilalf of Ehe anonalles conslsted
of _extend-1d--i9e9,1 Fetal rortallty lras unchanged, buE che fecal
welghts were slgnlflcantly less than those of the controls.

2.4-D -- BRL No. 063 (Table A-24)

2,4-D was sEudied in C3H, BL6, AKR and IJ6AK mice by
subcuianeous inleetion of solutlons in DMSO rt dosages
approximating 100 mg/kg, A few li!rers of A/lla mice were
used at 50 or 100 mg/kg and one BL6 licter was glven 215 mg/kg.
Oral adroinislration was used in tlre'BL6 scrain only aE a dosage
of,100 nglkg.

Increased fetal ngrCaliEv_was S.cep._i_n__Q!Jy_9ne,group, the
B6AK htbrlds, foffowi"g subcucaneous adminisEiiiion. Ie also
occurred in the only group, BL6, used for oral administration.

ities was seen ln four of
isrb cu r.r"our triIIT&-s
nd orally.

In the C3H and the BL6 nlce there was reduction ln fetal
welgh_t_.. Thls seeaed Eo be irrespective of route of adninisEra-

'tlon. Other signs of toxicity !o nother or fecus were seen,
but not conslscenlly.

2.4.5-T -- BRL No. 06l (Tabt e A-Z)
Thls coupound was given by the oral route to BL6 61ce at

dosages ot 46.4 and 113 og/kg and co A-K-\. E,ice at 113 ng/kg. lc

-was glven by subcuEaneous lnlecllon to BL6 nice a! dosages of
21.5 and lI3 ne/kg and ro AKR nice and B6AK hybrids at 113 ng/kg.
It was also givcn subcutaneously !o C3H mlce at 215 ng/kg, buc
there were too few of rhese to nerlt inclusion ln the duscussion
rehlch follows. Adulnistratl-on was for elght days (6th Ehrough
14th) tn most cases; for nlne days.(6th rhrough l5th) in some;
and for flve days (10rh through 14th) in one case - che detalls
are lndlcaced ln the Eabulated results. SubcuEaneous adnlnisEra-
llon used DMSO as a vehicle; oral used 502 honey.

t{lch the slngle excepclon of rhe lowesc dosage used (21.5
og/tg to BL6 subcucaneousJ-y) all dosages, r'ouEes, and slraLns
resulted _ fng_i{e1ce^ of abnorml,.f etuses. The lnci-
dence of was high ac.the J,l3 mg/kg dosage, but not
a! lower incldence of cystie ki.dney was also high
excep! in the AKR strain and in the BL6 nice whlch recelved 45.4
og/kg orally. Felal morraliry was increased ln all groups glven
11,3 ng/kg for eighc or nlne days, bur not in oice (BL6) given
this dosage for only five days nor in the Ewo groups of BL5 nice
given lesser dosages (46.4 nelke orally and 21.5 ng/kg subcu-
taneouslY) .



Most fetal and naternal measurenenEs showed lnconslstent
clran[cs from whlch no conclusions can be drawn. In Contras!,
tlrcrc was a highly conslstent decrease in traternal welght gain
ln BL6 plce glven 113 og/tg by elther roule. Lower dosages and
rhc AKR straj.n showed either no change or a sl1ght increase.
A1I dosages, straj.ns, and routes showed an increase 1n Ehe
MEcrnaI liver weight and chis led to a furcher study dl.scussed
eeparately belov.

These results lnply a t_ogenesl.q ln the use of
thls conpound. The proble tion preclude deflnition
of the hazard otr lhe basls of these studies, but Lts exlstence
aeeus c1ear.

Llver Welshr srudv (Table A-22)

The observed lnfluence ot 2,4,5-T on maternal llver veight
a8 Eenlloned above raised a questlon as Eo ils effect on the fetal
llver. Thls was answered by a scudy carrled ouE ln BL6 nlce uslng
subcutaneous lnject,lons of DMSO solutlons at a dosage of Il3 urg/kg
odly. The perlod of adnlnistration was lengthened io cover lhe
perlod fron the 9th t.hrough 17th day of gestaCion, Separate control
groups were used coneulrently. Except for the j,nclusion of fetal
ll.ver welghE, neasureoents vere roade as prevlously described.

al llvers of rhe 2,4,5-T t.reaEed olcerre_1ghed_slgnl--
fl e -than t.hose of controls glven-DMSO only and the
n; he whole fetuses vere slgnlflcant.ly less. Corre-
Bp thlre was in lnciease ln the fetal 1lver welght
expressed as percenc of body weight.

Other observatlons were consisEent lrlth lhose reported above.
The lncldence of .abno_rmal fetu_ses uas unusually hlgh as were tho6e
of cleft palate and cystlc kldney.

Because of the poEential inportance of the findings Ln ulce,
an addltlonal 6Eudy was carrldd ouE in rats of the Sprague-Dawley
srraln. Using dosages of 21.5 and 46.4 ng/kg suspended in 502
boney and glven by the oral rout.e on the 5rh through l5Eh days
of gestatlon, we observed excesslve fetal moriality (aLnost 802)
and a high incldence of abn--ormaliCles ln the survlvors. Llhen the
beginning of admlnlsEratlon was delayed unEll lhe l0th day, fecal

s somewhat less dosage
to 4.6 ng/kg. wa6
ac.ln controls

Ehorcest period used. Fetal and oaEernal neasureEents showed only
occasl.onal lnstances of slgnlflcant dlfferences fron controls
except ln the case of nat.ernal llver weight vrhlch nas conslstently
lncreased ln all 2r4r5-T treated anloals.

It eeens loescapable chac 2,4,5-T ls teratogenlc Ln thls
etraln of rat6 when glven orally at the dosage echedules used here.
These flndlngs lend enphasLs to the hazard lnp11ed by the resulte
of etudles oo El-ce.

This compound was given subcuEaneously ln DMSO to BL6 and

AKX, nice aE a dosage level of 85'ng/kg' AII fetal and rnaternal
neasuretrenEs r1"" 

"1tnr" 
Ehe nornal range'

Thenumberofanlnalslnthisstudywaslnsufflclenttosalls-
factorlly evalrrate Ehis compound. The data obtalned suggest tha!
tt oay bL detrinenEal to lhe felus slnce the average fetal weight
was lon and felal norcallly was hlgh. There was no I'ndtcaclon of
any t,eratogenlc actlvlty ln the survlvl'ng fetuses'
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ONE MORE ALIBI!

After reading the headlines of our local paper, November 12,

1970, and in view of some of the mayor's and other local and state
politicians actions in the past, l've been trying to figure out whether
they've now come up with a brand new alibi, such as offering a new
excuse for some of their failures in not looking after our welfare, or
performing the duties for which they were elected, lying to us when
it seemed convenient or more lucrative, masking the facts with no

apparent twinges of conscience, and evading any of the real issues.
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The headlines read: "MAYOR URGES RESIDENTS SUPPORT EF-

FORTS TO OVERCOME RETARDATION" ... and relates that in a pro-

clamation, he had stated that "mental retardation is a problem
which affects six million Americans".. - l wonder how many of them
are in government offices? They've offered us every other excuse
there is for their "do nothing" activities, except to increase our taxes,
and form more government agencies to "study" our problems, such
as the 1 28 "study groups" that cost us 556,746,275.O0 in 1 97O just
to "study the poverty problem"! Now that wasn't to solve it, that was
the amountspentto "study" it! lwonder how much good might have
been done to alleviate the poverty problem for at least a few people if
just half that amount had been spent in direct aid to those who truly
know what the word "poverty" means without having to "study"
it. or look it up in somebody's Funk and Wagnalls! But maybe
we've all been blaming these governmental blunders on the wrong
disease . . the one called "bureaucracy" when maybe these boys
can't help what they do... maybe "mental retardation" has set in
along with the diminishing of their pain centers for anyone's ego
except their own. and hardening of their hearing abilities to the
sounds of anyone reminding them of their duties As I look at the list
of symptoms and diseases that can be caused by these "hormone
herbicides" sprayed on us .. and after learning that in a recent air
check, they even found some 2,4,5-T over Washington .. I realize
now maybe they're not responsible for their actions maybe its just
that they've all been sprayed with 2-4D, 2,4,5-T and Silvex! Some of
the symptoms are; "mental diminution possible, lack of drive,
extreme fatigue and lack of desire to accomplish tasks". (lf
some of the local and state officials we have in office exhibit any
more of the latter than they already have, we'll have to bury them!
It's already hard to determine on some of them whether "rigor
mortis" has already set in or whether it's just a poor embalming
job, as far as their activities relative to accomplishing anything con-
structive for that disenchanted bunch known as their "constituents"!)

Maybe those headlines explain why the officials of Globe have
done or have not done many things as we kept fighting a "winning
but without their help" battle against these chemicals

It seems America has become used to the alibis offered by
members of the USDA, FDA, HEW, and their own local and state
politicians for their inability to solve most of the problems for which
they are hired

But "mental retardation" seems to be the only one believable at
this stage. . and that thought becomes more than a little un-nerving!

,,SEX!''

They talk of the "Pill"
And they talk of the shot .

And birth control methods
Provoke us to thought

But maybe our need for concern
Now is through

And they've found a new method
To control me and you!

Just load up some planes
With these chemical sprays

The ones made of hormones,
And spray up a haze!

lf you're in your house,
Or standing outside,

This stuff will still get you

For it drifts far and wide!

When if falls on your head

lf you don't up and die,

You'll have mass sterilization
Supplied f rom the sky!

lf it makes you impotent
That's part of the plan!

They'll make women more sexy,
But eliminate man!

Your libido will vanish . . .

And the hair on your chest
Will be just decoration

With no drive and no zestl

The girls may walk by

All perfumed and in laces,

But you'll not give a damn
About bodies or faces!

Keep mixing these messes
Of pesticide brew

And our sex life is OVER . . .

And that includes YOU ! !!
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For those of you who may possibly turn to this chapter first (and

l'll be disappointed if some of you don't!), I suppose lshould start
with some "in-depth" sex study (if there is such a thing!), or a picture
from "Playboy". (No one can find any of those other kind lying
around - you know, the ones they describe with that hard to
pronounce word, "pornography ") Seems the government boys in
Washington have gobbled all those up and are sitting around
"studying" them like they do all these other things The other day,

when lread that one of our own right from Arizona Congressmen
stated that "pornography was the number one pollution in the
country", I immediately worded up a little reply that just possibly if
they'd all quit looking at dirty pictures in the back room and take a

damn good look at something else for a change, we might get a few
other things done. Because, at the rate we're going, there won't be

any photographers or any models, or any congressmen left, if we
don't hurry! I also suggested that if they'd check on a few of these
chemicals, they might be shocked at what effect they're having on
sex, including their own! Maybe that's what they're waiting for.
the evolution of man. (Nope, I forgot! These hormones may be

eliminating him entirely! lt may be a new creature of some kind
that's evolving who's all brain and no sex!)

Again, I wonder if anyone would really get excited about the
effect these chlorinated hydrocarbons are having on the entire
world, if the headlines read: "Sexual lmpotence Guaranteed!" or
"Don't Look Now, But Your Libido Just Left You!" or maybe some-
thing poetic, like: "No need for the Pill next year. Sterilization will
soon be here!"

But since the studies indicate that when anybody's libido just
shrivels up and dies or becomes all shot-to-hell, they become rather
listless and display a "who gives a damn anyway" attitude, even
those stunning headlines would probably evoke only a mild shrug of
the shoulders and a "so-what?" comment, as a little more maleness
slipped away, riding on the molecules of some damn pesticide
coming out of the sky or the nozzle ol a spray can And we could
expect the arguments would become a little more intense about
whose turn it was to carry the purse!

This test tube crew has tried these chemicals, the phenoxy herbi-
cides, and some of the other chlorinated hydrocarbons, on at least
six or seven kind of animals, besides the one I call "ME". The more I

read about what some of these hormone spray pesticides are doing
to the male sex life, the more disturbed I become A little birth
control may be okay, like a sign I saw on a bumper, "Control Your
Local Stork", but they could just get carried away with this thinq, and

wrpe the world out!
Some of the things I've read in their own big fat books are a little

runnerving. The tale of the monkeys (and that's getting pretty close to
irn animal called "man"!) makes me nervous and l'd be even more
nervous if lwere male instead of female!

These are some of the studies submitted at the Senate hearings:
ln describing what happened to the test monkeys, lread such things
as: "Major changes are generalized alopecia (that means his hair all
fell out) and subcutaneous edema 1 to 2 months before death". Also,
"delatation of the heart, hypertrophy of cardiac muscles, muscle
fibers separated by fluid, muscle cells were hypertrophic, nuclei were
enlarged, and distorted. . ."

As for his lungs: "congestion, edema, fibrosis were observed,
and presence of lung mites..." Then if we look at his liver: "cells
enlarged, moderate distortion of the architecture. .." Referring to his
Spleen: "blood sinuses devoid of cells, and trabeculae especially
prominent .." His lymph nodes were edernatous and his "bone

marrow resembled coagulated plasma."
We finally reach the nitty-gritty part of that monkey, and he was a

boy monkey because it reads: "Testes 
- when examined active

spermatogenesis was not found, limited number of primary sperma-
tocytes, no mature spermatozoa " They might as well finish him
off - and they probably did

One of those unpublished Bionetics pages listed as one of the
abnormalities "missing testes".

A copy of a toxicology paper from the Academy of Sciences
(French) is entitled: "The disastrous effects of the herbicide 2-4D on
the embryonic development and fertility of Gamebirds."

The first sentences are:
"2-4D has a disastrous effect on development of the pheasant,

Red Partridge, and the Grey Partridge some of the important
sexual malformations were total sterility or greatly reduced
fertility. . "

This is a recent study which states "2 4D highly toxic out of
52O Pheasant eggs, 345 Red Partridge eggs, 201 Grey Partridge
eggs, embryos dead before 19th day were 399, 148, and 'l 55
respectively" . . . surviving embryos were partially or totally paralyzed,
retarded in size. . Abnormalities included.: "Lordosis, vertibrates of
the neck fused together, rendering all movement of the head impos-
sible", and consequently chicks were unable to open the shells "at
moment of hatching" "Feet were affected with muscular atrophy
and often deviated from their normal position; extremities of the
wings were contorted and held firm" (these are identical symptoms
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documented by a bird scientist in our area which appeared in our
ducks, pigeons and chickens).

Under the heading "Male evolution" appears the sentence
beginning, "Certain profound modif ications occurred . ." and after I

read the rest of that study, I turned on all the lights, woke everybody
in the house and told them they'd better get ready for some new
versions of "the birds and bees" stories For this French to English
translation sounds like they not only "modified the male", but they
changed him completely!

" testicles attained sterility and reduced fertility 50% ot
cases right testicle empty of gonocytes abnormal mitosis or
were degenerating

"INTERSEXUALITY abnormal proliferation of germinative epi-
theleum forms important cortical accumulations can even recover
the entire gonad these are phenomena of intersexuality of the
second and third degree

IN 50% OF THE CASES "THE GENITAL TRACT OF THE MALE
EMBRYO RESEMBLED THAT OF A NORMAL FEMALE". End of
quote and end of maleness, period

But the ego of the female was not to be out done, not even in a

scientific experiment. So since the male in these tests gained the
spotlight by subtracting a few appendages, the female drew their
attention back again by adding a few:

" among many of the treated females . right gland does not
regress accumulation of gonocytes took place among others,
THIS GONAD RESEMBLES A SMALL TESTICLE the Aistological
structure is EFFECTEDLY THAT OF A MALE GLAND AS lF THE COR-
RESPONDING OVARY HAD SUSTAINED A PHYSIOLOGICAL
CASTRATION THE HORMONAL STRUCTURE WAS GREATLY DIS-
TURBED'' "IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT EVEN THE VAPORS OF
2-4D HAVE AN ANALOGOUS ACTION". WHEN NONTREATED
EGGS PUT IN TREATED NESTS, THE EMBRYOS SHOW SAME
SEXUAL ANOMILIES

Final Sentence: "lt is a question OF FEMINISATION OR PHYSIO-
LOGICAL CASTRATION

Several studies included in the senate hearings of man's
accidental exposure to these chemicals noted among other
symptoms that "reduced libido and impotence have been reported as
most frequent neurological and psychopathological symptoms
And here are a few more to ponder, from this book with the
"experts" names inside: "chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides may
affect reproduction, possible direct estrogenic effect, declining repro-
ductive success and population numt,ers. estrogenir: effects in the

rirt, increase in uterine weight, and a striking inhibition of testicular
r;rowth and secondary sexual characters of cockerels" end of quote!
And l'm not going to look that one up in my Funk and Wagnall's! l'd
be afraid to! lt did make me remember that redear sunf ish, and his
lack of "testicular growth" from an earlier experiment

P S While all the scientists are studying the effects of these
chemicals on the sex-life of the great horned owl, the big horn
sheep, or a female beagle and the fact that they are failing to
reproduce as in the past, I wonder if they ever considered the
possibility that maybe it's not all due to their inability to do so, but
just that the desire to even try is no longer there? That phrase "loss

of libido" translated into literal language, means they no longer give
a damn about a thing called "sex," let alone somethrng called
"reproduction "

Maybe it's all some scientific plot to take care of overpopulation,
by means of mass from the sky sterilization, and the rest will be
taken care of on the ground, by eliminating any desire to play those
"l'll chase you and you'll chase me" games! Just think what a great
victory this would be for those zealots who keep screaming that we'll
all be doomed to damnation by way of the sei route! No desire, no
potency, no sex! Even those senators and congressmen all tied up in
knots with that subject of pornography wouldn't have to worry any
more and they could throw all those dirty pictures in the wastebasket!

Just remembered a cartoon that ended a recent lecture entitled,
"ls Man Extinct?" lt was of two mammoth animals, male and female,
looking at each other One of them commented, "They say it's all up

to us " To which the other replied, "l say to hellwith it!"

,,SEE, ITOLD YOU IWAS SICK!"

An alarming news item appeared in our local paper, dated July 16,

1970, more than a year after our last spray lt didn't appear in either
of the Phoenix newspapers, although that is where the news it

conlained originated lt reported the Arizona Commissioner of
Health, in a letter to the Chairman of the Gila County Board of Health
(Globe, Arizona) stated that our County is leading the state in deaths
caused by diseases of early infancy and fetal deaths, and that the ex-
cessive number of deaths from congenital malformations, certain dis-
eases of the liver, homicides and suicides, was a matter for concern.
He further was quoted as stating the chairman should request more fed-
eral aid regarding "this important area" and offered the support of his
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department. He added that his department would be happy to talk to
our State and County representative "who would like to make Gila
County the healthiestcounty in Arizona". Maybe he'll read my book -
and this is directed to that health outfit in the "Big Valley."

Dear Doctor:
Why do we suddenly have to be the "healthiest county" in

Arizona? Why didn't you listen and help us when we needed youT

How many phone calls to your various State Health departments
have lmade? Could lget one... just one... of you to really show
concern over our "health" regarding contaminated food and water in

our area? You're a little late to start telling us we're a mess up here!
Why don't you get your broom and dust mop and charcoal filters and

sterilizers and start cleaning up the Salt River Valley. Start by

checking the grapefruit and irrigation water for herbicides that aren't
supposed to be there...! We already found out what is in the water
over in that big lake, Doctor, and among other things it includes the
herbicides sprayed in Globe We found some in your grapefruit, too,
and it's not supposed to be down there in that pure, sun-filled Salt
River Project Valley! Would all this sudden alarm over us be a "diver-
sionary tatic"? I use them myself, sometimes. Sidetrack the issue to
give everyone time to figure out what approach to use to get out of a

tight one! Diversionary tactics like "let's make a big fuss about Gila
County because some of the copper mines are there and maybe
they'll all think they're dying deader than a door nail up there from
plain old smelter smoke that's been around for fifty years. Because
nobody must know that Salt River Project sprayed this mess all over
their watersheds and got it down here in the water! But, it didn't
work because a lot of us have lived around here a long time, and
those old smelters have been there foreverl The stuff that comes out
of their smoke stacks may be pretty potent, but it doesn't make
one-eyed guinea pigs and deformed animals. We did some checking,
too. Remember when we had that big strike which put a dent in the
economy but not the spirit of our little community? Nobody was any
healthier up here when that air above those stacks was pure

sunshine. lnstead, the illnesses got worse! And the mines were shut
down for almost a year! But the sprayings continued. We checked
those other areas that have copper mines, too, but we rate that big
"number 1". We resent your remark: "Low levels of sanitation", my
foot! We take baths, too! So after you get the "mote out of your eye"
down there, maybe you could look around and say, "Do you suppose
there's anything to this herbicide noise since this old Gila County is
the one where most of it has been sprayed".

Two news stories appeared (5/27 /7O) rn the Phoenix paper -
one entitled "Public Water lmpuritres found bul Ours Safe" and tl)e
other "Phoenix water supply essentrally f ree of gelrns anci

chemicals" At the time these statenrents w(iro ntade, not one test
had been run on the drinking or irrigation watcr of Phoenix {or tlrc
chemicals 2-4D,2,4.5-T or Silvex

Afrer this item appeared in tlre papr:r, Ii;orrlirctt:d thn statc
Health Director personally, and asked for rrr.,rr, (l(,t.rls rc-qarrlrng his
letter to the Charrman of our County BoarcJ t,i Hr altlr, wlro rs also
chairman of the Board of Supervrscrs of our Colrntl, He rrr{or rnecl lr"rc

lcould get all the information lwanted from tlrc vilal statrsttcs re
ports which were on file at the local County Health office Thrs was
that department l'd already had so nruch trouble with, r,n,lrere they
wouldn't check the water, wouldn't accept sanrples, wouldn't even
tell the same stories as the City Manager's Off ice or tlrat waler de -

partment place down in Phoenix called "Drvision of Water Supply,
Environmental Health Services, Arizona State Departnrenl o1

Health" Big impressive title, isn't it? Don't couni on it rneanrng a

thingl They appear to be less concerned aboLrt tlrc "environrnenl"

than my dog, "Scott" or my horse, "Sur.rtjor,r'rrr;r"! lt's re'ally iunny
horrv everyone is latching onto that vvorcl "crrvironrncnt" today
So impressive Makes thern sour-rcj lrl<t: tlre;z rt, rt:irlll,all torn up over
the mess that's out there, and c)ne ctln ain)ost l)tclL|lr] irrry group wl-ro
puts that word rn therr title as bt--rng realll,srncert: Like saying,
"Look at me! I care!" Just found out tlre "Goverrror 's Conrrnission on
Arizona Beauty" now wishes to be known as tlre "Governor's Ad,
visory Commission on Arizona Environment" There's that magic
word againl

But lcalled the local health of{ice anyway, and I already had the
script written for that part of the play. "What vilal sratistics reports?
We don't keep any here " So lagain called the State Health Drreclor
and asked him to send some copies of a few,of tltose ttetns 1(i llte
which he did, although he sounded very surprised llral tlre lt,,-rl
health off ice didn't have tl.rem

Later, when I saw the member of the Boarri o{ Superi rsois ii
whom this letter had been addressed by the State Health Directo,.i
told him the news it contained probably came as a shocl< to those
local doctors who had been interviewed and evidently thought we
were all doing just fine up here! leven told hrm lthought it was real
courageous to have made such a public stand by having the letter
published and, do you know what he said?

"What letter?"
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Ithought "Now, kid, your eyes are getting bad from this spray,

and you don't see real good sometimes lately, but your ears haven't

been too bad, up until now! " Although lwas relieved when I learned

my hearing wasn't impaired, lwas a little upset when I realized l'd

heard correctly He told me he didn't even know what I was talking

about. So I asked how did his letter get in the newspapers? He said

he didn't know. I then called the supervisor's office where they

spend our tax money, after they figure a way to get it, and the

secretary told me she remembered passing the letter around to the

supervisors but that to her knowledge none of them read it. She

appeared surprised that the newspaper had printed it, since it had

been addressed to the supervisor who was also chairman of the Gila

County Board of Health and he hadn't even looked at it ln checking

the copy of the files, it was discovered that evidently the State

Health Director in Phoenix who had written the letter considered it

important enough that he had sent carbon copies to another member

of the Board of Supervisors who hadn't read it either, the state

senators, the state representatives and both local papers in Globe!

On the day lwas checking which was more than a month after the

date of the letter and almost a month since it had been "passed

around" at the supervisors' meeting, I was told not one of the
persons to whom this letter had been sent had even mentioned it or

contacted the supervisors regarding it. Not one senator or rep-

resentative, nor any of the doctors who thought we were all so

healthy I was told that the first they were aware oJ what the letter

contained was when I thanked the supervisor for getting it in the

newspaper! The only excuse offered for the total unawareness of the

contents of the letter, or what it's impact on our county might be,

was that "We sold the bonds ., and had a whole month's business

to do. ." and " . . nobody reads these things very carefully. ." ln fact,

it was considered of so little importance that no record or mention
of it was in the minutes of the meeting! But I do not believe the

secretary is to blarne for this I consider it the faulr of those whose
job it is to see to it that these things are taken care of, and that's not

the secretary lf the word "health" appears in part of a man's title, I

consider that's his area to look after
But clear across the front page of our local paper a few weeks

later appeared this message:
"Globe property taxes to skyrocket!" The county rate went up

$1.11 per SlOO.OO valuation, and guess what the 51 09 was for? A

bigger hospital! (Here I thought those doctors and supervisors and

everybody didn't even know we were sick!) Our population here

hasn't been increasing, so why do we need a bigger hospital for all

tlrese healthy people? (l don't know what the two cents left over is
l<-lr incidentals or coffee breaks, I guess!)

It's been very difficult for a lot of us to keep resentments at a

minimum, when those who were hired to be concerned were not
Most of the doctors were too busy fighting each other or extricating
themselves from charges ranging from nralpractice to dope peddling

Working against odds that were almost unbelievable, we still
managed to gather material to compose a "toxicology" file There
was only one doctor in the area who showed any interest in looking
at any of the research When lfinally obtained a copy of the
Bionetics Report containing the 'smuggled' information regarding
the deformities caused by these herbicides, I contacted several of the
local doctors and told them to call me if they wanted a copy As of
July 197O, not one has called! I even had a ccfj , rnrith me when I

saw Dr. Roan Pesticide Study Center in June 1970, and he had no
desire to see it His comment, "l don't f ind that type of research very
persuasrve "

The only kind of illnesses that have put me inside a doctor's office
or hospital until after 1966 were clean-cut easy-to-see things, like
having babies, or a nail through my boot, or a scorpion bite, but
never any of those "what's wrong with me - ldon't feel good" kind
of visits. None of those "l feel so depressed I could die" kind I don't
even carry medical insurance, and now lprobably oan't get tt stnce
they've found 2-4D and 2,4,5-f and Silvex in my trssues I guess the
females of us that live up these canyons won't suffer "nrenopausal

syndrome','

We'll never get old, just die suddenly one of these daysl Maybe
that's what made me mad! I had my tombstone woroing all worked
out before this sp'ou lt \.vas io read. 'She had a ball and didn't miss
anythrngl" Ncw ; vc i:. tu .irange rt to ihr. hy1.:ochirrrdrrac chant:
"See, Itold you Iwas srck!''

WALK SOFTLY AND CARRY A BIG CLUB!

This is my advrce to anvone seekrng rrrfcrrration from the USDA,
\l/asnington, DC headquarters Thrs does not appiy to the branch
cffices arounC the ccuntry, for ALL of them have been as ccoperative
as "Big Chier Srttrng Still" Clifford Nl Hardin would allow them to
be. Evidently every "branch office", and this includes all United
States Forest Service regions and Crstilcts, rs advised to notrfy his
office in wrrrng oi every move they make, prror io and after making rt
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ldiscovered so many unnecessary, and ridiculous "memo-

randums" in their files from one USDA department to another that I

fully expect to someday find a folder marked "V V" (very vital), con-
taining information which might read: "June 15, 1969 "memo to

Cliff" (which could be Chief Cliff, USFS, Washington, or Mr Clifford
M Hardin, Secretary USDA): "Request permission to visit restroom,
4th floor, 1O:OO am, June 24, 1969." followed by the reply from
"Cliff " 

- June 22, 'l 969 "Permission granted to visit restroom 4th
floor, 1O:00 am, June 24, 1969 Use only yellow tissue, not blue "

And attached to this, another "memorandum" stating: "Due to
the delay of your reply dated June 'l 2, 1969, which was not received
by June 24, 1969, due to present inefficiency of US Postal Service,
inadvertantly used blue tissue, not white. Sorry."

These "memos" would really make more sense than some of
them I have read

As I look at the sheets of paper in duplicates, triplicates and some-
times 1O copies of each, covered with typed wording on one side
only, arranged in such sequence that they spell out the worst kind of
"government garbage", I shed ten more tears for those trees I love
For every sheet of paper used is part of a tree that died somewhere I

truly believe that more of them are being used to manufacture paper

to print untruths by the USDA, whether in reports to each other, or to
the newspapers, than is being used for building materials

lf the "board feet of lumber" wasted in distorting the facts on
paper which I have discovered, plus the energy expended in
attempting to cover up the truth, were used to construct houses,
there would be more than enough to "shelter the poor!"

I learned long ago, from a Cherokee lndian ancestor, how to walk
softly in my moccasins A stubborn great-grandfather of English
ancestry, who chiseled out a big nick in America for'l 6 children and
for freedom, gave me determination

The right to survive and to claim and defend what is mine, told
me to carry a big club, after looking at the records of Washington's
Sacred Cow, the USDA

ODE TO THE 2,4,5-T HEARING

"Byerly and Bayley went out today
They left the safe halls of the USDA;
They sat side by side at the great Senate hearing,
To answer the questions with riddles and leering.

Ilre scientists proved that this chemical mess
Oould deform and retard, and bring on mental stress
[]trt Byerly and Bayley continued to stall,
And say they could see no real hazard at all!

The ground that is sterile doesn't nrean a damn thing,
Nor the horrors come true f rom the book "Siler-rt Spring"
Animals born with no eyes in their head
Are only a prelude to the ones that are dead

Humans, deranged and gasping for breath
Accept unprotesting, this chemical death
These poisons are easy to buy any day
All stamped, and approved by the USDA

They'll kill off the world wrth these chemical tools -
Nothing makes sense to some doddering fools!
So let's vote them all "Laugh-ln's'Finger-of-Fate"

And spray them all under before it's too latel

These were the words I wrote after listening to the testimony
submitted during the Senate Hearing, April, 1 97O, by Dr Ned Bayley,
Director of Science and Education, USDA, and his assistant, Dr T C.

Byerly, USDA.
lnformation submitted by the attorneys for the Study of

Responsive Law Center included the f indings of the Bionetics Labora-
tories and the recommendations that these herbicides be im

mediately restricted The tests conducted by the FDA showed that
currently manufactured 2-4D, 2,4,5-fP (Silvex) and 2,4,5-f all pro-
duced the same deformities.

A news release from the office of Congressman Richard
McCarthy on the opening day of the hearrngs in Washington, read as

follows:
CONGRESSMAN RICHARD D MCCARTHY CALLS FOR FIVE

YEAR BAN ON HERBICIDE: CONDEMNS AGRICULTURE AND
DEFENSE DEPARTMENTS FOR UNREGULATED USE OF

UNSAFE DEFOLIANT
"Representative Richard D. McCarthy, D-NY, called upon the

military and National Forest Service officials to cease using
defoliants containing the chemical 2,4,5-T until the Food and Drug
Administration "can determine, once and for all, whether the
compound is safe"

ln a statement presented to the Senate Commerce Subcommittee
on Environment, McCarthy reported on his visit to Globe, Arizona on
February 12, and 13. lt was there that the Buffalo Democrat con-
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ducted two days of public hearings, following a suspension of spray-
ing operations after residents and scientists had complained of lr-
regularities in a Chapparel Management program.

McCarthy told the subcommittee, chaired by Senator Philip Hart,
that the Department of Agriculture, which administers a large part of
the state, had a callous disregard for preserving forest and range-
land, and the welfare of the residents in the area. lnstead, he
charged, officials of the National Forest Service have been applying
an untested spray manufactured by the Dow Chemical Company
which may be birth-deforming McCarthy compared this with earlier
charges by the House Government Operations Committee that Agri-
culture Department officials in the Pesticides Regulation Division and
agro-chemical companies are guilty of conflict of interest.

He informed the Committee that Forest Service officials were un-
aware of the controversy under investigation by Senator Hart until
they read about it in the press

McCarthy told how he was informed by a regional administrator
that new scientific evidence was often disregarded or unknown.
"They did not know until recently, for example, that the Food and
Drug Administration has never established a safe tolerance level for
2,4,5-T IT IS SHOCKING THAT OFFICIALS WHO MANAGE SUCH
SPRAYING OPERATIONS ARE UNAWARE OF THE FACT THAT THE
DEFOLIANT HAS NEVER BEEN APPROVED FOR COMMERCIAL
USE. "

He concluded "that the US Forest Service is negligent in en-
forcing current regulations regarding the use of 2,4,5-T, that it fails
to transmit new policies quickly, and that no adequate system exists
for transmitting new scientific evidence" such as the 1969 HEW
Commission on Pesticides Report which cautions against its use.

ln recommending a five-year ban, the Congressman noted that
the American press reports point to birth defects in Southeast Asia
in sprayed areas. He deplored the fact that no scientific investigation
has been carried out by the military.

ln addition, McCarthy urged the Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare to instruct the National lnstitutes of Health to begin col-
lecting nationwide statistics on birth defects No such information ex-
rsts at present

ln his testimony which he submitted on that date, his references
to Globe, Arizona, included the followrng statements:

"The Agriculture Department readily admitted that the spray
drifted onto private property The owners have a rightful complaint
regarding this fact which has not yet been resolved. The local
veterinarian, Dr. F. L Skinner informed me that he would not have

rr:t;ommended the use of 2,4,5-T compounds had he been familiar
wrlh the results of the Bionetics Laboratory's tests "

"lt is also true that illnesses developed whose symptoms are
srmilar to those which are known to be associated with herbicides
ln addition, lsaw malformed animals who were born after the
rncidents of last June."

"Statements were made regardrng this fact by persons testifying
rn good faith, and should not be dismissed They obviously have
some bearing because the Forest Service has suspended furtl-rer
spraying in the area "

"No one is being helped by the procrastination of officials in
Washington. "

"These agencies are now involved in the 2,4,5-T controversy, yet
none have assumed responsibility for regulating this herbicide. The
Food and Drug Administration, which under the 1954 amendments
to the Cosmetic Act of 1938, has the obligation to establish safe
tolerance levels before a chemical of this kind is put on the market,
has failed to enforce the law. The Agriculture Department continues
to ignore other agencies in administering the Federal lnsecticide,
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act The Pesticide Regulation Divisron
established by this act, was sharply condemned by the House
Government Operations Committee report of November 13, 1969,
for not carrying out its responsrbility to police the licensing of
herbicides. ln addition to the charge that no legal steps have ever
been taken against firms which violate licensing regulations, the
Committee report brought to light repeated instances of conflict of
interest among various officials of the Pesticide Regulation Division
and agro-chemical companies "

"Finally, the White House has backed down from its assertive
position of last October. After reversing an earlier ban, I am now told
boldly by Dr. Lee A DuBridge in a letter of March 2, 1974, that "we

anticipate, indeed we will insist upon final action of 2,4,5-T before
its period of principal usage in late spring."

"l will not hold my breath "
"Mr. Chairman, there are obvious irregularities in the regulation

and management of herbicide compounds containing 2,4,5 T. lt is

clear that the National Forest Service no longer regards preservation
of lands in their natural state as a primary responsibility. There is in-
suff icient information regarding its risks and inadequate statistics on
its effectsto animal and plant life. lts use must not be continued until
its safety is assured."

Congressman McCarthy's hearings held earlier in Globe, had con-
cluded with these statements:
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"l wou ld conclude these hearings now with a couple of
olrservations. I think it's important to know that 2,4,5-T was de-
vr:loped at the Army's Chief Germ Warfare Research Center at Fort
Detrick, Md. My experience in investigating the Army's chemical and
biological warfare programs, and policies, has not encouraged me

about some of the actions that have been taken, without taking into
consideration some of the unforseen consequences. For instance,
when they wanted to dispose of waste from nerve gas production at
the Rocky Mountain Arsenal near Denver, they first dumped this
material into ponds on the arsenal's property. They didn't expect that
it would find its way out. They thought it would just be absorbed in

the water on the pond. lt wasn't. lt was carried out into adjacent
streams, and the neighboring countryside, and killed among other
things, livestock and 6 square miles of sugar beets.

"Theythen dug a deep well and figured the best way to dispose of
it was by dumping it deep into the earth That set off earthquakes in
the Denver area, some of them up to six on the Richter scale, and
caused great alarm in the community. They finally had to pull out this
material, and of course the earthquakes stopped

"Then, they thought they should ship it across the entire United
States. They thought this would be safe Scientists later said it would
risk the lives of thousands of people, the plans also called for
dumping this large quantity of nerve gas and other materials into the
Atlantic Ocean They thought that would be safe.

"Scientists later said it could destroy all marine life in a 600 cubic
mile of the Atlantic Ocean, with a cataclysmic effect on ocean's pro-
duction cycle

"Now, lcite these instances not in reproaching the Army, or the
CBW establishment, but lthink that this particular program has a
questionable record

"We f ind 2,4,5-T developed by the Army's Germ and Gas Warfare
establishment,25 years ago to this date. We do not know for sure
whether it will produce birth defects in human beings lfind it
unwise to say the least to use such a substance without being sure
that it is safe. For some reason the burden of proof seems to be on
me and my colleagues in the sense that the attitude is, "we'll keep
using it until you can prove it is unsafe." Well, lquarrel with the
basic assumption, lthink that it should be just the reverse. I dont'
think that any toxic substance whether herbicide, drug, whatever,
should be used, sold in the United States until it can be shown that it
is not harmful to human beings, that it doesn't produce cancer, or
birth defects, or genetic effects.

"One would think that we have learned from the Thalidomide ex-
perrience, but apparently we haven't.

"l also find it incredible that the Dow Chemical Company could
have succeeded in helping reverse an order from The White House "

Accompanying Congressman McCarthy to Globe, was Dr Arthur
Galston, a distinguished biologist of Yale University and authority on
the subject of herbicides

His testimony was also submitted and included thest statements,
in referring to Globe:

"l could smell evidences (of herbicides) at various points. (Ten

months after spraying )There probably are residues x x x and those
could serve as a continuous supply of leaching into water of the area

"Now, as far as the damage to plants around homes, there is no

doubt about it, it has occurred. lhave seen it, and as a plant physio-
logist, lcould testify that this is typical damage due to herbicide
drift. lthink the people whose plants have been damaged ought to be

compensated in some way, because the damage has been con-

siderable around some homes and lthink it's unfair to expect these
people to bear the brunt of this kind of inadvertent drift operation I

did see damaged animals, and I talked with humans who alleged that
they were adversely affected All I can say is the damage rs there
The spray operations did occur

"l could document further a lot of the symptoms that people are

reporting here (in Globe) have been reported for massive doses of

24-D So we should not leave the possibility that this did occur "

The list of witnesses against the misuse of these particular

chemicals was long and impressive, and included many outstanding
scientists Although the ruling is that a chemical is to be restricted if
it is shown to be carcinogenic or teratogenic in no more than two
species of animals, these chemicals, 2-4D,2,4,5-f and Silvex, were
tested on mice, rats, chickens, guinea pigs, golden hamsters, and

monkeys.
They were shown to produce deformities in all species; numerous

documents were entered, describing the illnesses of many
individuals and groups of persons exposed to these chemicals

Evidence was submitted that proved it was known for at least

twenty years, that these chemicals could produce liver and kidney
damage, heart failure, bronchitis, hemorrhages, violent fits of temper,
paralysis, psychovegetative syndrome, loss of potency, and libido,

reproductive damage, brain damage including loss of memory and

concentration, psychopathic behavior, cataracts, and damage to the
central nervous system
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Statement after statement told the same story: That these are the
most dangerous long-term chemicals ever developed and rather than
it being a question of using something about which too little is
known, it is a question of knowing they are deadly, and using them
anyway The symptoms of illnesses they have caused were reported
by some of us two years before these hearings in Washington.

Tests were conducted by the Bionetics Laboratories, Dow
Chemical Company, FDA, and the National lnstitute of Environ-
mental Health Sciences All of these tests, including those by Dow
Chemical, produced deformities in the test animals There were no
witnesses at the hearings who could scientifically defend their use
or prove their harmlessness, not even Julius Johnson, Vice-Presi-
dent of the Dow Chemical Company, who had to admit under
questioning by Senator Hart, they they had not released information
as they should have, and that Dow had been aware for at least
twenty years of the presence in the manufacture of 2,4,5-T of the
deadly contaminant, Dioxin At no time did Senator Hart, nor his
legal assistant, Leonard Bickwit, soften their approach to dragging
the truth into the open, no matter how embarrassing it became for
some of those whose laxity, disinterest, stupidity or intent it was that
caused this tragedy for so many Senator Hart's determination and
confidence carried and held all the way through the hearings - and
spilled beyond thg great stone walls of the Senate Building. He was
not hampered in his efforts as are so many by the impact of a place
called Washington. His attitude was always polite, but his questions
were strong and clear He quietly pursued a question until he
received an answer - and if the answer was vague, or deliberately
confusing, he persisted until he untangled it often to the embarrass-
ment of the person being questioned, some of whom were Dr. Paul
Kotin, director of the National lnstitute of Environmental Health
Sciences, (NIEHS), and Dr. Jesse Steinfeld, Surgeon General, HEW.

After his questioning of Dr. Johnson, vice-president Dow, I called
my attorney, and told him he might as well take a few days vacation
and go fishing - for Senator Hart had saved us a lot of time and
money in getting questions answered by the Dow Chemical
Company - questions that we would never have known the answers
to, nor how to askl

Not only did Senator Hart ask and insist on getting answers to all
the many questions concerning 2,4,5-f but he also asked Dr.
Johnson what he intended to do about the mercury with which Dow
Chemical had contaminated Lake St. Clare One of the statements
made by Dr Johnson was: "The period of time between 1966 and
now could have been shortened by sharing appropriate information,

irnd ladmit we could have assisted by volunteering earlier "
But when Senator Hart questioned him as to the reason no

rrrformation was released to the public or even to the USDA, when
they closed their plant due to the dangers encountered in manu-
facturing 2,4,5-T in 1964, he had no alibi to offer, except to agree
with Senator Hart that they should have told somebody besides just
a "couple of other chemical companies" and a "few individuals"

Dr. Johnson also made a real soap-box plea for continued
research "on a national scale" and "supported" by the government
to avoid "some of this public fear" and that the "Federal Govern-
ment" should play a major role in supporting this research

Sorry, Dr Johnson, I believe they've been "playing" long enough!
It's time they stopped The game's just about over, and as for
"supporting" the research, my tax money has already "supported" a

lot of first-hand knowledge twenty years ago - and I don't need to
tag anymore of it to re-learn what they already know

Dr. Johnson and Dr. Tschirley must have read the same speech
somewhere, for Dr Johnson concluded his bit with, "x x x replacrng
emotion, rumor, and misconception with a clear explanation of the
facts " That's just exactly what we're doing. Dr. J and Dr. T.

There were a couple of puzzling entries submitted by Dr Johnson.
One was supposed to be a scientific study on the residual properties
ol 2,4,5-f , since that was what the hearing was about But when I

looked it up by the number which he gave, it's a study of DDT! The
other referred to the studies done by Dow with the "nice, clean
2,4,5-f" that reportedly produced no deformities, but when I hunted
that one up, there were no deformities in the test animals, except:
"kinked tails, two of the feet were mis-shaped, resorptions occurred
early; ossification of some sternebrae and skull bones; subcutaneous
edema; intestinal hemorrhage .. and a slight decrease in average
weight "

These hearings began in April 7,197O On April 21 ,197O, the De-
partment of Defense "surrendered" and sent a five sentence letter
stating they were going to "stop, desist and quit" using these
defoliants "within the defense establishment." which included Viet
Nam.

Then Secretary of the lnterior, Walter Hickel, announced he was
banning 2,4,5-f on all of the lands under his department. He also
threw in 32 others for good measure, including DDT, aldrin, dieldrin,
endrin, heptachlor, lindane, toxaphene, amitrol, arsenic compounds,
azodrin, bidrin, DDD, TDE, mercury compounds, strobane, and
thallium sulfate.
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But the USDA has such a real case of genuine egotism that they
can ignore the rest of the world, and remain immune to the actions
of such impressive outfits as the Department of Defense, the Depart_
ment of the lnterior, the Department of Public Opinion, and even the
Department of the Law. They seem to suffer no more qualms of
conscience as they violate their own regulations or break their own
rules or ours than they do when they choose to lie for reasons
known only to themselves.

I do not know how much the April hearings cost. The transcript
consists of 471 pages, and the print was very small, or it would have
been at least 1,0OO. But in spite of this overwhelming evidence
against these pesticides, the Bobbsey Twins of the USDA, Dr. Byerly
and Dr. Bailey, srill exposed their united front to the world, and one
of them had the audacity or lack of knowledge, to say to Senator
Hart, after admitting "no tolerances have been established,,: ,,ln

view of all the information now available, we have not found that
registered use of 2,4,5-T without a finite tolerance on food crops
constitutes a hazard requiring cancellation or suspension of such
registered uses "

After Senator Hart pondered this staggering statement of ,,my

mind is made up - don't confuse me with the facts" type of answer,
he then asked Dr. Eailey of the USDA:

"The basic conclusion of your testimony is, you have not found
that registered uses oI 2,4,5-r without a finite tolerance constitutes
a hazard?"

Reply: "That is correct."
Senator Hart: "And yet, this morning, we have heard testimony

that tests suggest that 2,4,5-T when contamined by dioxin - is tera_
togenic in three species; that the Mrak Commission said the terato_
genic effects in one or more species, should be grounds for
immediate restriction; that residues of 2,4,5-T are found in one our
of every 2OO food samples analyzed by the FDA; that we can,t be
sure of the amounts of Tetradioxin in 2,4,5-T now being sold, nor do
we have as yet clear ideas on the amount of other dioxins, some of
which may be more potent than the tetra; that no evidence suggests
that these dioxins are not persistent or cumulative in human tissue;
and that some evidence exists which would indicate perhaps they
are. ln view of all this, would you say that you are SURE that use of
2,4,5-T on food crops does not constitute a hazard to man?',

Please remember, before reading the reply of this man
representang possibly the highest and most powerful office in our
country, that of Secretary Clifford M. Hardin, USDA, that the
following information had been submitted by the FDA, HEW, and

otlrer government agencies; as evidence against the continued use

of these chemicals:
That the compounds under question, 2-4D and 2,4,5-T are

lOO,OO0 to 1,OO0,OOO times more potent than thalidomide in their
potential to produce abnormalitres in the test animals. (Senate

hearings April 15, 1970 )

That the Secretary's Commission report had stated in 'l 968 they
sould be immediately restricted

That government regulations recommend the immediate restric-
tion of any chemical showing deformity agents in one or more

species of animals. These were shown to produce deformities in at
least six species

That the contaminant, dioxin, present in the formulation of these
chemicals, and capable of being activated by various methods, is the
most deadly of all the chlorine compounds known.

That there is no antidote, nor any specific treatment for plants,
animals, or man poisoned by these chemicals

That their use in Vietnam was declared illegalby 58 countries.
It is with deep regret that lsubmit the reply of Dr Bayley, Director

of Science and Education, USDA:
,,I WOULD SAY THAT THE INFORMATION WE HAVE DOES

NOT GIVE US ANY INDICATION THAT IT IS A HAZARD TO MAN
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REGISTERED USES."

Sothat is why lretired to my hotel room in Washington early, on

that particular evening, wrote the verses appearing at the beginning
of this chapter, and fell asleep, counting not sheep that have been

killed by these chemicals, but the unbelievable number of govern-
ment employees whom I met, whose minds appeared to be so full of
"inspired ignorance" that there remained no room for knowledge -
or understanding

,,HARDIN HOUSE"

This would be a more appropriate name for the big gray building
in Washington, than the "Department of Agriculture". After listening
to the unbelievable statements made by Dr Byerly, and Dr Bailey I

put on my lndian moccasins, my Navajo jewelry, tucked my tape
recorder and my unhappy thoughts into a carry-all case, and visited
"Hardin House" to check on more of the "Hardin Follies "

I gave them a multiple choice of whom I wished to see: either
Secretary of Agriculture Clifford M. Hardin, who was out of town, or
Dr. Ned Bayley, whom no one could find, or Dr T. C. Byerly, the
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"expert" at the hearings - and he was in, and so was l!
since no one courd teil bythe size of my "carry-ar " whether r had

brought not only my lunch, but my clothes as well and planned to
stay awhile, I was not kept waiting very long. The secretaries were
very efficient. one of them mentioned that the office of Mr. criff,
USFS, was just "right over across the street,., and proffered the in-
formation that they were "expecting me" to calr on them whire I was
in Washington. My only reply was, ,,l,ll bet they are!,,

Then I looked in my carry-all bag again, rattled a couple of papers,
and everyone was afraid I was hunting a sandwich, so I was
hurriedly escorted to Dr. Byerry's office, where r was granted a very
unusual interview.

These two men, Dr Bailey and Dr. Byerly, indicated in the
previous day's testimony, that countress residue studies of these
chemicals had been done, that their files were crammed with en_
lightening information showing "no reason to cancer their
registration. "

So we started with the water residue studies. I led off by saying
that some of the information in various publications was verv
contradictory

Dr. Bylery's reply: "Errors have a way of being propagated. I
found an error in one of our pubrications a coupre of weeks ago that
startled me' somebody had sripped a decimar point and a rather
rmportant number was j/1Oth of what it should be. I called the
people . . This has been copied in one publication, copied in a
second publication, and it's been going on for at least 1O years.,,

Me: "Did it make any difference?',
Dr Byerly: "l don't know whether it did or not. Maybe nobody had

ever used the book."
Since he seemed reluctant to produce those ,,masses of residue

studies on water and 2,4,5-T", we switched to soil.
Me: "Has the soil in Vietnam been tested for residues of 2_4D,

2,4,5-f or Silvex?"
Dr. Byerly: "Honestly, I don't know the answer to that, so I have

to say I don't know".
Me: "Has the soil been checked in the United States7,,
Dr. Byerly: "There's a good many soil tests in the United

States.. "
I pursued the subject with logic, by asking ,.where7,'

D s location i n Arkansas, couple in
Miss North Dako Alabama. l,d be happy
to su ome publica rto Rico,,.

Uut ldidn't want to know about Puerto Rico, and tropical, humid
r,rrrr belts; lwanted to know about old, hot, dusty, tough and dry
Al rzona

So, after much hunting and checking, and digging through
rlrirwers, there it was: The only long range study which the Depart-
rrrcnt of Agriculture evidently has ever done, for every time I ask
irrother department for "those water and soil residue studies", this
rs the book they send me I now have five copies Later, I suppose,
rrry lawyerwill give it a name like, "Exhibit 91" or something, but l'll
r:all it "T lR", for now, meaning "Tests in Residues" (or, "This is

Research?", or "This is Ridiculous!")
The title is impressive, and the cover reads: "Monitoring Agri-

cultural Pesticide Residues, 1965-67. A final report on soil, crops,
water, sediment, and wildlife, in six study areas. Agriculture
Research Service, (ARS) United States Department of Agriculture."

The first thing I noticed was that although the studies were
started in 1965 and conrpleted in 1967, it wasn't published until
after we were sprayed in 1 969 !

It consisted of 97 pages And since 2,4,5-T was the subjet of the
entire hearing, I assumed a major portion of the book would be

studies about 2,4,5-T - especially since Dr Byerly and Dr. Bailey
has assured the entire world that "extensive testing had shown
residues were no problem" with 2,4,5-T

ln my recap of this book I condensed quite easily the information
it contained on residues ol 2,4,5-f @nd 2-4D and Silvex) to one
page. Here it is:

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

N u mber of Areas
Area Where Chemical Used

Area Rainfall Blocks 2-4D 2,4,5-T Silvex
Crystal Springs, Miss. 53" 18 1 None None
Greenville, Miss. 47" 24 None None None
Stuttgart, Ark. 33" 14 1 1 None
Grand Forks, N. Dak. 33" 26 3 None None
Grand Bay, Alabama 60" 20 1 None None
Yuma, Arizona 3" 15 None None None

So now, we recap that information again, and the new capsule
edition reads: 2,4,5-T was applied only once and nobody went back
to check for residues!

Although there were about 1 17 blocks in all, only 6 of them had
any 2-4D application; only one area had a second application, and
no testing was ever done of Silvex!
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No drinking water samples were analyzed for any of these pestr-

cides, from any area.
Here is a list of the chemicals used in the Yuma area, with it's 3"

rainf all: Aldrin, DDT, Demeton, Dicofol, Dieldrin, Endosulfan,
Panogen, Perthane, Thiram, Triflurolin, Benefin, Dinocap,
Dimethoate, DNOSBP, Dilan, Endrin, PCNB, Toxaphene, Vegadex,
Ethyl Paration, Methyl Parathion, Meninphos, Malathion, Fenthion,
MSMA, Toxophone, Sodium Fluosilicate, Zineb, Sulfur, and Oxyde-
metonmethyl.

But the list did not include 2-4D, 2,4,5-T or Silvex. And no one
checked the water, the melons, citrus or food crops in that area for
the presence of these chemicals, although 2-4D is one of the main
chemicals used for the vegetation and crops. The USDA did not apply
any of these chemicals to the test areas in the vicinity of Yuma, but
in view of some of the alarming facts that were disclosed there, it
seems so strange that no one tested for the "phenoxy herbicides".
Such as this statement:

"Residues were most frequently found in surface sources and in
exit water at Yuma, Arizona, indicating pesticides are carried into
water from cropland by normal drainage or irrigation... and by

sediment."
"Area is irrigated with river water, carried through the valley in

large canals.. further examination (for Yuma area) reveals that
water entering a block contains few residues, but as it exits, residues
are more in evidence."

But nobody wanted to check lor 2-4D,2,4,5-T or Silvex.
As for the rest of those pesticides they sprayed all over hell, they

found residues in water, soil, crops, invertibrates, fish, small
mammals, and birds' eggs.

Another sentence which is disturbing:
"An unidentified chlorinated hydrocarbon was found at very

noticeable levels in many soil and sediment samples."
And they've still not identified it
lf they'd trot back over to any of those areas, and grab a sample of

that "unidentified chlorinated hydrocarbon" they'd probably find out
it was Silvex! The classic concluding sentence of this wisdom-book
is: "The largest residues in soils were usually found where the
greatest amounts were used." And it took scientists three years to
tell us that?

I didn't waste any tape while I read the book in Dr. Byerly's off ice.
lstuffed it in my "carryall" and gathered this information later.

Continuing my interview, I asked Dr. Byerly if he had any studies
"above the 1,0O0 foot level".

Dr Byerly: "l don't honestly know' l'll inquire' but ldon't know"'

llrcre aren't any, because although Dr' Byerly sent several studies of
,,lrerbicides in Puerto Rico soil,' where the rainfall reached 109'88

rrrches one year, there were none on "Herbicides in mountain soil'

b,OOO elevation, Rainfall 15".

He then decided to talk about "Dioxins" and stated: "we don't

know whether or not it's persistent; (although he admitted they've

rrsed these chemicals for twenty years) "Matter of fact is' we're just

Icarning how to do the tests for the nd of dioxin for this

specific kind of place, so we must find r Ior 2'4'5-f per se'"

Then we discussed another USDA n' which is used ex-

tensively, there was also an error in it He stated the

wording i application rate appears to be 16 pounds of

chemical h is 50 times greater than necessary to kill

mesquite).
I asked if he knew whether anyone ever misread it and had

applied the chemical in this strength Dr Byerly: "l haven't the

vaguest idea."
To my inqury of what he considered to be a'safe margin'for

There was some drift Nobody denies it " (They'd been denying it for

months!) "lt was there on the plants lt should not have happened

As for recommendations, you should not spray under such circum-

stances that there will be drift on your neighbor'"

HetoldmethattheUSDAhasacontractwiththeUoflllinoisJor
writing better chemical labels (l thought Chemical

that.) He added that he preferred no books with

ns be written, just "get it all said" on the label (What

good would it do, when nobody reads them anyway?)

HewasUnawareofwhetheranystandardsforpesticideshad
been established in water. (They haven't )

lstated that the USDA was violating their own rules by allowing
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because ldon't know. lcan't be absolute. ln usual practice, I would
subscribe and support the fact that the government ought to abide by
it's own rules, butyou cannot make that as an absolute - because in
our society, the Sovereign Makes the rules."

Another bit of alarming information was: "you cannot be closer
to the land than the Department of Agriculture is; we are responsible
for the primary use of 80% of the land surface in the United States."

After telling me the Department of lnterior had jurisdiction over
the other 2O%, I asked about rhat "forgotten man": private Citizen,
USA - and was told:

"Private peop;e have proprietary rights and proprietary rights are
limited rights. There are no unlimited property rights for anybody
in the United States.

"The final thing is this: That the state and local authorities are
the ones that have to police things" (l don't like that word either!).

I asked what rights the private individual has left, and he replied:
"... the rights of the sovereign are limited in that he can't take away
property without due process "

Dr. Byerly kept inserting Latin phrases with admonitions for me
to "write them down and look them up and ponder them". One of
them was "After the fact, therefore because of it" which he
explained by saying "that is the reason why I as a scientist must be
skeptical. "

I countered with one from the "good Book" on my mama's library
table: "Seek the truth and the truth shall make you free" and above
all, "seek wisdom"

Not to be outdone, even in that field either, he quoted "and above
wisdom, seek understanding!" He concluded with: "Just as ltry to
seek the truth, I try to keep this in mind from time to time because
I'm capable of error and from deviation and all of these other things,
but be assured l'll do my best."

My parting phrase was in Apache: "This land is mine" ...and I

finished by saying, "no one but I can lose it for me."
A verse so very appropriate with which to condense this im_

measurable display of vanity, arrogance, and wisdom with no
knowledge to which I and many others have been exposed, is this:

lsaiah 29-14: "For the wisdom of the wise man shall perish -and the understanding of their prudent men shall be hidden."

,,GETTING HARDIN'S HOUSE IN ORDER"

Many times after June 8, 1969, I was informed by various
members of the Forest Service that these chemicals (2-4D, 2,4,5-T
and Silvex) were not "poisonous" 

- that they were herbicides and
"harmless to man and animals" I was reminded they bore no "skull

and crossbones" on the label (tho I am convinced now this must
have been an oversight on the part of the chemical companies in
view of what even their meager research had shown these
chemicals could do).

But to clarify whether herbicides are poisons or not, I quote the
following: "Economic poisons are defined in the act (Federal lnsecti-
cide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, June 1947 and amended in
1959, and 1964), as "any substance or mixture of substances
intended for preventing, repelling, or mitigating any insects, rodents,
fungi, weeds or other forms of plant and animal life or viruses,
except on or in living man or other animals, which the Secretary of
Agriculture shall declare to be a pest and any substances or mixtures
of substances intended for use as a plant regulator, "fungicides (in-
cluding wood preservatives) disinfectants, rodenticides, herbicides,
amphibian or reptile poisons or repellants, bird poisons or repellents,
plant regulators, plaht defoliants and plant desiccants."

The source of these quotes are from a copy of a USDA directive
dated 3/16/1970, signed by E.M. Bacon, Deputy Chief, USDA,
Forest Service, Washington, D.C., which was sent to "Regional

Foresters, Directors, and Area Directors". So it isn't one of my
"quotes" or the Pesticide Regulation Division, or even the Pesticide
Control Board. Please note the date, more than a month after the
"Task Force" or "Root-Rot Crew", had been here and gone.

The first paragraph of this particular directive states:
"ln recent months, we (the USDA - FS) have been attempting to

get our house in order in regards to the use of registered pesticides,
the preparation of publications which include discussions and/or
recommendations of pesticide use, and related matters. One of the
major considerations which has surfaced is the importance of using
and recommending to others, the use of registered materials only "

This seems rather an odd admission in view of the fact that for
ten months, all these various "task forces" have been insisting they
were "all-wise" and "all-informed" on the subject of pesticides and
their applications. lt's rather unnecessary to "get a house in order"
that is supposed to be so neat and tidy in the first place. That part of
the sentence alone rather admits someone has decided there's a bit
of chaos out there. The next sentence is even more potent, and I
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believe nty lawyer will pick this one up real fast:
"From recent correspondence, and first hand discussions with

your personnel, it is evident that there is a wide lack of under-
standing of pesticide registration policy and procedures and of
Forest Service responsibilities in this important problem area.,,

No. 8 of this 4 page bit of correspondence reads: ,,The Forest
service has responsibilities with regard to registration of pesticides
(as have other public agencies) to supply the registrant with: .,gB _
lnformation on formulation, dilution, or mixing rate, method and rate
of application, and host plants."

(l wonder whether anyone in the USDA ever complied with that
one, relative to the spraying in Globe? Or how they answered it since
no one seems to know what the formulation. rate or the plants
sprayed really were? Water, soap powder, detergent. peach trees,
and sycamores, in addition to cattle that were not removed, and ME
in my yard!)

"8C 
- Additional information as applicable, on phytotoxicity

(meaning when it's hot like Arizona in June, how far did the vapors
that can also kill, manage to travel?) "translocation,, (meaning did
they get it in the peach seeds besides the peach leaves and
peaches!7) "persistance in soil" (like did the USDA tell anybody
about the "12 months still here" in research area of Globe?) ,,Water

and plants" (like it's still in BOTH, in Globe, 12 months later?) and
"compatibility with other chemicals" - (like telling someone these
chemicals are not very friendly to other chemicals that the various
USDA branches already had sprayed here, such as formurations that
had arsenic, endrin, dieldrin, etc., in them.)

Part of the last paragraph above Mr. Bacon,s name states: ,,We

are developing procedures for coordinating and expediting new or
amended registrations of pesticides through the recently formed
Pesticides Coordi nating Committee."

Don't you think you're about 20 years late, Mr. BaconT

WHERE'S THE EAGLE'S EYEBALL?

The first one of these envelopes I received (or the first one I really
looked at.. there may have been many prior to my becoming a

full-fledged member of the ICU Committee, and now I keep better
track of even these little thingsl) - But this first envelope I

saw.. really saw I ljust figured was some kind of a sloppy printing
job 

- or they accidentally got the print plate in backwards or upside
down or something - and since I read all the time, how our govern-
ment back there in Washington is trying to cut expenses, I just

figured they thought they'd use these old envelopes'till they could
get rid of them to save us money like I did when we sold two of our
radio stations, and we were stuck with all those letter heads and
envelopes!

This envelope from Washington was messed up with what looked
like some kind of a little brand mark or something, in the right hand

corner, you know, right above the words: "Postage fees paid, US

Government Printing Office"
Then time passed, and I noticed this same mark was also on the

big brown envelopes lwas receiving, which were by then coming in

pretty heavy, and finally I noticed it was even on one of them from
Dr. T C Byerly, USDA, Washington, DC. That's the Dr Byerly who
testified at the Senate hearings on 2,4,5-f .l interviewed him later,

when lwent to Mr Clifford M. Hardin's office in Washington. I knew
he wouldn't be using old envelopes to save money, after listenrng to
him in the hearings! - and especially when this one was marked
"air mail " l also noticed the one I had that said: "US Senate" with
Warren G Magnuson in the right hand corner didn't have this mark
on it, and the one from the US Department of Agriculture in Tucson,
marked "Forest Service", didn't have one on it either So I decided I'd

better find out about that mark up there, and lcalled one of those
offices somewhere at that printing place, the off ice where they have

another little boxed-in notice on the lower left hand corner that says:
"lf you do NOT desire to continue receiving material of this nature
please check here (X) and return this envelope to the above

address." . and above that, it reads, US Gov't Printing Office,
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Division of Public Documents, Washington, DC 2A4O2. . . Off icial
Businessl (l marked "X" in that little box several months ago, be-

cause I opened one of them, marked some other blank spaces, sent a

check for $9 OO and never got anything!) But I now have ab,cut 21 of
these big, brown envelopes, 67 of these little ones, for they never
looked at my little "X" in the box on the front, (and they don't spell
my name right either, they put Mr. in front of it, and S L at the top
and 250 at the right!) But when I asked about that mark, do you know
what they told me? They said, "That's an eagle!"

So lput away my funny lndian telescope glasses, the ones with
the littie pin holes to help my eyes, and put on my 5 & 10 pair, and
my other strong ones on top of that, and finally I got the six inch
magnifying glass my daddy gave me to study flowers with before he

died, and lstill can't see an eagle! lturned it upside down, sideways,
even put it against the window to see if it was one of those imprints
that has to have light like a picture in the bottom of a chinese cup I

have, but lstill can't see an eagle! You know what I saw? (And I

admit by now l've become rather obsessed with guinea pigs and their
eyeballs) - To me, it looks like a kind of a sketch of my guinea pig
"split" 

- the one that had one eye open on the left side of his head,
and a tight, closed one on the right side, just like this "Eagle" 

- and
he could never open it. So I never knew if he had an eyeball inside or

not - he was the one I mentioned that died after "Cyclops", the one
that had one eye and not even a closed-up slit on the other side of
his head I looked at that picture some more, then I thought maybe I

just didn't know what an eagle looked like. So I looked in my "Funk

and Wagnall's" but it doesn't have any pictures, although it did tell
me some other things:

It tells me he likes to build his nest in the top of a tall tree near
the water, and since we have now polluted both, it's no wonder he's
almost extinct! My World Book Encyclopedia tells me that our official
US emblem, the bald eagle, is rare now, because he's been "hunted"
so much. ldon't believe it; lthink it's because he's been "pesticided"
to death! lt also says: "Federal laws now protect it fully." WHERE
WERE THEY WHEN HE NEEDED THEM? Real "big deal" - to protect
him after we've about killed him off! Besides, that statement is false,
for the Eagle is not "fully protected by Federal Laws", as long as the
Federal Government does not protect him from pesticides!

Then, I got my American bird book, and my memory was f ine! The
photograph of that Eagle didn't look a bit like the drawing on the
envelope!

His head and neck are almost as big as one third of his body; he

only has 5 feathers on his wing which I can see on the right side

(rrraybe less on the other sidel) and anybody knows that no eagle

could fly with only 5 feathersl I can't f igure out if that's his tail or his

legs sticking out below the wing; if it's his tail, it's all split and only

lras five feathers too, and it's dragging, pointing down, and anyone

knows this would throw his balance all out of kilter - needs more

than that for a balast!
Then there's a whole mess ol something, looks like sticks or part

of a TV anlenna (or the whiskers from a mouse cartoon!) There's no

ear to hear with, either; but you know what really has rne all upset?

His eye is all shutl And when lthink of this being the symbol of our

great big blessed, wonderful country - the full impact of what l'm
looking at, slowly moves in. Here is the symbol of our country: a

great, beautiful, wonderful bird, which we have almost made extinct

by the use of pesticides, and he's all lopsided, and out of proportion,

and at first glance you can't tell whether he's flying frontwards or

backwards! Then, we picture him with his eye shut, so he can't see

where he's going, and doesn't dare look over his shoulder to even

see where he's been! And I begin seeing quite a similarity between

him and maybe a lot of these people out there that are supposed to

make up our government, they've made this mess out of him, and

the rest of us let them do it. lthinl< about little "Cyclops"

again. the guinea pig with the one eye, whom I loved so very much,

and lwonder if maybe the left side of this poor, blinded bird looks

Guinea pig born 1970 eyes never opened
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like him Maybe there's no eye on that side at alll (What was it Prince
Charles found when he "helicoptered" over to Pautuxent Wildlife Re-

search Center in Maryland, recently, with David EisenhowerT He in-
spected the bald Eagles, one of which was dead - plain, flat-out
dead! And an autopsy was performed, and guess what? Pesticides
killed h im! (Newsweek J uly 27, 1 97Ol

At least, that poor old "flying blind no radar to guide him eagle"
on the envelope is still trying to flyl Maybe he's trying to leave while
he can, and has his eyes shut to keep all that damn spray out of
them, or else the eyelids are paralyzed shut like a lot of our birds that
have fallen over dead in the last few years!

THE BOYS IN THE BUG DEPARTMENT

The word is "entomology"; but my Funk and Wagnall's still calls it
"bug studies" and some of the men in that department are smaller
than the insects they've helped to destroy.

At the University of Arizona in the Agriculture Department one of
those "studies" is being conducted on pesticides. Not that anyone is
really trying to find what hazards might be connected with their use,
they're just "studying" them.

The director is Dr. Roan. Any conversations I have had with him
leads me to believe he is a much bigger advocate of using pesticides
of every description with little or no knowledge about most of them
than was the representative of Dow Chemical, whom I interviewed

Time after time, he contradicted the statements he made
previously lt was his laboratory that found no residues of these
herbicides in the Globe City water, but the sample had been split and
the other laboratory found residues. ln one news interview he stated
we should not use the water. ln another he said "no basis for
concern." When three field workers were apparently poisoned, two
of whom died, in Phoenix, from what was originally diagnosed as
parathion poisoning, Dr. Roan and the local pathologist, one month
later, said it was "tree tobacco". The men were migrant farm
workers with no relatives, and evidently no friends. Although county
hospital records indicate a laboratory other than Dr. Roan's had
shown positive tests for parathion relative to the lone survivor, no
explanation for this fact was ever given Although there are many
documented "parathion deaths", Dr. Roan indicated to me he was
not aware of any.

The New York Times, August 21 , 197O, carried a story of a farmer
Lrsing parathion as a substitute for DDT on tobacco, and his two sons
were poisoned by it, one of whom died, although they did not enter
lhe field where it was used until AFTER the 5 day recommended
waiting period. Another story tells of a young man who became ill
after entering a small area the day after spraying, but recovered.
Several weeks after recovery, he entered the area again, and this
time, he died. But Dr. Roan is apparently not interested in stories
such as these about parathion or any other pesticide.

The news release also stated no traces of parathion were found
in the vegetables the men ate, but when I asked Dr. Roan if they had

really tested the vegetables, his reply had been 'no'.

By this time, he evidently had invented a new diagnosis of death,
for when I asked if any pesticide residues were found in their tissue,
he admitted there were, but would not tell me which pesticides
Then he said it was alcolholism that killed them!

lhave often wondered if many of the contradictory statements I

encountered in various interviews with Dr. Roan were because he

had been eating DDT and was suffering from a loss of memory!
(News headlines, February 15, 1970: "Two Scientists Eat DDT to
Prove it is Safe!" There is a picture of Dr. Roan looking more than a
little ill, and the article states that he was quite confident "there

would be no ill effects" or any "danger from the experiment" lt also

states prisoners in Atlanta Federal Penetentiary were being fed 1OO

times as much DDT daily as the normal populace, (l wonder if the
prisoners knew it!) and that "no harm immediately befell them." I

guess they died later.)
Another sentence is that "to date, there is no evidence that DDT

has any effect on man". Now, that boy would be a real big candidate
for the USDA team, except he's already tied in with them at the
U niversity!

When we asked Dr. Roan if his department could check just one

sample of plants, water, or soil for us, he quickly declined
His reply to our request for help in 1969 read: "l regret to inform

you x x x due to reduced financial support x x x unable to provide

assistance to any local health authorities except in cases o{

emergency " What could be more of an emergency than we were?
A news release quoted Dr Roan as stating the delays in getting

any of the analysis done was due to a "budgetary cut". But when I

checked with him, he admitted there had been no decrease in funds.
When I asked about the blood samples, relative to finding the

herbicide residues, he stated there was no way to find it in blood, but

after the "Root Rot" team was here in February 197O, Dr Roan
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galloped over the mountains from Tucson, called me, and attempted
to set up a blood letting session I told him I thought it would be a bit
ridiculous, since 2-4D and 2,4,5-T had already been found in my
tissues, and asked what had changed his mind again, to believe now
he could find it in blood. He relerred to one suicide case in Hawaii of
2-4Dl

When I insisted that he tell me where his department had
obtained all this newfound wealth for research of our area after not
even one dollar had been available when we asked for help, he said
it was from the FDA.

But none of us could get the FDA to sample even one damn cow,
steer, bull or bullock out there eating everything in sight that was
colored orange, in spite of the fact McCarthy found it in the beef in
Kansas City! and later it was found in Globe.

I still suspect it was USDA money and USDA investigators with
their coin purses jingling, not the FDA!

One letter from the same area of the campus at the University of
Arizona, which housed Dr. Roan, stated that their department "had

no laboratory equipment for checking for analysis of herbicide
residues." And that the "cost for such equipment would exceed our
budget for several years "

And yet a letter from the "Chief" of all these damn pesticide
studies, in Georgia stated that "Dr. Roan's laboratory is one of the
15 which we support across the country. lt is a well equipped
laboratory with competent chemists." (l don't know how competent
one of those chemists is, but he lied to me on at least one occasion;
he also stated the only date he uses on his analysis findings of
pesticide residues, is the one which shows when the sample was
taken, not when he runs the test, which sounds like a pretty sloppy
and incompetent chemist to me! Maybe that's why he let those
water samples sit for two months before checking, hoping the
residues would go away!)And another batch sat for .l O months but
they still had "herbicide residues"

lf anyone would like to really do the entire world a great service,
relative to what is NOT being studied about pesticides, and what is
NOT being released even when discovered, that bug department at
the University of Arizona would be a good place to start. And Dr
Clifford Roan would be the first one to chase out into the open; he
would probably be hanging onto Dr. Morgan, his close buddy. Some
of the information that has been given to me by these men in their
attempt to cover up the dangers of insecticides, herbicides and their
own crass ignorance, is more than ridiculous - it's frightening.

I asked Dr Roan if there was any area in the United States where
cxperiments on humans, with 2-4D and 2,4,5-f were being
oonducted, and I left his office, on the U of A campus, a little
stunned, and very sick, after the followrng conversatton.

Dr Roan: I know of an area like that
Me Where?
Dr Roan: lt's in Arizona, but it's not Globe
Me: What part of Arizona?
Dr Roan: l'm not revealing that. The people don't even know it
Me: The people don't know it's (2-4D and 2,4,5-T) been sprayed

there?
Dr. Floan: No.

To my question whether it was forest land or private land that
had been sprayed, his only reply was that "people are living there."

Me:.. "and they don't KNOW they've been sprayed? Was it 2-4D.
2,4,5-T and Silvex combinations?

Dr. Roan: I think it was; we haven't gotten around to that area
yet, but by doing it blind, without people knowing what we're
doing... lt's a remote area and not an agricultural area

Me: How are you going to tell the people you want to check them?

What are you going to tell them you want to check them for?

Dr Roan: DDT

Me: But, you'll really be checking for 2 4D and 2,4,5-T, which
they don't know has been sprayed there?

Dr Roan: As far as they're concerned, it will be because of DDT,

and DDT hasn't been sprayed there; it's a very remote area.

Me: Was it private ranchers, spraying rangelandT

Dr. Roan: lt was exactly, near as I can tell, for the same purpose

as it was done in the Globe area.
(And what was that purpose exactly, Dr. Roan? Do you suppose

we'll ever really know? How many of us are the "guinea pigs" in your

research files?)
Me: But they did spray and contaminate the area, just like GlobeT

Dr Roan: There's possibly the same degree of contamination;
there's no reason to assume there'll be any difference. This will be a
blind experiment to eliminate bias

Me: To do What!?
Dr. Roan: To eliminate bias. lf you tell a person he's going to be

exposed to something, he immediately develops symptoms."
(But what if the symptoms develop, just like ours didT Even when

we were not aware we had been sprayed either in 1968? And these
symptoms are shown to be identical to documented cases of 2-4D
and 2,4,5-f poisoning? Will the same government inspection crews
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be sent to "inspect" the areas just like they were to Globe? And to
Vietnam? And will they release more lies to the world on the harm-
lessness of these herbicides? Will they find a deformed lamb, or a

calf, with no eyes; or a child with no ears? And no brain? Will there
be a second verse to their deliberate chant: "Born Before the Sprayl"
in an attempt to cover up another crime?)

My interview with Dr. Roan continued for some time, but part of
my mind froze in terror, as I realized this cold, analytical approach,
had quite successfully completed an "emotionalectomy" on those
performing the experiments, rather than on their victims. And what-
ever hopes Ihad that "communication" and "insight" and the
"human contact" element might bridge the gap between the worlds
of science and man, and true knowledge, became more remote than
the "remote area" of this experiment

When I asked how the information would be gathered from the
people or their doctors, if they were not aware these chemicals were
used, he replied that they've all been told it was DDT

He then declined even to accept a "copy" of the "copy" of the un-
published Bionetics report which lfurnished to Senator Hart for the
2,4,5-f hearings in Washington stating "l don'r find that type of
research persuasive or alarming " - although this study cost us 3%
million dollars and required 7 years!

He refused to even discuss the cancer and de{ormity findings or
anything else, relative to any of these chemicals including some in
the DDT family with me

After that last frightening interview I concluded that Dr, Roan

does not need to eat DDT to become sickl lwish to state I believe he

and his whole department are sick! Very sick, indeedl
"Lack of cooperation" is not what we recerved from his

department; it was a deliberate hiding of the facts, and a concerted
effort to withhold the truth in many instances f rom us

It would have cost no more than S25 OO to have run one sample
of our food, or soll. But, Dr Roan said there were "no funds
available." He didn't even bother to give the samples I hauled to him
to a doctor to whom they were addressed

But when lcheck the amount of the contract for his "DDT eating
experiment," between the University of Arizona and the US Public
Health Service, this one contract alone was for $705,997 0O! lsn't
that a damn shame to have to finance such an outfit with our own
money, so they can learn how to eat DDT and to lie? And I keep
wondering who those "guinea pigs" are out there somewhere in the
hills and deserts of Arizona who don't know they've been exposed to
2-4D and 2,4,5-Tl Maybe this w'as one more lie from a candidate for

the "Privilidged Liars" Club, and it was really Globe, Arizona, and us,

afterall, where these chemicals were being tested! lf anyone in
private industry was conducting such a "study" he'd be arrested for
practicing "biological warfare" on citizens of the United States! But
when it's a government agency or one of their closely allied "study

groups" conducting the research, whom do you call for help? Read

this next statement carefully: There's no law that says it isn't legal
for a government agency to spray anything, anywhere, anytime,
as long as it's in the United States. lt's only illegal against a foreign
or enemy country.

The only recourse you have in case some of these chemicals get

sloshed all over you( area, or you, and you survive, whether done by
private individuals or one of the various government agencies, with
full blessings of the USDA stamp of approval on the chemical label,
is to do just what we did: Say to yourself, when you get so you can
breathe again, "lf I live'til tomorrow, l'll sue the bastards!"

MY LITTLE ANTS

lhave a friendliness for little ants Not necessarily those big red
kind - or the black ones that bite, but polite, dark brown ones. I

always loved them very much,
At our mountain house they were always fun to watch going

across the ceiling. They had their own particular road map and never
varied their path from one particular rafter. They came in behind the
big cook stove, across the living room, and disappeared out the bed-
room wall into "outer space" somewhere I never used any poisons
on them, for they were very polite. Didn't get in my sugar, or the jam
on the shelf. Have you ever watched one in particular, and seen how
he will stop and speak, or tip his hat or something to every ant he
meets going in the opposite direction?

Sometime after I moved into my house in lce House Canyon, the
ants very silently moved in too - nice little brown ones like I had on
the mountain. I never found where they came in - they were just
there - only since this was a different kind of house (and possibly
they figured Frank Lloyd Wright wouldn't have included them in the
plans - 

'tho I believe he would!) - they only came after I was in
bed lfed the cat at night, and there was always some left in the dish

- Skippy Dog Food - that's all my cat likes - the ants like it, too.
And each morning the yellow feeding dish would be covered with
ants. But as soon as I arrived, very quietly, and very soon the ants
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would be gone. lt was a very nice arrangement. Tlrey never got in my
honey jar, or cake in the cupboard, or anything else - 

just Skippy
dog food and it was a very pleasant relationship. lt wasn't that we
really went through any kind of ritual, like me saying, "OK boys, the
sergeant just got here - let's move before someone steps on your
head!" But it was nice. Everyone else got up later than I did and it
they got up first, theyjust kind of got used to them being there, too.

Once someone was there whom I wasn't too anxious to have spend
the summer, one of these "rise early, beat your chest, isn't it a great
day" variety, who leave me coldl My blood sugar doesn't get up there
'til about 1O:OO A.M. and l'm like a visitor in my own kitchen until
then. But he came tearing down the hall, saying, "There are black

ants all over the place in there" - and I quietly stopped him with:
"no, they are brown - and they are assembling for mass, and the
choir boys will be along soon. lt's Sunday, you know." (P.S. try that
line sometime on an unwanted guest!)

About five days after the "last spray" my son called me to "come

quickly!" to "hurry, don't wait, Mom! you've gotta see this! lt's real

crazy, Mom! You won't believe it! Look in the carport!" And there I

watched an army of ants, six inches wide (even I didn't know I had

that many) marching through the carport, out the other side away
from the mountain and then they were gone. And that was the end

of my ants No goodbyes, no flute playing, no taps. They just went
away.

Seems silly I know, but I wait for my little ants to come back to my
kitchen.

One scientist said they knew their home was contaminated. They
knew, but we didn't.

I miss my little ants.

,,SCOR PIONS, TARANTULAS AN D CENTIPEDES"

It is now August 197O But they are still here, the scorpions,
tarantulas and centipedes. ldon't know why And ldon't know why
the little ants moved away just after the spray in June 1969, and
have not returned. We've learned to live with the "Big Three" as I

call them, the scorpions, tarantulas and centipedes. Many stories
have been told of these creatures and how one of their favorite
habitats is Arizona. l've lived here for 23 years, and I had never seen
a centipede except in the Desert Zoo, until the summer of 1968.

I was not aware of the use of these chemicals that year. One
evening I killed four scorpions in my living room One was curled like
a spider on my pillow. Another was sitting under the sink, and two
were in the bathtub. Two ventured into my son's aquarium.

The tarantulas are great giant spiders I've seen them along the
highways. But this year, 1970, they have walked boldly into the
house, although I have three cats and two dogs One centipede in my
house was at least 14 inches long and bright orange in color. I don't
know where they're supposed to Iive, or even why they are here

This summer there were no mockingbirds, nor dragonflies, nor
butterflies or hummingbirds. The wild flowers didn't bloom on my
mountain. Nor were there any skunks, raccoons and rabbits. The
leaves turned orange on the sycamores and cottonwoods in July
1970, although there was rain. Now they are gone and new green
ones grow back only to turn orange and go away again. The grass
seed we planted just lies in the ground.

The things that I loved so much are gone. . the soft, the gentle
things. The flowers. . . and the bees that used to light on my hand.
There are no crickets for my cricket cage from Japan and no earth
worms down by the garden There were no beetles or grasshoppers
in the summer of 1970

But there are scorpions and tarantulas and centipedes I haven't
learned yet how to love them. But if nothing else ever returns, I

guess in time I will.
The dragon-fly has gone away - and the butterfly - and bee

Where did they go? I don't know. . .

I only know they've gone away. . . from me.

The moss is brown - the fern is dead - the wild rose vanished
long ago. . .

And the deer and chipmunk. . . and spotted fawn
Where did they go7 I don't know, but they're gone. . .

Where is the gentleness? Where is the kindnessT
Where is the love that used to be?

Why did they leave? Where did they go7

I don't know. . I only know they've all gone away
And left only silence.. .and dust. . .and loneliness...for me. ..
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,,TIME OUT FOR ALVIN"

Today is July 29, 1970, and I ask that you pause with me for a few

moments out of respect to a little guinea pig named Alvin - who died

respectfully and rather quietly at 10:00 a.m. today. He was the brother
to 'Abby', my first tiny-eyed guinea pig born on October 4, 1969. My

notes say: "Litter (3) Born to'Rusty', short hair female, red brown

color. 'Big-Sam'- father - one born dead and head not completely
grown together, one albino, short hear, tiny pink eyes, one all white
long hair, dark eyes -" (that was Alvin).

'Big Sam' is dead.
'Rusty'is dead.

Alvin is dead now, too
He was one of many that have had the same symptoms, which seem

to get worse after the rains. The ones that have managed to live since

they started dying in June 1968 have had: "Extreme loss of hair

with skin darkeninE where hair is gone, sores on skin, extreme loss of
weight, retarded growth, eyes bulged, eyes swollen shut," and many
more symptoms of illness that resembled the illness of the dogs and

sorne of the other animals.

I brought Alvin with me to see the mountain yesterday I

separated him from the others a week ago to see if his skin would heal.

I thought maybe if I got him up there where the water was from the
mountain spring it would help. But I guess I brought him too late.

He was photographed at the studio in town several weeks ago, and

l've observed what I could about these little animals and tried to keep

a record that rnight help someone else someday - if not me - or my
little animals that are gone now I am not a scientist, but would it have

made any difference if I were? Nobody in the USDA believes them
either
So my observances re Alvin are:

Born: October 14, 1969
Died: July 29, 19lO
Why? I don't know. I just know that he's dead.

Have you ever watched a guinea pig die, Dr. Tschirley - or Dr

Byerly - or Dr. Bailey - or Mr Hardin all members of the USDA.
He tried for an hour this morning to stand and finally lay on his side

just moving his feet for 45 minutes. His eyes were swolien, like my
male Collie's eyes when I took him to Dr. Skinner two days ago Dr.

Skinner has no diagnosis for his eyes or the sore spots on his sides - or
the female Collie's lameness - or sores - or loss of hair. He ls the

veterinarian who testified at the McCarthy hearing in Globe, whose

testimony atthehearing to me was incredible, after I had taken my own

animals to him when they were ill. He never showed any interest in
seeing the guinea pigs, not even those born with only one eye

At 9:30 this morning, Alvin quit moving his legs and then he'cried'
for a little while They 'whistle' when they're happy, and this was the

most pitiful sound I ever heard I had been spared seeing the others

die individually. At 10:00 a.m. there was no more sound, and Alvin
was dead. I wrapped him in foil and tagged thc little pacl<age, and put

him in the freezer like so many of the others, for there's no one to
call that gives a damn about a little guinea pig that died on a mountain.
Nobody but those of us who love little animals

"Lassie" close-up of the sores and patches of skin exposed because of
hair loss

Emotional? Yes, Dr. Tschirley, who wouldn't walk 200 feet to the

barn to see the guinea pigs, after you finally arrived at my home on

February 19, 1970. You had spent the entire afternoon at McKusick's
taking blood samples of his goats in an attempt to disqualify our
charges against the forest service Dr Tschirley had used and reused the
phrase: "You must look at these things scientifically, not emotionally,"
but I became emotional about little Alvin. His fur was damp from
sweating before he died, but part of the moisture was my tears. Have

you ever seen a 15 year-old boy with his head turned away so no one

would see the emotion on his face because a pet named "Big Sam" or
"Rusty" or "Lady Godiva" or "Palomino" or "Little Lady" was dead...
and no one knew why? I didn't see his white mice die in 1968, but he

did. He said they gasped for air and would try to get up and couldn't.
All of them died within 48 hours after the spray. So did the baby
guinea pigs, and the three older ones almost died, too. His hamsters
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died after the spray in 1966. I remember a particular occasion after he

buried the little animals - and I didn't know they had died - he was

too quiet when I took him to KIKO to do his radio show. Finally he

told me the guinea pigs were mine, not his anymore, for his last big
beautiful female died. He wouldn't tell me where he buried "Big Sam"
and "Busty" except that he buried them together. He wouldn't tell me

where he buried them because. he said, he didn't want any scientists
even touching them.

Tell him not to be emotional, too, Dr. Tschirley. Tell him as you
did me prior to your trip to our area almost ten months after the spray
of 1 969 that we must "separate fact from fancy" and "not be influenced
by ouremotions". You and your group of so-called'scientists'who were
employees of the government. proceeded to allow a misrepresentation
of the facts to be released. lt has been the "facts" which have caused
the emotion. Please add to your file of 'facts':

Alvin is dead. 10:00 a.m. July 27 , 197O.

For My Son's Guinea Pigs

I'll close your eyes now that are swollen . . .

I'll close your eyes now that you're dead . . .

l'll wrap you gently - hold you softly. ..
And wipe the sweat that's on your head . . .

The blackened skin spots will not matter . . ,
No one will see them any more . . .

Whatever pain you knew is over,
Just like the ones that died before . . .

'Cyclops'with his little 'one-eye' . . .

'Flusty'that we loved so much . . .

'Split'and 'Sam'and furry 'Lady' . . .

All so soft - and fun to touch!

I don't know why, I give no reason . . .

I don't know what the experts said

Who wouldn't see - or hear - or listen . . .

I only know that now they're dead.

"POISONED: The Sick-And The Dead"

The following story appeared June 16, 1970 in the San Franciscc

Cron icle:
"Alvsbyn, Sweden - A calamity has befallen a herd of Lapland

reindeer in a forest near here, because government pest controllers
forgot to consider the nature of local livestock farming.
"The calamity has just come to light in the records of the

Swedish Forest Service and reports to the Swedish Ecological
Research Committee.
"Last summer, the Forest Service, seeking to curb heavy under-
growth in a pine forest west of the Gulf of Bothnia in Northern
Sweden, sprayed a wide area by plane with a mixture of the
herbicides 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T.

"Then last winter, a Lapp family named Blind, arrived in the
area with their reindeer herd of about 600 animals. Provincial
authorities told them they could move their herd to the district of
the spraying, but no one told the family that the forest had been

sprayed.
"Last April, a spell of warm weather was broken by intense cold

and snow. The reindeer, especially the young ones, could not
reach their ordinary fodder, and began to eat the leaves of the
forest undergrowth.

"Within a few days, nearly 250 animals disappeared, and 100

corpses have been found so far. About 40 of the females aborted
their young in April and May, and the foetuses appeared to have

been dead in the uterus for some time.
"As soon as the remaining reindeer were given their regular

fodder, the sickness and deaths stopped.
"The Swedish National Veterinary lnstitute reports that leaves

from the sprayed area - even this long after the spraying - con-

tained 25 parts per million of 2,4-D and 10 parts per million of
2.4.5-T."

Another account of this incident appeared under the heading

"swedes Report Reindeer Deaths from Herbicides":
"Swedish scientists have reported the deaths or disappearance of

250 reindeer, more than a third of a herd of which was inadvertently
driven into grazing ground sprayed with herbicides.

"Another 40 animals aborted. producing "unusually premature"
fetuses, the Ecological Research Committee of Sweden reported in

the current Center for Short-Lived Phenomina reports put out by

the Smithsonian I nstitution.
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"The herbicide involved was the same as that sprayed in Vietnam,
2,4-D, mixed with 2,4,5-T. lt was sprayed on by air last July 12, the

Swedish Forest Service said.
"The area involved is a coniferous forest region in the north of

Sweden, near Alvsbyn, about 55 kilorneters west of Lulea."
("conifers" include pines)

A news item relative to deer in Arizona, appeared in the Tucson

Citizen, March 11, 1970, in the column of the outdoor writer, Bill
Quimby, under the heading: "Fawn Deaths may Offer Clue". lt states

the Game and Fish Department (Task Force No. 2) is conducting
studies to determine the cause of low deer production in sorne parts

of Arizona, and the first program will include laboratory analysis of
dead and dying fawns collected in key areas. But they didn't check

for herbicides.
"Wildlife managers discovered a number of dead fawn in thick

cover last summer and ranchers in the area also reported an uncommon
number of dead fawn last year (1969)". (l wonder where these reports

were when the last task force was running around?)
Then the article mentions the "3-Bar Wildlife" area, (Salt River

Project Reservior. Roosevelt Lake) stating a check will be done on the

deer in that area. A letter dated March 19, 1970, USDA - Forest

Service, Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experimental Station,
informs me that the chemicals used in the 3-Bar Experimental Water-

sheds have been 2,4,5-T, a mixture of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T, P B A
(polychlorobenzoic acid) TBA (trichlorobenzoic acid) Fenuron, Tan-

dex, Baromacil, and Picloram."
Now how about that, sport fans - who like to hunt and fish - as

far as "dead deer, dead fawns", or maybe a dead skunk or two? That
stuff was out there all the time - only we didn't know it!

Please note: These are also the "experimental kids" that have been

messing around in a "research area" right back of my house with a lot
of chemicals they didn't tell me about, since 1956!

The last paragraph of the news item of March 11, 19VO, states the
"fawn crops have remained consistently low during the past 10 years

despite rigidly controlled hunting pressures and almost no hunting of
antlerless deer during recent years, and that the habitat conditions ap-
pear capable of supporting much higher deer populations" according to
the Game and Fish Department, and "should allow greater fawn surviv-
al." Deer count went down when herbicide use went up.

Latest question by me to Game and Fish, and "Rocky Mountain":
Has anyone ever checked for residues in the areas oI 2,4-D,2,4,5-f ,or
other chemicals in water, soil, plant life, or dead animals? The latest,
and same, answer: "No, not yet."

Paralyzed chicken - later died.
We are still waiting over 2 years later for any autopsy reports or

analysis of the dead animals taken from any area after the spray in
June, 1969 by the Game and Fish Departrnent. The results of these
"studies" have also been withheld.

Number two is "The Sheep Story", appearing in the Arizona
Republic, January 24, 1970. lt tells that a herbicide defoliant
which apparently spilled from an applicator's plane onto an alfalfa
field, had caused the death of 502 sheep at Casa Grande, Arizona,
South of Globe.

There is no date of the accident given, nor could I find that any
"big news story" had ever been released in reference to this occurrence.
A smallfollow-up item relating to it was in the other Pulliam newspaper,
the "Gazette" April 4, 197O, which doesn't say much either, except
that it refers to the time of the accident as "last summer". The
Arizona State Board of Pesticide Control was quick to place the blame
of the death of these sheep in Arizona on the carelessness of a private
small town operator, although we were unable at any time to "budge"
this "law enforcement" agency to even check into the carelessness
exhibited in Globe in applying herbicides when it involved Salt River
Project and the Forest Service.

The heading of a srory, Phoenix Gazette, Jan.221 jg7 1, read.. "128O
sheep deaths a mystery" and states "more than 1250 sheep have died
mysteriously," on a range in Utah not far from where 6400 died in
1968 from "nerve gas" 400 sheep died near there also in 1964. Symp-
toms listed were hemmorhaging with blood "pouring from their noses"

S .- ''"
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which also describes some of our animals that died in Globe after the

spray. But the Army declares they haven't been messing around with
their chemical kits up there in Utah for two years this time. So the

government sent the same "expert" USDA doctor to Utah that they

sent to Globe - the one who didn't know a goose from a duck! And

his conclusions on the sheep deaths sounded as unbelieveable as his

conclusions on "a goat and a duck"! He decided it was loco-weed that

wiped them out! Either he wasn't aware of the following or he forgot

to add:
1. Records of the U.S. Forest Service, Salt Lake City, Utah, show

herbicides used in the Globe area were also aerially applied to these

rangeland areas after the hearings in Washington disclosed their hazards.

2 No sampling of soil, water or plants (including said loco-weed) has

apparently been done for the presence of herbicides 2,4-D or 2,4,57
prior to or after use by the Forest Service,

3. I was told by the owners of the sheep the symptoms did not appear

to be the ordinary ones of loco-weed poisoning (one of which seems to

be "running in circles". Maybe some of the USDA members have been

eating loco-weed !)

4. Spraying of plants (even those which are poisonous including loco-

weed) with 2,4-D and related herbicides can make them attractive to

animals including sheep. They e-at them and die.

5. USDA studies show 2,4-D caused hemmorhaging in the sheep tested.

6 The big-horn sheep is disappearing in California for some "myste-

rious reason" although there are laws to protect him Did anyone

ever check him for herbicides?

Number Three is the "Horse Story" and it relates a man in lowa used

a weed killer on his lawn; he followed the directions, avoided contact

with his skin, etc., and watered the lawn as directed. lt rained after the

application, so the chemicals supposedly were diluted. Three weeks

passed, and he mowed the lawn. The grass cuttings were given to his

neighbors horses. Four of them died within 48 hours, and two more

horses wandered into the area and ate some of the grass. They died,

too. The heading of the article is: "What if it had been a child?"
and finished by quoting Representative Andrew Varley, lowa, as

saying: "When we're picking on DDT, we're snatching at gnats and

swallowing camels." (P.S - l've particularly noticed none of these

USDA toxicity studies relating to phenoxy herbicides ever show

"horses" as the test animal Why - because the horse and the dog have

the lowest toxicity to these chemicals The LD50 is 50 mg/kg for a

dog, but about 2,000 mg/kg for a mouse!)

Number Four, is "The Bee Story" and the headlines of a story in

the Arizona Republic, December 14, 1969, states that "Honey Bee

Guinea pig born with no eye ball in socket - later died.

lndustry in Arrzona now Dead, U. of A. Screntrst (Leon Moore) De'

clares " lt also states Dr George Ware, head of the Department of
Entomology at the University of Arizona had said in a speech at the
annual meeting of the Arizona Beekeepers Association, that the bee

industry would never again be part of Arizona's Agriculture, unless the
State provides a form of monetary indemnification to beekeepers
whose hives have, or are being killed by pesticides.

The article continues "no bees, then no melons, or cucumbers, or
tangerines, or tangelos, or mandarin oranges, or long-staple cotton."
which is a necessary item for that long handled underwear we may need

if we migrate to Alaska where there's not quite so much of this stuff
flying around yet. (The long handled "woolies" are out - since we

killed off the sheep in story number two.) This same news story states
that Clarence Benson, Phoenix, Secretary of the Beekeepers Association,
said in a prepared statement that pesticide industry leaders had at-
tempted, by intimidation, to "hush" Drs. Moore and Ware, aird also

stop the tests they were conducting in Graham County, Arizona, "that
would cut pesticide sales and help the beekeepers."

Are 2,4-D and related herbicides toxic to bees? They sure are,

according to the researchers.

Has anyone tested the bees, or their product for residues? You bet!
And did they find residues? Certainly! ln the research papers compiled
by the "mole hole and butterfly" scientists of England, and stamped
"not for outside distribution", page 48 says:
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"2,4-D and IVICPA are toxic to bees not only from visiting the

flowers, but also as a result of drinking contaminated (by 2,4-D) water

trapped on treated plants." This study is dated 'l 950.

Another study on the same page, tells that one of the phenoxy

herbicides "paralyzed and killed bees which ingested doses that cor-

responded to those recommended for weed control." Our bees died all

over the place after these chemicals were sprayed in Globe, Arizona.

Manzanita honey used to be an Arizona specialty - but the manzanita

is "chapparal" and this is the main target of these mad spraY programs

in Arizona.
This same page continues relating results of other studies including

the finding that "radioactive 2,4-D can be translocated to the nectar

of Poinsetta and red clover plants (and manzanita and wild roses!)and

shows up later in the bees.

The test compounds of 2,4'D and 2,4,5-T and other phenoxy

herbicides were made radioactive prior to their application in research

areas. (Please note: there was a research area, unknown to us, for the

Hercules Chemical Company in our area, in addition to the Rocky

Mountain Experimental Research area.) Even the radioactivity was

translocated to the bees.

June 14, '197 1, a news release stated the Agriculture Department

decided to pay $3,000,000.00 as damages to bee keepers whose bees

were destroyed by pesticides. Mr. Nixon is asking for an additional

$5,000,000.00. But the compounded losses due to the death of the

bees is too great for their narrow-minded knowledge to comprehend.

Number Five is the "Two Dead Men and One to Go" story - which
I covered earlier in another chapter. The headlines read: "Spray

poison suspected in two deaths - third ill" - as reported in the Arizona
Republic, Phoenix, May 5,'l 970.

Number Six is "1,100 School Children exposed to Skull and Cross-

bones Spray Material." lt bears the same date as the above story. I

doubt the story ever made it past the state line and the Arizona Pesti-

cide Control Board.

The chemical sprayed was "Thimet" whose label bears a skull and
crossbones square, which reads, "Poison, do not drop; if leaking, don't
breathe fumes, touch contents, or swallow". There are other sentences
on the label, such as: "Danger! Poisonous by skin contact, inhalation,
or swallowing". "Rapidly absorbed through skin". "Repeated inhala-
tion or skin contact may, without symptoms, progressively increase
susceptibility to poisoning!"

"Do not get in eyes, or skin, or on clothing."
"Do not breathe dust."

"Keep all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity
where there may be danger of drift from air application." (Like a

school f ull of children right next door?)
"Vacated areas should not be re-entered until drifting insecticides

have dissipated following aircraft application."
"Destroy empty bags and cartons by burning; stay away from

smoke and fumes." (Seems that should say "bury"!)
"Keep out of reach of domestic animals." "Highly toxic to fish and

wildlife." "Extremely hazardous to shrimp." "ln case of an emergency
endangering life or property involving this product, call collect, day or
night, area code, 201-835-3100."

The symptoms of poisoning listed are: "blurred vision, abdominal
cramps and tightness in chest." Then it says: "don't wait for a doctor,
but give two atropine tablets at once." (Now just where do I get the
atropine if not f rom the doctor, for whom I do not wait?!)

There are some directions for the doctor, in case he gets there - after
I didn't wait for him, and just in case I keep a supply of atropinehandy
to take at such times and am not dead yet. lt tells him, (the doctor):

"1. Never give morphine or phenothiazine tranquilizers."
"2. Clear chest by postural drainage."
"3. Artificial respiration or oxygen (if l've by now quit breathing!)

may be necessary."
"Repeated exposure to cholinesterase inhibitors may, without

warning, cause increasing susceptibility to very small doses of any
cholinesterase inhibitor." Re-worded so I can tell what this means, it
could simply say: "lf you're damn fool enough to get exposed to this
chemical, and survive, the next time you may not be so lucky . . . it
might kill you."

Then there is a big long disclaimer by the manufacturer, American
Cyanamid Company.

So what does the news story, Arizona Republic, May 5, 1970, tell
me? That on May 4, 1970, a helicopter sprayed the aforementioned
chemical on a field, several blocks from the homes of residents of a

northwest Phoenix area, including also, an area where a grade school of
1,100 students was located.

It reports the finding of dead birds in the yards, and the administra-
tor of the State Board of Pest Control Applicators is quoted as saying
the chemical was "highly toxic" "whose deadly effect does not
discriminate among bugs, birds, four footed animals, or man."

It also quotes him as saying that it is one of the worst chemicals on
the list, and that "it'll kill you if you inhale enough of it. Skin contact
is as bad as ingestion of it."
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But do you know what else Mr. Rayburn, the administrator of
Pest Control Applicators, says, same news story:

"There was no violation of the law here."
Some additional quotes attributed to him appeared in another story

the next day: Arizona Republic, May 6, 1970:
"This is one of the hazards of living next to a field which MUST be

sprayed to save crops. People should learn not to build houses and

schools in these areas."
So, okay, kids! Let's teach you all a lesson! Let's spray this damn

deadly, and kill a few of you . . . and that's gcing to show you who is

Pigeon with deformed legs and wings, could not f ly.

running the show! Even if none of you are alive to eat the crops that
had to be saved by spraying this stuff on them! Move out, those of
you left! While there's still time! And take your damn dead song birds
with you !

ln spite of Mr. Rayburn's comments re "no violation", Joseph

Weinstein, director of Environmental Services for the Maricopa County
Health Department, Phoenix, stated that instruments showed the wind
was blowing from 8 to 10 miles an hour in the direction of the school
on the day of the spraying.

He further stated that this was an organic phosphate, "closely related
to nerve gas" and that it is the second most dangerous of all the
pesticides in common use.

The last paragraph gives us the delightful and happy news that the
doctor of the County Health Department for that area "plans no
further investigation of the incident." adding that none of the other
public health doctors (l presume this means from any of the other
county areas) including himself among them, plan to examine any
families reportedly made ill by this deadly poison.

Have fun, you crop sprayers! The Pest Control applicator's adminis-
trator and the County Health Department Doctors sound like they're
behind you ('way "up wind", away from the direction of the spray I

guess!) all the way!
(P.S. Mr. Rayburn gets his own special mention in Chapter: "The

Pesticide Un-Control Board".)
Eight months later, as an addition to this story, I was just informed

by the State Chemist at the University of Arizona Experimental
Laboratories that he had given permission to use this deadly chemical,
"Thimet" on a crop in Arizona for which it is not registered. He also

stated that the information contained in the files of the state chemist
is confidential and refused to answer most of the questions I asked him.
Several chemicals I named were unknown to him. He would not give

me any information on the chemical "Cor-rol", although a news release

the previous day stated two calves sprayed with this pesticide had been

stolen. The thieves were advised not to eat the meat because it could
be deadly. (January 18, 1971)

Story Number Seven is entitled "Herbicides in the Verde River."
The source is Arizona Republic (Phoenix) June 6,'l 970, and it states

that six miles of the Verde hr"dr rt Arizona which was full of northern
pike has been poisoned with a herbicide, by a farmer. lt continued:
"no estimate could be given of how many fish, snails, nymphs, frogs,
bugs and minnows" had been poisoned. The f ish kill included channel
cat, bass, sunfish, and boneytails, in addition to the northern pike.

Area residents were warned not to use the water and move their
livestock out of the area.

How could a farmer who is supposed to be working on land and
growing crops, get all that mess in the water? How much did he get on
my pintos, if enough blew over there into the river to kill the fish?

Anyone care to go f ishing?

Story Number Eight is "The Chemical Fire'iand tells of a fire which
destroyed a chemical plant in Tucson . . . July 2, 197O. What caused it?
The report states it is believed to have been caused by an "experimental
batch of chemical weed killer" which was thought to be "unstable and
could have exploded from heat inside the company's warehouse."

I wonder how much dioxin the heat released? (Label: store in un-
heated buildings)
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Net results? See the Associated Press news release of July 3, 1970:
"Tucson - AP - Contaminated streams of water were still a problem

and three firemen remained hospitalized Friday following a $300,000
explosion and fire at a chemical plant here.

"Police used bullhorns to warn motorists of chemically-polluted
water flowing in gutters in the area of the fire which followed an explo-
sion Thursday at the Copper State Chemical Company.

"The fire scene remained cordoned off by fire officials and the three
firemen were reported in fair condition after being felled by fumes.
Their symptoms were described as similar to "a bad chest cold."

"The fire has been blamed on two bottles of chemicals, which Fire

Department Captain Nellis Franklin said were improperly marked.

"Franklin said the bottles of weed killer were delivered to the

chemical plant, but not marked for refrigeration.
"About 50 bystanders, 23 firemen, three newsmen and a police

officer were treated at Tucson Medical Center for smoke and gas in-

halation. One child received first degree burns from playing in the

contaminated run-off water.
"At one point, f ire off icials ordered a mile-square area evacuated be-

cause of the smoke, but police said most onlookers and residents refused

to leave the area.

Story Number Nine . . . "Workers lll, Tulare County"
Associated Press: "Sacramento - State Agriculture Director Jerry

Fielder has announced emergency regulations limiting use of the pest-

icides guthion and ethion in California. The new regulations require

citrus growers to keep workers who handle foliage out of orchards for
30days after application of the two pesticides - plus the chemical para-

thion. They also require permits for the use of ethion and guthion.
Permits already are required for use of parathion.

"Fielders says the new regulations were sparked when 16 workers be-

came ill in Tulare county recently after being exposed to citrusfoliage
that had been treated with one or more of the pesticides."

Story Number Ten: "11 Crop Dusters in California"
From: "Arizona Republic, September 18, 1969: A story concerning

Marion Moses, a nurse heading a clinic in Delano, California, for the 400
families of grape pickers, stated the deaths of 1l crop dusting pilots in

California were caused by the organic phosphate "parathion" and that
this chemical was developed as a World War ll nerve gas by the Ger-

mans, affecting the depth preception of pilots, causing them to crash.

She also is reported as stating that parathion is used on crops in Ari-
zona." (You're so right, Miss Moses!)

Another: "Associated Press, September 1, 1970:

Six people were hospitalized yesterday and four Phoenix firemen
wcre treated after they removed a leaking container of lethal herbicide
lrom a loading dock in Phoenix. The 53 gallon container was being
shipped from a plant in Texas to the Roosevelt Water Conservation
District plant in Higley, Arizona, where it is r-rst:d to kill weeds
in canals. lt began to leak on the loading dock of a Phoenix
trucking firm. A check revealed Acrolein is considered highly flam-
mable and toxic in sufficient quantity if inhaled or brought in contact
with the skin. Phoenix firemen with protective clothing and breathing
gear put the herbicide aboard a truck. The truck got a police escort to
the freeway and an escort by Arizona Highway Patrolmen from there
to Higley." So with sirens screaming, I guess they delivered it to its
destination and dumped it in the water!

Another: from "Washington Water"
"Accident - or Criminal Negligence" - space for this

preempted for two important questions:
"The United States, quite accidentallv. has committed a

atrocity in South Vietnam
"This comes from a sober, well documented article in the New

Yorker magazine, February 7. As many as a third of the babies born
in heavily defoliated areas of South Vietnam may be deformed by the
spraying of 2,4,5-T despite warnings of a laboratory study, put under a

secrecy lid, the chemical is still being r-rsed.

"When 2,4,5-f was used in lesser intensity in Arizona, nearby
animals and trees were killed, men sickened, and women had mis-
carriages, according to a New York Times dispatch, February 8.

"Fifty thousand tons of a chemical which produces deformities in
fetuses of mice and rats have been sprayed on almost 5,000,000
acres of South Vietnam. The findings of Bionetics Research Labora-

tories were that the test animals were born with lack of eyes, cystic
kidneys, and cleft palates. At the lowest dosage tested, 39 per cent of
the fetuses were abnormal, at higher dosages,90 to 100 per cent.

"Not only has the report on the dangerous side effects of 2,4,5-f
used in this country under a trade name, been kept secret from the U.S.
public, but the Pentagon on October 10, announced there would be no

change in its use of 2,4,5-f in Vietnam."
Story Number Eleven: Yolo County Farm Worker
This is the story as it appeared on our Associated Press News Service,

May 26, 197O: (Saci'amento) - A 41 year old Yolo County farm
worker whose liver was permanently damaged from pesticide handling
has won a $30,000 out of court settlement from several pesticide
companies. The settlement was made in a suit filed by Ernest Edom.
He demanded $300,000 damages, contending his liver ailment was

story

maJor
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caused by pesticides and doctors backed him up. The settlement
was hailed by attorneys for the California rural Legal Assistance Or-
garrization and the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee.
They say the payment will pave the way for settlement of other cases

in which farmhands contend they have been injured by prolonged

exposure to pesticides."

A news story 3-24-7 1, states "deadly pesticide responsible for major
fish killings in the Humboldt River (Elko, Nev.). "The pesticide

responsible had been banned by the Department of lnterior, but not
the USDA." (they never ban anything and their restrictions are mean-

ingless) 2,4-D has now been banned in addition to 2,4,5-T by the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) where it was found being used near

water supplies for 3 Tennessee cities.
Tallahassee, Florida, is the location of the sad story (6 10-71) of

Lare Apopka where thousands of animals, birds and fish have died in-

cluding alligators, turtles, many species of f ish, water snakes, crows,
egrets, seagulls and others. "Laboratory tests have revealed pesticides

in fatty tissues" . . . but l'll bet they didn't check for herbicides which
they've been using in great amounts to kill the water hyacinths in
Florida! Many shad have died and they have a "high oxygen require-
ment . . . and pheiroxy herbicides are oxygen inhibitors.

Washington Post (6-13-71) reveals a study done by the National
Academy of Sciences has shown 25o/o oI the DDT manufactured to date

is now riding around in the ocean, plus a lot of other pesticides. They
are now present in the old fish, the young fish, and the fish eggs.

One of the most tragic and memorable stories of pesticide poisoning

was that of the family in New Mexico who ate pork poisoned by eating
grain treated with mercury. 12,4,5-T was also used to treat grain seed)

!t has now been almost two years since this accident. One of the
children (age 15) is still blind, unable to speak without great dif-
ficulty, and his paralytic condition confines him to a wheel chair. A-

nother (age 10) remained in a coma for more than a year, is still unable

to move and is blind. The mother also ate the pork and her baby born
five months later is blind, retarded, and with the motor development of
a one month child although more than a year old. Recently he devel-

oped an allergy "to something in the desert air and f inds it diff icult to
breathe. He caught pneumonia and has now become anemic"
These are some of the ailments that can be caused by the chemicals

sprayed in Globe . . . and since they have aerially applied great quantities
of them in New Mexico, he probably now has herbicide poisoning!
Although four other children appear unaffected, the family has sued
for $4,000,000.00. But the USDA closes off their minds and con-
sctence:

"800,000 pounds of mercury, representing '15% of total mercury
marketed, are used in the production of (other) pesticides in
Japan, deaths and teratological effects have been directly attributed to
intake of mercury containing seafoods mercurial residues can
persist up to a hundred years." (U.S. Departmcnt of Health and Wel-
fare, Report of the Secretary's Commission, 1969)

The FDA was still hunting the rest of the hogs in the area fed the
same grain that were already sold and shipped out to market. Hadn't
found them yet last time I checked.

Associated Press June 6,1971, carried a report on the death ofthe
salmon in the Columbia River, which involves the states of Washington
and Oregon, charter members in the Herbicide Club. The Forest
Service in Oregon put up a loud and ignorant protest against any
restrictions on their use. (Siskiyou) l'm sure they've never checked the
Columbia for 2,4-D,2,4,5-f or Silvex, but I'll bet they'd find them if
they did !

Another news item same date is headed "Livestock dies by
thousands in dry Navajoland". Navajoland has been dry before, but
livestock didn't "die by the thousands." But the article doesn't
mention the "White-Eyes" managing that lndian country have been

spraying 2,4-D,2,4,5-T and Silvex all over it .. until Mr. Hickel
stopped them.

And so concludes my chapter: "Poisoned - the Sick and the Dead."
Just a brief glimpse of the many cases that are out there. And I

hear the sound of many voices: "no hazards"; "perfectly harmless";
"no dangers involved"; "ecological hysteria"; and I wonder in what
"never-never" land the owners of these voices live.

P.S. Don't forget our National symbol, the bald eagle, over there at
Patunxet. Pesticides killed him.

,,THE COUNTY COLLECTION AGENCY''

One of the "Task Force" reports states that all the properties
visited in our canyons had shown signs of "moisture stress" with the
exception of one. l'hat lone exception was the property of the man
from whom we purchased our land in 1965. The report relates that one
of the daughters of this man stated there was "no damage" and that the
reason the group wanted to inspect the vegetation on this property was
because "a portion of the irrigation water is the same source as the
Shoecraft's".
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in the hospital with a broken hip, a paper was drawn up to transfer il
to this man. Had I been aware of the part the Assistant to the County
Attorney had played in the lives of these people, lwould have been

better prepared for some of his actions.
This land had been her birthright. This paper which lost it to her

forever with no payment in return bears the name of the Deputy
County Attorney and the worci "court house" on the margin. Just a

little scrap of paper called a "quit-claim" deed... with no provisions
for the welfare of this woman. Nor did she receive any of the money
which was in excess of $20,000.00.

Had I known some of these things while she lived, perhaps I could
have helped her more. She gave me some papers tied with a ribbon,
which I did not read until she was dead. She died as a suicide and was
found in a pool of blood, in the old adobe house where she had always
lived, but which was no longer hers. We all loved her very much.

She wouldn't have weighed 80 lbs., but she was afraid of nothing.
She had more than enough courage to face anything except heartbreak.
I have been given many visible treasures by the two sisters of this man,
but the greatest was their love and trust. She told me she thought that
her interests in her home had been protected when these papers were
drawn, only to find too late they had not. Although we had an option
on her home which could be exercised even while she lived, we gave

our word she would have a life tenancy in the home she loved. She
cooked on a wood range and carried her water from the well. The last
weekend of her life she spent on the mountain with us. Sonretimes she

would cry as she talked of a time that was past. . . and of good things
that used to be. I wentto Mexico to haul my last load of tile, and when
I returned, she was dead.

Many shocking incidents occurred, as this Assistant County Attorney
aided these people in their attempts to regain our land by vrhatever
methods he could devise. Some were not only shocking, but illegal.

A newspaper over twenty years old lies open before me - the story
on the front page states the County Attorney has been indicted "on
charges of bribery" - The name of the County Attorney, who was
later convicted of a felony, is this man who again resides in the same of-
fice in the old Court House. The name of the writer in the by-line
of that long ago story is my brother-in-law. Possibly the conduct (or

misconduct) of this man with us was determined in an effort to settle
old scores - or chalk up some new ones. But his unethical practice of
using his power to file criminal charges - or dismiss them as a

bargaining factor to gain a monetary return for some of his clients has
caused me to rename his office "The County Collection Agency."

So the task force report stating "no damage" on the land of those
who had testified in a courtroom that it was necessary to haul water
since they could no longer obtain it from the "same source as the
Shoecraft's" will probably be helpful to us, since our source of water
was the creek flowing through our land, and shown to contain these
chemicals. When I climb the stairs in the beautiful old Court House,
with its polished copper railing, iron balconies, and unpublished and
little known stories of the West, I always pause long enough to see

whether the sign inside the door of the County Attorney's office has

been replaced by one reading "County Collection Agency" . . with a

small one beneath it reading: "Open for business".

,,THE SACRED BULL AND THE UN-BRAVE COWBOYS"

My grandfather's name, on my father's side, was Thomas White.
My great grandmother on my mother's side was a Cherokee lndian.

I was born on a farm in Ohio.
All the animals were my pets. lwas never afraid of any of them.

When the country club people had their fox hunt, they would ride
past the house in their red and black coats; but I always felt so sorry
for the little fox Once a neighbor's bullgot out of his pen, and almost
killed a young boy. I screamed for the boy's father, because the
bull's head was on the boy's chest and he couldn't make a sound. He

fired one bullet into it's head and rescued his son. I felt very sorry for
all three of them, and for myself, too, for it was my first time to see

anything that big die.
When I grew up, we moved away from the farm, but I wanted to

someday own a place with animals, birds, and flowers. After many
yearsof living in the West, we found the place and built our home where
I believed all of these things could be.

Although I hated barbed wire, we fenced our land, and installed a

cattle guard. But after the first year of buildinq the house, the little
flowers wouldn't grow - and the ones that were there, died. And the
trees lost their leaves and began to wither away. The little birds sang

the f irst year, and then we buried many of them that died and some of
the animals, too.

When the leaves came out on the walnut tree, even a year after
many of the little animals died the year of the "Big Spray", many of
them were misshapen. They were tiny, or big, or long. or round; some

of the limbs grew so fast that they split, and fell to the ground; the
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cherry tree had lots of leaves, but no blossoms. Analysis showed they
contained these herbicides.

One day, I heard the dogs barking down by the barn, and when I

checked, there was a big bull. He seemed angry because the dogs

were barking. I .put the dogs in the house and drove the bull out with
my truck. He had no fear of anything and acted like he was drunk -
and went back out over the cattleguard.

The next morning at daylite, the dogs were barking again, and the

bull was back! This time our son got him out with the truck That
night I called the rancher who owned him. I had read that the chemicals

which killedtheflowers,could put sugar into some of the plants. . . and

that the animals would eat them and become ill. The rancher said he

would keep the bull out.

A few days later when I returned from town, the bull was in the
back yard, and he had eaten many of the plants I had been photo-
graphing for the scientists. I also photographed the bull eating the
trees by the barn, when the barn fence was between us. So I called the
rancher again, and told him the bullwas in the yard, and when he came,
he told me to keep the dogs inside, for he didn't know what the bull
might do He told me to stay inside too He said it was a new bull, and
he didn't know much about him. Then he tried to drive him out - he

haci a helper with him - but both of them were unable to get him out.
He promised to come back the next day and drive him over the hill.
Itold him about the damage to the plants by the bull, and showed
him the trees and shrubs he had destroyed.

I have always loved Western movies, and books, by Louis Lamour,
irr(l stories about Matt Dillon. I believed that every cowboy rode
"tall in the saddle" and carried a rifle like rlirre, which ldidn't use any
rnore. The leather that held it was old lt had belonged to a real cow-
boy who left the mark of his bootheel on many a rnountainside, prairie

and bar. To me, a cowboy was someone who nevcr grcw old, and you

could always see part of the sunset in the creases on his face. He

might swear up a storm, but never in front of a lady, and he ursr,rally

said "ma'am" when he spoke. The cowboys l'd known always made a

woman feel like a lady. They had their own code of ethics: if they
gave you their word, they kept it. This was what I believed.

So when the cowboy told me he'd remove the bullfrom my land, I

believed him, and would have considered it a terrible insult to call and

ask if he had.

When I returned three days later to our home on the mountain, I

checked the animals, including the guinea pigs that hadn't died. My

son was awav, so I looked after his fish, which he kept in a tank filled
with bottled water - because the well water made them die.

The day was warm, and the wide doors made of glass, were open. I

was in a room in the center of the house, when I heard tl-re dogs barking.

Then I heard a peculiar noise; I thought something had happened to the

fish-filter; I rushed into the living room, and discovered the troise was

coming from a bull with his head and shoulders irt thc doorway, and

his feet pawing the two-inch thick shag rr-rg! The dogs were behind the

bull, so they were no help; I grabbed for the rifle, a .30-.30, but there

were no shells, for why kee6l shells if you haven't hunted f or 15 years?

All that was left was the furniture.
Later, if seemed funny throwing chairs at a bull, but at the time,

there was no humor irr it. I was afraid he would come back througlr

the glass, because there are 40 feet of it in the living room. But after
pawing the ground awhile with the dogs running and barking, he finally
waved his head in the air and took off to the other end of the fenced in

land - the "upper ten acres" - most of it steep and rocky.
Then I called the sheriff's office. I remembered the last time lhad

called that particular number, and asked for protection on our own

land - and none had been given. The brother to the sheriff who was

in office at that time was one of the ranchers who worked for the

Forest Service at the time of the spraying of these chemicals, Some of
the land included in the spray area was part of his rangeland. His

father is also a rancher who runs his cattle on the mountain and is the

only one who stood up at our public meeting and defended the

spraying program. He was accompanied to this meeting by the man

from whom we purcirased our land. And his daughter who lived at the
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home of the ranclrer.
I remembered this was a new sheriff, and one of the real cowboys

referred to earlier.
I would like to believe that the rest of this story would have been

different had he been there when I called. But he wasn't. lwas told
that someone would be sent to our land from his off ice to get the bull
out. As I waited, I thought of the time when I visited the bull ring in
Mexico with the owner. There was no bull fight that day; and the
great arena was empty. He showed me the various boxes where many
famous people had sat - and weatl-tered posters with the names and

pictures of some of the great rnatadors who had died in the bull ring
which they loved. I attended one bull fight in Barcelor.ia, Spain, and
had never gone to another. But this man took time to explain the
history of bull-fighting: that it is not a sport, but a very sepcial way of
expressing beliefs which to the Mexicans are deep ar.rd little-r"rnderstood
by the "gringos".

He has spoken at many of the Universities in the United States.
I never quite understood all that he told me, but lno longer believe

that the bulls are killed for the joy of killing. He told me that he

wished to do me the great honor of allowing me to climb the ladder and

believed I was brave, too. I never told him that his admonition to "be
very careful" as he walked behind me was unnecessary, for I cor-rld hear

the sound of my heart pounding - and l'm sure the bulls could hear

it, too !

Finally the men came from the sheriff's office. One of them was the
chief deputy who had been employed in that office for over tw€nty
years . . and worked under three sheriffs. Probably all three of them
at sonle time in their life would have qualified as "cowboy material"
. . . at least by the cut of the clothes they wore. There was no emotional
display of their concern over Thomas Whites grand-daughter . . and

the fact that I was not lying dead on the floor in a pool of my own

blood, or that single-handed, with my 104 pounds, the aid of two

chairs and two collie dogs, I had backed a bull out of the house, and

kept him from crashing back through the glass windows But I

attributed this calm unconcern to some new reserve that was part of

their duty
I was a little dismayed by their reaction to the account of what to

me was a traumatic experience, for I don't believe this is an ordinary,
everyday happening. I imagine this was the first time that a house

inspired and designed on the principles of Frank Lloyd Wright had

been sr-rbjected to such an occurence I considered itvery unusual for a

big range bull to come in over a cattle-guard in the first place. lf these

men thought rt was strange that he did this, or that he walked right

;rcross the bridge where his tracks could be seen, on up the curved
(ioment steps where his marrure was still f resh, in spite of the dogs

lrarl<ing, it was not visible in their faces

I showecl thern the chewed and broken trees atrd bushes that had

been destroyed on some of his prcvious visits Although he was un'
invited, he would leave his callrng carcls rn verr ror-rs places I told them
it was possible this chemical spray had hirn conlusr:rl, ot l-tc wor-tldn't be

eating the wild cherry and walnut leaves which tlre analysis shccts had

shown contained these hormone chemicals. ltold therr Monsanto

Chemical Company mentioneci this in one of their own publications a

long time ago -- before Rachel Carson I also recounted the lacl< of
fear shown in the other animals after the spray, including the rabbits

and fox and bob cats that died in my yard.

While the chief deputy was putting bullets in his pistol, he asl<ed nre

why I hadn't used my rifle which way lying there ltold him I had no

shells and he advised me never to let that happen again, but to get a

box of shells . and keep them and the rifle handy, and to r-tse thenr

both nexr time, and not the [urniture. I beiieved he meant what he

said I thought he said it out of concern for rny safety and headed into
town to do as he had advised ltold him lwould have used them to
protect myself and my home and that if the bull thrcater-rcd either in
the future, lwould do as he had tolcl nre to clo I belicvecl him wherr he

said they would go find thc br-ril ancl that he woLrld sl'toot him if he

gave them any trouble lwas still naive enough tcr bclicve that the part

of the world known as the "west" was made r-rp of "brave cowboys"
who kept their word that even if they rode out of the sheriff's of
fice in something other than on a horse, they still rode out with a de-

termination to protect life or property to the extent of whatever their
duties might be and that this protection would be extended to any

individual in their area, whether a rancher with a big "spread" the
city rrayor, the county attornev, or a woman Iiving in the middle of
some of their ranch land at the foot of a tall mountain.

I hadn't bought any shells for my rifle since the new gun law. . so

it was my first time to fill out thc information required. But it didn't
take long When I returned in abor-rt thirty mintues the sheriff's car was

gone, so I was again alone. But apprehensive fear is not part of my
nature and I assumed since they were gone, they had found and re-

moved the bull, and that the danger was past

I don't like guns, and I don't like bullets, and ldon't like killing
And I knew I would never fire this rifle again unless it was in defense of
my Iife or the life of someone or something I loved. So the rifle was

placed on the shelf and the box of shells placed beside it.
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I was gratefr-r I to the men whom I believed had so quickly donewhat
they said they would do, lthor-rght of them as brave, and above all else,

as great "cowboys" for I was sure they had quickly gotten the bull out,
or disposed of him, for this was what they said they would do They
knew that I was alone l thought of how very kind this had been of
them, and how they must be better "cowboys" than the rancher who
owned the bull, for he evidently never found him, no matter how many

times he carne and looked I decided maybe that was why he hacln't
told me earlier the bull was still there becar-rse he was embarrassecl by

the fact that he was a 'cowboy' and a rancher and had been for many
years, but that he couldn't find a big range bull on a fenced-in ten

acres! Maybe this upset his ego! l"laybe he was afraid I wor,rld tell
someone else that he couldn't f ind his own damn bull!

Since I was concerned over whether they had qotten him or-rt a live
or dead, and since I wished to thank them for their prompt action, I

called the shenff's ofIice Never once did lthinl< of saying "did you
find him?" for this wor-rld be a terrible insult to their intelligence and

ability as real cowboys But sornewhere in the conversation with the of
fice, I heard the words: "br-rt they dicln't find him" The paLrse was

long ancl finally lsaid, "you mean they didn't find him?" Then I

don't remember all the things I said but some of them werc "Good
Grief! A full grown bull, with horns yet a norsy, belligerant bull,
that mLrst be sick or something frorn all this spray str-rff or he wouldrr't
have been in here in the f irst place . and yor-r mean they alljust rnrent

off and left him out here? . and I woLrldn't have l<nown he was still
here if I hadn't called to,thank them fcr getting him outl How couid
anyone just r-rp and lose a bLrllT! What am I supposed to do? Stay in
the house? My son's little girl was srrpposeci to have been here today,
and what if she had been oLrt there when he cameT What in the world
kind of cowboys are there any morc that can't f ind a big range btrll in a

ten acre fenced in field!"
For years l'vc been hearing about less and less cattle, and how the

Forest Service is cuttirrg down the allotments, but that day I f igured out
what happened: those cattle are still out there, satle as ever, rnaybe
lots more only this new breed of cowboy doesn't know how to
find them anymorel For if three men from a sheriff's office and the
rancher who owns him can't find one br-rll in a ten acre field, no wonder
they think they have less cattle! This kind of a round up wouldn't have
qualified any of them for a lvlatt Dillon movie not even for "High
Chaparral" either!

Finally that night, the rancher who owned the bullcame by and said

the sheriff's office had called him He was one of the ranchers included
in the "letter writing" of the Forest Service to explain how wonderful

the chemical spray would be on the mountain Ever since somebody
said the chemical was in the cattle, and they're subject to seizure if it is,

and Congressman lvlccarthy found it in the beef in Kansas City, we'd
been offering to buy one of the cattle from this rancher, but he

wouldn't sell any to us Shipped them all out to the east. I showed
him some of the damage to the trees, and told him again the bull
acted real crazy and explained what the toxicology papers say about
"nitrates and nitrites" etc., but he just said it was "normal for them to
eat all those kind of things " He told me to keep the dogs in, and he'd
find the bull. He came back after 30 minutes and said he couldn't
find him either. By then it was dark, and I spent all day with that
bull. But he promised to come back in the morning and "move him up
the mountain" with the others. ln a few minutes he was back and said

the bull was up on the road, with the cows, and he'd move them all out
in the morning.

So the next morning after closing the iron gates, lwent up the
mountain and stayed for five days. On the morning of the fifth day,
I came down, let the dogs out of the truck, picked up the mail and was
getting ready to go to the barn to check the guinua pigs or two pre-

vious occasions the bull had been at the barn, so I had been taking my
rifle with me. But I dicin't think l'c1 need to do that anymore; las-
sumed these "brave cowboys" wouldn't want anything to happen to
me, even if I had r,rpset them by telling them this chemical might wind
up in their beef, and maybe some of tlre ACP program funds were going
to be phased out and stopped since 8% million dollars went to
ranchers as //pay" in 1964 for spraying the stuff. But still I believed
no cowboy would break his word and leave a big range bull on my land,

and not tell me, especially if the bull was acting crazy and not afraid of
dogs or cattleguards or anything, and ate wild cherry leaves and walnut
trees and even manzanita A brave cowboy would have stayed up all
night and even the next day to be sure he got him out. ln fact, a real
polite cowboy would have apologized for the damage the bull had done
to my land and to my nerves, for being in the house in the first
place.

So I didn't think l'd need the rifle. Then the dogs started barking
and when I called them they wouldn't stop barking as they always do if
it isn't something important. So I thought l'd better go see what was
wrong and picked up the rifle - the 30-.30; no scope and just one
silver-tipped bullet. I believed lwas being careful like they'd told me
to be. I reached the big rock fifty feet from the house, and there he
was! His head was down, swinging at the dogs, and then he looked up,
and his head swung again, and he started rnoving toward me, as I stood
alone with a rifle and onty one shell. The path was no more than eight
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feet wide, with a huge boulder on one side and a tree on the other.
l've faced death a few times, looked it right in the eye and so far l've
won; but looking back later, it always seems so strange the things you
think of . . . like "Now I can't baby-sit with my son's child tonight..."
And of this particular incident, with no seconds to spare, no time to
read a burll's mind, and figure out lvhether he was playing for keeps
or not, and knowing if he was, there'd be no second chance for lwas
alone, and had only one shell

All I remember thinking was: "l've got to keep my head, for there,s
something wrong with his!" I didn't have time to think of the things
that weren't finished yet, or that if I had just a little more time, maybe
they'd believe us. There was no great dramatic panorama of life
flashing before me as I lifted my rifle, and knew ldidn't dare miss. I

said, "Forgive me" as I fired the bullet that made a clean wound _ ncr

blood and no mess, and the only pain was mine. lreme,.nber the
"brave bulls" in Mexico, and wondered how a matador must feel some-
times, and if there is any difference in the feeling if the death is sudden
and clean I remember my son saying: "Never point a gun unless you
mean to use it, and never use it just to maim or wound for then you've
only made an enemy."

I never looked back, for it would have hurt too much;for my great-
grandmother was a Cherokee lndian, and she didn't like guns, or bullets.
or killing. She loved flowers, and birds, and animals, and trees, and
streams, and little children.

When I reached the house, I called my friend, and she came. She was
there in twenty minutes, and she told me that it was alright; that
Whoever it is that keeps track of these things or tallies them up, knew
why I did it; that I had no other choice. The f riend said maybe partly
because of me, some little child might have a better chance of survival,
and to remember the flowers and the trees on the mountain and on
many mountains that wouldn't die now, because I had cared. This
special friend knew possibly more than anyone else how much lcare,
and that I would have given my life. with no questions asked, for those
things which I love.

She called the proper office to report the incident as required but
the men who had come vvhen the bull was tn my house refused to
come. Finally the rancher came whose father-in-law was the chief
duputy who had sent me after the shells for my gun. He was a cousin
of the rancher who owned the bull. He had talked to me about the
spray on his ranch land, and had said that he wondered himself if that
was why he had less calves born, or if it could have caused any of the
abncrmalities that had shown up in the calves that belonged to his
cousin who owned the bull. The rancher had told me the bull was

gone from my land before I left for the mor-rntain five days before.
But when he called his cousin from my home, the rancher who owned
the bull, he said the bull he saw really belongecl to someone else, but
he never came back to tell me, and he never came back during the five
days, although he knew I would not be aware that the bullwas on my
land when I returned from the mountain, and tl-rat lwor-rld be alone

It didn't seem to disturb him that the rancher hacln't ke pt his word;
all that seemed to disturb him was the bull I heard hinr saying that
probably I "could have put a rope on him and led him out" ancl ftom
some where far away,l heard my friend say: "then why didn't one of
you big brave cowboys get out here last week when she called you and
do just that! Why did you leave him out here?" Then she told him of
the little child that might have been there and he remarked that the
bull "probably wouldn't have hurt her" Althoirgh these men were
there in thirtv minutes they said the meat could not be saved for that
was too long. My friend walked with me and showed them the tracks
across the cattle-guard and the men stood and talked a long time. The

"cowboy" who had been my friend, said he would be back Lvith the
man who owned the bull and they woulcl take him away But he lied.
So did the rancher who owned the bull.

lnstead, there was a phone call that night, from the cleputy county
attorney who starred in the chapter "County Collection Agency" He

stated unless $450.00 was paid to this rancher, he, the acting county
attorney, would file a felony charge the next morning for killing a bull,
on my own land, in defense of my life after he crossed a cattle-guard -
and fence.

When I later asked the rancher if it was the county attorney's offrce
that collected the money for him, he stated it was.

There are many methods of attempting to collect funds which are

unusual or illegal. But this appears to be both.
Although there was a new sheriff in the sheriff's office, the per-

sonnel in the county attorney's office was still the same. Nothing
there had changed

Perhaps this was when lalso realized that as unbelievable as it
seemed, Death had elevated this giant horned animal into a "Sacred
Bu ll" like the cows of lndia. This dead thing 50 feet from my
house, this animal that could have so easily destroyed me, was ap-

parently of far more value to those I considered the "brave Cowboys'
than I was. The honor or rightness or truth of a thing was evidently of
no more importance now to the man making the decisions in a county
office, than it had been three years before.

But since "time was of the essence" and many chapters needed to be

finished at another time, another day, the "sacred bull" was hauled
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away, and buried. lt seems that some of the ranchers expected me to
reqLrest parts of the animal, such as the liver, or brain, or the fat
tissue, to be sent away for an analysis checl<, regarding the presence of
these chemicals sprayed on the plants the cattle were eating. This
shows how little they knew Thomas White's granddaughter. When I

was questioned why I had not done this, my reply was: "Why would
it be necessary to kill an animal and have it tested for the presence of
something which I already know is there?" I was dissapointed in those

who didn't know how much llove everything alive on this eartl.r,

whether it is a tree or a child, or a flower, or an animal, nor how much
I dislike being lied to, and rifles, and pistols, and silver-tipped bullets,
and killing.

So the club of "The Un-Brave Cowboys" now has some new

members; some of them wearing Levi's, and some in business suits.

The rifle is back on the shelf in the hall There's a box of shells

with only one missing, sitting beslde it. And Thomas White's grand-

daughter, whose great-grandmother was a Cherokee lndian, watched a

few more illusions of the west vanish painlessly as she returned to the
top of her mountain.

rHE SUNDANCE KID"

His name is Sundance He is shrouded in silence, his face as incom-
municable as his language for he is an Apache lndian.

The words of the Apache and all lndian Languagcs are few, yet how
often I have watched them communicate mr:ch easier with their ab-
breviated vocabulary than c1o the "White,Eyes", with their excess of
everything, inclr.rding words and phrases Many times I have wished, as

I struggled through volumes of research on the trail of knowledge abor_rt

these pesticides, that at least one of the books could have been written
by an lndian, concise, quick and simply expressed but their langr-rage is

unwritten, and their words are few. Dr-trir-rg World War ll, they were
sometimes used in sending tressages The enemy was unable to de-
cipher what was being said, for tl-rey spoke not in code, but in their own
tongue

Patrick Sundance is a medicine man on the reservation Many moons
and much knowledge has come and gone in his 89 years Seventy-seven
years of his life have been spent in healing those who came to him with
his methods known only to himself and the Great Spirit. One of
these methods included the use of a shrub found mostly in Arizona A
lot of it grows in the foothills of our mountains in Globe lt is called

Chaparral, and has been used by the lndians for hundreds of years for
medicinal purposes Even the white man in 1970 has recognized it as

the f irst cure of cancer with no ill side etfects As I write the word
"chaparral", there is no anger in me, only pity for the arrogant
stupidity of the white man for his lack ol l<nowledgc in his attempts to
destroy this shrub in Arizona

The story of Sundance is brief When it was discoverecl in 1969 that
he was curing and had cured thousands of persons with his incxpensive
and unorthodox methods, he was convicted of "practicing medicine
without a license" How ironic that so many members of the AIVIA and

at least 95% of those belonging to that fraternity in Globe, have a

"license" but are incapable of curing anyone of anythingl I agree they
are doing a lot of "practicing", but I wish just one of them would reach

the stage where he could do more than just "practice" on patients.

That sounds so much like "experimentation", to which we've already
been over-exposed!

lvly story of Sundance tells of an 85 year old man who had been ex-

amined at the University of Utah Medical Center. He was found to have

malignant cancer of the neck and cheek After declining to undergo an

operation for the condition, it was surmised by the doctors that he had

died. lnstead, he retr-rrned in a few months for another examinatiorr,
and the cancer was gonel He told them oI Sundance ancl his magical

cure with the chapparal leaves Thc. "Law" arrd thc cloctors rewarded

them both by convicting Sundance of practicing medicine without a

license. The medical wizards tiren did exhaustive tests and for-rnd that
the chaparral does indeed cure cancer. One of the doctors was Dr
Hugh Hogle of the American College of Surgeons The results obtained
by his research group's efforts have earned them a prize for their
diligence in searching for and finding the truth behind the lowly and

Forest Service-despised chaparral

One UPI news release states researchers at the University of Nevada

and the University of Utah have isolated the ingredient present in the

leaves (which is what defoliation of chaparral so diligently destroys!)
Its scientific name is "Nordihydroguaiaretic acid" or NDGA for short.

But the lndian Medicine Man named Sundance doesn't call it that' He

calls it teenaha which is Apache for chapparal
Dr Roland Pardini, University of Nevada, states, "lt appears to

work specifically on diseased or cancerous cells and not on others ".
Doctors in Chicago have stated that all tests show it to be non toxic,
and that it can also be used to cure rash and acne-type skin eruptions,

stomach ailments and arthritis, in addition to cancer

The most bitterly ironic and possibly the saddest part of this story
is told in an Associated Press news release lt states that a grant in the
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amoLrnt of $561,000.00 has been awarded by the Federal Government
to study chaparral and the cures it is producing in cancer, adding it has

reduced or eliminated 99% oI the leukemia or tumorous cancers

Which University received the grant? lt was given to a professor at the

University of Arizona in Tucson, where Dr Roan is so busy r-rsing

$700,000.00 for his DDT eating experiment, and spending his spare

time helping the government boys cover up the fact they had destroyed

millions of acres of chaparral and a few of us with these damn

herbicides!
I do not need to turn down the volume of this new l<nowledge to

hear the echo of the loud chant still ringing in my ears from the Forest

Service. .. "Kill the chaparral and plant grass . kill .. kill ...
Kill!". So the chaparrai died and the grass died, too.

Thus, we have spent millions of dollars to destroy the first non-

toxic anti-cancer drug just as we have destroyed the lndian who
discovered it

Dr Jack Cole at the University of Arizona now joins the ranks of
several other renowned medical scientists behind my "Sundance Kid",
whose only support has been trr-re wisdom and a love for the good

healthy earth most white men are incapable of ever understanding
There have been no federal grants to aid him. He has beerr stripped of
his right even to heal, for he is now forbidden by law to treat his

patients patients who must find death in distance from a doctor's
office, for the sake of a "license". Nor has the white man answered

the great need for doctors on the reservation so few are available

so few would answer, even if called. Many have allowed that very
"license" to perpetuate man's inhumanity to man, rather than to
alleviate his suffering

This final arrogant insult was handed to him, but he accepted it in

silence. There was no anger or hatred visible in his face, lined with the
passing of many years But his spirit is proud, and he shares his wisdom
with no one

His name is Sundance, and he is an lndian. But the final victory is

his, for his chaparral anci his secrets die with him

It has been a year since I wrote these words for "Sundance", the
Apache lndian Medicine Man whose home is hundreds of miles from
Globe Today I write these words for another Apache described in a

news release as: "one of the last medicine men on the San Carlos

Apache lndian Reservation where he has lived all of his life."
His reservation begins at the edge of Globe And his lands, rivers,

lakes and forests have been heavily sprayed until two years ago with
2.4-D,2.4.5f and Silvex Residues of these herbicides were found in a

550 foot well that is on the watershed drairritrg into the river olr the

lndian land, and flowing on to the croplarrd vallcys In addition to
these chemicals, "62,20B acrcs of rangelancl (of the Apaches, Sarr Carlos)

infested with grasshoppers were aorially spraycrl rrr 1970 98.5%

mortality was acheived TH lS PROJECT WOU LD HAVE BEEN ll\,1

POSSIBLE WITHOUTTHE FUNDS AND PERSONNEL FROIVl PLANT
PROTECTION DIVISION AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE "

But this medicine man wasn't lucky like "Sr-tnclarrcc who livr-s

far from the "white-eyes" on a remote reser-vatrorr httnclretcls of rlilcs
from Globe, San Car los and agricultural research progr ams, f or in or-tr

haste to bring him progress, we also brought him cancer

THE LITTLE GREEN SNAKE

It was bright green, corled and quiet inside the lrttle box Only

there was no head and no visible fangs darting out to warn of the
poison it contained

This one came from Camerorr Bay, in Vietnanr lt cost lust 16C at

the American Post Exchange locaterj at DonQ Ba-Thrn anotlrer Just
like it came from the 6th Cor-rvalescent lloslrital ancl one more fronr

the 22nd Replacement PX rn Vretnanr
The box is no more than three tnches sqtlare The wrrtrng on the

outside is Japanese No American translation, no words or warning,
no directions, no familiar "skull anci crossbones "

These little packages of death were sold for just 16C in the PX's

in Vietnam, to the trusting and unsuspecting Gl He has been told

they will prevent mosquitos, while he sleeps lf he lights one end of

the little snake, the smoke which ernanates very slowly will drive

them away No one told him what was in them He belreved because

they were for sale in hrs own PX, even rf it was located in Vietnam,
that they were harmless, that the great army of biological and

chemical divisions in our Department of Defense were aware of

what they contained But evidently they were not

The chief entomologist rruith the Pacrfic Architects and Engineers
was working with our Armed Forces in South Vietnam His specific
job was overseeing the applications of various chemicals in the
northern area of South Vietnam -- and to make certain that nothing
was used that could be misconstrued as "biological warfare " He

I'rad received special traininq at Cal-Poly lnstitr-rte in California, il
the use and dangers of herbicides including 2'4D and 2,4,5-f where
he received a degree in entomology He refused to use these
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herbicides in Vietnam, or to allow their use in any of the large areas
for which he was responsible His records show that at no time did
he ever use any chemicals for weed killing, other than kerosene On
one occasion, within 3 hours after a kerosene application, his head-
quarters were contacted by the Cambodran Government and accused
of using "agent orange", which is 2-4D and 2,4,5-f But on
inspection of the area, and his records by the Post Engineers, it was
shown to be only Kerosene

On another occasion, during December 1968, he stated that a

representative from the Dow Chemical Company approached the
purchasing headquarters, where he was assigned, and requested
that Dow be permitted to use the area ld the testing of a systernic
poison, but the request was denied He stated the representative at-
tempted to convince those in charge that they should use 2 4D and
2,4,5-f as defoliants in the area, although it involved the high
mountain ranges, from which the water drained into the food
growing valleys This suggestion was also turned down Evidently to
make the suggestion more appealing, he stated the Dow representa-
tive made several attractive job offers with stai-ting salaries as high
as $2O,OOO per year But there are those who still value their own
integrity, and their own beliefs in what they know So no one, even
with lucrative job offers, changed this particular young man's mrnd
He believed then, and still does, that these herbicides are too
hazardous to use, because of their chemical makeup, and the rmpos-
sibility of being able to apply them under any so-called "safe"

conditions
So, the gentleman representrng himself to be from Dow Chemical

left the area, with his order blanks remaining blank - and the smell
of kerosene and not 2-4D, very strong in the air, and none of the
animals or anything else, died in this area of Vietnam from a new
kind of systemic porsoning! Maybe the next stop was Saigon

This is where the use of these chemicals 2-4D,2,4,5-f has been
continued in spite of the ban and in violation of orders by the
Department of Defense Reports continue that many pregnant
women have aborted and others have given birth to monsters The
victims blame these chemical defoliants we are spraying

This sarne young nran who told me of this incrdent observed
many things while he was in Vietnam. one of them being the great
number of deaths among our various personnel stationed there from
"non-hostile" causes

It disturbed him very much He remembered the "little green
snakes" in the little square boxes, and he wondered if anyone really
knew what was in them. He thought about those boys in Vietnam -

rnost of them just kids - watching the smoke curl from the twisted,
smoking coils, as they fell asleep

Because of his continued concern over the possible hazards
involved, one of the little green snakes with no fangs visible, found
its way into an analysis lab in California The testing was tedious, but

the analysis report has been received lt reads: "Dieldrin and
parathion", two of the most deadly chemicals known

My answer to the question: "How could such a thing happen?" is

this: "How could we let such a thing happen/" What's wrong with
us? Why do we get hysterical over guns and bullets and bombs with
which to kill - or be killed - when there's a whole damn silent
world of death out there in all of these chemicals we manufacture!

We sell them to our enemies, we sell them to our friends, and to
our children! lf we aren't shot down by the ones sprayed in the air,
we can manage without even trying to eat enough to kill ourselves
with the 2,097 varielies registered to be sprayed on and absorbed by

the food we eat!
So why blame a Vietnamese who sold us one more form of death

in Vietnam, and placed it in our own Post Exchange Storesl
My disillusionment with many of those whom I have encountered

in a long journey through this never ending nraze of government
blunders, is momentarily pushed aside, as I recall this particular
young man who is now with the park servrce Courage is always a

beautiful thinq to see, and in a world of diminrshing self values, to
learn of one individual stepping out from the crowd and joining the
few to whom "integrity" is more than a nine letter word is a very
rare and remembered experience. He could ha're so easily become a

member of the "killers, anonymous" His area could have been

added to the list as a target area for "operation ranch-hand", which
is what the boys who fly the defoliation missions, choose to call

them
So it is with deep affection, and great admiration that I recall this

very special individual, trained and skilled in more than a job, who
cared enough about that world out there, even in Vietnam, that he

refused to compromise with what he believed; that the careless use

of these chemicals is unsafe - and wrong. He did not choose to
change his mind for any price As I viewed a map of Vietnam, and

saw the large area where because of him defoliants 2-4D and

2,4,5-T were not used, nor was any part of that area allowed to
become a testing ground for systemic poisons, I wondered how many

trees, and flowers and gardens and animals and children, yet not

born, possibly owe their lives to so small and yet so great an incident
as saying "no" when so many would have said "yes" or how many
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lives may ultimately be affected because one man was disturbed by a

little green snake in a little square box, that wore an invisible sign

which read: "Death for Sale "

,,OUTER CAMBODIA

ln December 1969, three scientists (two American, one French),
visited the area of East Cambodia, on the border of South Vietnam,
and stated on their return to America that 173,000 acres had been
damaged by these herbicides, including almost total destruction of
the food crops in the area.

They attributed one third of the Camage to drift and two thirds to
direct spray The damage had been assessed at eleven mrllion
dollars. They also reported the "animals became ill after the
herbicide application, birds became paralyzed and some chickens
and ducks died", and that area residents especially infants, became
iil

These are the same symptoms which were reported by us in June
1969, and our reports were ignored by the Government, and most of
the scientists Why could these same herbicides paralyze birds in
Cambodia but not in Globe, Arizona, U S A ? The local ranger stated
"The stories about duck's eggs (not hatching), owls not able to fly,
and other wild tales are a lot of malarkey. lnsofar as some leaves
falling off trees, in some cases, this happens every year at this
time " (Record, 7-10-69)

The Los Angeles Times 12-29-69, carried a story by Bryce Nelson
which said the AAAS appointed Dr. Matthew S Meselsen to study
the effects of herbicides on crops, lorest and people in Vietnam, and
that he had been authorized to spend $50,000 to "design the more
extensive field study that is planned later", it's very noble and gal!ant
and courageous of these scientists to be concerned over Vietnam
and Cambodia, but why are these areas more important than areas
in the United States of America? Dr Roan, U of A Community Pesti-
cide Study Director told me there are no funds available to "study"

our a rea

The scientists also reported that the rate of the herbicide applied
in Cambodia which was "orange" (/z 2-4D and 1/z 2,4,5-T - same as
Globe) was "1/z to 3 pounds per acre "'We were sprayed with
possibly 12 pounds per acre or more! The scientists appeared to be

more concerned over "Outer Cambodia" than over areas in the USA

linterviewed the leading scientist of this group, Dr Arthur
Westing, in Washrngton, D.C, in April 1970 at the time of the
2,4,5-T hearings Although his testinrony before Senator Hart relative
to 2,4,5-f brought out many hazards regardrng tts use, thete were
other statements he made which gave me reason to believe that
even he.'tho a brilliant man and screntast, was not aware of a lot of

the research already completed on these herbicides a long time ago

On the "plus" side for Dr Westrng and his knowledge of

herbicides, are the following statements he submrtted during the
hearings in Washington:

1 "2,4,5-f was developed during the early '40's as a chemical
warfare agent "

2. "Both the domestic and mililary use of 2,4,5-T has been

increasing since 1964 " (1964 was the year Dow Chemical dis-
covered the dioxin content in their 2,4,5-T had reached hazardous
levels, and closed down the plant for two years I wonder who
supplied the "safe" kind rn 1 964, 1 965 or 1 966?)

3 "The dangers from the use of 2,4,5-T need not be confined to
the site of application can be carried by wind water "

4 "Some plants exposed to sublethal doses of 2,4,5 f or 2 4D

start producing abnormally high levels of nitrates, and in cases,
perhaps even cyanide."

5 "The known ability of 2,4,5-f to cause chromosomal damage
in some plants and the fact in sonre animals it results in deformed
off-spring when ingested during pregnancy suggest that the plant

and animal populations thus affected will be less able to cope with
their environment "

6 " ..2-4D a compound similar to 2,4,5-f degrades much more

rapidly than 2,4,5-f , . under dry conditions, 2-4D can persist in the
environment and have detrimental effects for as long as a year or a

year and a half after application." (Pg 83 - Hearings)
ln reply to the questions of Senator Hart:
Senator Hart: "What would you think the possibility ol 2,4,5-I's

capacity is to persist within the organism, plant or animal which had

ingested it, including the human?"
Dr Westing: "l have no first hand knowledge on this whatso-

ever
Senator Hart: "Then adopting your reasoning, it would mean that

under these conditions, 2,4,5-T might be found on food served
months after spraying of the crop?"

Dr Westing: "The likelrhood is there As far as lknow, it may
persist or even build up in the human body Some other chemicals
that are fat soluble as are the ester formulations of 2,4,5-T are
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known to deposit and be stored in the fatty tissue of humans rt rs
highly possible that 2,4,5-T does this ', ',2,4,5_f is perhaps twice
as persistant (as 2-4D) " There are a lot of studies to show rhar 2-4D
degrades more readiry than 2,4.5-T r am not famir r with any
defrnrtive long term 2,4,5-f studies . , reasonabl to assume
that as long as 2 4D wilr, under dry conditions have harmfui effects
on crops a yeat ot more after use, that 2,4,5_T would also.,,

But some of Dr Westing's statements which disturbed me were:"lt is possible that I have been painting too grim a picture of the
domestic use of 2,4,5-f I have no particular f ears that detailed
exposition of its safety and benefits can be left to the herbicide
manufacturers and others." (What others, Dr Westing7 Haven,l we
already beerr "Leaving its safety" to the manufacturers, such as Dow
Chemical Company, who are the very ones insisting its use be
continued without waiting for any final results of any long range
tests? Aren't they the ones protesting anyone even questioning its
safety, in spite of their own testimony showing they have known
certain hazardous properties could be present in it as early as l gbOZ)

2. "l thrnk the burden falls upon our regulatory agencies ...,, ,,1

don't think Dow is the curprit here at ail rt is the FDA and USDA and
soon"

3 "Research efforts should be expanded on several fronts ,,

(Why, regarding 2-4D or 2,4,5-f , when it,s already been shown i.
research as early at 'l 946, that they cause liver disease, kidney
damage, chromosome changes, hemorrhaging, paralysrs, death,
central nervous destruction, brain damage and now def ormities?
How can "more research" change ali that?

4 "With respect to 2,4,5-f its use must be limited to areas
remote from human habitation.,'(This is the statement that
prompted me to ask Dr Westing where these areas were, srnce
these chemicals have been known to drift hundreds of mires He tord
me he was not aware of the information containecj in the study
entitled "DriIr" which r covered in another chapter, and during a
recess at the hearings, the data it contained was copied by him )

He also stated that "unsprayed zones should be left as space for
wildlife". (Again I quesrioned him regardinq how this ,would be
possible when wild animals so far have not been taught to read _
and apparently neither have a lot of USDA membersl _ so they
wotrld not know which areas to avoidl)

His roadcast app
remote habitation, s
acre" p to ask if he
was for uite, which is

he did not know, nor was he aware of the rate for killing pine trees. I

showed him the toxicology literature on pines, which indicated that
anywhere from one to two pounds per acre application had under
certain conditions killed all of the "conifers"! I also questioned Dr
Westing regarding the "found no evidence of damage to land or soil"
as stated in the Cambodia news item, and whether any soil, water or
plants had been checked from the area for residues that might not be
"visible" as damage - and his reply was that he was not aware of
any such testing having been done!

An article in the Los Angeles Times, 1-4,-7O, states that
defoliation in Vietnam began in secrecy in 1961, when United States
manpower was fewer than 4,OOO men and that the first U.S. aircraft
shot down in Vietnam was a C-123 which was a defoliation plane

One paragraph indicated the Department of Defense was being
more careful with these chemicals in enemy country than those of
the USDA who were applying them in America with no attention to
or knowiedge of the precautions listed. lt said that the resulting crop
damage in Vietnam and Cambodia is one reason why the defoliation
program has become such an issue over the years, and that US
officiais now try to "make sure all containers are destroyed so that
the unremovable residue cannot be turned loose in populated
areas". Here in the USA, Globe, Arizona, the cans were used in
picnic areas for trash receptaclesl lt also states that the reason the
C-123's fly close to the ground is to prevent "drift", and that there
are air temperatures, wind restrictions, and "buffer zones" to
prevent drift The forest service in Globe should have read the
general's rnanual!

The United States government paid out 8% million dollars for
herbicide damage in Cambodia. The area was reportedly sprayed
with less concentrations than Globe, Arizona, and the Government
stated the damage was due only to "drifl" Does a man 80 years old
living in Russell Gulch, Arizona, feel the loss any less of the fruit
trees which he will never be able to replace in his lifetime than an
80 year old Vietnamese farmer viewing a rice field or a rubber
planationT

Again, lstudy the word "research", and think of those who keep
telling us this is the only answer to solve the great problem of
pesticides! And my stack of "research already done" gets higher.

As lthumb through the list of those "researching" and seeking
more funds to do more "research" on what had been done to
Cambodia, or Vietnam, or anyplace but America, the bitterness finds
its wayto the surface in spite of all lcan do.
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A partial listing of Dr. Westing's background qualifications are:
Graduate of the School of Forestry, yale University
Research Forester, USFS
Assistant Professor of Forestry, purdue University
Associate Professor oI Tree physiology, University of

Massach usetts
Associate Professor of Biology, Middlebury College
Associate Professor of Botany and Chairman of Biology,

Windham College
Trustee, Vermont Wild Land Foundation
Ecological Consultant to the Government of Cambodia
He is currently listed as: Director, American Association for Ad_

vancernent of Science (AAAS) Herbicide Assessment Commission,,.
But we couldn't get Dr. Westing to visit Globe. He was unawai.e

of how far these herbicides could drift, unaware of the rate required
to kill a mesquite or a pine tree, and I wonder what good all the
"research" has really done.

How can they all "learn" so much, and ',know,,so littleT

ANOTHER STUDY TEAM

Four members of the "AAAS", Dr. Matthew S. Meselson, Harvard
Biologist, Arthur Westing, Forestry Specialist, John Constable,
Professor of Surgery at Harvard, and Robert Cook, Ecology g!.aduate
of Yale, returned to Vietnam during the summer of 1970 to continue
their "study" of herbicide damage. As l,,study,,the meaning of the
letters, "AAAS" arrd realize they stand for ,,American 

Association
for the Advancement of Science", I wonder if there might be a group
somewhere with the letters "AARS,,, meaning,,American
Association for the Regression of Science." - for if we regressed far
enough, and looked at all the research already done on these
particular herbicides twenty or thirty years ago, we could quit
"studying" them in Vietnaml And we might stop spraying them on
everything in sight, incruding you and me, and our food in the United
States. I find myself becoming more convinced that nrany of the
scientists have formed a new club whose slogan is: ,,Let,s make this
a life time hobby and'study'herbicides in Vietnam,,to the exclusion
of remembering there are a great many praces in America where the
chemicals have and are being sprayed, including Globe, that should
be of more concern to American scientists to'study'the effects of
these hormone herbicides.

Dr. L/leselson was aware of what happened in Globe; he was
invited here before he treked olt tor a summer tour helicoptering all
over Vietnam I stood beside a very fine professor and heard him
describe to Dr. Meselson by telephone the destruction he had
witnessed in Globe, Arizona This man was one of Dr Meselson's
former professors. The call was made from the home of a member of
the same outfit: The AAAS. He also carries the titles of professor and
doctor, with "PhD" at the end This doctor has made countless trips
into our area to lend his support and his knowledge He is a witness
to the damage which occurred here. He is the same doctor who
described the condition of animals and plants A paralyzed sparrow
fell at his feet while he was on one of his field trips in the area He
also told of one of the science students who became stricken in the
sprayed area. He was hospitalized with a lung hemorrhage.

I had great hopes that Dr. Messelson would show a spark of
concern for a place in America, called Globe, Arizona.

But if any of the members of that great fraternity have ever taken
one sample of any sprayed area in America and had it checked for
residues of 2-4D,2,4,5-T or Silvex, except Dr Paul Martin, and those
who came with him, at the University of Arizona, they have kept it
very secret indeed!

lf Vietnam were some glamorous resort area wrth skiing in
summer, like JungFrau, Switzerland, or swimming in winter, like
Phoenix, Arizona, it might be a little more understandable why all
the scientists and news men insist on checking Vietnam, and only
Vietnam, lor the spraying of herbicides. Even when they checked on
the violations occuring after the ban on these herbicides, where did
they go to look? Vietnam! No one has checked how many violations
have occurred and are occurring in America.

Does it sound more intolerable to the American's sense of justice,
that we used them in Vietnam on an enemy crop of rice, and
exposed a pregnant Vietnamese woman to the possibility of a

deformed child, than to say we sprayed 1O,OOO acres of a National
Forest in Arizona, or 20,000 acres of Watersheds in California, or
30,000 acres of rangeland in New Mexico and exposed an American
woman to the same risk?

ln the "news and comment" section of Science Magazine,
November 197O, I learn that Dr. Meselson spent 5 weeks in "South

Vietnam conducting a pilot study" on these herbicides.
What did he find out? lt states he didn't find out much of

anything, due to a "military road block." ln fact, it appears he
obtained less information about some of the things going on over
there than ldid, and ldidn't go any farther than California, and a
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couple of phone calls to Vietnam.
The f irst paragraph says the scientists were "hospitably

received" by the Army. That's when I would have becorne suspicious
(Me and my "paranoid tendencies" since l've been sprayed!) lt adds
that our four science boys "received excellent logistics support and
cooperation from the Military, the Embassy, the AID mission, and the
government of South Vietnam." They even loaned them a helicopter
to helicopt around the area! That's when lwould have gone into real
seclusion, and distrusted everybody! First, I read "cooperation from
the military" then lread that nobody would even furnish such basic
information as when they sprayed what chemical where! lf I had
gone over there to find out about herbicides and what the hell they'd
been doing with them, I wouldn't have been cavorting around with
the "Embassy", "the Military", "AlD mission" or the "government of
South Vietnam!" lwould have used the same scale of wetghts that
I've used with the USDA, HEW, FDA and the Science Advisor to the
President: when they are real jolly, nice and friendly, it's because
they are then completely in control of the situation of knowing where
lam or what l'm doing, but when they're nasty, mean, and ugly with
me, it's because l've really bugged hell out of them, and I mark one
on the wall for me! I listened to a loquacious woman speaker
recently in California, who described how she badgered various de-
partments of the local government, over numerous problems she felt
were important. The officials finally gave her a job as a member of
their water quality board. Her interpretation of this move on their
part was that they recognized she was a real active opponent. My
interpretation would have been that this is the slickest trick in their
deck: give your opponent a job on the team, even if it's only that of
water boy, and he ceases to become an opponent My theory is at
least partially proven in this case, for this particular charming and
lovely lady who was in the department of Los Angeles that should
know about such things, was unaware that recent testing of the
Pasadena water showed it contained dieldrin, and analysis reports
relative to the presence of herbicides 2-4D and 2,4,5-f in the water
samples that were taken over a year ago have not been released.

As I continue reading this article, I become more and more
puzzled. Eighty thousand dollars is a lot ol "yen" for five weeks in
Vietnam, especially with no dancing girls! Just smelly herbicides!
This was for a "pilot study" and they "will probably not do any
follow-up studies which could cost one million dollars or more."

Maybe nobody thinks they got very much for their money,
especially when they didn't even find out what they were spraying,
or where it was being sprayed, or when. lf everybody hadn't been

spending time being so friendly, they might have found out a few of
the things I did, and I didn't go farther than 4OO miles.

Since it was summertime when they were there, if they had
checked a little deeper, they would have found the violations were
going on right under their nose! They could have had a real big story
to tell, of how they caught them red-handed!

No one would have had to wait for a newspaper reporter in

Saigon to stumble across the story that these herbicides were still
being sprayed and sneak the story out of Vietnam

My little "orange" book shows that on May 8, 14, 17,197O, the
196th Brigade of the 23rd lnfrantry Division (Americal) violated the
ban on "Orange" (2-4D and 2,4,5-Tl by spraying 5 drums lor 275
gallons) on Fire Support Base "Hawk Hill", Ouang Tin.

The lnspector General confirmed the f inding that on July 2, 1970,
they sprayed 3 more drums (or 165 gallons) on Fire Support Base
"Mary Ann", Ouang Tin. While it was still nice and hot, July 8, 1970,
they sprayed 6 drums (or 330 gallons) on Fire Support Base
"Professional ", Ouang Tin.

ln August, they got a little carried away, and sprayed up a storm,
from August 1 through August 10, 1970, when they got rid of 90
drums (or 4,95O gallons, which is enough to wipe out 1 5,OOO acres
of touch chapparal or 9O,OOO acres of mesquite, or 3OO,OOO acres of
sycamore trees!) This was in the Kham Duc area of Ouang Tin, and

they wiped out all the crops in the area. Finally, the word must have

drifted over to the 11th Brigade, that they were still having a ball

with "Operation Hades" and "Agent Orange" in spite of the ban, so

between the dates of July 28 and August 19, 197O, they got rid ol 26
drums (or 1,43O gallons) and destroyed the crops at Ouang Ngai

Provi nce

Since these dates are during the summer of 197O, possibly it was
during the visit of the AAAS scientists. Evidently the general in

charge of such things in Vietnam as keeping track of chemicals since
these violations have been disclosed, is busy gathering all the
messy, unused chemicals that formulate agent Orange: 2-4D,
2,4,5-T, and putting them under "do not use" orders at the ARVN

depots, 'til he decides what in the hell to do with them! He's
definitely decided they're all going to "stop, quit and desist" violating
his official orders to stop spraying them. And some of the officers in

charge may learn that what they did was a "no no" by being court
martialed.

Now that's what I found in part of my little orange book!
And since the Dow Chemical Company is one of those we are

suing for 41/zmillion dollars, ldo a lot of theorizing about them- And
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I keep wondering about that chemical representative from
Singapore. lwonder if he was able to add the names of any
Americans located in South Vietnam at that particular time, to the
list of future employees of Dow. I also wonder what arrangement
Dow makes with the Vietnamese government officials who permit
these chemicals to be sprayed on their land lwonder if possibly the
Vietnamese civilians of that area might not be just as unhappy and
frustrated at those in their own government who are participating in
these programs aswe are with them in America, in the USDA. lalso
consider how virtually impossible it would be for a Vietnamese to do

anything about it. lf we, who are assertive, loud Americans, living in
our "land of the free" are unable to stop the USDA from registering
for use and refusing to restrict these chemicals, what chadce does a

Vietnamese have in complaining against the combined forces of our
Department of Defense, our USDA and their own government?

The "Science" article continues by stating that before Dr
Meselson left for Vietnam, he was furnished with informaticn for 20
herbicide missions flown early in 1970, which was before the
Department of Defense ban, April 17, 1970 Why didn't somebody in
the investigative group find out about those five spray jobs I just
listed that occurred after the ban? Either a lot of the people in the US
Embassy in Saigon, the AID Mission, the government of South
Vietnam, and our top ranking military officials stationed there, lied to
Dr. Meselson and his 3 companions, or nobody asked them bluntly:
"Have you sprayed any of this damn orange junk anywhere over here
since April 17,1970?" And somebody might have replied, "l don't
know, but l'll sure go and find out!" I know it sounds real undramatic,
and not like "Mod Squad" or "Secret Agent OO9" tactics, but that is
the method lused everywhere lwent; and lfilled my files with their
replies and copies of their orders. Everyone is so busy being polite
and checking the process of protocol, and sending calling cards, and
visiting, and making appointments, that most of the time they never
try the direct approach. I never suffered through even the surprise
state that this system of getting answers worked, for I was too mad
the first few times I tried it, that it never entered my head to wonder
if I'd get the information I wanted. My phone bill, month after month
was more than we make, but I believed, and still do, that too much
was at stake to dilly dally around writing letters; besides, a letter
must begin with "Dear" and end "Respectfully".

I had no desire to address them as "Dear" and they had long ago
lost any respect I might have had for them. My list of persons inter-
viewed, is long and a little unbelievable. ldidn't plan just how "the
system" worked which I used for gaining information often withheld

from others, but ldid take time out one day to analyze why it did I

look at the names on my "call" list, including Kenneth Wickham,
Adjutant General, Dr Dubridge, Science Advisor to the president; Dr
Richard Bates and Dr ran Mitcheil, who were the reading doctors
connected with the much publicized Bionetics Repcirt I received
information from them simply because I asked for it I discovered by
asking for the most important person in a department, the answering
secretary assumed "The General" or "The president,. knew you
persona ly, or you wouldn't be calling without an appointment This
system is unusual as it eliminates the "middle man,, by making no
appointments, writing no letters, making no pleas for a ,,frve minute
interview" lnterviews are supposed to be arranged by the vast army
of "arrangers". When the General, or president is informed you're
waiting on the phone or by his doorway, he draws the conclusions
that you must be someone he met and forgot about, and since he
doesn't want to risk some little mini skirted secretary whispering
that he's getting senile, because he can't remember someone whom
he evidently should remember, he invites you in; if he appears a little
cautious by his manner or tone of voice, it helps to say, ,,Gosh, it,s
been a long time!" This of course, is a true statement, but it,s
fantastic to watch the results! Some of the incidents along the way
to getting that far, have been memorable, varying equally between
comedy and tragedy. some of the most important bits of information
l've obtained have been from those lencountered on the way to
finding the particular "Big Boss" lwas seeking I never lied to any of
them about who I was or what I wanted. Maybe it is the uniqueness
of this method that has made it work. I like to believe it has also
been the sincerity.

There was never any "parry and thrust,'or ,,taking the long way
'round" type of approach to why I was calling.Time is running out for
a lot of us, and I leave the "waiting game,' to the politicians, the
USDA, HEW and FDA I found asking a rather unimportant but
rather complicated question is something very helpful. For while the
party is rasseling with it, trying to find a suitable answer, you can
shoot him the vital question that you MUST have answered _ and
he'll reply with the truth, because he's still trying to find some way to
get out of answering the first one!

ldiscovered from a transcript of the 2,4,5_T hearing in
Washington that no one from HEW, NlH, or the Bionetics Study
Bunch, could remember who at the USDA had been made aware the
tests showed these herbicides produced deformities, in addition to
ca ncer.
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It appeared even Dr. Bates, of the National lnstitute of Health, the
ones responsible for arranging the tests in the first place in 1963,
couldn't remember who it was either. Since I had already talked to
him several times and found him certainly not absent minded, I

called him again and said, "Think hard, Dr Bates; whom did you

inform from the USDA about these tests several years ago?" His
pause was very short before he said, "it was Dr. Harry Hayes,

USDA".
So lcalled another office in Washington, to at least give them Dr

Hayes'name, just in case anyone wanted to know who it was at the
USDA that knew about the results of those tests, but forgot to tell
anybody.

Dr. Harry Hayes WAS the director of the Pesticide Regulation

Division of the USDA in Washington. But he got fired, after the
2,4,5-f hearing in April, 1970

ln an attempt to locate one government official, in HEW I was
given such humorous information (and mis-information): The

department lwas seeking was in another state. The department I

was seeking did not exist. The department I was seeking had 2O,OOO

employees - all doing research! (My God! No wonder we never find
out anything!)

One of the questions from the office at HEW: "Do you want a

grant?" My reply: "lt would be nice, but that's not why l'm calling!"
Another question: "Are you using code?" My reply: "l don't think

so; am I supposed to?"
A researcher I accidently picked up along the way by phone,

stated the information l was seeking was being "held under wraps"
but said "if it is urgent, here's the number of the man you should
call" and itwas, and ldid, and he gave me the answers I needed!

All this, and a lot more occurred by just dialing direct "HEW" in

Washington. lf I had kept a "Dear Diary" it would have run out of
pages, and believability, real fast!

So lstill wonder how it was possible with an outlay of $8O,OOO, a

free helicopter to ride in, "excellent logistics support" from the
military, that three men brought back such a frugal supply of

information. Maybe they didn't know what to ask. One of the other
members was Dr. Westing, whom I interviewed in Washington at

the hearings. He made a couple of trips to Vietnam to view
"herbicide damage" last year; but none to Arizona or California, or
Tennessee! He is a very sincere young man, but his ability to assess

herbicide damage is questionable in my mind, because he was
unaware of the amounts necessary for mortality in any of the plants I

mentioned, including pines (and he's a Forester!) He was not aware

that 2-4D, and 2,4,5-T and Silvex, could kill them; nor was he aware
of the extensive drift hazards. He suggested "spraying a strip and
leaving a strip". He requested permission to copy some of the
information I had with me at the hearings. The team of scientists
also took samples of "soil, water, fish, fish sauces, plants, mother's
milk, human hair, and human fat", but it also states (and this is

November) "most of the samples have not been analyzed". (ln view
of the 20 year research already done, and Dow Chemical state-
ments, that residues are no problem as they disappear within a few
hours in water, and give as times listed, from a few hours to possibly
a few days (72 hours for water samples) this sure seems like one
helluva long time to let the samples sit around untested if they were
taken in the summer of 1970! l'll bet none of them test out as high in
residue as that sample from our area, taken by the USDA! lt shows
5,500 PPM, 2-2,4,5-f (Silvex) ten months after spraying!

lparticularly don't like the part of this article which refers to the
"visual observations" of Dr. Meselson confirming some of the
findings of Dr. Fred Tschirley, USDA."

He's the one who headed the "Root Rot" Report crew, and who
also saw no permanent damage in Vietnam, or Cambodia, although
it cost us about 20 million dollars in damage clarms from these two
friendly countries.

The final thing that changes my disappointment into anger, is this:
A military authorization bill, which just emerged from the

House-Senate Committee in November, 19-lO, contains a provision
for the government to finance "a large scale scientific study" by the
"National Academy of Sciences (NAS) of the "lmpact of defoliation in
Vietman". The study would be financed by funds provided for the
Chemical and Biological Warfare Program (CBW) of the Defense
Department. Before inserting this provision of the bill, which was
done by Senator Thomas Mclntyre (D, New Hampshire) who heads
the subcommittee on research and development of the Senate
Armed Services Committee, Senator Mclntire was assured by the
Academy President that they would be happy to conduct this nice
long studyl And the AvAAS team also belongs to the NAS, so pre-
sumably, they would continue this "study" to determine whether or
not these chemicals are hazardous!

Why don't they all spend one afternoon in the library and read
the research done 20years ago! lt showed them to be too dangerous
to use, even then!

The SSO,OOO for this "pilot study" of Vietnamese, was furnished
by the AAAS. Since it's not my money, I can't object; but I can object
when a million dollars is proposed to be expended by the
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Department of Defense to finance a group of scientists to "study"
this same foreign country when we can't get any of them to spend
one dime or one hour to study the areas that have been sprayed in
America!

About 75C of every tax dollar snatched by the tentacles of the
government is connected in one way or another with the department
supposed to be defending us! They are all so busy "defending" us
from would be enemies, that no one has any time to defend us from
the "friendly" chemical companies - or the smiling violators of their
own rules and regulations in the USDA. ldo not interpret it as a

noble and sincere effort on anyone's part, whether it is a Scientist or
the Department of Defense, to be so concerned over the use of these
herbicides in Vietnam that none of them have time or enough
interest to give a damn about the areas where these chemicals are
still being sprayed in the USA! (P.S. Does it really cost $8O,OOO for
four men to make a 5 week study of Vietnam - especially since the
helicopter was free? And the sample testing hasn't been doneT The
price quoted to me, and no special rates, was S2,OOO flight cost,
round trip, and $2,000 expenses while there; only my doctor won't
let me go!)

,,DOW"

The name on the cans is easy to read. So is the name of the
chemical which each can is supposed to contain. Whether they
usually contain what the label states, I do not know. I only know that
one of Dow's Kuron (Silvex) cans contained a different formulation
from the one on the label.

I also know that the cans leak, swell and heat in the sun. Their

warnings are inadequate. No antidotes are listed because there are none

lor 2,4-D,2,4,5-f or Silvex. The wording is too complicated, the print

too small to read. The numbers, referring to the "acid" strength are

confusing, and their disclaimer is a violation of the USDA regulations

relative to pesticide labelings.

Dow's meager supply of toxicology research on phenoxy herbi-
cides is almost unobtainable and most is "not for outside
distribution. "

Their study on dogs consisted of 4 Beagle hounds (not a breed

like the fragile collie) for "89 days" Adverse effects noted were
"growth depression, pathological changes in liver of one female, de-

creased hemoglobin and hematocrit".

The most ridiculous test was on Coho Salmon They exposed him

for,,l5to30minutes,,andwatchedhimfor''24hours''andreport
"no mortalities" But the "bluegills" diedl Their experiments with the

redear sunfish carne to a screechrng halt in 4 months' because

"from the fifth week on, testicular regenerative lesions were seen;

atrophy of the spermatic tubules and production of immature atypical

and abnormal sPermatoza "

The "bird study" was on 24 quail, for 6 days Fifty percent died

They checked for residues in 4 ducks, 8 months after applying

phenoxy herbicides to a lake, but no one knew whether these ducks

had been there all the time, or had just arrived on the lake that

morning!
Their whole bloody damn research stinks' just like their

chemicals, but they conclude with "it is quite safe when directions

are followed." The only directions that are safe would be those

which read "this stuff can kill!"
After the furor in Globe, they remade some of their labels That

won't change the chemical inside the can' A Chipman label for

2,4,5-l,states"donotburn(brush)afterspraying'asfumesare
too.
at to do with the cans TheY are
'but most of them wound uP as

or on the citY dumP where theY

were and are being burned.
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"i-r 4D to ,,unknown 
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this, and dated 16
not been ascertained" And z-+J-ir';;l*" 

compounds has still
America, on miilions of acres orlooo .;;o;;' 

one being spraved in

^ .l hope someday they can explain to thetrvins to prove by tn,r orr#"^i.1fli1.::-tl",world' what thev were
ot 2 4D i. 
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petals! ' (u rrre molsture present on the

^ 
What happened to all that radioactive for2-4D, and 2,4,s-f when they sr,ut tne pran,"o. '"t"t'"n only kind of

president Dow ChemicalT rwn, Dr. Johnson, Vice

T::,,lJ"n1"n:,;H::::^::5rnical co ,, is readins your chaptertoo, was the materiar o"ing ,r"J i;;;"";"r'" 
readrng your chapter

obtained, "Hercules Rccoo,^r A_^- j, marked on the map I
obtained,,,Hercules Research Area,,house radioactive to trace rno ,-.,;:, 1::: """' tne hill behind my
any order slios or ""^"r"" 

the results? ls that why no .n" ."r,0 ,,nJany order slips or cans?
There is also a disr

rn residues,, ,, u,.o ,."lT:il iljn,::i:J,:l Dow, of rhe ,.increase

'?3;l 
;t;,iiff 

i n i ns on th " s,-ou nd , ;;; ;"":;:: "J:';'J9,1,:13.i! I
The entire job lot

:*ll:;i:**::';"_*iTi JT;:; f 5 n: j: :il"il::;
Learning;^;;;;;'.em safe or usable in..the n"no. or-ioor].
one tree, lower, 0"", T"'n]",ilnlT:i:j:i wirr not .u"" ,r'" rirl"i
them. " vr rrurrrdn oelng contaminated by

There was no antidote then, there is none now

Just over the hill behind my

Tlroir sentence "Action of these chemicals is unknown" is still
lilr(i

A "prepared-for-the-Forest Service State-ment" by Dow, dated
.lrrly 25, 1969, states "extensive studies have been conducted to de-
Ir;rrnine effects on people, animals and wildlife". But they lied. I was
told by one of Dow's personnel, they do not have ONE study on the
r:ff ects of these chemicals on humans.

This same paper states that 2,4,5-TP (Silvex) cannot accumulate
in the environment, yet their own research studies state that it can
and does.

Dow published a paper describing their use on watersheds. Yet
the label and the USDA registration restrictions forbid their use on
watershed areas where the water is to be used for irrigation or
domestic purposes.

The only toxicology paper lcould obtain on their "treatment if
poisoned" recommendations, is a 1-1/3 page edition that gives the
formulation for "Kuron" (2,4,5fP1 65.3% of 2-245 ttichlorophenoxy
propionic acid; propylene glycol (C3 H6 0 to C9 H 180 3) butyl ether
esters. 35.3 inert.

But the registered label on the can reads "Kuron" (2,4,5TP1:
67.9% 2-2,4,5 Trichlorophenoxy propionic acid, propylene glycol
C3H60 to C9H 1 80 3 32 "1"/o inert The formu lations are not the same

This paper by "Dow" also states "central nervous system
depression may be a problem." Pulmonary edema and pneumonia,"
and "liver Camage".

These next few paragraphs do not deal with the chemicals and
their formulations, as such, but I add them anyway. They pertain to
my deposition being taken by the four chemical companies we are
suing and the Salt River Project.

Our lone lawyer, who is loaded with integrity, a good brain and
determination, sat by my side for about six days of gruelling
questioning. One of the comments by the Dow Chemical Co. attorney
was that he could make the depositions last for twenty years. His
attitude was not only one of arrogance, but of badgering sarcasm,
and a complete lack of any gentlemanly kindness directed toward me
There are five other families whose depositions must be taken, but
so far over a period of five months, only Mr and Mrs. McKusick and
myself have been questioned.

They insisted that my husband travel to Phoenix, although it has
been impossible for him to wear his artifical limbs since various
ailments occurring after the spraying. This was explained to them,
and a request made to allow him to meet with the attorney's in a

motel in Phoenix. The request was made to spare him the incon-
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venience of getting to the office of the Dow attorney, iocated in one

of the top floors of Phoenix' few plush skyscrapers. They refused to
make this small concession to a man who has no legs, and must use

his arms and hands to carry his body, when he cannot wear his

artifical limbs, for he does not use a wheel chair. After he made the
effort to get there, they did not question him, but directed their
questions to me. So he will have to return.

The questioning and the constant badgering by the Dow attorney
gave the atmosphere and the appearance of a court room more than
a deposition to learn facts. His sarcasm and lack of empathy was so

obvious that possibly the other attorney's were kinder than they
would have been otherwise. I remember one of them interjecting,
"She's already answered that!" when he insisted on verbally
pounding me

The attorney's requested that I bring all of the pictures we had,

which were taken after we purchased our land itold them I had not

had time to organize them completely, and that many would not be

relevant. lt seemed hard for them to believe, that although they have

unlimited funds to fight us, and unlimited numbers of personnel

taking care of such things, we had no one but ourselves. Our small
work crew gathered the research data, interviews, samples for
analysis, etc., my husband kept writing letters, and using the ability
of his radio station and himself to get the job done. But there was no

one to take care of the details such as numbering photos chrono-
logically.

It was more important to take the photos, before the animals
died, than to screen them until the time came to show them in a

courtroom. So after spending six days under gruelling questioning,

they had only viewed 159 slides. The time spent on each picture,
whether relevant or not, was deliberate

When I returned to Globe, lwas very ill. My temperature dropped

to subnor mal, and I was unable to get out of bed My son's wife came

to look after me With her was the only "documenter" I have ever

used: my son's three year old girl, "Jennie Lu". Her hair is long and
golden. and her eyes big as saucers are the color of cornflowers. All
summer long she had stayed with me whenever she could. She

would put on her boots, hang her wicker basket on her tiny arm, and

say proudly, "l am going to go document with Mom Bill!" She

learned the names of many plants and that egg plants are supposed

to be purple, not orange She also learned some of the terminology.
On one occasion, she extracted a long, black piece of licorice from a

plastic bag. lt promptly bent double from the heat. Her comment was
"good grief"! This candy has been sprayed with 2.4,5-T! lt has

epicormic branching!" (She also knew how to say "epinastic.")
Her pictures may be important to science someday, which show

her dainty bare feet placed beside a mature ear of corn, which is
tinier than her foot, and has no grains Her little basket held the
"blue ribbon" peaches grown in 197O on the mountain top which
was not sprayed, and show the rotted, shrivilled ones from a Globe
garden also grown in 1970 beside her.

These were from a garden exposed to these chemicals five miles
from the sprayed area, whose soil still shows the presence of these
chemicals. She also helped put the slides in the holders, for she was
very careful.

On this particular day when lwas ill her mother left her sleeping
in the office, and I was lying in rny room, some distance away When
her mother returned, "Jennie Lu" had "documented" and "redocu-

mented" the slides left in the off ice, which the attorney's had viewed
When lwas able, lreiurned to continue the "inquisition" by the

attorney's As I was to bring the slides with me, I told them what had
happened, and why I had not brought them, and that I would
straighten them out and bring the ones relevant to the spraying of
Globe, since theywere now mostly in a paper bag I am sure it was
more frustration at their own stupidity than anger at me, that caused
one of them to lash out and declare it was my fault that their days of
questioning relative to the slides were totally wasted, because guess
what?. . . they forgot to number them as they viewed them!
Whereupon I had a real tirade fit myself, and roared back that if eigirt
full grown men were so stupid they failed to think of anything as
basic as numbering them as viewed, and had been outwitted by a 3
year old child, I didn't think their combined intelligence would break
any records! I never knew whether the court reporter kept up with
that particular explosion or not. But they evidently did not believe
me, and thought I was trying to hide some bit of photographic
evidence. lt's too simple for their minds to grasp that we are telling
the truth about these chemicals, and using only their own documents
to prove it (Once when I was questioned for my "source of informa-
tion" by the Dow Chemical attorney, I completely upset him by
stating "Julius E. Johnson, vicepresident Dow Chemical "

Their next request to me was to bring all the pictures, no matter
how she had mixed them, and all the tapes, whether edited or not.

lwearied myself back over the mountains to Globe, 90 rniles each
way, and did just that. When the elevator stopped on their exclusive
plush floor, on my return trip, I stepped out of it, in a different
mini-dress, pushing a grocery cart, obtained with my green stamps.
The cart contained 3 tape recorders, a grocery box of unedited tapes,
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5 empty slide carousels, and 1,069 slides in a brown Bayless grocery
bag One of the wheels was squeeking, and the pretty receptionist
found some hair oil or something, but it didn't help much The humor
of that day was impossible to ignore. My attorney advised them I had

done exactly what they had asked me to do.

The next step was obviously to number the slides. As this would
require several hours, they decided to start with the tapes.

lset up the Wollensak for the 71/z speed, the S69.95 Craig for the
3-3,/4 speed, and the S29.95 "special" lpiaced on the conference
table with the question, "May I tape the rest of my deposition?" They

all looked at each other, appeared a little confused and unstrung, and

since no one could find a law that said lcouldn't, lpushed the
"record" button, checked the wind speed, spit over my left shoulder
at the wall, and away we went! I guess I could call it a "poor man's
transcript" for who could afford to pay several thousand dollars for a

transcript which had lasted that long and which the Dow attorney
had stated could be made to last 20 years?

Maybe it was the shock, or the mass confusion of grocery carts,
paper bags, and squeaky wheels, but the previous method of
questioning, harranging, badgering and rudeness was over,
Occasionally I've witnessed "mike f right" in the radio business, but
it's the first time l've ever seen it demonstrated by a battery of top
echelon attorney$. The first tape they chose at random from the box

was an interview with the president of a crop duster outfit in Phoenix
who related that "a pint can of this stuff set in the middle of a 40
acre field of cotton with the lid off, will wipe out every stick of cotton
in it!" adding he wouldn't touch it with an 80 foot pole, ever since a

21/z rnillion dollar lawsuit in California, in 1949, where the people

damagedwere 15 miles from the sprayed area! So no one wanted to
listen to those, either

And since it was their show, not mine, I declined their offer of
"you can help if you'd care to"... of putting the slides into place in

the carousel and numbering them so they could show them the next
morn rng.

I stayed in the motel and read a book until time to go down for the
"silent stills" and would you believe when they started the show, the
pictures were all in upside down? And when they removed them and
put them in again, they were in sideways?

One picture of the top of a chemical can was inserted 4 ways and
the writing was still backwards. They finally discovered the stencil
used to apply the wording and lettering was backwards, so although
the wording on part of the can was correct, if the stenciled part was
corrected, the other numbers and reading were backwards. And

since Jennie Lu thought pictures of Santa Clause were more

interesting than chemical cans, there were some of those, and a few

of our friends who ran for governor and should have made it, waving

on the beach at Guymas; one of an attorney with offices below them,

on a fishing trip; several of my cowboy on a posse ride Just about

the time it appeared there were none that were "relevant", out

would pop another chemical can pictured lying in the desert heat, it's

swollen sides looking dangerous, or one with part of a paper label

visible with no wording, because it was too faded or disintegrated, so

no one could tell what was in the damn can!

One can was just marked "junk" and one "hormone spray!"

I lost count, but lbelieve we screened all those pictures in 1%

days, and all of the boys seemed very polite and most anxious to get

me, my recordings, my paper bags, my squeaky grocery cart, and my

lawyer's control of the situation, quietly out of their office, as they

brought to a close, "The Deposition of Billee Shoecraft"'

,,KILLERS, ANONYMOUS"

Sentences in a UPI news release November 22, 1970' read:

"Military Sources said a number of high-ranking U'S Army officers

may be court martialled for deliberately violating a ban on the use of

"Orange", a defoliant made of 2-4D and 2'4'5-T "

"ln a memorandum yesterday, the U.S. command in Saigon said

its investigation into the use of the herbicides by the units of the

Americal Division showed that some of the officers who ordered

their use were aware of the ban"'
"TheU.Scommandsaidthedecisiontousethedefoliantsknown

as 2-4D and 2,4,5-T was made by staff officers, indicating that of-

ficers ranking as high as colonels may have been involved. one use

of the defoliants has been to destroy crops being raised by the

enemy."
It concludes by stating that the violations were announced on

October 23, 1g7O, after they learned that a news man had learned

of the violations.
This is the same way we learned about these chemicals, General

Abrams, after information leaked out of the Bionetics report, and a

few ol us dug out the rest of it which showed the USDA, HEW, DOD'

NlH, FDA and Dow Chemical Company had known they could

produce deformities in the test animals long before we did. some of

those studies are dated 1965, and it was after that date that the De-
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partment of Defense began their extensive use in Vietnam - and
the USDA increased their use in the United States by five times.

The title of a book is "Bright Orange for the Shroud". This would
have been a good title for a book about Vietnam and the chemicals
being sprayed there which are called "Orange". These are the
hormone herbicides 2-4D and 2,4,5-T The Department of Defense
promised they would not be used after April 15, 197O, even against
the enemy. "Biological Warfare" is what they were designed for,
during World War ll, at Fort Dietrich, Maryland. The following is a

message which lsent to General Abrams, the U.S. Military Chief, in
Vietnam:

A friend, looks upon his crop of okra distorted

bV the effects of the sprayingof 2,4,5-T.

"l wanted to believe you would keep your word after the dangers of
these chemicals were exposed in Senate hearings in Washington I

wanted to believe you had used them only because you were not
aware of their hazards, but now it appears you join the ranks of
those in the USDA who have only ceased using them when and if
they are caught, but who evidently have no more intention of
discontinuing their use than the USDA

"Who are the "Killers, Anonymous"? ls it the man who invents
these things that ultimately and more painfully than a bullet made of
lead can destroy even the man who formulates them? Do any of
these men ever lie awake and wonder about the "Anonymous

Dead"? And does he care, whether it is a tree, a f lower, or a deer . . .

or a child?
"The first plane shot down over Vietnam was a C-123, not

equipped for bombs, but herbicides
"l have a transcript of the Senate hearing on herbicides One of

the things it contains is a letter from my Department of Defense lt is

dated April 15, 1970 Senator Hart believed there would be no more
"Orange" sprayed over there I still believe that you meant to keep

that word. What happenedT ls the Department of Defense like the
USDA, and nobody tells anyone else what they're doing, or what
promises they've madeT Most of the foresters l've interviewed aren't
even aware there were any hearings in Washington about these
herbicides that make up "Agent Orange" for your "Operation

Hades" Why? ls it because the USDA is suppressing the f indings,
just like the Bionetics report was suppressed because it showed
these chemicals produce cancer and deformities in the test animals
in addition to genetic changes? Napoleon destroyed the enemy's
food with salt. Now we're sophisticated and use herbicide hormones
that leave their mark on anything they touch, and destroy more than
his food

'1y't/e weren't sprayed in Globe until after these chemicals were
shown to produce cancer and deformities in the test animals, and we
have asked, "Why?" lknow you don't know the answer to that
question, but why were they sprayed in Vietnam? Was it your

decision, General AbramsT Did Captain Morrison lie about using

Orange in Vietnam, just as some of the USDA members have lied

about using Orange in Globe, Arizor.raT Was the transfer of several
army personnel to cover their guilt, just as some of the USDA

members were retired, transferred, or fired?
'1y'y'hose fault is it, General Abrams? Who are the "Killers,

Anonymous" that caused such a thing to happen in the first place? ls
it the man in the laboratory? ls it a worker pouring it into a drum? ls it
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the pilot who turns the pressure valve and shoots it out over a rice
field in Vietnam, or the side of a mountain in Globe, ArizonaZ These
chemicals after they're sprayed, aren't spent like a bullet or a bomb.
They wait. And the days . . . the weeks . . . the months and the years
go by, and their message is well learned. They were well
programmed to kill ... kill ... kill This is their mission, and although
they are capable of destroying a man's memory, their own powers of
retention are excellent. They ride with the wind and cling to the rain-
drops. Fire cannot destroy them. lt only changes their form and they
emerge as dioxin, which is the most toxic chlorine - containing
compound ever known. Scientists found dioxin in these herbicides
before it was sprayed in Vietnam, before it was sprayed on the
mountains of Globe, or the canyons of Arizona, or the range lands of
Texas, or the watersheds, food crops and forests of California. lt was
found after millions of dollars were lost when millions of chickens
died in I957 from the dioxin found in "Agent Orange".

"These chemicals cause the forests that are burned in Vietnam to
burn quicker and faster, just as those in California or Arizona or
Tennessee. Dioxin can be released into the air during those fires,
whether in Vietnam or America.

"l holdthis news release in my hand, and wonder who you are out
there. Who is the man whose decision it was to violate the ban on
"Agent Orange" in Vietnam. I reread the harsh words, "may be

court-martialled for violating" ... and this is in defense of our enemy.
This is saying, "lt had been decided these chemicals must not be
used, even against the enemy, for they are Biological Weapons of
War Thus, we as Americans, having given our word on April 'l 5,
1970, to a Senate Committee, must not use them on even our
enemies, and if anyone violates this order, he can and will be
severely punished...". This is our DOD saying, "lf a violation occurs,
let us know, and we will see that it is stopped and the violator is
prosecuted. ." But whom do we turn to when it is not enemy
country? Why is it a crime in Vietnam and yet the USDA is permitting
the use of Orange on us? Where is the court martial for those who
are violating our rights in America7

"l am far more concerned over "Operation Hades" in America
than I am about it in Vietnam. Here it is used on our food crops
which we eat, not on the food which we destroy.

"The cottonwoods by the pond are orange when they should be
green. So is the live oak tree, and the sycamore leaves which blew
away with the wind. The maples on my mountain are not golden and
red as they used to be. They are orange, like the dragonflies, the
wasps, the centipedes and the scorpions. I used to love this color, but

my eyes and my heart are verytired of orange where there should be

green, orange where there should be blue, orange that wraps around
each thing and tells me that it is dyrng.

"l lookagain atthe title of the paperback book, and lwonder if this
would not be fitting for the epitaph of the "Killers, Anonymous"
when, someday, even they must die: "Orange, Bright Orange, is the
Color of my Shroud". - How do you write an epitaph for a tree?

"Rachel Carson was not a poet, she was a scientist. She told you

of these things that could happen. I am a poet, and these are the
things that happen when you use "Agent Orange".

Orange, Bright Orange is the shroud that I wear,
My leaves once were green that I wore for my hair. . .

And the nest of the Robin would sway in the breeze
To the song of the willow and the live oak trees. . .

The deer come no more to stand in my shade . . .

Barren the earth where their shadows were made . .

There's death in the wind and the stream that flows by
No bright green for Springtime no blue for the sky.

They called it an acid that was sprayed over me . .

To cheat me of life and the song of the sea

And it burns out my heart and tears me inside
There is death in the wind where others have died

I don't wait for Autumn or the rain in the cloud. . .

Orange, Bright Orange I wear for my shroud. . .
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,,ONLY WE CAN PREVENT FORESTS"

One month later, December 197O, the Reuter's wire service
carried the following news releases:

"Washington, Dec. 27, Reuter - Herbicides used by U S forces in
South Vietnam since 1964 to defoliate .jungle areas are being phased
out of operations on orders from the President.

"Use of the chemicals in recent years ran into stiff criticism from
scientists who charge that the herbicides were causing lasting and
still unknown damage to South Vietnam's ecology.

"Nixon issued his directive yesterday following a study he ordered
earlier this year The phase out was expected to be completed by
spn ng.

"A ban on the use of the more potent herbicide known as
"Orange", which was found to cause birth defects in unborn
children, was issued last April.

This appeared simultaneously, Associated Press:
(Tokyo) - North Vietnam says defoliants dumped by US aircraft in

South Vietnam have caused millions of people to suffer the same
fate as victims of the Hiroshima and the Nagasaki atomic blasts in
World War ll.

"Hanoi's Vietnam news agency said in a broadcast dispatch that
medical studies revealed that the defoliants "provide important

chromosomic alterations in the local population."
It said: "Clinically, there have been many miscarriages, con-

genital anomalies and frequent monstrosities "
The broadcast added:
"The victims of toxic chemicals sprayed by the americans,

numbering by the millions, are condemned to the same fate as the
survivors of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic tragedy."

"The US chemical war has hit millions of acres of cropland and
woodland and rendered whole areas barren, "where not a single
blade of grass can grow."

lr added that the defoliants have human genetic effects to
constitute what was called "an aggression not only against the
present day life of the Vietnamese people, but also against their
future. "

It claimed US authorities are aware of these effects from experi-
ments conducted by American scientists.

"The White House said last week the use of the herbicides is being
phased out in Vietnam."

So "Operation Ranch Hand" is going out of business. The
General said so The title of this chapter which was their slogan, is a
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slight revision of the one used by the USFS, Reading: "Only You Can
Prevent Forest Fires"!

And since the General has requested an immediate halt to ALL
CHEMICAL defoliants in South Vietnam, their slogan will be up for
bids.

I believe the department most deserving to inherit it is the USDA.
They are more guilty than anyone of destroying our forests by

registering for use these chemicals, and allowing them to be used in

every National Forest in the United States.
Even the fires which have destroyed some of these forests could

have been caused by these chemicals creating a more flammable
condition; they definitely make them burn faster. Anyone who cares

to venture into a forest area treated with these spray hormones
will see their effects on not only the "young conifers" but the great,
giant oaks with their swollen, bursting trunks that break under the
weight of the lightest snows; the proud pines with their twisted
branches, broken limbs, overgrowth of enlarged cones, and orange
needles falling to the ground; the elongated aspen that blow down in

the wind, because their roots are gone, and their branches are over-
grown and heavy. lcannot believe that foresters could be so blind
that they couldn't see what is happening. They've pretended it was
everything in the world killing these irreplacable trees except these
damnable herbicidesl The Forest Service has ref used to take
samples of the pines in their forests. But I did, and they showed the
presence of these chemicals.

Since the latesl news release, Christmas 197O, stated that
General W. Abrams and US Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker, the
military and civilian chiefsof the American mission in Vietnam have
ordered an immediate halt of the use of the defoliants 2-4D, 2,4,5-f ,

arsenic, and picloram, in South Vietnam, I again addressed this letter
to the Department of Defense Military Chief, South Vietnam:

"Dear General Abrams: My letter to you one month ago was
entitled the "Anonymous Killers" and ltalked to you about the first
hand knowledge we have of "Agent Orange" in Globe, Arizona. I told
you of my bitter disappointment in the branch of my government
called the USDA in permitting these chemicals to be registered and
used. I also told you of my disappointment in you, when I learned
your Department violated the ban. I believed you meant to keep your
word when you gave it; and now I know you did. For this latest news
release states clearly whose fault it was, and is, that these
chemicals are still in use in Vietnam, and America. And I lay the
burden of guilt again on the doorstep of Mr. Hardin's office, the
USDA in Washington.

"This news release states that you and US Ambassador Ellsworth

Bunker, in a cable to Washington, have ordered "an immediate halt"
and "urgently requested the Nixon Administration" to "cease

purchasing, incorporating, or importing these chemical warfare
agents" and that you included agent "white" which is an arsenical

compound; and agent "blue" which is 2-4D and Picloram, in addition

to "the Orange", a mixture of 2-4D and 2,4,5-f which was banned

by your Department, after HEW and the Agriculture Department

reported that "it may cause birth defects in humans."
But the news release also states that there has been no reply

from Washington, to your cable. They wouldn't reply to us, either,

General. That is why I refuse to blame any agency for the continued

use of these chemicals, except the USDA. All that is necessary is a

statement from Secretary Hardin to stop this biological genocide.
"And if he is too cowardly to act, or to face the chemical

companies, or the truth, the President of the United States could

decide it is time for the government to abide by its own t:ules, and

when it is illegal to use "biological warfare" he could order an im-

mediate ban on their use in Vietnam, and the United States. But all

these men refuse to act.
"l would like to meet you someday, to thank you for the stand you

have taken openly, in banning these chemicals in enemy country

But since the war in Vietnam may last too long, which it already has,

and time may run out for both of us, my statements, recollections

and account of various occurrences will appear on these pages,

which hopefully you may someday read.
"ln Vietnam, it was called a "violation" when 2,4,5-T was used,

after April 17, 1970. And, in June, 197O, Secretary of the lnterior,
Walter Hickel, banned its use on all Department of lnterior lands He

ignored or defied the fact that Secretary Hardin of the USDA failed to

act. There were those who foolishly believed the action of the Depart-

ment of Defense and the Department of lnterior, would force the

USDA to ban the use of these chemicals But they underestimated

the arrogance of this powerful government agency, controlled by

vast industrial interests, including chemical companies, oil
industries, lumbering, cattle, cotton, and agricultural complexes.

"lnstead of commending Mr. Hickel for his courage, they fired him

He dared to stand up and be counted, and they shot him down. They

have attempted to set aside some of his orders, and rules,

established while he was in office.
"l had an appointment with Mr. Hickel's office, to see him, but

they fired him before I could get there, and I have no desire to meet

the "slick politician"with whom Mr. Nixon replaced him.
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"Although 2,4,5-T had been used extensively in Great Britain, after
the hearings in Washington, which included the story of Globe, the
British Forestry Commission, which is the Forest Service of Britain,
banned its use. But still, Secretary Hardin, of the USDA, Chief CIiff of
the USFS, remained immovable, and the spray programs continue,
on our forests, watersheds, rangelands, and food.

"ln addition to these herbicides, the USDA has approved
thousands of other deadly chemical compounds SOO,OOO pounds of
mercury, which the Bionetics study discloses lasts for hundreds of
years are used in the manufacture of 6 million pounds of pesticides
yearly.

"lt is not the farmer as such, who has inflicted these irreparable
losses on us; the sincere, hard working farmer has been the greatest
loser of all, economically. When someone speaks of "farm

subsidies" this does not include the once vast number of individuals
who broke their backs and died young, to put food on our tables, and
grain in our barns. He has been annihilated, and trampled under, just
like the soil he loved. lt costs us aboul 31/z billion dollars yearly for
"farm subsidies". Over 4OO,OOO farm families average about
5600.00 a year, and this is 1/'lth of the farmers in America.

ln 1947,26 million Americans lived on farms. lt is estimated that
eventually, there will be only 21/z million. Why? Because the USDA is
pressuring the small operation out of existence. A favored few are
flourishing in the hot house of these USDA subsidies. 527 of them
received yearly checks in amounts ranging from S5,000 to
S103,581, each directly from the USDA.

A Texas politican, by the name of Bob Poage, is the chairman of

the House Agricultural Committee. He has been operating in Wash-
ington for 33 years, in typical USDA fashion. and handing out starva-
tion or plenty, to whomever he wishes. ln his home district, 194
farmers received the benefit of S3,41 9,0OO.0O, of our tax dollars in

subsidies, in a single year; yet poverty in the same area, mostly
among white farm workers, runs almost 3 times the national level

I have a copy of a letter from Fred Ward, committee on Agri-
culture, Washington, D.C. Part of it reads: "Chairman Poage will
appreciate this information .. on the complaint raised on the use of
herbicides in the Tonto Natiorral Forest. As you may know, the
Federal Brush Control program wherein farmers and ranchers
cooperate with the Government programs under the ACP program,
has been almost completely dependent on the use of 2,4,5-T."

A news article, February 12, 197O, entitled "War Herbicide used

on Farms" states that in 1968 alone, the USDA paid farmers almost
9 million dollars for the use ol 2,4,5-T and 2-4D, on more than 2/z

million acres of land, adding that under this government program,

farmers can get at least half their costs paid by the Government, for
"conservation programs," "which include using 2,4,5-T and 2-4D, as

"brush control" agents." This also applies to ranchers

so it becomes quite clear why those infected by such a disease as

"pay me and l'll spray poison anyv;here you say", do not object to

these or any other chemicals, and have fought us, and anyone else,

who dares to question their use Their own ignorance will eventually

destroy them, and the land, but so much must die with them Several

news items and artrcles of correspondence, highlight the complete

lack of knowledge of these chemicals by the US Forest Service

Since these are dated after the Bionetics Study, and disclose the

dangers of these chemicals, it appears their ignorance on the subject

has increased with time.
Officials of the Rogue River National Forest in Oregon, stated in

March, 197O, that they were applying by air,2,4,5-T to 1OO acres to

a stand of Douglas Fir Trees, that had been planted 5 years

previously, in order to "kill the brush around the trees " lt states that

this is the method used in the forests of Oregon, as a "management

tool" to "release the conifers." Yet, the Forest Service Literature'

which they evidently do not read, says it will kill the trees And

March, 1970, was six months after 2,4,5-f was banned for most

uses. This article contains a direct quote: "All scientific evidence to

Area adiacent to recreation area, which has been sllrayeC wrrh detoliant
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date indicates it can be done safely". So nobody read the Bionetics
report ... or any of their own stacks of research material. lt even
states that the work is approved by the "Pesticide Committee of the
Environmental Ouality Council, chaired by the Secretary of Agri-
culture, and including the Secretaries of HEW and lnterior." But they
will have to deletd'Department of lnterior", for Secretary Hickel did
not approve.

Another article tells of the use of 2,4,5-T, in the mountains of
Tennessee, entitled "A Poison in Tennessee"

The Siskiyou National Forest of Oregon, June, 1970, despite a

storm of protest from the Humane Society and two organized and
extremely angry citizen's groups, continued spraying these
defoliants. The protests included picketing of the Forest Service head-
quarters in Grants Pass. My anger boils quickly again at the sheer
idiocy of some of the statements attributed to the Forest Service
personnel, such as "the first day's spraying covered 81 acres of the
7,OOO to 8,OOO acres to be treated." How could anyone be stupid
enough to make such a statement when at least 50 to TOVo of the
sprayed material drifts off target? (According to USDA research.)

lalso have a contract form and description of 3O,OO0 acres in
New Mexico where Silvex and 2,4,5-T were to be applied in 197O.
The area was to include the Pecos River, in spite of the ban on water
application. But instead of 3O,OOO acres of USFS land, under rhe
USDA, it was 3O,OO0 acres under the Department of the lnterior. So I

contacted that office with the information, and the project was
cancelled.

A confidential report, from Washington, May 25, 1970, also
stated that Canada's Department of Agriculture had cancelled all
uses of 2,4,5-T in recreational areas. and on lawns, and that sale of
the product would be a violation of the Canadian Pest Control
Products Act. The Canadian Government assisted in recalling all
stocks, and stated no applications were to be made to water, ditch or
stream banks, or "lands feeding into potable water sources." The
official notice suggested the warning "Exposure of pregnant women
by any route of contact to 2,4,5-f , may be harmful to the offspring.
Do not use this product in any way to contaminate water, food, or
recreational areas."

But the USDA remained unalarmed, and these chemicals in
America continue to contaminate our food, water, soil, air, and us.
and not one member of this "privileged liar's" club seems to give a
damn.

The news release from Washington, February 2, 1970, describes
the defoliation of the Canadian - US Boundary, by helicopter, with

the herbicide picloram, which has been used in Vietnam, with 2-4D
to form Agent "White". lt is made by the Dow Chemical Company
and it is also used by the US Forest Service.

Evidence of residues have already been detected in the waters of
Waterton National Park, which is the Canadian counterpart to our
Glacier National Park. No one has the faintest idea how damaging
any of these chemicals are to plants, humans, or animals, but that
makes no difference. Tons of them are being dumped along a strip
1,305 miles long to "defoliate a border" between two friendly
countries WhyT

Many of the news writers themselves did not check the facts as

deeply as l; a staff writer for a Montana paper, March 8, 1970 refers
to the use of "cacodylic acid, a herbicide, in Vietnam" adding, since
it is arsenic, "its use is not permitted in this country in any situation
which might expose children or contaminate drinking water." Yet, in
an interview with officials of the US Forest Service in California, I

learned they have been using cacodylic acid, picloram, 2-4D, and
2,4,5-T on the watershed areas.

Dr. Pfeiffer, AAAS scientist, states that on his inspection of the
damage done in Cambodia, by these herbicides, evidence of drift was
visible for 12 miles. The US Air Force denied using these chemicals.
(The forestry places drift at "1OO ft.")

Dr. Pfeiffer is quoted as saying: "l am convinced that an agency of
the US Government did this, (herbicide damage in Cambodia) but I

am certain the Department of Defense, did not. The CIA has a

privately owned airlines, "Air America", with pilots trained in
defoliation."

Was it the CIA who made it appear that the Department of De-
fense broke the ban by using these defoliants to cause us to "lose
face" more than we already have before the other nations of the
world?

So our request, General Abrams, is This:
"Please come home; if you have succeeded in convincing

Washington they should stop spraying these defoliants in Vietnam,
maybe you can stop them from continuing their use in America on
the food we eat.

"You are a part of our Department of Defense; we need defending
more from those who profess to be our friends than our enemies.
There is no law to protect us from being sprayed by the most deadly
chemicals in existence, for any government agency is immune to the
rules and laws applying to private citizens. lf we were to outlaw all
smoke stacks and replace every auto with a horse and buggy, the US
Forest Service could still fly over our homes and spray us with
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endrin, dieldrin, mercury, arsenic, or hormone herbicides. Our only

recourse is to fight back with what lile we have left, and use our own

funds to do so. Our tax dollars support these arrogant men who defy

us, forcing us to expend our own money to stop these injustices,

while our taxes are increased to furnish more money for them to use

to defeat us.

America needs you, General much more than Vietnam!

With only a slight modification the "Operation Hades" slogan

could become quite suitable as a toast for the Forest Service:

llift my glass of chaparral tea, which lobtained from a very

young lndian, and say: "Only you can prevent forests!"

,,I HAVE MET THE ENEMY"

He wasn't carrying a rifle or a hand grenade. He had no swastika
emblazoned on his sleeve. He was not shrieking obscenities or

threats of violence against my country of America. The flag he

carried was not of some communist nation. lt was my flag - with
the stars showing proudly and the stripes softly waving against a

dark sky.

But he was - and is - my enemy.
WhyT Because as long as he remains insulated in his complacent

world obtaining a little knowledge, but not enough to disturb himself,
he is my enemy, and his own, also.

I have met some who are proud to refer to themselves as
"scientist", but many of them close their minds and ears to any
knowledge that might upset the pattern of their thinking. They
jealously guard their findings, and share it with no one.

I classify as "my enemy" any man or woman who remains part of
the "great silent majority" who are unaware of what is happening to
them and their country because of the flagrant, undisciplined and
damnable use of dangerous chemicals.

I blame them more for remaining silent and undisturbed when
facts are poured out before them that prove more deadly chemicals
are being sprayed "USDA" approved, on the forests, rangelands,
watersheds and food crops of America than are used by the Depart-
ment of Defense.

lblame the housewife who saunters into the grocery store,
haphazardly selects a can of spray to kill flies, and kills her dog

i nstead.

I blame the manufacturer who created the product, knowing there
would be many persons purchasing it who show less mentality than
an idiot.

I blame the storekeeper who hasn't the vaguest knowledge of
what he stocks on his shelves - and could care less!

lblame the farmer who insists he must use these chemicals to
grow crops to feed the "starving millions" who eventually die any-
way from the mess sprayed on the food or worse yet, they cripple
through life not knowing what in the hell is wrong when they're
suffering from pesticide poisoning!

I blame mostly those in government positions who have no true
understanding of these chemicals on which they stamp their seal of
approval or when they learn of dangers relative to any certain
chemical they mumble more "inspired ignorance" to soothe the
untroubled masses. I cannot use the phrase "troubled masses" for
they are not. They are merely masses of humanity who are doing
themselves in, quietly and efficiently, by refusing to become
concerned over anything that might mar the illusion they hold
eternally before themselves: that the Department of Agriculture, the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and the Food and
Drug Administration, are in the heavens, so all's right with the
world! They remain blissfully ignorant while the world and every
living thing on it goes to hell around them!

I agree that the USDA, HEW and the FDA work overtime to create
a "This is God Speaking!" image, but those of us who have torn
away the mask have found much less than even a reasonable
facsimile! The ignorance is greater than the arrogance and the lack
of any method to their means of madness becomes overwhelming!

But anyone who does not learn is an enemy to himself. ln a land
that is still free, he may learn as much as he desires about what is

happening to his country. All that is necessary is to demand
answers, not alibis, and facts, not fiction.

But most people behave like scattered, addle-brained sheep with
no direction and no leader. Why? Because most of them like it that
way. lt gives them an excuse for their own inefficiencies and failures.
These are their crutches. lf removed, they would collapse in a mass
of confusion made of their fears

Each time a man shies away from cold, hard factual knowledge
because it might disturb his world, he sells a little bit more of my
world - my good earth - my America, for a price that is less than a

penny a pound.
Stop accepting what is handed to you as "truth" until you check

the giver. Don't believe a man necessarily because he is a scientist,
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or a bricklayer or an architect, or a manure salesman - unless that
man is truly qualified in the specific field of your inquiries: knowing
the difference between "squash-joints" or "raked" may not make a

competent bricklayer. Do not expect the letters A.l.A. behind the
architect's name to mean he is qualified to design an organic Frank

Lloyd Wright type of home, and the manure salesman may be
peddling bat-dung when you wanted horse manure for your potato
patch! lf everyone would stay awake, really awake, and alive, for just

1O minutes every day and start caring about what's happening to all
of us, the results would be astounding.

The anger in me is riding close on the heels of frustration, but
frustration accomplishes nothing. Neither does anger unless it's
justified and directed constructively.

I look at the title of this chapter, and I finish it with the words of

Pogo:
"l have met the enemy - and he is us!"

,,LETTERS TO SMOKEY''

ln June, 197 1, at the request of members of several civic organiza-

tions in California, I attended the hearing in San Diego which was

granted to the public by the Forest Service after a protest march by the

residents to prevent the spraying of the Cleveland National Forest with
these outlawed-in-Vietnam chemicals. lt was my first opportunity
since the catastrophe in Globe to hear publicly the lack of herbicide

knowledge of several members of the various government "white-wash"

crews.

The Forest Service panel of "experts" included Barry Freeman,

and Boise Day, mentioned earlier in the "Herbicide Specialist" incident
It was a memorable meeting so much so that I wrote the following
letter to Smokey, the Bear, and left it for him in the hollow log on top
of my mountain. (He prefers to live on the Tonto, for he's very sure

THIS mountain will never be sprayed again)

Since I also wrote "smokey" a letter about the chaparral to
grass" meeting held in March by the Forest Service, Region 3, in

Phoenix, l'll include a copy of that letter, too.
Location: 2nd largest forest in U.S.A. (The Tonto)
Memorandum to: Smokey the Bear

From Bill of Bear Thicket
Dear Smokey:

On Saturday,l'Aar.20, 1971,1attended one of those "chaparral

managing" meetings in Phoenix held by the U.S. Forest Service where
another attempt was made to explain or condone why they are mis-
managing said chaparral . .. and a lot of other things. As I listened, I

shuddered, rode a tight rein on my temper and realized nothing has

changed in their propaganda department since the last meeting except
the date on the calendar.

I drove 90 miles over the mountain just to learn that the forest
service still has no idea what to do about some of the messes they've
created in their efforts to 'lconvert chaparral to grass". Since one of
the rules of the USDA is why say anything in a few words if it can be

said in many to conf use everyone, including themselves, they used 15
pages of paper, double spaced writing, 2 inch margins, just to tell us

NOTHING. Plain nothing, except behind the "howevers" and "there-
fores", it sounds like they're getting ready to spray those damn
chemicals again! And since these are the ones that almost wiped you
and me out. I thought I'd better let you know.

This 15 page mess of garbage was entitled a "position statement of
the forest service - Southwestern Region Chaparral management
Program". The meeting made their position quite clear - they haven't
any . . or at least none that anyone is going to find out about if they
can help it. lt seemed to be more of a pulse-taking session to see how
much more "treatment" the patient could stand - or would sit stillfor.

Smokey, you know we have battled the forest service for two years

on one issue - their mis-use of herbicides about which they know less

than my son's three year old child who can pronounce "epinastic" and
"2,4,5-Trichlorophenoxy acetic acid" and knows the first is caused by
the second. We agree something needs to be done about all the
thousands of acres of brush piles they've helped create by the use of
these chemicals. But when the results of their "experimentation" with
their chemical kits prove the whole idea was a big bust, subjecting any
area or us to any further "treatment" of this nature is sheer idiocy.

These are a few of the things I expected to learn at the meeting:
1. How the forest service proposes to "manage the chaparral inthe

Southwest" since that was the title of the meeting ... and since that's
where it was held . . . and since that's where I live.

2. What the forest service proposes to do about cleaning up the
messes composed of several thousand acres of dead chaparral still
standing where they mis-managed it with chemicals.

3. What the forest service proposes to do about all the pine trees and
a lot of other "conifers" they have contaminated with these chemicals
because they evidently didn't read their own research papers.

4. How they're going to get the "silvex out of the Superstitions".
5. Whether they intend to do any rehabilitation to our devastated
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mountainside or picnic area which they wiped out with these chemicals

6. And most important, whether they had learned anything by the
sad and expensive lessons already learned, since the residue studies

have now shown these herbicides don't disappear "in a few hours" but
remain for many years, and have been found in our drinking water,

stock ponds, soil, plant life, stream beds, garden crops, fruit trees, pine

trees, the Wilderness area, cow manure, human tissue and 15% of the
meat samples taken from our area.

But did I learn any of these things? Of course not! My version of
the meeting is expressed in the following:

First of all, the Regional Forester from Albuquerque who was sup-

posed to conduct the meeting, didn't even get there. Altho this brain-

wash job had been scheduled for at least two months, at the last

moment prior to boarding the plane, he remembered he had "another
date". . . and stayed home. After the Hearings in theSenate in 1970
which disclosed the alarming facts about these chemicals, ltravelled
400 miles to take the evidence to him, and to discuss why the Depart-
ments of Defense and lnterior had banned their use, but I couldn'tfind
him then, either, Altho the forest under his supervision is 2nd largest

in the United States, it seems he has no interest or no intention of ever

viewing the mess some of his boys have created in the mis-use of a toy
they call "herbicides" which really turned out to be a deadly weapon

. . . all loaded, ready and waiting for the U.S. Forest Service and their
"range management" plans.

Page 2 of this "position statement" mentions that Salt River Project
of Phoenix contributes financially (to get more water) in creating the
mess knowrr as "chaparral management".

It also states "the general Public is not familiar with work on the
3-Bar Experimental watershed ." l'll bet they're not, or they'd
probably have a fit over some of the chemicals which have been used

therel Especially since the water in Roosevelt Lake which flows on

down to Phoenix shows contamination with herbicidesl And if you

find before ldo the "persons with special interests in increasing

water yield" who have also "supported the work", let me know.
We skipped page 3 since Arizona Game and Fish Dept. had already

informed them that the entire page was a lot of vague nonsense which
nobody could understand. One of those "vague sentences" is:

"The chaparral ecosystem in its present state is inefficient when
efforts are exerted to convert the available energy to use by higher
trophic levels." They lost me after the f irst three words!

On page five, they sneak in a plug for herbicides again, swearing

scout's honor to use only "when no alternatives are available".
(Suggestion: have you ever tried the alternative of just leaving it alone?)

When I questioned what these conditions, regulations or rules regarding
same might be, they were unable to tell me, nor have any regulations
been established in their use of chemicals.

Maybe they thought I wouldn't read the rest of the "plan" or I

wouldn't know by now how sneaky they are and would think the
subject of herbicides was covered by their discussion of same by
"no. 6-Page 6" . . . but Pollyanna's learned a lot about the forest
service under the USDA since they sprayed her rrvith chemicals in her
pink nightgown, so over on Page 7, no. 13 states:

"Chemical sprays will be applied only to areas where the public has

been adequately advised and necessary restrictions have been provided."
This makes no sense at all since they're not supposed to apply them
where they will in any way contact the public. And their advising me

beforehand that they are going to spray chemicals designed for bio-
logical warfare and which may wipe out my livestock, house cat, collie
dog and me won't make it any more acceptable , . . or any less painful.
When I asked what the "necessary restrictions" would be, the forester
in charge hadn't the faintest idea . . . nor did any of the other forest
service personnel present volunteer any suggestions.

The meeting lasted 4 hours. After skipping and skimming thru this
"position statement", we were then introduced to the forest service

architect and his charts, drawings and slides The slides turned out to be

viewing maples in Autumn, Pine forests in the High Sierras (or some-
where other than the Tonto!) a photograph of an out-house and a close-
upof aspiderweb. (My sister leaned over and said "When did they sneak
in your house to photograph that?" as I have the largest collection of
spider-webs in Arizona since I no longer have time to do any house-
work all my time is spent chasing the forest service to see what
new bit of mayhem they have dreamed up for the land they are supposed
to look after!) But in all of those photographs, there was not one picture
of chaparral nor any to show how to "landscape" it. There was
also a picture of a beautiful sunset time exposure. . . black sil-
houettes against the sky . . . but no chaparral. I even wonclered if the
architect brought the wrong reel of slides, or if someone mixed them
up like my son's little girl did with mine when Bow Chemical was
taking my deposition, and some of the pictures were of a posse ride,
our f irst Christmas and a picnic at the beach in addition to swollen chem-
ical cans lying exposed in the desert heat by the forest service altho the
labels read "store in UN-HEATED buildings."

During the "question and answer" period, the Game and Fish Dept.
read them quite an oration, which said more or less "You'll have to
come up with something better than this or you can count us out,'.
And they left no doubt in anyone's mind that as for using herbicides
anywhere, forget it!
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During recess (no coffee and donuts . . just a chance for the forest
service to try and regroup) the back-up teams arrived. These were the
USFS boys from the Rocky Mountain Experiment Station and the head

man from the State USDA. One of them invited "those interested" to
again visit "Brushy Basin" which seems to be the only area of "chaparral

management" in the Tonto where they "managed" to get grass where
they planted it. But it probably isn't the kind they planted !

Aesthetically, the area looks like hell! Maybe that's why the architect
didn't photograph it, he doesn't like the way it looks either!

And none of the foresters told anyone that for all the cost, time and

energy expended converting "chaparral to grass" and more forage for
the rancher, there are now 18,000 less cattle in 1969 than in 1960
according to F.S. records on the Tonto!

I invited the architect to visit our area and tell us what to do to
create a "balanced and Aesthetic" look on our dead mountain... and

to give us some suggestions of how we might acquire a "new Look" for
the dead chaparral some of which is right outside my front entrance
and back door, since the forest service managed to l<ill it with "hormone
herbicides". But I don't imagine he'll ever get here.

And since the regionalforester stayed home because of an anniversary
he forgot, l'm sure you'd like to join me in wishing him a lovely day . . .

and in suggesting that he might check around for a new "script-
writer" to replace the one who turned out this last 15 page mess of
government double-talk. And while he's at it, he might also check on a

new architect. One who knows the difference in chaparral and pine

trees and the country where they grow

wrong reell
or maybe they sent the

lf they'd like some suggestions, call me. And if they plan to spray
herbicides ANYWHERE in Region Three, call me collect

Lots of luv

Bill of Bear Thicket
P S. Just got the official word they've cancelled their plans to spray

this summer in Region Three - so go back to sleep.

Mernorandum to: Smokey the Bear

From: Bear Thicket Bill, Tonto National Forest, Globe, Arizona.
Dear Smokey:
I jetted over to San Diego, June 1 1 , 19l 1, at the reqLrest of some of

the residents, to attend another of those Forest Service "chaparral to
grass" meetings, after a protest march by some of the civic organizations,
including the Sierra Club, demanding a hearing when they learned those
Cleveland Forest boys were going to spray them under with herbicides.

And Smol<ey, their main reason for spraying them sounded more

stupid than the reason they gave us seems they had $30,000.00
left over from their "limited" budget, and they'd have to give it back

if they didn't spend it by June 30, 197 1 . . . so they decided to spend

it spraying herbicides (they said they sprayed us to "convert
chaparral to grass" but they forgot to plant grass in all the five years of
sprayi ng ! )

One of the symptoms of "herbicide poisoning" is loss of memory;
those boys in San Diego on that Forest Service panel sure sounded like

they'd already been sprayed! Some of the things they "forgot to tell
the public" were:

1. Sprayed vegetation (or brush) becomes f lamrnable and more

easily combustible. (The Cleveland National Forest is just recovering

from one of its worst fires which occured in 1970. Forest Service

records indicate these herbicides were used in the Cleveland in 1970,
BEFORE THE BIG FIRE.)

The Apache National Forest in Arizona, Region 3, was the only
forest in our area to my knowledEe, where they were used in 197O,al-

though Forest Service records show formulations used and areas sprayed

were in violation of USDA regulations. Some of the quotes of our
local ranger, (May 13, 197 1) in his column, "Tonto Topics", as he re-

counted a tragic fire which occured in that same Apache Forest, May

197 1, were'. "What do we mourn f irst? . . . the wildlife that died in the
blazing inferno . . . the dead or dying trees . . . the scorched earth ...
or the families who went there to enjoy camping facilities?"

These words could apply to what herbicides have done to his own

forest, the Tonto, where he directed the spraying. Other quotes in-

clude: "One life, (human) has been lost... acres destroyed...last
year's fire statistics, rose sharply with 1,043 more fires in Region Three

in i970 than in 1969 . . . acres burned totalled 17,000. . . "thousands

of acres of valuable timber and forest land on the west coast destroyed

by fire, were unbelievable." (Those "forest and timberlands" in Calif-

ornia have been treated with 2,4-D and 2,4,5-f .l

2. fhe deadly "dioxin" present in these chemicals and declared to

be the "most toxic chlorine compound ever known" can be released at

300 degrees C during these fires which burn between 750 and 1,000

degrees. Heat as great as 2,500 degrees C does not destroy it.

3. These compounds are teratogens (deforming abilities 'l 00,000 to

1,000,000 times greater than thalidomide in animals tested) carcinogens

(cancer) and mutagens (could produce abnormalities in future genera-

tio ns. )

4. They have been banned by the Department of lnterior and De-

fense. (l have documents, admissions and photographs from the USDA

and the Forest Service, to prove these are identical chemicals used with
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such tragic results in Viet Nam. A statement was recently carried on

the wire services that the damage caused is far greater than the com-

bined Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs. Department of Defense records

indicate these chemicals were used extensively in 1967 in Viet Nam
prior to the infamous "My Lai" incident. . . and that it was also the
"Americal Division" in Viet Nam who violated the ban. Recorded

symptoms of humans exposed to 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T include "violent
fits of temper" and a lack of conscience between right and wrong.

5. They were designed as "Chemical Biological" weapons under

CBW during World War ll.
6. 58 countries declared their use against enemies illegal.

7. Canada's Department of Agriculture recalled unused 2,4,5-T and

suggested warnings be posted to read: "EXPOSURE BY ANY ROUTE
OR CONTACT OF PREGNANT WOMEN TO 2,4,5.T MAY BE HARM-
FUL TO THE OFFSPRING. DO NOT USE THIS PRODUCT IN ANY
WAY TO CONTAMINATE WATER, FOOD, OR RECREATIONAL
AREAS."

8. The Forest Service is violating labeling instructions and USDA
registration regulations in their use of these chemicals.

9. They can KILL all living plants and animals, including grass and
pines, and you and me.

10. They are known as "spray hormones" and contaminated plants

swollen branches, rapid growth, mottled leaves, "autumn" colors, a

"too-healthy" appearance of heavy foliage as they are "stimulated"
and grow themselves to death, causing them to be brittle and susceptible
to wind and snow damage. Can cause a disease known as "root-rot".

11. No official Public Health Service tolerance levels for the presence

of these chemicals in water or food have ever been established.
12. There is no known antidote.
These are just a few of the things they forgot.
Barry Freeman, University of Arizona, "Range Management Special-

ist" ietted over on the same plane. Seems the USDA has been flying
himallaroundatour expense, in an attempt to "cover up" the herbicide
damage caused in Globe. He was promoted to "Chairman, Arizona
Section of American Society of Range Management", cattlemen's
choice, after we were sprayed. Seems he had a lapse of memory too,
and forgot to include in his reports a trip he made to my place right
after the spray in'69 when his observances were made "on foot"
standing in the middle of my destroyed-by-herbicides garden, and not
"from an to" as the only report I have seen with his name on it
states.

He's been making this patent USDA speech about the spraying of
our mountain and getting away with it . . . but I was there this

time, and when he read his lines, I told him to fill in the blank spaces

with the REAL report which I had in my right hand . .. his had some

of the facts deleted or watered down like "no residues found in liver

samplesfrom Globe" but he forgot to add, they found residues in every-

thing else except the "shoulder roast"!
From the introduction given him by the Forest Service in San Diego,

some of these listeners thought he was a member of that last government

bunch of "root-rot inspectors" headed out of Washington by the

USDA nine months after we were sprayed. But he wasrr't He was

only along as an "observer". And for an "observer's" report to be

authentic, it's necessary to "observe" the subject matter. And the only
"observing" Mr. Freeman did on my property was just after the spray

when he "observed" herbicide damage on my peas, kumquats, and

"leprechauntree". I invited him back several times to see the deformed,

eye-less guinea pigs, sick horse, dogs, berries, apples and me... but
the only time he returned was to tell me that since damage appeared to
have resulted in the area, we probably had valid claims against those

who caused it, and he preferred not to be a witness. His prepared

USDA speech refers to a "goat and a duck" but fails to mention the

hundreds of birds that died, or the numerous other deformed and dead

goats, pigeons and guinea pigs, or the dead fawns, or the deer found
wandering around blind, and diagnosed as having cancer, or the dead

fish and dead quail, or the dwarfed deformed calves, or the goats with
two mouths, or animals with three ears on one side of their head, or
paralyzed birds and other animals, or the great increase in infant deaths,

and malformed fetus' occuring in our county. Nor does he mention in

his report seeing a bird fly into the water by my living room window,
while he was seated in my Iiving room, and we observed its attempt to
swim like a duck in circular patterns. although there were two cats and

two dogs present. Nor dld he write any account of "observing" my fe-

male dog partially paralyzed, and seeing open sores where patches of
hair were missing.

Dr. Boise Day was there too, and he couldn't even remember the

LD/50 of 2,4,5-f l

I belted a couple of questions at him and corrected his f igures with
proof in my left hand, holding a document with USDA written all over

it. I even managed to sneak a couple of directives under the wire which
provethe spraying of these chemicals in the Cleveland, the Tonto or any

other forest, is a violation of their own directives: . . . like the one from
USDA headqua rters i n Washi ngton, where " Bi g-Ch ief-Sittin g-Sti I l " Cl if-

ford M. Hardin resides, and "Little Chief of Forestry" Cliff, sits right
across the street . . . this reads that if tolerance levels were not established

by January 1, 197 1, for 2,4-D, 2,4,5-f and 2,4,5-TP (Silvex) ALL
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USES OF THESE CHEMICALS IN NATIONAL FORESTS WOULD
BE CANCELLED.

But they lied.

One of the "water quality" boys spoke and made a real smart speech

. . . how thisstuff only lastsaday ortwo... I shot him outof the sad-

dle with the report I was holding in my teeth it's called the
"Montebello lncident" and attached to it is a card from his own de-
partment "Water Ouality Control, California, Etc . . ."

This informative paper tells that some of this 2,4-D messworked its
way through the soil on into the San Gabriel River, travelled several
miles and wound up in the Montebello drinking water, and was still
there five years later!

They appeared a little surprised and startled that underneath some
of those beards and headbands in the audience, were a lot of brains a

yard wide, with some PhD's to prove it, and the shirts with no ties
covered a lot of loud beating hearts hell-bent on saving what's left of
the soil, trees and mountains that make up America .. and maybe
manage to save that species known as "man" along with it.

As usual, the Forest Service came to no conclusions to "spray or
not to spray". l've heard too many of their speeches which seem to in-
fer "this is God speaking". . . maybe they finally believe it.

,A new dramatic note was added at the close of the meeting as the
Forester in charge of that big forest in San Diego, placed his hand over
his heart and anno0nced that HE was going to be the one person to
make the decision not the persons living in San Diego, or those in
the audience, or Washington, or scientists whom he chose to ignore, or
the doomed animals who could not speak, or the silent leafless trees
and shrubs or a dying forest. He finished by saying he also drinks
the water from the watershed where these chemicals are to be applied.
This statement should be good evidence for the attorneys working on a

lawsuit in California, as it is a violation of the USDA and labeling
regulations. But l'm glad I didn't wake you from your nap, Smokey,
to go with me. You might have lost your temper like I did, listening to
some of the members of that Washington outfit known as the USDA,
but which I have re-named the "Priviledged Liar's Club".

But after I got this latest "toxicology" f lash, I f igured l'd better
wake you up. Seems some of the members of that big scientific out-
fit known as "The Academy of Science" with members all over the
world, decided they'd check into the "hormone" part of these herbi-
cides. They picked out 2,4-D, the one that's sprayed on our food, al-
though tests already showed it produced deformities and tumors in the
cancer studies. But, Smokey, this time, they came up with some
results that sure made me wonder what we're going to do with the

residues still hanging around out there. (Also made me wonder if
this was the reason for some of the "peculiar" reactions in plants,
animals and some USDA members.) For this report indicates the
ability of 2,4-D to completely reverse the sexes! Maybe that's why the
guinea pigs quit breeding, and the hens quit laying eggs and grew

spurs, and started crowing! And remember those ducks that grew
four wings and the wings stuck out of their backs and wouldn't fold
down? Well, the scientists produced some of those, too, with 2,4-D.

But maybe when some of the cowboys riding up these herbicide-
sprayed-canyons notice that their voices are changing to high tenor, or
they can't get their skirts over their saddle-horn, they'll stop spraying
their rangeland with "hormone herbicide chemicalsl

Luv, from Bear Thicket Bill.

Location: The backside of the Mountain, Tonto National Forest
G lobe, Arizona

Memorandum to: Bear Thicket Bill
From: Smokey the Bear

Dear Bill:
Found yer letter in the hollow stump. Sure glad ldidn't interrupt

my nap to attend that forest service meeting. Figured after I got yer
letter l'd better go check on that "improved habitat" those boys talked
about since i was already awake anyhow. Looked all around the
mountain but couldn't find it. Most of the oak trees are dead. No
acorns. Mountain mahogany sure looks puny. Lots of twisted up
pine cones layin'on the ground, knee deep in orange pine needles. Too
bad they're no good to eat. Used to take four years before a crop of
pine needles fell off. Now they fall off every year and the pine trees
turn orange. Leaves don't come on the trees like they used to and

when they do they keep falling off every few weeks. Tore off a big
wadof hair when igot hung up in that big dead brush pile. Branches
won't bend no more like they used to when they were green. No water
runnin' in the crick. Found a puddle over the hill. Tasted pretty bad.
Thought since iwas over that way, i'd say hi to the robins in pioneer
pass - they always used to hang out there about this time of year. But
none of them made it back this year. Thought i'd cheer myself up and
pick some flowers to put on my table and get me some manzanita
honey to eat for supper. Couldn't find any of the first and when i

looked for the second, there wasn't any of it either. The bees were
flat out dead. Just like everything else that used to grow on the sides

of this mountain except the manzanita. lt's doing just fine. Didn't you
tell me in one of your letters that was the only thing those fire and
water boys (forest service and salt river project) were aiming to kill?
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I don't care much for this "new habitat". The one i had is sure messed

up. Aren't goin' to be enough trees left for a dog park or enough

leaves on them for me to even hide behind. lf these chemicals they

sprayed out here were supposed to "improve" my surrounding and make

more deer feed and "better forage", somebody sure lied to those boys.

i rote a pome after they got that chemical mess all over me during

the last spray job. Thought maybe you could poke it in one of them

empty chemical cans if you can find one they haven't lost or mislaid
yet and hang it up over that'fee area' sign. One of them might wander

over and stick his head inside and read it.
luv to yu tu

SmokeY
P.S. Saw a little sign; "Stamp out Forest Fires". lf they don't leave-
my "habitat" alone i'm going to scratch off that last word with my pen-

knife in my handy andy tool kit you give me for Christmas and add the

letters "ers" to that third word!

l'nr Smokey, the bear . . and l'm sure tired today!
Been running all nite just to get me away!
It wasn't a fire that chased me clean out,
But chemical spray from a great big long spout!
I thought it was rain . . . but when I could see,

There it was in the stock-tank . . . and allover me!

I said "What in tarnation!' . . . and I must confess

l've never seen anything quite like this mess!

I wiped out my eyes. . . and I cleaned off my hat. . .

I climbed up a hillside . . . and for a nrinute just sat. . .

I watched that fly-boy turn his "chopper 'around . . .

Don't think he even looked down at the groundl
I thought "My gosh! Sure don't know what he's doin'!"
Kept spraying that stuff bringing chaos and ruin!
I hid by a pine tree and watched him go by.. .

Some got on my fur . . . and some more in my eye!

The pine tree just shivered . . . and its needles fell down!
But by then that "f ly-boy" was half-way to town!
A sycamore yelled . . . and a walnut tree cried,

And the peaches and apple trees laid down and died!

The peas in the garden said "No use in tryin'" . . .

The tomatoes joined in . . . and now they're all dyin'! . . .

The prickly-pear prickles . . . but there are no pears . . .

Where the f ruit ought to be there's nothing but hairs!

The century-plant heard the word "Decompose!"
And broke from its base . . . and turned up its toes!

I headed back up to the mountain again . . .

Then I spied me a group of some wee little men .

They were running around in a circle they'd made . . .

Some in the sun. . and a few in the shade...
The ones in the sun were real easy to see

Since they had a tatoo like the one that's on mel

I heard one of them singing some kind of a song:
"MALARKEY! MALARKEY!" the words went along .

"Just give them more water! There's a drought they all cried,
But the things that were watered just laid down and died!
Don't know what they meant. . . don't make sense to me!

But the coat on the one guy was marked "S.R.P." . . .

He carried a bucket. . . and sometimes he would stop
And leap in the air. . . and say "There's one more drop!"
A few stamped like me came out with an ax

And said "Don't forget to cover our tracks!"
They carried some seeds in their little fat hands. . .

And they said "We'll sprinkle these over the lands!

No one wili know they can't possibly grow
"And the SALT RIVER watershed surely will f low!'
They joined hands in a circle . . and somebody said

They sprayed all this mess on their own watershed!l!!
l'm tired... and I'mdizzy .. half sick and disgusted!
Can't help but think SOMEBODY ought to get busted ! ! I

CALIFORNIA

ln the file marked "California" are many news items, letters and
documents which indicate the use of these chemicals in that state
are unchecked, and flourishing in a "growth stimulated" well tended
garden of outstanding stupidity

The state of California uses 20% of all pesticides in the United
States, including the defoliants 2-4D and 2,4,5-T Yet the mass
ignorance of the state, county and federal officals of these or any
other chemicals, is appalling.

2-4D and 2,4,5-T have and are being sprayed on the watersheds
of California in addition to Picloram; yet no sampling of water on
these sprayed areas surrounding Los Angeles has been done for the
chemicals used, since 1963 when tests showed their presence
before their "water weir" washed away
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Brush areas surrounding Los Angeles have been sprayed with
these chemicals in some cases prior to forest fires, which made the
brush more flammable. The sentence appears in one of the Forest
Service papers "residues well below safe limit of 1 part per million",
yet no limits have ever been established for presence of these
chemicals in water, or food. The results of the tests lor 2-4D and
2,4,5-f from Los Angeles area have not been released, although the
samples were taken 12 months ago. Dieldrin has been found in the
Pasadena water, but this information has been withheld by the
Health Department Although the labels and USDA registration of all
esters formulations of 2-4D and 2,4,5-T forbid their use where they
might contaminate water supplies, they are used on watersheds and
over open reservoirs in violation of this order. This is also a violation
of the restrictions by order of the President's off ice

The National Park Service was not aware these chemicals were
being used by the Forest Service in the Los Angeles area, until they
were alerted in 197O to watch for symptoms of herbicide damage to
plants and animals. Fuel breaks are used occasionally as bridal paths
by persons unaware they have been sprayed Many horses have
aborted, lost weight and hair - or died in the Los Angeles area,
Many paralyzed birds have also been observed in these areas by park

service employees. Analysis of damaged vegetation including pines
show the presence o't 2-4D although the park service has not used it
in the area. (Eaton Canyon Nature Study, Pasadena.) Areas where
the foresters are using them are a direct violation of the ban for they
are not "remote uninhabited areas." The areas are Los Angeles, San

Bernardino, Santa Monica, San Diego, Santa Barbara, Pasadena,
Sacramento and all of California, including Recreation areas

l\lthough there are very strict regulations under the California Ad-
ministrative Code to govern the use of "injurious herbicides" which
includes 2-4D,2,4,5-T and Picloram, the US Forest Service does not
abide by these laws. These regulations recommend spraying under
10 feet above the ground, no more than 5 mph winds, no spraying of
these chemicals from March 15, to October 15, in "hazardous

areas". All of the spraying done by the forest service is during the
prohibited months, and aerial application often requires distances of
hundreds of feet above ground Nor do they rigidly adhere to any of
the cautions on the labels or in their bulletins. I have not found any
USDA members who are aware of the hazards outlined in their own
literature Most of them are not aware of what they are using ln
December, 1969, the State Agriculture Department of California,
banned the use of 91 pesticides, including 64 chlorinated hydro-
carbons, on food crops, and placed restrictions on the use of 1 20

others But no one whom linterviewed in the Forest Service, was
aware of this.

These included aldrin, dieldrin, endrin, lindane and toxaphene
Ouoting the state director of Agriculture, Jerry Fielder; "We are
making sure they are not registered for sale or use in the future
there are suitable alternatives available" But no one cltecked for al-
ternatives anr.! they are still being used "Agent Orange" (2 4D -
2,4,5-Tl, "agent Blue" (cacodylic acid-arsenic compound) and "agent

White" (picloram 2 4Dl as they are called in Vietnarn are also being
used in great quantities by the US Forest Service, althougl't not one
resident of California whom I interviewed, includrng most of the De-

partment of Agriculture personnel, were aware of this. Every Na-

tional forest in California has been sprayed extensively and in
increasing amounts, Jor the past eighteen to twenty years which
strangely enough coincides with the dates when California noticed
an increase in smog and the beginning of what they desrgnate as
"smog damage" to their vegetation, including pine trees. Also, there
has been an increasing number of forest and brush fires since the
inception of this program ln addition to creating a greater f ire hazard
with the presence of dead sprayed bruslr and trees, these chemicals
cause the sprayed dead or live vegetation to become more f lammable
and combustible, and release the deadly "droxir-t" when burned
Since they are oxygen inhibitors, the plant though strll green, would
be under "stress" in its ability to release the oxygen so vital to our
atmosphere and life with the "cleaning system" eliminated, the
pollution increased in plants and man

Almost a yea( later, November 1970, the statewide pesticide
coordinator, John E Swift, wrote a three page letter, grumbling all
the way, of what a great blow to the entire world it would be if these
chemicals are restricted, or eliminated The assininity of his agru
ments for conlinuing the use of DDT and the other chlorinated hydro-
carbons, of which 2-4D and 2,4,5-T are members, was to say that
eliminating them would cause "a very great increase in the cases of
malaria, and other tropical disease " He finished by saying: "lf all
hydrocarbon production is stopped for us in California, an almost
immediate effect will be a severe termite problem" I wonder if he

owns stock in one of the chemical companies, or if he's just upset
because he's in the Agricultural Extension Research Service at the
University of California at Berkeley, and doesn't want the research
funds cut back He sounds like it would be a sudden catastrophe like
the poem:
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"Once a termite saw some wood
He quickly ate all that he could
And that is why my sister May
Fell through the kitchen floor today!"
His letter ended with the sentence "Proper regulation of the

present materials aS is being done in California is much more effec-
tive than outright banning of a chemical " He is evidently unaware
that many of these chemicals were already banned in California He
states that "Persistance of chlordane or other compounds in the soil
under a house, is desirable "

On August 20, 1970, after the hearings in Washington, on
2,4,5-T and restrictions by the President to areas "remote from
habitat ion " after the ban by the US Dept. of lnterior, and
Defense, a letter bearing the signature of "Roy Blomstrom, (USFS),

Division of Timber Management, Chief, Region 5, Sacramento,
Calif " to "Forest Service Supervisors, Region 5" which covers Cali-
fornia, approved for use the following chemicals in the 17 National
Forests in California

2-4D
2,4,5-T
Cacodylic Acid
Endrin
Carbaryl (sevin)
Ca pta n

Stryc h n ine
Morsodren

"Agent Orange" (50-50 mix 2-4D-2,4,5-f l
When I checked the inventory sheets and also chemicals already

used, they included the highly volitile and forbidden Butyl Ether
Esters 90 9% Dow Esteron 2,4,5-T and Dow Esteron 2-4D which
were singled out by the scientists as the ones used so extensively in
Vietnam. The inventory in San Bernardino National Forest whrch
includes Arrowhead, Brg Bear and Cajon, also included 2-4D and
2,4,5-f formulations by Amchem and Thompson-Hayward.

Forest Service records show 2-4D was approved for use in the
Cleveland National Forest (San Diego) in .l 

97O prior to rhe last catas-
trophic fire in that area No one knows how much "Dioxin" could
have been released in the burning

Following are some of the "quotes" contained in the files of the
various offices of the USFS in California:

1 "The department of Agriculture is working closely with HEW
in determining safe tolerance levels for the phenoxy berbicides 2-4D,
2,4,5-I and Silvex (2,4,5-TPl if tolerances are not established (by

Jan. 1, 1971)ALL USES OF THESE MATERIALS WILL BE CAN-
CELLED" (letter from E M Bacon, chairman Pesticide Use Coordina-
ting Committee USFS, under USDA, Washington Office, dated April
2, 1970 AddrESSCd tO ALL REGIONAL FORESTERS, DIRECTORS,

AREA DIRECTORS, AND WASHINGTON OFFICE STAFF of the
USFS ) (No levels were established, but they sprayed anyway, so

they lied.)
2 "Chemical use MUST consider personnel safety, public salety,

environmental safety and USERS MUST ADHERE TO SPECIFICA

TIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS ON THE LABEL " (NONE of them did )

(Minutes of "Forestry Safety Meeting" June 6, 19lO I

3 "The FCPC must review ALL chemical material to be used by

Federal agencies or by others on Federal land which may have
potential of creating residues which could adversely affect the wel-
fare of resource users be they HUMAN OR OTHER." (This could be

a tree, deer or me!) (Letter signed: Forest Supervisor Don Bauer, San
Bernardino, Calif. April 21 , 197O.l'This order was violated

4, Referring to the President's order "remote from human use":
"You may proceed with 2,4,5-T projects within guidelines . "We do

not consrder "human use" as including such use as an OCCAS-
IONAL PERSON(S)WALKING THROUGH A SPRAYED BRUSH FIELD

CONFINE ROADSIDE SPRAYING TO AREAS OF THROUGH TRAFFIC

. THE HUNTER CAMP THAT MAY BE USED SOME WEEKS
AFTER SPRAYING IS NOT CONSIDERED A RECREATION
AREA" (although analysis show it persists for YEARS) (Signed R

Max Peterson, Acting Regional Forester, USFS Region 5, to FOREST

SUPERVISORS AND Division Chiefs, May 8, I970) (Too many
"chiefs" and no lndians atall!)

5. Referring to the use of 2-4D: "As we have no experience with
invert emulsions under our conditions we need to make many

trials this year some require addition of oil we need to
proceed carefully PARTICULAFILY WHERE PINE lS INVOLVED" (l
thought the FS said it wouldn't affect pine ")

"Silvex (2,4,5-TPl is not recommended effective against oaks,
TESTS IN THE WEST HAVE INDICATED IT RESULTS IN MORE
DAMAGE TO CONIFERS (PINES) AND IS NOT AS EFFECTIVE ON

MANZANITA . . AS 2,4,5-f" (Signed: H F Wise, Acting Chief, USFS

Timber Management Region 5 to Forest Supervisors, R5.)
(ln June 1971, the California Dept of Agriculture is considering

granting permission to farmers to spray 5,OOO to 10,O0O acres of
walnut and pecan trees with Silvex (2,4,5-TP ) experimentally
although it is not registered for use on food crops and "no antidote is

known.")

" 1 080"
Methyl Bromide

Chlorodane
Dimethoate

Linda ne

Methyl Bromide

Simazine
Ziram

Ch loropicrim
Thiram

D iazinon
Dactha I

Atrazine
MSMA
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6. "The Washington Office approved the use of following
pesticides for brush and weed control on Southern California
Edison Power Lines and NATIONAL FOREST LANDS. "BROMIC|L
. . ATRAZINE . SIMAZINE 2-4D Paraquat" (Signed: H. F. Wise
for Paul E Neff, Chief, Division Timber Management, USFS, to Forest
Supervisors, San Bernardino National Forest July 17, 1970.)
Attached to this by the forest service is the following information re
"paraquat": ". . considerably more toxic than most herbicides .

number of human fatalities . . suggests degree of hazard
greater than one would conclude from LD/50 alone . . Accidental
wetting of the oral cavity (altho followed by rinsing) resulted in
death. Respiratory exposure to mists has resulted in chest pains and
frontal headaches . . lung is organ showing major effects whether
oral or respiratory registered for use (by USDA) on POTATOES,
SUGAR BEETS, SUGAR BEET TOPS, APPLES, APRICOTS,
CHERRIES, CORN, FILBERTS, GRAPES, LETTUCE, MELONS,
PEACHES, PEPPERS, PEARS, PLUMS, TOMATOES AND WALNUTS"
(Make your own comments to this one.)

7 Referring to an order from the Department of lnterior which
statted "Endrin is no longer recommended . . placed on prohibited
list by Secretary of the lnterior last paragraph in publication
"Forest Animal Damage in California" discussing endrin treated
seed should be deleted." (7/20/19701

A letter signed by Roy Blomstrom, acring Chief, USFS Timber
Management, who also signed the "approval letter" for the pesticide
list. contains this sentence:

,,THIS DOES NOT MEAN WE MUST STOP USING ENDRIN
(Aus 20, 1970 . to FOREST SUPERVTSORS REGTON b )

8 "Guidelines for use of 2,4,5-T NO PROJECTS WILL BE
UNDERTAKEN WHERE THERE IS ANY POSSIBILITY OF DRIFT TO
WATER SURFACES OR TO PLACES WHERE HUMAN OCCUP-
ANCY OR USE OCCURS." (Signed: A. W. Greetey, USFS,
Associate Chief to all Regional Foresters, Directors and Area
Director,4/27/1970.1

9 The ignorance of the California Department of Agriculture rela-
tive to "2-4D and related herbicides" is well expressed in this
sentence signed, D.W Dean, Chief Agricultural Chemicals and
Feeds, addressed to all Agricultural Commissioners in California:
"Areas which may at some time be used as recreation areas should
not be treated if there is a liklihood that persons will contact residues
or be exposed to drift oI 2,4,5-T Areas WHERE PEOPLE WILL NOT
BE PRESENT FOR OVER A MONTH NEED NOT BE CON-
SIDERED AS RECREATION AREAS (WHERE IT WAS CAN_

CELLED NOVEMBER 1,197O, yet it has persisted for as long as six
years!)

The district ranger for the San Bernardino forest, in a letter dated
December 9, 1 970, states:

"2-4D and2,4,5-f is used to kill brush sprouts in fuel breaks, and
type conversions." He also states it is applied aerially, but that the
"rigid use guidelines" insure it does not get to water or people How
he proposes to prevent it when it is sprayed on the watershed, I do
not know.

But the sentence that exposed his ignorance of his subject matter
after having stated they are using 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T in his forest is:
"We use no defoliants."

Maybe his outfit calls them "hormones" But the general in
Vietnam knows better. He calls them "defoliants" and so does the
USDA So do l. This forester mentions the "reddish parasite"
appearing on the trees, and states there are no chemicals yet to
control it. He never sent any of it in for an analysis We did. lt was
growing on the pine trees and it contained 2-4D and Silvex

Another Forester in this same office seems to know even less

about these chemicals. lt is now 18 months after the incident of
Globe, the Forest Service supposedly has been alerted by the USDA
to the hazards of these chemicals, and yet this forester in charge, is
not even aware that 2-4D and 2,4,5-f are of the chlorinated hydro-
carbon familyl

He was not aware of any persistence beyond "2 or 3 weeks" of
these herbicides, yet studies in California showed a persistence of
2-4D in water for 5 yearsl

As lread the copies of four recent letters from members of the
USFS, in California, including a three page contribution signed by the
forest supervlsor of the San Bernardino National Forest, the display
of ignorance of these chemicals is appalling.

A few sentences are: "Lindane is only persistent for 3 years."
"The Beetle population cannot be allowed to multiply unchecked."
"Benefits obtained (by applications of 2-4D and 2,4,5-Tl include:

"increased numbers and varieties of birds, animals and reptiles." Yet
other sources indicate these have diminished greatly And on a field
trip into the foresters forest, we saw only one bird and no animals.

Also mentioned is:
"Scenic irnprovement" - which is an assinine statement. l'm

sure General Abrams, Vietnam, will agree that these chemicals do
not improve the scenery as it turns orange, and brown, and dies.

One forester mentions "decreased water pollution in many
areas." But no analysis of water for the presence of these chemicals
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have been taken in the sprayed areas
This supervisor finished his letter by saying: "Please be assured

we are not asleep on the job." They may not be asleep, but they are
certainly unconscious of what they are doing. And I have not found
one forester in California, or anywhere else, who is aware of the dan-
ger of these herbicides to the forests themselves

How ironic that the Government will now "subsidize" anyone de-

siring to start his own forest! Most of the forest service personnel
are unaware of the hazards of these chemicals and are far less

cautious in their use than is the Department of Defense in Vietnam
Manytimes since June 1969 and the spraying of Globe, my mind

could have accepted much easier the discovery and exposure of a

subversive plot designed by enemy agents against my country than
the realization that most of this frightening damage caused by these
chemicals has been due to a conspiracy of ignorance

ln forest after forest in California I discovered the same basic
facts:

Those in charge were unaware of the hazards of these chemicals
They were unaware of the hearings in Washington.
The personnel applying them had no rigid guidelines, nor did they

follow the very lax policies outlined, nor were they aware of the state
laws.

Records were often inaccurate. Not one forester interviewed was
aware of the chemical makeup of 2-4D and related herbicides or that
they are chlorinated hydrocarbons. Amounts and methods used

varied in different areas for no apparent reasons The mathematical
results obtained to determine the amounts used were mostly
I naccurate

None of the restrictions placed on these chemicals had been
adheared to No one really knew what or where or why they were
using chemicals They were unaware these are economic poisons
No one apparently ever read the labels, or if they did, they proceeded

to violate instructions
ln the San Bernardino National Forest, lwas told by the Forest Re-

source Officer that even under adverse conditions such as spraying
in excessive winds "25 mph" and at extreme height "lOOO ft" above
the ground, these chemicals would not "drift more than one-half
mile", yet their own publications indicate under conditions such as

these, they could drrft for hundreds of miles. lwas shown an area
where 2-4D and 2,4,5-T were supposed to have been used only to
discover it was the wrong area and no one knew what was sprayed
there! Nor did we find the area where the "agent orange" had been

sprayed nor the empty cans which were supposed to be in a

storage yard Herbicides and insecticides were stored together
although this is a violation of the USDA regulations. Other full cans
of identical material to those used in Vietnam (Esteron 99 - Dow)
were lying on their sides in the California sun although labels read
"store in unheated buildings "

Not one of the foresters I interviewed was aware of the amount
of chemicals necessary to kill pine trees or anything else Most of
them were unaware they could damage pines or grass The amounts
being used in every forest lchecked is many times stronger than
necessary to kill both.

When asked how long these chemicals persist in water, their
replies were from "only a few hours" to "a matter of a few days".
Studies show their presence in water after five years in Montebello,
California and Globe, Arizona The watersheds surrounding Los
Angeles have been repeatedly treated with these chemicals. Also
the fuel breaks and trails. Samples of water taken seven years ago

showed contamination with these chemicals None have been taken
srnce.

ln Santa Barbara, California, I obtained photographs from the
Forest Service showing the aerial applications of esters formulations
ol 2-4D and 2,4,5-f directly above the open reservoir. This is a viola-
tion of the USDA registration regulations, whrch forbids their use

where they may contact any supply of water intended for domestic
use, irrigation purposes or stock watering. Their recorded wind
speeds included "12 mph" although regulations state "under six".

A cry of protest against the use of 2-4D and 2,4,5-T by the Depart-
ment of Defense in Vietnam was voiced by American scientists,
American citizens. and nations around the world. Yet these identical
chemicals in identical formulations and at the identical time were
being sprayed on the watersheds of California, and other National
Forests of the United States. Forest Service records of the Los
Padres National Forest disclose that 139,OOO gallons of a mixture of
2-4D and 2,4,5-T were aerially dumped on the watersheds of Santa
Barbara in a 22 day period during one of the restricted summer
months. The strength used was 18 times greater than necessary to
kill mesquite, three times greater than recorded instances of causing
mortality to pines, and twice the recommended rate for destroying
food crops of the enemy in Vietnam.

NONE of the foresters I interviewed were aware these are the
identical chemicals being used against the enemy in Vietnam
carrying the identical labels and registration numbers. Nor were they
aware they were designed during World War ll as chemical bio-
logical weapons of war.
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Most of them were not aware restrictions had been placed on the
use ol 2,4,5-T nor were any of them aware that 2-4D was equally
questionable. They evidently did not comprehend what was meant by

the order "remote from human habitation" for their program
included a five year projected plan to use them on 4O,OOO acres
surrounding Los Angeles, including the watersheds, and recreation
areas.

None of them were aware that "Dioxin" is a contaminant present
in the manufacture of these chemicals and that it can be released at

3O0"C as during a brush or forest fire burning at 750 to 1 OOO.C.

None were aware that Silvex, 2-2,4,5-T and 2,4,5-fP are the
same.

None of them had been furnished with the official USDA report
and analysis finding of the Globe area. This report showed the
presence of "dioxin", the most deadly chlorine compound known, in
addition to residues of the herbicides used The USDA headquarters
had apparently lied to these men with the same arrogance with
which they lied to us and the foresters chose to aid their lying Why
is the Forest Service part of the USDA anyway! Webster's Fifth Ed,,
page 22: Agriculture - 

"The production of crops and livestock on a

farm". Same book page 393: Forestry - 
"The science of caring for

forests". So that makes it pretty plain the forester isn't supposed to
be interested in planting beans, peas, corn and cumquats! He's
supposed to be taking care of the Redwoods in the forest And if he
doesn't stop spraying them with chemicals, he won't have any of
those to take care of either!

These chemicals were applied after the hearings in Washington
lhaven't found one forester yet who can describe the USDA seal,

or tell me what crop is pictured or what the dates are or what they
mean There's a plow and a corn shock and 1862-1889 And the
words are "Agriculture is the foundation of manufacture and com-
merce". Evidently the "manufacture and commerce" have now
swallowed up the agriculture and the interest in taking care of the
forests The research work was done and the research papers pub-
lished for the foresters and those working in agriculture, but the),
evidently do not read their own publications I have two research
papers obtained from the USDA library list. They total just
twenty-eight pages. But if every forester who has used and mis-used
these chemicals 2-4D and 2,4,5-T had read just those two papers,

they would have put these herbacides back on the shelf, and things
wouldn't be in such a mess out there!

They are entitled "Toxicity of Herbicides on Three Northwestern
Conifers". (U.S. Forest Service - Research paper #42 - 1961 , Port-

land, Oregon )And "Herbicide Effects on Douglas Fir and Ponderosa

Pine Seedlings". (Technical paper #1521 , School of Forestry, Oregon
State University - 1961.)

Following are some of the statements from these two USFS

papers that describe their f indings in experimental work conducted

on pines and other "conifers" with 2 4D and releited herbicides in-
cluding 2,4,5-T:

"2-4D more toxic to pines than 2,4,5-I" (not one forester I inter-
viewed was aware of this)

"Unlike sugar pine which is susceptible in autumn, Ponderosa
pine is not".

"Results are inconsistent"
"One tree killed immediately, the others so damaged and killed

back, they will not recover"
"ln summer treatments, 2-4D in a water carrier killed ALL PINES

sprayed with the solution".
When I interviewed Dr. Tschirley during the Senate hearings, I

asked if the failure of the Forest Service in Globe to mix the
herbicide with oil as directed and their substitution of water in viola-
tion of the label instructions might cause it to be more concentrated
as the water would quickly evaporate and also whether the oil was
added as a weight factor to help prevent drift. Although I had already
verif ied these deductions with several applicators, hrs reply had been

that the oil would have caused it to drift, and that the only reason oil
was recommended was to make the herbicide "more effective" But

he lied
ln case one of the foresters might decide to read this book since

they don't read their own, the amounts being used in the experi-
ments on these pines and conifers were "1/z to 1 and 1/z lb per acre

- 100 gallon of water or water and oil mix" low volitile 2-4D and
2,4,5-r.

The mixture in Globe was 2 to 12 lb. in 71/zgallons water. Some
was low volitile, some hi volitile, but their USDA bulletin states that
when the temperature reaches 89 degrees, both of them are highly
volitile Arizona in the summer time is well above 89 degrees

"lf it's summertime, and the herbicides are mixed with water,
and the conifer is a fir, there is more damage with 2,4,5-T than
2-4D."

"lf it's summertime, and the herbicides are mixed with oil, and

the conifer is a fir, there is more damage with 2-4D than 2,4,5-T."
Another quote, same paper: "Neither chemical suitable in the

summer".
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Yet the summertime is when the Forest Service has done their
spraying in the National Forests. The conclusion in this experiment
was:

"All spray treatments produced unacceptable amounts of damage
and mortality". The second paper is an accounting of results from
using "one, two, and four lb. per acre"

More quotes:
"lnadequate information available re susceptibility of conifers,.,
"Ponderosa pine more severly damaged than Douglas f ir in spring

and early summer".
(Most of the "damaged pines" in Arizona and California are

Ponderosa".) This next conclusion would have required only logic,
not an experiment:

"At higher rates, damage begins to appear more consistently,,.
Their concluding sentence: "We must continue cautiously . ',

The photographs of herbicide damaged trees in these studies
resemble those in our area. The symptoms which they list are those
which have been appearing all over the National Forests in
California since the inception of their herbicide spray programs, but
which they have tried to blame on "smog " Rather than their not
being able to see the forests for the trees, it's a case of not seeing
the dying trees for the chemicals

Analysis of damaged trees in National forests have shown the
presence ol 2-4D,2,4,5-f and Silvex in areas where they have not
been used for years lt was found in the swollen branches, the bark,
the orange colored needles and the enlarged pine cones, from our
forest in Globe and in the pines and Eucatyptus in a park in
Pasadena.

When the forest service was not practicing the chorus of ,,kill the
chapparal and plant grass", they were learning all the stanzas of
"Only smog can kill trees" Not one of them could or would describe
the symptoms of herbicide damage on a pine tree, but the symptoms
they attribute to smog are: "orange colored needles needles drop
off sometimes the trees get new needles sometimes it dies,,
These symptoms to my "very well trained in herbicide damage" eyes
describe the effect 2-4D and 2,4,5-f have on pine trees Add to that
the "over supply of pine cones twisted branches seeds fail to
germinate" and the picture is complete One of their own papers
tells of the head forester suspecting 2-4D as the killer in one of his
forests. Five years later, the researchers decided to find out and
sure enough! "lt was concluded to be 2-4D " No "surmises,'or
"perhaps" or "maybes". 2-4D killed them.

Either the foresters do not know or will not admit to knowing that
plants sprayed with these hormone chemicals often undergo
chemical changes which make them attractive to animals and
insects. This can often prove fatal to the animal eating the treated
vegetation Many forms of insects are also attracted to the treated
foliage or trees which they eat.

These are hormones and stimulate the female The lady
gall-wasp, being the sexy thing she is, then goes on a real
"sex-binge" and lays eggs everywhere, and this helps to wipe out
whatever might have survived.

The damn stuff has been sprayed in every National Forest in
California and the rest of America. No signs are posted to tell anyone

where, when or what. Now the USDA has chosen to caution only a

certain segment of humanity, females of "child bearing years", abotlt
one chemical known as 2,4,5-T They do not even give a reason why
it might be dangerous. One reason is if this "female of child bearing
years" happensto be pregnant and should go on a picnic in the Red-

wood Forest and sits down on a herbicide treated log to eat her tuna
sandwich, she might lose her baby. But the USDA would probably

say it's the mercury in the tunal Nor do they post signs or restrict
areas where any of these chemicals are used in National Forests

Nor do they hang up any signs in sprayed areas telling young

males these might just change their outlook on any future sex-life as

they are hormones Or advise the older males wandering through
the bushes that these chemicals might be a contributing factor as to
why fishing at the lake or hunting in the woods isn't much fun any-
more, and a weekend trip to Las Vegas sounds more than dull . it
sounds impossible!

At one time I believed the misuse by the Forest Service of these
chemicals was due to ignorance of their hazards This was one more

illusion they brutally dispelled. The Forest Service with the approval
of the USDA is continuing their use on rangeland and National
Forest land. Farmers are continuing their use on crops Their former
lack of knowledge I could understand although it was inexcusable.
But their present attitude and refusal to recognize the dangers
involved is unforgivable and unacceptable The symbol which the
forester wears on his sleeve becomes a mockery as he helps to
destroy the very trees for which it stands

We have become increasingly aware that the Forest Service and
other Department of Agriculture members continue to expose a

stubborn arrogance in their attempts to alibi their misuse of these
chemicals. But their ignorance has outshone even their arrogance
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More "items of interest" especially for herbicide-saturated and
forest-fire damaged California: "Experiments carried on with
plant desicant chemicals 2-4D and 2,4,5-T to AID BURNING. To get
proper consumption of chapparal fuels, A CROWN FIRE lS RE-

OUIRED. BURNING CONDITIONS MUST THUS BE ON THE "HIGH"
OR "DANGEROUS" SIDE TO GET DESIRED RESULTS."

,,MAIN TOOLS NOW INCLUDE NAPALM GRENADES, GRENADE
I-AUNCHERS, VERY PISTOLS, FUSEES, HAND HELD BUTANE
TORCHES AND ELECTRICALLY DETONATED GRENADES". (Source:
quotes from paper presented at Tall Timbers fire ECOLOGY confer-
ence, Tallahassee, Florida, March 1968, as written by J. J. Baldwin,
Forester, USFS, Tonto National Forest. And for all this damn destruc-
tion of more than 5OO0 acres, he states they increased the range
herd from "2O wild cattle" to 2OO, although the official report shows
there are 18,OOO less cattle on the Tonto than there were 1O years
ago!)

"All shrubs except shrub live oak were killed with basal applica-
tion of mixture ol 2-4D, and2,4,5-T . . " (USFS Research note RM-98
1 968)

"lt was decided to SPRAY six weeks ahead of burning with mix-
ture 2-4D and 2,4,5-T by helicopter . . although this might not be an
ideal treatment in Arizona.

"By the end of August treated leaves HAD DRIED TO ABOUT
1O% MOISTURE whereas UNTREATED LEAVES CONTAINED MORE
THAN 90% . . THE TREATED STRIPS WERE BURNED AS PLANNED .

THE ADJACENT UNTREATED AREAS APPEARED RESIS-
TANT TO FIRE . . Considerable variation in flammability was noted
on the sprayed strips . SHRUB LIVE OAK . BURNED WELL .

MOUNTAIN MAHOGANY AND THE MANZANITAS WERE LESS
FLAMMABLE . . combination of spraying (first) and (then) burning
PRODUCED A 93% REDUCTION IN LIVE BRUSH COVER . . EMORY
OAK AND SHRUB LIVE OAK AND WRIGHT'S SILK TASSLE
APPEARED TO BE FLAMMABLE . . (Source: by Lindenmuth Jr., and
G. E. Glendening, Research Foresters, 6th annual Watershed Sympo-
sium, Sept. 19, 1962.)

So they were quite aware these chemicals could make the
sprayed vegetation burn faster in the Mountains of California before
they continued to apply them in 1970 before the big f ires and in
1971. (USDA REG. #359-158 "DO NOT BURN AFTER SPRAYING AS
FUMES ARE POISONOUS")

Nor is any mention made of the release of the deadly dioxin when
sprayed vegetation is burned.

The hour is late. . but the urgent need remains to add these final
evidences of the wholesale ignorance of herbicides existing in great

abundance in the beautiful but dying state of California.
Following are random notes taken from a conversation with the

forester, Mr. Reveal, of the Cleveland National Forest in a

telephoned interview June 29, 197'l , as the USFS forges ahead in
their plans to spray herbicides in spite of the hundreds who pro-

tested their plan in San Diego.
ln answer to my questions concerning rules or importance of air

temperature, height above ground for aircraft while spraying:
"State code says five feet above the ground . we'll fly close to

the ground but he's got to maintain about 50 or 60 feet above ground

in order to get coverage."
"State code for hazardous chemicals (includes 2-4D, etc ) in the

hazardous Central Valley is 80 degrees or six hours after sunrise NO

MATTER WHAT THE TEMPERATURE IS "
Me: Would the chemical be more volitile at higher temperatures?
He: I imagine they would volitilize faster oil rnore volitile at 80

than at 60. I don't know whether 5 degrees is critical or not (Me: it
is for at 89 degrees, low volitile can become high volitile (USDA

Bulletin No.2183))
He: "Get yourself so that the helicopter's between you and the

sun and you can see that spray form little rainbows around the edge

of the prop . . you can watch the stuff and see what happens to it "

When I asked if any residue studies had or were being made:

He: "We don't have the personnel, directions or scientific
capability to do this kind of stuff "

Relative to my inquiry of poisonous plants becoming edible once

sprayed:
He: "All I know about 2-4D is if you put it on sagebrush, YOU

HAVE AN AWFUL TIME KEEPING THE COWS FROM EATING IT BE.

CAUSE THEY JUST LOVE THE STUFF. (One more violation or a

couple of them )

Me: Whose ranch land is involved in this spray area?

He: "Corte Madera Ranch . it's a big corporation owned by a

bunch of rich guys. They've used herbicides already this summer "

Me: "Have any of the rancher's, or county board of supervisors or
private water user's cooperated on any of your projects?

He: "that's right. . we've done that sort of thing down here . we
have a co-op with the county, and Dept. of Agriculture, and one of

the local ranchers . . never been able to interest f lood control people

. we have one project in Orange county that one of the water
districts is in on.. it's for watershed protection . . they're supplying
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part of the funds. . 50-50 split of local and federal money. ."
Regarding the special insurance required lor 2-4D:
He: "The forest service doesn't have any way to buy insurance for

its operations, but it's responsible."
He: "Contract for spray job is signed with Western Helicopters,

Rialto . . they have two rigs . both have been working all spring long

they come on down from Santa Barbara, Los Padres National
forest and are spraying the San Bernardino and now they're
coming on down here to use the same chemicals .lost one of their
helicopters in Santa Barbara wrecked it . hopefully they'll get

another'copter down so we can get this thing over with . . "

To my question for the list of "experts":

He: "l guess there's no such thing as an expert . ."
He could only list two, our ex-ranger, Don Bolander who may

know a lot about ranching but very little about herbicides and
"Dr. Harvey in the EXPERIMENTAL STATION AT BERKLEY AND
DAVIS . . ." He's the one on the panel who wasn't aware that it was
necessary to apply these chemicals more than once!

He: "Agriculture Department has a guy that handles the
chapparal (with herbicides) along ALL THE ROADS AND HIGHWAYS
lN SAN DIEGO COUNTY . . STATE HIGHWAY DEPT. USES 2-4D and
2,4,5-T in brush areas . . State parks don't use any herbicides. "

Samples of soil and water of areas to be sprayed have been taken
. . but not run yet.

Samples of the chemicals in the cans to be used have been taken
but no tests have been run on those, either, for dioxin or anything

else.
He: "We put the soil samples in cold storage and we're not going

to run them unless we have to . ."
Me: "But your supervisor said he was going to have the results of

all these things before you spray
He: "Well our main guide on this thing would be the Water

Ouality Control Board and the boys at Corvallis " (Me: then forget
it, kids , . for they're both old hands at manipulating the truth!!)

Me: "You realize there ARE NO PUBLIC HEALTH STANDARDS
FOR THESE CHEMICALS?

He: ,,YES, THAT,S RIGHT ,,

ln answer to my question as to why they stated (erroneously) that
"1 ppm dioxin" had been established as permissible in these
chem icals

He: ,,IT,S JUST A SORT OF A THING THAT DOW CHEMICAL AND
THESE OTHER PEOPLE SAY THEY CAN MANUFACTURE THIS WITH
ONLY THIS MUCH IN IT. ."

To my inquiry as to whether this spray job had been cleared with
the Washington offices of the Environmental Protective Agency:

He: "We have one letter from the director of Forest Pest Control,
and one letter from the local Water Ouality Control Board, signed by

Mr. O'Leary, and the State Health Department by Kirkham W.
Campbell."

I asked about the "remote areas", remembering the Washington
directive that sprayed areas were to be "remote from areas of
human habitation": To my question of the distance to the closest in-
habited area or home:

He: "There's one farm, about a quarter of a mile, and its aboul 1/z

mile to "Pine Valley". lt's a typical MOUNTAIN RECREATION AREA,
THERE'S A PICNIC AREA, AND A MOTEL, COUPLE OF REST-

AURANTS, BUNCH OF HOUSES, AND A CAMPGROUND OR TWO,
AND PINE TREES, YOU GO DOWN from 5OOO to about 35OO . .

They're in the valley . . ."
Me: "Closest crop area?

He: "About a mile"
To my question whether herbicides had

area that burned in I 970.
He: "THAT HAD BEEN PARTIALLY CONVERTED lN 1962 and the

Extension Experiment station had some herbicide treatment plots
there . . the amount of herbicides on the Cottonwood Watershed last
15 years pretty minimal"

Me: "Have you ever checked your pine trees FOR THE PRESENCE

OF HERBICIDES?''
He: ,,NO, WE WATCH THEM FOR SMOG WE DON,T KNOW WHY

WE SHOULD CHECKTHEM FOR HERBICIDES" (One more "forester"
who didn't know the right answer. . .)

Me: "Do you know the rate necessary to kill a pine tree? Or to
damage it?"

He; "NO I DON'T. . . BUT I KNOWWE USE LOTS OF 2-4D ..."
But he didn't know that less than half the amount he is planning

to use "1/z mile from the pine covered recreation area" can kill the
conifers! And he didn't know the symptoms of herbicide damaged
pi-ne trees are the IDENTICAL SYMPTOMS HE',S BEEN ATTRIBUTING
TO SMOG!

And now l'm reading the label of the numbers he gave me: USDA
#464-201 Dow Esteron 99 . . . "DO NOT APPLY AERIALLY TO OR

OTHERWISE PERMIT TO COME IN CONTACT WITH VEGETABLES,
FLOWERS, GRAPES, FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTALS, COTTON, OR

OTHER DESIRABLE PLANTS . . . MAY INHIBIT SEED GERMINATION
. . DO NOT CONTAMINATE IRRIGATION WATER, DITCHES OR

ever been used on the
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WATER USED FOR DOMESTIC PURPOSES "
These are only a few of the restrictions they are violating. But

they didn't read the label on the can, and they didn't have one in
their office. Maybe they should try getting theirs where I got mine,
from the General's out-fit in Vietnam... he has a lot left over since
he outlawed it over there

This forester assured me (and others) that approval for this pro-
ject by the National Pesticide Committee had been obtained. When I

insisted on proof, the only documents he was able to furnish were
copies of three letters, one from the San Diego Health Department
containing the sentence: "THE AREAS (fO BE SPRAYED) ARE ON

THE WATERSHEDS OF EL CAPITAN AND MORENO RESERVOIRS,

WHICH SERVE AS SOURCES OF DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY" A
SECOND LETTER FROM THE SAN DIEGO WATER OUALIry CON-
TROL BOARD contained the sentences: "The use of herbicides as
discussed (2-4D, 2,4,5-T and 2-4D-T\ appears reasonable. This
SPRAYING PROCEDURE IS TO BE REPEATED EACH YEAR OR

EVERY OTHER YEAR AS NECESSARY " The third letter dated May 4,
1971, was NOT from the "National Pesticide Committee" either, but
from the director of Forest Pest Control, and sent to the ex-ranger
from Globe, Arizona. The opening sentence read "The program
review panel working group on pesticides DID NOT OUESTION YOUR

EMERGENCY REOUEST FOR EXTENSION OF 2-4D, 2-4DP, and
2,4,5-T USES ON THE CLEVELAND AND SAN BERNARDINO NA-
TIONAL FORESTS."

The only enclosure besides these three letters was a "Bill for
Collection" for $1 .25 for "sale of photocopies" marked "paid".

Whatever respect I may have retained for an agency known as
the "United States Forest Service" was wiped out when several of
my files disappeared at the forest service meeting in San Diego,
June, 1971, when thousands of California residents were
represented at a protest hearing against the proposed spraying of
the Cleveland Forest. These files were taken without my know-
ledge by the forest service member whose rude behavior to me
during the meeting was inexcusable. He returned only part of them
to me a month later. The letter accompanying them was an attempt
by this man to convince me my records were "accidentally" taken by

him to San Francisco, where they remained for three weeks prior to
notifying me. The tactics employed by this man, Grant A. Morse,
CHIEF, Division of lnformation and Education, USFS, San
Francisco, strikes a new blow and a new low, not only for the forest
service in California. but for the rest of America.

ln spite of the protests lodged, including those by the Sierra Club.

Aubodon Society, and 38O,OOO signatures of California residents to
have these chemicals banned in the entire state, Mr Kenton Clark,

Supervisor, USFS, Cleveland National Forest, San Diego, removed

his hand from his heart, closed his eyes and his ears and his

mind... and sprayed anyway

"F.O.1.A."

"l have always believed that freedom of information is so vital

that only the national security, not the desire of public officials or

private citizens, should determine when it must be restricted."
These were the words of President Johnson when he signed into

law the "Freedom of lnformation Act", July 4, 1967. (F O I A.)

But the USDA (and many other government agencies) not only

violates this law, but uses the law itself to withhold information, if

they so desire, from private citizens of the United States, although

other government agencies and certain special interest groups are

given preferential access to any information they desire lnstead of

this being a great weapon for justice, the USDA has reshaped it into

a club in an effort to intimidate those brave enough to challenge

them.
One ol the provisions included in this law is:

"no disclosure is required of investigative f iles compiled for law

enforcement purposes except to the extent available by law to a

private party."
The USDA has learned by heart the first four words, and deleted

all else, including the original design and present meaning of this

Act. When a government agency wishes to withhold information, all

that becomes necessary is to shove it in a brown envelope, bearing

the stamp of that poor eagle with his eyes shut and flying backwards,

place a rubber stamp somewhere under his tail feathers that leaves

the word "classified" ... and close his ears and conscience to the

request. lt ruffles their feathers less than the eagle's to tell them

they are in violation of the "F.O.l.A " for they don't give a damnl To

my knowledge, less use is made of this law than the one which

states lcan no longer tie my horse to the lamp post by the court

house. Most people don't even know it exists. and those who do,

won't make use of it. Where are all those brave news men? Thank

God they keep dragging out the truth (in spite of Spiro) but why don't
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they grab that "FOIA" law in their right hand, their typewriter in

their left, and sue somebody?
The parrot phrases of the USDA are ringing in my ears . "sorry,

our general counsel has instructed us not to give out any informa-
tion about herbicides to anyone anywhere." Yet they share their
secrers with SALT RIVER PROJECT, State Land Department, Game
and Fish, Health Department, Range Management, and Dow
Chemical" Even the General in Vietnam and the one in Washington
supplied answers to my questions. But not that USDA bunch!
Herbicide information, USA, is NOW "classified"!

P S. We knew these were biological war weapons, but maybe the
USDA has now added a few new ingredients even the Adjutant
General didn't know about and that's why they're "classified"!

SUE THE BASTARDS !

This particular chapter was written by circumstance, not by
choice. lreview the incidents which have made this action
necessary:

On October 27, 1969, a letter was sent by the president of a

national organization, to Mr. Hardin, Secretary of Agriculture,
requesting his comments or knowledge of the spraying in Globe
When no reply or acknowledgement of this letter was received by
November 21, 1969, a second letter was sent to Mr, Hardin.

On December 15, 1969, a delayed response was written from
Secretary Hardin's office, containing such phrases as "program
based on many years of experience"; "Pinal Mountain project was
not unique"; "manipulation to improve wildlife habitat", "reduce fire
hazard", "enjoyment and safety of hikers, campers and hunters",
"treatment (in Globe) accomplished by experienced and qualif ied
applicator under direction and supervision of the Forest Service",
"no wind in excess of 16 mph recorded during the period of
application" (regulation recommends under 6 mph); "no private
property included"; "actual application confined to project area "
"Silvex only herbicide used"; "water tests all indicate Silvex content
well below Federal State approved tolerance level." (There are no
tolerance levels established for Silvex, 2-4D or 2,4,5-T in water )

These statements indicated the complete ignorance of the subject
matter, by the writer - or he lied!

On January 6, 1970, a brief reply was addressed to the National
organization, by someone in Mr Cliff 's office lt read:

'"Secretary Clifford M Hardin has asked us to acknowledge
receiptof your December 26, 1969 letter to him, relating to the Pinal
Mountain Project, Tonto National Forest Also please consider this
an acknowledgement of your December 19, 1969 letter to us on the
same matter.

"A fully responsive reply will be forthcoming when the detailed
information requested has been assembled." Sincerely, etc

The signature is unreadable, but it appears above the name of
Edward P. Cliff, Chief of Forestry, USFS - USDA.

ln February 1970, I was informed by the Regional Headquarters
of the Forest Service in Alburquerque that a "fully responsive reply"
had been prepared by them and sent to Cliff's office February 5,

197O, for clearance by his department.
Two months later it still had not been received.
On April 7, 1970, the regional office of the Forest Service in

Albuquerque, verified the fact in writing that the "fully responsive"
reply had been written and was "delayed" in the Chief's office in
Washington

On April 18, 197O, the national organization again wrote to the
Regional office, since no reply had as yet been received from Hardin,
or Cliff's office.

This date was after the Senator Hart hearings in Washington
which disclosed the extreme hazards of these poisons lt was after
the Department of Defense banned the use of "Orange" which is
2-4D and2,4,5-f , in Vietnam; it was after the Department of lnterior
indicated they would be banned on all lands under their jurisdiction.

On April 27,197O, lpersonallyworded a letter to Chief Cliff. The
first paragraph read: "Since you are evidently reluctant or unable to
give any direct answers to the national organization letters, I have

composed a new list of questions which I am directing to you They

are condensed where possible, to "yes" or "no" or multiple choice
answers. lam sure by now these answers should be available I

shall expect your reply as quickly as possible
On May 26, 197O there was still no reply to any questions asked

by anybody. So lcalled the "Chief's" office. I then received a letter
condensed to half a page, from the "acting Chief" which said: "The

information is not assembled in this office or at our regional head-
quarters". (Only Hardin and God knew where it was, I guess!)

He stated although "any citizen has access" to the information,
they were unable to furnish it to me because it would cost too much

to do so! He also suggested I contact the "Regional Forester in
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Albuquerque" who would be glad to "furnish the information" which
lwanted. Whereupon, lpicked up the phone, called the "Chief's"
office in Washington and by cleaning up my language a little, but not
my temper, I suggested that one of them trot into Hardin's, or Cliff's,
or the President's office, look up file #2240" in Washington, and he
would dlscover that the "regional forester" in Albuquerque had
already written a reply to all the damn questions four months ago,
and that it was sitting there waiting for somebody to put it back in
one of those envelopes that has the Eagle with his eyes shut
stamped in the right top hand side of the envelope, and mail it to me!
While I had the "Chief's" office, lad-libbed a lot of other grievances
against their entire ineff icient, bungling, arrogant, domineering, pro-
crastinating outfit.

And we sued. There will probably be a lot more entries in File
#2240 before it becomes a memory

It is now December, 197O Eighteen months since the "last
spray" in Globe. Thcse questions, asked more than a year ago, have
never been answered

ln direct violation of the Freedom of lnformation Act, and in spite
of a letter stating "any citizen has access to it", our request for
answers to these and any other questions has been denied

I received a letter in June, 1970, fronn the Regional Forester
stating they had been advised by "counsel" in Washington not to
release any information "regarding application work or chemicals on
any pesticide project. "

But Pollyanna didn't give up. lknew 50 samples had been taken
by the foresters of soil, water, plants, and contents of chemical cans.
lasked for these results Again lwas denied: "Our legal counsel has
advised that Forest Service employees should not give any
information regarding any spray project to anyone". Signed,
Deputy Forest Supervi sor.

lf I ever had any twinge of regret that the hurt, and anger and loss
which we have suffered forced us to take legal action for protection
against a branch of our government, it has long since been forgotten,

I wrote no letter to the Secretary of Agriculture, Mr Hardin, to
accompany the copy of our claim for 41/z million dollars in damages.
lnstead, lsent with it a tape recording, which has since been
referred to as "the largest claim ever submitted to the Government
to the tune of poetry and music!" The opening remarks were "you
could reach over and turn off this tape, but you won't, for you'll
probably want to hear what l'm going to say".

My remarks were addressed to Secretary Hardin, USDA , Chief
Cliff, USFS, Lee DuBridce, Science Advisor to the President. and to

President Nixon, if he cared to listen
A partial transcript of this tape follows:
"l am not speaking to you about Vietnam but about the United

States of America and your continuing to allow the use of 2-4D or
2,4,5-T or Silvex on rangelands, forests, and food crops

"All three have been proven hazardous and deforming I cannot
help but wonder how helpless a mother in Vietnam must feel when
she can't even complain to you about these chemicals as I am able to
do

"You know as well as l, Mr Hardin, that the order to restrict the
use of 2,4,5-T in America to "rights of way and rangeland," is totally
meaningless, while still permitting the use oI 2-4D and Silvex

"And since these chemicals can drift for hundreds of miles, where
are your "unpopulated areas" for application, Mr Hardin, or Mr,
DuBridge, or Mr Finch, or Mr Hickel or President Nixon?

"The clisappointment which lfeel in finding such feet of clay in
high places has added to a general disillusionment with your entire
department

"The shock of this was great at first, but after living with this
knowledge for several months, and having it driven home deeper
and deeper, I have become accustomed to it, although I do not accept
rt.

"Who kept the Bionetics repori so secret? Was it you, Mr Hardin?
Was it you, Mr Finch? Or was the laboratory itself afraid to disclose
their findings? lt was known as early as 1965 that these chemicals
could deform, why weren't these findings released? Where is your
"uncontaminated" 2,4,5-f , or 2-4D or Silvex, since it has been
shown to be impossible to manufacture these chemicals without the
presence of "contami nants"?

"Where are you going to spray the highly contaminated kind
already stored in your warehouse, since a Department of Defense
order states it may no longer be used in VietnamT Did any of you

who are responsible for disernminating information for which we
pay, ever tell the Forest Service, or the BIA or the BLM or even the
Army Corps of Engineers what you knew about these chemicals in
1 945, or 1 965, or even in 1 970? That they were designed as
biological weapons of war, that they could paralyze, cripple and
destroy? Or didn't you know about these things eitherT

"Didn't any of you bother to check on the progress of the tests
begun in 1963 and which cost us three and one half million dollars?

"l am not a scientist, nor a doctor dealing in teratogenicity, nor a

chemist analyzing synergistic effects, but ldidn't need to be to
realize it is abnormal for animals to suddenly die, or for birds to be
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patalyzed, or for guinea pigs to be born with only one eye,
"lt didn't take a chemical or ecological genius to conclude that if

these chemicals were still present in water, plants, soil, food crops,
end in me, then they must be restdual, for it is alrnost a year since
they were sprayed, but they are still here. And if they are residual
and poisonous, why did you register them, Mr Hardin when no

tolerance levels had been established And how can you cancel
2,4,5-f on food crops for which it was never registered? Or restrict
the use of these chemicals on water when they were never
registered for use on domestic water in the first place? How can you

say it is all right to use on rangeland where cattle or sheep or goats
are feeding, and not worry about the residues which accumulate in
the anirnals tissues and fat and milk? Or don't you plan to eat any
meat, or drink any milk, or eat any vegetables, or go for a ride in the
country, or sit in the Iorests where they are sprayed, or visit a

wilderness area where it has drifted, or use any of the water that
runs into the streams and wells and lakes and rivers from the con-
taminated watersheds?

"Maybe all of you are just going to sit in Washlngton, with your
doors and your windows and your minds closed, and hope these
chemicals don't drift your way

"lf there were no other way to accomplish what you pretend you

are accomplishing with these chemicals, then possrbly even I would
try more caref ully to weigh the "Do Nots", bLrt f ire was nature's
original means of "control", not chemicals. Possibly one of our first
mistakes was eliminating the lndian with his instrnctive knowledge
of working with Nature

"Fire is clean and honest, it is not something to be feared, but to
be respected Onlywhen man fails to respect it, or use it wisely does
it become his enemy

"l have studied the principles and teachings of Frank Lloyd Wright,
and learned to express them in the designs which I have created, his
basic principles were often referred to as "Natural Building" or
integral building, which means "wholeness" and honesty and a
"oneness" with everything there is. He believed the highest quality a

building or a man could possess, was integrity lt rs a rarer quality
even than Truth, for truth just of itself is often useless Many men
possess the knowledge of truth, but unless they are willing to pay the
price for putting this truth into action, it benefits no one, noteven
themselves.

"Fire as nature intended it, possesses integrity. . these chemicals
do not. . .

"l gave my word that I would do all within my power in whatever

time is left to lne, to see that these things which are wrong are

stopped. I gave my word to an old man of 84 whose orchards and

crops are gone, and to a Mexican who turned in a pitiful claim of

$45O.OO for the loss of his trees and gardens, and it was denied' I

gavemywordtothetreesthatareleft,andtotheArizonadesert
which I love, and I will keep that word

"Because lam a realist, I have reduced the hurt to the only terms I

believe can be understood by those who would continue with these

plans of desecration anywhere in the world, And since as Dr. Bailey,

USDA has so eloquently stated, it must be for "economic reasons"' I

now present the extent of my damage economically in terms of a
monetary figure. This figure is far short of the actual loss I could

express and while it will never cause me to forget what has

happened, it may help you to remember. . ."
The tape was brought to a close with the following poem,

complete with organ music in the background, played by my husband'

This be my prayer, I ask tonight, Oh God!

Bring backthe flowers. . . and start my world anew. ' .

Help move the rocks! l'll use what strength I have . . .

Don't let me fail in what I have to do!

Touch my heart with faith again I pray . . .

And let there be new vision for my eyes . . .

Oh! Let the rivers f ind the ocean wide!
And put a rainbow in my tear-swept skiesl
The little blue-bird missed mytrouse this Spring . . .

So cold the leaves, so still the flowers now dying . . .

The song my heart sang was so very loud

That I forgot that eyes are made for crying . . .

The song the pine sings is a loud lament. .

The naked earth will reach her arms in vain

I will avenge each needless useless death . . .

And share within my heart their silent pain
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"Toxicity of Herbicides on Three Northwestern Conifers,,_Research
Paper #42-US ForestService, USDA, portland, Oregon_1 961

"Observations on Domestic Animals Exposed to Herbicide Spray
2-4D, 2,4,5 -f a nd Da lapon "-North Central Weed Control Conference
Proceedings- 1 958

"Crop Growth in Soils after Herbicidal Treatments"-Bovey et al-p 679
1 967

"GallsSimilartoCrown Galland Nematode lnlury Producedby 2 4D"-
Research Paper No 385, ldaho Agriculturerl Exp Sta, Moscow,
ldaho- 1 955

"Canada Announces Restrictions on Use of 2.4,51"-Food Chemical
News-May 25,19-7O

"USDA Preparing Proposed FlFRAAmendment"-Food Chemical News
June22, 19-7O

"Another Herbicide on The Black List"-Nature Vol 226 April 25, '19-7O

"PollutionbyOrganicChemicals"-Science-Vol 1 70, No 3957-Oct 30,
1 970

"2,4,5-f"-FDA Fact Sheet-US Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare,
Washington, D C -April 1 970

"Summary of Registered Agricultural Pesticide Chemical Uses" Vol
r-usDA-'t968

"Control of Shrub Live Oak with granular and pelleted Herbicides"
Western Weed Control Conference-1 962

"Controlled Burning of Arizona Chapparal" 6th Annual Watershed
Symposium, Sept 18, 1 962

"Changes in Grass Production on Ungrazed Converted Chapparal"-
(US Forest Service RM-98) 1968

"Chapparal-Still a Problem"-Dr Fred Tschirley, USDA-1 954
"Chapparal Conversion on the Tonto National Forest"-Tall Timbers
Fire Ecology Conference-March 1 968, Tallahassee, Florida.
"Ecological Effects of the War in Vietnam"-American Association for

the Advancement of Science, O riens and / Pf eift er -Vol. 1 68, Science
May 1, 1 970

"The Occurence and Significance of Pesticide Residues in Wild
Animals"-New York Academy of Sciences, Vol 1 6O-Article 1 -June
1 969

"Official FDATolerences" Nat'l Agric ChemicalsAssoc Vol 28, No 3
February 1 970

"Organochlorine Pesticides in the Environment"-Special Scientif ic Re-
portWildlife No 1 l9-US Depr of the lnrerior-Oct 1968

"Restricting the Use of Phenoxy Herbicides"-Nov 197O-Economic Re
search Service, USDA-Nov 1970

"Monitoring Agricultural Pesticide Residues 1965-1967"-Agric Re-
search Ser -USDA-July 1969
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''Pesticides in Soil"-"A Limited study conducted in 1965 in seven
Eastern States "-Pesticides Monitoring Journal, US Dept of HEW
December 1 967

"Summary of Presentations by the Herbicide Assessment cornmission
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,,
(a study of South Vietnam) Gold Room, pick_Congress Hotel, Dec
29,1970

"Herbicides and lnternational Law"-statement by George Bunn. for
merly General Counsel, U S Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency and Alternate U S Representative to the Geneva Disarma_
ment Conference, December 29, i97O

"The Degradation Kinetics of an Ester of silvex and the persistence of
Silvex in Water and Sedrment" Weed Science_March 21, 1969

"Plants, People and Polrtics"-plant Science Bulletin_March 1970
"A prelrminary Evaluation of the Hazards of 2,4,5_f in the Forest

Environment" U S Forest Service, USDA, Corvallis. Oregon, Feb
1 970

"Health Aspects of Pesticides"-U S Dept of Health, Education and
Welfare-April 1970

"Effects oI 2,4,5-T on Man and the Environment., Hearings before
the Subcommittee on Energy, Natural Resources anci the Environ
ment of the Committee on Commerce_U S Senate_91st Congress
Serial 9"1 -60-April 1 970

"Pesticides Monitoring Journal"-(FCpC)-Federal Committee on pesr
Control-June, Dec I969

FDA Papers-Sept, Ocr 1969
Library List No 87 (published Aprrl 196g) by the U S Dept of Agri

culture entitled "The Toxicity of Herbicrdes to Mammals, Aquatrc
Life, soil Mrcroorganisms, Benef icrar lnsects and curtivated plants
1950 65" contarns the following selected references:

#48-"Gross effects and histopathologrcal changes caused by 2_4D and
2,4,5-r"'t952

#108-"selective weed Kiilers and Growth substances pathorogicar
effect during the fabrication of the ester of 2_4D',_jgS1

H122-"lndustrrally acquired porphyria outbreak arnong workers in
a factory which manufactures herbicides 2 4D and 2,4,5_T (Dt
chlorophenol and trichlorophenol)- 1 964

#123-"Weed Krllers (2 4D and 2,4,5-f) produce chloroacne,,_1964
#128-"lntoxication by weed Kiiler Fatarities in farm workers-1g59
H117-"Dangers in use of chrorinated phenors (rncrudes nineteen

fatalities) - 1959
#1 'l 8-"Neuropathy following exposure to a dimethylamine salt of

2-4D- 1 963

#135-"Harmf ul effects on agricultural workers" (includes 2-4Dl 1962
#143-"Dermatitis and Kidney damage ascribed to weed killer 2,4,5-f "

1 959
#144-'Polyneuritis after use of 2-4D acid" 1962
#146-"Peripheral neuropathy after exposure to dichlorophenoxyacetrc

acid"- 1 959
#1 54-"Changes rn blood and arterial pressure under rnfluence of butyl

ether of 2-4D" -1962
#155-"A further case of MCPA poisoning fatality of 65 year old

man"-1965
#158-"Occupational acne caused by aromatic cyclic ethers Syrn

ptoms in 3'l employees preparing 2,4,5-Trichlorophenol and rts

tra nsf ormatio n to 2,4,5 -T " - 1 957
#169-"Acute poisoning by a herbicide" (2-4D)-1 961
#172-"Fatal poisoning in man by 2-4Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid"

1 961

#173-"Chlorophenol poisoning" (fatality and 2 poisonings among
workers in a chemical plant)-1 953- 1 954

#1 90-"Poisoning by the new herbicides"- 1 965
#1 94-"The toxicity of some herbicides (2 4D, 2,4,5 T) to chicks"- 1 962
#197-"Suspected poisoning of dogs from ealng grasses treated wrth

2-4D" -1953
#217-"Lrvestock poisoning from herbicide treated, nitrates

lrom2-4D-1952
#222-'Etfects of herbicidal sprays on nitrate accunrulatron in certain

weed species-possible nitrate porsoning rn lrvestock from 2-4D,
2,4,5-r" -1957

#228-"Ellects of herbicidal sprays on the hydrocyanic acid content
of leaves of wild black cherry...Toxicity increase for lrvestock
after treatmentwith 2-4D and2,4,5-f " -1952

#246-"fhe effect of spraying on fat lamb production relation be-
tween 2-4D and slowgrowth"-1 957

#2SO-"The hydrocyanic acid content of wild cherry leaves sprayed
wirh low vol itr I e esters of 2 - 4D and 2, 4,5 -f - 1 952

#288-"Effect ol 2-4D on nitrate levels in leaves of sugar beets
Possible source of potassium nrtrate porsoning in cattle" 1950

#297-"fhe effect of 2-4D on nitrate content of sugar beet and mus
tard plants. . possible source of nitrate poisoning rn cattle" 1956

#301 "Effects of silvex and 2,4,5-f on alkaloid content of tall lark-
spur . . includes posslble toxicity to cattle"- 1 963

#338-" demonstration of the harmful effect of dichlorophenoxy
acetic acid on the nervous system"-1 963
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#340-"New evidence concerning the nervous site of action of a chem-
ical herbicide (2 -4D) ca using prof ess iona I intoxication " - 1962

#348-"4 report of acute and chronic toxicity ol 2-4D and 2,4,5-T in
dogs"-1 953

#412-"fypical myotonia lrom 2-4D, .." 1964
#488-"Possible poisoning of domestic animals by weed killers (2-4D)"

1 958
#51S-"Damage to wildlife habitat try 2-4D amine and water and 2-4D

ester and oil"-1952
#523-"Field reporting of suspected wildlife poisoning by agricultural

chemicals (2-4D and 2,4,5-Tl-1954
#525-"The possibrlities of danger to bees, fish, birds and game from

use of 2-4D and 2,4,5-T-1962
#534-"lndirect effects of herbicides. . on balance of nature, destruc-

tron of game cover and poisonous effects, chief ly of 2-4D"-(Drift)
1 950

Touch my heart with faith again 1 pr'ly ' ' '

And let there be new l)isiolx J'or rny eyes ' ' '

Oh! Let the riuers find tlte ocecttl wide!

And put arainbow irt my tear-swep sbies!

fhe tlttle blue-bird missccl my Ltousc tltis Spnng ' ' '

So cold tlrc leaues, so still thc Jlowcrs rtow dyitrg ' ' '

['he song my LLeart sang wds so uery lowcl

That I forgot tlmt eyes are made J'or crying ' ' '

The song the pine sings is aloudlament ' ' '

The naked earth will reach her arms in uain ' ' '

I will auenge each needless useless death ' ' '

And share within my heart their silent pain'
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